114th Annual Meeting
“FAMILIAR STRANGE”
Denver, Colorado
November 18–22, 2015
The Annual Meeting of the American Anthropological Association provides a forum for the dissemination of knowledge and discussion. The views expressed at the sessions are solely those of the speakers, and are not endorsed, approved, or censored by the Association. Descriptions of events and titles are those of the organizers, not the Association.
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**General Meeting Information**

**Registration**

**On-Site, Advance, and Workshop Registration**

Colorado Convention Center  |  Meeting Room Level  |  Lobby F

- **Tuesday**  7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
- **Wednesday**  7:30 a.m. – 6:15 p.m.
- **Thursday**  7:30 a.m. – 6:15 p.m.
- **Friday**  7:30 a.m. – 8:00 p.m.
- **Saturday**  7:30 a.m. – 6:15 p.m.
- **Sunday**  7:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

You are required to wear your name badge for entry to all AAA Annual Meeting activities.

**Name Badge**

Your name badge is required for admission to all meeting functions including sessions, workshops, special events, and exhibits.

**Lost Badges**

Lost programs and or badges will be replaced with proof of registration and a $25.00 fee.

**Hotel Information**

- **Hyatt Regency Denver at Colorado Convention Center**  
  650 15th Street, Denver, CO 80202  
  (303) 436-1234

- **Hilton Garden Inn Denver Downtown**  
  1400 Welton Street, Denver, CO 80202  
  (303) 603-8000

- **Embassy Suites Denver — Downtown Convention Center**  
  1420 Stout Street, Denver, CO 80202  
  (303) 592-1000

- **Crowne Plaza Denver Downtown**  
  1450 Glenarm Place, Denver, CO 80202  
  (303) 573-1450

- **Courtyard by Marriott Denver Downtown**  
  934 16th Street, Denver, CO 80202  
  (303) 571-1114

- **The Curtis — a DoubleTree by Hilton**  
  1405 Curtis Street, Denver, CO 80202  
  (303) 571-0300
**Location of Meetings**

Scholarly sessions and special events will take place in two locations:

- **Colorado Convention Center**
  700 14th Street, Denver, CO 80202 .............................. (303) 228-8000

- **Hyatt Regency Denver at Colorado Convention Center**
  650 15th Street, Denver, CO 80202 .............................. (303) 436-1234

**Adjusting to the Denver Climate**

It’s called the mile high city for a reason (5,280 feet above sea level). The climate might be mild, and it might be sunny outside, but it’s important to take care of yourself while attending the meeting. The air will likely be drier and thinner than you are used to normally. A good rule is to “Drink before you’re thirsty, rest before you're tired.” Here are a few tips:

- Drink Water
- Monitor Your Alcohol Intake
- Eat Foods High in Potassium
- Watch Your Physical Activity
- Pack for Sun
- Dress in Layers

**Conference Schedule**

Sessions run 105 minutes unless otherwise explicitly noted. Session chairs and committee chairs are requested to see that sessions and meetings end on time to avoid conflicts with subsequent activities scheduled into the same room. The usual turnover is as follows:

**Wednesday**

- 12:00 p.m. – 1:45 p.m. (scholarly sessions)
- 2:00 p.m. – 3:45 p.m. (scholarly sessions)
- 4:00 p.m. – 5:45 p.m. (scholarly sessions)

**Thursday through Saturday**

- 8:00 a.m. – 9:45 a.m. (scholarly sessions)
- 10:15 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. (scholarly sessions)
- 12:15 p.m. – 1:30 p.m. (special events)
- 1:45 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. (scholarly sessions)
- 4:00 p.m. – 5:45 p.m. (scholarly sessions)
- 6:15 p.m. – 7:30 p.m. (special events)

**Sunday**

- 8:00 a.m. – 9:45 a.m. (scholarly sessions)
- 10:15 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. (scholarly sessions)
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Exhibits
Four Seasons Ballroom 2–4 | Ballroom Level

Thursday 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Friday 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

The location of the Exhibits offers excellent accessibility to meeting attendees, due to its close proximity to poster sessions, registration, and scholarly presentations. The exhibit hall offers an opportunity to explore the developing trends in anthropological publishing, equipment, and software. Be sure to check the Directory of Exhibitors online, in this program, or in the AAA mobile application. Only registrants of the annual meeting will be allowed access — badges are checked at the entrance to the exhibit hall.

Membership Services
Lobby F | Meeting Room Level

Tuesday 7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday 7:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Thursday 7:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Friday 7:30 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Saturday 7:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Sunday 7:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.

Information Desk
Lobby F | Meeting Room Level

Wednesday 7:30 a.m. – 6:15 p.m.
Thursday 7:30 a.m. – 6:15 p.m.
Friday 7:30 a.m. – 8:00 p.m.
Saturday 7:30 a.m. – 6:15 p.m.
Sunday 7:30 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Career Center
Four Seasons Ballroom 1 | Ballroom Level

Thursday 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Friday 9:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Are you seeking a new position, have a scheduled interview, or want to post a job opening at your institution? Visit us at the Career Center.
Press Room

Wednesday through Saturday 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Copies of papers delivered to the press room should carry the following statement: "Quotation of isolated portions (not exceeding four lines) for purposes or reviews or news articles is permitted. All other rights are reserved by the author and other quotations may not be made without written consent of the author.”

AAA encourages the use of social media before, during, and after the annual meeting. Please respect the wishes of individual presenters if they ask that information or photos from their presentation not be shared.

Get the latest meeting updates by following @AmericanAnthro on Twitter and join the conversation using #AAA2015.

Legend

While there will be a lot of useful information in this program, likely none will be as important as the schedule itself. Sessions Numbers are indicated in the top left corner of an event description. The first number indicates the day — 2 being Wednesday and ending with 6 for Sunday; these session numbers go up incrementally by five throughout the day. Below is a legend of an event and how you can read it:

Session Number | Session Time | Room | Level | Building
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
SESSION TITLE

Reviewed by ORGANIZER(S)
Chair(S)
Individual Participant Times Discussants

Sessions have been identified of particular interest by session organizers and presenters. Icons that are used to identify sessions are as follows.

P Practicing and Applied Anthropologist
S Students
T Teachers of Anthropology and Community Colleges
M Mentoring Activities.
As an orienting theme for the 114th AAA Annual Meeting, we invited proposals for Executive Program Committee that press us to grapple with how and why this strategy proves both productive and obstructive, considering what it simultaneously opens up and ‘nails down.’ We particularly sought proposals that brought together and fostered dialogue among sub-fields as we scrutinize the multiple uses and effects of this durable anthropological ‘way of knowing.’

Sessions designated invited are open to all meeting registrants. Each AAA Section is responsible for the organization of one or more innovative, synthesizing sessions intended to reflect the state-of-the-art and the thematic concerns in the major subfields.

Poster Sessions

Poster Sessions are an evolving piece of the annual meeting and an exciting way to express your work. Our poster sessions will be active from Thursday to Saturday in the Four Seasons Foyer in the Colorado Convention Center. Stop by, learn something new, and be a part of the conversation!

Installations

Installations offer attendees an opportunity to learn from a range of vested interests not typically encountered or easily found on the traditional AAA program. Installations are meant to disrupt who and what we tend to see at the Annual Meetings, helping encounter presenters and attendees alike to do different kinds of things at the intersections of anthropological arts, sciences, and cultural expression.

Workshops

Workshops focus on engagement, interactivity, and in-depth analysis of pertinent methodologies and subjects within the field of anthropology. These sessions provide opportunities for attendees to update their knowledge and skills in a variety of professional areas. For ease of use, we have grouped workshops into found sections: Academic Training and Career Development, Practicing and Applied Career Development, Technical Skill Development, and Humanistic Anthropology. Please see the full session listings in the body of the program for more details on this year’s selection. Unless explicitly noted, all workshops require registration beforehand to the annual meeting and the specific workshop; a monitor will check attendees into the workshop.
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Film Sessions
Media sessions engage anthropology through a new lens. They are part of the AAA’s Media Festival and include interactive media work as well as short works. For more information see the Society for Visual Anthropology’s website at www.societyforvisualanthropology.org.

Retrospective Sessions
Retrospective Sessions are intended to highlight career contributions of established leading scholars (for example, on the occasion of their retirement or significant anniversary).

Roundtables
The roundtable provides a format to discuss critical social issues effecting anthropology; no papers are submitted for this format.

Special Events

Business Meeting
Business Meetings are a time for sections or the association as a whole to come together and discuss pressing issues that pertain to the field.

Board Meeting
Board Meetings are time for sectional and association board members to gather and discuss the year’s developments and future agendas.

Committee Meeting
Committee Meetings are a time for AAA committee members to gather and discuss the year’s developments and future agendas.

Reception
Receptions are social gatherings for attendees of the annual meeting. They act as reunions, networking events, or simply space to consider the day’s scholarly material. Contact the sponsors of the receptions for more information.
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**Events Not to Miss**

**Opening Reception**  
Wednesday, November 18  
6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.  
Centennial E | 3rd Floor  

**Business Meeting**  
Friday, November 20  
6:15 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.  
Mile High 2 & 3 | Ballroom Level  
Members, make sure to have your badge to collect your voting card at the meeting. The AAA Business Meeting is an opportunity for members of the Association to discuss important issues facing the discipline and profession. Summary reports on the Association and its key activities this year will be addressed by the Executive Board. Check AAA website or app for final agenda and resolutions being presented.

**Presidential Address — Dr. Esperanto delivered by President Monica Heller**  
Saturday, November 21  
6:15 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.  
Mile High 2 & 3 | Ballroom Level  
This marks the end of Monica Heller’s tenure as the president of AAA and the beginning of President-elect, Alisse Waterson’s two year term. We ask you to join us as Monica bids farewell and passes the torch.

**Graduate School Fair**  
Saturday, November 21  
12:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.  
Four Seasons Ballroom 2–4 | Ballroom Level  
The Graduate School Fair allows prospective graduate students to speak with program directors representing graduate programs from around the country. Featured programs include SUNY-Binghampton’s new Public Archaeology Master’s Program, Boston University School of Medicine’s Medical Anthropology Master’s and the University of North Texas’ Applied Anthropology Program.

**NAPA/AAA Careers Expo**  
Friday, November 20  
10:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.  
Four Seasons Ballroom 2-4 | Ballroom Level  
The National Association for the Practice of Anthropology (NAPA) and the AAA will present the 10th Annual Careers Expo providing students and new/emerging professional anthropologists an opportunity to meet with professional anthropologists to learn about the creative uses of anthropological skills. Last year more than 600 people attended the Expo including faculty interested in being able to share cutting edge opportunities with students.
AAA Business Meeting Rules and Procedures

1. The presiding officer of the Annual Business Meeting shall be the President or in his or her absence, in order of succession, the President-Elect or a member of the Executive Board selected by the Board.

2. The presiding officer shall determine the presence of a quorum and call the meeting to order.

3. A quorum, as defined in the Association’s bylaws shall be 250 members. If a quorum is not present, business transacted by the body shall be unofficial and non-binding on the Association.

4. The order of business for the Annual Business Meeting shall be as announced in the meeting notice previously published.

5. Unless otherwise specified by AAA’s bylaws, or these rules and procedures, Roberts Rules of Order Newly Revised shall govern the conduct of the Annual Business Meeting.

6. All voting shall be by general consent or by a majority of AAA members present and voting, unless otherwise specified in the AAA bylaws or Roberts Rules of Order Newly Revised.

7. Voting shall be by general consent or by voice vote, unless a vote by standing is ordered by the presiding officer or by request of a member present.

8. Voting by proxy is not permitted.

9. The presiding officer is responsible for insuring the orderly conduct of business before the body. To that end, no member may speak before the body unless properly recognized by the presiding officer.

10. In an effort to insure against one-sided presentations, the presiding officer may recognize speakers in such order as to present alternative pro and con presentations on a proposition before the body.

11. In an effort to insure that all members have equal opportunity to be heard on a proposition, and that the efficient conduct of business is not thwarted by needless repetition of the same argument or point, the presiding officer may limit the number of times a member is recognized to speak on the same proposition.

12. In order to insure that there is adequate time to consider all matters scheduled to be considered by the body, the presiding officer may limit the time for consideration of each agenda item, the number of speakers to be recognized on each item and the amount of time available to each speaker.

Student Saturday

Student Saturday was developed to encourage anthropology students to attend the AAA annual meetings and provide programming of particular interest to them. This event includes the annual Graduate School Fair in addition to special programs designed specifically for students joining us in Denver. Anthropology students may attend Student Saturday at the discounted rate of only $50 for one-day admission. Registration includes access to all regular sessions and special events on Saturday.
AAA Principles of Professional Responsibility

AAA is dedicated to the dissemination of anthropological knowledge and its use to solve human problems. Anthropologists work in the widest variety of contexts studying all aspects of the human experience, and face myriad ethical quandaries inflected in different ways by the contexts in which they work and the kinds of issues they address. Seven core principles are shared across subfields and contexts of practice.

These core principles are expressed as concise statements, accompanied by brief discussions placing that principle in a broader context, along with more detailed examinations of how each affects or may be helpful to anthropologists in different subfields or work contexts. The Statement of Principles also offers resources to assist anthropologists in tackling difficult ethical issues or the new situations that inevitably arise in the production of knowledge.

The American Anthropological Association does not adjudicate assertions of unethical behavior. These principles are intended to educate, foster discussion, and serve as a guide to responsible decision-making.

1. Do No Harm
2. Be Open and Honest Regarding Your Work
3. Obtain Informed Consent and Necessary Permissions
4. Weigh Competing Ethical Obligations Due Collaborators and Affected Parties
5. Make Your Results Accessible
6. Protect and Preserve Your Records
7. Maintain Respectful and Ethical Professional Relationships

For more detailed information regarding the AAA Principles of Professional Responsibility, please visit: http://ethics.aaanet.org/ethics-statement.

Photography Disclosure

AAA takes photographs during its meetings and events for use in association advertising, newsletters and other promotional materials, whether in print, electronic or other media, including the AAA website. By participating in this conference I grant AAA the right to use my name and photograph for such purposes.

Electronic Devices

As a courtesy to meeting attendees, electronic devices must be operated in silent/vibrate mode during all educational sessions; devices that beep, ring, etc. are prohibited. We ask that you please do not conduct cell phone conversations while in attendance at educational sessions. Your cooperation is appreciated.
Recording Session

To record scholarly sessions, follow scholarly convention and obtain permission of the person to be recorded and the organizer of the session. There should be no publication of such material without following scholarly procedure regarding permission and citation.

Wi-Fi

Free Wi-Fi will be provided in all public spaces at the Colorado Convention Center and Hyatt Regency Downtown. However, this basic bandwidth is sufficient to allow web browsing and e-mail, but will not support rapid transfer of large amounts of data—such as video streaming or downloading large files.

2015 AAA Mobile App

Why use the Mobile App?
- Set up a personalized agenda
- Search for list of speakers
- Receive up-to-date information and messages during the conference
- Full Contributed Paper/Poster schedule
- Networking capability with other attendees and exhibitors
- Search Exhibitors and Schedule Appointments
- Maps—Hotel, Colorado Convention Center, and Exhibit Hall!
- Transportation Information
- Mobile App is available on Apple and Android phones only

Badge QR Code

As part of the AAA’s ongoing effort to bring greater interconnectivity to the annual meeting, we will be adding QR codes to the badges. This will help you engage exhibitors. In the future it will also lead to live-survey responses, interactive scavenger hunts. We’re excited for this next step in digital engagement, but appreciate that not all attendees are interested in participating. The QR codes integrate with our annual meeting mobile application and are NOT a means of tracking or monitoring attendees. The QR Code will be scanned ONLY with your permission. The information obtained will expressly be used by the exhibitor with which you are doing business. The data shared will include name, affiliation, title, and email. This data will be encrypted to secure privacy and only AAA Annual Meeting Exhibitors will be able to read the QR codes.
We are pleased to announce a lounge in the Colorado Convention Center exclusively for the use of students.

**Business Services**

**The UPS Store Products & Services**

- Wednesday through Friday, November 18–20 from 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
- Saturday through Sunday, November 21–22 from 9:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.

The UPS Store located in Concourse A offers a variety of services tailored to help you make the best of event at the Colorado Convention Center.

**Printing Products:** Flyers, Brochures, Presentations, Manuals, Letterhead, Newsletters, Business Cards, Posters (Any Size), Postcards, Banners, Invitations, Menus, Books (Any Design Type)

**Printing Services:** Mobile Printing, Full Service Digital Printing, Binding, Laminating, Stapling, Collating, Folding, Color and Black & White Printing and Copying, High Volume Printing

**Small Business Solutions:** Fax Services (send & receive), Graphic Design, Printed Marketing & Business Materials, internet Access, Computer Rental, House Account Program

**Shipping Services:** UPS Next Day Air Early A.M., UPS Next Day Air, UPS Next Day Air Saver, UPS 2nd Day Air A.M., UPS 2nd Day Air, UPS 3-Day Select, UPS Ground, UPS International, Freight

**Packing Services:** Custom Packaging, Packaging Boxes & Supplies, Luggage Box, Electronic Packaging, Pack & Ship Guarantee, Packaging Peanuts, Moving Boxes & Supplies

**Additional Products & Services:** Office Products & Supplies, Notary Services, limited Scooter Rental, Wheelchair Rental, Color and Black & White Copier Rental

Contact Information:
- Phone: (720) 904-2300
- Fax: (720) 904-0796
- Email: Store6611@theupsstore.com
Certificate of Attendance/Certificate of Presentation

Certificate of Attendance/Certificate of Presentation can be printed at the AAA Information booth. These must be printed onsite and cannot be requested after the meeting has been completed.

Childcare Service

CAMP AAA welcomes children ages 6 months – 12 years. Children participate in age-appropriate activities including arts and crafts projects, active games and much more in a safe, nurturing environment. Meals are not included in the camp fees. Parents can purchase meals to be provided on-site via this registration form at $15 per meal. Parents can also send or bring lunch to the center.

REGISTRATION: If you have not pre-registered before November 9, 2015, we will accommodate you as best we can, based on availability. No refunds will be issued. “No shows” receive no refund. This policy is to ensure proper staffing, which is in the best interest of your child(ren).

NOTE: For the safety and security of your child(ren), AAA/ACCENT has the right to refuse care to any child based on space availability and appropriateness. AAA/ACCENT also has the right to refuse care to any child unable to adapt to group situations as well as any child whose presence or behavior may disrupt the program or endanger the health or safety of other children. ACCENT staff does not administer medication and any child who is ill will not be admitted to the center.

The dates and times available are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday, November 18</td>
<td>12:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday, November 19</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday, November 20</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, November 21</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday, November 22</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Final Program Addendum

AAA no longer prints a Final Program addendum. Daily programming updates will be identified through the AAA Mobile App, Online Program, and at the AAA registration center.
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First Aid

To report an emergency in the headquarter hotel and convention
Hyatt Regency Denver— Dial “0”
Colorado Convention Center— Dial “0”

Hospital

Saint Joseph Hospital
1835 Franklin Street
(303) 837-711
8 minutes from the Hyatt Regency Denver

Nearest Pharmacy

Walgreens Store
801 16th Street
(303) 571-5314
0.4 miles from the Hyatt Regency Denver

Recycling

Your badge holder is recyclable. Please help us run a greener meeting by recycling your badge holder at the end of the meeting. Receptacle boxes for the badge holders will be located in various places in the Colorado Convention Center.

All participants who recycle their badges and badge holders are eligible to win a free registration to the 2016 AAA Annual Meeting be held in Minneapolis, MN! Winning name will be drawn after the meeting and winner will be notified by email by January 8, 2016.

Coat Check

Below Escalators Outside of Lobby F

Charges for checking items are $3 per item:

Accessibility

The AAA offers several services and oversight arrangements to facilitate attendance at the Annual Meeting. AAA staff at the Information Booth will coordinate resources during the meeting week for registrants with physical disabilities who are attending the Annual Meeting. Special services, which were arranged in advance, may be verified with AAA staff to ensure that you receive the assistance you need. Should you encounter any problems during the meeting or need any additional information while at the Annual Meeting, please contact Meeting Services staff on-site or via email at aaameetings@aaanet.org.
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We cannot anticipate all needs, as everyone is different; therefore we rely on direct communication with those who require accessibility assistance to be as appropriate and as efficient as possible.

Food Allergies
There are no formal meals included in the Annual Meeting program. The AAA Welcome Reception will be held on Wednesday, November 18 and will feature light appetizers and a cash bar. Several AAA Sections, Affiliates, and Universities typically host receptions in the evening that may or may not be open to attendees. AAA’s goal is to have a varied menu to appeal to the majority of attendee’s dietary needs in the events that are hosted by the association.

Quiet Room
A quiet room will be available at the convention center. Quiet rooms are intended to provide a quiet, calm space where convention attendees can spend time away from noise, lights, and other stimuli of conference spaces. The quiet rooms are not available for conversations or meetings.

CART — Captioning
Computer Assisted Real-time Transcription (CART) will be available at both general sessions (Friday and Saturday evenings).

No Scents Policy
Attendees are asked to please refrain from wearing perfumes, colognes or other scent producing products which may cause discomfort to other guests.
**Poster Sessions**

**Colorado Convention Center Four Seasons Pre-function**

Friday 8:00 AM – 3:30 PM | Saturday 8:00 AM – 3:30 PM

Poster Sessions are an evolving piece of the annual meeting and an exciting way to express your work. Our poster sessions will be active from Thursday to Saturday in the Four Seasons Foyer in the Colorado Convention Center. Stop by, learn something new, and be a part of the conversation!

---

**Friday, November 20, 2015**

**4-0160** 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
Four Seasons Foyer — Full  
*Familiar/Strange: Exploring Anthropology Though Posters I*  
American Anthropological Association

**4-0480** 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  
Four Seasons Foyer — Blue  
*Society for Medical Anthropology (SMA) Posters*  
Society for Medical Anthropology

**4-0485** 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  
Four Seasons Foyer — Green  
*Challenging One-Dimensional Representations: Case Studies from the Heart of Anthropology*  
Society for the Anthropology of North America
**Poster Sessions**

4-0490  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Four Seasons Foyer — Tan  
**Food and Nutrition Posters**  
Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

4-0980  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Four Seasons Foyer — Blue  
**Familiar/Strange: Exploring Anthropology Though Posters II**  
American Anthropological Association

4-0985  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Four Seasons Foyer — Green  
**The Power of Place: Environmental Anthropology Poster Session**  
Anthropology and Environment Society

4-0990  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Four Seasons Foyer — Tan  
**Archaeology Poster Session**  
Archaeology Division

---

**Saturday, November 21, 2015**

5-0155  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Four Seasons Foyer — Full  
**First Rites: Innovative Undergraduate Research in Anthropology**  
Society for Visual Anthropology

5-0505  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Four Seasons Foyer — Blue  
**Negotiating Identity and Belonging**  
Society for Humanistic Anthropology

5-0510  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Four Seasons Foyer — Tan/Green  
**Constructing Others, Performing Selves: Language, Identity, and Agency**  
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

5-0920  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Four Seasons Foyer — Full  
**CAE New Scholar Invited Poster Session**  
Council on Anthropology and Education
Franz Boas Award for Exemplary Service to Anthropology
Yolanda T Moses
This award is presented annually by the AAA to its members whose careers demonstrate extraordinary achievements that have well served the anthropological profession.

AAA/Oxford University Press Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching of Anthropology
Debra L Martin
This award was established in 1997 to recognize teachers who have contributed to and encouraged the study of anthropology.

Anthropology in Media Award (AIME)
Paul A Stoller
This award was established in 1987 to recognize the successful communication of anthropology to the general public through the media.

Robert B Textor and Family Prize for Excellence in Anticipatory Anthropology
Marcia C Inhorn
This award was established in 1998 to encourage and reward excellent contributions in the use of anthropological perspectives, theories, models and methods in an anticipatory mode.

AAA Minority Dissertation Fellowship
Alicia D Odewale
The annual AAA Minority Dissertation Fellowship is intended to encourage members of ethnic minorities to complete doctoral degrees in anthropology, thereby increasing diversity in the discipline and/or promoting research on issues of concern among minority populations.

Margaret Mead Award
Mark A Schuller
This award is presented annually to a younger scholar for a particular accomplishment such as a book, film, monograph, or service, which interprets anthropological data and principles in ways that make them meaningful and accessible to a broadly concerned public.
HONORS AND AWARDS

ARCHAEOLOGY DIVISION

The Gordon R Willey Prize for Outstanding Archaeological Article in the American Anthropologist: Eleanor Harrison-Buck

Student Diversity Travel Grant: Recipient Announced at the AD Business Meeting

Student Membership Award: Recipient Announced at the AD Business Meeting

ASSOCIATION FOR AFRICANIST ANTHROPOLOGY

Elliot P. Skinner Book Award: Daniel Jordan Smith

Bennetta Jules-Rosette Graduate Essay Award: Apostolos Andrikopoulos

Nancy “Penny” Schwartz Undergraduate Essay Award: Sara Yukimi Saltman

ASSOCIATION FOR FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGY

Michelle Rosaldo Prize: Lucinda Ramberg

Sylvia Forman Prize:
  Graduate Student Award: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
  Undergraduate Student Award: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

ASSOCIATION FOR QUEER ANTHROPOLOGY

Ruth Benedict Prize — Monograph: Lucinda Ramberg

Ruth Benedict Prize — Anthology: Linda Rae Bennett & Sharyn Graham Davies

Kenneth W. Payne Prize: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION

W.W. Howells Book Award: John Allen

Distinguished Lecture: William Leonard

CENTRAL STATES ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY

Beth Wilder Dillingham Award: Matilda Stubbs

Leslie A. White Award: James A Whitaker
HONORS AND AWARDS

COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION

The Frederick Erickson CAE Dissertation Award: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

George and Louise Spindler Award: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

The Concha Delgado Gaitan CAE Presidential Fellows Award: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

The Shirley Brice Heath New CAE Scholars Travel Award: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

COUNCIL ON MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY

Student Travel Award: Adrian Van Allen

Award for Innovative Museum Anthropology: Michael M Ames

Lifetime Achievement/Distinguished Service Award: Ruth Phillips

CULTURE AND AGRICULTURE

Robert M. Netting Student Paper Prize in Culture and Agriculture: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

EVOLUTIONARY ANTHROPOLOGY SOCIETY

Best Paper by a New Investigator: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

Best Paper by a Student: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION

General Anthropology Award for Exemplary Cross-Field Scholarship: Noah Tamarkin

MIDDLE EAST SECTION

Biannual Book Prize: Susan Diana Allan

Student Paper Prize: Noga Malkin

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGISTS

Emerging Leaders in Anthropology Award: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

Carrie Hunter Tate Travel Award: Recipient Announced at the Meeting
SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Cultural Horizons Prize: Recipient Announced at the Meeting
Gregory Bateson Prize: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

SOCIETY FOR EAST ASIA ANTHROPOLOGY

Hsu Book Prize: Recipient Announced at the Meeting
Bestor Prize: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

SOCIETY FOR ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY

The Harold K Schneider Graduate Paper Prize: Recipient Announced at the Meeting
The Harold K Schneider Undergraduate Paper Prize: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

THE SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN ANTHROPOLOGY

The Roseberry Nash Student Paper Contest: Recipient Announced at the Meeting
The Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology (SLACA) Book Prize: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY

SLA Edward Sapir Book Prize: Recipient Announced at the Meeting
SLA Award for Public Outreach and Community Service: Recipient Announced at the Meeting
SLA Annual Undergraduate Student Essay Award: Recipient Announced at the Meeting
SLA Graduate Student Essay Award: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

George Foster Practicing Medical Anthropology Award: Recipient Announced at the Meeting
Eileen Basker Memorial Prize: Recipient Announced at the Meeting
New Millennium Book Award: Recipient Announced at the Meeting
SMA Dissertation Award: Recipient Announced at the Meeting
Honors and Awards

Steven Polgar Professional Paper Prize: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

WHR Rivers Undergraduate Student Paper Prize: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

Medical Anthropology Student Association (MASA) Graduate Student Mentor Award: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

SMA Special Interest Group Awards

AIDS and Anthropology Research Group (AARG) Graduate Student Paper Prize: Recipient(s) Announced at the Meeting

AIDS and Anthropology Research Group (AARG) Ray Bucko, SJ, Undergraduate Student Paper Prize: Recipient(s) Announced at the Meeting

AIDS and Anthropology Research Group (AARG) Clark Taylor Professional Paper Prize: Recipient(s) Announced at the Meeting

Alcohol, Drug and Tobacco Study Group Annual Graduate Student Paper Prize: Recipient(s) Announced at the Meeting

Council for Anthropology and Reproduction Graduate Student Paper Prize: Recipient(s) Announced at the Meeting

Critical Anthropology of Global Health (CAGH) Rudolf Virchow Professional, Graduate and Undergraduate Student Paper Awards: Recipient(s) Announced at the Meeting

Disability Research Interest Group Travel Awards: Recipient(s) Announced at the Meeting

Graduate Student Paper Prize in the Anthropology of Complementary and Alternative Medicine and Integrative Medicine (CAM/IM): Recipient(s) Announced at the Meeting

Science, Technology & Medicine (STM) Graduate Student Paper Prize: Recipient(s) Announced at the Meeting

Society for the Anthropology of North America

Distinguished Achievement in the Critical Study of North America: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

The Delmos Jones and Jagna Sharff Memorial Prize for the Critical Study of North America: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

The St. Clair Drake Student Travel Prize: Recipient Announced at the Meeting

The Hlanore: Happy” Leacock Travel Grant: Recipient Announced at the Meeting
HONORS AND AWARDS

SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION

Clifford Geertz Prize in the Anthropology of Religion: Lucinda Ramberg
Student Paper Prize: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK

SAW Book Award: Rebecca Prentice

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Best Feature Length Film: Damiana Kryygi dir. Alejandro Fernandez Mouján
Best Short Film: Ringtones dir. Jennifer Deger and Paul Gurrumuruwuy
Best Graduate Student Film (tie): Working is Growing dir. Léa Klaue and Waiting for Nothing to Happen dir. Nora Wildenauer
Best Undergraduate Student Film: Dzongsar Clay dir. Dawa Drolma
Society for Visual Anthropology Lifetime Achievement Award:
Thomas D Blakely (Pennsylvania State University)

SOCIETY FOR URBAN, NATIONAL, TRANSNATIONAL, GLOBAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Anthony Leeds Prize: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
Best Graduate Student Paper Prize: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
Best Undergraduate Student Paper Prize: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
Executive Sessions
AAA Executive Program Committee

Wednesday, November 18

2-0165  A Familiar Stranger: Franz Boas in Contexts
12:00 PM – 1:45 PM  Centennial D | 3rd Floor

2-0355  Making Palestine Knowable/Marking Prevailing Discourses as Strange: Considering the Boycott of Israeli Academic Institutions
2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  Centennial D | 3rd Floor

2-0400  The Jewish Question Again: Palestine, Europe, and the Elementary Structures of Expulsion
4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  205 | Meeting Room Level

Thursday, November 19

3-0550  American Racializations Beyond Black and White: Strange Racial Subjects in the U.S.
10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Centennial D | 3rd Floor

3-0805  Scientific Approaches to Biological Anthropology: The Strange and Familiar
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  205 | Meeting Room Level

3-1370  Between World Anthropologies and World Anthropology: Towards a Reflexive Critique of the Mediation Processes
4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Centennial D | 3rd Floor

Friday, November 20

4-0200  Policing, Estrangement, and Social Inequalities: Denaturalizing Law Enforcement and Police-Based Governance — Part One
8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Mile High 4B | Ballroom Level

4-0525  Indigenous Anthropology: Emergent Praxis Against Anthropological Deliriums
10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 2 & 3 | Ballroom Level

Executive and Presidential Sessions are designated with a logo.
### Executive Sessions

**AAA Executive Program Committee**

#### Saturday, November 21

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-1020</td>
<td>In Search of Women in the Paleolithic</td>
<td>1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>Mile High 2 &amp; 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-1430</td>
<td>Are We Anthropologists or Are We Emergency Responders? Transforming Scholarship Into Humanitarian Practice in the Ebola Epidemic</td>
<td>4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Centennial D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Sunday, November 22

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-0190</td>
<td>Identity, Belonging and the Biopolitics of DNA in Colonial Modernity — Part I</td>
<td>8:00 AM – 9:45 AM</td>
<td>Mile High 2 &amp; 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0395</td>
<td>Exhibiting Anthropology at the Terminus</td>
<td>10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0935</td>
<td>The Familiar and Strange in Remaining ‘NATIVE’ and Becoming an Anthropologist: Celebrating Dr. Beatrice Medicine’s Contributions to Anthropology</td>
<td>1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>Mile High 2 &amp; 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-1205</td>
<td>Entangled Difference: Art, Anthropology and Museums</td>
<td>4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Mile High 2 &amp; 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### American Indian Metaphysics

Sunday, November 22, 2015 • 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM
Mile High 2 & 3 | Ballroom Level

#### A Methodology Roundtable: The Implications of New Ontologies for Undoing Injustice and Understanding Interdependencies in Anthropology

10:15 AM – 12:00 PM
205 | Meeting Room Level
### Thursday, November 19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0965</td>
<td><strong>Woven Stories: Understanding Textiles as Visual Metaphors</strong></td>
<td>Mile High Pre-Function A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>Tú Y Usted, an Ethnodrama: Performing The Familiar/Strange Phenomenon of American Adult Spanish Language Study in Mexico</strong></td>
<td>Centennial C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-1030</td>
<td><strong>“History Moves in Slow Motion and the Future Is Speeding Toward Us”: Palestinian and Israeli Visual Economies and Representational Strategies</strong></td>
<td>Centennial F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-1035</td>
<td><strong>Practitioner Beginnings: How I Got My Job Outside the Academy</strong></td>
<td>Mineral Hall C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-1045</td>
<td><strong>Shifting Stereotypes: The Strange Becomes Familiar and the Familiar Becomes Strange</strong></td>
<td>Mile High Pre-Function B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-1385</td>
<td><strong>The Alchemic Being and Doing of Ethnographic Theater</strong></td>
<td>Centennial H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-1395</td>
<td><strong>Have We Found the Magic Elixer? Senior (80+) Cultural Anthropologists Confront Their Own Aging and Mortality</strong></td>
<td>Mineral Hall C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Ethnographic Terminalia 2015: Denver**

Event details please visit: [http://ethnographicterminalia.org/](http://ethnographicterminalia.org/)

Emmanuel Gallery  | 1205 10th Street  | Denver, CO 80204

Tuesday – Friday  | 10:00 AM – 6:00 PM |
Saturday          | 11:00 AM – 5:00 PM |
Sunday            | 11:00 AM – 2:00 PM |
**Tuesday, November 17**

7:00 AM – 5:00 PM  
Lobby F | Meeting Room Level  
**On-Site, Advance & Workshop Registration**

7:00 AM – 5:00 PM  
Lobby F | Meeting Room Level  
**Membership Services**

1-0000  8:00 AM – 5:00 PM  
102 | Meeting Room Level  
**Workshop (pre-registration required): COMMUNITY FOCUSED INDIGENOUS MAPPING WORKSHOP**  
**Sponsor** American Anthropological Association  
**Organizer/Presenter** Brian Thom (University of Victoria)

1-0005  8:00 AM – 5:00 PM  
104 | Meeting Room Level  
**Workshop (pre-registration required): INTRODUCTION TO TEXT ANALYSIS**  
**Sponsor** Society for Anthropological Sciences  
**Organizer(s)** H Russell Bernard (University of Florida)  
**Presenter(s)** Amber Wutich (Arizona State University)  
Sarah M Szurek (University of Florida)

1-0010  8:00 AM – 5:00 PM  
110 | Meeting Room Level  
**Workshop (pre-registration required): INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS**  
**Sponsor** Society for Anthropological Sciences  
**Organizer(s)** H Russell Bernard (University of Florida)  
**Presenter(s)** Jeffrey C Johnson (University of Florida)  
David Thorne Dillon (University of Florida)

1-0015  12:00 PM – 5:00 PM  
Denver Museum of Nature and Science  
**AAA NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE**  
**Sponsor** AAA Executive Board  
**Organizer(s)** Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)  
**Chair(s)** Margaret Buckner (Missouri State University)  
**Presenter(s)** Rani Alexander (New Mexico State University)  
Janis F Hutchinson (University of Houston)  
Kathleen Fine-Dare (Fort Lewis College)  
Shonna L Trinch (John Jay College, CUNY)  
Whitney L Battle-Baptiste (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Stephen E Nash (Denver Museum of Nature and Science)
Teresita Majewski (Statistical Research Inc.)
Tulasi Srinivas (Emerson College)

1-0020  9:00 AM – 6:00 PM  107 | Meeting Room Level

THIRTY-FIRST ANNUAL VISUAL RESEARCH CONFERENCE, PART 1

SPONSOR Society for Visual Anthropology

ORGANIZER(s)/CHAIR(s) Thomas D Blakely (Penn State University)
                             Andrea M Heckman (University of New Mexico)
                             Jerome W Crowder (University of Texas Medical Branch)

PRESENTER(s)

Farah Britto (University of South Florida)
Jenny Chio (Emory University)
Susan Falls (Savannah College of Art and Design)
Aubrey Paige Graham (Emory University)
Zeynep D Gursel (Macalester College)
Jonathan A Herrle (Syracuse University)
Barbara G Hoffman (Cleveland State University)
John Homiak (Smithsonian Institution)
Omotayo T Jolaosho (University of California, Merced)
Steffen Köhn (Free University Berlin)
Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
Nina Nissen (University of Southern Denmark)
Joana Roque de Pinho (Instituto Superior de Ciencias Sociais e Politicas)
Jennifer F Reynolds (University of South Carolina)
Isabel Fêo Rodrigues (University of Massachusetts Dartmouth)
Emily Rose Cia Teis (University of Arkansas)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
Wednesday, November 18

7:30 AM – 6:15 PM
ON-SITE, ADVANCE & WORKSHOP REGISTRATION, AND INFORMATION DESK

7:30 AM – 5:00 PM
MEMBERSHIP SERVICES

6:00 PM – 8:00 PM
114TH AAA ANNUAL MEETING OPENING RECEPTION

2-0000  8:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Workshop (pre-registration required):
WOMEN AND THE ACADEMIC CAREER: WHAT WORKS, WHAT DOESN’T
Organizer(s)  American Anthropological Association
Presenter(s)  Katie Vizenor (American Anthropological Association)

2-0005  8:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Workshop (pre-registration required):
ONLINE TEACHING 101
Organizer(s)  Alissa Ruth (Arizona State University)
Presenter(s)  Melissa Beresford (Arizona State University)

2-0010  8:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Workshop (pre-registration required):
NAPA WORKSHOP: GETTING ANTHROPOLOGICAL WRITING PUBLISHED
Organizer/Presenter  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

2-0015  8:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Workshop (pre-registration required):
REIMAGINING YOUR MONOGRAPH
Organizer(s)/Presenters  American Anthropological Association
Margaret Willson (University of Washington)
Lorri D Hagman (University of Washington Press)
2-0020  8:00 am – 12:00 pm  
**Workshop (pre-registration required):**
**NAPA WORKSHOP: MIXED METHOD EVALUATIONS, QUALITATIVE, QUANTITATIVE OR WHAT?**

**Sponsor**  
National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Fatimah Williams Castro (Beyond the Tenure Track)
Mary Odell Butler (University of Maryland)

**Presenter(s)**  
Mary Odell Butler (University of Maryland)

2-0025  8:00 am – 12:00 pm  
**AAA Association Operations Committee**

**Sponsor**  
AAA Association Operations Committee

**Organizer(s)**  
Elaine Lynch (American Anthropological Association)

**Chair(s)**  
Karen Nakamura (Yale University)

**Presenter(s)**  
Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)
Rayna Rapp (New York University)
Cheryl Mwaria (Hofstra University)
Keri Brondo (University of Memphis)
Elizabeth Chilton (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Elizabeth K Briody (Cultural Keys LLC)
Bernard Perley (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
Alisse Waterston (John Jay College, CUNY)

2-0030  8:00 am – 12:00 pm  
**Anthropological Communications Committee (ACC) Meeting**

**Sponsor**  
AAA Anthropological Communication Committee

**Organizer(s)**  
Oona Schmid (American Anthropological Association)

**Chair(s)**  
Mark Aldenderfer (University of California, Merced)

**Presenter(s)**  
Lorena Madrigal (University of South Florida)
Jillian R Cavanaugh (Brooklyn College, CUNY)
Karen G Williams (CUNY Graduate School)
A Lynn Bolles (University of Maryland, College Park)
Ramona L Perez (San Diego State University)
Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)

2-0035  8:00 am – 5:00 pm  
**Workshop (pre-registration required):**
**That Almost Finished Journal Article**

**Sponsor**  
Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Jaida K Samudra (Professional Editing for Scholars)
THIRTY-FIRST ANNUAL VISUAL RESEARCH CONFERENCE, PART 2

SPONSOR
Society for Visual Anthropology

Organizers/Chairs
Thomas D Blakely (Penn State University)
Andrea M Heckman (University of New Mexico)
Jerome W Crowder (University of Texas Medical Branch)

Presenter(s)
Farah Britto (University of South Florida)
Jenny Chio (Emory University)
Susan Falls (Savannah College of Art and Design)
Aubrey Paige Graham (Emory University)
Zeynep D Gursel (Macalester College)
Jonathan A Herrle (Syracuse University)
Barbara G Hoffman (Cleveland State University)
John Homiak (Smithsonian Institution)
Omotayo T Jolaosho (University of California, Merced)
Steffen Köhn (Free University Berlin)
Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
Nina Nissen (University of Southern Denmark)
Joana Roque de Pinho (Instituto Superior de Ciencias Sociais e Politicas)
Jennifer F Reynolds (University of South Carolina)
Isabel Fêo Rodrigues (University of Massachusetts Dartmouth)
Emily Rose Cia Teis (University of Arkansas)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

ANTHROPOLOGISTS GO BACK TO SCHOOL

Organizers
Kamela Heyward-Rotimi and Rachel Watkins

EXPLORING SMALL COUNTRIES

Reviewed by
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Organizer(s)
Ulf Hannerz (Stockholm University)
Andre Gingrich (University of Vienna)

Chair(s)
Ulf Hannerz (Stockholm University)

12:00 PM Andre Gingrich (University of Vienna) Small Countries by Introductory Overview
12:15 PM Cris Shore (The University of Auckland) ‘100% Pure’ New Zealand: Small Country Politics, National Branding and the Paradoxes of Scale
12:30 PM Eva-Maria Knoll (Austrian Academy of Sciences) Vulnerability and Social Cohesion on the Maldive Islands — Considering Smallness in Relation to Blood As a Precious Resource
12:45 PM  Helena Wulff (Stockholm University)  *Ireland, Greater Than Its Size: Small Scale in Life and Literature*

1:00 PM  Thomas Hylland Eriksen (University of Oslo)  *A Question of Scale? Norwegian Responses to Terrorism*

**DISCUSSANT**  1:15 PM  Virginia R Dominguez (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)

1:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

---

**2-0055**  12:00 PM – 1:45 PM  112 | Meeting Room Level  

**MARITAL VIOLENCE AND SEX WORK**

**REVIEWED BY**  Association for Feminist Anthropology

**CHAIR(S)**  Lynn Kwiatkowski (Colorado State University)

12:00 PM  Husn-Hui Tseng (Chinese University of Hong Kong)  *Workplace as Home? An Examination of the “Hidden” Social Space for Foreign Spouses Engaging in Sex Work in Taiwan*

12:15 PM  Angela R Demovic (Wichita State University)  *“United in Our Outsider Status”: Stripping Power from the Man on Bourbon Street*

12:30 PM  Alicia W Peters (University of New England)  *Shifting Narratives of Trafficking and Prostitution: Intersections Between the Federal and the Local*

12:45 PM  Caroline Payne (Mercer University)  *Perspectives on Domestic Violence and American Media: How the Question “Why Did You Stay?” Affects Victims*

1:00 PM  Lynn Kwiatkowski (Colorado State University)  *Marital Sexual Violence and the Challenge of Care in Northern Vietnam*

1:15 PM  Discussion

---

**2-0060**  12:00 PM – 1:45 PM  201 | Meeting Room Level  

**ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES ON VALUING THE ENVIRONMENT: CONFLICTS OVER COMMODIFICATION, CERTIFICATION & TOURISM**

**REVIEWED BY**  Anthropology and Environment Society

**ORGANIZER/CHAIR**  Frederick J Conway (San Diego State University)

12:00 PM  Eunice L Blavascunas  *Public Use of Private Property: Maine’s North Woods*

12:15 PM  Lisa L Gezon (University of West Georgia)  *Degrowth and the Alternative Economy of Khat in Madagascar*

12:30 PM  Frederick J Conway (San Diego State University)  *Comondú as Shadow Landscape: A Political Ecology of Abandonment*

12:45 PM  Heather A Gallivan (University of Georgia)  *Overlap or Eclipse? Conjunctures of Conservation and Development in the Penida Islands, Bali, Indonesia*

1:00 PM  Catherine M Tucker (University of Florida)  *Empty Promises or Pathways to Resilience? Farmer Experiences with Environmental Certifications for Sustainable Coffee Production in Mesoamerica*

1:15 PM  Jane C Desmond (University of Illinois)  *Extreme Animal Tourism: Staging Privilege and Proximity in a World without Humans*
1:30 PM Jennifer Lee Johnson (Purdue University) Fishwork: Ontological Problems and Possibilities for the Future of Fisheries in Uganda

2-0065 12:00 PM – 1:45 PM 203 | Meeting Room Level
RETHINKING ISLAM: CHALLENGES AROUND THE WORLD

REVIEWED BY Society for the Anthropology of Religion
Chair(s) Lisa Siobhan Irving (Macquarie University)
12:00 PM Giulia Evolvi (University of Colorado) In-Between Cultures and Religions: Second-Generation Muslims in Italy
12:15 PM Madlen A Avetyan (California State University Northridge) Ethnodoxy and the Diaspora: Armenian-American Religious and Ethnic Identity Construction in Los Angeles
12:30 PM Kalyani D Menon (DePaul University) Old Delhi as a Muslim Place: Everyday Religious Practice and Placemaking in Contemporary India
12:45 PM Lisa Siobhan Irving (Macquarie University) Teaching and Learning Halal Sex: An Exploration of Values Among Muslim Young Adults in Sydney, Australia
1:00 PM Jakub Havlicek (Palacky University) Islam in the Heart of Europe: Criticism of Islam and Muslims in the Czech Republic
1:15 PM Ryo Araki (Tokyo Metropolitan University and Research Fellow of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science) Islamic Practice in Action: Exploring the Spreading Discourse/Phenomenon of "Jilboobs" in Indonesia
1:30 PM Richard Payne (Brooklyn College) Hulu-Hilir Hybrids: Islam in the Making of Dayak Curing Practice

2-0070 12:00 PM – 1:45 PM 205 | Meeting Room Level
TRANSPARENT MINERALS: ETHICAL QUESTIONS OF FORMAL AND INFORMAL RESOURCE EXTRACTION

REVIEWED BY American Ethnological Society
Organizer/Chair Brian Brazeal (California State University, Chico)
12:00 PM Daniel G L Tubb (Yale University, Program in Agrarian Studies) Washing Gold and Cocaine: Narratives of Gold-Based Money Laundering in Colombia
12:15 PM Filipe Calvao (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies) Traces of Carbon: Diamond Sources and “Ethical” Mining
12:30 PM Brian Brazeal (California State University, Chico) Religious Ethics in Informal Economies: Israelis and African Muslims in the Zambian Emerald Trade
12:45 PM Lauren Coyle (Princeton University) Gold, Terror, and Spiritual Labor in Ghana
1:00 PM Lindsay A Bell (SUNY, Oswego) Diamond Semiotics: Ethical Stones and Citizens in Canada’s Sub-Arctic
DISCUSSANT 1:15 PM James Smith (University of California, Davis)
1:30 PM Discussion
INTIMACY AND SOCIOGRAFFY: AN INQUIRY INTO POLITICAL SUBJECTIVITY IN CONTEMPORARY ANTHROPOLOGICAL THEORY.

REVIEWED BY American Ethnological Society
ORGANIZER(S) Lotte Buch Segal (University of Copenhagen) Helene Risør (Universidad Católica de Chile)
CHAIR(S) Veena Das (Johns Hopkins University)

12:00 PM Lotte Buch Segal (University of Copenhagen) The Subject Inside Out: On the Exhaustion of Endurance and Interiority in Contemporary Palestine
12:15 PM Stine Kroijer (University of Copenhagen) ‘Clear-Cutting My Tree Spirits’: On Intimacy and Political Change Among Multiple Species in Ecuador
12:30 PM Helene Risør (Universidad Católica de Chile) Alteño Youth: The Subject of Politics and the Process of Change
12:45 PM Marjorie Murray (Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile) Early Mothering in Chile: Enquiring Ways to Address the Intimacy of a Public Affair
1:00 PM Andrew O Brandel (Johns Hopkins University) and Clara Y Han (Johns Hopkins University) Through the Eyes of the Child: Familiarity, Anticipation, and Inheritance
1:15 PM Anja Kublitz (Aalborg University) To Be Called Upon: Rethinking the Intimacy of the Mass Among Danish Foreign Fighters

RESEARCH TO PRACTICE: BRIDGING THE DIVIDE

REVIEWED BY Society for Economic Anthropology
ORGANIZER/CHAIR Carolyn K Lesorogol (Washington University)

12:00 PM Caela B O’Connell (North Carolina State University) Trading Spaces: Investigating Public Policy and Implementation of Market-Based Environmental Initiatives through Nutrient Trading in North Carolina
12:15 PM Dolores B Koenig (American University) The Role of Anthropological Knowledge in Project Implementation: The Case of Alatona Irrigation
12:30 PM Rahul C Oka (University of Notre Dame) The “Six Blind Men” Can Talk About the Elephant: Partnering with the World Bank and the UN for Ethnographically Grounded Humanitarian Relief
12:45 PM Solen Roth (Université de Montréal) “Wait — What Is It That You Anthropologists Do Again?” Reflections on the Need to Better Prepare Anthropology Graduates for Conducting Research in Non-Academic Contexts
1:00 PM Jennifer A Vogt (Vanderbilt University) Beyond Translation: Making Strange Disciplines Familiar and Ethnographic Inquiry Strange in Applied Research
1:15 PM Carolyn K Lesorogol (Washington University) From Practice to Research and Back: Lessons from the Journey

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
TEACHING CULTURALLY-ENGAGED RESEARCH: LESSONS FROM NAGPRA
Reviewed by: General Anthropology Division
Organizer(s): April K Sievert (Indiana University), Teresa Nichols (Indiana University)
Chair(s): Larry J Zimmerman (Indiana University (IUPUI))
Presenter(s): April K Sievert (Indiana University), K Anne Pyburn (Indiana University), Jayne-Leigh Thomas (Indiana University), Joseph Stahlman (Indiana University), Desiree Martinez (Cogstone Resource Management), Thomas W Killion (Wayne State University), Jessie V Ryker-Crawford (Institute of American Indian Arts)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

(UN)DOCUMENTED COMMUNITY HEALTH INTERVENTIONS
Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Chair(s): Margaret S Winchester (Penn State University)

12:00 PM Lynnette Z King (Michigan State University) An Analytical Framework for the Contrasting Perspectives and Experiences of Public and Private Health Care
12:15 PM Allison Matos (University of Central Florida) Teach Them to Eat: Using Language of Empowerment, Self-Help, and Control in the Prevention and Treatment of Diet-Related Chronic Disease
12:30 PM Isabel Montemayor (Michigan Public Health Institute) Responses to Governmentality through Transnational Agency: Health Strategies of Mexican (Undocumented) Immigrants Living in Michigan
12:45 PM Asami Nago (University of Hawaii at Manoa) Traversing National Boundaries in Seeking Research Subjects and Pathogens: Reshaping Global Health in the Thai-Burma Border
1:00 PM Margaret S Winchester (Pennsylvania State University) and Brian King (Pennsylvania State University) Remittances, Grants, and Household Health in South Africa
1:15 PM Jude Tibemanya Rwemisisi (University of Amsterdam), Emmanueil Benon Turinawe (University of Amsterdam), Laban Kashaija Musinguzi (University of Amsterdam), Marije de Groot (University of Amsterdam), Denis Muhangi (Makerere University), Daniel H de Vries (University of Amsterdam), David Kaawa Mafigiri (Makerere University) and Robert Pool (University of Amsterdam) Improving Community Response to Healthcare Messages during Ebola Outbreaks: An Ethnography of the 2012 Ebola Outbreak in Luwero District, Uganda
1:30 PM Laban Kashaija Musinguzi (University of Amsterdam), Emmanueil Benon Turinawe (University of Amsterdam), Jude Tibemanya (University of Amsterdam), Daniel H de Vries (University of Amsterdam), David Kaawa Mafigiri (Makerere University)
University), Denis Muhangi (Makerere University), Achilles Katamba (Makerere University Kampala), Marije de Groot (University of Amsterdam) and Robert Pool (University of Amsterdam) Rethinking Community Health Workers: Experience of Village Health Teams Program in Rural Uganda
1:15 PM  Patrick D Ball (University of Hawaii at Manoa) *Doctor Shopping, Expert Patients and Personal Responsibility: Struggling Against the Stigma of Asthma in Tokyo*

### 2-0105 12:00 PM – 1:45 PM  406 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**TOURIST SOCIALITY**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Cultural Anthropology  
**Chair(s):** Janine Su (University College London)

12:00 PM  Janine Su (University College London) *I’ll try my şans*: Risk and Performative Manhood in an Istanbul Neighbourhood

12:15 PM  Daniel R Maher (University of Arkansas Fort Smith) *Oooo-Klahoma! Where the Whiteness Comes Sweepin’ Down the Plain: Racial Politics and Economics behind Oklahoma Tourism*

12:30 PM  Erin Theresa Broemel (Florida Atlantic University and Florida International University) *Mass Spectacles and Performance: American Social Ritual in a Theme Park Setting*

12:45 PM  Christine L Holman (Arizona State University) *Beneficial by Design: Assessing Ayahuasca Tourism from a Local Perspective*

1:00 PM  Julian M Murchison (Millsaps College) and Curtis Coats (Millsaps College) *Commodifying, Coopting, and Claiming Ethnicity: The Place of Maya Culture and Identity in and Around a 2012 Spiritual Conference*

1:15 PM  Discussion

### 2-0110 12:00 PM – 1:45 PM  603 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**CS8. DECONSTRUCTING THE STRANGE/FAMILIAR STRATEGY IN HIGHER EDUCATION**

**Reviewed by:** Council on Anthropology and Education  
**Chair(s):** Jennifer Meta Robinson (Indiana University)

12:00 PM  Jennifer Meta Robinson (Indiana University) *The Human Learning Project: Learning Analytics in a Multi-Section General-Education Ethnography Course*

12:15 PM  Jessica Lynn Adams (TRiO) and Chiara M Cannella (Fort Lewis College) *Barriers and Support for Low Income Students in Higher Education*

12:30 PM  Nelli Sargsyan (Marlboro College) *The Precarity of a (Strange) Group Vulnerability in the Face of a (Familiar) Resistance*

### 2-0115 12:00 PM – 1:45 PM  605 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**RELOCATING CITIZENSHIP AND THE EUROPEAN OTHER**

**Reviewed by:** Society for the Anthropology of Europe  
**Organizer(s):** Jaume Franquesa (SUNY-Buffalo)  
**Chair(s):** Adam Kersch (University of Central Florida)

12:00 PM  Sophia Labadi (University of Kent) *Museums, Sans-Papiers and Social Justice: The Case of the Occupation of the Cité Nationale De L’histoire De L’immigration (Museum of Immigration History, Paris, France)*
12:15 PM  Asta Vonderau (Stockholm University) *Farming Data, Forming the Cloud: Infrastructures, Technological Visions and Negotiations of Visibility in Sweden’s North*

12:30 PM  Russell Manzano (University of Central Florida) *Resettlement and Marginalization: Understanding the Experiences and Needs of Refugees in Sicily*

12:45 PM  Nadeen M Thomas (William Paterson University) *The French Banlieue from Working Class Suburb to “No Go Zone”*

1:00 PM  Adam Kersch (University of Central Florida) *Mobile Clinics, Mobile Persons: Non-Governmental Organizations, Migrants and the Politics of Refugee Healthcare in Siracusa, Italy*

1:15 PM  Jordan Wondrack (Southern Methodist University) *Muslim Psychosocial Health in Paris: Adaptation in the Aftermath of the Charlie Hebdo Attacks*

1:30 PM  Lavrentia Karamaniola (University of Michigan) *“Are They Guilty?” Moral Dilemmas, Responsibility Conceptualizations, and Personhood Puzzlement Surrounding Stray Dog Euthanasia Debates in Romania*

---

2-0120  12:00 PM – 1:45 PM  607 | Meeting Room Level  
**RETHINKING THE HUMAN: READING HEIDEGGER’S LETTER ON HUMANISM ALONG THE POSTHUMANIST TURN**

*Reviewed by*  Society for Cultural Anthropology  
*Organizer(s)*  Jarrett Zigon (University of Amsterdam)  
*Chair(s)*  Cheryl Mattingly (University of Southern California)  
*Presenter(s)*  Jason Throop (UCLA)  
  
Charles Stewart (University College London)  
  
Elinor Ochs (UCLA)  
  
Alessandro Duranti (University of California, Los Angeles)  
  
Jarrett Zigon (University of Amsterdam)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

---

2-0125  12:00 PM – 1:45 PM  608 | Meeting Room Level  
**(UN)MAKING SENSE, REAWAKENING HISTORIES: LIMINAL POLITICS AS TRANSFORMATIVE SOCIAL ACTION**

*Reviewed by*  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology  
*Organizer(s)*  Emanuela Grama (Carnegie Mellon University)  
*Chair(s)*  Chandra D Bhimull (Colby College)  
*Discussant*  Alaina M Lemon (University of Michigan)  
*Discussant*  Nikolai Ssorin-Chaikov (Higher School of Economics, St. Petersburg)

12:30 PM  Emanuela Grama (Carnegie Mellon University) *On Our Way to “We”: Ethnic Plasticity as Political Capital in Contemporary Romania*

1:00 PM  Tate A LeFevre (Franklin & Marshall College)  Making Sense of Unexpected Events & Manifesting the Possible in New Caledonia
1:15 PM  Britt E Halvorson (Colby College)  Reawakening the 1936 Rateaver Controversy: Side-Shadowed Pasts and Liminal Politics in Contemporary American-Malagasy Relations
1:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

2-0130  12:00 PM – 1:45 PM  701 | Meeting Room Level  
EXTRACTION: IMPACTS, ENGAGEMENTS, AND ALTERNATIVE FUTURES  
Reviewed by  Culture and Agriculture  
Organizer  Kirk Jalbert (The FracTracker Alliance; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)  
Chair(s)  Kirk Jalbert (The FracTracker Alliance; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)  
Stephanie Paladino (Independent)  
Presenter(s)  Betsy Taylor (Virginia Tech)  
Tristan Partridge (University of California, Santa Barbara)  
Dana E Powell (Appalachian State University)  
William Fisher (College of William & Mary)  
Rachel Hannah Nadelman (American University)  
Julie K Maldonado (University of California, Santa Barbara and Livelihoods Knowledge Exchange Network)  
This session may be of particular interest to: P, T

2-0135  12:00 PM – 1:45 PM  702 | Meeting Room Level  
THE KNOWER'S BODY  
Reviewed by  Society for Cultural Anthropology  
Chair(s)  Damien Droney (Stanford University)  
12:00 PM  Ellen K Foster (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)  Ethnography of Experience and Sharing: Critical Work-Shopping as Experimental Methodology  
12:15 PM  Yu Huang (Chinese University of Hong Kong)  Becoming a Shrimp Farmer: Bridging the Gap Between Lab and Field Sciences in Aquaculture in China  
12:30 PM  Damien Droney (Stanford University)  Dressing like a Health Professional: The Sartorial Politics of Science in Ghana  
12:45 PM  Mette my Madsen (UCPH)  Non-Linear Strategy or How to Work for a Glorious Future  
1:00 PM  Torgeir Kleiva (no affiliation)  Employing the Body in Fieldwork: A Sense of the Lived Life  
1:15 PM  Jason William Blaesing (Cornell University)  Numbers and Mathematics in North Peruvian Healing  
1:30 PM  Discussion
THE STRANGE FAMILIARITY OF EXIT ZERO: A CONVERSATION WITH CHRISTINE WALLEY

REVIEWED BY
Society for Visual Anthropology

ORGANIZER(S)
Naomi Schiller (Brooklyn College, CUNY)
Ulla Dalum Berg (Rutgers University)

CHAIR(S)
Naomi Schiller (Brooklyn College, CUNY)

12:00 PM
Social Class and the Politics of Intimate Ethnography in Christine Walley’s Exit Zero Project

12:15 PM
Ethnographic Film, “Transmedia” and Public Anthropology in Christine Walley’s Exit Zero Project

12:30 PM
Exit Zero: the Possibilities of “Transmedia” Ethnography

DISCUSSANT
12:45 PM
Alaka Wali (The Field Museum)

1:00 PM
Christine J Walley (MIT)

1:15 PM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

MIGRANT YOUTH NAVIGATING THE TERMS OF RECEPTION IN THE UNITED STATES

REVIEWED BY
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

ORGANIZER/CHAIR
Shelly L Habecker (Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne)

12:00 PM
The GRE and the Statement of Purpose As Personal Migration Challenge

12:15 PM
What Kind of Welcome? Integration of Central American Unaccompanied Children into Local Communities

12:30 PM
South Sudanese Diaspora Children: Contested Notions of Childhood, Uprootedness and Belonging Among Young Refugees in the U.S.

12:45 PM
Becoming African Americans? the Identity Choices of African Immigrant Youth

1:00 PM
Transnational Indigenous Youth: Embodying Neoliberalism and Re-Working Ethnic Identities in the U.S. and in Return Migration to Mexico

DISCUSSANT
1:15 PM
Alex Stepick (Florida International University)

1:30 PM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
MENTORING UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH: THE CHALLENGES AND REWARDS OF HELPING STUDENTS TO MAKE THE FAMILIAR STRANGE

Reviewed by General Anthropology Division
Organizer/Chair Erica M Vogel (Saddleback College)

12:00 PM Erica M Vogel (Saddleback College) Visualizing Global Connections: A Methodology for Teaching Undergraduate Student Research Using Google Maps
12:15 PM Jason E Miller (Seattle University) Undergraduate Student Led Research: An Applied Anthropology Class as a Community-Based Research Firm
12:30 PM Michael C Ennis-McMillan (Skidmore College) Exploring Creative Culture in Upstate New York: Fostering Community-Focused Undergraduate Ethnographic Research
12:45 PM Claire Cesareo (Saddleback College) Mapping the Contours of Social and Cultural Life in South Orange County: Seeds of an Ongoing Student Project
1:00 PM Erin J Moran (Pierce College) The Town Hall Meeting: An Applied Approach to Solving Anthropological Problems in the Classroom

Discussant 1:15 PM Angela C Jenks (University of California, Irvine)
1:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

SOCIAL NETWORKS, DISASTERS, AND HUMAN RESILIENCE: PERSPECTIVES FROM THE FOUR FIELDS OF ANTHROPOLOGY PART I

Reviewed by General Anthropology Division
Organizers/Chairs Stefani Crabtree (Washington State University & Université de Franche-Comté)
Lewis Borck (University of Arizona)

12:00 PM Lewis Borck (University of Arizona) Crossing the Great Divide
12:15 PM Landon Yarrington (University of Arizona) Haiti’s Big Earthquake: Trade Network Response to the 1842 Disaster
12:30 PM Laura P Eichelberger (University of Texas at San Antonio) Structural Vulnerability and Invisibility: The Politics of Sustainability and Waste in Northwest Alaska
12:45 PM Mark Caudell (Washington State University) and Ronald Bocinsky (Washington State University) Linking Culture, Social Networks, and Resilience: Simulating the Impact of Shocks on Informal Lending Networks in Rural Ethiopia
1:00 PM Kacy L Hollenback (Southern Methodist University) Functional Redundancy and Connectedness as Help and Hindrance to Resiliency: Historical Examples from Northern Plains Convergent Catastrophes
1:15 PM Stephanie C Martin (University of Arizona) Modelling Relocation after Natural Disaster
2-0160  12:00 PM – 1:45 PM  Mile High 4C | Ballroom Level  
MAKING FAMILIAR THE STRANGE MANIFESTATIONS OF NEOLIBERAL CAPITALISM: A THEORETICAL CONVERGENCE OF DIVERSE APPROACHES

REVIEWED BY  
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

ORGANIZER(s)  
Naomi B Reed (University of California, Los Angeles)
Amy E Brown (University of Pennsylvania Critical Writing Program)

CHAIR(s)  
Christopher A Loperena (University of San Francisco)

12:00 PM  
Amy E Brown (University of Pennsylvania Critical Writing Program)  
Comfort in Discomfort: Grappling with the Familiar Strangeness of Neoliberal Social Justice

12:15 PM  
Jamie A Thomas (Swarthmore College)  
Reconciling State Language Policy and Educational Tourism in the Teaching of Swahili to South Koreans in Dar Es Salaam

12:30 PM  
Christopher A Loperena (University of San Francisco)  
Righteous Politics: The Ethics of (neoliberal)Autonomy in Honduras

12:45 PM  
Naomi B Reed (University of California, Los Angeles)  
Digitized Convenience or Despotic Higher Education: The Neoliberal Plan for Educational Technology

1:00 PM  
Sherry B Ortner (UCLA)  
When Good Is Bad: Trying to Do the Right Thing Under Neoliberal Capitalism

1:15 PM  
Jemima Pierre (University of California, Los Angeles)  
Digitized Convenience or Despotic Higher Education: The Neoliberal Plan for Educational Technology

1:30 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
12:30 PM  Ian Sorjo Grant Puppe (Western University)  *On Being Frank in Algonquin Traditional Territory; Speck’s “Salvage Anthropology” as Political Demonstration*

12:45 PM  Sarah Carmen Moritz (McGill University)  *From Baffinland to the Northwest Coast Via Berlin: Franz Boas, Friedrich Ratzel, Adolf Bastian and the Development of an ‘Ecological Approach’ for ‘Ethnography’*

1:00 PM  Quetzil E Castaneda (Open School of Ethnography and Anthropology) and Edber Enrique Dzidz Yam (Open School of Ethnography and Anthropology)  *‘Idolatry of the Nation’: Re-Writing Histories of Anthropology by Re-Reading Boas’ Letters with Gamio and Chavez*

1:15 PM  Sergei Kan (Dartmouth College)  *Setting the Record Straight: Boas, Soviet Russia, and the Communist Party USA*

1:30 PM  Regna D Darnell (University of Western Ontario)  *Foreshadowing Biocultural Synthesis: Franz Boas on Mind, Body, Culture and Environment*

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

---

**2-0170  12:00 PM – 1:45 PM  Mineral Hall D | 3rd Floor HYATT**

**ETHNOCOMPUTING AND COLLABORATION: PEDAGOGY AND RESEARCH**

**Reviewed by:** Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizer(s):** Carol C Thompson (Rowan University), Michael Lachney (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)

**Chair(s):** Carol C Thompson (Rowan University)

12:00 PM  Kristin A Searle (University of Pennsylvania)  *Culturally Responsive Computing in an American Indian Community School*

12:15 PM  Jamie Gravell (UCLA)  *Cybermural Cybermapping: Civic Art in High School*

12:30 PM  Carol C Thompson (Rowan University)  *How Can It Be so Wrong When It Feels so Right? Premedical Students, Technology, and Learning to Make Diagnoses*

12:45 PM  Michael Lachney (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)  *Ethnocomputing in Practice: Academic Computer Science Research Meets High School ICT Classrooms in Ghana*

1:00 PM  Brian Robert Callahan (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)  *Ethnocomputing Creating Spaces: Interdisciplinary Collaboration for Graduate Students Creating and Implementing Pedagogic Tools*

1:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S**

---

**2-0175  12:00 PM – 1:45 PM  Mineral Hall E | 3rd Floor HYATT**

**TESTING AS WORLD-MAKING**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer(s):** Uli Beisel (Bayreuth University), Sandra Calkins (MPI for Social Anthropology)

**Chair(s):** Richard W Rottenburg (University of Halle)
Students Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges
Wednesday, November 18
12:00 PM Carlo Caduff (King’s College London) Testing Plans: In the Universe of the Unverifiable
12:15 PM Luísa Reis Castro (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) Testing Bodies in Mosquito-Human Encounters
12:30 PM Sandra Calkins (MPI for Social Anthropology) Testing Plants: Micro-Nutrients and Evidence in Uganda
12:45 PM AP Hardon (University of Amsterdam) Chemical Youth: Testing How Drugs Work in Everyday Life
1:00 PM Emilia Sanabria (Ecole normale superieure - Lyon) Testing the Trial
1:15 PM Stacey A Langwick (Cornell University)
1:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

2-0185 12:00 PM – 5:00 PM Mineral Hall A | 3rd Floor
AAA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING I
Sponsor American Anthropological Association Executive Board
Organizer(s) Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)
Chair(s) Monica Heller (University of Toronto)
Presenter(s) Alisse Waterston (John Jay College, CUNY)
Margaret Buckner (Missouri State University)
Miguel Diaz-Barriga (University of Texas Pan American)
Elizabeth Chilton (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Lorena Madrigal (University of South Florida)
A Lynn Bolles (University of Maryland)
Jillian R Cavanaugh (Brooklyn College, CUNY)
Bernard Perley (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
Elizabeth K Briody (Cultural Keys LLC)
Cheryl Mwaria (Hofstra University)
Ramona L Perez (San Diego State University)
Rayna Rapp (New York University)
Mark Aldenderfer (University of California, Merced)
Keri Brondo (University of Memphis)
Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)

2-0190 1:00 PM – 4:00 PM
ASSOCIATION FOR FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGY (AFA) BOARD MEETING
Sponsor Association for Feminist Anthropology
Organizer(s) Ellen Lewin (University of Iowa)
Workshop (pre-registration required): NAPA WORKSHOP: APPLIED CAREERS FOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS: JOB SEARCH STRATEGIES AND TIPS
Sponsor: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Organizer/Presenter: Fatimah Williams Castro (Beyond the Tenure Track)

Workshop (pre-registration required): THE MESSAGE AND THE MEDIA: ADVANCING YOUR MISSION THROUGH COMMUNICATIONS
Sponsor: American Anthropological Association
Organizer(s): Jeff Martin (American Anthropological Association)

Workshop (pre-registration required): MAKING/DESIGN/ETHNOGRAPHY
Sponsor: Association of Black Anthropologists
Organizer(s): Elizabeth J Chin (Art Center College of Design)

SILENCING IN RUPTURE AND CHANGE: MODES, MECHANICS, AND RESPONSES
Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer/Chair: Victoria M Phaneuf (University of Arizona)
2:00 PM Jonathan Grant Turbin (University of Oregon) *Complicity and Silence: Breaking Through the Erasure of Capitalism’s Slave History*
2:15 PM Victoria M Phaneuf (University of Arizona) and Kacy L Hollenback (Southern Methodist University) *Silencing of Suffering: Memory Activism and Long-Term Memorialization of French Massacres*
2:30 PM Tara F Deubel (University of South Florida) *Mediascapes of Human Rights: Emergent Forms of Activism in the Western Sahara Conflict*
2:45 PM Marie Sardier (Independent) *Fear or Survival?: NGOs and Silencing in South Central Somalia*
3:00 PM Nora Danielson Lanier (University of Oxford) *Silencing the ‘Voiceless’: Disavowel and Containment in a Refugee Protest*
Discussant: 3:15 PM Ryo Morimoto (Brandeis University)
3:30 PM Discussion
THE CH’ORTI’ MAYA AREA: GUATEMALA, HONDURAS, AND EL SALVADOR? ANCIENT AND HISTORICAL PAST

Reviewed by General Anthropology Division

Organizer/Chair Robin Quizar (Metro State University of Denver)

2:00 PM Payson D Sheets (University of Colorado, Boulder) *Ch’orti’ Maya as Residents of Ancient Cerén: Might There Have Been More to the Story?*

2:15 PM John S Robertson (Brigham Young University) *Why the Language of the Mayan Hieroglyphic Script Cannot Be Proto-Ch’olan*

2:30 PM Robin Quizar (Metro State University of Denver) *Leveling of Structure: Ch’olti’ to Ch’orti’*

2:45 PM Katherine A Miller (Indiana University East) *The Bioarchaeology of Identity in Honduras: New Evidence for Biological Diversity and Cross-Cultural Complexity at Late Classic Copan*

3:00 PM Cameron L McNeil (Lehman College, CUNY), Edy Barrios (CUDEP-USAC) and Walter Burgos (USAC) *Rio Amarillo: Living on the Margins of the Ch’orti’ Maya World*

3:15 PM Erlend Magnes Johnson (Tulane University) and Pastor Gómez Zuñiga (UNED) *Chontales, Cholutecas and Cholti: an Onomastic Approach to Redefining the Conquest Period Southeastern Maya Frontier in Honduras*

3:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

STRANGE HOMECOMINGS: A RE/CONSIDERATION OF MIGRATION AND RETURN

Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Organizer(s) Mikaela H Rogozen-Soltar (University of Nevada Reno)
Deborah A Boehm (University of Nevada, Reno)

Chair(s) Elizabeth A Falconi (Georgia State University)

2:00 PM Deborah A Boehm (University of Nevada, Reno) *Returning Again: The Destinations of Deportation*

2:15 PM Mikaela H Rogozen-Soltar (University of Nevada Reno) *Heroes, Victims, and Villains: The Making of Spanish Return Migrants*

2:30 PM Maria Tapias (Grinnell College) *Return Migration and Its Emotional Costs: The Irreconcilable Relationship Between Familiar Obligations, Caring and Ambition*

2:45 PM Laurie Kain Hart PhD (Haverford College) and Philippe Bourgois (University of Pennsylvania) *Nothing Local: Scenarios of Return Migration and Global “Wars”*

Discussant 3:00 PM Takeyuki Tsuda (Arizona State University)
Discussant 3:15 PM Susan C Bibler Coutin (University of California, Irvine)

3:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S
**2-0225  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  203 | Meeting Room Level**

**STRANGELY FAMILIAR: THE PERILS AND PROMISES OF EXPLICIT ETHNOGRAPHIC COMPARISON**

**Reviewed by:** American Ethnological Society  
**Organizers/Chairs:** David Nottoli Flood (University of Virginia) and Julie Starr (Hamilton College)

- **2:00 PM**  
  Julie Starr (Hamilton College) *Comparing ‘Chinese’ and ‘Western’ Women in Shanghai: ‘Real-Time Comparison’ and Local Theories of Cultural Difference*

- **2:15 PM**  
  Julie A Shepherd-Powell (Warren Wilson College) *“Strip Miners Love Mountains, Too”: The Broad Spectrum of Positionalities in the Debate over Mountaintop Removal Mining*

- **2:30 PM**  
  Todne Thomas Chipumuro (University of Vermont) *We Are People(s) out of Time(s) and Place(s): Categorical Protests in/Around Afro-Diasporic South(s)*

- **2:45 PM**  
  Natalie JK Baloy (University of California, Santa Cruz) *Same Difference? Studying Alterity and Inclusion in/as Settler Colonialism*

- **3:00 PM**  
  David Nottoli Flood (University of Virginia) *An Ethnography of American Class through Music: ‘Intimate Comparison,’ Cross-Class Apprenticeship, and Amateur Musical Practice*

**Discussant:**  
**3:15 PM**  
John Hartigan (University of Texas Austin)

**3:30 PM**  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**

---

**2-0230  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  205 | Meeting Room Level**

**“GHOSTLY MATTERS”: CONTEMPORARY HAUNTINGS AND SPIRITUAL ONTOLOGIES IN CONTEMPORARY SOUTHEAST ASIA**

**Reviewed by:** Society for the Anthropology of Religion  
**Organizer(s):** Megan J Sinnott (Georgia State University)  
**Chair(s):** Andrew Alan Johnson (Yale-NUS College)

- **2:00 PM**  
  Andrew Alan Johnson (Yale-NUS College) *The River Grew Tired of Us: Fishermen, Spirits and the Changing Mekong*

- **2:15 PM**  
  Megan J Sinnott (Georgia State University) *Phi Pob and the Affect of Fear in Thailand*

**Discussant:**  
**2:30 PM**  
Mary-Beth Mills (Colby College)

- **2:45 PM**  
  Paul Sorrentino (Ehess/Cnrs) *Possession, Agency and the Existence of the Dead in Vietnam*

- **3:00 PM**  
  Arnika Fuhrmann (Cornell University) *Queer Possessions: Haunting as a Register of Agency in Thai Cinema and Devotional Practice*

**3:15 PM**  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**
2-0235  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  207 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF CLASSROOM DISCOURSE
REVIEWED BY  Council on Anthropology and Education
ORGANIZER/CHAIR  Steve Bialostok (University of Wyoming)
2:00 PM  Kristina S Wirtz (Western Michigan University) Neoliberalism for Kindergarteners, or, How Learning Bilingual “Skills” Contributes to Monolingual English Dominance
2:15 PM  Eric S Henry (Saint Mary’s University) Buying a Share in the New World: Co-Narrating Neoliberal Futures in the Chinese English Classroom
2:30 PM  Anita P Chikkatur (Carleton College) Racially Just Curriculum, Racially Injust Discipline Patterns: How Neoliberal Notions of Responsible Individuals Undermined Social Justice at a Middle School
3:00 PM  Christo Sims (University of California, San Diego) Progressive Educational Reform As Neoliberalism By Other Means
3:15 PM  Steve Bialostok (University of Wyoming) “Do Some Wondering”: Children and Their Self-Understanding Selves in EARLY Elementary Classrooms
DISCUSSANT  3:30 PM  James Collins (SUNY Albany)

2-0240  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  401 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
Invited Roundtable: ‘STUDYING THROUGH’ IN ANTHROPOLOGY ROUNDTABLE: TIPS, TOOLS, AND STRATEGIES FOR EMERGING POLICY SCHOLARS
SPONSOR  Association for the Anthropology of Policy
ORGANIZER(s)  Fayana Richards (Michigan State University)
CHAIR(s)  Valoree Gagnon (Michigan Technological University)
PRESENTER(s)  Christopher Baum (CUNY Graduate Center)
Alissa Shira Bernstein (University of California, San Francisco - Institute for Health Policy Studies)
Catherine Bryan (Dalhousie University)
Kourtney Kristen Collum (University of Maine)
Heather M Yocum (University of Colorado and NOAA)
This session may be of particular interest to: S

2-0245  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  402 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
NEOLIBERAL MOVES: URBAN TRANSFORMATIONS, REFLEXIVITY AND “NATIVE” ANTHROPOLOGISTS
REVIEWED BY  Society for the Anthropology of North America
ORGANIZER(S)  Edward K Snajdr (John Jay College, CUNY)
CHAIR(S)  Shonna L Trinch (John Jay College, CUNY)
DISCUSSANT  2:00 PM  Lanita Jacobs (University of Southern California)
2:15 PM  Ric Curtis (John Jay College, CUNY) Surveying Neoliberalism: Contemporary Social Policy, Counter Research and the Anthropologist as Deportee

2:30 PM  Maja Hojer Bruun (Aalborg University) Neoliberalization and the Normalization of Christiania

2:45 PM  Edward K Snajdr (John Jay College, CUNY) From “Color-Town” to Flatbush: Neoliberal Mobilities, Rent Gaps, and the “Native” Anthropologist

3:00 PM  Shonna L Trinch (John Jay College, CUNY) Big and Small Moves: Family, Mega-Development and Undervalued Brooklyn

Discussant:  3:15 PM  Ana Croegaert (University of New Orleans)

3:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

2-0250  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  403 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
REGIMES OF ICONICITY: SEMIOTICALLY GROUNDING COPIES, IMITATIONS AND REPLICAS

Reviewed by  Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer/Chair  William Feeney (University of Chicago)

2:00 PM  William Feeney (University of Chicago) The Many Modalities of Mane: Imitation as Professional Skill

2:15 PM  Deborah A Jones (University of Michigan) Bleached Stripes and Burning Beetles: Iconicity, Sameness, and Separatism in Ukraine

2:30 PM  Scott F Kiesling (University of Pittsburgh) “Wouldn’t be Prudent”: Appropriation of Voice and Stance in Political Impressions

2:45 PM  Bruno Reinhardt (University of California and Utrecht University) The Prophet and the Disciple: Apprenticeship and the Metalanguage of Mimesis Among Pentecostal Ministers in Ghana

3:00 PM  Gabriel Tusinski (University of Chicago) Diagrams for Diagramming: Deixis, Gesture, and Mimicry in a Timorese Cadastral Mapping Program

Discussant:  3:15 PM  Constantine V Nakassis (University of Chicago)

3:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

2-0255  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  404 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
MORAL (AND OTHER) LABORATORIES, PART I

Reviewed by  Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s)  Lone Groen (Aarhus University)

Teresa Kuan (Chinese University of Hong Kong)

Chair(s)  Mette N Svendsen (University of Copenhagen)

2:00 PM  Teresa Kuan (Chinese University of Hong Kong) At the Edge of Safety: Basic Science and Moral Experimentation in the Case of Family Therapy

2:15 PM  Mette N Svendsen (University of Copenhagen) Virtuous Action in the Animal Laboratory: Paving a Way for Research Piglets Across Species and Spaces to the Human Clinic
2:30 PM  Iben Mundbjerg Gjødsbol (University of Copenhagen)  *Resisting Decay: Practicing Preservation in the Moral Laboratory of Late Stage Dementia Care*

2:45 PM  Janelle S Taylor (University of Washington)  *Engaging with Dementia: Moral, Artistic, and Scientific Experiments*

**Discussant** 3:00 PM  Tanya M Luhrmann (Stanford University)

**Discussant** 3:15 PM  Cheryl Mattingly (University of Southern California)

3:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

### 2-0260  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  405 | Meeting Room Level

**SHIFTING OBLIGATIONS AND MORAL RELATIONS OF CARE: THE EXTRA AND THE ORDINARY**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizers/Chair(s)**  
- Alexander Rödlach (Creighton University)
- Laura L Heinemann (Creighton University)

2:00 PM  Ellen Block (College of Saint Benedict & Saint John’s University)  *Reconfigured Relations: Orphan Care after Two Decades of AIDS in Lesotho*

2:15 PM  Laura L Heinemann (Creighton University)  “Dehospitalization” and the Mobilization of Health-Compromised Caregivers: Moral and Political Economic Entanglements in Transplant-Related Care

2:30 PM  Ippolytos A Kalofonos (University of California, Los Angeles)  *Hunger, Community Labor, and the Narrowing of Care in Mozambique’s AIDS Economy*

2:45 PM  Margaret E Pollak (Northwestern University)  *Relationships of Care in Native Chicago*

3:00 PM  Alexander Rödlach (Creighton University)  *Between God and Mammon: Faith Community Nurses’ Religious Calling to Care within the Context of Profit-Driven Health Care*

3:15 PM  Sylvia Tidey (University of Amsterdam)  *Caregiving in a Care Void: Keeping Transgender Women Alive in Indonesia*

3:30 PM  Cecilia Tomori (Johns Hopkins University)  *Nighttime Care Dilemmas: Breastfeeding and Infant Sleep in the U.S.*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

### 2-0265  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  406 | Meeting Room Level

**LANGUAGE, LABOR AND POLITICAL ECONOMY**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**Organizers/Chairs**  
- Alfonso Del Percio (University of Oslo)
- Kamilla Kraft (University of Oslo)

2:00 PM  Philipp Hambye (Université de Louvain)  *Learning to Beg for Labor: Language Training as a Remodeling of Workers’ Habitus*

2:15 PM  Kamilla Kraft (University of Oslo)  *When Language Regulation Is the Safest Option: Rationales and Resources in a Construction Site*
2:30 PM  Bonnie McElhinny (University of Toronto) Sometimes White Nurses Talk Too Much: Neoliberal Nursing by Immigrant Nurses in Indigenous Communities in the Canadian Settler Colony

2:45 PM  Melanie LeBlanc (Université de Moncton, Edmundston) and Lise M Dubois (Université de Moncton) Distribution of Bilingual Skills in the New Brunswick (Canada) Call Centre Industry

3:00 PM  Alfonso Del Percio (University of Oslo) Language for Work and Money?

3:15 PM  Kyung-Nan Koh (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies) Written Business English and the Semiotic Regimentation of Corporate “Cultural” Hierarchy

3:30 PM  Alexandre Duchene (University of Fribourg)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

2-0270  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  605 | Meeting Room Level

TOURISM AND PERFORMANCE/PERFORMATIVE TOURING

Reviewed by  Society for Cultural Anthropology

Organizer(s)  Celia J Tuchman-Rosta (University of California, Riverside)

Chair(s)  Celia J Tuchman-Rosta (University of California, Riverside)

Charmaine Kaimikaua (Loyola Marymount University; Cypress College and Santa Monica College)

2:00 PM  Yujie Zhu (Australian National University) Transforming Tradition: Wedding Performance in Tourism

2:15 PM  Celia J Tuchman-Rosta (University of California, Riverside) Displaying Cambodia: Accentuating the Strange and the Familiar through Kinesthetic Experience at Tourist Dance Performances

2:30 PM  Sharon Kivenko (Harvard University) Self-Knowing through Malian Dance

2:45 PM  Adam Kaul (Augustana College) When Strangers Perform the Local: Busking, Tourism, and Cosmopolitanism on the Streets of Galway

3:00 PM  Audrey C Ricke (Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis) Balancing the Familiar and the Strange: Domestic Tourism, Performance, and Sensory Experience

3:15 PM  Charmaine Kaimikaua (Loyola Marymount University; Cypress College and Santa Monica College) Making the Familiar Strange and the Strange Seem Familiar: Public Performance of the Hula as a Contested Site of “Exotic Spectacle,” Resistance and Empowerment in Preserving Cultural Identity

3:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

2-0275  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  607 | Meeting Room Level

MANAGING SOCIAL DIFFERENCES

Reviewed by  General Anthropology Division

Chair(s)  Elisabeth Nicole Moolenaar (Universität Bremen)

2:00 PM  Zev Kalifon (Bar Ilan University) Polygamy as a “Mark of Disgrace”: Multiculturalism, Liberalism and Politics
2:15 PM  Kylie Boazman (University of Buffalo) *Simulating Disability in Hungary: The Construction and Performance of Disabled Bodies, Minds, and Identities*

2:30 PM  Karen L Michaelson (independent scholar) *It Takes a Village: Aging in Place in a Suburban Community*

2:45 PM  Tina Gudrun Jensen (SFI - The Danish National Centre for Social Research) *Co-Existence in a Multi-Ethnic Neighbourhood in Copenhagen*

3:00 PM  Elisabeth Nicole Moolenaar (Universität Bremen) *Rural-Urban and Center-Periphery Antagonisms in the Construction of Groninger Identity and the Experience of Belonging*

3:15 PM  Discussion

---

**2-0280**  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  608 | Meeting Room Level  CCC

**THE WORK OF ACTUALLY EXISTING POST-FORDISM**

**Reviewed by**  Society for the Anthropology of Work

2:00 PM  Kate Korgan (University of Nevada, Las Vegas), Alex Joseph Nelson (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) and Antoinette Izzo (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) *Erotic Entrepreneurship: An Analysis of the Business Practices of Independent Online Escorts in the United States*

2:15 PM  Ufuk Coşkun (University of Arizona) *Volunteering to Network: Blurring Social Good with Personal Profit in Neoliberal Times*

2:30 PM  Rachel Allison Tyree (University of South Florida) *Anthropology at the Grassroots: Worker Centers, Activist Research, and Academic Privilege*

2:45 PM  Michell Speight (George Washington University) *Why People Work as Hard as They Do: The Role of Work Ethic as a Legitimizing Myth in the Work Lives of New York City’s Fast Food Workers*

3:00 PM  Anneke Beerkens (University of Amsterdam) *From “Japan Inc.” to “Cool Japan”: Cultivating Creativity in Neoliberal Japan*

3:15 PM  Cynthia Saltzman (Rutgers University) *The Anthropology of the Academic Underclass*

---

**2-0285**  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  701 | Meeting Room Level  CCC

**STRANGE BREWS: REIMAGINING COFFEE, CLASS AND CAPITALISM IN THE 21ST CENTURY**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Economic Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Sarah Lyon (University of Kentucky)

**Chair(s)**  Bradley R Wilson (University of West Virginia)

2:00 PM  Bradley R Wilson (University of West Virginia) *The Rise of Hipster Coffee and the Reimagination of Class in Central America*

2:15 PM  Sarah G Grant (California State University, Fullerton) *Reimagining Robusta, (De)Valuing Vietnamese Coffee*

2:30 PM  Julia Smith (Eastern Washington University) *“Coffee That Tastes of Something” Producing for the Third Wave Coffee Market in Costa Rica*

2:45 PM  Sarah Lyon (University of Kentucky) *Women’s Coffee, Women’s Work: Gender Equity in High-Quality Certified Coffee Production in Mexico*
3:00 PM  Edward F Fischer (Vanderbilt University) *Third Wave Coffees and Guatemala’s Smallholding Growers*

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

### 2-0290  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  702 | Meeting Room Level CCC

**ANTICIPATING FAMILIAR/STRANGE ENVIRONMENTS: THE SOCIAL LIVES OF SCIENTIFIC PREDICTIONS - PART I**

**Reviewed by**  Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizer(s)**  Sophie Laura Haines (University of Oxford)

**Chair(s)**  Sophie Laura Haines (University of Oxford)

**2:00 PM**  Brice Paul Laurent (Mines ParisTech) and François Thoreau (Mines ParisTech) *Governing Anticipations: Models as Scientific and Regulatory Techniques for Prediction*

**2:15 PM**  Vincent Duclos (Collège d’études mondiales, FMSH) *Google Trends: Web-Based Surveillance of Health-Related Risk*

**2:30 PM**  Marko A Monteiro (State University of Campinas) *The Social Life of Models in the Amazon: Science, Policy and Deforestation in Brazil*

**2:45 PM**  Elizabeth A Reddy (University of California, Irvine) *Risk Topography: Forecasting Seismic and Social Violence in Mexico*

**3:00 PM**  Jennifer A Spinney (Western University) *Scientific Prediction and the Public Imagination: An Ethnographic Analysis of Flood Warning Production and Response during the 2015 Pan American Games in Toronto, Ontario*

**Discussant**  Renzo Taddei (Federal University of São Paulo (UNIFESP))

**3:30 PM**  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

### 2-0295  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  703 | Meeting Room Level CCC

**AESTHETIC CULTURES**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Chair(s)**  David P Sandell (Texas Christian University)

**2:00 PM**  Zoe Bray (University of Nevada Reno) *Religious and Creative in Jerusalem: Ultra-Orthodox Artists and Their City Context*

**2:15 PM**  Kanae Omura (University of the West) *Nationalizing Aesthetic or Aestheticizing Objects: The Introduction of High Temperature Ceramic Technique in Mexico*

**2:30 PM**  David P Sandell (Texas Christian University) *Milagroso/Miraculous: Mexican Aesthetics in the Unmaking and Making of Peasant Sociality*

**2:45 PM**  Melissa Begey (California State University Long Beach) *Green Style: Perceptions and Discourses of Sustainability Among Fashion Designers*

**3:00 PM**  Hiromi Hosoya (Seikei University) *Between Documentation and Representation of Violence: Internal Armed Conflicts and Works of a Native Artist in the Andes*
3:15 PM  Tal Liron (University of Chicago)  Orthographic Nationalism: Mongolian Calligraphers and the Making of Cultural Distinction
3:30 PM  Discussion

2-0300  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  705 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
**FAMILIAR ADAPTATIONS: ADDRESSING GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE THROUGH SOCIAL INNOVATION**

**REVIEWED BY:** Anthropology and Environment Society

**ORGANIZER(S):** Sarah P Wise (University of Bremen)
Silja Klepp (University of Bremen)

**CHAIR(S):** Silja Klepp (University of Bremen)

**DISCUSSANT:** 2:00 PM  Silja Klepp (University of Bremen)
2:15 PM  Sarah P Wise (University of Bremen)
2:30 PM  Rebecca Gruby (Colorado State University), Lisa Campbell (Duke University), Noella Gray (University of Guelph) and Robert Greene (Colorado State University)  Interrogating Innovation in the Governance of Very Large Marine Protected Areas
2:45 PM  Keith McLain Carlisle (Colorado State University) and Rebecca Gruby (Colorado State University)  Embracing Legal Pluralism for Adaptive Management of Small-Scale Fishing in Palau
3:00 PM  Katherine Joanne Johnson (University of Maryland)  Designing for Climate Change Resilience
3:15 PM  Riku Varjopuro (Finnish Environment Institute)  Between a Rock and Hardening Marine Boundaries – Are Spatial Measures at Sea Risks or Opportunities for Adaptation?
3:30 PM  Ian Nicholas Parker (University of California, San Diego)  Marine Conservation and Social Adaptation in the Seascapes of Raja Ampat, West Papua, Indonesia

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

2-0305  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  706 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
**CEMENTING THE “CITIZENS’ REVOLUTION?” THE TECHNOPOLITICS OF PUBLIC WORKS IN ECUADOR**

**REVIEWED BY:** Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(S):** Brian J Burke (Appalachian State University)
Karin U Friederic (Wake Forest University)

**CHAIR(S):**
2:00 PM  Nicholas S Welcome (None)  The Long Night: Blackouts, Insecurity, and Infrastructure in “Revolutionary” Ecuador
2:15 PM  Julie Catherine Gamble (University of California, Berkeley)  Public Transit and the Contradictions of La Revolución: Citizen Participation and Transit Planning in Quito, Ecuador
2:30 PM  Brian J Burke (Appalachian State University)  Paving the Road with Good Intentions: Community Debates on Well Being and Political Ecologies in Rural Ecuador
2:45 PM  Karin U Friederic (Wake Forest University)  Rural Hospitals, Specialist Surgeons, and Barefoot Doctors: Re-Nationalizing Citizenship through Health Care in Coastal Ecuador
2-0310  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  707 | Meeting Room Level

MARKING AND CROSSING MATERIAL AND SPIRITUAL BOUNDARIES

Reviewed by: Middle East Section
Organizer/Chair: Jean-Michel Landry (University of California, Berkeley)

2:00 PM  Navid Fozi (Middle East Tecnical University) Emergent Pluralism in Fragmented and Polarized Diasporas: Politics of Iranian Diasporic Identity Formation in Turkey
2:15 PM  Leigh S Saris (University of Michigan) Guests in the Homeland: Border-Crossing Heritage Tourism in Greece and Turkey
2:30 PM  Serkan Yolacan (Duke University) Societies En Route, histories on the Table: Muslim Internationalns in and out of Azerbaijan
2:45 PM  Colin McLaughlin-Alcock (University of California, Irvine) Art and the Border: Artistic Remakings on the Jordan River
3:00 PM  Jean-Michel Landry (University of California, Berkeley) Debating the Tradition: The Teaching of Shi’i Shari’a Law at the Hawza of Mohammed Hussein Fadlallah
3:15 PM  Paulo G Pinto (Universidade Federal Fluminense) The Sacred City: Pilgrimage, Shrines and Sacred Topographies in Najaf
3:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

2-0315  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  708 | Meeting Room Level

DEFAMILIARIZING COMMUNICATION BY FAMILIARIZING THE CHANNEL: LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY MEETS CYBERNETICS AND ACTOR-NETWORK THEORY

Reviewed by: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Miyako Inoue (Stanford University), Paul Manning (Trent University)
Chair(s): Miyako Inoue (Stanford University)
Discussant 2:00 PM  Paul Kockelman (Yale University)
Discussant 2:15 PM  Julia Elyachar (University of California, Irvine)
2:30 PM  Miyako Inoue (Stanford University) Cybernetics and an Genealogy of “Industrial Japanese”
2:45 PM  Paul Manning (Trent University) Spiritualist Signals and Theosophical Noise
3:00 PM  Shunsuke Nozawa (University of Tokyo) and Gretchen Pfeil (University of Chicago) Effacement-Work
3:15 PM  Eitan Y Wilf (Hebrew University of Jerusalem) Channeling Business Innovation
3:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S
Invited Session:
STRANGELY UNFAMILIAR: PEASANT STUDIES IN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE

Sponsor: Evolutionary Anthropology Society
Organizer(s): Dawn B Neill (Cal Poly San Luis Obispo)
Chair(s): Thomas J Flamson (University of California, Davis)

2:00 PM Thomas J Flamson (University of California, Davis) and Richard McElreath (University of California, Davis) Humor and Homophily on a Brazilian Assentamento

2:15 PM Cristina Moya Mechanisms of Collective Action in Sedentary Populations with Land Inheritance: A Case Study from the Peruvian Altiplano

2:30 PM Siobhan M Mattison (University of New Mexico) and Bridget Chak (Boston University) Kinship and Sex-Biased Parental Investment Among the Mosuo of Southwest China

2:45 PM Mary C Towner (Oklahoma State University), Mary K Shenk (University of Missouri) and Ann Marbourg (University of Missouri) An Evolutionary Anthropological Analysis of Land Inheritance in Rural Bangladesh

3:00 PM Kathryn E Demps (Boise State University) and Bruce Winterhalder (University of California, Davis) Central Place Marketing Models for Household Production for Consumption and Exchange

3:15 PM Dawn B Neill (Cal Poly San Luis Obispo), Mikaela Vournas (Cal Poly) and Camilla Greenbach (Cal Poly) Fast Food Foraging: The Transition from Subsistence Horticulture to Market Integration

3:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

CS5. EDUCATION FOR DEMOCRACY, CITIZENSHIP, AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Reviewed by: Council on Anthropology and Education
Chair(s): Joel Rozen (Princeton University)

2:00 PM Ditte Strunge Sass (Mahidol University International College) The Power of the Familiar: Hygge, an Under-Defined Everyday Habit on the ‘Citizenship Journey’ That Is the Danish Folkeskole

2:15 PM Rodrigo Mayorga (Teachers College, Columbia University) “What Can One Do Against Democracy?”: The Construction, Co-Construction and Destruction of ‘Student Democracy’ in a Chilean Public High School

2:30 PM Jacquelyn Greiff (University of Pennsylvania) Inclusion in Segregated Spaces: Reconsidering Bosnian Monoethnic Schools

2:45 PM Joel Rozen (Princeton University) Risk Teaching: Business Education in Tunisia

3:00 PM Shabnam Koirala-Azad (University of San Francisco) Positionality and the Politics of International Human Rights Education Work
3:15 PM  Amy Marie Argenal (University of San Francisco)  *Critical Reflections on the Positionality of Human Rights Educators Working in Diverse Contexts: Voice and Narrative Methods As Tools for Building Solidarity*

**2-0330  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  711 | Meeting Room Level**

**LIVING HONOURABLY WITH OTHERS AND THE LAND: GEOGRAPHY, ANTHROPOLOGY AND INDIGENOUS SETTLER POLITICAL-LEGAL RELATIONS**

**REVIEWED BY**  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(S)**  Brian E Noble (Dalhousie University)
Joshua James Smith (University of Western Ontario)

**CHAIR(S)**  Joshua James Smith (University of Western Ontario)

2:00 PM  Vanessa Sloan Morgan (Queens University)  *Thinking Responsively about Responsibility: Re-Imagining Geographies of Responsibilities in Indigenous-Settler Political-Legal Relations*

2:15 PM  Jeremy Schmidt (Dalhousie University)  *Honoring Territory: The Creation of New Legal Spaces for Settler Colonialism in Canada*

2:30 PM  Rachel Flowers (University of British Columbia)  *Xwnuts’alumwum: T’aat’ka’ Relations and the Apocryphal Slave*

2:45 PM  Brian E Noble (Dalhousie University)  *Honour, Territory and Living Together in Shared Lands: Decolonial Lessons for Settler Polities*

3:00 PM  Robert L Hancock (University of Victoria)  *Indigenous Studies in Action*

3:15 PM  Robert Wishart (Aberdeen)  *‘No One Would Take Our Fish’: Anthropology and an Honourable Recognition of All the Partners*

3:30 PM  Michael Asch (University of Victoria)
   
   This session may be of particular interest to:  **M, P, S, T**

**2-0335  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  712 | Meeting Room Level**

**MOTHERING REPRODUCTION, MOTHERING RUPTURE: INDIGENOUS AND IMMIGRANT WOMEN NAVIGATING CITIZENSHIP, MORALITY, AND CHANGE**

**REVIEWED BY**  Association for Feminist Anthropology

**ORGANIZER/CHAIR**  Jamie Shenton (Vanderbilt University)

2:00 PM  Vanessa Elisa Grotti (European University Institute and Oxford University)  *Irresponsible Mothers?: Motherhood, Morality and Alterity in Maternity Care Services on Europe’s Periphery*

2:15 PM  Natasa Gregoric Bon (Scientific Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts)  *Navigating Generational and Gender Differences Among Migrant Mothers in Albania*

2:30 PM  Jamie Shenton (Vanderbilt University)  *From Pro-Natal to Pro-National?: Sociality, Mothering, and the Making of Modern (Re)Productive Kichwa Citizens*

2:45 PM  Pirjo Kristiina K Virtanen (University of Helsinki)  *Amazonian Indigenous Motherhood in the Digital Age*

---

**M  Mentoring Activity  P  Practicing and Applied Anthropologists**
3:00 PM  Kellie Cavagnaro (Vanderbilt University) *Invoking the Earth Mother: Embodied Gender and Ecological Discourses on Andean State Extractivism*

**Discussant** 3:15 PM  Jonathan N Maupin (Arizona State University)

**3:30 PM**  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

**2-0340  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM**  Mile High 4A  |  Ballroom Level C

**THE POLITICS OF HEALTH AND RITUAL PRACTICES: ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES**

Reviewed by  
Society for Medical Anthropology

Organizer(s)  
Gerard A Weber (Bronx Community, CUNY)
Larisa L Honey (Queensborough Community College)

Discussants  
2:00 PM  Maria Ramona Hart (LaGuardia Community College)
2:15 PM  Larisa L Honey (Queensborough Community College) *The Politics of Health and Religion in Putin’s Russia: Traditionalist Undercurrents of East-West Discourse*
2:30 PM  Venera Khalikova (University of Pittsburgh) *The Rhetoric, Rituals and the Biopolitics of a ‘home-Grown’ Medicine in North India*
2:45 PM  Julian Chehirian (American University) *Bodies That Speak: Hypochondria and Somatization in Soviet-Era Bulgarian Psychiatry*
3:00 PM  Gerard A Weber (Bronx Community College, CUNY) *Honoring the Dead: The Social and Health Implications of Mortuary Rituals in Neoliberal Romania*

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**2-0345  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM**  Mile High 4C  |  Ballroom Level C

**RIGHT TO THE CITY, RIGHT TO THE STATE: PART II (REGIMES, TRANSITIONS AND COMPARISONS)**

Reviewed by  
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Organizer(s)  
Barbara Karatsioli (Queens University Belfast)

Chair(s)  
Don Kalb (Central European University and Utrecht University)

2:00 PM  Patrick Neveling (Utrecht University) *Spheral Rights, Anti-Social Movements and Necrophagic/Koprophagic Structuration*
2:15 PM  Michal Murawski (University College London) *Re-Activating the ‘Public Spirit’: A Stalinist Skyscraper in a Capitalist City*
2:30 PM  Mariya P Ivancheva (Center for Advanced Study, Sofia) *Eyes Wide Shut: The Role of the State in Practices of Occupation in Sofia and Caracas*
2:45 PM  Jennifer G Curtis (University of Edinburgh) *The Tyranny of Localism: Rights to the City and Rights to the State in the U.S. and Northern Ireland*
3:00 PM  Emily Jane deWet (Notre Dame) and Rahul C Oka (University of Notre Dame) *City Rights: Accumulation, Exclusion, and the Negotiation of Safe Spaces Among the Black Middle Class in Cape Town, South Africa*
3:15 PM  Bjorn E Bertelsen (University of Bergen)  *Predatory Security: Reshaping the City and the State in Mozambique*

3:30 PM  Discussion

---

**2-0350  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM**  
**Agate | 3rd Floor**  
**HYATT**  

**CURRENT ISSUES FOR MID-CAREER PRACTITIONERS**

- **Reviewed by**: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
- **Organizer(s)**: Terry M Redding (Independent Consultant)
- **Chair(s)**: Ellen Puccia (NAPA)
- **Presenter(s)**: Terry M Redding (BETA Research Associates)  
  Laurie Krieger (The Manoff Group)

This session may be of particular interest to: S

---

**2-0355  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM**  
**Centennial D | 3rd Floor**  
**HYATT**  

**Invited Roundtable:**  
**MAKING PALESTINE KNOWABLE/MARKING PREVAILING DISCOURSES AS STRANGE: CONSIDERING THE BOYCOTT OF ISRAELI ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS**

- **Sponsor**: AAA Executive Program Committee
- **Organizer(s)**: Susan Slyomovics (University of California, Los Angeles)
- **Chair(s)**: Saba Mahmood (University of California, Berkeley)
- **Presenter(s)**: Nancy Marie Scheper-Hughes (University of California, Berkeley)  
  Sondra Hale (University of California, Los Angeles)  
  Ilana Feldman (George Washington University)  
  Amahl A Bishara (Tufts University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**2-0360  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM**  
**Mineral Hall C | 3rd Floor**  
**HYATT**  

**ENTANGLED BORDER CROSSINGS: IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION, DISCIPLINARY BOUNDARIES, AND ASIAN DIASPORA**

- **Reviewed by**: Society for East Asian Anthropology
- **Organizer(s)**: Jennifer D Heung (Saint Mary’s College of California)  
  Andrea Louie (Michigan State University)
- **Chair(s)**: Andrea Louie (Michigan State University)
- **2:00 PM**: Nicole D Newendorp (Harvard University)  *“My Chinese Heart”: Chinese Senior Migrants’ Diasporic Community in Boston and Quincy, MA*
- **2:15 PM**: Jennifer D Heung (Saint Mary’s College of California)  *Strange Body Language: Embodying English, Urban Chinese Identity, and Cultural Capital*
2:30 PM  David W Haines (George Mason University) *Drifting Houses, Shifting Identities, and the Fates of Koreans in International Education*

2:45 PM  Alex Lee (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) *World-Class Worker: Labor, Gender and Im-Mobility within the Flight Attendant Occupation in South Korea*

3:00 PM  Katherine A Mason (Brown University) *Rice Queens, Snakeheads, and Green Cards: HIV and Chinese Subjectivity in New York City’s Chinatowns*

3:15 PM  Andrea Louie (Michigan State University) *How Chinese Are You?: Chinese American Adoptive Parents’ Productions of “Chineseness”*

**Discussant**

3:30 PM  Nancy Chen (University of California, Santa Cruz)

This session may be of particular interest to: **S**

---

**2-0365  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM**  Mineral Hall D  |  3rd Floor  **HYATT**

“THIS TOO IS FERGUSON”: DENATURALIZING RACE IN SERVICE, TEACHING, MENTORING AND THE PRODUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE BY ANTHROPOLOGISTS AT THE MARGINS

**Reviewed by**  Association of Black Anthropologists

**Organizer/Chairs**  Sonya Johnson (Michigan State University)

Nicole D Truesdell (Beloit College)

**Presenter(s)**  Sonya Johnson (Michigan State University)

Sarah Montgomery Glinski (Teachers College, Columbia University)

Maria Vesperi (New College of Florida)

Lisa Anderson-Levy (Beloit College)

Nicole D Truesdell (Beloit College)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

---

**2-0370  2:00 PM – 3:45 PM**  Mineral Hall E  |  3rd Floor  **HYATT**

CULTURES OF DIFFERENCE: THE EVERYDAY MAKINGS OF HETERONORMATIVITY

**Reviewed by**  Association for Queer Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Matthew McGuire (University of Cambridge)

Sertac Sehlikoglu (University of Cambridge)

**Chair(s)**  Matthew McGuire (University of Cambridge)

2:00 PM  Veronique Gilbert (University of Edinburgh) *Mokk Pooj: An Ethnography of Seduction, Patriarchy and Heteronormativity in Dakar, Senegal*

2:15 PM  Willemijn Krebbekx (University of Amsterdam) *Making Men and Boys: The Functions of Heteronormativity for Pupils and Teachers in Dutch Secondary Schools*

2:30 PM  Carol Chan (University of Pittsburgh) *Transnational Labor Migration and the (Re)Making of Rural Heterosexualities in Central Java, Indonesia*
2:45 PM  Matthew McGuire (University of Cambridge)  *I Don’t Need Feminism, I Have Aegyo: Cuteness, Consumption and Heteronormativity in South Korea*

3:00 PM  Josh L Carney (Indiana University)  *Magnificent Gender Valley: Heteronormative Performance Among Publics of Popular Turkish TV Drama*

**DISCUSSANT**  3:15 PM  Sertac Sehlikoglu (University of Cambridge)

**DISCUSSANT**  3:30 PM  John Cho (Sarah Lawrence College)

This session may be of particular interest to:

---

**Film Session:**

**IN THEIR IMAGE: PALESTINIAN WOMEN CAPTURE THE OCCUPATION, DIR. EMMY SCHARLATT**

**Sponsor:**  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

---

2-0375  3:15 PM – 4:16 PM  107  |  Meeting Room Level  

**Film Session:**

**IN THEIR IMAGE: PALESTINIAN WOMEN CAPTURE THE OCCUPATION, DIR. EMMY SCHARLATT**

**Sponsor:**  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

---

**ENACTING, TRANSFORMING, RECLAIMING IN DEALING WITH DEATH, DISASTER, AND VIOLENCE**

**Reviewed by:**  Society for Humanistic Anthropology

**Chair(s):**  Ruth E Toulson (Maryland Institute College of Art)

4:00 PM  Leah Brooke Zani (University of California, Irvine)  *Ghost Mines: Transforming Battlefields into Marketplaces in Laos*

4:15 PM  Monique D Hassman (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)  *Transformations in Place: Complexities of Change in the Aftermath of Disaster*

4:30 PM  Samuel R Buelow (Indiana University)  *Voices of Violence: Power and Reclamation in LGBT Narratives in Kyrgyzstan*

4:45 PM  Alexandra Martin (University of Montreal)  *Performing War in Military Bases: Simulated Encounter Between U.S. Soldiers and Afghan and Iraqi Populations*

5:00 PM  Ruth E Toulson (Maryland Institute College of Art)  *The Authenticity of Tears: Transforming Grief in a Singaporean Funeral Parlor*

5:15 PM  Discussion

---

2-0385  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  112  |  Meeting Room Level  

**MAGIC, SCIENCE, RELIGION... AND SECULARISM: ARTICULATING SCIENCE STUDIES AND CRITICAL STUDIES OF SECULARISM**

**Reviewed by:**  Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizers/Chairs**  Matthew C Watson (Mount Holyoke College)

Raja Abillama (North Carolina State University)

4:00 PM  Raja Abillama (North Carolina State University)  *Coding the Secular: Anthropological Remarks on Genetic Research in the Middle East*
4:15 PM  Yasmin Cho (University of Michigan)  Scienstism, Science, and the Tibetan Buddhist Revival in (Post)Secular China
4:30 PM  J Brent Crosson (University of Texas, Austin)  Experiments with Power: Science and/as Obeah in Trinidad
4:45 PM  William M Girard (Amherst College)  Enacting Religion: Towards a Heartless Christianity
5:00 PM  Justine B Quijada (Wesleyan University)  Proving Faith: Soviet Secularism and a Scientific Epistemology of Religion
5:15 PM  Matthew C Watson (Mount Holyoke College)  The Genius of Maya Studies: Reading Spirit in Linda Schele’s Archive

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

2-0390  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  201 | Meeting Room Level
THE PERFORMANCE OF HOSPITALITY: HOSPITALITY IN POLITICS, RELIGION, AND SOCIETY

Reviewed by  Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer/Chair  Emily Jenan Riley (Michigan State University)
4:00 PM  Anand V Taneja (Vanderbilt University)  Hospitality and Ethical Life: Gharib-Navazi and Inter-Religious Relations at a Muslim Shrine in Delhi
4:15 PM  Pauline McKenzie Aucoin (Concordia University)  The Performance and Management of Hospitality in Fijian Society
4:30 PM  Emily Jenan Riley (Michigan State University)  “Welcome, to the Honor Your Guest Club”: Negotiating Womanhood and Piety through Hospitality Among the Layene Religious Community of Dakar, Senegal

Discussant  4:45 PM  Adeline Masquelier (Tulane University)
5:00 PM  Martha Sif Karrebaek (University of Copenhagen) and Narges Ghandchi (University of Copenhagen)  Guests and Hosts: A Study of Regular and Temporary Participants in a Farsi Heritage Classroom in Copenhagen
5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

2-0395  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  203 | Meeting Room Level
EXPLORING RELIGIOUS NETWORKS AND FLOWS THROUGH ASIA: NEGOTIATING THE “FAMILIAR” AND “STRANGE”

Reviewed by  Society for the Anthropology of Religion
Organizer(s)  Gareth J Fisher (Syracuse University)
Chair(s)  Erik Mueggler (University of Michigan)
4:00 PM  Tuxun Shajidanmu (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity)  Food, Halal and Community: Reflections from Xinjiang Restaurants in Shanghai
4:15 PM  Gareth J Fisher (Syracuse University)  A Teaching of Their Own: The Spread of Buddhist Textual Communities in China
4:30 PM  Sin Wen Lau (University of Otago)  Ethical Practicalities: Mobility, Religion and Patriarchy in an Overseas Chinese Sisterhood
4:45 PM Andrew S Nelson (University of North Texas) *House Rituals and the Meaning of Home for Nepali-Bhutanese Refugees in North Texas*

5:00 PM Sara Ann Swenson (Syracuse University) *“Happiness Is Here and Now”: Thich Nhat Hanh, Transnational Buddhism, and the Question of Authenticity*

**Discussant** 5:15 PM Erik Mueggler (University of Michigan)

5:30 PM Discussion

---

**2-0400** 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 205 | Meeting Room Level

**Invited Roundtable:**

**THE JEWISH QUESTION AGAIN: PALESTINE, EUROPE, AND THE ELEMENTARY STRUCTURES OF EXPULSION**

**Sponsor** AAA Executive Program Committee

**Organizer(s)** Joyce Dalsheim (University of North Carolina at Charlotte)
Gregory Starrett (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)

**Chair(s)** Jonathan Boyarin (Cornell University)
Virginia R Dominguez (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)

**Presenter(s)**
Gil Anidjar (Columbia University)
Irene M Silverblatt (Duke University)
Nadia Abu El-Haj (Columbia University)
Joyce Dalsheim (University of North Carolina at Charlotte)

---

**2-0405** 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 207 | Meeting Room Level

**Invited Session:**

**A MOVEABLE FEAST: TRANSFORMATIONS OF WHAT’S GOOD TO EAT**

**Sponsor** Biological Anthropology Section, Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

**Organizer(s)**
Julia Ravenscroft (University at Albany, SUNY)
Lawrence M Schell (University at Albany, SUNY)

**Chair(s)** Lawrence M Schell (University at Albany, SUNY)

4:00 PM David A Himmelgreen (University of South Florida) *To Be Food Secure or Not: Food Desirability as a Factor in Perceptions of Food Insecurity*

4:15 PM Thomas L Leatherman (University of Massachusetts, Amherst) and Morgan Hoke (Northwestern University) *Old Foods, New Cuisines: Globalization and Changing Production Regimes in the Andes*

4:30 PM Jonathan N Maupin (Arizona State University) and Jillian Renslow (Arizona State University) *The Centrality of Food in Children’s Concepts of Health: A Cross-Cultural Study*

4:45 PM Andrea S Wiley (Indiana University) *Milk Consumption in India: New Life for an Old Food*
5:00 PM Lawrence M Schell (University at Albany, SUNY) *Transforming the Familiar to the Strange: Is Adulterated and Contaminated Food the New Normal?*

5:15 PM Julia Ravenscroft (University at Albany, SUNY) *The New Three Sisters: The Transformation of Food Choice and Dietary Patterns at Akwesasne*

5:30 PM Alexandra A Brewis (Arizona State University), Sarah S Trainer (Arizona State University) and Amber Wutich (Arizona State University) *Getting ‘Dumped’: Bariatric Patients’ Strange Eating of Familiar Food*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

2-0410 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 401 | Meeting Room Level

**Invited Session:**

**GENERATING CAPITALISM I: ACCUMULATION, CLASS, AND INHERITANCE**

**SPONSOR** American Ethnological Society

**ORGANIZER(s)** Noelle M Stout (New York University)

**CHAIR(s)** Sylvia J Yanagisako (Stanford University)

4:00 PM Sylvia J Yanagisako (Stanford University) *Capital- Patrimony-Capital: Inheritance as a Conversion Process*

4:15 PM Laura Bear (London School of Economics and Political Science) *Capital, Class and Time: Uncertainty and Inequality in an Austerity Waterscape*

4:30 PM Christine J Walley (MIT) *Rethinking Anthropological Engagements with Class in 21st Century Capitalism*

4:45 PM Noelle M Stout (New York University) *Subprime Inheritance: Kinship and Predatory Lending*

5:00 PM Tami Navarro (Barnard College) *Easy Money and Respectable Girls: Neoliberalism and Expectation in the U.S. Virgin Islands*

5:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

2-0415 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 402 | Meeting Room Level

**LEARNING CULTURE IN THE CLINIC: ETHNOGRAPHIC EXPLORATIONS OF AMERICAN MEDICINE**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for the Anthropology of North America

**ORGANIZER(s)** Mary Alice Scott (New Mexico State University)

**CHAIR(s)** Megan Stamey McAlvain (New Mexico State University) Mary Alice Scott (New Mexico State University)

**DISCUSSANT** Mary K Anglin (University of Kentucky)

4:00 PM Mary K Anglin (University of Kentucky)  
4:15 PM Ramona Tenorio (Medical College of Wisconsin) *Cultural Competency in Clinical and Translational Science Research*

4:30 PM Alyson J O’Daniel (University of Indianapolis) *Re-Imagining “Best Practice”: Health Disparities, Health Care Inequality, and HIV/AIDS Care in the Era of Health Care Reform*

4:45 PM Taylor Livingston (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) *Social Medicine: Prenatal Care in a Group Setting*
5:00 PM  Sallie S Han (SUNY College at Oneonta)  Culture Lessons at the Pediatric Well Child Visit
5:15 PM  Megan Stamey McAlvain (New Mexico State University), Jared Blake Van Natta (New Mexico State University) and Cortney Platero (New Mexico State University)  Learning Culture in Residency: Training of Family Medicine Physicians in the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands
5:30 PM  Mary Alice Scott (New Mexico State University) and John Andazola (Southern New Mexico Family Medicine Residency Program)  The Anthropologist in the Clinic: Reconceptualizing Integrated Health Care

This session may be of particular interest to:  P, S

2-0420  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  403 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
DISCOURSE ANALYSIS BEYOND THE SPEECH EVENT
REVIEWED BY  Society for Linguistic Anthropology
ORGANIZERS/CHAIRS  Stanton E F Wortham (University of Pennsylvania)
                  Angela Reyes (City University of New York)
DISCUSSANT  4:00 PM  Stanton E F Wortham (University of Pennsylvania)
             4:15 PM  Angela Reyes (City University of New York)
             4:30 PM  Alexandra M Jaffe (California State University, Long Beach)  Baked Goods, Graffiti, Online Media and Shifting Indexicalities in Corsica
             4:45 PM  Robert Moore (University of Pennsylvania)  Pathways of Sociality
             5:00 PM  Elaine W Chun (University of South Carolina)  Recognizing Linked Events Across New Media K-Pop Time-Space
             5:15 PM  Betsy Rymes (University of Pennsylvania)  The New and Improved Accent Challenge
             5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:  S

2-0425  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  404 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
MORAL (AND OTHER) LABORATORIES, PART II
REVIEWED BY  Society for Medical Anthropology
ORGANIZER(S)  Lone Groen (Aarhus University)
               Teresa Kuan (Chinese University of Hong Kong)
CHAIR(S)  Cheryl Mattingly (University of Southern California)
4:00 PM  Lone Groen (Aarhus University)  Cutting/Belonging, Waiting/ Anticipating: Weight Loss Stances and Practices within Family Labs
4:15 PM  Lesley A Sharp (Barnard College, Columbia University)  Toward an “Animal Ethos” within Laboratory Science
4:30 PM  Laura Emdal Navne (University of Copenhagen)  Eyes Wide Open: Moral Experimenting with Life’s Worth in a Danish NICU
4:45 PM  Michael Montoya (University of California, Irvine)  Politics of Relationship: Moral Experiments As/for/of Urban Health
DISCUSSANT  5:00 PM  Michael Lambek (University of Toronto)
            5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:  P
2-0430  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  405 | Meeting Room Level  CCC

KINDLY GOVERNANCE?: RETHINKING CARE IN MENTAL HEALTH

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Li Zhang (University of California, Davis)
               Junko Kitanaka (Keio University)
Chair(s): P Sean Brotherton (University of Chicago)
          Anne Lovell (INSERM University Paris Descartes)
Presenter(s): Cristiana Giordano (University of California, Davis)
              Dominique Behague (Vanderbilt University & King’s College London)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

2-0435  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  406 | Meeting Room Level  CCC

LOCALIZING GLOBALIZATION: LANGUAGE IN THE NATION-STATE

Reviewed by: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Velda Khoo (University of Colorado Boulder)
              Bazil Manietta (University of Colorado Boulder)
Chair(s): Marcus Vinicius Avelar (University of Colorado Boulder)

4:00 PM  Bazil Manietta (University of Colorado Boulder) Local and Global Masculinities: The Distributed Construction of Gender by Korean Boy Bands

4:15 PM  Marcus Vinicius Avelar (University of Colorado Boulder) The "Brazilian Male": Affect, Gender, and Class in São Paulo

4:30 PM  Eva Michelle Wheeler (New Mexico State University) New Frames: Indexicality and Epistemology in Discourses on the Dominican Racial Setting

4:45 PM  Kendra Calhoun (University of California, Santa Barbara) Racial Performance and the Hierarchy of Americanness on Social Media

5:00 PM  Anna Bax (University of California, Santa Barbara) ‘A Language That I Know Is Part of Me, but I Can’t Understand’: Monolingualism, Mexican American Youth Identities, and ‘Languagelessness’

5:15 PM  Velda Khoo (University of Colorado Boulder) The Listening Subject in Defining the Singapore Politician

Discussant: 5:30 PM  Sabrina Billings (Dartmouth College)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

2-0440  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  605 | Meeting Room Level  CCC

END TIMES AND CHRONOPOLITICS IN EAST ASIA

Reviewed by: Society for East Asian Anthropology
Organizer(s): Emily Ng (University of California, Berkeley)
              Jerry C Zee (University of California, Berkeley)
Chair(s): Emily Ng (University of California, Berkeley)
2-0445 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 607 | Meeting Room Level
TEACHING, PEDAGOGY, AND PUBLIC DIALOGUES

Reviewed by
General Anthropology Division
Eryka Ayn Thorley (University of Colorado Denver)

Chair(s)

4:00 PM Alissa Ruth (Arizona State University), Melissa Beresford (Arizona State University) and Alexandra A Brewis (Arizona State University) Research Apprenticeships: Engaging Students in Ongoing Research

4:15 PM Katharine D Hunt (Bellevue College) Making the Strange Familiar: Ethnography and Student Success in the Online Classroom

4:30 PM Katia M Almeida-Tracy (Case Western Reserve University) “Brazil (is not) for Beginners”: A Cross-Cultural Approach to Active Learning and Critical Thinking

4:45 PM Eryka Ayn Thorley (University of Colorado Denver) Shifting Discourse: Where to Go from Here? Introducing Ethnographically Grounded Research to the Conversation of Climate Change on a Large Urban University Campus in Denver, Colorado

5:00 PM Emily Avera (Brown University) and Bryan Mathew Markovitz (Brown University) Reanimating Phenomenal Others: How to Bring Museum Artifacts Back to Life

5:15 PM Discussion

2-0450 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 608 | Meeting Room Level
PROPER BIRTHS, PROPER PARENTS

Reviewed by
Society for Medical Anthropology
Cristina A Pop (Montana State University)

Chair(s)

4:00 PM Rosalynn Adeline Vega (University of California, Berkeley/San Francisco) Humanized Birth: Producing Future Citizens in the New Regime of Proper Parenting

4:15 PM Richard T Powis III (Washington University in St. Louis) Men as Men: Toward a New Couvade
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Cristina A Pop (Montana State University)</td>
<td>Pronatalism Reloaded? The Politics of Reproduction in Present-Day Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Bonnie Ruder (Oregon State University)</td>
<td>Criminalized Traditional Birth Attendants and Emergency Maternity Care in Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Kathleen N Skoczen (Southern Connecticut State University)</td>
<td>Mothers and Babies: The Cultural Construction of Breastfeeding in France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
<td>Samya Stumo (University of Copenhagen)</td>
<td>For Their Own Good: A Snapshot of Health Experience in the Southern Peruvian Andes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2-0455 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 701 | Meeting Room Level**

**GENDER AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES IN MARKETIZED SOCIALIST CHINA AND VIETNAM**

**Reviewed by**
- Society for Economic Anthropology
- Minh T N Nguyen (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology)
- I-Chieh Fang (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology)

**Chair(s)**
- Nellie Chu (University of Goettingen)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Phuoc Duong (University of California, Riverside)</td>
<td>The Work of Leaving: An Analysis Self-Value, Labor and Emigration of Young Women in Da Nang City, Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Kristy Kelly (Columbia University and Drexel University)</td>
<td>“We Weren’t Unhappy until This Workshop!” Engendering the State, Democratizing Development in Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>I-Yi Hsieh (NYU)</td>
<td>Beijing Bros: Folklore Markets, Inter-Objectivity, and Masculinity in the Post-Socialist Economy of Identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Minh T N Nguyen (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology)</td>
<td>Dirt, Waste, Women, Men: Gender, Class and Migrant Labour in Vietnam’s Waste and Domestic Work Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>I-Chieh Fang (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology)</td>
<td>Mother, Sister and Economic Strategies: The Changing/Unchanging Femininity of Rural Female Migrant Workers and Entrepreneurs in Post-Mao China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Ann Marie Leshkowich (College of the Holy Cross)</td>
<td>Affective Expertise: Social Work and the Management of Femininity and Class in Ho Chi Minh City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
<td>Tiantian Zheng (SUNY, Cortland)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

**2-0460 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 702 | Meeting Room Level**

**ANTICIPATING FAMILIAR/STRANGE ENVIRONMENTS: THE SOCIAL LIVES OF SCIENTIFIC PREDICTIONS — PART II**

**Reviewed by**
- Anthropology and Environment Society
- Sophie Laura Haines (University of Oxford)
- Renzo Taddei (Federal University of São Paulo (UNIFESP))

**Chair(s)**
- Renzo Taddei (Federal University of São Paulo (UNIFESP))
4:00 PM  Heather Lazrus (National Center for Atmospheric Research) and Elizabeth K Marino (Oregon State University-Cascade)  
*On Island Time: Prediction and Experience of Extreme Events on the Front Lines of Climate Change*

4:15 PM  Jennifer Henderson (Virginia Tech)  
*To Error on the Side of Caution: Ethics and the National Weather Service Warning Process*

4:30 PM  Sophie Laura Haines (University of Oxford)  
*Reckoning Resources: Mapping and Imagining Belize’s Water Futures*

4:45 PM  Steve Rayner (Oxford University)  
*Earth, Air, Fire, and Water: The Role of Prediction in the Management of Climatic Variability in South Australia*

5:00 PM  Renzo Taddei (Federal University of São Paulo (UNIFESP)) and Cecilia E Hidalgo (University of Buenos Aires)  
*Post-Normal Anthropology*

5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**LABOR, LANDSCAPE, AND (DE)COLONIAL DESIRES: RETHINKING THE PLANTATION AS A SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL CATEGORY**

**Reviewed by**  
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizer(s)**  
Mythri Jegathesan (Santa Clara University)  
Sarah Besky (Brown University)

**Chair(s)**  
E Valentine Daniel (Columbia University)

4:00 PM  Mark W Hauser (Northwestern University)  
*Objects without History: Substance and Portability in New West Indian Plantations*

4:15 PM  Scott C Freeman (American University)  
*Cooperative Labor, Development Aid, and the Post-Plantation: Legacies of Control in Rural Haiti*

4:30 PM  Andrew C Willford (Cornell University)  
*Tapping Memories: Plantations Are Not a Workplace*

4:45 PM  Mythri Jegathesan (Santa Clara University)  
*The Unbecoming Coolie: Deconstructing Colonial Ideals on Sri Lanka’s Tea Plantations*

5:00 PM  Sarah F Ives (Stanford University)  
*Socio-Ecological Kinship: The South African Plantation As “Family” Farm*

5:15 PM  Jonathan E Padwe (University of Hawaii)  
*Plantation As Alienation in the Land-Grab Landscape of Cambodia*

**Discussant**  
5:30 PM  Sarah Besky (Brown University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**
Invited Roundtable:
SAINTED MATTER: ANIMISM AND AUTHORITY IN THE INDIGENOUS AMERICAS

Sponsor: Archaeology Division
Organizer(s): Steve Kosiba (University of Alabama)
                 John W Janusek (Vanderbilt University)
Chair(s): Bruce Mannheim (U of Michigan)
Presenter(s): Patricia A McAnany (University of North Carolina)
              Marco Curatola-Petrocchi (Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú)
              Beth A Conklin (Vanderbilt University)
              Scott R Hutson (University of Kentucky)
              Byron E Hamann (Ohio State)
              Arthur A Joyce (University of Colorado, Boulder)
              Santiago Giraldo (Global Heritage Fund)

This session may be of particular interest to: S

CHILDREN’S LEARNING AS CONTEXTUALLY FAMILIAR AND INSTITUTIONALLY STRANGE: INSIGHTS FROM THE LEARNING BY OBSERVING AND PITCHING IN (LOPI) FRAMEWORK

Submitted by: Anthropology of Children and Youth Interest Group
Organizer/Chair: Jennifer Keys Adair (University of Texas at Austin)

4:00 PM Barbara Rogoff (University of California, Santa Cruz) Description of a Paradigm: Learning by Observing and Pitching in (LOPI)

4:15 PM Luis Urrieta Jr (University of Texas at Austin) Children Becoming Responsible Collaborators: Learning to Share Physical and Emotional Space in San Miguel Nocutzepo

4:30 PM Jennifer Keys Adair (University of Texas at Austin) Using Agency at School to Observe, Participate and Pitch-in: Young Children of Latina/o Immigrants in Two Texas First Grade Classrooms

4:45 PM Kiyomi Sanchez-Suzuki Colegrove (University of Texas at Austin) Los Niños Aprenden Ayudandose y Colaborando: Latino/a Immigrant Parents’ Views on the Role of “Pitch in” in the Early Childhood Classroom

5:00 PM Andrew D Coppens (University of New Hampshire) and Barbara Rogoff (University of California, Santa Cruz) Learning to Lopi: Contrasting Ways That Parents Support Children’s Development of Collaborative Initiative

Discussant: Norma Gonzalez (University of Arizona)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
RE-IMAGINING HOME: BELONGING, EXCLUSION, AND LIMINALITY IN THE CONTEXT OF LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN RETURN MIGRATION

Reviewed by: Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
Organizer/Chair: Maria Cristina Alcalde (University of Kentucky)

4:00 PM Karsten Paerregaard (University of Gothenburg) Bringing It Home: Rethinking Return and the Meaning of Home and Belonging in Peruvian Migration
4:15 PM Maria Cristina Alcalde (University of Kentucky) Gendering Home: Cosmopolitan Sociability and Exclusion in Different Post-Return Experiences in Peru
4:30 PM Evin R Rodkey (University of Illinois at Chicago) Expelled from Home and Sentenced “Home”: Dominican Deportation As “Return” Migration
4:45 PM Melissa A Johnson (Southwestern University) Making Home Here and There: The Role of Socionature in Belizean Creole Cultures of Migration
5:00 PM Frances Rothstein (Montclair State University) “Home” for Return Migrants: How Gender Influences Return in Rural Mexico
5:15 PM Sara V Komarnisky (University of Alberta) To Come and Go Is to Be at Home: Reconceptualizing the Transnational Experience

Discussant: Jason C Pribilsky (Whitman College)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

EPISTEMOLOGIES AND ONTOLOGIES OF THE FAMILIAR/STRANGE AMONG MIDDLE EASTERN FORCIBLY DISPLACED POPULATIONS

Reviewed by: Middle East Section
Organizers/Chairs: Giulia El Dardiry (McGill University)
Lindsay A Gifford (The University of San Francisco)

4:00 PM Giulia El Dardiry (McGill University) Familiar Foreigners: The Overlapping “Presences” of Iraqis, Syrians and (Palestinian)-Jordanians and the Making of Home in Amman
4:15 PM Tory Brykalski (University of California, Davis) Images at the Border: Iris Scanners in Lebanon
4:30 PM Sofian Merabet (University of Texas at Austin) Familiar Phobia and Strange Aspirations: The Everyday State of Gay Syrian Refugees in Beirut
4:45 PM Michal Ran-Rubin (University of Chicago) Exile Under Construction: Mapping Spaces of Refugee Return in Palestine-Israel
5:00 PM Carola Tize (Amsterdam Institute of Social Science Research (AISSR)) Germany’s Palestinian Diaspora: Intergenerational Processes and Youths’ Future Perspectives in Berlin-Neukoöln
5:15 PM Lindsay A Gifford (University of San Francisco) Fraught Reunions: Negotiating Encounters Between Newly-Resettled Refugees and the Iraqi Community of El Cajon, California

Discussant: Sarah A Tobin (Brown University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
CREATIVE CLASSIFICATIONS: AUTHENTICITY, LANGUAGE LANDSCAPES, AND LANGUAGE IDEOLOGIES

Reviewed by: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Judith MS Pine (Western Washington University)
Chair(s): Leslie E Cochrane (College of William & Mary)

4:00 PM Marie Maegaard (University of Copenhagen) and Martha Sif Karrebaek (University of Copenhagen) “the Bornholmian Cocktail” and the Invention of Authenticity
4:15 PM Jacquelyn L Skiffington (Northern Arizona University) “Was It Soul Train?: The Coming Out Script and Contesting the Choice Argument
4:30 PM Christine Kirby (Duke University, Fuqua School of Business) Cost Narratives: Experiencing Healthcare Costs in the Clinical Encounter
4:45 PM Leslie E Cochrane (College of William & Mary) “Everything Is in Working Order”: Wheelchair Users’ Narratives of Gender and Sexuality
5:00 PM Rebecca J Wood (University of Montana) Indexing Epistemological Perspectives and Affect through the Salish Language
5:15 PM Kristen M Lindblom (University of California, Los Angeles) The Presentation of the Violent Self as Moral: Narratives of Physical Abuse
5:30 PM Jennifer T Johnson (Stanford University) The Co-Construction of Hearing Mother Identity: The Shared Interviewer-Interviewee In-Between Space

COMMUNITIES IN MOTION: (IM)MOBILE MORALITIES, IDENTITIES AND IDEOLOGIES

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s): Don F Selby (CUNY College of Staten Island)
Chair(s): Pilar K Rau (Rutgers University)

4:00 PM Ayako Takamori (Muhlenberg College) Techniques and Technologies of the Runner’s Body: Gender and the Ecological Imagination in Japan
4:15 PM Don F Selby (CUNY College of Staten Island) Human Rights, Buddhist Morality and Political Struggle in Thailand
4:30 PM Pilar K Rau (Rutgers University) Upward Mobility: Crafts, Social Capital, and Interethnic Long-Distance Trade in an Andean Community
4:45 PM Lydia C Boyd (UNC-Chapel Hill) Charity, Compassion, and Christian Aid: The Moral Economy of Ugandan AIDS Orphan Choirs

Discussant 5:00 PM Jacob Hickman (Brigham Young University)
Discussant 5:15 PM Amrita Ibrahim (Georgetown University)
5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
2-0500 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 710 | Meeting Room Level
THE BRUTAL MAGIC OF THE STATE: PROBLEMATIZING CARCERALITY AND THE SACRED IMAGE

Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s) Jon Horne Carter (Appalachian State University)
Chris Garces (Cornell University)
Chair(s) Chris Garces (Cornell University)

4:00 PM Laura McTighe (Columbia University) “My Existence Is Political”: Black Feminist Freedom Dreams in the Prison Capital of the World
4:15 PM Ian Whitmarsh (University of California, San Francisco) The Law and the Neighbor: Violence and the Other’s Desire in Trinidad
4:30 PM Ray Noll (University of Chicago) Ethos and the Carceral Terrain
4:45 PM Christopher Krupa (University of Toronto) The Prisoner’s Two Bodies: Sacrality, Exchange, and Cold War Mnemonics in Ecuador
5:00 PM Jon Horne Carter (Appalachian State University) Mark of Cain: The Imprint of Neoliberal Penality in Honduras

Discussant 5:15 PM John F Collins (CUNY - Queens College and Graduate Center)
5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

2-0505 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 711 | Meeting Room Level
ANTHROPOLOGIES OF DATA

Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s) Nick Seaver (University of California, Irvine)
Elizabeth A Rodwell (Rice University)
Chair(s) Elizabeth A Rodwell (Rice University)

4:00 PM Elizabeth A Rodwell (Rice University) What’s in an Audience: Television Meets Big Data
4:15 PM Shreeharsh Kelkar (MIT) The Ideological Uses of Data: Observations from the Domain of Online Learning
4:30 PM Nick Seaver (University of California, Irvine) Navigating Digital Data
4:45 PM Anna Jabloner (University of Chicago) Are You My Data? Building Genomic Archives, De-Convoluting America
5:00 PM Alison Cool (University of Colorado, Boulder) and Marianne De Laet (Harvey Mudd College) Valuable Data Is Vulnerable Data: Privacy and the Speculative Logic of Data Protection in Sweden and the U.S.

Discussant 5:15 PM Orit Halpern (New School for Social Research)
5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S
**2-0510** 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  |  Meeting Room Level CCC

**POLITICAL EPISTEMICS: ETHNOGRAPHY AND KNOWLEDGE OF THE POLITICAL**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**ORGANIZER/CHAIR**  
Neringa Klumbyte (Miami University)

4:00 PM  
Andreas Glaeser (University of Chicago) *Plato’s Dream: Trauma, Science and the End of Politics*

4:15 PM  
Nitzan Shoshan (El Colegio de México) *Political Epistemics of the Nation in Berlin’s “Intercultural” Spaces*

4:30 PM  
Thomas M Wilson (Binghamton University, SUNY) *The New Borders of Political Culture and Local Government in Suburban and Rural Ireland*

4:45 PM  
Neringa Klumbyte (Miami University) *Political Epistemics of Sovereignty in the History Museums in the Baltics*

5:00 PM  
Hande Sarikuzu (Binghamton University) *Political Epistemics of Regional Identity in Tunceli Dersim City Museum, Turkey*

**DISCUSSANT**  
5:15 PM  
David Pedersen (University of California, San Diego)

5:30 PM  
Discussion

---

**2-0515** 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  |  Mile High 4C  |  Ballroom Level CCC

**RIGHT TO THE CITY, RIGHT TO THE STATE: PART I (THE REVOLUTIONARY POTENTIAL)**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)**  
Barbara Karatsioli (Queens University Belfast)

**CHAIR(s)**  
Winnie Lem (Trent University)

4:00 PM  
Gavin Smith (University of Toronto) *The General Strike Reconsidered*

4:15 PM  
Theodoros Rakopoulos (University of Bergen) *The Right to Solidarity or Solidarity in Rights?: Greek Anti-Middleman Movements*

4:30 PM  
Marianne E Maeckelbergh (Leiden University) *Conceptualizing Resources: Discussing Finance at a General Assembly of Occupy Wall Street*

4:45 PM  
Laura J Mebert (Kettering University) *The People of the Pipeline: Property Rights, Nimbyism, and the Transformational Potential of Critical Theory in the Rural American Midwest*

5:00 PM  
Barbara Karatsioli (Queens University Belfast) *Accumulation, Structure, Struggle and Revolutionary Potential(s) in the Cyprus Conflict*

5:15 PM  
Jeremy Rayner (Instituto de Altos Estudios Nacionales), Carla Simbaña (Instituto de Altos Estudios Nacionales) and Veronica Morales (Instituto de Altos Estudios Nacionales) *Quito Comuneros: Property, Territory and Indigenous Revival in the “Citizen’s Revolution”*

**DISCUSSANT**  
5:30 PM  
Jonathan Friedman (University of California, San Diego)

This session may be of particular interest to: **S**
EXHAUSTING EDUCATION: BELONGING, ABANDONMENT AND SACRIFICE IN LATE LIBERAL EDUCATION

Reviewed by: Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer/Chair: Miriam Thangaraj (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

- 4:00 PM Sophia Friedson-Ridenour (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Belonging to the Educationalist State in Late Liberal Times
- 4:15 PM Nancy Kendall (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Belonging, Abandonment and Sacrifice: Orphanhood and Schooling in Malawi
- 4:30 PM Miriam Thangaraj (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Bracketing (Working)Childhoods: Have We Asked the Children?
- 4:45 PM Raymond Kirk Anderson (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Economies of Belonging: Diversity and Difference in Higher Education
- 5:00 PM Franklin Vernon (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Recognition for the Imagined and Punishment for the Real in Higher Education

Discussant: 5:15 PM Claire L. Wendland (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

ETHNOGRAPHIC INTIMACIES: TOWARDS A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF POSTCOLONIAL SEXUALITIES

Reviewed by: Association for Queer Anthropology
Organizer(s): Ila Nagar (Ohio State University)
Debanuj DasGupta (Ohio State University)
Chair(s): Ila Nagar (Ohio State University)

- 4:00 PM Paul Boyce (University of Sussex) The Ignorant Anthropologist and (Un)Familiar Subjects: Ontological Encounters in Queer Life-Worlds in West Bengal, India
- 4:15 PM Aniruddha Dutta (University of Iowa) Ethnography As a Politics of Friendship: Participant Observation Among Gender Variant Communities and the Space-Time of Academia
- 4:30 PM Rohit Kumar Dasgupta (University of the Arts London and Winchester School of Art) ‘No Femmes, Pansies and Sissyboys, Please’ — Effeminophobia and ‘Straight Acting’ on Planet Romeo
- 4:45 PM Discussant: Katherine Lemons (McGill University)
- 5:00 PM Ila Nagar (The Ohio State University) Talking About Violence: An Interrogation of Kotis/Janana Articulation of Violence
- 5:15 PM Debanuj DasGupta (Ohio State University) Intimate Subjects, Oblique Objects: Situating Virtual Intimacies, Bodies, and Pleasures Among Friendship Network of Young Men in Kolkata, India
- 5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
2-0530  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Capital Ballroom 3 | 4th Floor
EVALUATION ANTHROPOLOGY: MEDIATING THE STRANGE AND THE FAMILIAR IN THEORY AND PRACTICE

REVIEWED BY  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
ORGANIZER/CHAIR  Eve C Pinsker (University of Illinois at Chicago)
PRESENTER(s)  Monica Hunter (PAST Foundation)
Lenora Bohren (Colorado State University)
Mary Odell Butler (University of Maryland)
Eve C Pinsker (University of Illinois at Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

2-0535  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Capital Ballroom 4 | 4th Floor
MANAGING RESOURCES, COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND CONTESTED POLICY ARENAS

REVIEWED BY  Association for the Anthropology of Policy
CHAIR(s)  Louise Buch Løgstrup (Southern University of Denmark)

4:00 PM  Renata Albuquerque de Moraes (University of Brasília and Georgetown University) Brazilian Tracks in Bolivian Amazon Region: International Development Agenda from a Latin American Perspective

4:15 PM  Skylar Huzyk Zilliox (Colorado School of Mines) and Austin Shaffer (Colorado School of Mines) Hydraulic Fracturing and Memorandums of Understanding: Community Engagement and Governance Strategies in Response to Conflict

4:30 PM  John H Davis Jr (Denison University) An Anatomy of Affirmative Action East and West

4:45 PM  Hideyo Konagaya (Waseda University) Cultural Policy and International Politics: The Rise of Okinawan Public Culture in Japan-U.S. Relations

5:00 PM  Louise Buch Logstrup (Southern University of Denmark) Anthropology within Energy Policy Interpretation

5:15 PM  Discussion

2-0540  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Capital Ballroom 5 | 4th Floor
PATRILOCAL WOMEN AND CONCEPTUAL NOMADISM: STRANGELY FAMILIAR WOMEN, PERMANENT HETEROGENEITY

REVIEWED BY  Association for Feminist Anthropology
ORGANIZER(s)  Bilinda S Straight (Western Michigan University)
CHAIR(s)  Krista E Van Vleet (Bowdoin College)

4:00 PM  Coralynn V Davis (Bucknell University) The Story Went into the Forest, the Thoughts into One’s Own Mind: Maithil Women’s Embodied and Narrative Constructions of Space and Movement

4:15 PM  Jennifer L Gaynor (SUNY at Buffalo) Submerged Matrilines Are a Matter of Social Location: Southeast Asian Sama Maritime People and Rhizomatic Reproduction
4:30 PM  Kathleen Rice (University of Toronto)  *Rural Xhosa Women’s Deployment of Obligation: Implications for Understanding Agency within Patriarchy*

4:45 PM  Alysa Maria Handelsman (University of Michigan)  *Girlhood, Motherhood, and Family Formation in Guayaquil’s Shantytowns*

5:00 PM  Bilinda S Straight (Western Michigan University)  *Ambivalent Journeys of Abduction, Forced Marriage, and Escape: The Sexual Politics of the Familiarly Strange*

**DISCUSSANT 5:15 PM**  Emily K Chao (Pitzer College)

**DISCUSSANT 5:30 PM**  Pamela Feldman-Savelsberg (Carleton College)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**2-0545**  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Capital Ballroom 6  |  4th Floor  HYATT

**APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF CULTURAL HERITAGE IN CONFLICT**

**REVIEWED BY**  Association for the Anthropology of Policy

**ORGANIZER(S)**  Brian I Daniels (Penn Museum)

**CHAIR(S)**  Richard M Leventhal (University of Pennsylvania)

**PRESENTER(S)**  Brian I Daniels (Penn Museum)

Corine Wegener (Smithsonian Institution)

Susan Wolfinbarger (American Association for the Advancement of Science)

Katharyn Hanson (University of Pennsylvania Museum)

Richard M Leventhal (University of Pennsylvania)

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

**2-0550**  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Capital Ballroom 7  |  4th Floor  HYATT

**ACTIVIST ETHICS: PUSHING THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF MORALITY INTO THE CROSSROADS OF POLITICS AND RELIGION**

**REVIEWED BY**  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(S)**  John M Mathias (University of Michigan)

Bruno E Renero-Hannan (University of Michigan)

**CHAIR(S)**  John M Mathias (University of Michigan)

4:00 PM  Carwil R Bjork-James (Vanderbilt University)  *Binding Leaders to the Community: The Ethics of Bolivia’s Organic Grassroots*

4:15 PM  Lisa I Knight (Furman University)  *Spiritualizing Activism: Healing the Corporeal and Societal Body in South Asia*

4:30 PM  John M Mathias (University of Michigan)  *Back and Forth: Activist Ethics Between Radical Stance and Common Living*

4:45 PM  Bruno E Renero-Hannan (University of Michigan)  *The Indigenous Doctrine: Activist Ethics, Catechism, and Political Prison in Oaxaca, Mexico*

5:00 PM  Christopher N Sheklian (University of Chicago)  *Competing Armenian Ethical Projects in Istanbul: The Self and the Community*
**2-0555** 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
Centennial A | 3rd Floor

**PAULINE’S PEARLS: THE MULTIFACETED CONTRIBUTIONS OF PAULINE KOLENDA**

*Reviewed by*  
General Anthropology Division

*Organizer(s)*  
Helen Ullrich (Tulane University Medical Center)

*Chair(s)*  
Geoffrey L Burkhart (American University)

- **4:00 PM**  
  R Thomas Rosin (Sonoma State University) *The Intellectual Luster and Egalitarian Ethos of Pauline Kolenda*

- **4:15 PM**  
  Susan C Seymour (Pitzer College) *Family and Gender Systems in Bhubaneswar, India 50 Years Later*

- **4:30 PM**  
  Helen Ullrich (Tulane University Medical Center) *Pauline Kolenda: A Scholar for ALL Seasons*

- **4:45 PM**  
  Carol C Mukhopadhyay (Emerita, San Jose State University) *Family Matters: Honoring Pauline Kolenda*

*Discussant*  
5:00 PM  
Suzanne Hanchett (Planning Alternatives for Change LLC)

*Discussant*  
5:15 PM  
Sylvia Vatuk (University of Illinois at Chicago)

*Discussant*  
5:30 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

---

**2-0560** 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
Centennial D | 3rd Floor

**CHEFS, CUISINE AND CONVERGENCE**

*Reviewed by*  
Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

*Organizer/Chair*  
Leigh Bush (Indiana University)

- **4:00 PM**  
  Signe Skjoldborg (University of Copenhagen) *Hopping and Soy-like: Developing a Feel for Insects in Nordic Food Lab*

- **4:15 PM**  
  Leigh Bush (Indiana University) *Chefs and New Food Media: Culture, Ideology, and Convergence*

- **4:30 PM**  
  Amir Sayadabdi (University of Canterbury) and Saman Hassibi (University of Canterbury) *The Role of Iranian Chefs in Changing the Perception of Persian Cuisine*

- **4:45 PM**  
  Amanda Sophie Green (Oregon State University) *Chefs As Cultural Bearers and Innovators in the Production of SáMi Cuisine(s)*

- **5:00 PM**  
  Jean A Nihoul (University of Connecticut) *Dan Barber & the Lost Flavor of Wheat*

*Discussant*  
5:15 PM  
Greg de St. Maurice (University of Pittsburgh)

*Discussant*  
5:30 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**
MUSEUM AS FIELD SITE

Reviewed by
Council for Museum Anthropology
Amanda Guzman (University of California, Berkeley)
Christopher B Lowman (University of California, Berkeley)

Organizers/Chairs
Amanda Guzman (University of California, Berkeley)
Christopher B Lowman (University of California, Berkeley)

2-0565 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mineral Hall C | 3rd Floor

Wednesday, November 18

2:00 PM  Brooke Penalooza Patzak (University of Vienna) An Emissary from Berlin: Franz Boas and the Smithsonian Institution, 1887

4:00 PM  Hadley Welch Jensen (Bard Graduate Center) The Material Culture of Encounter in the American Southwest: The George H. Pepper Native American Archive

4:30 PM  Amanda Guzman (University of California, Berkeley) Modelling Culture: Puerto Rico in the American Museum Imaginary

4:45 PM  Christopher B Lowman (University of California, Berkeley) Marking Identity and Ownership: Ainu Objects in American Museums

5:00 PM  Cordelia A Frewen (University of British Columbia, Vancouver) Collecting Culture: Museum Artifacts, Heritage Politics, and Narratives of National Identity in Honduras

5:15 PM  Carmita Icasiano (Binghamton University, SUNY) Pathfinding the Philippines: Likhang-Bayan Objects in American Museums

5:30 PM  Alexandra Catherine McCleary (University of California, Berkeley) Tracing Networks: An Approach to Examining Museum-Based Narratives of Representation

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

TRIBAL COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES: CONTRIBUTIONS TO COMMUNITY AND THE SOCIO-CULTURAL RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Reviewed by
Council on Anthropology and Education
Cheryl Crazy Bull (American Indian College Fund)

Chair(s)
David Yarlott (Little Big Horn College) The Tribal College Movement: Its Mission and History, Governance and Finance, and Differences Between Tcus and Mainstream Institutions

2-0570 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mineral Hall D | 3rd Floor

Wednesday, November 18

4:00 PM  David Yarlott (Little Big Horn College) The Tribal College Movement: Its Mission and History, Governance and Finance, and Differences Between Tcus and Mainstream Institutions

4:15 PM  Cynthia Lindquist (Cankdeska Cikana Community College) Contributions and Innovations: Tcus in Cultural Restoration and Preservation

4:30 PM  Dorothy E Aguilera-Black Bear (American Indian College Fund) Contributions and Innovations: Tcus As Experts in Creating Curricula for Teaching Indigenous Adult Learners and for Providing Culturally Responsive Teacher Education Programs for Teachers of Indigenous Learners

4:45 PM  James Sanovia (Oglala Lakota College) Contributions and Innovations: Tcus As Experts in Sustainability Programming Embedded in Native Lifeways, Intergenerational Practices and Community-Based Action Research

5:00 PM  Nathaniel St. Pierre (Stone Child College) Contributions and Innovations: Tcus in Community Outreach and Development
5:15 PM  Sherry Allison (Southwestern Polytechnic Institute) *Contributions and Innovations: Teus in Indigenous Leadership Development and Nation-Building*

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

**2-0575**  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
Mineral Hall E | 3rd Floor  
**L’ETRANGER ET L’ÉTRANGE: ANTHROPOLOGY FOR WHOM AND WHAT?**

**REVIEWED BY**  Association of Black Anthropologists  
**ORGANIZER(S)**  Evelyn Newman Phillips (Central Connecticut State University)  
**PRESENTER(S)**  Sylvia Jalil-Gutierrez (Central Connecticut State University)  
Cheryl R Rodriguez (University of South Florida)  
Signithia Fordham (University of Rochester)  
Whitney I Battle-Baptiste (University of Massachusetts Amherst)  
Gina Athena Ulysse (Wesleyan University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

**2-0580**  4:30 PM – 5:21 PM  
107 | Meeting Room Level  
**Film Session:**  
**KASHMIR, DIR. ELAYNE McCABE**

**SPONSOR**  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

**2-0585**  4:30 PM – 6:45 PM  
Offsite-Tour of Cannabis Dispensaries and Grow Houses followed by Reception  
**ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY (APLA): FAMILIAR STRANGE AND GREEN: CANNABIS CULTURES TOUR AND SALON/RECEPTION IN DENVER**

**SPONSOR**  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology  
**ORGANIZER(S)**  Madelaine B Adelman (Arizona State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

**2-0590**  5:30 PM – 6:00 PM  
107 | Meeting Room Level  
**Film Session:**  
**AWARD WINNER — BEST SHORT: RINGTONE, DIR. JENNIFER DEGER**

**SPONSOR**  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
2-0595  6:00 PM – 8:00 PM  Centennial E | 3rd Floor  HYATT
114TH AAA ANNUAL MEETING OPENING RECEPTION
Sponsor  American Anthropological Association

2-0600  6:00 PM – 8:00 PM  Sandstone | 4th Floor  HYATT
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGISTS (NASA) BOARD MEETING
Sponsor  National Association of Student Anthropologists
Organizer(s)  Belinda Ramirez Spencer (University of California, San Diego)
               Valerie V Feria-Isacks (Foothill College)
               Madalina Alama (University of Nevada–Reno)
               Matthew L Hale (Indiana University)
               Sara Smith (Yale University)
               Krisha J Hernandez (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Chair(s)  Andrew Tarter (University of Florida)
This session may be of particular interest to: S

2-0605  6:10 PM – 7:50 PM  107 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
Film Session: VOICES OF THE LAND, DIR. PAUL WOLFFRAM
Sponsor  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

2-0610  6:15 PM – 7:30 PM  104 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION (CAE) NEW PRESIDENTIAL FELLOWS
Sponsor  Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer(s)  Marta P Baltodano (Loyola Marymount University)
Chair/Presenter  Marjorie Faulstich Orellana (University of California, Los Angeles)

2-0615  6:15 PM – 8:15 PM  Granite B | 3rd Floor  HYATT
AAA LEADERSHIP FELLOWS RECEPTION
Sponsor  AAA Executive Board
Organizer(s)  Katie Vizenor (American Anthropological Association)
This session may be of particular interest to: M
2-0620  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  201 | Meeting Room Level
COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION (CAE) — GOING PUBLIC:
COMMUNICATING OUR RESEARCH BEYOND THE ACADEMY

Sponsor: Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer(s): Marta P Baltodano (Loyola Marymount University)
Bradley Levinson (Indiana University)
Chair(s): Bradley Levinson (Indiana University)
Presenter(s): Donna Auston (Rutgers University)
Jean J Schensul (Institute for Community Research)
Carole McGranahan (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Joseph Henderson (University of Delaware)
Shabana Mir (Independent Scholar)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

2-0625  8:00 PM – 9:23 PM  107 | Meeting Room Level
Film Session:
IN AN IDEAL WORLD, DIR. NOEL SCHWERIN

Sponsor: Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
Thursday, November 19

7:30 AM – 6:15 PM                Lobby F  |  Meeting Room Level
Registration & Information Desk

7:30 AM – 5:00 PM                Lobby F  |  Meeting Room Level
Membership Services

9:00 AM – 5:00 PM                Four Seasons Ballroom 2–4
Exhibits

9:00 AM – 5:00 PM                Four Seasons Ballroom 1
Career Center

3-0000  7:30 AM – 9:00 AM  104 | Meeting Room Level
SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
Sponsor: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer/Chair: Paul V Kroskrity (University of California, Los Angeles)
Presenter(s): Bonnie Urciuoli (Hamilton College)
James M Wilce Jr (Northern Arizona University)
Shalini Shankar (Northwestern University)

3-0005  7:30 AM – 9:30 AM  Granite C  |  3rd Floor
ASSOCIATION FOR AFRICANIST ANTHROPOLOGY BOARD MEETING
Sponsor: Association for Africanist Anthropology
Organizer(s): Anita Spring (University of Florida)

3-0010  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  102 | Meeting Room Level
Invited Session:
THE STRANGE SELF: EXPLORATION OF MIND THROUGH BUDDHISM AND CHRISTIANITY
Sponsors: Society for Psychological Anthropology
          Society for the Anthropology of Religion
Organizer/Chair: Suma Ikeuchi (Emory University)
8:00 AM  Suma Ikeuchi (Emory University) “Non-Religious” Selves: Brazilian Pentecostalism Meets Japanese Syncretic Religions in Japan
8:15 AM  Julia Cassaniti (Washington State University) Meditating on Unusual Religious Experiences in Buddhist Thailand
8:30 AM  Nofit Itzhak (University of California, San Diego) Building the Civilization of Love: Self and Other in Christian Humanitarian Practice
8:45 AM  Neena Mahadev (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious & Ethnic Diversity)  ‘Fraudulent’ Christians amidst Sinhala Buddhist Skeptics: Economic Enmity, and Nativist Ontologies of Religious Conversion
9:00 AM  Bruce M Knauft (Emory University)  The Strangest Self: Transcending Self-Other Distinctions in Tantric Buddhism
Discussant  9:15 AM  Bradd Shore (Emory University)
9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

3-0015  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  108 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
NEGOTIATING THE FAMILIAR/STRANGE IN PARTICIPATORY ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION: NEW DIRECTIONS FOR ETHNOGRAPHY & POLICY
Reviewed by  Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizer/Chair  Justin Raycraft (University of British Columbia)
8:00 AM  Astrid de Hontheim (Université de Mons)  Coping with the Invisible: Some Bakonzo Cultural Responses to Natural Disasters in the Rwenzori
8:15 AM  Justin Raycraft (University of British Columbia)  “It’s like Living with a Deadly Snake in the House!”: An Ethnographic Case Study of Displacement and Livelihood Insecurity Among Fishers in a Tanzanian Marine Park
8:30 AM  Laura C Zanotti (Purdue University) and Kaitlin M Harris (Purdue University, Department of Sociology and Anthropology)  Entangled Media Worlds in the Anthropocene: Transdisciplinary Approaches to Wicked Problem Solving
9:00 AM  Joana Roque de Pinho (Instituto Superior de Ciencias Sociais e Politicas)  Pictures of Change: Decolonizing Ecological Knowledge through Collaborative Visual Research in a Southern Guinea-Bissau National Park
9:15 AM  Erika Drazen (Yale University)  Making the Strange Familiar: Multiscalar Knowledge Translation of Gender Safeguards in REDD+ Readiness in Sri Lanka
9:30 AM  Alexis Winter (University of South Florida)  A Case Study of Conservation Policy Implementation through Community Partnerships on Chicago’s South Side

This session may be of particular interest to: P

3-0020  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  110 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
DE-FAMILIARIZING MIGRATION: STUDIES FROM ZONES OF TRANSIT
Reviewed by  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
Organizer(s)  Heide Castaneda (University of South Florida)
Chair(s)  Kristin E Yarris (University of Oregon)
8:00 AM  Tobin Hansen (University of Oregon)  Masculinities, Relatedness, and Care Among Deportees in Nogales, Sonora, Mexico
8:15 AM  Wendy A Vogt (Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis)  *Stuck in the Middle with You: The Intimacies of Carework and Smuggling Along Central American Transit Routes in Mexico*

8:30 AM  Robin C Reineke (University of Arizona)  *Enforced Invisibility: Migrant Lives in an Era of Prevention through Deterrence*

8:45 AM  Charles Watters (University of Sussex)  *The Enigma of Arrival: Migrants and the Expression of Circumscribed Temporality*

9:00 AM  Sarah B Horton (University of Colorado Denver) and Cecilia M Rivas (University of California, Santa Cruz)  *Central American Migrants’ Preparatory Body Techniques: A View of the Journey North from Southern Mexico*

9:15 AM  Heide Castaneda (University of South Florida) and Kristin E Yarris (University of Oregon)  *Encounters of Violence and Care: Transit Migration through Sinaloa, Mexico*

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**3-0025  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM**

**CULTURAL SAFEGUARDING AND THE PROCESS OF PROTECTION**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Christopher D Berk (University of Michigan)
  Josh Friedman (University of Michigan)

**Chair(s)**  Christopher D Berk (Auburn University)

8:15 AM  Josh Friedman (University of Michigan)  *“Yiddish Had Finally Found a Home”: Safeguarding Yiddish Book(ness) and the Philanthropic Production of American Jewish Space*

8:30 AM  Sabra G Thorner (New York University)  *Keeping the Photographs Safe: Archival Infrastructures, Intercultural Collaboration, and Digital Interfaces in Indigenous Central Australia*

8:45 AM  Christopher D Berk (Auburn University)  *“You Wouldn’t Build a Bridge over the Vatican”: Tasmania’s Brighton Bypass Controversy and the Enactment of Value*

**Discussant**  Joshua A Bell (Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History)

9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**3-0030  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM**

**RE-SACRALIZING THE FAMILIAR & DE-SACRALIZING THE STRANGE: SHIFTING BOUNDARIES BETWEEN SACRED & PROFANE ACROSS ASIA**

**Reviewed by**  Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**Organizer(s)**  Mayfair Mei-hui Yang (Univerity of California, Santa Barbara) and C Julia Huang (National Tsing Hua University)

**Chair(s)**  Mayfair Mei-hui Yang (Univerity of California, Santa Barbara)

8:00 AM  Janet A Hoskins (University of Southern California)  *Secular Philosophy or Sacred Tradition? Vietnamese Religious Modernists in Dialogue with Indian Spirituality*
8:15 AM  C Julia Huang (National Tsing Hua University) *Sacralizing Medical Science and Secularizing Death Ritual: Cadaver Donations for Medical Purpose in Taiwan*

8:30 AM  Lene Pedersen (Central Washington University) *Dynamic Sacred-Secular Relationships in Bali, Indonesia*

8:45 AM  Mayfair Mei-hui Yang (University of California, Santa Barbara)  
*Goddess Sightings and Miraculous Local Histories vs. “Intangible Cultural Heritage” in Southeastern China*

**Discussant**  9:00 AM  Anne Allison (Duke University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

---

**3-0035  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM**  

**BEYOND THE FAMILIAR: TOWARDS A PRAGMATIC MODEL FOR CLASSIC MAYA POLITICAL ORGANIZATION (2)**

**Reviewed by**  
Archaeology Division

**Organizer(s)**  
Maxime Lamoureux St-Hilaire (Tulane University)

**Chair(s)**  
Marcello A Canuto (Tulane University)

8:00 AM  Maxime Lamoureux St-Hilaire (Tulane University) and Tomas Barrientos (Universidad del Valle de Guatemala)  
*Classic Maya Regal Palaces as the Pragmatic Reflections of Political Regimes*

8:15 AM  David Chatelain (Tulane University) and Marcello A Canuto (Tulane University)  
*The Impacts of Political Alliances on Secondary Centers: Archaeological and Epigraphic Evidence from La Corona, Guatemala*

8:30 AM  Lisa J LeCount (University of Alabama), Jason Yaeger (University of Texas San Antonio), Bernadette Cap (University of Wisconsin-Madison) and Borislava Simova (Tulane)  
*Tangled Web: Classic Period Political Pragmatics on Naranjo's Eastern Frontier in the Mopan River Valley*

8:45 AM  Ellen E Bell (California State University, Stanislaus) and Erlend Magnes Johnson (Tulane University)  
*Classic Period Political Organization on the Southeast Edge of the Maya Area: Case Studies from Western Honduras*

9:00 AM  George J Bey III (Millsaps College) and Evan Parker (Tulane University)  
*The Formation of an Intermediate Elite Community at Escalera Al Cielo, Yucatán, México*

9:15 AM  Francisco Estrada Belli (Tulane University)  
*Holmul and the Rise and Fall of Empires in the Maya Lowlands*

9:30 AM  Marc Zender (Tulane University) and Mary Kate Kelly (Tulane University)  
*Reconsidering ‘Sajals’ and Other Classic Maya Political Offices*

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**
3-0040  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
PARADOXES OF K-12 EDUCATION FOR THE KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY

REVIEWED BY  
Council on Anthropology and Education

ORGANIZER(S)  
Olena Aydarova (Arizona State University)

CHAIR(S)  
Chiara M Cannella (Fort Lewis College)

8:00 AM  
Kara Viesca (University of Colorado Denver) Accountability, Public Discourse and Data: Impacts on Bilingual Learners in the Knowledge Economy

8:15 AM  
Chiara M Cannella (Fort Lewis College) Agency and Acquiescence: Paradoxes of Teacher Leadership in Contexts of Support and Coercion

8:30 AM  
Bevin Roue (Michigan State University) Breathing Life into the Machines: Escape As Oxygenated Reading Engagement

8:45 AM  
Thanh Ha Phung (Michigan State University) The Neoliberal Regime of Creativity in Education

DISCUSSION  
9:00 AM  
Olena Aydarova (Arizona State University)

9:15 AM  
Discussion

3-0045  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
FAMILIARITY/STRANGENESS AND THE IMAGINING OF IMPERIAL PASTS

REVIEWED BY  
American Ethnological Society

ORGANIZER(S)  
Daniel M Knight (Durham University)

David Henig (University of Kent)

CHAIR(S)  
Rebecca E Bryant (London School of Economics & Political Science)

PRESENTER(S)  
Ana Bacigalupo (Max Planck Institute, Gottingen)

James Smith (University of California, Davis)

Catherine Wanner (Pennsylvania State University)

Nora Lessersohn (Harvard University)

Jing Wang (Rice University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0050  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
EXAMINING AGENCY AND POSITIONING IN MICROINTERACTIONS AND MACROSOCIOPOLITICAL IDEOLOGIES

REVIEWED BY  
Council on Anthropology and Education

ORGANIZER(S)  
Yi-Ju Lai (University of Minnesota)

CHAIR(S)  
Genevieve Leung (University of San Francisco)

8:00 AM  
Ming-Hsuan Wu (Touro College) Interracial Positioning Interaction and Friendship Among Urban Asian American and African American Teenagers

8:15 AM  
Daniel Ginsberg (Georgetown University) Received Knowledge and Representational Agency in Mathematics Classroom Discourse

8:30 AM  
Yi-Ju Lai (University of Minnesota) Agency and Positioning in Second Language Socialization in a Graduate-Level Class
8:45 AM  So-Yeon Ahn (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies) *Envisioning the Concept of “Good Language Teacher” (GLT) Identity: The Case of Public Documents and Interview Data*

9:00 AM  Genevieve Leung (University of San Francisco) *“Does My Daughter Look like Me?*: The Positionality of Being Mixed-Race in Korea and the Case of Newspaper Discourses of Insooni

**Discussant**  9:15 AM  Doris Warriner (Arizona State University)

9:30 AM  Discussion

**This session may be of particular interest to:**  P, S, T

### 3-0055  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  401 | Meeting Room Level  CCC

**COMMUNITY, RACE AND IDENTITY: ETHNOGRAPHIES OF GENTRIFICATION, ECONOMIC RECESSION, AND COMMUNITY HISTORIES**

**Reviewed by**  Society for the Anthropology of North America

**Chair(s)**  Elizabeth Jane New (University of Kentucky)

8:00 AM  Elizabeth Jane New (University of Kentucky) *The More Things Change, the More They Stay the Same: African American Health Care Workers Experiences with Bureaucracy, Racism, and the Introduction of the Affordable Care Act*

8:15 AM  John M Coggeshall (Clemson University) *Strangers in a Familiar Land: Black Community Identity in Appalachian South Carolina*

8:30 AM  Patty Kelly (Haverford College) *Exceptionally American: Class, Culture, and Whiteness in a Gentrifying Philadelphia*

8:45 AM  Claudine M Pied (University of Wisconsin Platteville) *Explaining Crisis: The Polarizing Effects of the Economic Recession on a Small New England Town*

9:00 AM  John Dwight Hines II (Point Park University) *Cosmopolitanism and the Experience Economy: Rural Gentrification and Cultural Omnnivory in the New West Archipelago.*

### 3-0060  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  402 | Meeting Room Level  CCC

**SOCIAL NETWORKS, DISASTERS, AND HUMAN RESILIENCE: PERSPECTIVES FROM THE FOUR FIELDS OF ANTHROPOLOGY PART II**

**Reviewed by**  General Anthropology Division

**Organizer(s)**  Stefani Crabtree (Washington State University & Université de Franche-Comté)

Lewis Borck (University of Arizona)

**Chair(s)**  Jade d’Alpoim Guedes (Washington State University)

Stefani Crabtree (Washington State University & Université de Franche-Comté)

8:00 AM  Stefani Crabtree (Washington State University & Université de Franche-Comté) and Julia Kate Clark (University of Pittsburgh) *Assessing Network Connectance with the Assistance of Ethnography, Archaeology and Agent-Based Modeling*

8:15 AM  Aragon D Leslie (University of Arizona) *Hohokam Irrigation Communities as Social Networks: Surviving on the Salt River Floodplain*
8:30 AM  Linda J Jencson (Appalachian State University)  Flood Networking as Learned Culture of Resilience: Responsive Communities Along the Red River of the North

8:45 AM  Ben McMahan (University of Arizona)  Hurricanes and Disaster: Vulnerability and Resilience in Social Networks, Institutions, and Infrastructure Along the U.S. Gulf Coast

9:00 AM  Jay Andrew Stephens (University of Arizona)  Social Versus Environmental Crisis — Network Response to Disaster

9:15 AM  Jade d’Alpoim Guedes (Washington State University)  Modeling a Rapid Transition in Subistence Regimes on the Tibetan Plateau

9:30 AM  John Stephen Lansing (Nanyang Technological University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

3-0065  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  403 | Meeting Room Level

SUSTAINABILITY AND SURVIVAL IN A NEOLIBERALIZED WORLD

Reviewed by  General Anthropology Division

Chair(s)  Ann W Brittain (University of Miami)

8:00 AM  Eric Koenig (University of South Florida)  Tourism Development, Fishing, and Heritage Conception: Exploring Pathways to Sustainable Heritage Tourism on the Placencia Peninsula, Belize

8:15 AM  Maria Ramona Hart (LaGuardia Community College)  “The Breast Is Best:” Microcredit Development and the Sexual Division of Labor in Chiapas, Mexico

8:30 AM  Flavia Stanley (University of Massachusetts Boston), L Zachary DuBois (University of Massachusetts Boston) and Elizabeth Sweet (University of Massachusetts Boston)  Qualifying for the American Dream: The Burden of Debt and Its Impact on Health and Well-Being

8:45 AM  Alexandra Sindrestean (University of Vienna)  When Familiar Is Not Strange Enough: Discourses of Native and Foreign Capital in Crisis-Ridden Europe

9:00 AM  Ann W Brittain (University of Miami)  Migration and Rural Greying in the Developing World

9:15 AM  Discussion

3-0070  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  404 | Meeting Room Level

QUEERING REGIMES OF DOMINANCE

Reviewed by  Association for Queer Anthropology

8:00 AM  Jeffrey Roy (University of California, Los Angeles)  “Her Tall, Slender Frame”: Recon/Figuring Hijra Performativity through Documentary Filmmaking

8:15 AM  Kyohei Itakura (University of California, Davis)  Contesting Japan for Queerness through Translation: A Case Study of Tokyo Rainbow Pride

8:30 AM  Michael Connors Jackman (Memorial University of Newfoundland)  Desire, Surveillance, Boredom: Cruising for Sex in St. John’s, Newfoundland

8:45 AM  Mary Hope Emanuelson (University of Wisconsin Milwaukee)  The Problem of Silence: Queer Christian Activism in a Midwestern Suburb
9:00 AM  Andrea Stevenson Allen (University of Western Ontario)  *Clash of Desires: LGBT Brazilians vs. Evangelical Brazilians in the Public Square*

9:15 AM  Ryan Plis (Purdue University)  *Multiple Marginalizations: Gender Variant Serious Games in the Mid-Southern U.S.*

9:30 AM  Discussion

**3-0075  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  405 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**THE PRACTICE OF PLACE: EXPLORATIONS INTO THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF TRADITION — PAPERS BY FORMER STUDENTS IN HONOR OF KEITH H. BASSO, PANEL I**

**Reviewed by**  General Anthropology Division

**Organizer(s)**  Patrick W Staib (Colorado Mountain College)  
                    Thomas F McIlwraith (University of Guelph)

**Chair(s)**  Jill Ahlberg Yohe (Minneapolis Institute of Arts)

8:00 AM  Karen E Stocker (California State University, Fullerton)  *Indigenous Placemaking in the Era of Social Media*

8:15 AM  Thomas F McIlwraith (University of Guelph)  *“My Tracks on the Land”: The Autobiography of Arthur Nole, Indigenous Elder and Hunter from Northern Canada*

8:30 AM  Mariann Skahan (University of New Mexico)  *Sensing Rootedness and Movement: The Place(s) for Language and Language Instruction*

8:45 AM  Philip B Laverty (Independent)  *It Was Born ‘Áttcista & Lo Confirmaron Monterrey’: A Place-World Transformed*

9:00 AM  Laura A McNamara (unknown)  *Spaces, Places and Lives at the Nevada Test Site*

9:15 AM  Morris W Foster (Old Dominion University)

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:  P, S, T

**3-0080  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  406 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**MONSTROSITIES AND DIVINITIES IN AMAZONIAN MODERNITY**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Humanistic Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  George Fitzpatrick Mentore (University of Virginia)  
                    Daniela M Peluso (University of Kent)

**Chair(s)**  Jeremy M Campbell (Roger Williams University)

8:00 AM  George Fitzpatrick Mentore (University of Virginia)  *The Emotional Intimacy of Trance: Mass Spiritual Visitations Among High School Students of Guyana*

8:15 AM  Daniela M Peluso (University of Kent)  *Deathscapes in Ese Eja Amazonian Communities: The Strangeness and Familiarity of Modernity*

8:30 AM  Casey Ray High (University of Edinburgh)  *The Monstrosity of Familiar Others: Missionary Ghosts and the Politics of Oil in Amazonian Ecuador*

8:45 AM  Laura H Mentore (University of Mary Washington)  *Boarding School in Amazonia: The Monstrosity of Coming of Age without Kin*
9:00 AM  
Juan A Echeverri (Universidad Nacional de Colombia) *Divine Monstrosity in Ever-Lasting Primeval Time*

9:15 AM  
Cecilia McCallum (Federal University of Bahia) *Making Ecumenes: Ontogeny, Amity and Resistance in Brazilian Indigenous Pathways*

**DISCUSSANT**  
9:30 AM  
Beth A Conklin (Vanderbilt University)

*This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T*

---

### RAPPAPORT STUDENT PRIZE PANEL

**Reviewed by**  
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizer/Chair**  
Rebecca K Zarger (University of South Florida)

8:00 AM  
Angela D Storey (University of Arizona) *“I Dump It in That Dirty Place”: Framing an Urban Political Ecology of Cape Town’s Informal Settlement Landscapes*

8:15 AM  
Maron Greenleaf (Stanford University) *“Robin Hood” in the Untenured Forest: Carbon Credits and the Politics of Distribution in the Western Amazon*

8:30 AM  
Caterina Scaramelli (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, HASTS) *Practicing Wetlands: Multiple Water, Species, and Environmentalism in Turkey*

8:45 AM  
Suzanne M Barber (Indiana University) *Humane Education and Wildlife Conservation in the Chinese Animal Welfare Movement*

9:00 AM  
Davide Orsini (University of Michigan) *Toward a Semiotic Analysis of Citizen Risk Perceptions*

9:15 AM  
Discussion

*This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T*

---

### ESTRANGEMENT FROM FAMILIARITY: DECIMATION AND REMEDIATION OF WORKERS AND INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE IN THE CONTEXT OF DEINDUSTRIALIZATION

**Reviewed by**  
Society for the Anthropology of Work

**Organizer(s)**  
David A Kideckel (Live-Learn-Global, LLC)

**Chair(s)**  
Jaro Stacul (Memorial University of Newfoundland)

8:00 AM  
Maura S Finkelstein (Muhlenberg College) *Industrial Debris: Narratives of Absence and Decline in Mumbai’s Mill Lands*

8:15 AM  
Jaro Stacul (Memorial University of Newfoundland) *Written Back Into History? Public Representations of Industrial Workers in Post-Socialist Poland*

8:30 AM  
Eeva Keskula *Estrangement from One’s Own Image: Depiction of Miners in Estonia and Kazakhstan*

8:45 AM  
Jamie K Johnson (University of North Texas) *Extraction and Estrangement from Familiar Ground: Limestone and Livelihoods in Lueders, West Texas*
9:00 AM  David A Kideckel (Live-Learn-Global, LLC) Magnates, Magnets, and Miners: Commodityfication, Estrangement, and Resurgence of Industrial Heritage in a Declining Romanian Coal Region

Discussant  9:15 AM  Maria Voichita Grecu (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales)

Discussant  9:30 AM  Belinda Leach (University of Guelph)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0095  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  605 | Meeting Room Level

THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF POLICE: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Reviewed by  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

Organizer(s)  William C Garriott III (Drake University)
Kevin G Karpiak (Eastern Michigan University)

Chair(s)  Katherine M Verdery (CUNY Graduate Center)
Erika M Robb Larkins (University of Oklahoma)

Presenter(s)  Avram S Bornstein (CUNY Graduate Center and John Jay College, CUNY)
Heath Cabot (College of the Atlantic)
Yagmur Nuhrat (Istanbul Bilgi University and Kadir Has University)
Julia Hornberger (University of the Witswatersrand)
Jeffrey T Martin (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0100  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  607 | Meeting Room Level

THE CHARISMA OF CUTE ANIMALS: ADDING COMPLEXITY TO HUMAN-ANIMAL RELATIONS

Reviewed by  Society for Cultural Anthropology

Organizer(s)  Nayanika Mathur (University of Cambridge)
Liana Chua (Brunel University)

Chair(s)  Liana Chua (Brunel University)

8:00 AM  Nayanika Mathur (University of Cambridge) The Cute Killer: The Amplification of Cuteness of a White Tiger in the Delhi Zoo

8:15 AM  Liana Chua (Brunel University) Too Cute to Cuddle? Intimacy, Detachment and (non-)Humanity in Orangutan Conservation Online

8:30 AM  Alexandra Palmer (University College London) Rights, Resources, and Rehabilitation: Some Problems with Orangutan Charisma for Zoos and Conservation NGOs

8:45 AM  Catherine Munro (University of Aberdeen) Are Shetland Ponies Cute? Pets and Partners in a Northern Landscape

9:00 AM  Thomas Richard Edward White (University of Cambridge) The Political Astuteness of Cuteness: Camels, Pastoralists and the State in China's Inner Mongolia

Discussant  9:15 AM  Nayanika Mathur (University of Cambridge)

Discussant  9:30 AM  Naisargi N Dave (University of Toronto)
3-0105 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 608 | Meeting Room Level
THE BIOARCHAEOLOGY OF ETHNOGENESIS: INTEGRATING THEORY, NARRATIVE, AND BIOCULTURAL HISTORY

Reviewed by: Biological Anthropology Section
Organizer(s): Matthew Carlos Velasco (Vanderbilt University)
Chair(s): Tiffiny A Tung (Vanderbilt University)

8:00 AM Christine Lee (California State University, Los Angeles) Cultural Affinity and Ethnic Identity Along the Great Wall of China
8:15 AM Jorge López Quiroga (Universidad Autónoma de Madrid) Bioarchaeology, Ethnogenesis and the Construction of Social Identities in Late Antiquity
8:30 AM Charisse Carver (Arizona State University) A Bioarchaeological Contribution to Early Medieval Gentes
8:45 AM Matthew Carlos Velasco (Vanderbilt University) Ethnogenesis on the Eve of Inka Expansion: The Case of the Collaguas, a Late Prehispanic Ethnic Group from the Southern Peruvian Andes
9:00 AM Ryan P Harrod (University of Alaska Anchorage) and Alyssa Willett (University of Alaska Anchorage) Migrating People and Moving Ideas: Reevaluating the Ethnogenesis of Aztec Ruins

Discussant: 9:15 AM Scott G Ortman (University of Colorado-Boulder)
Discussant: 9:30 AM Christopher Stojanowski (Arizona State University)

3-0110 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 701 | Meeting Room Level
STRANGE AFFINITIES OF INDIGENOUS ANTHROPOLOGY: ALTER-NATIVES AND ETHNOGRAPHIC REFUSALS

Reviewed by: National Association of Student Anthropologists
Organizer(s): Leslie Sabiston (Columbia University)
Kalaniopua Young (University of Washington, Seattle)
Chair(s): P Joshua Griffin (University of Washington)
Ty PK Tengan (University of Hawai’i)
Presenter(s): Leslie Sabiston (Columbia University)
Claudia Serrato (University of Washington, Seattle)
Kristen L Simmons (University of Chicago)
Kalaniopua Young (University of Washington, Seattle)
Patricia Fifita (University of Hawai’i, Manoa)
Paratene Hirini Tane (University of Otago)
Nanise Young-Okotai (University of Hawai’i, Manoa)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0115 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 702 | Meeting Room Level
RETURNS, LONGINGS, AND VICISSITUDES OF CHANGING IDENTITIES AND POPULAR CULTURE IN CONTEMPORARY JAPAN

Reviewed by: Society for East Asian Anthropology
Organizer(s): William S Bradley (Ryukoku University)
Chair(s): Hirofumi Katsuno (Osaka University of Economics)
8:00 AM  Millie Creighton (University of British Columbia) *From When Cute Was Different to When Cute Isn’t: Are There Japanese Identity Shifts from Maruhen and Miffy to Kawaii and Kitty—and What Is Beyond?*


8:30 AM  Hirofumi Katsumo (Osaka University of Economics) *Residues of Utopia: The Formation of Ruinophilia in Post-Industrial Japan*

8:45 AM  Paul S Hansen (Hokkaido University) *Savouring Slackness: Independent Japanese Tourists and Jamaican Dancehall*

9:00 AM  Robin O’Day (University of Tsukuba) *Towards a Post-3.11 Popular Political Identity?*

9:15 AM  Daniel White (Hosei University)

9:30 AM  Gavin H Whitelaw (International Christian University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

### 3-0120
8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  703 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**CONTESTED EMPLOYMENT: LABOR AS IDENTITY AND POLITICS IN THE SHADOW OF POWER**

**Reviewed by**: Society for Economic Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
- David K Otten (University of Arkansas, Fulbright College of Arts and Sciences)
- Kaitlyn Ahlers (Wayne State University)
- Christine M Labuski (Virginia Tech)

**Chair(s)**
- Kaitlyn Ahlers (Wayne State University) *Crafting Identity, Crafting Beer: Female Brewers and Subversive Labor*

**8:00 AM**
- Kaitlyn Ahlers (Wayne State University) *Crafting Identity, Crafting Beer: Female Brewers and Subversive Labor*

**8:15 AM**
- David K Otten (University of Arkansas, Fulbright College of Arts and Sciences) *Labor Visibility and Emotion Work: Mexican Immigrants in the Service Industry in New York City*

**8:30 AM**
- Claire T Oueslati-Porter (Florida International University) *Fabricating Masculinities: Surveillance and Gender in a Tunisian Textile Factory*

**8:45 AM**
- Ethan Morton-Jerome (University of Arkansas) *Palestinian Labor in West Bank Settlement Industrial Zones*

**Discussant**
- Nicholas M Copeland (Virginia Tech)

9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

### 3-0125
8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  704 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**Retrospective Session:**

**CULTS, CHRISTIANS, AND COPPER ON THE GLOBAL FRONTIER: ENGAGING THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF DAN JORGENSEN (PART 1)**

**Reviewed by**: Retrospective Session

**Organizer(s)**
- John Barker (University of British Columbia)
- Joel L Robbins (Cambridge University)

**Chair(s)**
- Joel L Robbins (Cambridge University)
Thursday, November 19

**Mentoring Activity**

**Practicing and Applied Anthropologists**

### Session 1: REIMAGINING PUBLIC AND PRIVATE THROUGH GRAND VENTURES AND SMALL INITIATIVES IN POST-NEOLIBERAL TIMES

**Review by** Association for Political and Legal Anthropology  
**Organized by** Leksa Lee (University of California, Irvine)

**8:00 AM** Paula Dias (Brown University) “Making Use of Spilled Milk”: Outsourcing Citizenship Education through Environmental Licensing of Oil in “Post-Neoliberal” Brazil

**8:15 AM** Nicholas D Harney (University of Western Australia) Welcoming Civiltà, Accoglienza and Ospitalità: Ethical Idioms and Neoliberal Effects in the Governance of Migration in Southern Italy

**8:30 AM** Alessandra Radicati (London School of Economics and Political Science) A City from the Sea: The Politics of the Colombo Port City Project

**8:45 AM** Anthony R Villanueva (University of Texas at San Antonio) Public Promises, Private Guarantees, and Pure Silence: The Production of Nuclear Power in the United States

**9:00 AM** John Villecco (American University) Local Effects of Multinational Development in Mozambique’s Resource Extraction Industry

**Discussant** Elana Shever (Colgate University)

**9:30 AM** Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, S**

### Session 2: HAWKING STREET FOODS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA: SPATIAL POLITICS, LEGALITY, URBANIZATION, AND IDENTITY

**Reviewed by** Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition  
**Organized by** B Lynne Milgram (OCAD University), Ty S Matejowsky (University of Central Florida)

**Chair(s)** B Lynne Milgram (OCAD University)
8:00 AM	Martin Slama (Austrian Academy of Sciences) Having Ginger Tea at the Hotspot: Connected Food Stalls and Culinary Middle-Class Moralities in Indonesia
8:15 AM	Sarah EJ Turner (McGill University) “We Must Pretend to Be Afraid, to Show Respect” or “We Run as Fast as We Can”: Street Vendors’ Insider/Outsider Tactics to Maintain a Trading Space on Hanoi’s Streets, Vietnam
8:30 AM	Ty S Matejowsky (University of Central Florida) Food Cart Vending in the Provincial Philippines
8:45 AM	Kyoko Kusakabe (Asian Institute of Technology) Negotiated Space and “Simply Getting By”: Fresh and Prepared Food Street Vendors in Bangkok and Phnom Penh
9:00 AM	B Lynne Milgram (OCAD University) Disrupting Philippine Street Food “Tradition”: from Ambulant Vendor to Legalized Storefront Merchant

Discussant
9:15 AM	Penny Van Esterik (York University)
9:30 AM	Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0140 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 708 | Meeting Room Level

FOOD VALUES IN EUROPE: SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIES, POWER, AND ACTIVISM

Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe
Organizer(s) Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Valeria Siniscalchi (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales)
Chair(s) Valeria Siniscalchi (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales)

8:00 AM Silvia Gomez-Mestres (Autonomous University of Barcelona) Decommodification for a Just and Sustainable Economy: Food Values in Self-Managed Organic Food Supply Chains
8:15 AM Homs Ramírez de la Piscina Patricia (University of Barcelona) Between Resistance and Integration in Organic Food Provisioning Networks in Catalonia
8:30 AM Dana Marie Conzo (University of Massachusetts Amherst) Foodways and the Fight Against Racism, Cultural Liminality, and Austerity Among British-Born African Caribbeans in Leeds, UK
8:45 AM Giorgio Cassone (EHESS) Food Waste and Food Recycling in South Spain
9:00 AM Cary Thomas Speck (University of Massachusetts, Amherst) Growing Together: Cross Pollenating Bio- and Community Food Politics at Czech Gardens
9:15 AM Bibiana Martínez Álvarez (Universitat de Barcelona) Tensions Among the Different Aspects of Economic, Social and Environmental Sustainability in Galician Dairy Farms
9:30 AM Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst) and Ana Isabel Neto Antunes Afonso (FCSH - Universidade Nova de Lisboa) Food Values and Ideologies in a Portuguese Urban Garden

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
### BEYOND THE FAMILIARITY OF AGENCY: THEORIZING YOUNG PEOPLE’S CREATIVITY IN NEGOTIATING DIFFICULT GLOBAL CONTEXTS

**Reviewed by**: Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology  
**Organizer(s)**: Jean Hunleth (Washington University in St. Louis)  
**Chair(s)**: Jean Hunleth (Washington University in St. Louis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Ayca Alemdaroglu (Stanford University)</td>
<td>Global Markets, Aspirations and Child Workers in Urban Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Aviva Sinervo (San Francisco State University)</td>
<td>Turning Strangers into Friends By Treating Friends as Strangers: Creative Strategies of Competition and Collaboration Among Child Vendors in Cusco, Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Jean Hunleth (Washington University in St. Louis)</td>
<td>On Being Closer: Theorizing Children’s Caregiving during an Infectious Disease Epidemic in Zambia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Laura S Jung (American University)</td>
<td>Creative Survival: Theorizing Youth As Therapeutic Citizens in Global Contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Colleen Walsh Lang (Washington University in St. Louis)</td>
<td>Familiar and Strange Foods in an Unfamiliar Place: Ugandan Children’s Strategic Use of Food at a Globally Funded HIV Rehabilitation Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Stephanie M McClure (Saint Louis University)</td>
<td>Discerning Experience, Negotiating Value: Unbracketing African American Adolescent Females’ Symbolic Body Capital</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussant**: Helen B Schwartzman (Northwestern University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

### SONIC UN/BECOMING: THE ACOUSTICS OF DEATH

**Reviewed by**: Society for Cultural Anthropology  
**Organizer/Chair**: Peter McMurray (Harvard University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Peter McMurray (Harvard University)</td>
<td>Audiogustation: Taste, Sound and Death in Turkish Islam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Eric Michael Kelley (University of Massachusetts)</td>
<td>Avá-Guaraní Shamans’ Sonic Mediation with Ancestral Spirits in Eastern Paraguay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Joella W Bitter (Duke University)</td>
<td>The “Pulse” Beyond My Door: A Poetics and Politics of Noise Exposure in Post-Conflict Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Owen Marshall (Cornell University)</td>
<td>Death and Auto-Tune: Moments of Silence in the Recording Studio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Jay Hammond (Duke University)</td>
<td>Life, Death and 78’s: Mattering the Memories of Vinyl and Performer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**
Invited Session:
SCHOOLS OF ANTHROPOLOGY, LITERALLY AND FIGURATIVELY

SPONSOR
Association of Senior Anthropologists

ORGANIZER(S)
Alice B Kehoe (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
William P Mitchell (Monmouth University)

CHAIR(S)
William P Mitchell (Monmouth University)

8:00 AM Sydell Silverman (CUNY/Wenner-Gren Foundation) Cohorts, Professor-Centered or Student-Centered: Examples from Columbia and Elsewhere

8:15 AM Jim Weil (Science Museum of Minnesota) Lineages and Legacies of Ecological Anthropology at Columbia in the 1970s

8:30 AM Jeffrey David Ehrenreich (University of New Orleans) From Cultural Materialism to Dialectical Anthropology: The Eclectic, Critical, Reflexive, Radical, Feminist, Humanistic, Marxist, Political, Philosophical, Scientific Anthropology of the New School for Social Research in the Vietnam War Era

8:45 AM Paul L Doughty (University of Florida) and Ralph Bolton (The Chijnaya Foundation) Applied Anthropology at Cornell University, 1946–1966

9:00 AM Louise Lamphere (University of New Mexico) Cohorts, Networks and Gender: A View from Harvard in the 1960s

9:15 AM Alan C Swedlund (University of Massachusetts Amherst), R Brooke Thomas (University of Massachusetts Amherst) and H Martin Wobst (University of Massachusetts Amherst) The Expansion of Anthropology Departments in the 1970s and 80s and the Example of UMass Amherst in a Period of Growth and Rapid Change

9:30 AM Stanton W Green (Monmouth University) Creating Anthropology Programs: Theory Plus Practice Equals Professional

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
3-0165  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Mile High 4B | Ballroom Level

SUBJECTIVITIES AND SEMIOTIC IN/STABILITIES IN THE IMAGERY OF GLOBALISM: FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF LANGUAGE

REVIEWED BY  Society for Linguistic Anthropology
ORGANIZERS/CHAIRS  Atsuko Oyama (Stony Brook University)
                    Kyoko Motobayashi (Ochanomizu University)

8:00 AM  Atsuko Oyama (Stony Brook University)  Psychological Mobility, and a Competition Between Modernity and Tradition: In/Stability of Subjectivities Embodied in Terms of Address for Parents in Japan

8:15 AM  Kyoko Motobayashi (Ochanomizu University)  Cosmopolitan Aspiration, Foreign Language Learning, and Native Language Teaching Sociolinguistic Trajectories of Japanese Language Teacher Volunteers

8:30 AM  Inchull Jang (University of Toronto)  Strategic Ambiguity in Koreanness: National Subjectivities of South Korean Undergraduates in English Language Tourism

8:45 AM  Sunao Fukunaga (University of Washington, Seattle)  Conflicting Subjectivities and Meaning Making in the Nexus of Neoliberalism, Nationalism, and English Education in Japan

9:00 AM  Neriko M Doerr (Ramapo College of New Jersey) and Richard Suarez (Ramapo College of New Jersey)  Eat, Talk, Love: Post-Global Subjects and Regimes of Mobility

DISCUSSANT  Laura Miller (University of Missouri, St. Louis)

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:  P, S, T

3-0170  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Mile High 4C | Ballroom Level

Invited Session:
FRONT AND BACK STAGE AT THE TOURIST EVENT: THE MEETING OF FAMILIAR AND STRANGE ON THE AFRICAN PLAINS, MEXICAN BEACHES, AND OTHER BUCKET LIST VENUES

SPONSOR  Anthropology of Tourism Interest Group
ORGANIZER(S)  Frances Julia Riemer (Northern Arizona University)

8:00 AM  Frances Julia Riemer (Northern Arizona University)  Front and Backstage at Safari: Elephants Ripe for Investment

8:15 AM  Janet I Hecsh (California State University Sacramento)  Cuando Calienta El Sol: Daily Lives and Community on a Mexican Beach

8:30 AM  Maribeth Erb Mucek (National University of Singapore)  Back Stage at the Komodo National Park: Musing on the Strange and Familiar in Eastern Indonesia

8:45 AM  Angela Montague (University of Oregon)  Are We There Yet? Representation, Imaginaries, and the Dialectics of Tourism and Development in Timbuktu, Mali

9:00 AM  Kiara Hughes (Independent Researcher)  Archeological Tourism and Pottery in Northern Chihuahua
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9:15 AM Florence E Babb (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)  
*Latin American Travel: the Other Side of Tourism Encounters*

**Discussant** 9:30 AM Rachel Giraudo (California State University, Northridge)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**3-0175  **  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Mile High 4D | Ballroom Level  

**A FAMILIAR STRANGER AT THE HEARTH: FEMINISMS, COMMITMENT, AND ETHNOGRAPHY AT HOME**

**Reviewed by**  
Association for Feminist Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Ashley Elizabeth Smith (Cornell University and Carleton College)  
Charis F Boke (Cornell University)

**Chair(s)**  
Ashley Elizabeth Smith (Cornell University and Carleton College)

8:00 AM Roberto E Barrios (Southern Illinois University Carbondale)  
*Where Is That Gringo from? When Transnationality Makes the Familiar Strange*

8:15 AM Charis F Boke (Cornell University)  
*Home as Hybrid, Home as Multiple: Affect, Ethnographer Experience, and Research at Home*

8:30 AM Michael Carpentier (Reed College)  
*Going Away to Come Back: Queering Language Treatment at Baawting*

8:45 AM Ashley Elizabeth Smith (Cornell University and Carleton College)  
*Strange Familiarities and Familiar Strangers: Doing Decolonial Ethnography on the Home Front*

9:00 AM M Gabriela Torres (Wheaton College)  
*A Guatemalan Ethnography of Home and the Familiar Work of Anthropology*

**Discussant** 9:15 AM Lucinda Ramberg (Cornell University)

9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**3-0180  **  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Agate | 3rd Floor  

**AMATEURS: PERSPECTIVES ON EXPERTISE AND THE NON-, UN-, AND ANTI-PROFESSIONAL**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Talia Dan-Cohen (Washington University in St. Louis)  
Donald Brenneis (University of California, Santa Cruz)

**Chair(s)**  
Graham M Jones (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

8:00 AM Decredentialing Credentials: MOOCs, Hackathons and the Case for Amateurism

8:15 AM Annelise Riles (Cornell Law School)  
*Retooling: Techniques for an Uncertain World*

8:30 AM Talia Dan-Cohen (Washington University in St. Louis)  
*Formal Experts as Substantive Amateurs: Why Economists Are Anxious about Field Experiments*

8:45 AM Andrew S Mathews (University of California Santa Cruz)  
*Anthropology as Natural History: Cultivating Amateurism within Expertise*

**Discussant** 9:00 AM Rena Lederman (Princeton University)

9:15 AM Discussion
FAMILIAR TEXTS, NEW SOCIALITIES: REMAKING IDENTITY, COMMUNITY, AND SEXUALITY THROUGH FAN WORKS

Reviewed by
General Anthropology Division

Organizer/Chair
Kathryn E McHarry (University of Chicago)

8:00 AM
Elise A Kramer (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign) Making the Familiar Text Strange: The Intertextuality of “Alternate Universes” in Fan Fiction

8:15 AM
Britta Ingebretson (University of Chicago) Reading the Cellphone: Erotica and Desire in Postsocialist China

8:30 AM
Xiao-bo Yuan (University of Chicago) ...and the Case of the Disappearing Slash: On Censorship, Queer Fiction, and Chinese Cyberpolitics

8:45 AM
Erin E Pappas (Georgetown University) “Welcome to White Vale”: Race, Ambiguity, and Strategies of Visualization

9:00 AM
Kathryn E McHarry (University of Chicago) Leisure’s Labors: Productivity, Profit, and Pleasure in a Fan Fiction Community

Discussant
9:15 AM
Matthew L Hale (Indiana University)

9:30 AM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

AMBIVALENT INTERVENTIONS: JORDANIAN FAMILIES AND NEOLIBERAL NORMS

Reviewed by
Middle East Section

Organizer(s)
Christine Ann Sargent (University of Michigan)
Eda Pepi (Stanford University)

Chair(s)
Susan MacDougall (University of Oxford)
Julie Peteet (University of Louisville)

8:00 AM
Sarah A Tobin (Brown University) and Madeline Campbell (Worcester State University) Becoming a Professional Refugee: New Subjectivities and New Social Organization in the Neoliberalization of the Syrian Refugee Experience in Jordan

8:15 AM
Eda Pepi (Stanford University) The Family Book: Citizenship, the Palestinian Problem, and Neoliberal Discourses in Jordan

8:30 AM
Christine Ann Sargent (University of Michigan) Disability, Difference, and Debating Inclusive Education in Jordan

8:45 AM
Lindsey A Conklin (University of Chicago) Becoming a Gendered Subject: Consuming Adulthood Via Marriage in Jordan

9:00 AM
Susan MacDougall The Backward Housewife: Ammani Women Reflect on Self-Making and the Home

Discussant
9:15 AM
Fida Adely (Georgetown University)

9:30 AM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S
3-0195 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
Capital Ballroom 3 | 4th Floor

POWER AND KNOWLEDGE IN GLOBAL HEALTH

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Alexis Walker (Cornell University)
Tina Kienzler (King’s College)
Chair(s): Alexis Walker (Cornell University)

8:00 AM  
Lindsey J Reynolds (Brown University) Representing ‘Global’ Science and ‘Local’ Experience in Biomedical Research in South Africa

8:15 AM  
Hanna Kienzler (King’s College) Who Is Calling the Shots? Negotiating Mental Health System Reforms in Kosovo and Palestine

8:30 AM  
Alexis Walker (Cornell University) Valuing Life at the World Bank: Costs, Benefits, and the Multiplicity of Economic Thought

8:45 AM  
Leonard Seabrooke (Copenhagen Business School) Bodies of Knowledge in Reproduction: Epistemic Boundaries in the Political Economy of Fertility

9:00 AM  
Stine Grinna (University of Amsterdam) Experience as Expertise? Configurations of Experience Among Peer Workers in Public Health Programs Targeting Sex Workers in Cape Town

Discussant: Saida Hodzic (Cornell University)

9:30 AM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0200 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
Capital Ballroom 5 | 4th Floor

PRODUCING TRANSNATIONAL CANCER ETHNOGRAPHY: ETHICS AND ENTANGLEMENTS

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Nancy J Burke (University of California, Merced)
Chair(s): Holly F Mathews (East Carolina University)
Presenter(s): Lenore H Manderson (University of the Witwatersrand)
Anastasia Karakasidou (Wellesley College)
Anna Lora-Wainwright (University of Oxford)
Natalia Luxardo (Universidad de Buenos Aires)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0205 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
Capital Ballroom 6 | 4th Floor

HYPERDIVERSITY IN HEALTH CARE: COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES FROM THE U.S., CANADA AND EUROPE (PART 2)

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Seth Donal Hannah (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Sylvie Schuster (University Hospital of Basel)
Chair(s): Sylvie Schuster (University Hospital of Basel)

8:00 AM  
Discussion

8:15 AM  
Susan Mossman Riva (Universities of Applied Sciences in Western Switzerland) Multi-Cultural and LGBT Needs Assessment Informing Public Health in Switzerland on Diversity
**Thursday, November 19**

**Mentoring Activity**

**Practicing and Applied Anthropologists**

---

**8:30 AM**

Helle Moeller (Lakehead University), Lisa Bishop (Lakehead University), Kristin Burnett (Lakehead University), Martha Dowsley (Lakehead University) and Pamela Wakewich (Lakehead University) *Birth: Experiences in the Borderland of Citizen-Status in North-Western Ontario, Canada*

**8:45 AM**

Amber Dawn Nelson (Marian University) *The Gendered Politics of Nation States’ HPV Vaccine Policies: Sexual Health in Society*

**9:00 AM**

Sylvie Fortin (Université de Montréal)

**9:30 AM**

Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**3-0210**  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
**Capital Ballroom 7 | 4th Floor**  
**“TO PROMOTE THE WELL-BEING OF HUMANITY THROUGHOUT THE WORLD”: ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON THE LEGACY OF THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION IN LATIN AMERICA, THE CARIBBEAN, AND AFRICA**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair**  
Anne M Galvin (St. John’s University)

**Discussant**  
8:00 AM  
Milton Ricardo Antonio Machuca-Galvez (Swarthmore College)  
*The Rockefeller Foundation in Central America*

8:30 AM  
Anne M Galvin (St. John’s University)  
*The Rockefeller Foundation and the Introduction of Public Health to Early Twentieth-Century Jamaica*

8:45 AM  
Frederick P Lampe (Northern Arizona University)  
*Land, Opportunities, & Liabilities: Affect and Effect in the Borderlands*

9:00 AM  
Barrett P Brenton (St. John’s University), John Mazzeo (Depaul University) and Preety Gadhoke (St. John’s University)  
*The Green Revolution- Biotechnology Legacy of the Rockefeller Foundation and Its Impact on Food Sovereignty Movements in Latin America and Africa*

**Discussant**  
9:15 AM  
Donald K Pollock (SUNY, Buffalo)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

---

**3-0215**  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
**Centennial D | 3rd Floor**  
**ETHICAL ACADEMIC ADVOCACY FOR PALESTINIAN RIGHTS AND THE ACADEMIC BOYCOTT OF ISRAELI INSTITUTIONS**

**Reviewed by**  
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Lara Deeb (Scripps College)

**Chair(s)**  
J Kehaulani Kauanui (Wesleyan University), Roberto J Gonzalez (San Jose State University)

**Presenters**  
Lisa B Rofel (University of California), Kamala Visweswaran (University of California, San Diego), David Lloyd (University of California, Riverside)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**
THE LAND-WATER NEXUS: HYBRID LANDSCAPES, FLUID BOUNDARIES, AND AMPHIBIOUS LIVELIHOODS

Reviewed by: Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizer(s): Alejandro Camargo (Syracuse University)
Chair(s): Luisa Cortesi (Yale University)

8:00 AM Franz M Krause (Tallinn University) Rhythms of Water and Land: What Seasonality and Hydroelectricity Generation Can Tell Us about the Water-Land Nexus
8:15 AM Lukas Ley (University of Toronto) Killing the River: A Study of Indonesia’s First Community-Run Polder and the Uncertain Future of Semarang’s Littoral
8:30 AM Esther Grace Kim (University of California, Berkeley) ‘River 3.0’: The Possibilities and Politics of Land and Water Reconnection in a Los Angeles Watershed
8:45 AM Nicholas C Kawa (Ball State University) and Sydney Meredith Silverstein (Emory University) Floodplain Farms, Floating Gardens, and the Amphibious Expansion of Urban Amazonia
9:00 AM Liron Shani (Tel Aviv University) Squaring the Circle: Humans, Water, and Land in the Land-Water Cycle at an Agricultural Community in the Israeli Desert
9:15 AM Alejandro Camargo (Syracuse University) Land Born of Water: Static Notions of Property and Dynamic Environments in the Floodplains of Northern Colombia
9:30 AM Luisa Cortesi (Yale University) The Epistemology of an Intimacy: Cognitive Entanglements of Water(s) and Land(s) in Flooded North Bihar, India

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

HIGH STAKES: MARIJUANA, ETHNOGRAPHY, AND AMERICAN GEOGRAPHIES OF RISK

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s): Molly Cunningham (University of Chicago)
Chair(s): Kaya Williams (University of Chicago)

8:00 AM Joe Bonni (University of Chicago) An Archaeology of Legalization
8:15 AM Molly Cunningham (University of Chicago) Another Level: ‘grassroots’ Consensus and Political Listening in Detroit
8:30 AM Robert Chlala (University of Southern California) Making Marijuanav Work in Los Angeles: Cannabis Labor, Carceral Pasts and Market Futures
8:45 AM Kaya Williams (University of Chicago) Burn One for My Homies: Weed and Work in the Incarceration Capital of the World
THE MOYNIHAN REPORT FIFTY YEARS LATER: WHY THE “STRANGE” SEEMS SO “FAMILIAR”

Reviewed by: Association of Black Anthropologists
Organizer(s): Riché Daniel Barnes (Smith College)
Lee D Baker (Duke University)
Chair(s): Cheryl R Rodriguez (University of South Florida) and Corliss D Heath (University of Maryland, Baltimore and Aids and Anthropology SIG)
Presenter(s): Carol Stack (University of California, Berkeley (Emeriti))
Susan D Greenbaum (University of South Florida)
John L Jackson Jr (University of Pennsylvania)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

DEFAMILIARIZING “CHOICE” IN HEALTH CARE

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Jessica M Mulligan (Providence College)
Sarah Raskin (George Washington University and LTG Associates, Inc.)
Chair(s): Sarah Raskin (George Washington University and LTG Associates, Inc.)

8:00 AM Elizabeth C Kurtz (Arizona State University), Sarah S Trainer (Arizona State University), Alexandra A Brewis (Arizona State University) and Amber Wutich (Arizona State University) “Elective Surgery?: Negotiating the Troubling Choice of Surgically-Induced Stomach Reduction

8:15 AM Sarah Raskin (George Washington University and LTG Associates, Inc.) Whose Choice?: How a Consumer Focus Obscures the Influence of Providers’ Choices in the U.S. Dental Safety Net

8:30 AM Jessica M Mulligan (Providence College) “More Choice Is Always Good.” Choice Architecture and Decoding Risk on Insurance Exchanges

8:45 AM Emilia M Guevara (University of Maryland, College Park) and Thurka Sangaramoorthy (University of Maryland, College Park) “Bastardized” Forms of Care: Negotiating an Underground Economy of Health Care on Maryland’s Eastern Shore

9:00 AM Francesca M Nicosia (University of California, San Francisco/Berkeley) “Lean” Health Care and the Logic of Efficiency: Conceptualizing the Patient as Consumer-Producer

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
Thursday, November 19

3-0240 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  |  Quartz B | 3rd Floor
CAE WORKS-IN-PROGRESS

**Sponsor**: Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizer(s)**: Marta P Baltodano (Loyola Marymount University)

**Chair(s)**: Carlos G Velez-Ibanez (Arizona State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0245 8:00 AM – 10:00 AM  |  105 | Meeting Room Level

**Society for Medical Anthropology (SMA) Special Interest Group (SIG) Chairs Breakfast Meeting**

**Sponsor**: Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**: Carolyn Rebecca Merritt (University of California, Los Angeles)

**Chair(s)**: Cathleen E Willging (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)

**Presenter(s)**: Charlotte A Noble (University of South Florida)
Margaret Souza (SUNY/Empire State College)
Michael Duke (University of Memphis)
Jonathan J Stillo (CUNY Graduate Center)
Rachel R Chapman (University of Washington)
Nayantara Sheoran (Graduate Institute, Geneva)
Sallie S Han (SUNY College at Oneonta)
Emery Rose Eaves (University of Arizona)
Daniella Santoro (Tulane University)
Linda Garro (University of California, Los Angeles)
Elisa J Sobo (San Diego State University)
Sean Patrick Bruna (Western Washington University)
Doug Henry (University of North Texas)
Tazin Karim Daniels (Michigan State University)

3-0250 8:00 AM – 10:00 AM  |  Limestone | 4th Floor
Committee on the Future of Print and Electronic Publishing (CFPEP) Meeting

**Sponsor**: AAA Committee on the Future of Print and Electronic Publishing

**Organizer(s)**: Oona Schmid (American Anthropological Association)

**Chair(s)**: Deborah L Nichols (Dartmouth College)
Sally Engle Merry (New York University)
Alex W Barker (University of Missouri)
Ben Orlove (Columbia University)
Daniel H Lende (University of South Florida)
Hugh Jarvis (University at Buffalo, SUNY)
Lynne Goldstein (Michigan State University)
Juliann Couture (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Susan C Bibler Coutin (University of California, Irvine)
Michael Chibnik (University of Iowa)
Alisse Waterston (John Jay College, CUNY)
Mark Aldenderfer (University of California, Merced)
Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
Miguel Diaz-Barriga (University of Texas Pan American)

3-0255 8:00 AM – 10:00 AM Quartz A | 3rd Floor
RACIALIZED POLICE BRUTALITY AND EXTRAJUDICIAL VIOLENCE WORKING GROUP
SPONSOR AAA Committee on Minority Issues in Anthropology
ORGANIZER(S) Jeff Martin (American Anthropological Association)
CHAIR(S) David S Simmons (University of South Carolina)
Marla Frederick (Harvard University)
PRESENTER(S) Shalini Shankar (Northwestern University)
Dana-Ain Davis (City University of New York Queens College)
Bianca C Williams (University of Colorado Boulder)
Ruth M Gomberg-Munoz (Loyola University of Chicago)
A Lynn Bolles (University of Maryland, College Park)
Raymond Codrington (New York Hall of Science)

3-0260 8:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Workshop (pre-registration required):
SVA WORKSHOP: INTEGRATING VISUAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL/MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
SPONSOR Society for Visual Anthropology
ORGANIZER(S)
Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
Robert Lemelson (University of California, Los Angeles)
PRESENTER(S)
Robert Lemelson (University of California, Los Angeles)

3-0265 8:30 AM – 10:30 AM
AAA SECTION TREASURER’S MEETING
SPONSOR American Anthropological Association
ORGANIZER(S)
Suzanne Mattingly (American Anthropological Association)

3-0270 9:00 AM – 9:57 AM
Film Session:
CRYING EARTH RISE UP, DIR. SUREE TOWFIGHNIA
SPONSOR Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
**3-0275**  9:00 AM – 11:00 AM  Marble | 4th Floor

**AAA COMMITTEE ON PRACTICING, APPLIED, AND PUBLIC INTEREST ANTHROPOLOGY (COPAPIA) COMMITTEE MEETING**

**Sponsor**  AAA Committee on Practicing Applied and Public Interest Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Barbara Rylko-Bauer (Michigan State University)

**Presenter(s)**  Elizabeth K Briody (Cultural Keys LLC)

Cathleen Crain (LTG Associates, Inc.)

Laurie Krieger (The Manoff Group)

Jean J Schensul (Institute for Community Research)

Katie Vizenor (American Anthropological Association)

This session may be of particular interest to:

**3-0280**  9:00 AM – 12:00 PM  204 | Meeting Room Level

**SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SPA) BOARD MEETING**

**Sponsor**  Society for Psychological Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Harold L Odden (Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne)

**Presenter(s)**  Byron J Good (Harvard University)

Carol M Worthman (Emory University)

Bambi L Chapin (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)

Jason Throop (University of California, Los Angeles)

Elinor Ochs (University of California, Los Angeles)

Rebecca Seligman (Northwestern University)

Peter Stromberg (University of Tulsa)

Edward D Lowe (Soka University of America)

Erin Katherine McFee (University of Chicago)

Jill Korbin (Case Western Reserve University)

**3-0285**  10:00 AM – 10:27 AM  107 | Meeting Room Level

**Film Session:**  IN THE SHADOW OF EBOLA, DIR. GREGG MITMAN

**Sponsor**  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
SECTION ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

**SPONSOR**  Section Assembly

**ORGANIZER(S)**  Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)

**CHAIR(s)**  Miguel Diaz-Barriga (University of Texas Pan American)  
Carol R Ember (Human Relations Area Files at Yale University)  
James Tim M Wallace (North Carolina State University)  
Karen Nakamura (Yale University)  
Ramona L Perez (San Diego State University)

**PRESENTER(s)**  

---

**Invited Session:**

**PLASTICITY: ENCOUNTERING BIOSOCIAL MODELS OF CREATION, ADAPTATION AND DESTRUCTION, FROM GENOMICS TO EPIGENETICS**

**SPONSORS**  Society for Medical Anthropology  
Society for Anthropological Sciences

**ORGANIZER(S)**  Stephanie J Lloyd (Laval University)  
Maurizio Meloni (IAS, Princeton and Sheffield UK)

**CHAIR(s)**  Stephanie J Lloyd (Laval University)

**3-0290**  10:00 AM – 1:00 PM  
**Sandstone | 4th Floor**

**SANDSTONE**

**3-0295**  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  
**102 | Meeting Room Level**

**Invited Session:**

**PLASTICITY: ENCOUNTERING BIOSOCIAL MODELS OF CREATION, ADAPTATION AND DESTRUCTION, FROM GENOMICS TO EPIGENETICS**

**SPONSORS**  Society for Medical Anthropology  
Society for Anthropological Sciences

**ORGANIZER(S)**  Stephanie J Lloyd (Laval University)  
Maurizio Meloni (IAS, Princeton and Sheffield UK)

**CHAIR(s)**  Stephanie J Lloyd (Laval University)

**10:00 AM**  Kathryn A Hicks (University of Memphis), Jean Hunleth (Washington University in St. Louis) and Taylor J Arnold (University of Memphis)  
**Mouse Traps: How Animal Models of Obesity Both Acknowledge and Erase Social Inequality**

**10:15 AM**  
Maurizio Meloni (IAS, Princeton and Sheffield UK) and Stephanie J Lloyd (Laval University)  
**Biosocial Anthropology for Postgenomic Times: A Possible Profile and Program of Work**

**10:30 AM**  
Susan Elizabeth Kelly (University of Exeter)  
**Chimeras and Contexts: Thinking Across Chimeric Organisms and Epigenetic Science to Boundaries and Identity**

**10:45 AM**  
Baptiste Moutaud (Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique)  
**Plastic Brains and Cognitive Remediation for Schizophrenia — Altering Biological Futures and Redefining the Conditions of Life**

**11:00 AM**  
Morgan Hoke (Northwestern University) and Ruby Laurel Fried (Northwestern University)  
**The Politics of Plasticity: Does an Increased Focus on Plasticity and Developmental Programming Reify Socially Constructed Categories?**

**11:15 AM**  
Ruth Müller (TU München)  
**Epigenetic Plasticity and the Social: Beyond the Nature/Culture Binary?**

**DISCUSSANT**  11:45 AM  
Alan Goodman (Hampshire College)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T.
Invited Roundtable:
FLASH MOB JAPAN! PERFECTLY CORKY AS PLAT DU JOUR

Sponsor: Society for East Asian Anthropology
Organizers: Laura Miller (University of Missouri, St. Louis), Christine R Yano (University of Hawaii-Manoa)
Chairs: Theodore C Bestor (Harvard University)
Presenter(s): Gavin H Whitelaw (International Christian University), Laura Miller (University of Missouri, St. Louis), Carolyn S Stevens (Monash University), William Kelly (Yale University), Christine R Yano (University of Hawaii-Manoa), Merry White (Boston University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

GLOBAL INEQUALITY AND THE IDEA OF THE MIDDLE CLASS

Reviewed by: American Ethnological Society
Organizers/Chairs: Sean T Mitchell (Rutgers University-Newark), Lisa M Simeone (University of Chicago)

10:15 AM Lisa M Simeone (University of Chicago) When You Finally Know You’ve Made It: Imagining Africa’s New Middle Class
10:30 AM Kathryn A Mariner (University of Rochester) Relative Mobility: American Adoption as a Route to “Better Futures”
10:45 AM Hai Ren (University of Arizona) The Risk Economy of the Middle Class: Inequality and Precarity in Urban China
11:00 AM Krisztina Fehervary (University of Michigan) Commodified Teeth: Middle Class Embodiment in Hungary and the U.S.
11:15 AM Sareeta B Amrute (University of Washington) Cognitive Eros: Work and Antiwork in the Indian IT Diaspora
11:30 AM Sean T Mitchell (Rutgers University-Newark) The ‘New Middle Class’ Doesn’t Exist; Long Live the ‘New Middle Class: The Social Life of the Category, ‘New Middle Class,’ in Brazil

Discussant: 11:45 AM James G Ferguson (Stanford University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

WHAT WE TALK ABOUT WHEN WE TALK ABOUT SUFFERING

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s): Anne Allison (Duke University)
Chairs: Naisargi N Dave (University of Toronto)
10:15 AM Naisargi N Dave (University of Toronto) Touch and the Violation of Difference

Discussant: 10:30 AM Joao Biehl (Princeton University)
Thursday, November 19

**Mentoring Activity**

**Practicing and Applied Anthropologists**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Lawrence Cohen (University of California, Berkeley)</td>
<td>Proposition: The End of the Social?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Anne Allison (Duke University)</td>
<td>Proposition: Suffering and a Body of Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Clara Y Han (Johns Hopkins University)</td>
<td>Proposition: Suffering and a Body of Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Angela N Garcia (Stanford University)</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**3-0315 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM**  
**Meeting Room Level**

**Invited Session:**  
**REPRODUCTIVE FAMILIARITY ACROSS THE TRANSITIONS**

**Sponsor**  
Evolutionary Anthropology Society

**Organizer/Chair**  
Jeffrey W Winking (Texas A&M University)

**Discussant**  
Helen Elizabeth Davis (University of Utah)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Kristin Snopkowski (Boise State University)</td>
<td>Male Reproductive Decision-Making in Indonesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Gretchen Perry (University of Missouri-Columbia)</td>
<td>Matrilineal Alloparental Investment Bias in Diverse Social Settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Jeffrey W Winking (Texas A&amp;M University), Paul Eastwick</td>
<td>Commitment in Mayangna and Miskito Marriages: Exploring the Cross-Cultural Applicability of the Investment Model Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>John P Ziker (Boise State University) and David A Nolin</td>
<td>Wealth and Cohort Effects on Fertility Decline in an Indigenous Siberian Community in Response to Rapid Economic Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Heidi Colleran (Institute for Advanced Study in Toulouse)</td>
<td>Contraception in Context: Social Network and Community Level Influences on Contraceptive Use in Rural Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td>Kathrine E Starkweather (University of Missouri-Columbia)</td>
<td>Shodagor Production and Reproduction: Merchant Mothers and Fishing Fathers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**3-0320 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM**  
**Meeting Room Level**

**THE PROPERTIES OF TERRITORY, TERRAIN AND PLACE**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizers/Chairs**  
Sara B Shneiderman (University of British Columbia)  
Jonathan E Padwe (University of Hawaii)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Gaston R Gordillo (University of British Columbia)</td>
<td>The Affective Materiality of Terrain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Kirsten B Hastrup (University of Copenhagen)</td>
<td>The Temporality of Terrain: High Arctic Hunters in a Changing Landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Swargajyoti Gohain (Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur)</td>
<td>The Politics of Access and the Territorialisation of India’s Northeast Frontier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
11:00 AM Sara B Shneiderman (University of British Columbia)

*Conceptualizing “Territory” in Nepal’s State of Transformation*

**Discussant** 11:15 AM Jonathan E Padwe (University of Hawaii)

**Discussant** 11:30 AM Emily T Yeh (University of Colorado)

11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **S**

---

**3-0325** 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 201 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**THE PROSPECT OF TRANSFORMATIONAL RESEARCH FOR PUBLIC ANTHROPOLOGY**

**Reviewed by** Society for the Anthropology of North America

**Organizer(s)** Carl A Maida (University of California, Los Angeles)

Sam Beck (Cornell University)

**Chair(s)** Carl A Maida (University of California, Los Angeles)

Jane E Anderson (New York University)

10:15 AM Sam Beck (Cornell University) *Transformational Anthropology: Challenging Disparities and Inequalities*

10:30 AM Jane E Anderson (New York University) *Local Contexts: Process as Knowledge in Transformative Research*

10:45 AM Alaka Wali (The Field Museum) *Action-Centered Research as Transformative Public Anthropology: Case Studies from the Field Museum*

11:00 AM Elizabeth Chilton (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *Heritage Studies As Transformational Social Science*

11:15 AM Sonya L Atalay (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *Teaching Transformation: How the Risky Business of Transformational Research Requires Reworking the Toolbox and Training of Anthropological Curriculum and Pedagogy*

11:30 AM David Vine (American University) *Ethnographic Exposé: Investigating Wrongdoing, Challenging Power*

**Discussant** 11:45 AM Carl A Maida (University of California, Los Angeles)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

---

**3-0330** 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 203 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**Invited Session:**

**SCHOOLS OF ANTHROPOLOGY, RANGING FAR AND WIDE**

**Sponsor** Association of Senior Anthropologists

**Organizer(s)** Alice B Kehoe (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

William P Mitchell (Monmouth University)

**Chair(s)** William P Mitchell (Monmouth University)

10:15 AM Myrdene Anderson (Purdue University) *Schooled, Trained, or Still Just Ripening as Ethnographer?*

10:30 AM Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) *Recordkeeping: Ethnography, Community Studies, and Anthropological Training in the 1990s Ecuadorian Andes*
10:45 AM Carlos Aramburu (Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú)  
*Profession: Anthropologist; New Challenges in a Changing Environment, the Case of Peru*

11:00 AM Diane J Austin-Broos (University of Sydney) *Issues Lost and Found: From Chicago to Sydney*

11:15 AM Barbara Joans (Merritt Museum of Anthropology) *Military Anthropology: The Forming of a New “School”*

11:30 AM Maria-Luisa Achino-Loeb (New York University) *Segmented Scholars: The Precarity of Adjuncts and Its Consequences*

11:45 AM Stephen P Reyna (Max Planck Institute of Social Anthropology)  
*This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T*

---

**3-0335**  
10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  
205 | Meeting Room Level  

**Invited Session:**  
**COMPETING IMAGINARIES OF THE FAMILIAR AND STRANGE IN HERITAGE AND TOURISM ENCOUNTERS**

**Sponsor**  
American Ethnological Society

**Organizer(s)**  
Robin M DeLugan (University of California, Merced)  
Valerio Simoni (The Graduate Institute)

**Chair(s)**  
Naomi M Leite (SOAS-University of London)

10:15 AM Robin M DeLugan (University of California, Merced) *Reimagining the Familiar of National Belonging: 1937 Commemorations and the Contesting of Anti-Haitianism and Anti-Blackness in the Dominican Republic*

10:30 AM Paula Mota Santos (Fernando Pessoa University & CAPP-Lisbon University) *The Other in Us – the Representation of Black African Cultures in a Portuguese Nation-Themed Park*

10:45 AM Patrick Naef (University of California) *Pablo and the Hippos: ‘Narco-Heritage’ and Tourism in Medellin, Colombia*

11:00 AM Naomi M Leite (SOAS - University of London) *Familiar Strangers, Distant Kin: Bridging Difference in the Jewish Heritage Tourism Encounter*

11:15 AM Hugo E DeBlock (School of Arts) *Cannibals in Paradise: The Exotic, the Familiar, and the Strange in Ritual and Performance in Vanuatu*

11:30 AM Valerio Simoni (The Graduate Institute) *Approaching Difference, Inequality, and Intimacy in Tourism: A View from Cuba*

11:45 AM David Picard (University of Lausanne and Instituto Superior de Agronomia-University of Lisbon) *Leviathan’s Hidden Desire for Pinot Noir: Strangeness, Familiarity and Intimate Materiality in Modern Wine Tourism*

*This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T*
RETHINKING THE “FAMILIAR” AND LEARNING ABOUT THE “STRANGE”:
TENSIONS, MISUNDERSTANDINGS, AND POSSIBILITIES RELATED TO
LANGUAGE AND LITERACY PRACTICES ACROSS DIVERSE CONTEXTS

Reviewed by: Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer(s): Sarah Nelle Newcomer (Washington State University Tri-Cities)
               Carla A McNelly (University of Oregon)
Chair(s): Daisy E Fredricks (University of Maryland)
Discussant: 10:15 AM Eric J Johnson (Washington State University Tri-Cities)
            10:30 AM Naomi A Moland (New York University) Is There a “Right Way” to
            Talk to Babies? Public Libraries and Early Literacy Initiatives in Diverse
            Communities
            10:45 AM Sarah Jean Johnson (University of California, Los Angeles) “I Think They’re Gonna Get
            Married:” Affect in Kindergarten Children’s Orchestration of Reading Picture
            Books with a Friend
            11:00 AM Meredith McConnochie Byrnes (Rutgers Graduate School of Education) What Would It
            Mean for Young Children and Parents from Mexican Immigrant Families to “Poner Más
            Esfuerzo” (make more of an effort) in Academic Literacy Practices?
            11:15 AM Karisa Jessica Peer (University of California, Los Angeles) At One’s Fingertips: Latino
            Immigrant Families’ Use of Smartphones as Language and Literacy Tools in and out of
            School
            11:30 AM Daisy E Fredricks (University of Maryland) Core Teaching Practices in ESOL Field
            Experiences: Pre-Service Teacher Practices and ELL Youth Responses
            11:45 AM Sarah Nelle Newcomer (Washington State University Tri-Cities) Making the Strange
            Familiar and the Familiar Strange through Storytelling

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

Invited Session:
B/ORDERING INFRASTRUCTURES I: CONTESTED SPACES

Sponsor: Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
Organizer/Chair: Rosa Elena Ficek (Wesleyan University)

10:15 AM Meghan Morris (University of Chicago) Paramilitary Pastoral: The Infrastructure of
Property and Order in Colombia
Animal Stalls As Infrastructure
10:45 AM Aubrey Paige Graham (Emory University) Performing Access: Navigating Claims to
‘Aid Space’ in the Eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo
11:00 AM Manissa McCleave Maharawal (Graduate Center, CUNY) Infrastructural Activism: Bus
Blockades and the Fight Against Displacement in San Francisco
11:15 AM Stephanie Mc Callum (University of California, Santa Cruz) Othering Infrastructure: Race,
Class, and Nation on Argentine Railways
**Mentoring Activity**

**Thursday, November 19**

11:30 AM  
Kregg Hetherington (Concordia University)

11:45 AM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**CRISIS AS METHODS, CRISIS AS LIVES II: CONTEMPORARY NEOLIBERAL CHINA AND INDIA IN THE “ASIAN AGE”**

** Reviewed by**  
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
June Hee Kwon (New York University)
Saikat Maitra (University of Goettingen)

**Chair(s)**  
June Hee Kwon (New York University)

10:30 AM  
Roger Begrich (Harvard/University of Basel) *Hinterland Urbanity and Dreamscapes of Capital: Crisis as a Mode of Life in Jharkhand, India*

10:45 AM  
Lesley Rose Turnbull (New York University) *“Scattered like Seeds”: Urban Displacement, Muslim Subjectivities, and Creative Renewal in Southwest China*

11:00 AM  
Shunyuan Zhang (Emory University) *Joining the Workforce*: Labor and Desire amidst Urban Flux

11:15 AM  
Aniruddhan Vasudevan (University of Texas at Austin) *A Crisis Has Occurred*: Crisis as a Key Mobilizing Affect in LGBT Community Work in Chennai, India

11:30 AM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**Invited Session: ABANDONED HOPE? ETHNOGRAPHIC ACCOUNTS OF NGO CONSTRUCTION SITES AND RUINS**

**Sponsor**  
Interest Group on NGOs and Nonprofits

**Organizer(s)**  
Andrew F Walsh (University of Western Ontario)
Alicia Sliwinski (Wilfrid Laurier University)

**Chair(s)**  
Ralph Bolton (The Chijnaya Foundation)

10:15 AM  
Ralph Bolton (The Chijnaya Foundation) *Wells, Windmills, Greenhouses and Outhouses: A Study of Failed Projects on the Peruvian Altiplano*

10:30 AM  
Courtney B Kurlanska (Rochester Institute of Technology) *Righteous Development: The Life and Death of a Community Library*

10:45 AM  
Sarah R Osterhoudt (Indiana University) *Abandoned Knowledge: The Life-History of a Vanilla Lab in Madagascar*

11:00 AM  
Rebecca Warne Peters (Syracuse University) *Marking Development: NGO Sites, Symbols, and the Bureaucracy of Materiality in Rural Angola*

11:15 AM  
Alicia Sliwinski (Wilfrid Laurier University) *Privatizing Hope: Landscapes of Post-Disaster Projects in El Salvador*
11:30 AM  Andrew F Walsh (University of Western Ontario) *What 'Failing Forward' Leaves behind: Making Sense of NGO Ruins in Northern Madagascar*

11:45 AM  Discussion

**This session may be of particular interest to: P, S**

**3-0360  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM**

**ANTHROPOLOGICAL EXPLORATIONS OF THE ETHICS AND AESTHETICS OF VIOLENCE IN THE AFTERMATH OF THE CHARLIE HEBDO ATTACKS**

**Reviewed by**  Society for the Anthropology of Europe

**Organizer(s)**  Mahiye S Dagtas (University of Waterloo)
Sertac Sehlikoglu (University of Cambridge)

**Chair(s)**  Mahiye S Dagtas (University of Waterloo)

**Presenter(s)**  Elayne M Oliphant (New York University)
Samuli Schielke (Zentrum Moderner Orient)
Sertac Sehlikoglu (University of Cambridge)
Jennifer A Selby (Memorial University)
Giulia Liberatore (University of Oxford)
Carol A Ferrara (Boston University)
Ivan Davidson Kalmar (University of Toronto)

**This session may be of particular interest to: P, S**

**3-0365  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM**

**THE PRACTICE OF PLACE: EXPLORATIONS INTO THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF TRADITION — PAPERS BY FORMER STUDENTS IN HONOR OF KEITH H. BASSO, PANEL II**

**Reviewed by**  General Anthropology Division

**Organizer(s)**  Jill Ahlberg Yohe (Minneapolis Institute of Arts)

**Chair(s)**  Thomas F McIlwraith (University of Guelph)

10:15 AM  Lois Ellen Frank (Institute of American Indian Arts) *A Metaphor of Place: The Foodsapes of Native American Cuisine in the Southwest*

10:30 AM  Jill Ahlberg Yohe (Minneapolis Institute of Arts) *Landscapes and Horizons: Why Place Is Central to the Study of Native American Art*

10:45 AM  Patrick W Staib (Colorado Mountain College) *Finding a Place for Wolves in the West: Forest Ecology, Wolf Reintroduction and the Debate on Public Land Use in the Rocky Mountains*

11:00 AM  Shasta C Gaughen (Pala Band of Mission Indians) *Chemesh Ataaxem Kuupangax - We Are the People from Cupa: Making Place Among the Cupeño*

**Discussant**  David W Dinwoodie (University of New Mexico)

11:15 AM  Discussion

**This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T**
3-0370 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 406 | Meeting Room Level
NORTHERN RIO GRANDE ARCHAEOLOGY AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT?

Reviewed by: Archaeology Division
Organizer/Chair: Scott G Ortman (University of Colorado-Boulder)

10:15 AM Patrick Cruz (University of Colorado Boulder) Revisiting Settlement Clusters as Evidence for Classic Period Social/Political Networks
10:30 AM Anna Schneider (University of Colorado Boulder) Martial Rock Art in the Rio Grande: Reconciling the Disjunction Between Actual Violence and Its Expressions
10:45 AM Samuel Duwe (University of Oklahoma Press) Histories of Coalescence and Regional Interaction Among the Rio Grande Pueblos
11:00 AM Mark Robert Agostini Jr (Peabody Museum of Archaeology & Ethnology, Harvard University) Relative Ceramic Chronology and Pueblo Depopulation in the Jemez Region, New Mexico
11:15 AM Kaitlyn Elizabeth Davis (University of Colorado Boulder) Ritual and Plains-Pueblo Interaction
11:30 AM Pascale Meehan (University of Colorado Boulder) Cotton and Community in the Classic Period Northern Rio Grande
11:45 AM Lindsay Martel Montgomery (Stanford University) Anarchy, Social Banditry, or Predatory State?: The Logic of Comanche New Mexico

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0375 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 603 | Meeting Room Level
Invited Roundtable: BEYOND THE (FAMILIAR) TEXT: ANTHROPOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS IN METHOD, FORM, AND CONTENT

Sponsor: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s): Yarimar Bonilla (Rutgers University)
Chair(s): Steven Feld (VoxLox)
Presenter(s): Elizabeth Povinelli (Columbia University) Jason De Leon (University of Michigan) Natasha Myers (York University) S Lochlann Jain (Stanford University) Anna Tsing (University of California-Santa Cruz) Elaine Gan (University of California, Santa Cruz)

3-0380 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 604 | Meeting Room Level
RETHINKING COSMOPOLITANISM: TOURISM AND TOURISTS IN A POST-HEGELIAN AGE

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer/Chair: Robert J Shepherd (George Washington University)

10:15 AM David Geary (University of British Columbia-Okanagan) Hanging out in the Bazaar: Friendly Guides and Cosmopolitanism From Below in Bodh Gaya, India
10:30 AM  Peggy Levitt (Wellesley College)  Artifacts and Allegiances: How Museums Put the Nation and the World on Display
10:45 AM  Rebecca Lee Nelson (University of Connecticut)  Tensions Between Cosmopolitanism and Cultural Management in a Guatemalan Volunteer Tourism Program
11:00 AM  Benjamin Feinberg (Warren Wilson College)  Are We (Still) the World? Service-Learning, Cosmopolitanism, Social Media, and Study Away
11:15 AM  Robert J Shepherd (George Washington University)  Making the Strange Familiar, but Not Necessarily the Familiar Strange: Travelers on Tour in China and the United States
11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0385  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  605 | Meeting Room Level  
Invited Session:  
WE WANT TO BREATHE: THE RACIALIZATION OF STATE VIOLENCE IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT

Sponsors  
Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists
Association of Black Anthropologists

Organizer(s)  
Sami Hermez (Northwestern University in Qatar)
Gilberto A Rosas (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)

Chair(s)  
Gilberto A Rosas (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)

10:15 AM  Nadine C Naber (University of Illinois at Chicago)  From Black Lives Matter to Palestine: Geographies of Transnational Anti-Imperialism
10:30 AM  Mariana Mora (CIESAS)  A State Severed Future of Cholos and Ninis: Ayotzinapa, the Criminalization of Racialized Poverty and Necropolitical Effects in Guerrero, Mexico
10:45 AM  Courtney Desiree Morris (Pennsylvania State University)  Uncivil Subjects: Speech, Power, and Dissent in U.S. Political Culture
11:00 AM  Mohan Ambikaipaker (Tulane University)  Counter-Terror Liberalism, Antiracist Failure and the Forest Gate Raid in London
11:15 AM  Sergio Lemus (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)  Social Media and Digital Racial Protest: Capturing, Uploading, and Sharing State Violence

Discussant  
11:30 AM  Amahl A Bishara (Tufts University)
11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0390  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  606 | Meeting Room Level  
TROLLS AND HECKLERS: DISRUPTIVE WAYS OF PLAYING

Reviewed by  
S Society for Psychological Anthropology

Organizer/Chair  
S Megan Heller (University of California, Los Angeles)

10:15 AM  Christine Nutter El Ouardani (California State University, Long Beach)  Playful Violence, Violent Play: Discipline and the Development of Child Agency in Rural Morocco
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Jameson Hogan (North Carolina State University) and Peter Kudenov (North Carolina State University)</td>
<td>Good Griefers: Video Game Harassment as Rhetorical Genre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Isabel Behncke (University of Oxford)</td>
<td>The jungle Trickster: Play — and the Limits of Play — in Wild Bonobos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>S Megan Heller (University of California, Los Angeles)</td>
<td>Heckling at Burning Man: An Ambiguous, Dark, Ludic Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussant</td>
<td>Kateri McRae (University of Denver)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Thomas M Malaby (University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**3-0395 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 607 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**CRITICAL HERITAGE LANDSCAPES**

Reviewed by: General Anthropology Division

Organizer(s): Melissa F Baird (Stanford University)

Chair(s): Brendan Charles Pelto (Michigan Technological University)

10:15 AM Kaeleigh Herstad (Indiana University) Blight as Heritage: “Reclaiming” Urban Landscapes

10:30 AM Brendan Charles Pelto (Michigan Technological University) Negotiating Industrial Heritage — Complex Histories on a Resource Frontier

10:45 AM Elizabeth B Kryder-Reid (Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis) Caring about and Caring for Heritage Landscapes: Two Contested Sites in Indiana

11:00 AM Brenna Janel Moloney (Wayne State University) Rural Landscapes of Labor: Assessing the Presence of Itinerate Labor in the Interpretation of Heritage in Michigan’s Leelanau Peninsula

11:15 AM Matthew J Hill (University of Massachusetts Amherst) Entrepreneurial Heritage: Historic Urban Landscapes and the Politics of ‘Comprehensive Development’ in Post-Soviet Cuba

11:30 AM Suzanne Marie Spencer-Wood (Oakland University) Correcting Androcentrism in American Heritage Landscapes

Discussant: Melissa F Baird (Stanford University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**3-0400 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 608 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**IMAGINING SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY: PERSPECTIVES FROM FAITH-BASED TRADITIONS**

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology

Organizer(s): Dat Nguyen (Boston University)

Chair(s): Katherine Lemons (McGill University)

10:15 AM Catherine Larouche (McGill University) Negotiating Development Priorities: Politics of Islamic Charity in Uttar Pradesh, India
10:30 AM Calyynn Dowler (Boston University) *Shifting Identities, Multiple Moralities: Transnational Islam and the Establishment of Faith-Based NGOs in the Bangladeshi Diaspora*

10:45 AM Kevin Francis Boueri (Boston University) *Getting Water without the State: Sectarian Welfare during Times of Scarcity in Beirut*

11:00 AM Dat Nguyen (Boston University) *Orphan Care: Buddhism, State, and the Politics of Responsibility*

**Discussant**

11:15 AM Joanna Davidson (Boston University)

11:30 AM Nermeen Mouftah (Northwestern University)

11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**3-0405 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 701 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**HOW THE STRANGE BECOMES FAMILIAR AT NATIVE TRIBAL MUSEUMS AND CULTURAL CENTERS**

**Reviewed by**

Council for Museum Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**

Kaila Cogdill (Hibulb Cultural Center & Natural History Preserve)

Antonio R Chavarria (Museum of Indian Arts & Culture/Laboratory of Anthropology)

**Chair(s)**

Bruce Bernstein (The Pueblo of Pojoaque and Ralph T. Coe Foundation for the Arts)

10:15 AM Kaila Cogdill (Hibulb Cultural Center & Natural History Preserve) *Introduction: How the Strange Becomes Familiar at Native Tribal Museums and Cultural Centers*

10:30 AM Tessa Campbell (Hibulb Cultural Center & Natural History Preserve) *Innovator in Chief: Chief William Shelton's Legacy of Bridging the Gap Between Traditional Knowledge and Westernized Thought*

10:45 AM Melvin Paul Sarracino (Sky City Cultural Center & Haak’u Museum) *Finding Innovative Ways to Satisfy Visitor Expectations at the Sky City Cultural Center and Haak’u Museum*

11:00 AM Discussant: Elaine F Peters (Ak-Chin Indian Community)

11:15 AM Bruce Bernstein (The Pueblo of Pojoaque and Ralph T. Coe Foundation for the Arts) *Bringing the Collections Home: Making Anthropology Useful at the Pueblo of Pojoaque*

**Discussant**

11:30 AM Gwyneira L Isaac (Smithsonian Institution)

11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**3-0410 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 702 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**VISUALITIES: INTERVENTIONS, METHODS AND ANALYSIS**

**Reviewed by**

Society for Visual Anthropology

Eryn Fe Snyder (Temple University)

**Chair(s)**

Eryn Fe Snyder (Temple University) and Nathan Jessee (Temple University) *Rigs, Nature, Work: Oil and Gas Photographers and Energy Landscapes*
10:30 AM  Shreya Parvathi Subramani (Princeton University) *Flying Exposure: The Visualities of Drone Hobbyist Photographers*

10:45 AM  Joy Marie Messerschmidt (University of Connecticut) *The Color of Money Is Red: Selling Potentiality through Visual Landscapes at Mega-Casinos*

11:00 AM  Igor Karim (Freie Universität Berlin) *Framing as Corporeal Negotiation: Reflections about the Ethnographic Unfolding of Video Making Engagements*

11:15 AM  Greg A Thompson (Brigham Young University) *Recognizing Concrete Subjects: Towards a Collectively Extromissive Ontological Theory of Vision*

11:30 AM  Discussion

---

**3-0415  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  703 | Meeting Room Level**

**CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON MANAGING RISK AND EXPLAINING (MIS) FORTUNE**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Economic Anthropology

**Organizer(s):** Joseph Lanning (University of Georgia)
Bram T Tucker (University of Georgia)

**Chair(s):**
Joseph Lanning (University of Georgia)

10:15 AM  Bram T Tucker (University of Georgia) and Joseph Lanning (University of Georgia) *Risk as Natural and Supernatural Causes for Economic Successes and Failures: A Comparison of Farmers, Foragers, and Fishers in Madagascar and Malawi*

10:30 AM  Joseph Lanning (University of Georgia) *Farming as Gambling: Subjective Probability, Homogenous Advice, and the Role of Previous Wins and Losses in Reducing Agricultural Uncertainty in Malawi*

10:45 AM  Bonnie Nicole Kaiser (Duke University) *Sent Spirits, “Moving up,” and the Socio-Spiritual World in Haiti*

11:00 AM  Peter Collings (University of Florida) *Inuit Foraging Strategies, the Nonempirical Environment, and Explanations of Success and Failure in the Context of Rapid Climate Change*

11:15 AM  Craig A Hadley (Emory University) *Sharing, Wealth, and Models of Success: Do Shifts in Cultural Models of Success Co-Occur with Declining Sharing?*

11:30 AM  Roberta D Baer (University of South Florida), Susan C Weller (UT Medical Branch Galveston) and Christopher M Roberts (Arizona State University) *Cultural Aspects of Response to Risk: Galveston Island and Hurricane Ike*

**Discussant:**
Michael Chibnik (University of Iowa)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**
Retrospective Session:
CULTS, CHRISTIANS, AND COPPER ON THE GLOBAL FRONTIER:
ENGAGING THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF DAN JORGENSEN (PART II)

Reviewed by: Retrospective Session
Organizer(s): John Barker (University of British Columbia)
                Joel L Robbins (Cambridge University)
Chair(s): John Barker (University of British Columbia)

10:15 AM Jerry Jacka (University of Colorado at Boulder) Mining, Mythic Space-Time, and Resilience at the Porgera Gold Mine, Papua New Guinea
10:30 AM Joel L Robbins (Cambridge University) Order, Entropy and Values: On Culture and Cultural Change (using Christian Conversion as an Example)
10:45 AM Martha Adele Macintyre (University of Melbourne) New Houses: The Embrace of Modernity in Misima and Lihir
11:00 AM Rena Lederman (Princeton University) Ethico-Political Conundrums in Fieldwork on Men’s Cults, Melanesian and Academic
11:15 AM Deborah Gewertz (Amherst College) and Frederick Errington (Trinity College) Boys Will be ‘Boys’?: On Social Reproduction in Modernist Papua New Guinea
11:30 AM Thomas Strong (Maynooth University) Policing Witchcraft: Quandaries of Law and Justice in Papua New Guinea Today

Discussant: 11:45 AM Dan Jorgensen (University of Western Ontario)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

FLUIDITY OF CULTURES IN AFRICA: HOW FAMILIAR PRACTICES CHANGE OVER TIME

Reviewed by: Association for Africanist Anthropology
Chair(s): Samuel M Anderson (Mahindra Humanities Center at Harvard)
Discussant: 10:15 AM Paul Nkwi (Catholic University of Cameroon at Bamenda)
10:30 AM Worku Nida (El Camino College) Making the Familiar Strange and the Strange Familiar through Migration: An Ethnographic Analysis of Migration-Induced Changes in the Village Life in Ethiopia
10:45 AM Kristin Hedges (Manhattanville College) and Jamie Lewis Hedges (University of the Ozarks) From Cows to Land: How National, Local, and Community Politics Are Changing Women’s Land and Property Rights in Maasailand
11:00 AM Anita Spring (University of Florida) The Chinese in Ghana and Mozambique: Migration and Investment Strategies
11:15 AM Shin-ichiro Ishida (Tokyo Metropolitan University) Khat Production in the Igembe District of Kenya: How the UK Ban on Khat Affects a Local Industry
11:30 AM Samuel M Anderson (Mahindra Humanities Center at Harvard) Rebranding Culture: Infusing the Familiar and the Strange with the Sierra Leone Indigenous Traditional Healers Union
### 3-0430 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM
706 | Meeting Room Level

**BEYOND THE FAMILIAR: TOWARDS A PRAGMATIC MODEL FOR CLASSIC MAYA POLITICAL ORGANIZATION (1)**

**Reviewed by**
Archaeology Division

**Organizer(s)**
Marcello A Canuto (Tulane University)

**Chair(s)**
Maxime Lamoureux St-Hilaire (Tulane University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>Marcello A Canuto (Tulane University), Luke Auld-Thomas (Tulane University), Maxime Lamoureux St-Hilaire (Tulane University)</td>
<td>From Polities to Regimes: Towards Recognizing Ancient Maya Political Communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Arlen F Chase (University of Central Florida) and Diane Z Chase (University of Central Florida)</td>
<td>Scalar Political Units and Complex Adaptive Systems in the Classic Maya Landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Antonia E Foias (Williams College)</td>
<td>Looking inside the Black Box: Internal Dynamics, Administration, and Finance of Classic Maya Polities in the Southern Lowlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Gyles J Iannone (Trent University)</td>
<td>A Cross-Cultural Perspective on Ancient Maya Political Praxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Rodrigo Liendo (Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico), Charles Golden (Bradex University) and Andrew Scherer (Brown University)</td>
<td>From Palenque to Yaxchilan: Exploring the Diversity of Polities in the Upper Usumacinta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Arthur A Demarest (Vanderbilt University)</td>
<td>The Nature(s) of the Maya State: The Variable Basis of Power and Polity of the Classic Maya Kingdoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>Simon Martin (University of Pennsylvania Museum)</td>
<td>Whither Imperium? Classic Maya Political Authority Above and Beyond the Polity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T*

### 3-0435 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM
707 | Meeting Room Level

**THE PRODUCTIVITY OF REGULATION: ETHNOGRAPHIES OF ALIGNMENT AND CITIZENSHIPS IN THE MAKING**

**Reviewed by**
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Maia Green (Manchester University)

**Chair(s)**
Suzan Ilcan (Waterloo)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>Suzan Ilcan (Waterloo)</td>
<td>Refugee Acts of Citizenship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Erica L Bornstein (University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee)</td>
<td>The Companies Act: Implications for NGOs and People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Melissa L Caldwell (University of California, Santa Cruz)</td>
<td>Enforcing Compassion: Regulating Rights in Moscow’s Human Rights Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Maia Green (Manchester University)</td>
<td>Individualizing Development: The Productivity of Regulation in Tanzania</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW FOODS, NEW WORLDS: HOW SHIFTING TASTES REFLECT SOCIAL CHANGE (PART 1)

REVIEWED BY
Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

ORGANIZER/CHAIR
Hayden Kantor (Cornell University)

10:15 AM
Jessica E Barnes (University of South Carolina) *Bread and Life: Shifting Patterns of Bread Consumption and the Making of Social Worlds in Rural Egypt*

10:30 AM
Ariela T Zycherman (American Association for the Advancement of Science) *From Dispossession to Repossession: Beef Consumption and the Rise of Indigenous Cattle Ranching in the Bolivian Amazon*

10:45 AM
Hayden Kantor (Cornell University) *An Auspicious Treat: Urbanization, Communal Feasting, and Ice Cream, and in Bihar, India*

11:00 AM
Lauren A Wynne (Utica College) *Deviant Appetites in Rural Yucatán, Mexico*

11:15 AM
Alder Keleman (Yale University) *Potato Aesthetics: Taste, Flavor, and “Traditional” Foods in Cochabamba, Bolivia*

DISCUSSANT
Tulasi Srinivas (Emerson College)

11:45 AM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

PRECARIOUS LIVES: IMMIGRANT AND REFUGEE YOUTH NEGOTIATING THE POLITICS OF PRECARITY IN THE EVERYDAY

REVIEWED BY
Council on Anthropology and Education

ORGANIZER/CHAIR
Anne M Rios-Rojas (Colgate University)

10:15 AM
Michelle J Bellino (University of Michigan School of Education) *Education and Belonging in the Context of an Unknowable Future: Youth Aspirations in Kakuma Refugee Camp*

10:30 AM
Thea R Abu El-Haj (Rutgers University), Sally Wesley Bonet (Rutgers University) and Garene Kaloustian (Lebanese American University) *“You’re Not Lebanese, You’re Syrian”: Early Childhood Citizenship Education in Not-so-Post Conflict Lebanon*

10:45 AM
Reva G Jaffe-Walter (University of Wisconsin-Madison) *I’m Somali by Nature, I’m Muslim by Choice, and I’m Danish by Paper*: Envisioning Belonging in an Age of Integration

11:00 AM
Andrea E Dyrness (Trinity College) *“The Kids Are All Right”: Denying Race and Racism in Immigrant Madrid*

11:15 AM
Anne M Rios-Rojas (Colgate University) *Lost in Precarity: Immigrant Youth and (not)Belonging during Spain’s “Great Depression”*

DISCUSSANT
Ritty Lukose (New York University)

11:45 AM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T


**COLLECTIVE MEMORY, EMBODIMENT AND PERFORMANCE IN SOCIAL PROTESTS**

**Reviewed by:** Association for Political and Legal Anthropology  
**Organizer(s):** Claudia Chavez Arguelles (University of Texas at Austin), Indulata Prasad (University of Texas at Austin)  
**Chair(s):** Jogendro Singh Kshetrimayum (University of Texas at Austin)  

- **10:15 AM** Indulata Prasad (University of Texas at Austin) *Collective Memory and the Spirit of Resistance: Dalit Women’s Land Rights Struggle in Bodhgaya, Bihar, India.*  
- **10:30 AM** Claudia Chavez Arguelles (University of Texas at Austin) *Remembering the Acteal Massacre, Embodying an “Other Justice”*  

**Discussant:** Tathagatan Ravindran (University of Texas at Austin)  
- **10:45 AM** Tathagatan Ravindran (University of Texas at Austin)  
- **11:00 AM** Jogendro Singh Kshetrimayum (University of Texas at Austin) *Performativity, Gender and Protest in Manipur, Northeastern India*  
- **11:15 AM** Tathagatan Ravindran (University of Texas at Austin) *Signification and Affect: Theorizing Acts of Protests in Andean Bolivia*  
- **11:30 AM** Discussion  

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**WHAT IS AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF LEARNING?: REVISITING THE PAST TO SHAPE THE FUTURE**

**Reviewed by:** Council on Anthropology and Education  
**Organizer(s):** Christine Malsbary (Vassar College)  
**Chair(s):** Shirin Vossoughi (Northwestern University)  

- **10:15 AM** Shirin Vossoughi (Northwestern University) *Ways of Seeing: Collaborative Ethnography and the Study of Learning*  
- **10:30 AM** Tesha Sengupta-Irving (University of California, Irvine) *Tell Them We Are Rising: Serving More Than a Pipeline through Humanistic STEM Learning*  
- **10:45 AM** Aria Razfar (Univ of Illinois) *Becoming Ethnographic Teacher-Researchers: Towards a Participatory Design Anthropology of Language and STEM Education*  
- **11:00 AM** Christine Malsbary (Vassar College) *Apprenticeship Learning in the Super-Diverse Classroom*  

**Discussant:**  
- **11:15 AM** Discussant: Frederick Erickson (University of California, Los Angeles)  
- **11:30 AM** Discussion  

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
ECOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY I

Reviewed by: Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizer(s): John Stephen Lansing (Nanyang Technological University)
Chair(s): Yancey A Orr (University of Queensland)

10:15 AM Vernon Scarborough (University of Cincinnati) *Archaeology and the Role of the Tropics*
10:30 AM Paige West (Columbia University) *Dispossession and the Ancestors*
10:45 AM Rebecca Bird (Stanford University) *Individuals and Landscapes: Linking Scales of Analysis*
11:00 AM Yancey A Orr (University of Queensland) *Sensing Climate Change; The Role of the Body for Ethno-Climatology in East Sumba*
11:15 AM J Terrence McCabe (University of Colorado Boulder) *The New “New” Ecological Thinking in Anthropology: Exploring the Relevance of Resilience and Complex Adaptive Systems Theory to Transitions in the East Africa Rangelands*

Discussant: John Stephen Lansing (Nanyang Technological University)
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

Invited Session:
PALESTINE-ISRAEL, ARCHAEOLOGY, AND BDS: PRACTICALITIES ON THE GROUND

Sponsor: Middle East Section
Organizer(s): Brian Boyd (Columbia University)
Chair(s): Nadia Abu El-Haj (Columbia University)

10:15 AM Sophie Richter-Devroe (University of Exeter) *Naqab Bedouin Women’s Oral Traditions: Challenging Settler-Colonial Representations Through Embodied Performances*
10:30 AM Brian Boyd (Columbia University) *Toxic Ecology & Archaeology in the Wadi En-Natuf, West Bank, Palestine*
10:45 AM Hamed J Salem (Birzeit University) *Archaeology and Excavating Ideology in Palestine*
11:00 AM Maria Theresia Starzmann (McGill University) *The Material Culture of Frontier Zones: Israeli Occupation and the Global Security State*

Discussant: Iman Saca (Saint Xavier University)
Discussant: Randall McGuire (Binghamton University, SUNY)
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
ANIMALS AS SOCIAL ACTORS: AGENCY, INTERSUBJECTIVITY, AND INTERACTION BEYOND THE HUMAN

Reviewed by: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer/Chair: Mary Bucholtz (University of California, Santa Barbara)

10:15 AM Paul B Garrett (Temple University) *Interspecies Improvisation: Toward a Multimodal Approach to Human–Non-Human Interaction*

10:30 AM Robin Queen (University of Michigan) *Knowing the Dog You're Running: The Metapragmatics of Cooperative Livestock Herding*

10:45 AM Benjamin Smith (Vassar College) *Hurling Sticks and Words: The Semiosis of Channels and the Agency of Herding Animals in Southern Peru*

11:00 AM Clinton N Westman (University of Saskatchewan) *Agency, Intelligence and Intentionality Among Moose and Moose Hunters*

11:15 AM Sara Asu Schroer (University of Aberdeen) *Creaturely Sociality: Human-Falcon Co-Responsiveness in Captive Breeding*

11:45 AM Discussant: Olga Solomon (University of Southern California)

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

AAA TASK FORCE ON WORLD FOOD PROBLEMS: REPORTS ON NEW ADVANCES IN FOOD SECURITY, SAFETY AND SUSTAINABILITY

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition
Organizer(s): Solomon H Katz (University of Pennsylvania & World Food Forum)

Chair(s): Lois M Stanford (New Mexico State University)
Solomon H Katz (Univ of Pennsylvania & World Food Forum)

10:15 AM Solomon H Katz (Univ of Pennsylvania & World Food Forum) *Negative Externalities in the Food System Are Becoming More Apparent and Are Leading to New Ways to Economically Identify, Evaluate and Solve World Food Problems Without Severe Disruptions of Security, Safety or Sustainability*

Discussant 10:30 AM: Barrett P Brenton (St. John’s University)
Discussant 10:45 AM: Joan P Mencher (CUNY Herbert H Lehman College)
Discussant 11:00 AM: Susanna M Hoffman (Hoffman Consulting)
Discussant 11:15 AM: Ben G Blount (SocioEcological Informatics)
Discussant 11:30 AM: Guadalupe M Rodriguez-Gomez (CIESAS-Mexico)
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

CONSTRUCTING GENDER: RELIGION, THE STATE AND THE SELF

Reviewed by: Association for Feminist Anthropology
Chair(s): Lena Henriette Gemzöe (Stockholm University)
10:30 AM Amanda Nicole Miller (Illinois State University) Constructing Women's Criminality: An Analysis of Gender-Responsive Practice and Policy
10:45 AM Alexandra Catrina Vieux Frankel (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Between Body and Nation: Gendered Subjectivities and Embodiment in the Context of the Politicization of Womanhood in Turkey
11:00 AM Ilkim Karamuș (Sabancı University) On Feminism, Islam, and Politics of Solidarity: An Autoethnographic Approach
11:15 AM Michelle L Ramirez (University of the Sciences) and Margaret Everett (Portland State University) Pentecostalism and Compulsory Heterosexuality: Crafting a Neo-Liberal Citizenry in Oaxaca Mexico
11:30 AM Betul Eksi (Northeastern University and Marmara University) The Myth of the Tough Men’s Burden: Constructing a Hegemonic Police Masculinity at the Turkish National Police
11:45 AM Lena Henriette Gemzöe (Stockholm University) Rise Early and be Industrious: Masculinity and the Protestant Ethic in Nordic Pilgrimage

3-0485 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM Mile High 4E | Ballroom Level
QUALIA AND ONTOLOGY: LANGUAGE, SEMIOTICS, AND MATERIALITY (PART 1)

REVIEWED BY Society for Linguistic Anthropology
ORGANIZER/CHAIR Lily H Chumley (New York University)
10:15 AM Nicholas H Harkness (Harvard University) Inner and Outer Qualia in the Production of Voice and Personhood
10:30 AM Rihan Yeh (El Colegio de Michoacán) Just in Time: From Factory to Street in Tijuana, Mexico
10:45 AM Shalini Shankar (Northwestern University) Familiar Orthography, Strange Ontology: The Case of Spelling Bees
11:00 AM Keith M Murphy (University of California, Irvine) Fontroversy! or, How to Care about the Shape of Language
11:15 AM Susan Gal (University of Chicago) You Are What You Eat on: Translating Porcelain’s Fragility into National Strength
11:30 AM Joseph D Hankins (University of California, San Diego) Eating Without Water: The Governance of Nourishment in the Face of Ecological Crisis
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

3-0490 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM Mile High 4F | Ballroom Level
LANDSCAPES OF STRUGGLE

REVIEWED BY Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
10:15 AM Doris Dakin Perez (University of California, Merced) Street Protest: Space, Memory and the Built Environment of 21st Century Oakland, CA
10:30 AM Leilah S Vevaina (Max-Planck Institute for Religious and Ethnic Diversity) Good Deeds: Constituting Parsi Life in Mumbai

S Students  T Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges
10:45 AM  Juana Davila Saenz (Harvard University) Politics, Truth and Violence: The Social Life of the Land Restitution Policy in “Prepostconflict” Colombia

11:00 AM  Melissa K Wrapp (University of California, Irvine) “You Have Lost Nothing”: Housing, Memory, and Debt in Post-Apartheid South Africa

11:15 AM  Michelle A Osborn (Union College) Negotiating Trust, Truth and Justice in Nairobi’s Kibera Slum

11:30 AM  Forrest W Young (University of Hawai’i at Manoa) Digitalization and the Affective Politics of the Rapa Nui Nation

3-0495  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Agate | 3rd Floor  HYATT

SOVEREIGNTY DISFIGURED: CONTINUUMS OF LIFE IN THE TIME OF VIOLENCE

REVIEWED BY: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
ORGANIZER(s): Moyukh Chatterjee (Emory University)
CHAIR(s): Chelsey L Kivland (Dartmouth College)

10:15 AM  Ather Zia (University of Northern Colorado Greeley) Challenging the Sovereign: The “File” of the Disappeared and Archival Resistance in Kashmir

10:30 AM  Sonia Rupcic (University of Michigan) Appraising Life: Mitigation of Minimum Sentences in South African Courts

10:45 AM  Stephanie Savell (Brown University) Gendered Community Policing and the Caregiving State

11:00 AM  Chelsey L Kivland (Dartmouth College) “The Life of Pleasure and Death”: Situating the Sovereign Gesture Along a Continuum of Life Force

11:15 AM  Moyukh Chatterjee (Emory University) Performing Hindu Sovereignty: Male Fantasies and Hindu Nationalism in India

DISCUSSANT  11:30 AM  David Nugent (Emory University)
11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

3-0500  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Capital Ballroom 1 | 4th Floor  HYATT

ENGAGING ETHICS: ETHICAL INTENTIONS AND TENSIONS IN COLLABORATIVE AND ENGAGED ANTHROPOLOGIES

REVIEWED BY: General Anthropology Division
ORGANIZER/CHAIR: Natalie JK Baloy (University of California, Santa Cruz)
PRESENTER(s): Susan B Hyatt (IUPUI)
Saul Schwartz (University of Virginia)
Dena Plemmons (University of California, Riverside)
Steven P Black (Georgia State University)
Les Field (University of New Mexico)

This session may be of particular interest to: P
VIOLENCE AND REPRESENTATION IN NEOLIBERAL SEMI-PERIPHERIES: NEGOTIATING FAMILIARITY AND STRANGENCY

Reviewed by: American Anthropological Association
Organizers/Chairs: Salvatore Giusto (University of Toronto)
Giovanna Parmigiani (University of Toronto)

Discussant: Veena Das (Johns Hopkins University)

10:15 AM Salvatore Giusto (University of Toronto) Napoli Trademark: Commodified Aesthetics, Socio-Cultural Branding, and Illicit Political Economy in Neoliberal Italy

10:45 AM Giovanna Parmigiani (University of Toronto) Violence of Representation and Representations of Violence in the Struggle Against Femicide in Italy

11:00 AM Ryo Morimoto (Brandeis University) Fukushima and the Removal of Materiality: Is the Nuclear an Ars Oblivionalis?

11:15 AM Stacy A Pape (University of Chicago) Violence of Representation and Representations of Violence in the Struggle Against Femicide in Italy

11:30 AM Veronica Buffon (University of Exeter) Performance of Violence: Politics of Visual Representation in Diyarbakir

11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

THE POLITICS OF “MODERATE ISLAM” BEYOND US EMPIRE

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of Religion
Organizer(s): Yasmin Moll (University of Michigan)
Narges Bajoghli (New York University)

Chair(s): Narges Bajoghli (New York University)

10:15 AM Nur Amali Ibrahim (Indiana University) From “Moderate Indonesia” to “Indonistan”: The Indonesian Discourse on the Islamist Threat

10:30 AM Yasmin Moll (University of Michigan) The Distinction of Moderation: Religious Contestations on Islamic Television in Egypt

10:45 AM Narges Bajoghli (New York University) Creating Moderate Shi’a Heroes for Youth in Iran

11:00 AM Abdullah Al-Arian (Georgetown University SFS-Qatar) “Faithwashing” and Contested Notions of a Moderate American Islam

11:15 AM Maryam Kashani (Washington University in St. Louis) What Politics Are Possible?: Democracy and Compromise at an American Muslim College

Discussant: John R Bowen (Washington University in St. Louis)

11:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
### FAMILIAR WEED, STRANGE NEW STATUS: MEDICAL & RECREATIONAL MARIJUANA CONSUMPTION IN ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVE

**Reviewed by**
Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Marc G Blainey (University of Toronto)

**Chair(s)**
Santiago I Guerra (Colorado College)

**Schedule**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Presentation Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>John B Page (University of Miami)</td>
<td>Neither Noxious Nor Innocuous: Effects of Cannabis on Different Kinds of Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Matthew D Meyer (University of Virginia)</td>
<td>“Can’t Be Dope”: Cbd, THC, and the Politics of Medical Marijuana Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Santiago I Guerra (Colorado College)</td>
<td>Criminalizing Mexicans and Other Concerns: A Critical Ethnographic Perspective on Marijuana Legalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Alex Thompson (University of Colorado-Boulder)</td>
<td>Colorado’s New Magic Brownie: Changing Tastes and Marijuana-Infused Product Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Marc G Blainey (University of Toronto)</td>
<td>Ganja Yoga: A New Spiritualized Therapeutic Application of Marijuana in North America</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussant**
Andy Hathaway (University of Guelph)

**Discussion**
11:45 AM

This session may be of particular interest to:

### INTERROGATING EMPOWERMENT IN THE CLINICAL ENCOUNTER: FACING RISK AND CONSTRAINT

**Reviewed by**
Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Mark Nichter (Univ of Arizona)

**Chair(s)**
Emery Rose Eaves (University of Arizona) and Gauri Pathak (University of Arizona)

**Schedule**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Presentation Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Gauri Pathak (University of Arizona)</td>
<td>Afflicted Modernity: Polycystic Ovary Syndrome &amp; Globalizing India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Robin T Higashi (University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center), Simon Craddock Lee (University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center), Tammy Leonard (University of Dallas) and Sandi L Pruitt (University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center)</td>
<td>“$200 for a Mammogram? I Could Buy Food with That Money!”: Competing Needs and the Discourse of Responsibility Among Food-Insecure Households</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Emery Rose Eaves (University of Arizona)</td>
<td>‘Just Advil’: Harm Reduction and Identity Construction in the Consumption of over-the-Counter Medication for Chronic Pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Lauren S Penney (South Texas Veterans Health Care System)</td>
<td>Empowered Conscription: Inscribing Self Care Practices for Aging in Place</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Students of Anthropology in Community Colleges
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10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  
Capital Ballroom 6 | 4th Floor

HYPERDIVERSITY IN HEALTH CARE: COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES FROM THE U.S., CANADA AND EUROPE (PART 1)

REVIEWED BY  
Society for Medical Anthropology

ORGANIZER/CHAIR  
Seth Donal Hannah (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

ORGANIZER  
Sylvie Schuster (Universite de Montreal)

10:15 AM  
Discussion

10:30 AM  
Seth Donal Hannah (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) "The Rowdy Ones": Configurations of Difference in a Private Psychiatric Hospital

10:45 AM  
Sylvie Fortin (Universite de Montréal) Hospital Practices & Urban Diversity: A Site for Recognition

11:00 AM  
Sylvie Schuster (University Hospital of Basel), Kristina Würth (University Hospital of Basel) and Jacqueline Martin (University Hospital of Basel) Hyperdiversity Swiss-Style: Health Care Delivery Rethought from an Institutional Perspective

11:15 AM  
Shaida Kalbasi (Texas A&M) Nurse Discrimination of Middle Eastern American Patients

11:30 AM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  
Capital Ballroom 7 | 4th Floor

THE CH’ORTI’ MAYA AREA OF GUATEMALA, HONDURAS, AND EL SALVADOR? CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVES

REVIEWED BY  
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

ORGANIZER/CHAIR  
Brent E Metz (University of Kansas)

10:15 AM  
Anne E Justice (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill), Stephen M Johnson (Pennsylvania State University) and Michael Crawford (University of Kansas) Genetic Perspectives on the Recent Population History of the Ch’orti’ Maya in Guatemala

10:30 AM  
Kristin Landau (Northwestern University) A Community Archaeology of Neighborhoods: Political-Economic Integration in Past and Contemporary Perspectives

10:45 AM  
Fredy R Rodriguez Mejia (Michigan State University) and Lena Mortensen (University of Toronto Scarborough) Ch’Orti’-Maya and the “End of the World” in Copán: Navigating the Intersections of Tourism, Indigeneity, and the State

11:00 AM  
Silvia Maria Sanchez Diaz (University of Kansas) Exploring the Impact of Development Networking Processes in the Ch’Orti’ Maya Area: An Ethnography of Aid

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
11:15 AM  Brent E Metz (University of Kansas)  *Situational Identity, Opportunism, and Self-Defense in Eastern Guatemala and Western Honduras*

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**

**3-0535**  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Centennial A | 3rd Floor  
**NEW INTERMEDIARIES AND CHANGING REGIMES OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN SOUTH ASIA**

**REVIEWED BY**  Culture and Agriculture

**ORGANIZER(s)**  Aniket Pankaj Aga (Yale University)

**CHAIR(s)**  Kalyanakrishnan Sivaramakrishnan (Yale University)

10:15 AM  Saeed Shrikant Halwade (Heidelberg University)  *From Mobilization to Activism — Mediation to Alienation: NGO Intermediaries and "Seed Custodians" in Maharashtra (India)*

10:30 AM  Mubbashir Rizvi (Georgetown University)  *From Hot to Cold: The Temperalities of NGOs and Urban Activists on a Land Rights Movement*

10:45 AM  Julia Poerting (Heidelberg University)  *"He Has Seen the World: So Whenever He Comes Here, We Follow His Suggestions" — Responsibility and Trust in Farmer-Exporter Relationships in Northern Pakistan*

11:00 AM  Divya Sharma (Cornell University)  *From Crisis to Crisis: 'Sustainability' and the 'Progressive Farmer' in Post-Green Revolution Punjab, India*

11:15 AM  Richa Kumar (Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi)  *Assessing Accountability: Mandi Traders, Choupals, and Online Commodity Markets in Malwa, India*

**DISCUSSANT**  11:30 AM  Kalyanakrishnan Sivaramakrishnan (Yale University)

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

**3-0540**  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Centennial B | 3rd Floor  
**TEACHING LANGUAGE AND CULTURE: APPROACHES FROM WORLD ANTHROPOLOGIES**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)**  Evelyn M Dean-Olmsted (University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras)

**CHAIR(s)**  P Kerim Friedman (National Dong Hwa University)

**PRESENTER(s)**  Tzu-kai Liu (National Taiwan University/National Chi-Nan University)

Chad D Nilep (Nagoya University)

Susana Lea Skura (Universidad de Buenos Aires)

Christopher Jenks (University of South Dakota)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, S, T**
3-0545  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Centennial C | 3rd Floor HYATT
MEDIATING FORCES: TOWARD A LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGICAL UNDERSTANDING OF CONSTRAINED AGENCY

Reviewed by  Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s)  Shawn Rachel Warner-Garcia (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Chair(s)  Chris VanderStouwe (University of California, Santa Barbara)

10:30 AM  Melissa S Maceyko (University of Virginia)  Citizen-to-Citizen Political Activism: Contested Discursive Practices for Effective Political Action in Pennsylvania
10:45 AM  Jessica Love-Nichols (University of California, Santa Barbara)  Orientado o Beneficiado: Locating Agency and Contesting Constraints in Nicaraguan Development Encounters
11:00 AM  Stephen KH Peters (McGill University)  Enabling Talk: Indigenous Public Podium Presentations in Montreal, QC
11:15 AM  Karen E Pennesi (University of Western Ontario)  Differential Responses to Constraints on Naming Agency Among Aboriginal Peoples and Immigrants in Canada
11:30 AM  John M Conley (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)  Real and Perceived Constraints on the Agency of Genomic Researchers

Discussant 11:45 AM  Alessandro Duranti (University of California, Los Angeles)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0550  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Centennial D | 3rd Floor HYATT
Invited Session: AMERICAN RACIALIZATIONS BEYOND BLACK AND WHITE: STRANGE RACIAL SUBJECTS IN THE U.S.

Sponsor  AAA Executive Program Committee
Organizer(s)  Sujey Vega (Arizona State University)
Chair(s)  Martin F Manalansan IV (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)

Discussant 10:15 AM  Gina M Perez (Oberlin College)
Discussant 10:30 AM  John L Jackson Jr (University of Pennsylvania)
10:45 AM  Stanley Ilango Thangaraj (City College of New York)  “Model Minorities and Refugees: Beyond Black and White through the Use of Sport and Status”
11:00 AM  Sujey Vega (Arizona State University)  En Mi Casa: Latino Latter Day Saints and the Making of Complex Mormon Identities
11:15 AM  Samuel K Byrd (CUNY Graduate Center)  The Strangeness of Southern Latinidad: Race, Ethnicity, and Politics in the Latino U.S. South

S Students  T Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges
11:30 AM  Ahmed Afzal (California State University, Stanislaus) “Pakistanis Have Always Been Radio People”: Pakistani Radio and the (un)Making of the South Asian Diasporic Community in Houston, Texas
11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

3-0555  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Centennial E | 3rd Floor  HYATT
MONOLINGUAL HEGEMONY AND NATIONAL IDEOLOGY IN THE GLOBALIZED DEVELOPMENT STATE

Reviewed by  Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer/Chair  Lauren R Zentz (University of Houston)
10:15 AM  Emily R Canning (Brandeis University) “We All Speak Kyrgyz”: Purity Versus Pluralism in Multilingual Osh
10:30 AM  Michael Gathonjia Wairungu (Sewanee: The University of the South) “Generation Tugpange”: the rise of Sheng Vernacular Among Urban Youth in Kenya
10:45 AM  Jenanne Ferguson (University of Nevada-Reno) Russian-Sakha State Bilingualism: Indigeneity, Language Ideologies and the Erasure of Diversity
11:00 AM  Jane Frances Mitsch (Ohio State University) Language Ideology, Political Slogans, and the Construction of Ethnolinguistic Nation-States in Senegal and the Gambia
11:15 AM  Lauren R Zentz (University of Houston) Pancasila and One Nation-One Land-One Language: The Ideological Unification of Postcolonial Indonesia
Discussant  11:30 AM  Katherine Mortimer (University of Texas at El Paso)
11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0560  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Centennial F | 3rd Floor  HYATT
THE STATE, GOVERNMENTALITY, AND THE POLITICS OF RESOURCE USE AND EXTRACTION

Reviewed by  Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizer/Chair  Shuting Zhuang (Columbia University)
10:15 AM  Danielle K Jensen-Ryan (University of Georgia, Athens) Georgia’s Water Policy: A Twenty-First Century Paradox
10:30 AM  Jose A Cortes-Vazquez (University Of Manchester) Natures in Crisis: Neoliberal Governmentality, Environmental Policies and the State
10:45 AM  Pritha Gopalan (Urbanization Project, New York University) Environmental Equities: A Casestudy of River Restoration and Rehabilitation of Riverbank Dwellers in Chennai, India
11:00 AM  Beverly Fok (University of Minnesota) Sand As Material, Concept, and Relation
11:15 AM  Emma L Banks (Vanderbilt University) Resource Conflict/Internal Conflict: Corporate (Ir)Responsibility and the Privatization of Security in La Guajira, Colombia
### 3-0565
**10:15 AM - 12:00 PM**  
**Centennial G | 3rd Floor**  
**HYATT**

**CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVES ON ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE IN MARINE CONTEXTS**

**Reviewed by**  
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizer(s)**  
Michael Vina (University of Bergen)

**Chair(s)**  
Stale Knudsen (University of Bergen)

**10:15 AM**  
Mads Solberg (University of Bergen)  
*On the Co-Evolution of Aquaculture, Scientific Knowledge and Salmon Lice*

**10:30 AM**  
Ingrid Ahlgren (Australian National University)  
*The Re-Shaping of Mo: Contemporary Imaginations of a Traditional Conservation Ethic in the Marshall Islands*

**10:45 AM**  
Camilla A Borrevik (University of Bergen)  
*Concuring Signs and Contesting Stories: Climate Change Narratives in the Pacific*

**11:00 AM**  
Michael Vina (University of Bergen)  
*Prepare Your Gear, El Nino Is Coming: Contested Seascapes and Performing Assemblages in the Rush for Fish and Crustaceans in Coastal Ecuador*

**11:15 AM**  
Jennifer E Telesca (Pratt Institute)  
*For the Rationalization of Inventory: On Scientific Ways of Knowing Fish 'Stocks' to Finance a Supranational Regulatory Regime*

**11:30 AM**  
Tammy Tabe (University of Bergen)  
*The Development of Ecological and Local Knowledge in Maximizing Seaweed Production: A Case Study of I-Kiribati Farmers in the Solomon Islands*

**11:45 AM**  
Lekelia Jenkins (Arizona State University)  
*Alternative Innovation Systems By Fishers: The Role of Mental Modeling and Cultures of Communication*

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

### 3-0570
**10:15 AM - 12:00 PM**  
**Centennial H | 3rd Floor**  
**HYATT**

**MEDITERRANEAN ENCOUNTERS: THE INCOMMENSURABILITY OF DIFFERENCE**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizers/Chairs**  
Netta R van Vliet (College of the Atlantic)

Carla Hung (Duke University)

**10:15 AM**  
Kristin Koptiuch (Arizona State University)  
*This Is Not a Ship: Mobile Borders, Istanbul Modern, Transnational Surreal*

**10:30 AM**  
Brian B Karl (CCA)  
*Markers of Death, Markers of Life: Non-Muslim Cemeteries in Contemporary Istanbul*

**10:45 AM**  
Fabienne Boursiquot (Laval University)  
*A New Museum for the 'Civilizations of Europe and the Mediterranean' in Marseille (France): How to Approach Difference without Neutralizing It?*

**11:00 AM**  
Carla Hung (Duke University)  
*When Hospitality Becomes Hostility: Scapegoating the Clandestine Migrant in Italy*
11:15 AM Netta R van Vliet (College of the Atlantic) Israel, Woman, Animal, Human: Revisiting “the Jewish Question”

DISCUSSANT 11:30 AM Naor H Ben-Yehoyada (University of Cambridge)

DISCUSSANT 11:45 AM Neni E Panourgia (The New School)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0575 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM Mineral Hall D | 3rd Floor

Invited Session: THE WORK OF CARE, CARING AT WORK

Sponsor Society for the Anthropology of Work
Organizer/Chair Jan English-Lueck (San Jose State University)

10:15 AM Heidi L Bludau (Monmouth University) Hindered Care: Institutional Obstructions to Carework and Professionalism in Czech Nursing

10:30 AM Aimee R Eden (American Board of Family Medicine) Breastfeeding Support: From Informal Carework to Professional Healthcare Work

10:45 AM Ryan Patrick Murphy (Earlham College) The Political Economy of Care: Flight Attendant Unions and the “Pro-Family” Politics of the 1980s

11:00 AM Caroline Kao (University of California, Santa Cruz) Apps for Scraps: Care Labor in the “Gig Economy”

11:15 AM Jan English-Lueck (San Jose State University) Incorporating Care in Silicon Valley

11:30 AM Shawn T Collins (Tembea Pamoja, LLC) When Dreams Die: Encountering Silent Grief in New Product Development

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0580 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM Mineral Hall E | 3rd Floor

LISTENING, BEING, NON-BEING: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON ALIENATION AND OTHERNESS

Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology
Organizer(s) Arpan Roy (Johns Hopkins University)
Chair(s) Cecilia M Salvi (CUNY Graduate Center)

10:15 AM Nobuko Adachi (Illinois State University) Alienated Again: Japanese Soldiers Detained in the USSR after World War II

10:30 AM Paul Vieira (American University in Cairo) Animating Solidarity: Reified Figures in the Narratives and Other Performances of Transnational Activists at a West Bank Demonstration

10:45 AM Arpan Roy (Johns Hopkins University) Down and out in Paris and Tel Aviv: On Intersubjectivity and Anthropological Listening

11:00 AM Cecilia M Salvi (CUNY Graduate Center) On (Not) Belonging in the Field: Notes from a Women’s Shelter

11:15 AM Gabriele Kohpahl (University of California, Los Angeles, Center for the Study of Women) Reflections on “Entfremdung” (Alienation): Anthropological Practice Across Class Differences in the United States
Students
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11:30 AM
E Valentine Daniel (Columbia University)

Discussant
11:45 AM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0585
10:15 AM – 12:30 PM
Quartz B | 3rd Floor

SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN & CARIBBEAN ANTHROPOLOGY (SLACA) BOARD MEETING

Sponsor: Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
Organizer(s): Walter E Little (SUNY Albany)

3-0590
10:45 AM – 12:00 PM
Granite C | 3rd Floor

SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE (SAE) BOARD MEETING

Sponsor: Society for the Anthropology of Europe
Organizer(s): Jaume Franquesa (SUNY-Buffalo)
Chair(s): Pamela L Ballinger (University of Michigan)
Presenter(s): Jennifer J Carroll (University of Washington)
Elizabeth L Krause (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Shawn Parkhurst (University of Louisville)

3-0595
10:45 AM – 12:06 PM

Film Session:
AWARD WINNER — BEST FEATURE LENGTH FILM: DAMIANA KRYYGI, DIR. ALEJANDRO FERNÁNDEZ MOUJÁN

Sponsor: Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

3-0600
11:30 AM – 12:45 PM

CULTURE & AGRICULTURE (C&A) EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING

Sponsor: Culture and Agriculture
Organizer(s): Seth Murray (North Carolina State University)
Chair(s): Lisa B Markowitz (University of Louisville)
Presenter(s): Nicholas C Kawa (Ball State University)
Jeanne Simonelli (Wake Forest University, Emerita)
Stephanie Paladino (Independent)

3-0605
12:00 PM – 1:15 PM

BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING

Sponsor: Biological Anthropology Section
Organizer(s): Adam P Van Arsdale (Wellesley College)
**3-0610** 12:00 PM – 2:00 PM  
**Granite B | 3rd Floor**

**AAA RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE**

**Sponsor**  
AAA Resource Development Committee

**Organizer(s)**  
Elaine Lynch (American Anthropological Association)

**Chair(s)**  
Linda M Whiteford (University of South Florida)

**Presenter(s)**  
Maria Vesperi (New College of Florida)  
John B Page (University of Miami)  
Angela D Storey (University of Arizona)  
Judith Goode (Temple University)  
Elise Andaya (University at Albany)  
Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)

---

**3-0615** 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  
**102 | Meeting Room Level**

**COMPLEMENTARY AND ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE (CAM) AND INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE (IM) GROUP OPEN BUSINESS MEETING**

**Sponsor**  
Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Cathleen E Willging (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)

**Chair(s)**  
Emery Rose Eaves (University of Arizona)

---

**3-0620** 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  
**108 | Meeting Room Level**

**ANTHROPOLOGY AND MENTAL HEALTH INTEREST GROUP OPEN BUSINESS MEETING**

**Sponsor**  
Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Cathleen E Willging (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)

**Chair(s)**  
Michael Duke (University of Memphis)

---

**3-0625** 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  
**112 | Meeting Room Level**

**Invited session: TRANSNATIONALIZING PUBLICATIONS**

**Sponsor**  
AAA Committee on World Anthropologies

**Organizer(s)**  
Carolyn Rouse (Princeton University)

**Presenter(s)**  
Oona Schmid (American Anthropological Association)  
Gordon Mathews (Chinese University of Hong Kong)

This session may be of particular interest to:

---

**3-0630** 12:15 PM - 01:30 PM  
**206 | Meeting Room Level**

**COMMITTEE ON ETHICS (CoE) COMMITTEE MEETING**
3-0635  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  401 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGISTS (NASA)
BUSINESS MEETING & OPEN FORUM STUDENT ORIENTATION

Sponsor  National Association of Student Anthropologists
Organizer(s)  Belinda Ramirez Spencer (University of California, San Diego)
               Valerie V Feria-Isacks (Foothill College)
               Matthew L Hale (Indiana University)
               Madalina Alama (University of Nevada-Reno)
               Sara Smith (Yale University)
               Krisha J Hernandez (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Chair(s)  Andrew Tarter (University of Florida)

This session may be of particular interest to: S

3-0640  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  402 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
ASSOCIATION FOR FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGY (AFA) BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor  Association for Feminist Anthropology
Organizer(s)  Ellen Lewin (University of Iowa)

Awards presented at this event:
Zora Neale Hurston Travel Award
Sylvia Forman paper prizes (graduate and undergraduate)
Michelle Z Rosaldo book prize

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0645  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  403 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
INTEREST GROUP ON NGOS AND NONPROFITS (NGOS)
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

Sponsor  Interest Group on NGOs and Nonprofits
Organizer(s)  Aviva Sinervo (San Francisco State University)
               Rebecca Mantel (Rice University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0650  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  404 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
ANTHROPOLOGY OF AGING AND THE LIFE COURSE INTEREST GROUP,
RECEPTION AND INTERLOCUTOR EVENT

Sponsor  Anthropology of Aging and Life Course Interest Group
Organizer(s)  Caitrin Lynch (Olin College)
Chair(s)  Jay Sokolovsky (University of South Florida)
          Athena McLean (Central Michigan University)
Presenter(s)  Joseph Coleman (Indiana University Media School)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

S  Students  T  Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges
**2015 AAA AWARDS CEREMONY**

**SPONSOR**
AAA Awards Committee

**ORGANIZER(s)**
Andrew Russell (American Anthropological Association)
Kathy Ano (American Anthropological Association)

**PRESENTER(s)**
Monica Heller (University of Toronto)

**AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:**
- Mead
- Boas
- Anthropology in Media
- Textor
- AAA/Oxford Teaching Award
- Presidential Award Winners
- Leadership Fellows

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

---

**EVALUATION ANTHROPOLOGY INTEREST GROUP BUSINESS MEETING**

**SPONSOR**
National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)**
Eve C Pinsker (University of Illinois at Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

---

**SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK (SAW) EXECUTIVE MEETING**

**SPONSOR**
Society for the Anthropology of Work

**ORGANIZER(s)**
Samuel G Collins (Towson University)
Carrie M Lane (California State University, Fullerton)
Jim Weil (Science Museum of Minnesota)
Susie Donaldson (West Virginia University)
Nina E Brown (Community College of Baltimore County)
Aaron Leo (University of Albany)
Marcel LaFlamme (Rice University)
Bryan Moorefield (Brown University)
Jan English-Lueck (San Jose State University)
Sarah Lyon (University of Kentucky)
**3-0670  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  701  Meeting Room Level**

**TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY INTEREST GROUP BUSINESS MEETING**

**Sponsor**  General Anthropology Division  
**Organizer(s)**  Lauren Miller Griffith (Hanover College)  

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, S, T**

---

**3-0675  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  702  Meeting Room Level**

**CELEBRATION OF ACTIVIST ANTHROPOLOGY BEYOND BORDERS: GINA AThENA ULYSSE’S PUBLIC ANTHROPOLOGY AND WHY HAITI NEEDS NEW NARRATIVES**

**Sponsor**  Society for Humanistic Anthropology  
**Organizer(s)**  Mark A Schuller (Northern Illinois University)  
**Chair(s)**  Faye V Harrison (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)  
**Presenter(s)**  Ruth Behar (University of Michigan)  
Elizabeth J Chin (Art Center College of Design)  
Carole McGranahan (University of Colorado, Boulder)  
Michael Ralph (New York University)  
Cheryl R Rodriguez (University of South Florida)  
Arlene Torres (CUNY, Hunter College)  

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

---

**3-0680  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  704  Meeting Room Level**

**SOCIETY FOR ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY (SEA) BUSINESS MEETING**

**Sponsor**  Society for Economic Anthropology  
**Organizer(s)**  Dolores B Koenig (American University)  
Carolyn K Lesorogol (Washington University)  

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**3-0685  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  705  Meeting Room Level**

**SLA PRESIDENTIAL CONVERSATION ON LANGUAGE AND SOCIAL JUSTICE**

**Sponsor**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology  
**Organizer(s)**  Netta R Avineri (Middlebury Institute of International Studies at Monterey)  
**Presenter(s)**  Laura Graham (University of Iowa)  
Jonathan D Rosa (Stanford University)  
Ana C Zentella (University of California, San Diego)  
Bernard Perley (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)  
Susan D Blum (University of Notre Dame)  
Eric J Johnson (Washington State University Tri-Cities)  

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**
ASSOCIATION FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF POLICY (ASAP) EMERGING SCHOLARS MENTORING SESSION

Mentoring Activity

Practicing and Applied Anthropologists

Thursday, November 19

3-0690 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  
Meeting Room Level

Sponsor: Association for the Anthropology of Policy
Organizer(s): Fayana Richards (Michigan State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY (SHA) BOARD MEETING

Thursday, November 19

3-0695 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  
Mile High 1A | Ballroom Level

Sponsor: Society for Humanistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)

MIDDLE EAST SECTION (MES) BDS Q&A

Thursday, November 19

3-0700 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  
Mile High 4A | Ballroom Level

Sponsor: Middle East Section
Organizer(s): Ilana Feldman (George Washington University)
Lisa B Rofel (University of California)
Presenter(s): Lara Deeb (Scripps College)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

THE WRITING ASSIGNMENT: EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES THAT WON’T TAKE OVER YOUR LIFE

(Pre-Registration Required)

Thursday, November 19

3-0705 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  
Mile High 4B | Ballroom Level

Sponsor: American Ethnological Society
Organizer(s): Andrew P Hernann (John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY)

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

EVOLUTIONARY ANTHROPOLOGY SOCIETY (EAS) BOARD MEETING

Thursday, November 19

3-0710 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  
Marble | 4th Floor

Sponsor: Evolutionary Anthropology Society
Organizer(s): Peter J Richerson (University of California, Davis)
Chair(s): Raymond Hames (University of Nebraska)
Presenter(s): Mary K Shenk (University of Missouri)
Dawn B Neill (Cal Poly San Luis Obispo)

COMMITTEE ON MINORITY ISSUES IN ANTHROPOLOGY (CMIA) DISSERTATION FELLOWSHIP LUNCHEON

Thursday, November 19

3-0715 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  
Off Site TBA

Sponsor: AAA Committee on Minority Issues in Anthropology
Organizer(s): Andrew Russell (American Anthropological Association)
Shalini Shankar (Northwestern University)
Raymond Codrington (New York Hall of Science)
Anna Ochoa O’Leary (University of Arizona)
Terry Scott Ketchum (University of Oklahoma)
Krystal A Smalls (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)
Mayanthi Fernando (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Jennifer D Heung (Saint Mary’s College of California)
Flordeliz T Bugarin (Howard University)

3-0720  12:15 PM – 1:45 PM  Maggiano’s Little Italy, Denver Pavilions
500 16th St #150
Denver, CO 80202

ASSOCIATION OF SENIOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS (ASA) BUSINESS MEETING
AND LUNCH
Sponsor: Association of Senior Anthropologists
Organizer(s): William P Mitchell (Monmouth University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, T

3-0725  12:15 PM – 2:30 PM  Quartz A | 3rd Floor

COUNCIL FOR MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY (CMA) BOARD MEETING
Sponsor: Council for Museum Anthropology
Organizer(s): Robert Leopold (Smithsonian Institution, Center for Folklife & Cultural Heritage)

3-0730  12:15 PM – 3:15 PM  105 | Meeting Room Level

SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SMA) BOARD MEETING FOR CONTINUING AND OUTGOING MEMBERS
Sponsor: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Carolyn Rebecca Merritt (University of California, Los Angeles)
Chair(s): Linda Garro (University of California, Los Angeles)
Presenter(s): Elisa J Sobo (San Diego State University)
Janelle S Taylor (University of Washington)
John S Luque (Medical University of South Carolina)
Doug Henry (University of North Texas)
Roberta D Baer (University of South Florida)
Alexander Edmonds (University of Edinburgh)
Lesley A Sharp (Barnard College, Columbia University)
Athena McLean (Central Michigan University)
James T Pfeiffer (University of Washington)
Sarah S Willen (University of Connecticut)
Cathleen E Willging (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)
Jonathan J Stillo (CUNY Graduate Center)
Clarence Gravlee (University of Florida)
Thursday, November 19

M  Mentoring Activity
P  Practicing and Applied Anthropologists

Megan Anne Carney (University of Washington)
Sean Patrick Bruna (Western Washington University)
Elizabeth Lewis (University of Texas at Austin)

3-0735  12:15 PM – 3:15 PM  Mineral Hall A  |  3rd Floor  HYATT

COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION (CAE) BOARD MEETING

SPONSOR  Council on Anthropology and Education
ORGANIZER(s)  Bradley Levinson (Indiana University)
Marta P Baltodano (Loyola Marymount University)

CHAIR(s)  Bradley Levinson (Indiana University)
PRESENTER(s)  Marjorie Faulstich Orellana (University of California, Los Angeles)
Gilberto Arriaza (California State University, East Bay)
Tricia Niesz (Kent State University)
Margaret Diane LeCompte (University of Colorado-Boulder)
Kevin Foster (University of Texas at Austin)
Patricia Sanchez (University of Texas at San Antonio)
Angelina E Castagno (Northern Arizona University)
Carlos G Velez-Ibanez (Arizona State University)
Kristin A Searle (University of Pennsylvania)
Sonya Rao (University of California, Los Angeles)
Rolf Straubhaar (University of California, Los Angeles)
Sally Campbell Galman (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Laura A Valdiviezo (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Melissa Fellin (Wilfrid Laurier University)
Marguerite A Wilson (Binghamton University, SUNY)
Christina Convertino (University of Texas-El Paso)
Sarah Nelle Newcomer (Washington State University Tri-Cities)
Daisy E Fredricks (University of Maryland)
David E Long (George Mason University)
Eli Thorkelson (University of Chicago)
Dawn M Grimes-MacLellan (Meiji Gakuin University)
Swapna Mukhopadhyay (Portland State University)
Tifani Jones Blakes (Institute for Community, University and School Partnerships)
Naomi B Reed (University of California, Los Angeles)
P Zitlali Morales (University of Illinois at Chicago)
Jorge Solis (University of Texas, San Antonio)
Sheilah Nicholas (University of Arizona)
Vanessa E Anthony-Stevens (University of Idaho)
Shelley Yijung Wu (Rutgers University)
Maria Sian Chavan (University at Buffalo, SUNY)
Susan W Woolley (Colgate University)
Kathleen O Elliott (University of Wisconsin-Whitewater)
Wai-Chi Chee (University of Hong Kong)
Cora Ann Jakubiak (Grinnell College)
Juliette L de Wolfe (Teachers College, Columbia University)
Sylvia Mac (Oklahoma State University)
Amy E Brown (University of Pennsylvania Critical Writing Program)
Bryan Brayboy (Arizona State University)
Sarai Koo (MAPS 4 College and Project SPICES)
Rebecca Hodges (Washington University in St. Louis)
Robert L Whitman (Bunker Hill Community College)
Janise Hurtig (University of Illinois at Chicago)
Matthew Carlson (University of Minnesota)

3-0740 12:15 PM – 4:15 PM 106 | Meeting Room Level
NAPA GOVERNING COUNCIL MEETING
Sponsor National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Organizer(s) John PN Massad (Independent Practitioner)
This session may be of particular interest to: P

3-0745 12:35 PM – 1:57 PM 107 | Meeting Room Level
Film Session:
VANISHING POINT, DIR. JULIA SZUCS AND STEPHEN SMITH
Sponsor Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

3-0750 1:00 PM – 2:30 PM 204 | Meeting Room Level
AQA BOARD MEETING
Sponsor Association for Queer Anthropology
Organizer(s) Michael Connors Jackman (Memorial University of Newfoundland)
Shaka P McGlotten (SUNY College at Purchase)
Michele M Hanks (Case Western Reserve University)

3-0755 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM Quartz B | 3rd Floor
TRANSFORMING ANTHROPOLOGY EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
Sponsor Association of Black Anthropologists
Organizer(s) David S Simmons (University of South Carolina)
Workshop (pre-registration required):
SVA WORKSHOP: CRAFTING VISUAL ARGUMENTS

Sponsor: Society for Visual Anthropology
Organizers/ Presenters: Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
Jerome W Crowder (University of Texas Medical Branch)

ENGAGING EMBODIED INFRASTRUCTURES: MATERIAL SENSORIUMS

Reviewed by: Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
Organizers: Tessa R Farmer (Whittier College)
Jessica M Lockrem (Rice University)
Chair(s): Tessa R Farmer (Whittier College)

1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Svetlana Borodina (Rice University) Simulating Blindness: A Pedagogy of Intersensory Translations
Tessa R Farmer (Whittier College) The Olfactory City: Considering Urban Infrastructure Sensoriums
Richard Kernaghan (University of Florida) Precipitating Infrastructure: The Sensory and Material Tetherings of River Crossings in Postwar Peru
Jessica M Lockrem (Rice University) "Moving Is Life": Motorbikes, the Child’s Body, and Epistemologies of Safety in Vietnam
Adonia E Lugo (Bicicultures) Desire and Infrastructure: Taking the Lane in Autopia

3:00 PM - 3:15 PM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, T

THE ABSENT CHILD AND TRANSNATIONAL FAMILIES: HIDDEN ENGAGEMENTS, FAMILIAR FACADES

Reviewed by: Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
Organizers: Leslie Butt (University of Victoria)
Lisa M Mitchell (University of Victoria)
Chair(s):

1:45 PM
Nicole Constable (Yale-NUS College) Familial Strangers: Technologies, Affect, Migrant Mothers and Children
Lisa M Mitchell (University of Victoria) Beyond the Migrant Family: Childlessness and Mobile Filipinas
Deirdre Christian McKay (Keele University) Sending the Children Home
Monika Swasti Winarnita (La Trobe University and University of Victoria) Visible Eurasian and Invisible ‘Left-behind’ Non-European Children: How Indonesian Female Marriage Migrants in Australia Negotiate Ideals of Acceptable Nuclear Families
2:45 PM Leslie Butt (University of Victoria) *Hidden in Plain Sight: Tiers of Parent-Child Separation in Affluent Singaporean Households*

**DISCUSSANT** 3:00 PM Jessaca B Leinaweaver (Brown University)

**DISCUSSANT** 3:15 PM Kathryn Robinson (Australian National University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

3-0775 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM 110 | Meeting Room Level 

**CULTURAL CHANGE: DISRUPTION, INNOVATION AND AGENCY IN SOCIAL LIFE**

**REVIEWED BY** National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)** Maryann McCabe (University of Rochester)
Patricia Ensworth (Harborlight Management Services)

1:45 PM Melissa Cefkin (Nissan) *Autonomous Vehicles and the Familiar Realities of Getting to the Future*

2:00 PM Jennifer Englert (PARC, A Xerox Company), Patricia Wall (PARC, A Xerox Company) and Margaret Szymanski (Palo Alto Research Center) *The Changing Nature of Everyday Practice: Smart Devices as Disruptive Agents of Cultural Change*

2:15 PM Emilie H Hitch (Humphrey School of Public Affairs) *When She Grows up, I Hope She Has a Job with a Pen: Drip Irrigation, Human-Centered Design, and the Economies of “Modern” Farming in Cambodia*

2:30 PM Patricia Ensworth (Harborlight Management Services) *The Measurement Is the Message: Technology and Ideology in the Creation of Management Theory*

2:45 PM Maryann McCabe (University of Rochester) *Transformation of Fine Chocolate: Object of Sensual Enjoyment and Embodiment of Social Justice*

3:00 PM Christine Z Miller (Illinois Institute of Technology Stuart School of Business) *Enchanted Objects, Social Robots and the Internet of Things: Rethinking the Meaning of “Social”*

3:15 PM Marijke Rijsberman (Coursera) *Global Encounters: Technology Disruption in Education*

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

3-0780 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM 111 | Meeting Room Level 

**Invited Session:**

**INTERROGATING EVIDENTIARY FAMILIARITIES**

**SPONSORS** Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
American Ethnological Society

**ORGANIZER(s)** Agathe Camille Mora (University of Edinburgh)
Kathleen M Sullivan (California State University Los Angeles)

**CHAIR(s)** Agathe Camille Mora (University of Edinburgh)

1:45 PM Kathleen M Sullivan (California State University Los Angeles) *Oceans of Evidence*

2:00 PM Jon Schubert (University of Leipzig) *Numbers By Divination: The Production of Evidence in Commercial Risk Forecasting*
2:15 PM  Sandalia Genus (University of Edinburgh) *Blood and Numbers: The Processes of Evidence Creation and Transformation at a Malaria Vaccine Trial in Tanzania*

2:30 PM  Agathe Camille Mora (University of Edinburgh) *Routine Mediators: Files as Evidence in a Transitional Judiciary*

2:45 PM  Anthony Good (University of Edinburgh) and Robert Gibb (University of Glasgow) *Processes of Literary Inscription in Refugee Status Determination Procedures: Country of Origin Information in France and the UK*

**Discussant**
3:00 PM  Elizabeth Mertz (University of Wisconsin, Madison)

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

### 3-0785  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  112 | Meeting Room Level

**TEACHING THE WORLD: PEDAGOGICAL CHALLENGES IN THE GLOBAL STUDIES CURRICULUM**

**Reviewed by**  Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizer(s)**  Laura L Cochrane (Central Michigan University)

**Chair(s)**  Gareth Barkin (University of Puget Sound)

**1:45 PM**  Gareth Barkin (University of Puget Sound) *The Exigencies of the Tour: Unfortunate Intersections Between Short-Term Study Abroad and the Tourist Economy*

**2:00 PM**  Lauren Miller Griffith (Hanover College) and Cameron S Griffith (Hanover College) *Seems You'Re Not Alone at Being Alone: Ethnographic Scaffolding for Future Anthropologists*

**2:15 PM**  David Wayne Hansen II (Central Michigan University) *Integration and Alienation: Undergraduate Perspectives on Cultural Immersion in Study Abroad Programs*

**2:30 PM**  Laura L Cochrane (Central Michigan University) *Teaching Ethnography in Global Studies Curricula*

**2:45 PM**  Alexandra Ulana Klymyshyn (Central Michigan University) *Global Studies and Diversity Education*

**Discussant**  3:00 PM  Yolanda T Moses (University of California Riverside)

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

---

### 3-0790  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  113 | Meeting Room Level

**Invited Session:**

**THE HORIZONS OF “RELIGION” FOR AND OF ANTHROPOLOGY: RESPONDING TO A COMPANION TO THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION**

**Sponsor**  Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**Organizer(s)**  Letha Victor (University of Toronto)

**Chair(s)**  Michael Lambek (University of Toronto)

**Discussant**  1:45 PM  Janice Boddy (University of Toronto)

**Discussant**  2:00 PM  Thomas J Csordas (University of California, San Diego)
2:15 PM  Robert W Hefner (Boston University) Rethinking Shariah in the Anthropology of Religion and Morality
2:30 PM  Adeline Masquelier (Tulane University) Locating Islam: Aspirations, Conflicts, and Ambivalence in the Lives of Young Muslims in Niger
2:45 PM  Letha Victor (University of Toronto) Language, Ritual Authority, and the Case of Malevolent Spirits in Northern Uganda
3:00 PM  Valentina Napolitano (University of Toronto) Migrant Hearts
3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0795 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  201 | Meeting Room Level
Invited Session: PURPOSEFUL PAIN: THE EMBODIMENT OF INTENTIONAL SUFFERING

SPONSORS
Biological Anthropology Section
Society for Psychological Anthropology

ORGANIZER(s)
Susan G Sheridan (University of Notre Dame)
Charlotte A Roberts (Durham University)

CHAIR(s)
1:45 PM  Susan G Sheridan (University of Notre Dame) Pious Pain: Repetitive Motion Disorders Associated with Excessive Genuflection in a Byzantine Monastic Community from Jerusalem
2:00 PM  Christina Torres-Rouff (University of California, Merced) Binding, Wrapping, Constraining, and Constraining the Head: A Consideration of Cranial Vault Modification and the Notion of Purposeful Pain
2:15 PM  Meaghan Kincaid (University of Alaska Anchorage), John J Crandall (University of Nevada, Las Vegas), Ryan P Harrod (University of Alaska Anchorage) and Debra L Martin (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) Pain as Performance: The Suffering Elites at Chaco Canyon (AD 850-1150)
2:30 PM  Gabriel Alejandro Torres Colon (University of Notre Dame) and Sharia Smith (University of Notre Dame) Meaningful Play, Meaningful Pain: Traumatic Brain Injuries in Youth Sports
2:45 PM  Vania Smith-Oka (University of Notre Dame) and Nicholas James Nissen (University of Notre Dame) Purposeful, Anticipated, Intermittent, and Normal: Grappling with the Familiar/Strange Dichotomy of Childbirth Pain
3:00 PM  Daniel H Lende (University of South Florida) Addiction, Pain and Pleasure
3:15 PM  Anna Osterholtz (University of Nevada) Pain as Power: Pain as a Mechanism for Social Control

3-0800 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  203 | Meeting Room Level
CRITICAL GLOBAL HEALTH

REVIEWED BY Society for Medical Anthropology

ORGANIZER(s)
Vincanne Adams (University of California, San Francisco)
Joao Biehl (Princeton University)

CHAIR(s)
Joao Biehl (Princeton University)
1:45 PM  Joao Biehl (Princeton University)  Peopling Global Health
2:00 PM  Sharon Kaufman (University of California, San Francisco)  Ordinary Medicine: The Power and Confusion of Evidence
2:15 PM  Charles L Briggs (University of California, Berkeley) and Clara Mantini-Briggs (University of California, Berkeley)  Of Pathologies of "Communication" and a Mysterious Disease: Forging a Critical Vision of Global Health in a Rabies Epidemic
2:30 PM  Kelly R Knight (University of California, San Francisco)  Addicted. Pregnant. Poor.
2:45 PM  Harris S Solomon (Duke University)  Metabolic Living
3:00 PM  Zoe H Wool (Columbia University)  After War

Discussant  3:15 PM  Vincanne Adams (University of California, San Francisco)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0805  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  205 | Meeting Room Level

Invited Session: SCIENTIFIC APPROACHES TO BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: THE STRANGE AND FAMILIAR

Sponsor  AAA Executive Program Committee
Organizers/Chairs  Sang-Hee Lee (University of California, Riverside)
                    Cathy Willermet (Central Michigan University)

1:45 PM  Cathy Willermet (Central Michigan University)  The Strange (?) Fuzziness Inherent in Familiar Population Biodistance Models
2:00 PM  Sharon DeWitte (University of South Carolina)  Parsing the Paradox: Examining Heterogeneous Frailty in Bioarchaeological Assemblages
2:15 PM  Robin G Nelson (Skidmore College)  Methods without Mechanisms: Moving Beyond Body Counts in Human Biology Research
2:30 PM  Adam P Van Arsdale (Wellesley College)  Paleoanthropology and Analytical Rigor: The Need to Do Less with More
2:45 PM  Michelle M Glantz (Colorado State University)  Hegemony and the Central Asian Paleolithic Record: Perspectives on Pleistocene Landscapes and Morphological Mosaicism
3:00 PM  Sang-Hee Lee (University of California, Riverside) and Hyeong Woo Lee (Chonbuk National University)  Defamiliarizing, Unpacking, and Rethinking Modernity: A Case of the Korean Early Late Paleolithic

Discussant  3:15 PM  Rachel Caspari (Central Michigan University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S
Invited Session:
GENERATING CAPITALISM: RACIAL FRATERNITIES AND EXCLUSIONS IN MARKETS, MONEY, AND MANAGEMENT (PART 2 OF 3)

SPONSORS
Society for Cultural Anthropology
Association for Feminist Anthropology

ORGANIZER(s)
Hannah Appel (University of California, Berkeley)

CHAIR(s)
Jessica R Cattelino (University of California, Los Angeles)

DISCUSSANT
1:45 PM Cheryl Harris (University of California, Los Angeles)
2:00 PM Jessica R Cattelino (University of California, Los Angeles) “No Such Thing as Money Was Any Where Known”: Money and the Politics of Indigeneity
2:15 PM Jemima Pierre (University of California, Los Angeles) Race and the Bureaucracy of Resource Extraction in Ghana
2:30 PM Hannah Appel (University of California, Los Angeles) Expatriate Wives and Production Sharing Contracts: Whiteness as Property in Equatorial Guinea
2:45 PM Karen Z Ho (University of Minnesota) Racializing Normative Markets: Whiteness, Masculinity, and Finance
3:00 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

EVALUATING DISABILITY: STIGMA AND THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF VALUES

REVIEWED BY
General Anthropology Division

ORGANIZER(s)
Julia Keri Modern (University of Cambridge)
Clara Devlieger (University of Cambridge)

CHAIR(s)
Karen Nakamura (Yale University)

1:45 PM Clara Devlieger (University of Cambridge) Becoming a Responsible: Masculinity and Children for Men with Disabilities in Kinshasa
2:00 PM Patrick McKearney (Trinity College, University of Cambridge) Can You Value Uselessness?: The Ethics of Weakness in a Christian Community for People with Learning Disabilities in the UK
2:15 PM Maria-Theres Schuler (University of Zurich) Unfolding Dynamics of Vulnerability Categories Among Refugees with Disabilities in Uganda
2:30 PM Cassandra Hartblay (University of California, San Diego) “Too Much Pushkin, and Not Enough of Us”: Enacting Disability and Therapeutic Citizenship in Russia
2:45 PM Julia Keri Modern (University of Cambridge) ‘It’s like They’re Not People with Disabilities at All’: Negotiating Contradictory Regimes of Value in Bunyoro, Uganda
3:00 PM Joel L Robbins (Cambridge University)
3:15 PM Michele Ilana Friedner (SUNY Stony Brook)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
**3-0820**  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  402 | Meeting Room Level  

**Invited Roundtable:**  
**DEFAMILIARIZING COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS AND KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE BETWEEN WEST AFRICA AND THE WEST**  

**Sponsors:** Association for Africanist Anthropology  
Association of Black Anthropologists  

**Organizer(s):**  
Kamela S Heyward-Rotimi (Duke University)  
Mary J Hallin (University of Nebraska Omaha)  

**Chair(s):**  
Kamela S Heyward-Rotimi (Duke University)  
Mary J Hallin (University of Nebraska Omaha)  

**Presenter(s):**  
Kamela S Heyward-Rotimi (Duke University)  
Paul Nkwi (Catholic University of Cameroon at Bamenda)  
Tina Osezua (Obafemi Awolowo University)  
Tayo Owoeye (Obafemi Awolowo University and University of Pretoria)  

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**

**3-0825**  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  403 | Meeting Room Level  

**Invited Session:**  
**CULTURE, POWER, DEGROWTH I**  

**Sponsor:** Anthropology and Environment Society  

**Organizer(s):**  
Susan A Paulson (University of Florida)  
Lisa L Gezon (University of West Georgia)  

**Chair(s):**  
Lisa L Gezon (University of West Georgia)  

1:45 PM  
Dianne E Rocheleau (Clark University)  
*Can Degrowth Be Decolonial and Regenerative? It Has to Be*  

2:00 PM  
Susan A Paulson (University of Florida)  
*What Would Degrowth Mean for Sociocultural Inequalities Currently Linked to Expanding Societal Metabolism?*  

2:15 PM  
Juliet Schor (Boston College)  
*Dreaming of a Mud Hut: Eco-Habitus and the Possibilities for a Popular De-Growth Agenda*  

2:30 PM  
Robin M LeBlanc (Washington & Lee University)  
*Designing a Beautifully Poor Public: Architectural Discourses of Post-Growth Community in Italy and Japan*  

2:45 PM  
Joshua Lockyer (Arkansas Tech University)  
*Ecovillages: Community, Intentionality, Degrowth*  

3:00 PM  
AC Hall (Amherst College)  
*Neo-Monasticism and a Theology of Enough*  

3:15 PM  
Emma McGuirk (University of Otago)  
*Creating New Currencies for Degrowth and Relocalisation in Aotearoa New Zealand*  

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**
**THE CRIMINALIZED CORPSE**

**Reviewed by**: Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**: Melissa Schrift (East Tennessee State University)
Rachel Carmen Ceasar (University of the Witwatersrand)

**Chair(s)**: Rachel Carmen Ceasar (University of the Witwatersrand)

**3:00 PM**
Amrita Ibrahim (Georgetown University) *Spectral Criminality: 'Honor Killing' and the Normalization of Femicide as a Public Narrative in India*

**2:15 PM**
Rachel Carmen Ceasar (University of the Witwatersrand) *Criminalized Corpses: The Exhumation of Mass Graves in Postwar Spain*

**2:30 PM**
Melissa Schrift (East Tennessee State University) *Osama's Body: Nationalism and the Profanity of the Political Criminal*

**2:45 PM**
William Duncan (East Tennessee State University) and Christopher Stojanowski (Arizona State University) *Criminality, Narrative, and the Expert Witness in American Biohistory*

**Discussant**
3:00 PM Zoe Crossland (Columbia University)
3:15 PM Nancy Marie Scheper-Hughes (University of California, Berkeley)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

---

**Invited Session: THE ACTANT ARCHIVE: ON SURVEILLANCE, SUBVERSION AND SELF-FASHIONING**

**Sponsors**: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**: Keith S Brown (Brown University)
Saygun Gokariksel (CUNY Graduate Center)

**Chair(s)**: David Bozinni (CUNY Graduate Center)

**1:45 PM**
Katherine M Verdery (CUNY Graduate Center) *Secrecy and Revelation: Forms of Action of the Romanian Secret Police Archive*

**2:00 PM**
Saygun Gokariksel (CUNY Graduate Center) *Disappearing Archives, Enduring Suspicions: Politics of Truth-Making and Precarity in Poland*

**2:15 PM**
Keith S Brown (Brown University) *Engineered to Disinform: The Entangled Archive and the Limits of Transparency*

**2:30 PM**
Matthew Hull (University of Michigan) *Disjunction and Function: Documentation By and of Police in India*

**Discussant**
2:45 PM Kirsten Weld (Harvard University)
3:00 PM Joseph Masco (University of Chicago)
3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P
Invited Session:
ANTHROPOLOGY’S CARIBBEAN: CRITICAL HISTORIES

Sponsor: Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
Organizer(s): Kevin A Yelvington (University of South Florida)
Chair(s): Kiran Jayaram (Faculté d’Ethnologie-UEH and CUNY-York College)

1:45 PM Jhon Byron (Université d’Etat d’Haiti) and Niurka Núñez González (Instituto Cubano de Investigación Cultural Juan Marinello) Anthropology as Seen from the Caribbean: Fernando Ortiz & Jean Price-Mars

2:00 PM Kiran Jayaram (Faculté d’Ethnologie-UEH and CUNY-York College) and Norberto Baldi (Universidad de Costa Rica) Change Over Time: Teaching Biological Anthropology in Haiti

2:15 PM Rodrigo Martins Ramassote (Universidade de São Paulo) Our Man in Honduras: Ray Coelho Among the Black Carib (Garifuna)

2:30 PM Kevin A Yelvington (University of South Florida) A “Conference That Didn’t”: African Diaspora Studies and an Episode in Anthropology’s Identity Politics of Representation

Discussant: 2:45 PM Karla Slocum (UNC-Chapel Hill)
Discussant: 3:00 PM Deborah A Thomas (University of Pennsylvania)

3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

EDUCATIONAL POLICIES AND PRACTICES IN TRANSITION: EQUITY, RIGHTS AND NATION-BUILDING IN POST-CONFLICT GUATEMALA

Reviewed by: Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer/Chair: Beth C Rubin (Rutgers University)

1:45 PM Alfredo J Artiles (Arizona State University), Romelia Mó (Ministerio de Educación de Guatemala) and Marta Zoila Caballero (Universidad Rafael Landívar) Public Rights, Private Rites: Understanding the Paradoxes and Tensions of Inclusive Education in Guatemala

2:00 PM Deirdre Mayer Dougherty (Rutgers University Graduate School of Education) Learning the Colonial Past in a Colonial Present: Students and Teachers Confront the Spanish Conquest in Post-Conflict Guatemala

2:15 PM Matilde Ivic de Monterroso (Universidad del Valle de Guatemala) Deep Down in Identity and Citizenship: The Role of the Guatemalan State Mandated Curriculum

2:30 PM Miriam Ramirez Pinto (Universidad del Valle de Guatemala) Teachers As Mediators of Civic Construction amid the New Guatemalan National Curriculum

2:45 PM Beth C Rubin (Rutgers University) Policyscapes of Democracy and Multiculturalism: Guatemalan Youth Encountering Education-Based Reforms

Discussant: 3:00 PM Michelle J Bellino (University of Michigan School of Education)

This session may be of particular interest to: P
3-0850 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  604 | Meeting Room Level

NEOLIBERAL STYLES: PECULIAR, FAMILIAR, AND OTHERWISE

Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s) Falina Enriquez (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Owen Nathaniel Kohl (University of Chicago)
Chair(s) Falina Enriquez (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

1:45 PM Lal Zimman (University of California, Santa Barbara) *Trans Masculine Linguistic Styles and the Gendered Embodiment of Neoliberal Selfhood*

2:00 PM Owen Nathaniel Kohl (University of Chicago) *The Political Economy of a Domestic Hip Hop Scene: Neoliberal Entanglements, Critiques, and Awkward Connections*

2:15 PM Falina Enriquez (University of Wisconsin-Madison) *Echoes of Neoliberalism: Cultural Politics and Musical Professionalization in Recife, Brazil*

2:30 PM Joshua Babcock (University of Chicago) *Styling “Self-Regulating Artists”: Entextualization and the Legitimation Work of Neoliberalism*

Discussant 2:45 PM Daniel C Mains (University of Oklahoma)

3:00 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0855 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  605 | Meeting Room Level

Invited Session:
RECKONING WITH THE PAST: MATERIAL CULTURE, TEMPORAL BOUNDARIES, AND POLITICAL BELONGING

Sponsor Council for Museum Anthropology
Organizer(s) Amal Sachedina (Brown University)

1:45 PM Amal Sachedina (Brown University) *Sentiment, Sediment and National Modernity: The Reckoning of History as Heritage in the Sultanate of Oman*

2:00 PM Susan Slyomovics (University of California, Los Angeles) *Monuments and Memory: The Aftermaths of French World War I Memorials in Algeria*

2:15 PM Rebecca E Bryant (London School of Economics & Political Science) *Salvage Nostalgia: Museumification and Predictions of Extinction in Cyprus*

2:30 PM Mahiye S Dagtas (University of Waterloo) *The Temporal Politics of Religious Toleration and Neo-Ottoman Place-Making in Antakya*

2:45 PM Claire B Nicholas (University of Alberta, Department of Human Ecology) *Work in Progress: Moroccan Textile Craft in a Living Museum*

3:00 PM Cynthia J Browne (Harvard University) *Nostalgic Remains, Hopeful Beginnings: Industriekultur and the Narrativization of Germany’s “New” Ruhr*

Discussant 3:15 PM Kabir Tambar (Stanford University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
EVOLUTIONARY MEDICINE AND REPRODUCTION: METHODS AND APPLICATIONS OF “FAMILIAR MEDICINE” USING AN EVOLUTIONARY AND CROSS-CULTURAL CONTEXT

 Reviewed by  
 Evolutionary Anthropology Society

 Organizer/Chair  
 Michelle J Escasa-Dorne (University of Colorado, Colorado Springs)

 1:45 PM  
 Michelle J Escasa-Dorne (University of Colorado, Colorado Springs) and Bria Dunham (Boston University)  
 Variation in Postpartum Reproductive Functioning: Adaptive Tradeoffs Between Parenting and Mating Effort

 2:00 PM  
 Amanda Jane Veile (Purdue University) and Karen Kramer (University of Utah)  
 The First Cut Is the Deepest: Cesarean Births Influence Demographic Outcomes in a Yucatec Maya Community

 2:15 PM  
 Zaneta Marie Thayer (University of Colorado Denver) and Meredith A Wilson (University of Colorado Denver)  
 The Good, the Bad, and the Maladapted: Fetal Sensitivity in the Context of Evolutionarily Novel Environments

 2:30 PM  
 Brooke A Scelza (University of California, Los Angeles), Brenna Henn (SUNY Stony Brook) and Elizabeth Atkinson (SUNY Stony Brook)  
 The Ethics and Logistics of Paternity Testing in a Small-Scale Society

 2:45 PM  
 Zaneta Marie Thayer (University of Colorado Denver) and Meredith A Wilson (University of Colorado Denver)  
 Evolutionary Medicine and the Disgust Response: Does Elevated Pathogen Disgust Sensitivity Decrease Exposure to Important Immune-Priming Agents?

 3:00 PM  
 Lee T Gettler (University of Notre Dame), Christopher Kuzawa (Northwestern University), Julia M Braungart-Rieker (University of Notre Dame), E Mark Cummings (University of Notre Dame), Jennifer Burke (University of Notre Dame) and Alan B Feranil (University of San Carlos)  
 The Influence of Alloparents on Fathers’ Roles and Physiology in Two Cultural Contexts

 3:15 PM  
 Sharon M Young (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)  
 Strange Medicine: Effects of Placenta Capsules on Postpartum Affect and Recovery

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

THE VALUE OF A (NEO)-LIBERAL ARTS EXPERIENCE

 Reviewed by  
 American Ethnological Society

 Organizer/Chair  
 Bonnie Urciuoli (Hamilton College)

 1:45 PM  
 Pauline Strong (University of Texas at Austin)  
 John Dewey, Quality Education, and the Experience of the Strange and the Familiar

 2:00 PM  
 Richard Handler (University of Virginia)  
 ‘Doing’ Research: Objectifying the College Experience to Re-Market It
2:15 PM  Chaise LaDousa (Hamilton College)  
Locating Experience in Experiential Learning: Temporal and Spatial Distinction in Neoliberal Education

2:30 PM  John J Bodinger de Uriarte (Susquehanna University) and Shari Jacobson (Susquehanna University)  
The College Experience as Carnival: Service, Fetish, and Inversions

2:45 PM  Bonnie Urciuoli (Hamilton College)  
The Experience Experts

**DISCUSSANT**

3:00 PM  Alex Posecznick (University of Pennsylvania)

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

---

**3-0870  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  608 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**HOMO ISLAMICUS: DISCIPLINES AND MORAL ECONOMIES OF THE ISLAMIC SUBJECT**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Economic Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)**  
Selim Karlitekin (CUNY Graduate Center)

**CHAIR(s)**  
Sohaib I Khan (Columbia University)

1:45 PM  Selim Karlitekin (CUNY Graduate Center)  
Materializing Homo Islamicus in Turkey: Elementary Aspects of an Epistemic Insurgency in Cold War Muslim World

2:00 PM  Sohaib I Khan (Columbia University)  
Spending an Islamic Livelihood: The Calculative Rationality of Virtue Ethics

2:15 PM  Casey Primel (Columbia University)  
Reading Al-Mawardi in the Back Office

2:30 PM  Sarah Hawas (Columbia University)  
Green Sukuk and Maslaha: Toward a New Ethic of the Common?

2:45 PM  Karim Malak (Columbia University)  
Detaching the Moral and Translating the Numerical: Egypt’s Accounting Regimes Between the IMF and a Hard Place

**DISCUSSANT**

3:00 PM  Daromir Rudnyckyj (University of Victoria)

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**3-0875  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  701 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**MARKET PERCEPTIONS: NEGOTIATING VISIBILITIES OF SPACE, IDENTITY AND RACIAL-NESS**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Association of Black Anthropologists

**CHAIR(s)**  
Lauren C Johnson (University of North Georgia)

1:45 PM  Pem D Buck (Elizabethtown Community and Technical College)  
1676, 1776 and the ‘Strange’ Birth of a Slaving Republic: Coerced Labor, Capitalism, and the State

2:00 PM  Lauren C Johnson (University of North Georgia) and Alisha R Winn (African American Research Library & Cultural Center)  
Race, Gender, Public Anthropology, and the Reshaping of Departmental Culture
2:15 PM  Myeshia C Babers (Texas A&M University) "Queer Theory and the Interaction of Black Cowboys in the Individual and Collective Negotiations of Masculinity and Manhood"

2:30 PM  Glenda Wyatt-Franklin (Wayne State University) In Front of the White People: Black Speech, White Perceptions, and the Effects on African American Health

2:45 PM  Brittany L Webb (Temple University) White House/Black Market: African americana on the Auction Block

3:00 PM  Edward B Sammons (CUNY Graduate Center) Nigerian Movies in Brooklyn: Nollywood and the New African Diaspora

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0880  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  702 | Meeting Room Level

ETHNOGRAPHY & THE AESTHETICS OF NUCLEAR SAFETY

Reviewed by  Society for Cultural Anthropology

Organizer/Chair  Vincent Francis Ialenti (Cornell University)

1:45 PM  Shannon Cram (University of California, Berkeley) Permissible Exposure: Waste, Work, and the Art of Atomic Living

2:00 PM  Pedro de la Torre III (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute) The Quotidian and Triumphal in the Public History of the Manhattan Project

2:15 PM  Anna M Weichselbraun (University of Chicago) The IAEA Inspector's Bible: Safeguards Experts' Paperwork in a Digital Age

2:30 PM  Vincent Francis Ialenti (Cornell University) Sylvan Collaboration: An Aesthetics of Nuclear Waste Expert Relationality

2:45 PM  Amy B Levine (Pusan National University) Mafia, Aging Generations, and the Job Market: Nuclear Energy Aesthetics of Exhaustion in Busan, South Korea

Discussant  3:00 PM  Davide Orsini (University of Michigan)

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0885  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  703 | Meeting Room Level

CITY OF DREAMS, CITY OF EXCLUSION: ASPIRATION, ACCUMULATION, AND POWER IN URBANIZING ASIA

Reviewed by  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Organizer/Chair  Eli A Elinoff (National University of Singapore)

1:45 PM  Eli A Elinoff (National University of Singapore) Between Infrastructure and Eviction: Feeling Futures of Political Erasure in a Thai City

2:00 PM  Terry E Woronov (University of Sydney) Theatres of Accumulation, City of Dreams: Circular Migration and the Beauty Economy in Shanghai

2:15 PM  Eric C Thompson (National University of Singapore) Circular Migration and Theatres of Accumulation

2:30 PM  Sylvia Nam (University of California, Irvine) Visions of Phnom Penh’s Urban Future
2:45 PM   Erik L Harms (Yale University) *Clean, Green, and Beautiful Exclusion in Asian Cities*
3:00 PM   Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**3-0890**  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM    704 | Meeting Room Level  
Invited Roundtable: **TABOO REVISITED: RECONSIDERING THE EROTICS OF FIELDWORK IN THE 21ST CENTURY**

**Sponsor**   Association for Queer Anthropology
**Organizer(s)**   Joseph Jay Sosa (University of Chicago)
Sarah L Luna (University of Houston)
**Chair(s)**   Keith McNeal (University of Houston)
**Presenter(s)**   Joseph Jay Sosa (University of Chicago)
Sarah L Luna (University of Houston)
Dredge Byung’chu Kang (Washington University in St. Louis)
Keith McNeal (University of Houston)
Katherine Frank (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**3-0895**  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM    705 | Meeting Room Level  
**SECURITY AT LARGE: GOVERNANCE AND CITIZENSHIP BEYOND THE STATE (PART I)**

**Reviewed by**   Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
**Organizer(s)**   Tessa Geraldine Diphoorn (Utrecht University and University of Amsterdam)
Rivke Jaffe (University of Amsterdam)
**Chair(s)**   Erella Grassiani (University of Amsterdam)

1:45 PM   Atreyee Sen (University of Copenhagen) *Pyar, Punya Aur Politics (passion, purity and politics): Inter-Religious Love Affairs, Slum Citizenship and Gendered Vigilantism in Two Radicalised Indian Ghettoes*
2:00 PM   Dennis Rodgers (University of Glasgow and University of Amsterdam) *A Nosotros, Nos Tienen Que Respetar! Gangs, Inter-Generational Conflict, and Graduated Security Governance in Urban Nicaragua*
2:15 PM   Jeffrey A Sluka (Massey University) *Damned If They Did, Damned If They Didn’t: Community Policing By the Irish Republican Army in Northern Ireland*
2:30 PM   Beatrice A Jauregui (University of Toronto) *Just Warriors: Police Vigilantism in India*

**Discussant**   2:45 PM   Finn Stepputat (Danish Institute for International Studies)
3:00 PM   Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
3-0900 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM
706 | Meeting Room Level

(NON)VIOLENCE AND ITS OTHERS

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s): Laurie McIntosh (Duke University), Kerry Ryan Chance (Harvard University)
Chair(s): John L Jackson Jr (University of Pennsylvania)

1:45 PM Keisha-Khan Y Perry (Brown University) The Gendered Racial Violence of Black Dispossession in the Americas
2:00 PM Anila Daulatzai (Harvard University) Talibanization and Its Others
2:30 PM Laurie McIntosh (Duke University) Mourning and Violence in Times of Uncertainty
2:45 PM George Paul Meiu (Harvard University) “Ghetto Soldiers:” Warrior Masculinities and Violent Imaginaries in Postcolonial Kenya

Discussant 3:00 PM David Theo Goldberg (University of California, Humanities Research Institute)
Discussant 3:15 PM Kamari M Clarke (Yale University and Carleton University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0905 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM
707 | Meeting Room Level

STRANGER THAN FOREIGN: CRITICAL APPROACHES TO THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE SETTLER STATE

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s): Frederick Charles Howard III (New School for Social Research), Tamar Blickstein (Columbia University)
Chair(s): Kristen L Simmons (University of Chicago)

1:45 PM Frederick Charles Howard III (New School for Social Research) “Us Veterans”: Indigenous Indeterminacy and the Politics of Lakota Refusal
2:00 PM Hadeel Assali (Columbia University) Estrangement as Opacity in Gaza
2:15 PM Krista Maxwell (University of Toronto) “You Probably Wouldn’t Recognize Them”: How Multicultural Mental Healthcare Renders Indigeneity Invisible
2:30 PM Tamar Blickstein (Columbia University) The Native Stranger: Settler Belonging and the Politics of Native Estrangement in Argentina
2:45 PM Micaela Sahhar (University of Melbourne) On the Structural Schizophrenia of Jewish-Israeli Identification with Australia

Discussant 3:00 PM Circe Sturm (University of Texas at Austin)
3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
RITUAL, PERFORMANCE AND IDENTITY

Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology
Chair(s)

1:45 PM Joshua A Irizarry (Bridgewater State University) A Smile and a Tear Are the Same: Performing Personhood through Japanese Soto Zen Buddhist Goëka Music

2:00 PM Sumi Cho (Myongji University) Contested Authenticity: Evaluating Okinawan Music and Dance Performances in Osaka, Japan

2:15 PM Pamela L Runestad (Creighton University and Creighton University) Problematizing the Strange and the Familiar: “the Penis Festival” at Kanayama Shrine in Kawasaki, Japan

2:30 PM Qianni Wang (The Chinese University of Hong Kong) The Making of Guangchang Wu Stigma: An Ethnographic Study of Dance in Public Spaces

2:45 PM Yang Zhan (Binghamton University) Reinventing Working Class: ‘Dignity Politics’ and Social Entrepreneurship in a Chinese Migrant Workers’ Community in Beijing

Invited Session:
EDUCATING FOR FOOD SOVEREIGNTY: GROWING CRITICAL FOOD SYSTEMS LEARNING PART ONE

Sponsor Culture and Agriculture
Organizer(s) David D Meek (University of Alabama)

Rebecca Tarlau (Stanford University)

Chair(s) David D Meek (University of Alabama)

1:45 PM Rebecca Tarlau (Stanford University) and David D Meek (University of Alabama) Educating for Food Sovereignty through Via Campesina: Synthesizing Pedagogies, Theories, and Methods for Critical Food Systems Learning

2:00 PM Dorothy C Holland (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) Local Food Activism and Its Significance

2:15 PM Jenn Halpin (Dickinson College), Maria Bruno (Dickinson College) and Karen J Weinstein (Dickinson College) Food Justice Beyond the Classroom: The Dickinson College Farm and the Challenges of Farming Outside of the Liberal Arts Context

2:30 PM Shari Zimmerman (Oklahoma State University) and Rhonda Harlow (Oklahoma State University) Growing Stories: Gendered Resistance in an Urban Farm Intern Program

2:45 PM Clara Martinez (Naco Research Institute) Native American Food Sovereignty Via Educational Self Determination: A PreK-8th Grade Navajo Charter School Garden Project in Northern Arizona

Discussant Lisa B Markowitz (University of Louisville)

3:00 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
3-0920  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  710 | Meeting Room Level

“NGO-GRAPHIES”: A ROUNDTABLE FACILITATED BY THE INTEREST GROUP ON NGOS AND NONPROFITS

Reviewed by: Interest Group on NGOs and Nonprofits
Organizer(s): Siobhan E McGuirk (American University)
               Rebecca Mantel (Rice University)
Chair(s): Christian Neil Vannier (University of Michigan-Flint)
Presenter(s): Steven Sampson (Lund University)
               Amanda Lashaw (University of California Santa Cruz)
               Rebecca Mantel (Rice University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0925  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  712 | Meeting Room Level

RACIALIZING SPACE AND PLACE IN LATIN AMERICA (KATHERINE MARIE SMITH, CHAIR)

Reviewed by: Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
1:45 PM Meredith Main (University of South Florida) Quem Pode Mais: Coastal Development and Environmental Dispossession in an Afro-Brazilian Fishing Community
2:00 PM Amarylys Estrella (New York University) Racializing the (Un)Patriotic Other: Reconfiguring the Boundaries of the Dominican Racial Imaginary through Patriotic Discourse
2:15 PM Katherine Marie Smith (New York University) The Freemasons of Haiti: Universal History and Civil Society Today
2:30 PM Alcira Forero-Pena (LaGuardia Community College-CUNY) Barú, Una Isla Para Los ‘Blancos’: Forms of Racism in Colombia
2:45 PM Tamara Hale (University of Colorado) The Future District: ‘Post-Racial’ Place-Making and Its Problems in Afro-Indigenous Peru

3-0930  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Mile High 1A | Ballroom Level

Invited Session:
Diaspora, Dreams, and Embodiment: Reflections on Latina/o Migrations, Methods, and the Making of Familiar Roads of Survival

Sponsors: Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists
          Society for Humanistic Anthropology
Chair(s): Hilario Junior Lomeli (Pennsylvania State University)
1:45 PM Yesenia Ruiz (CUNY Graduate Center) The Making of Mexican Migrant Elites: Rethinking the Idea of the “American Dream”
2:00 PM Carlos M Bazua (Diablo Valley College) Extending the Roads for Survival: The Ongoing Maya Diaspora
2:15 PM Brenda L Sendejo (Southwestern University) On Embodied Knowledge and Religious Transformations: Liminality and Nepantla in the Texas-Mexico Borderlands
2:30 PM  Cynthia Valeria Cueva-Luna (University of Bath) *on Being an Insider, Outsider and Both: Reflections of Ethnographic Research with Undocumented Latino Youth*

2:45 PM  Kirstin C Erickson (University of Arkansas) *Descansos in the Desert: Vernacular Memorialization and Memory-Place in Hispano Northern New Mexico*

**DISCUSSANT**  3:00 PM  Xochitl Chavez (University of California Riverside)

3:15 PM  Discussion

---

**3-0935  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM**  Mile High 1B  |  Ballroom Level

**DEPLETED EXPERTISE: THE PRODUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE AMIDST WARS, SANCTIONS AND INVASIONS IN THE MIDDLE EAST**

**Reviewed by**  Middle East Section

**Organizer(s)**  Hayder Al-Mohammad (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

**Chair(s)**  Hayder Al-Mohammad (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

1:45 PM  Shenah S Abdullah (University of Exeter) *Do Not Tell Me What Is Going on in the “Other Iraq”, I Live It Everyday*

2:00 PM  Chowra Makaremi (CNRS Paris) *“The First Battle in America’s War with Militant Islam” Revisited*

2:15 PM  Hayder Al-Mohammad (University of Wisconsin-Madison) *The Many Gods of Iraq: Rethinking the Framings of Iraq History Through the Sanctions*

2:30 PM  Omar Al-Dewachi (American University of Beirut) *When Wounds Travel*

2:45 PM  Discussion

**Discussant**  3:00 PM  Daniela M Peluso (University of Kent, Canterbury UK)

**Discussant**  3:15 PM  Hayder Al-Mohammad (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**3-0940  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM**  Mile High 4A  |  Ballroom Level

**MAKING THE FAMILIAR STRANGE: USING LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGICAL THEORY AND METHODS TO UNDERSTAND HISTORICAL MOMENTS**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Leila Monaghan (Southern Illinois University)

**Chair(s)**  Jillian R Cavanaugh (Brooklyn College, CUNY)

1:45 PM  Magnus Hansen (Brown University) *Words in Revolution: Language, History and Metahistory in the Mexican Revolution as Experienced By the Nahuas*

2:00 PM  Judith MS Pine (Western Washington University) *A Sha Fu Cu: 19th Century Baptist Prophet or 17th Century Buddhist Priest? A Metasemiotic Perspective*

2:15 PM  Bernard Bate (Yale-NUS College, National University of Singapore)

**Discussant** 2:45 PM John Leavitt (Université de Montréal)

3:00 PM Leila Monahan (Southern Illinois University) *The Babble of Battle: Language Variation and Community Performance Strategies at the Battle of Little Bighorn, 1876*

3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

3-0945 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM Mile High 4B | Ballroom Level

**Ontology and Qualia: Language, Semiotics, and Materiality (Part 2)**

**Reviewed by** Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair** Lily H Chumley (New York University)

1:45 PM Michael Silverstein (University of Chicago) *Thingy Words: How Do They Fare Across Ethno-Epistemological Divides?*

2:00 PM Arpita Roy (University of California, Berkeley) *The Meaning of a Scientific Discovery: Some Remarks on Language and Ontology from Particle Physics*

2:15 PM Judith Farquhar (University of Chicago) *Bio-Prospects: The Qualities and Properties of Plant Drugs*

2:30 PM Angela Reyes (City University of New York) *Reals, Fakes, and Kinds: Discerning the Philippine Elite*

2:45 PM Christopher Ball (University of Notre Dame) *Poser: Photographic Realism and the Problem of Reference*

**Discussant** 3:00 PM Lily H Chumley (New York University)

3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

3-0950 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM Mile High 4C | Ballroom Level

**Ceramic Ecology XXIX: Current Ceramic Research and Its Implications for Understanding the Past as Familiar/Strange**

**Reviewed by** Archaeology Division

**Organizer(s)** Kostalena Michelaki (Arizona State University)

**Chair(s)** Sandra L Lopez Varela (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)

1:45 PM Kostalena Michelaki (Arizona State University) and Armance Catherine Dupont-Delaleuf (Arizona State University) *An Experimental Approach to the Cognitive and Technical Aspects of WheelFashioning*

2:00 PM Chandra L Reedy (University of Delaware), Pamela Vandiver (University of Arizona), Ting He (Sichuan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archeology), Ying Xu (University of Delaware) and Yanyu Wang (Sichuan Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archeology) *New Discovery of Coal-Clay Composite Ceramic Traditions in Sichuan Province, China*
Thursday, November 19

2:15 PM  Sunday Eiselt (Southern Methodist University) *A Clash of Tempers: Ways of Knowing Mica and the Micaceous Ceramic Traditions of the American Southwest*

2:30 PM  Amy J Hirshman (West Virginia University) "Helping, Not Doing": the Familiar/Strange in the Gendered Division of Labor in Potting Households in the P’UrePecha Region of Michoacán, México

2:45 PM  Eric Blinman (Museum of New Mexico) and Dean Wilson (Museum of New Mexico) *Ecology, Technology, and Culture History of Organic-Painted Pottery in the Northern Southwest*

3:00 PM  James J Sheehy (Pennsylvania State University and Juniata College) *Estimating San Martin Orange Ceramic Output in Tlajinga 33, Teotihuacan, Mexico, from the Perspective of Ceramic Ethnoarchaeological Models*

**DISCUSSANT**  3:15 PM  Mary Faye Ownby (Desert Archaeology, Inc.)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**3-0955**  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Mile High 4D | Ballroom Level  

**BIOPOLITICS OF THE FAMILY IN TURKEY: NEOCONSERVATISM, SEXUALITY, AND REPRODUCTION**

Reviewed by Middle East Section

Organizers

- Hikmet Kocamaner (Brandeis University)
- Salih Can Aciksoz (University of Arizona)

Chairs

- Hikmet Kocamaner (Brandeis University)

1:45 PM  Hikmet Kocamaner (Brandeis University) *Governing the Family Through Knowledge Production: Family Crisis, Islamic Civil Society, and the Politics of the Family in Turkey*

2:00 PM  Zeynep Korkman (University of Arizona) *Blessing Neoconservatism with Neoconservatism: Occulting Reproduction in Millennial Turkey*

2:15 PM  Salih Can Aciksoz (University of Arizona) *Technoscientific Nationalism: Ethnopolitical Conflict, Disabled Masculinity, and Medicalized Fatherhood in Turkey*

2:30 PM  Neslihan Sen (University of Illinois at Chicago) *Taming of the Shrewd: Treating Vaginismus, Saving the Family in Turkey*

**DISCUSSANT**  2:45 PM  Brian Silverstein (University of Arizona)

3:00 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

**3-0960**  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Mile High 4F | Ballroom Level  

**CS9. THE CURRICULUM AS AN INSTRUMENT OF CONTROL, CREATOR OF IDENTITIES, AND A MEAN OF INCLUSION**

Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education

Chair(s)

- Bonnie K Glass-Coffin (Utah State University)

1:45 PM  Bonnie K Glass-Coffin (Utah State University) *Inter-Religious Knowledge, Relationship-Building, and Intentional Culture-Change on a Public University Campus: A Cautionary Tale*
2:00 PM  Min Zhang (Fairbank Center for Chinese Studies, Harvard University) Please be Seated: Classroom Arrangements, Seating Order, and the Making of the “Good Student” in China’s Public Schools

2:15 PM  Laura Gilliam (University of Aarhus) Muslim Boys Treading the Twisted Path of Proper Religiosity and Tough Masculinity in the Social World of the ‘secular’ Danish School

2:30 PM  Discussion

3-0965  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Mile High Pre-Function  |  Ballroom Level  CCC
Installation:
WOVEN STORIES: UNDERSTANDING TEXTILES AS VISUAL METAPHORS
Reviewed by  Installations
Organizer(s)  Andrea M Heckman (University of New Mexico)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0970  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Agate  |  3rd Floor  HYATT
SUBTERRANEAN ETHNOGRAPHY
Reviewed by  Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer/Chair  Bruce O’Neill (Saint Louis University)
1:45 PM  Alaina M Lemon (University of Michigan) Down in the Hole: Strategic Air Command, the Starkweather Murders, and the Strange Normal of Flyover Country
2:00 PM  Kevin L O’Neill (University of Toronto) Guatemala Sinkhole
2:15 PM  Andrea Ballestero (Rice University) Subterranean Liquidity: Thinking with Sponges
2:30 PM  Maria Alejandra Perez (West Virginia University) Leaky Volumes: Science, Sociality, and the State in the Caves of Revolutionary Cuba
2:45 PM  Bruce O’Neill (Saint Louis University) (Ir)Recoupable
Discussant  3:00 PM  David Pike (American University)
3:15 PM  Discussion
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0975  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Capital Ballroom 1  |  4th Floor  HYATT
MORALITY, ETHICS, POLITICS: A CONVERSATION ABOUT HUMAN RIGHTS AND DISCIPLINARITY
Reviewed by  AAA Executive Program Committee
Organizers/Chairs  Rebekah S Park (ReD Associates)
Jennifer L Burrell (University at Albany SUNY)
Presenters  Shannon Speed (University of Texas)
Stephen C Lubkemann (George Washington University)
Ram Natarajan (Harvard University)
Irma Velasquez (Maya K’iche’)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0980 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Capital Ballroom 2  |  4th Floor  HYATT
BACK TO THE FUTURE OF SOCIALITY: THINKING THROUGH SOCIALITY AGAIN

Reviewed by
American Ethnological Society

Organizer/Chair
Vered Amit (Concordia University)

1:45 PM
Vered Amit (Concordia University) Starting Off with Disjuncture: Everyday Associations and Interactions

2:00 PM
Deborah Reed-Danahay (University at Buffalo, SUNY) Bourdieu and the Anthropology of Social Space and Migration

2:15 PM
Sally Dean Anderson (Aarhus University) Sociability Matters: Working through Common Senses of Valued Social Forms and Exchange

2:30 PM
Gabriela Vargas-Cetina (Universidad Autonoma de Yucatan) Coming Together to Change Work Itself: Cooperative Associations

2:45 PM
Nigel Rapport (University of St. Andrews) Sociality and Uncertainty

Discussant
3:00 PM
Noel E Dyck (Simon Fraser University)

Discussant
3:15 PM
Christine Jourdan (Concordia University)

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

3-0985 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Capital Ballroom 3  |  4th Floor  HYATT
STEM CELL SOCIALITIES: EXPLORING THE STRANGE AND THE FAMILIAR

Reviewed by
Society for Medical Anthropology

Organizer(s)
Nayantara Sheoran (Graduate Institute, Geneva)
Marcie A Middlebrooks (Cornell University)

Chair(s)
Aditya Bharadwaj (Graduate Institute, Geneva)

1:45 PM
Jieun Lee (University of California, Davis) “Stem Cells Awaken the Dormant Vitality in the Body”: Patients’ “Free Labor” in the “Unproven” Stem Cell Treatment Market

2:00 PM
Achim Rosemann (University of Sussex) The Pluralisation of the International: Networks of Resistance and Alter-Standardization in Regenerative Stem Cell Medicine

2:15 PM
Nayantara Sheoran (Graduate Institute, Geneva) Familiarizing the Strange: The Role of International Medical Journals in Stem Cell Research and Therapy

2:30 PM
Marcie A Middlebrooks (Cornell University) “Moving the Heart of Heaven”: Sincerity, Suffering, and Cloned Embryonic Stem Cells in a “Scandalous Gift Exchange”

Discussant
2:45 PM
Aditya Bharadwaj (Graduate Institute Geneva)

3:00 PM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
Invited Roundtable:
A JOINT SESSION: THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CANNABIS POLICY

Sponsor: Association for the Anthropology of Policy
Organizer(s): William O Beeman (University of Minnesota, Minneapolis)
Chair(s): William C Garriott III (Drake University)
Michael Polson (City University of New York)
Presenter(s): Marty G Otanez (University of Colorado Denver)
Emily Anne McDonald (John Jay College of Criminal Justice)
Lia Berman (University of South Florida)
Mike Van Dyke (Environmental Epidemiology, Occupational Health, and Toxicology Branch, Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment)
Chloe Villano (Clover Leaf University)
Jeff Ferro (UFCW)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

NEW PERSPECTIVES ON THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF MOROCCO

Reviewed by: Middle East Section
Organizer/Chair: Lewis Addison Bradford (Indiana University)
1:45 PM Lewis Addison Bradford (Indiana University) Utilizing Structuration Theory to Examine the Evolution of Racial Subjectivities in Morocco
2:00 PM John P Schaefer (Miami University) “Okay Okay, Come on, Bye Bye”: American Liberation in a Remediated Moroccan Popular Song
2:15 PM Etienne Paulin (Université de Moncton) Writing Against Collectivism: Rethinking Household Strategies Among the Berbers of Southern Morocco in Precolonial Times
2:30 PM Erin Gould (UC Riverside) “We Still Remember…”: Memory and the Festival National Des Arts Populaires
2:45 PM Discussion

HOSPITALS AS ZONES OF AFFECTIVE, MORAL AND POLITICAL INTENSITY

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Saiba Varma (University of California, San Diego)
Emma EA Varley (Brandon University)
Chair(s): Emma EA Varley (Brandon University)
Discussant: 1:45 PM Emma EA Varley (Brandon University)
Discussant: 2:00 PM Alice Naomi Street (University of Edinburgh)
2:15 PM Janina Kehr (University of Zurich) Colonial Hauntings: Avicenne Hospital and Medicine Otherwise in the French Metropole
2:30 PM Saiba Varma (University of California, San Diego) and Emma EA Varley (Brandon University) Spectral Ties: Forms of Haunting Across the Line of Control
2:45 PM  Holly Donahue Singh (University of Michigan) *Strange Spaces, Familiar Encounters: Political and Moral Anxieties in Indian Infertility Treatment*

3:00 PM  Amy Beth Krauss (Johns Hopkins University) *"The gift can be poisonous": Language, Pain and Reproductive Rights*

3:15 PM  Fouzieyha Towghi (University of California, Berkeley) *Ethical Expertise of D/Nabogiri/midwifery Contesting the Enabling Violations of Allopathy & Biomedicalized Childbirth*

This session may be of particular interest to: *P, S*

---

**3-1005  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Capital Ballroom 7 | 4th Floor**

**UNSETTLING FAMILIAR TEMPLATES: CRITICAL MIZRAHI FEMINIST RESEARCH IN THE ISRAELI PERIPHERY.**

**Reviewed by:** Association for Feminist Anthropology

**Organizer(s):** Pnina Motzafi-Haller (Ben Gurion University of the Negev)
Reut Reina Bendrihem (Ben Gurion University of the Negev)

**Chair(s):** Pnina Motzafi-Haller (Ben Gurion University of the Negev)

1:45 PM  Pnina Motzafi-Haller (Ben Gurion University of the Negev) *Is There a Critical Mizrahi Feminist Turn in Israeli Scholarship and Research?*

2:00 PM  Shauna Gamsey (Ben Gurion University) *‘Helping the Disadvantaged’: From a Committed Volunteer to a Critical Observer*

2:15 PM  Reut Reina Bendrihem (Ben Gurion University of the Negev) *Overcoming My Rage: The Politics of Research*

2:30 PM  Einav Tsabari (Ben Gurion University of the Negev) *Ethnic Duel at the Research Field*

2:45 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: *M, S, T*

---

**3-1010  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Centennial A | 3rd Floor**

**EXPERIENCING THE STRANGE AND FAMILIAR: GOING THE DISTANCE IN ETHNOGRAPHIC WRITING**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Humanistic Anthropology

**Chair(s):** Antonio Medeiros (ISCTE-IUL)

1:45 PM  Rebecca Farrar (California Institute of Integral Studies) *Stargazing: RE-Enchantment through Language*

2:00 PM  Antonio Medeiros (ISCTE-IUL) *The Enigmas of a Late Arrival — Queries about an Uncommon Anthropological Journey Across the U.S.*

2:15 PM  Noelle Easterday (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) *‘Mother’s Day Is the Worst’: Greeting Cards and the Alcoholic Family Unit*

2:30 PM  Natalia Reagan (BOAS Network) *Funny Business: Humor as Essential Anthropological Tool*

2:45 PM  Jason Alley (Bucknell University) *Distance Makes the Heart Grow Fonder: Refusals amidst Intimacies in the Field*

3:00 PM  Discussion
Picking Apart Identity Politics: The Construction and Contrast of Identity in Disparate Contexts

Reviewed by: National Association of Student Anthropologists
Organizer/Chair: Belinda Ramirez Spencer (University of California, San Diego)

1:45 PM
Sara Betancur-Urrea (University of California, San Diego) Complicating Indigenous Identity and Languages in a Place of Unresolved Conflict

2:00 PM
Rachel D Emerine (University of California, San Diego) Shifting Languages or Shifting Identities?: The Incorporation of Solomon Islands Pijin into Domestic Language Use

2:15 PM
April Reber (U.S. National Archives) Archival Research in the Surveillance State: Notes on the U.S. National Archives

2:30 PM
Alexia Arani (University of California, San Diego) "Study Abroad Changed My Life": On Travel and Transformation

2:45 PM
Vanessa Jane Lodermeier (University of California, San Diego) Migrants, the Sex Trade, and Human Rights

3:00 PM
Marianinna Villavicencio (University of California, San Diego) Urban Indigeneity: Constructing and Mediating an Indigenous Identity in Guatemala City

3:15 PM
Belinda Ramirez Spencer (University of California, San Diego) Religious and Indigenous State-Building through Political Involvement in the Ecuadorian Amazon

This session may be of particular interest to: S

Installation:
Tú Y Usted, An Ethnodrama: Performing the Familiar/Strange Phenomenon of American Adult Spanish Language Study in Mexico

Reviewed by: Installations
Organizer/Chair: Melisa (Misha) S Cahnmann-Taylor (University of Georgia)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

Defamiliarizing Anthropological Interventions for Social Justice: The BDS Controversy Reconsidered Through the Lens of Homo Anthropologicus

Reviewed by: Association for the Anthropology of Policy
Organizer(s): Yehuda C Goodman (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Michele Rivkin-Fish (University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill)
Chair(s): Dan Rabinowitz (Tel-Aviv University)
Presenter(s): Michele Rivkin-Fish (University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill)
Dan Rabinowitz (Tel-Aviv University)
Michael Herzfeld (Harvard University)
Amalia Sa’ar (University of Haifa)
Susan M Kahn (Harvard University)
Yehuda C Goodman (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

**3-1030** 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM Centennial F | 3rd Floor HYATT
**Installation:**
“HISTORY MOVES IN SLOW MOTION AND THE FUTURE IS SPEEDING TOWARD US”: PALESTINIAN AND ISRAELI VISUAL ECONOMIES AND REPRESENTATIONAL STRATEGIES

**Reviewed by** Installations
**Organizer(s)** Maryam Kashani (Washington University in St. Louis and University of Illinois)
**Chair(s)** Maryam Kashani (Washington University in St. Louis and University of Illinois)
Sarah Ihmoud (University of Texas at Austin)

**Participant** 1:45 PM Sabah Fatima Haider (Concordia University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

**3-1035** 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM Mineral Hall C | 3rd Floor HYATT
**Installation:** PRACTITIONER BEGINNINGS: HOW I GOT MY JOB OUTSIDE THE ACADEMY

**Reviewed by** Installations
**Organizer/Chair** Terry M Redding (Independent Consultant)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

**3-1040** 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM Mineral Hall E | 3rd Floor HYATT
**Digital Media and Reconsidering the Boundaries of Youth in Japan and South Korea**

**Reviewed by** Society for East Asian Anthropology
**Organizer(s)** Sunyoung Yang (University of Toronto)
Andrea G Arai (University of Washington)
**Chair(s)**
1:45 PM Andrea G Arai (University of Washington) Online and Off Center: The Strange-Familiar of Japanese Youth and 2Channel
2:00 PM Patrick William Galbraith (Duke University) For Japan Only?: On the Crossing and Re-Inscribing of Boundaries in the Online Circulation of Adult Computer Games

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
2:15 PM  Layoung Shin (University of California, San Diego) *Like Stars Online, Facing Discrimination Offline: Young Women’s Exploration of Sexual Identity Online and Its Limits in Neoliberal South Korea*

2:30 PM  Sunyoung Yang (University of Toronto) *Korean Internet Freak Youth and Their Politics of Loser Aesthetics*

2:45 PM  Discussion

**DISCUSSANT**  3:00 PM  Jesook Song (University of Toronto)

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

---

**3-1045**  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Mile High Pre-Function | Ballroom Level **CCC**

**Installation:**

**SHIFTING STEREOTYPES: THE STRANGE BECOMES FAMILIAR AND THE FAMILIAR BECOMES STRANGE**

**REVIEWED BY:**  Installations

**ORGANIZER/CHAIR:**  Kristina Baines (www.coolanthropology.com and Guttman Community College, CUNY)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**3-1050**  1:45 PM – 3:45 PM  104 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES (SACC) BOARD MEETING**

**SPONSOR:**  Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges

**ORGANIZER(S):**  Amanda M Wolcott Paskey (Cosumnes River College)

This session may be of particular interest to: T

---

**3-1055**  1:45 PM – 6:00 PM  Granite C | 3rd Floor **HYATT**

**EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING OF THE ARCHAEOLOGY DIVISION OF THE AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION**

**SPONSOR:**  Archaeology Division

**ORGANIZER(S):**  Randolph J Widmer (University of Houston)

---

**3-1060**  2:00 PM – 4:00 PM  Marble | 4th Floor **HYATT**

**COMMITTEE ON MINORITY ISSUES IN ANTHROPOLOGY (CMIA) COMMITTEE MEETING**

**SPONSOR:**  AAA Committee on Minority Issues in Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(S):**  Andrew Russell (American Anthropological Association)

**PRESENTER(S):**  Flordeliz T Bugarin (Howard University)

Jennifer D Heung (Saint Mary’s College of California)
Mayanthi Fernando (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Krystal A Smalls (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)
Terry Scott Ketchum (University of Oklahoma)
Anna Ochoa O’Leary (University of Arizona)

**3-1065** 2:15 PM – 2:32 PM  107 | Meeting Room Level  
**Film Session:**  
**HONORABLE MENTION — BEST SHORT: RHIZOPHORA,**  
**DIR. JULIA METZGER-TRABER AND DAVIDE DE LILLIS**  
**Sponsor** Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

**3-1070** 2:35 PM – 2:59 PM  107 | Meeting Room Level  
**Film Session:**  
**THE SKIN THAT BURNS, DIR. NARGES BAJOGHLI**  
**Sponsor** Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

**3-1075** 3:00 PM – 4:45 PM  Limestone | 4th Floor  
**COMMITTEE ON GENDER EQUITY IN ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING**  
**Sponsor** AAA Committee on Gender Equity Issues in Anthropology  
**Organizer(s)** Suzanne Mattingly (American Anthropological Association)  
**Chair(s)** Rebecca B Galembe (University of Denver)  
**Presenter(s)** Maxine Oland (Smith College)  
Laura Miller (University of Missouri, St. Louis)  
Purnima Mankekar (University of California, Los Angeles)  
Rita P Wright (New York University)  
Holly Okonkwo (University of California, Riverside)  
Ramona L Perez (San Diego State University)

**3-1080** 3:00 PM – 5:00 PM  Granite B | 3rd Floor  
**COMMITTEE ON LABOR RELATIONS (CLR) COMMITTEE MEETING**  
**Sponsor** AAA Committee on Labor Relations  
**Organizer(s)** Ushma J Suvarnakar (American Anthropological Association)  
Katie Vizenor (American Anthropological Association)  
Christine J Walley (MIT)  
**Chair(s)** Christine J Walley (MIT)  
**Presenter(s)** Christine J Walley (MIT)  
Catherine Koehler (Cornell University)
Alan Trevithick
June Nash
Matthew Korn (Texas State University, San Marcos)

**3-1085** 3:00 PM – 6:30 PM  
**IMPLEMENTATION WORKING GROUP**  
**Sponsor** AAA Executive Board  
**Organizer(s)** Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)

**3-1090** 3:15 PM – 3:45 PM  
**Film Session:**  
**AWARD WINNER — BEST GRADUATE STUDENT FILM (TIE): WORKING IS GROWING, DIR. LÉA KLAUE**  
**Sponsor** Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

**3-1095** 3:30 PM – 4:45 PM  
**ASSOCIATION OF LATINA AND LATINO ANTHROPOLOGISTS (ALLA), BOARD MEETING**  
**Sponsor** Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists  
**Organizer(s)** Ana Aparicio (Northwestern University)

**3-1100** 3:55 PM – 4:27 PM  
**Film Session:**  
**AKIL — AWARENESS, DIR. TOMMASO DOLCETTA**  
**Sponsor** Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

**3-1105** 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
**ANTHROPOLOGY OF ICT: CELLULAR INTERNET, SOCIAL MEDIA, MOBILE MONEY, DECENTRALIZED ARCHITECTURE, BIG DATA**

**Reviewed by** Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology  
**Organizer(s)** William J Suk (Syracuse University)  
**Chair(s)** Deborah Pellow (Syracuse University)

- **4:00 PM** Shannon M Jackson (University of Missouri Kansas City)  
  Cyberinfrastructure, Start-up Culture, and the Right to the City

- **4:15 PM** William J Suk (Syracuse University)  
  Zvirikufaya Ku Diaspora 2.0: Zimbabweans Debating Migration with a Viral Internet Meme
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter and Affiliation</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Yuliya Grinberg (Columbia University)</td>
<td>Hard Knowledge, Soft Data: Gendered Discourses in Cultural Conceptualization of Digital Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Dillon Mahoney (University of South Florida)</td>
<td>Mobile Money and the Navigation of Risk and Mobility in Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>David Bozzini (CUNY Graduate Center)</td>
<td>Crypto-Activism: Hackers’ Resistance to Digital Mass Surveillance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Robert D Albro (American University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

### 3-1110 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 110 | Meeting Room Level CCCC

**VITAL MATTERS: TOWARD A COMPARATIVE APPROACH TO CARE IN HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Cultural Anthropology  
**Organizer(s):** Elana D Buch (University of Iowa)  
Bridget L Guarasci (Franklin & Marshall College)  
**Chair(s):** Karen E Hebert (Yale University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter and Affiliation</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Alexander Blanchette (Tufts University)</td>
<td>Care of the Runt: Ethics of Speciation on the American Factory Farm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Mara H Buchbinder (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill)</td>
<td>Moral Distress and the Ethics of Abortion Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Amelia Moore (University of Miami and University of Rhode Island)</td>
<td>Restoration as Recreation: Regimes of Care and Capital within Coral Nurseries, Artificial Reefs, and Big Tourism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Elana D Buch (University of Iowa)</td>
<td>Capitalizing on Race: The Moral Dilemmas of Street Level Bureaucrats in Chicago’s Home Care Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Bridget L Guarasci (Franklin &amp; Marshall College)</td>
<td>Ground Truth: The Failures of Restoring Iraq’s Marshes in Wartime</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussant:**  
5:15 PM Karen E Hebert (Yale University)  
5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

### 3-1115 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 111 | Meeting Room Level CCCC

**THE CONSTITUTION OF RELIGIOUS PARTICULARITIES BY SACRED TEXTS**

**Reviewed by:** Society for the Anthropology of Religion  
**Organizer(s):** Anouk Cohen (CNRS)  
Romain Simenel (IRD – Institut de recherche pour le développement)  
**Chair(s):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter and Affiliation</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Caroline Block (Johns Hopkins University)</td>
<td>A Word Shared By Eyes and Lips: Women in the Textual Culture of the Beit Midrash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Berenice Gaillemin (Centre d’études en Sciences sociales du Religieux (CéSoR, EHESS-CNRS))</td>
<td>Modeling the Catholic Catechism: Materiality of Sacred Texts in Contemporary Bolivia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Anouk Cohen (CNRS)</td>
<td>The Qur’an of the King: Materiality and Authority in Contemporary Morocco</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
4:45 PM  Romain Simenel (IRD - Institut de recherche pour le développement) *When Esoteric and Fundamentalism Dispute on the Koran: What Say the Practices of the Manuscript in Southern Morocco*

**Discussant**  5:00 PM  Andrew O Brandel (Johns Hopkins University)

5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**3-1120**  4:00 PM ~ 5:45 PM  112 | Meeting Room Level  

**(IMP)POSSIBILITIES OF EMPATHY: ESTRANGING FAMILIAR IMPERATIVES**

- **Reviewed by**  American Ethnological Society
- **Organizer(s)**  Nadia Latif (Georgia State University)
  Charles Jester (Columbia University)
- **Chair(s)**  Charles Jester (Columbia University)

4:00 PM  Nadia Latif (Georgia State University) *“We Are All Palestinian”: Desiring the Impossible?*

4:15 PM  Jo Anne Fordham (Center for Bioethics and Medical Humanities, University of Mississippi Medical Center) *State Street: Modality and the Interrogation of Empathy and Authority*

4:30 PM  Lilith Mahmud (University of California, Irvine) *Estranging the Anthropological Subject: Empathy in the Fieldwork Encounter with “Other Others”*

4:45 PM  Charles Jester (Columbia University) *All Together Now: Intersubjectivity and Empathy in Musical Performance*

5:00 PM  Faidra Papavasiliou (Georgia State University) *Feeling with Each Other: Compassion in the Politics of Traditional Seeds in Greece*

**Discussant**  5:15 PM  Jennifer L Burrell (University at Albany SUNY)

5:30 PM  Steven P Black (Georgia State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

---

**3-1125**  4:00 PM ~ 5:45 PM  113 | Meeting Room Level  

*Invited Session: HIDDEN MOTIVATIONS AND GLOTTSED JUSTIFICATIONS: PROBLEMS AND PRIORITIES IN BIOCULTURAL FIELD RESEARCH*

- **Sponsors**  Biological Anthropology Section  
  General Anthropology Division
- **Organizer(s)**  Lesley Jo Weaver (University of Alabama)
  Christopher D Lynn (University of Alabama)
- **Chair(s)**  Lesley Jo Weaver (University of Alabama)

4:00 PM  Gillian H Ice (Ohio University College of Osteopathic Medicine), Darna L Dufour (University of Colorado Boulder) and Nancy J Stevens (Ohio University) *Disasters in the Field: Learning from the Challenges of Fieldwork Gone Wrong*

4:15 PM  Christopher D Lynn (University of Alabama) and Michaela E Howells (University of North Carolina Wilmington) *Anthropologists, Kids, and Careers: When Family Is Strange and the Field Familiar*
4:30 PM  Eileen P Anderson-Fye (Case Western Reserve University)  
Considering the Whole Person As Ethnographer

4:45 PM  Rebecca J Lester (Washington University in St. Louis)  Vicarious Trauma: Bearing Witness in the Field

5:00 PM  Lesley Jo Weaver (University of Alabama)  Raced Encounters in Fieldwork: Reflections and Questions

Discussant  5:15 PM  Robin G Nelson (Skidmore College)

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

3-1130  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSEMBLAGES, PART I

Reviewed by  Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizer(s)  Peter A Taber (University of Arizona)
Brian Silverstein (University of Arizona)
Chair(s)  Peter A Taber (University of Arizona)

4:00 PM  Siu Kei Cheng (University of Calgary)  Artificial Propagation and Its Consequences: Producing and Marketing Farmed Seafood in Taiwan after 1983

4:15 PM  Brian Silverstein (University of Arizona)  Commensuration, Performativity and the Reform of Agriculture Statistics in Turkey

4:30 PM  Peter A Taber (University of Arizona)  Infrastructural Modes of Attention: Botany and Petroleum Consulting in Ecuador’s Yasuní National Park

4:45 PM  Goetz Hoeppe (University of Waterloo)  Counting Fish(es) in South India

5:00 PM  Amelia M Fiske (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill)  The Environment as an Object of Intervention: Contentious Encounters of Protection and Exploitation in the Amazon

Discussant  5:15 PM  Andrea Ballestero (Rice University)

5:30 PM  Discussion

3-1135  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
BIOMEDICAL BODIES AND THE ENACTMENT OF RIGHTS IN GLOBALIZATION

Reviewed by  Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer/Chair  Sonja J Van Wichelen (University of Sydney)

4:00 PM  Jennifer A Hamilton (Hampshire College)  Diasporic Proxies and Global Biomedicine

4:15 PM  Sonja J Van Wichelen (University of Sydney)  The Mattering of Rights in the Globalization of Reproduction

4:30 PM  Sophia Strosberg (University of Minnesota)  Human Microbiome Research and the Relevance of a Rights-Based Framework

4:45 PM  Salla Sariola (University of Oxford)  Community Engagement and Contested Rights — AIDS Vaccine Research in Kenya
5:00 PM Saida Hodzic (Cornell University) Zero Tolerance and Passion for Evidence: How the US Is Evolving Towards Africa
Discussant 5:15 PM Emily A Wentzell (University of Iowa)
5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-1140 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  205 | Meeting Room Level  
INSTRUCTION AND IMPROVISATION UNDER NEOLIBERALISM

Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer/Chair Ilana Gershon (Indiana University)
4:00 PM Carrie M Lane (California State University, Fullerton) Professional Organizers: Neoliberal Agents or Organized Resisters?
4:15 PM Susan Lepselter (Indiana University) Instructing the Art of Chaos
4:30 PM Janina Fenigsen (Northern Arizona University) Emotional Subjects: Expert Pedagogies, Emotion Skills, and Invisible Cultures in an Arizona Elementary School
4:45 PM Kori L Allan (University of Newcastle) When Neoliberal Subject Formation Goes Awry: The Limits of Ideological Interpellation and the Promise of Affective Method
5:00 PM Ilana Gershon (Indiana University) We’ld like to Help You Learn to Help Yourself: Job Searching in a U.S. Network of Stoppages

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-1145 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  207 | Meeting Room Level  
DANGEROUS DISCOURSE: ACTIVITISM, RESISTANCE, AND MEDIATION IN SOCIAL POLICY MANDATES IN EDUCATION

Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer(s) Robert L Whitman (Bunker Hill Community College)
Chair(s) Andrea L Jenkins (University of Chicago)
4:00 PM Andrea L Jenkins (University of Chicago) “When I See Them Getting Stronger”: Crafting Success in Urban American Indian Title VII Programs
4:15 PM Robert L Whitman (Bunker Hill Community College) Strange Space: Contested Discourses of Social Space Use in an Urban Community College
4:30 PM Elizabeth A Ten Dyke (independent) King’s Speech: Battles over Storytelling and Narration in New York’s Education Reform Resistance Movement
4:45 PM Christine Finnan (College of Charleston) Hope Is Not at Home: Why Parents of 25,000 Indian Indigenous Children Choose to Send Their Children to a Residential School
5:00 PM Jessica S Andrus (Brigham Young University) and Greg A Thompson (Brigham Young University) An Ethnography of Changing Attitudes about Education Among the Himba of Namibia
5:15 PM  Matthew James Lebrato (Indiana University)  Configuring Interculturality: Knowledge, Practice, and Social Relations in Mexican Intercultural Education

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-1150  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 401  Meeting Room Level  

Invited Session:  
ACCESSING THE FIELD IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDIES OF DISABILITY  

Sponsors  
Society for Humanistic Anthropology  
Association for Africanist Anthropology  

Organizer/Chair  
Heather Thomas (University of California, Irvine)  

4:00 PM  Heather Thomas (University of California, Irvine)  Approaching Accessibility: Engaging the Field in Disabled Ethnography  

4:15 PM  Megan Danielle Neal (University of California, Irvine)  Being with and Being for: Careful Translation and the Problematics of Speaking  

4:30 PM  William Vega (Princeton University)  Now That We Are Friends: Methodological ’Imprecision’ and the Ethics of Research Among the Physically Disabled in Paris, France  

4:45 PM  Baptiste Brossard (University of Montréal)  Entering a System of Distinction Based on Non-Disability Signs: Ethnographic Fieldwork in a Nursing Home  

Discussant  
5:00 PM  Elizabeth Lewis (University of Texas at Austin)  

Discussant  
5:15 PM  Devva Kasnitz (CUNY, School of Professional Studies)  

Discussant  
5:30 PM  Discussion  

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-1155  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 402  Meeting Room Level  

ETHICS IN THE FIELD: A CONVERSATION ON RESEARCH AND ENGAGEMENT IN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES  

Reviewed by  
AAA Committee on Ethics  

Organizer/Chair  
Kelly N Fayard (Yale University, Native American Cultural Center)  

4:00 PM  Joseph Aguilar (University of Pennsylvania)  Collaborative Archaeology with Indigneous Communities: A Case Study from the Pueblo Southwest  

4:15 PM  Jenny L. Davis (University of Illinois)  Stick out Your Tongue: The Role of Linguistic Reflexivity in Anthropological Ethics  

4:30 PM  Doc McAlister Billingsley (Pomona College)  Ethnographer, Historian, Activist: Lessons in Engaged Research from Guatemala’s Maya Movements  

4:45 PM  Kelly N Fayard (Yale University, Native American Cultural Center)  Ethics, Engaged Anthropology, and Tribal Institutional Review Boards  

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Presenter/Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>CULTURE, POWER, DEGROWTH II</td>
<td>Susan A Paulson (University of Florida)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lisa L Gezon (University of West Georgia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Discussant</td>
<td>Valerie Lambert (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Discussant</td>
<td>Stuart Kirsch (University of Michigan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Discussant</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>3-1160</td>
<td>4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GOING PUBLIC/BECOMING PRIVATE: PUBLIC GOODS AND HYBRIDITY</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BETWEEN GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Review by</td>
<td>Anthropology of Corporations Interest Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Organizer(s)</td>
<td>Leksa Lee (University of California, Irvine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Chair(s)</td>
<td>Alessandra Radicati (London School of Economics and Political Science)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Matthew Charles Canfield (New York University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Seeding Sovereignty: Global Philanthropy and the Construction of Counter-Publics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Priya Rajalakshmi Chandrasekaran (CUNY Graduate Center)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>From Farmer Field to National Seed Bank: A Private Via Public Trajectory?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rosemary J Coombe (York University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional Goods in the Making: The Political Economy of the Geographical Indication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Leksa Lee (University of California, Irvine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Contract Bidding Wars, Risk, and the Grand Canal: Public-Private Hybridity in China’s Market Moment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5:00 PM  Marissa Smith (De Anza College)  *The Mine That Grows and the Farm That Was Fragmented: A Comparison of the Postsocialist Forms of Socialist Enterprises in Mongolia and Romania*

5:15 PM  Riaz Tejani (University of Illinois Springfield)  *Reticent Justice: Corporate Law Schools and Neoliberalism at the American Bar Association*

**Discussant**  5:30 PM  Jamie Cross (University of Edinburgh)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-1170  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  405 | Meeting Room Level [CCC](#)

**CS3. DOING ETHNOGRAPHY IN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, AND MATHEMATICS EDUCATION**

**Reviewed by**  Council on Anthropology and Education

**Chair(s)**  Christina Convertino (University of Texas-El Paso)

4:00 PM  Grant Fore (Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis), Brandon H Sorge (Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis) and Charles R Feldhaus (Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis)  *The Teacher Learning and Subjectivation Instrument (TLSI): Understanding the Moderating and Mediating Factors in STEM Teacher Professional Development*

4:15 PM  Yuko Okubo (Fujitsu Laboratories of America/University of California, Berkeley)  *Making Classroom Practices Unfamiliar: An Ethnographic Study of Technology-Enhanced Education in K-12 Schools*

4:30 PM  Christina Convertino (University of Texas, El Paso) and Erika Mein (University of Texas, El Paso)  *“La Migra” in a Pre-Engineering College Course: Understanding the Lived Intersections of Transfronterizo Students and Learning on the US-Mexico Border*

4:45 PM  Chrystal AS Smith (University of South Florida), Hesborn Wao (University of South Florida), Gladis Kersaint (University of South Florida), Julie P Martin (Clemson University), George MacDonald (University of South Florida) and Reginald Lee (University of South Florida)  *Using Cultural Model and Social Capital Theories to Guide Research on the Retention and Degree Attainment of Women and Minority Engineering Undergraduates*

5:00 PM  Janessa Doucette-Frederickson (University of Oklahoma)  *Science Anxiety and Identity in Oklahoma Educators*

5:15 PM  Rosalyn Negron (University of Massachusetts-Boston)  *Multicultural Identity and Skills: A Strength-Based Approach to Understanding Under-Represented Minority Success in STEM Fields*

3-1175  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  406 | Meeting Room Level [CCC](#)

**THE LABOR OF REHEARSAL**

**Reviewed by**  American Ethnological Society

**Organizer(s)**  Jane E Goodman (Indiana University)

**Chair(s)**  Jane E Goodman (Indiana University)
4:00 PM  Laurie A Frederik (University of Maryland)  *End of Story: Authorship and Artistry in the Theatricalization of Cuba*

4:15 PM  Jane E Goodman (Indiana University)  *Body Building: Discipline and Spontaneity in Algerian Theatrical Rehearsals*

4:30 PM  Michelle Bigenho (Colgate University)  *Smile! Rehearsing the Aura in Transnational Performances*

4:45 PM  Jesse Weaver Shipley (Haverford College)  *Copying Independence: Backstage at the 50th Anniversary Re-Enactment of Kwame Nkrumah’s Independence Speech*

5:00 PM  Robert C Thompson (Chesapeake College)  *Spirit Theatre: Supernatural Consciousness on Ritual Stages*

**DISCUSSANT**  
5:15 PM  James W Fernandez (University of Chicago)

5:30 PM  Discussion

*This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T*

---

**3-1180  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  603 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**TOWARD AN INTERSECTIONAL ANALYSIS OF NEOLIBERALISM IN EDUCATION**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Council on Anthropology and Education

**ORGANIZER(s)**  
Kysa Nygreen (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

4:00 PM  Peter W Demerath (University of Minnesota)  *Grounded Grit: The Acquisition of Academic Mindsets on the Neoliberal Margins*

4:15 PM  Janise Hurtig (University of Illinois at Chicago)  *Neither Leaders nor Learners but Equals: Latina Mothers Enacting Their Equality in a Community School Space*

4:30 PM  Irenka Dominguez-Pareto (University of California Berkeley)  *How Do Neoliberal Discourses of Parent Engagement and Advocacy Stall Latino Mothers’ Educational Power? Intersections of Gender, Class, and Race in the Special Education World*

4:45 PM  Kysa Nygreen (University of Massachusetts Amherst)  *The Labor of Family Engagement in Schools: Gender, Race, and Re-Privatization*

**DISCUSSANT**  
5:00 PM  Marta P Baltodano (Loyola Marymount University)

5:15 PM  Discussion

*This session may be of particular interest to: P, S*

---

**3-1185  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  604 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**Invited Session:**

**UNEXPECTED SPACES OF FEMINIST PRACTICE?: PRODUCING LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN FEMINISMS FROM THE MARGINS**

**SPONSOR**  
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)**  
Laura E Nussbaum-Barberena (University of Illinois at Chicago)  
Rebecca Lee Nelson (University of Connecticut)

**CHAIR(s)**  
Rebecca Lee Nelson (University of Connecticut)

4:00 PM  Charlotta Widmark (Uppsala University)  *Active Aymara Women inside and Outside of Parliament*
4:15 PM Luisa J Rollins (University of Illinois at Chicago) *Roots of Transgression: Hair Politics and Transnationalism in the Dominican Republic*

4:30 PM Joyce N Bennett (Connecticut College) “*We Helped Each Other*: Kaqchikel Women’s Emergent Evangelical Feminism in Guatemala

4:45 PM Maria del Socorro Moreno (Miami University) *From the Local Village to the Global Village — Indigenous Women as Environmental Experts in Global Indigenous Activism*

5:00 PM Laura E Nussbaum-Barberena (University of Illinois at Chicago) *Producing Nicaraguan Migrant Feminisms: NGOs, Residual Revolutionary Practice and Transnational Marginality*

**DISCUSSANT** 5:30 PM Irina Silber (City College of New York)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**3-1190** 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 605 | Meeting Room Level

**EXTREME HORIZONS: ANTHROPOLOGY OF PLANETARY AND POST-PLANETARY FRONTIERS**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for Cultural Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS/CHAIRS** Jessica L O’Reilly (College of Saint Benedict & Saint John’s University)

Juan Francisco Salazar (University of Western Sydney)

Lisa Messeri (University of Virginia) *Imagining a New Frontier: Astronomical Mythologies of Other Earths*

Juan Francisco Salazar (University of Western Sydney) *Terraforming Antarctica: Proxies for Future-Worlding of Outer Space*

Cristián Simonetti (Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile) *Imagining Extreme Life Standing on the Earth’s Surface*

Jessica L O’Reilly (College of Saint Benedict & Saint John’s University) *‘Big Dead Place’: Sublime and Quotidian Life on the Polar Frontier*

**DISCUSSANT** 5:00 PM Valerie A Olson (University of California, Irvine)

5:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**3-1195** 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 606 | Meeting Room Level

**HEALTH, INTIMACY AND CARE IN TIMES OF CRISIS**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for the Anthropology of Europe

**ORGANIZER(s)** Jaume Franquesa (SUNY-Buffalo)

**CHAIR(s)** Irene Ketonen (University at Buffalo)

Irene Ketonen (University at Buffalo) *Cursing, Curing, and Charming: Cultural Intimacy in the Northern Ireland Farming Community*

Nancy A Konvalinka (UNED (Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia), Madrid, Spain) *Gestational Surrogacy in Spain: Disentangling the Intricacies of “Us” and “Them” in Achieving Parenthood through Others*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Staci Rosenthal (Boston University School of Medicine)</td>
<td>“It Can’t Have Been Normal”: Birth, Abortion, and Reproductive Healthcare during the Holocaust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Maryna Y Bazylevych (Luther College)</td>
<td>Demystifying Wellbeing and Health Threat: Categories of Risk Among Young People in Ukraine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3-1200**  
4:00 PM – 5:45 PM   
**THE POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF ENERGY EXTRACTION AND DEVELOPMENT**

*Reviewed by* Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizer/Chair** Kari Colosi (Binghamton University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Jennifer Lynn Gerbrandt (University of Saskatchewan)</td>
<td>Energy Uncertainty: The Effects of Tar Sands Development on a Northern Alberta First Nation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Elisa M Lopez (Uppsala University)</td>
<td>The Exceptional, Ordinary Move: Population Displacement and the Politics of Eventfulness in the Mining-Based Relocation of the City of Kiruna, Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Kari Colosi (Binghamton University)</td>
<td>Beyond the Ban: Landowner Coalitions and ‘Pro Natural Gas’ Political Activism in the Wake of New York State’s Ban on Hydro-Fracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Peter Wynn Kirby (University of Oxford) and Anna Lora-Wainwright (University of Oxford)</td>
<td>Furtive Fieldwork and Ethical Trespass: Negotiating Environmental “Edge-Ball” in Miasmatic Fieldsites in China and Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Thomas W Pearson (University of Wisconsin-Stout)</td>
<td>Mining, Corporate Citizenship, and Industry Tactics to Assert Belonging in Wisconsin’s Sand Hills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5:15 PM Discussion

**3-1205**  
4:00 PM – 5:45 PM   
**SOUND, SILENCE, VISION: WAYS OF SEEING AND SHOWING**

*Reviewed by* Society for Visual Anthropology

**Chair(s)** Jackie Jia Lou (City University of Hong Kong)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Jackie Jia Lou (City University of Hong Kong) and Chun Kwok Wong (Lingnan University)</td>
<td>Imagining Sounds, Seeing a Place: Silent Signs of Resistance in Nga Tsin Wai Village, Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Philip Cartelli (Ecole des hautes études en sciences sociales and Harvard University)</td>
<td>Towards a Critical Media Practice: Ethnographic Uses of Non-Verbal Audiovisual Recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Anita Carrasco (Luther College)</td>
<td>Autism and the Barriers to Becoming a ‘Participant’ of ‘Culture’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Jonathan A Herrle (Syracuse University) and Dennis Kinsey (Syracuse University)</td>
<td>Photographing Those in Need: Exploitation vs. Empowerment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Inga Gruss (Cornell University)</td>
<td>Wearing the Nation in Exile: Myanmar Women, Tradition and Modernity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5:15 PM Discussion

**M** Mentoring Activity  
**P** Practicing and Applied Anthropologists
3-1210  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  701 | Meeting Room Level
HISTORICAL MEMORIES THROUGHOUT AFRICA: HOW PAST EVENTS IMPACT CURRENT SOCIETY

REVIEWED BY  Association for Africanist Anthropology
CHAIR(s)  Lara Rosenoff Gauvin (University of British Columbia)

4:00 PM  Mariama Jaiteh (Florida International University)  Why Do We Get Involved with Toubabs? Gambian Men and Women Life Histories and Their Involvement in Tourism Affective Sexual Economies

4:15 PM  Lara Rosenoff Gauvin (University of British Columbia)  Re-Membering As Social Repair: Kin and Culture in Rural Post-Conflict Acolliland, Northern Uganda

4:30 PM  Theodor Maghrak (CUNY Graduate Center)  The (Re)Production of the Colonial Past and Present in Ifrane, a Franco-Moroccan Hill Station: Approaches to and Reflections on Archival Sources

4:45 PM  Christi Kruger (University of the Witwatersrand)  (Dis)Empowered Whiteness: Place and the Production of Whiteness in King Edward Park

5:00 PM  Christina Tekie (Duke University)  The Formation of the Modern Ethiopian Nation-State: Sovereignty, Militarization, and the Tripartite Treaty of 1906

5:15 PM  Betty J Harris (University of Oklahoma)  Familiarity and Strangeness: Multiracial Democracy in South Africa and the US

3-1215  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  702 | Meeting Room Level
Invited Session: MAKING THE FAMILIA(R) STRANGE: UNDERSTANDING KINSHIP NETWORKS, CITIZENSHIP AND THE STATE IN THE AGE OF MIGRANT DEPORTABILITY

SPONSORS  Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

ORGANIZER(s)  Diane Rachel Garbow (Temple University)
Almita Abigayl Miranda (Northwestern University)

CHAIR(s)  Ariana Manguel Figueroa (Rutgers University)
Sergio Lemus (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

4:00 PM  Diane Rachel Garbow (Temple University)  “Porque Eso Es Lo Que Haces Por Tu Familia” / “Because That’s What You Do for Your Family”: Policy, Affect and the Production of Loss and Love in an Age of Precarity

4:15 PM  Dario Valles (Northwestern Univ)  Hanging By Un Hilo?: Circulations of Labor, Language and La Familia at the Intersection of U.S. Immigrant and Feminist Politics

4:30 PM  Almita Abigayl Miranda (Northwestern University)  De Regreso Al Rancho: Return Migrants, U.S.-Born Children, and Challenges of (Re) Settlement in an Unfamiliar Mexico

4:45 PM  Kevin Escudero (Williams College)  “Yo Soy Dominicano”: Re-Defining Notions of Belonging and Citizenship within the Dominican State — The Case of Dominican Mothers of Haitian Descent
5:00 PM Victoria M Stone-Cadena (CUNY Graduate Center) Indigenous Ecuadorian Migration: Intersecting Binds of Nationality, Ethnicity, and Mobility on Family Life

Discussant 5:15 PM Patricia Zavella (University of California, Santa Cruz)
5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-1220 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 703 | Meeting Room Level

“GETTING THE QUESTION RIGHT”: DEFAMILIARIZING RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODOLOGIES IN TRANSNATIONAL FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH

Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology
Organizer/Chair Anneeth K Hundle (University of California, Merced)

4:00 PM Purvi Mehta (Colorado College) The Imagined as Evidence: Reflections on Methods and Methodology in the Interdisciplinary Study of Transnational Dalit Feminist Activism
4:15 PM Ana Croegaert (University of New Orleans) Domesticating Space: Transnational Theory, Gender, and the Political Economy of Home in Precarious Times
4:30 PM Ayesha Nibbe (Hawaii Pacific University) “We Should All be Feminists” or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love Feminist Frames
4:45 PM Anneeth K Hundle (University of California, Merced) Framing Africa’s “Others”: Reflections on the Legacy of Nativism and the Study of South Asian Diaspora Communities in East Africa

Discussant 5:00 PM Neha Vora (Lafayette College)
5:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-1225 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 704 | Meeting Room Level

Invited Session: DECOLONIZING QUEERNESS IN LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN

Sponsor Association for Queer Anthropology
Organizer/Chair Ana Maurine Lara (University of Oregon)

4:00 PM Erin L Durban-Albrecht (Illinois State University) Decolonizing Haiti: Queer Anthropological Approaches to the Study of Racialized Sexuality and European/U.S. Imperialism
4:30 PM Ana Maurine Lara (University of Oregon) Sexual Terror in the City: Spectacular Violences and Queer Human-Ness
4:45 PM Marcia Ochoa (University of California, Santa Cruz) Los Huecos Negros: Cannibalism, Sodomy and the Failure of Modernity in Tierra Firme

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
SECURITY AT LARGE: GOVERNANCE AND CITIZENSHIP BEYOND THE STATE (PART II)

Reviewed by: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Organizer(s): Tessa Geraldine Diphoorn (Utrecht University and University of Amsterdam)
Chair(s): Erella Grassiani (University of Amsterdam)

4:00 PM Rivke Jaffe (University of Amsterdam) Badmen and Old Boys: Private Security and Differentiated Citizenship in Jamaica
4:15 PM Lars Jakob Buur Sr (Roskilde University) 'No Fire without Smoke': Securing Economic Enclaves Against 'Unruly' Workers and Community Subjects in Mozambique
4:30 PM Tessa Geraldine Diphoorn (University of Amsterdam) 'Arms for Mobility': Policing Partnering and Exchanges in Nairobi, Kenya
4:45 PM Erika M Robb Larkins (University of Oklahoma) Shopping Security: Leisure and Luxury in a Rio Mall

Discussant: 5:00 PM Daniel M Goldstein (Rutgers University)
5:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

STRANGE IMAGES IN FAMILIAR CONTEXTS: DISCOMFORT, (IN)VISIBILITY, AND THE POLITICS OF RECOGNITION

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s): Aryo Danusiri (Harvard University)
Annemarie Samuels (University of Amsterdam)
Chair(s): Mary M Steedly (Harvard University)

4:00 PM Aryo Danusiri (Harvard University) Perfect Strangers: Street Ballyhoo's and the Urban Public-Making Practice of Tariqa Alawiyya in Contemporary Indonesia
4:15 PM Philip Proudfoot (LSE) Syrian Rebel Martyrs Betwixt and Between No More
4:30 PM Melinda Hinkson (Deakin University) Fear, Hope and Turbulent Appearances in the Central Australian Desert
4:45 PM Mark R Westmoreland (Leiden University) Images of Entrancement and the Mundane Experience of Catastrophe in Lebanon
5:00 PM Cristiana Strava (SOAS, University of London) When Images Disturb: Youth Visibility, Collective Presence and Class Difference on the Margins of Casablanca, Morocco
5:15 PM Annemarie Samuels (University of Amsterdam) Images That Shock: The Visual Politics of Sexuality, Islam and HIV/AIDS in Aceh, Indonesia

Discussant: 5:30 PM Patricia Spyer (Leiden University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
“BLACK BODIES MATTER”: MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS PRESENT CHALLENGING ISSUES

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Margaret Souza (SUNY/Empire State College)
Chair(s): Charlotte A Noble (University of South Florida, College of Public Health and AIDS and Anthropology Research Group)
Margaret Souza (Death and Bereavement and SUNY-Empire State College)
Presenter(s): Corliss D Heath (University of Maryland, Baltimore County and Aids and Anthropology SIG)
Daniella Santoro (Tulane University and Medical Anthropology Students Association)
Ugo Edu (University of California, San Francisco and Council on Anthropology and Reproduction)
Sherylyn H Briller (Purdue University and Disability Research Group)
Amy Paul-Ward (National Association of Practicing Anthropologists: Occupational Therapy and Florida International University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

NEW FOODS, NEW WORLDS: HOW SHIFTING TASTES REFLECT SOCIAL CHANGE (PART 2)

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition
Organizer/Chair: Hayden Kantor (Cornell University)
4:00 PM Sara Hefny (Brown University) Edgware Road: Food, Identity, and Belonging in London’s Arab Diaspora
4:15 PM Miriam Ruth Dike (University of Kentucky) Using Intersectionality to Examine Shifting Foodways in Morocco
4:30 PM June Brawner (University of Georgia) Translating Terroir: Geographical Indications and Embodied Narratives of Taste
4:45 PM Hannah Petertil (New York University) Fredagsmys and the Swedish Taco: A Case Study of Shifting Food Trends
5:00 PM Jacquelyn Heuer (New Mexico State University) Storytelling through Recipes: Utilizing Oral Histories to Understand Multigenerational Perceptions of Traditional and Healthy Foods

Discussant: 5:15 PM Teresa M Mares (University of Vermont)
5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
3-1250  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  709 | Meeting Room Level

NEGOTIATING COLLECTIVE ACTION: DYNAMICS OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AS SHifting SPACES OF POLITICAL ACTION

Reviewed by: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Organizer(s): Mamyrah Prosper (North Carolina State University)
                Natasa Garic-Humphrey (University of California, San Diego)
Chair(s): John Burdick (Syracuse University)

4:00 PM  Alex Flynn (Durham University)  Micro-Utopias of the Landless: Activist Ephemeralities and the Elaboration of Political Subjectivity
4:15 PM  Melinda Gurr (Syracuse University)  Affective & Embodied Socialist Politics: the Relevance of Romance for Youth in a Brazilian Social Movement
4:30 PM  Natasa Garic-Humphrey (University of California, San Diego)  “We Are Hungry in All Three Languages”: Anti-Nationalism and Intergenerational Dynamics during Social Uprisings in Bosnia and Herzegovina
4:45 PM  Mamyrah Prosper (North Carolina State University)  “New” Haitian Social Movements: (Trans)Local Nationalism, Alternative Modernities, and Solidarity Economies
5:00 PM  Gretchen EL Suess (University of Pennsylvania)  Constellations of Social Action and Social Movement Webs
5:15 PM  Ryan B Anderson (San Diego State University)  The Life and Death of Cabo Cortes: Social Movements and the Politics of Tourism Development on the East Cape of Baja California Sur, Mexico

Discussant: Nancy G Postero (University of California, San Diego)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-1255  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  710 | Meeting Room Level

COUNTER-NARRATIVES IN NORTH AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY: CHALLENGING DOMINANT DISCOURSE IN JUSTICE, RIGHTS, AND REPRESENTATION

Reviewed by: General Anthropology Division
Organizer(s): Jaymelee Kim (University of Findlay)
Chair(s): Tyler Howe (Eastern Band of Cherokee Tribal Historic Preservation Office and University of Tennessee)

4:00 PM  Amanda J Reinke (University of Tennessee)  Conflict and Contest: Deconstructing Dichotomies and Disrupting Power Asymmetries in Community Mediation
4:15 PM  Heath Pearson (Princeton University)  More Than Just “Prison Families”: Countering the Counter-Narratives of Families as Victims of Mass Incarceration
4:30 PM  Jaymelee Kim (University of Findlay)  The Other Sides of Transitional Justice in Canada: Operationalization, Corruption, and Unanticipated Outcomes
4:45 PM  Tyler Howe (Eastern Band of Cherokee Tribal Historic Preservation Office and University of Tennessee)  Working from the Center out: Cherokee Community Organization and Identity Construction
5:00 PM  Frankie L West (University of Tennessee), Joanne M Hall (University of Tennessee), Susan Gaskins (University of Alabama-Tuscaloosa, Capstone College of Nursing), Ken D Phillips (East Tennessee State University, College of Nursing), Myesha D Pope (University of Alabama-Tuscaloosa, Capstone College of Nursing) and Sadie P Hutson (University of Tennessee, College of Nursing)  Living with HIV/AIDS and Advanced Care Planning in Appalachian Tennessee

5:15 PM  Taylor Robert Genovese (Northern Arizona University)  Decolonizing Archival Methodology: Combating Hegemony & Moving Towards a Collaborative Archival Environment

Discussant 5:30 PM  Julia Hanebrink (Rhodes College)  

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-1260 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  711 | Meeting Room Level  A HISTORICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF INFORMAL ECONOMY IN URBAN CHINA  Reviewed by  Society for East Asian Anthropology  Organizer(s)  Shuang LU (Harvard University)  Shuru Zhong (Texas A&M University)

Chair(s)  Shuang LU (Harvard University)

4:00 PM  Shuang LU (Harvard University)  Informal Economy as Urban Infrastructure: The Emergence of the Taxicab Industry in Republic Era Shanghai

4:15 PM  Adam Kelby Mitchell (Harvard University)  The Political Economy of Begging in 20th Century China

4:30 PM  Shuru Zhong (Texas A&M University)  Department Stores in Communist China: Formal Rationing and Informal Exchange

4:45 PM  Xia Zhang (Portland State University)  Informal Labor; Social Organization and Post-Socialist Nostalgia in Urban China

5:00 PM  Jiaying Chen (Binghamton University)  Selling Goods Online and Getting Rich in Taobao Village: Informal Commodity Economy and Local States in Contemporary China

Discussant 5:15 PM  Mayfair Mei-hui Yang (University of California, Santa Barbara)

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-1265 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  712 | Meeting Room Level  THE CURRENT MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH OF CHINA  Reviewed by  Society for East Asian Anthropology  Organizer(s)  Qingyan Ma (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)  Yu Cheng (Sun Yat-sen University)

Chair(s)  Lili Lai (Peking University)

4:00 PM  Mikkel Bunkenborg (University of Copenhagen)  The Substantiation and Dissolution of Illness through Ritual in Rural North China

4:15 PM  Lili Lai (Peking University)  Reproductive Anxiety: How Women Make Decisions in a Beijing IVF Clinic
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Qingyan Ma</td>
<td>A Cultural Meaning of HIV Cure in China: An Anthropological Investigation in Guangzhou, China</td>
<td>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Yu Cheng</td>
<td>Causes and Harmness of Deterioration of the Doctor-Patient Relationship in China: An Empirical Study in Guangdong Province</td>
<td>Sun Yat-sen University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Lai Sze Tso</td>
<td>Collaboration Between Hospitals and Community Based Organizations (CBOs) on Implementing Programs to Increase Sexual Health Education and HIV/AIDS Prevention in China</td>
<td>University of North Carolina-Project China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Ni Gong</td>
<td>Hidden behind “Colostomy”: Stories about Pain and Notoriety from Rectal Cancer Patients in China</td>
<td>Sun Yat-sen University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
<td>Lihong Shi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Case Western Reserve University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3-1270</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mile High 1A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CITIZENSHIP, EMBODIMENT, SUBJECTIVITY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reviewed by</strong> Association for Feminist Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair(s)</strong> Nicole Kellett (University of Maine Farmington)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4:00 PM</strong> Rachel Niehuus (University of California, San Francisco)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4:15 PM</strong> Nicole Coffey Kellett (University of Maine, Farmington)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4:30 PM</strong> Steve Moog (University of Arkansas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4:45 PM</strong> Anaar Desai-Stephens (Cornell University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5:00 PM</strong> Amélie Keyser-Verreault (Universite Laval)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5:15 PM</strong> Kaberi Das (Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Mumbai) and Ashutosh Murti (Tata Institute of Social Sciences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5:30 PM</strong> Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3-1275</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mile High 1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>QUALIA, EMOTION, AND SOCIAL STRUCTURE: EXPLORING THE ROLES OF RITUAL AND ROUTINE IN CHILDREN’S CULTURAL LEARNING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reviewed by</strong> Society for Psychological Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organizer/Chair</strong> Karen Gainer Sirota (California State University, Long Beach)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4:00 PM</strong> Cindy Clark (Rutgers University Camden)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4:15 PM  Heather Loyd (Kansas State University)  
*Bathroom Bonds: Girls’ Socialization into Morality and Womanhood through Grooming Practices in Napoli, Italy*

4:30 PM  Maricela Correa-Chavez (California State University, Long Beach)  
*Developing Children’s Desire to Collaborate at Home*

4:45 PM  Karen Gainer Sirota (California State University, Long Beach)  
*How to Feel Together Alone: U.S. Middle-Class Bedtime Routines as Occasions for Cultural Learning*

5:00 PM  Rebecca S New (University of North Carolina Chapel Hill)  
*Io Chi Siamo: Autonomy, Identity and Collaborative Relationships in Italian Early Childhood Education*

**Discussant**  
5:15 PM  Bambi L. Chapin (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**3-1280**  
*4:00 PM – 5:45 PM*  
*Mile High 1C | Ballroom Level [CCC](#)*

**TRANSLATING NATURES: RELATIONS, (IN)DETERMINACIES AND THE WORK OF TRANSLATION IN NATURAL RESOURCE USE**

**Reviewed by**  
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizers/Chairs**  
Piergiorgio Di Giminiani (Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile)
Sophie Laura Haines (University of Oxford)

**4:00 PM**  
Ben Robert Campbell (Durham University)  
*Communications and Collisions of Natural Meaning in Nepal*

**4:15 PM**  
Knut G Nustad (University of Oslo)  
*Translations and Practices of Natures and Natural Resources in the Isimangaliso Wetland Park, South Africa*

**4:30 PM**  
Julie Brugger (University of Arizona)  
*The Co-Production of Natural Resource Use on U.S. Public Lands*

**4:45 PM**  
David Kneas (University of South Carolina)  
*Cultivating Class: Agrarian Transformation and Mining Conflicts in Northwestern Ecuador*

**5:00 PM**  
Colin Cahill (University of California, Irvine)  
*[Un]Becoming a Resource: Determining the Nature of Civets in Indonesia*

**Discussant**  
5:15 PM  Paige West (Columbia University)

**Discussant**  
5:30 PM  Mario Blaser (Memorial University of Newfoundland)

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

**3-1285**  
*4:00 PM – 5:45 PM*  
*Mile High 4A | Ballroom Level [CCC](#)*

**REGIMES OF LANGUAGE AND THE SOCIAL, HIERARCHIZED ORGANIZATION OF IDEOLOGIES**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
James Costa (University of Oslo)
Janet Elizabeth Connor (University of Chicago)

**Chair(s)**  
James Costa (University of Oslo and Sorbonne Nouvelle)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>James Costa (University of Oslo and Sorbonne Nouvelle)</td>
<td><em>Introduction: Regimes of Language and the Social, Hierarchized Organization of Ideologies in Scotland</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Bernadette O’Rourke (Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh)</td>
<td><em>Regimenting Authenticity and Anonymity in Post-Revitalization Contexts</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Luisa Martin Rojo (Universidad Autónoma de Madrid) and Rosina Marquez Reiter (Surrey University)</td>
<td><em>“Non-Native” Subjectivities: Exploring the Impact of Linguistic Ideologies on Subjects’ Struggles for Legitimacy</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Aude Etrillard (Université Rennes 2)</td>
<td><em>Regimes of Whiteness: The Sociolinguistic Privileges of British Migrants in Rural France</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Lisa Mitchell (University of Pennsylvania)</td>
<td><em>Language Regimes and Corporeal Communication: Speech Action, Collective Assembly, and the Politics of Recognition in India</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Janet Elizabeth Connor (University of Chicago)</td>
<td><em>Regimes of Hearing: Languages and Sounds in an Oslo Classroom</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

5:30 PM Judith Temkin Irvine (University of Michigan)  
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

### 3-1290 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM Mile High 4B | Ballroom Level 📈

**LANGUAGE AND RACISM**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Linguistic Anthropology  
**Organizer/Chair:** Adam Hodges (Carnegie Mellon University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Adam Hodges (Carnegie Mellon University)</td>
<td><em>Reinforcing Dominant Understandings of Racism: The Intertextual Circulation of Small Stories about George Zimmerman</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Katherine E Browne (Colorado State University)</td>
<td><em>White out: Erasing Black History and Belonging from St. Bernard Parish after Katrina</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Daniel S Lefkowitz (University of Virginia)</td>
<td><em>Language, Representation, and Identity in Two Versions of Stockett’s the Help</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Adrienne Shiu-Ming Lo (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)</td>
<td><em>The Mediatization of the Linguistically Incompetent Chinese Speaker of English</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Jennifer Schlegel (Kutztown University)</td>
<td><em>Narratives of Desistance: Accounts of Leaving Racist Activism</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

5:15 PM Jennifer Roth-Gordon (University of Arizona)  
5:30 PM Discussion

---

### 3-1295 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM Mile High 4C | Ballroom Level 📈

**EXPLORING HUMAN GEOGRAPHY: GLOBAL CASE STUDIES IN LANDSCAPE ARCHAEOLOGY**  
**Reviewed by:** Archaeology Division  
**Organizers/Chairs:** Lisa Marie Fontes (University of New Mexico)  
Rachel A Horowitz (Tulane University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Brandon Lee Drake (University of New Mexico)</td>
<td><em>Waste as a Hedge to Variation</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
4:15 PM  Marian Hamilton (University of New Mexico)  You Are Where You Eat: Tracking Dispersal and Range Size with Strontium Isotope Geochemistry
4:30 PM  Shannon D Landry (Northern Arizona University)  The Magician’s Realm: Prestige, Fauna, and the Environment at Ridge Ruin Pueblo
4:45 PM  Willem VanEssendelft (Tulane University)  A Typological Analysis of Nahuatl Place Names
5:00 PM  Rachel A Horowitz (Tulane University)  Uneven Lithic Landscapes: Economic Organization and Chert Management Among the Late/Terminal Classic Maya
5:15 PM  Lisa Marie Fontes (University of New Mexico)  Modeling Optimal Resource Procurement and Hunter-Gatherer Mobility during the Lower Magdalenian in Vasco-Cantabrian Spain

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-1300  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mile High 4D  |  Ballroom Level

AUTHORITY BINDS: DISCOURSES, PRACTICES AND SENSIBILITIES

Reviewed by: Middle East Section
Organizer/Chair: Fadi A Bardawil (University of North Carolina Chapel Hill)
Discussants: Hussein Agrama (University of Chicago)

4:00 PM  Hussein Agrama (University of Chicago)
4:15 PM  Yunus Dogan Telliel (CUNY Graduate Center)  Failing Rituals, Religious Language, and the Idea of Authority
4:30 PM  Aria Nakissa (Washington University in St. Louis)  The “Ngoization” of Islamic Activism in Malaysia and Its Impact on Understandings of Sharia
4:45 PM  Ana Maria Vinea (CUNY Graduate Center)  The Prophet’s Practice and Modern Science: Constructing and Contesting Healing Authority in Contemporary Egypt
5:00 PM  Alireza Doostdar (University of Chicago)  The Islamic Occult and the Occlusion of Authority
5:15 PM  Fadi A Bardawil (University of North Carolina Chapel Hill)  The Labors of Theory: Intellectuals in Political Cells and Disciplinary Spaces
5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

3-1305  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mile High 4E  |  Ballroom Level

THE CONSOLATIONS OF CONCEALMENT

Reviewed by: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Perry Maxfield Waldman Sherouse (Princeton University)  Scott MacLochlainn (University of Michigan)
Chair(s): Scott MacLochlainn (University of Michigan)

4:00 PM  Tanya M Luhrmann (Stanford University)  Faith and the Facts: How We Keep Secrets from Ourselves
4:15 PM  Perry Maxfield Waldman Sherouse (Princeton University)  Materializing Disloyalty, or, How Perry Learns Georgian
Students

Thursday, November 19

4:30 PM  Sasha Newell (North Carolina State University) *Concealment and the Animacy of Accumulation: Hidden Heterotopias of Storage Space*

4:45 PM  Paul Kockelman (Yale University) *Witchful Thinking*

5:00 PM  Meghanne M Barker (University of Michigan) *Hiding in Plain Sight*

**Discussant**  5:15 PM  Graham M Jones (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

ANTHROPOLOGY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

**Revieweds by**  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

3-1310  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mile High 4F | Ballroom Level

**ANTHROPOLOGY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS**

4:00 PM  Autumn Zellers (Temple University) *Liminal Indigeneity at the Intersection of Neoliberal Drug Policy and Multiculturalism in Cauca, Colombia*

4:15 PM  Ariane Belanger-Vincent (Université Laval) *Did You Say International Relations? Anthropology and the Practices of Global Politics*

4:30 PM  Robert Benjamin Frey (Columbia University) *Torture and Other Objects in the Mirror Are Closer Than They Appear: Anthropology and the CIA Torture Report*

4:45 PM  Kevin J Carrico (University of Oklahoma) *Swarm of the Locusts: The Ethnicization of Hong Kong-China Relations*

5:00 PM  Jessica F Mason (University of Wisconsin, Madison) *Confusion As a Mode of Governance: The Familiar Strangeness of Climate Denial and Kremlin Wars*

5:15 PM  Susan B Vanek (Binghamton University, SUNY) *Selling a Melting World: Discourses of Climate Change and the Marketing of the Arctic*

---

3-1315  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Agate | 3rd Floor

**THIRD ANNUAL DISCORDANT AFTERLIVES OF HISTORY**

**Revieweds by**  Society for Cultural Anthropology

4:00 PM  Hirokazu Miyazaki (Cornell University) *The Politics of Time in Post-Fukushima Japan*

4:15 PM  Sarah Muir (Barnard College, Columbia University) *Monumental Corruption: Uncanny Virtue and the Double-Binds of Routinized Crisis*

4:30 PM  Kabir Tambar (Stanford University) *Transactions in Time: Enforced Disappearances and the Trajectory of Politics in Turkey*

4:45 PM  David Pedersen (University of California, San Diego) *Innovation, Development and the Geohistoricity of Finance*

**Discussant**  5:00 PM  Charles Stewart (University College London)

5:15 PM  Laura Bear (London School of Economics and Political Science)

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S
3-1320 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
Capital Ballroom 1 | 4th Floor

ETHNOGRAPHIC ENGAGEMENTS WITH DIGITAL ALTERITY I

Reviewed by  
General Anthropology Division

Organizer(s)  
Antonia Caitlin Walford (IT University of Copenhagen and University College London)
Hannah C Knox (University College London)

Chair(s)  
Hannah C Knox (University College London)

4:00 PM  
Antonia Caitlin Walford (Open University and University College London) *Digital Comparisons: Real Nature, Authentic Culture and Anthropological Alterity*

4:15 PM  
Rosemary Grennan (University College London) *The Aesthetics of Marginality: Bad Copies, Vernacular Reproduction and Film Piracy in New Delhi*

4:30 PM  
Amir Pouyan Shiva (University of Minnesota) *Foldable Blogs: When Newness Is a Product of Repetition and Future Is an Outcome of a Return to the Past*

4:45 PM  
Christopher Gad (IT University of Copenhagen) and Rachel Douglas-Jones (IT University of Copenhagen) *Computational Thinking as an Ontological Programme?*

5:00 PM  
Hannah C Knox (University College London) *The Counter-Politics of Open Source Hardware*

Discussant  
5:15 PM  
Tom Boellstorff (University of California, Irvine)

5:30 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-1325 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
Capital Ballroom 2 | 4th Floor

HEALTH IN THE TIME OF “BELT TIGHTENING”: AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF AUSTERITY IN EUROPE AND AFRICA

Reviewed by  
Society for Medical Anthropology

Organizer(s)  
James T Pfeiffer (University of Washington)
Rachel R Chapman (University of Washington)
Megan Anne Carney (Arizona State University)

Chair(s)  
Megan Anne Carney (Arizona State University)

4:00 PM  
James T Pfeiffer (University of Washington) *Austerity, NGOs, and African Health Systems: Case Studies of Côte D’Ivoire and Mozambique*

4:15 PM  
Rachel R Chapman (University of Washington) *Austerity and the Elusive AIDS Free Generation in Mozambique*

4:30 PM  
Nora J Kenworthy (University of Washington, Bothell) *Once Familiar, Now Estranged: Austerity and the Ends of AIDS*

4:45 PM  
Megan Anne Carney (Arizona State University) *“Tutto E’ Legato”: The Knottedness of Austerity Past, Presents, and Futures in the Lives of African Migrants in Italy*

Discussant  
5:00 PM  
Carolyn Sargent (Washington University in St. Louis)

5:15 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
EXPERIMENTING WITH CULTURES OF BIOMEDICAL INTERVENTIONS — MAKING THE FAMILIAR STRANGE.

Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s) Line Hillersdal (University of Copenhagen)
Jonas Winther (University of Copenhagen)
Chair(s) Line Hillersdal (University of Copenhagen)

4:00 PM Jonas Winther (University of Copenhagen) Data Travels: Re-Arranging Data Tables in a Randomized Controlled Trial
4:15 PM Line Hillersdal (University of Copenhagen) Making Hormones Eat? Inventive Conversations about Biomedical Experiments

Discussant 4:30 PM Bjarke Oxlund (University of Copenhagen)
4:45 PM Eva Vernooij (Amsterdam Institute for Social Science Research, University of Amsterdam) Standardizing the Real World: HIV Treatment as Prevention in Swaziland
5:00 PM Birgitte Bruun (University of Copenhagen) Knowing Pain? Experimenting with a Pain Log Book in a Danish Cross Disciplinary Research Project on Myalgia as a Side Effect of Cholesterol Lowering Statins

Discussant 5:15 PM Natali Valdez (University of California, Irvine)
5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

THE RIGHT TO HEALTH IN PRACTICE: LESSONS AND CHALLENGES FOR ETHNOGRAPHIC ENGAGEMENT

Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s) Alejandro Ceron (University of Denver)
Cesar E Abadia (University of Connecticut)
Chair(s) Priscilla A Magrath (University of Arizona)
Vanessa M Hildebrand (Case Western Reserve University)
Presenter(s) Jessica Scott Jerome (Depaul University)
Cesar E Abadia (University of Connecticut)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

AT “HOME” IN THE FIELD: PROXIMITY AND PERSPECTIVES IN ETHNOGRAPHIES OF DRUG USE

Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s) Tazin Karim Daniels (Michigan State University)
Danya Fast (British Columbia Centre for Excellence in HIV/AIDS, University of British Columbia)
Chair(s) Tazin Karim Daniels (Michigan State University)
Presenter(s) Tazin Karim Daniels (Michigan State University)
Danya Fast (British Columbia Centre for Excellence in HIV/AIDS, University of British Columbia)
Sari damar Ratri (Center for Gender and Sexuality Studies, University of Indonesia)
Maureen Floriano (Case Western Reserve University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**3-1345** 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
**Capital Ballroom 6 | 4th Floor**  
**HYATT**

**MIGRATION, MATERIALITY, AND POLITICAL SUBJECTIVITY**

*Reviewed by*  
American Ethnological Society

- **4:00 PM**  
  Jandy Gu (University of Florida)  
  *Remains of the Night: Pichação and Grafite in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil*

- **4:15 PM**  
  Susan J. Rasmussen (University of Houston)  
  *The Familiar and the Strange and the Problem of Sorcery in Anthropology: Insights from the Sahara*

- **4:30 PM**  
  Diana Budur (Princeton University)  
  *Familiar Strangers: Gypsy Mythologies and Romani Cosmologies in Brazil*

- **4:45 PM**  
  Angel Aedo (PUC, Chile)  
  *Experiences at the Edges: Care and Control in Contexts of Interaction Between Immigrants, NGOs and the State on the Northern Border of Chile*

- **5:00 PM**  
  Laura J. Yakas (University of Michigan)  
  *Love in the Time of Madness: Kinning in the Clubhouse*

- **5:15 PM**  
  Manduhai Buyandelger (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)  
  *Broadcasting Female Candidates in the Mongolian Parliamentary Elections*

**3-1350** 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
**Capital Ballroom 7 | 4th Floor**  
**HYATT**

**LEGAL POLITICS**

*Reviewed by*  
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

- **4:00 PM**  
  Alexander Steven Wamboldt (Princeton University)  
  *When You Are Still in Love: Prenuptial Agreements, Rabbinical Law, and the Politics of Hope*

- **4:15 PM**  
  David Thompson (University of California, Berkeley)  
  *Scripting Conviction: Brazil’s Criminological Exam and the Futures of Incarceration*

- **4:30 PM**  
  Rama Srinivasan (Brown University)  
  *Documenting ‘Love Marriage’: Petitioning for Choice in Contemporary Haryana*

- **4:45 PM**  
  Vijayanka Nair (New York University)  
  *“This Is Exactly What Orwell Wrote of”: Debating Biometric Identification in India’s Highest Court*

- **5:00 PM**  
  Katherine Culver (University of Pennsylvania)  
  *Legal Authority and Democratic Citizenship in U.S. Criminal Jury Trials*

- **5:15 PM**  
  Connie McGuire (University of California, Irvine)  
  *The Politics of Community Healing: Restorative Justice As Process and Outcome*

- **5:30 PM**  
  Nicole Martinez (Stanford University)  
  *Mad and Dangerous: Use of Neuroscience Evidence in the U.S. Criminal Courts*
3-1355  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Centennial A | 3rd Floor  
CONTESTING IDENTITIES AND HISTORIES: CROSS-CULTURAL EXPLORATIONS OF LAND, SCIENCE AND THE BODY

REVIEWED BY  
Society for the Anthropology of North America

CHAIR(s)  
Madeleine McLeester (University of Chicago)

4:00 PM  
Nazia H Kazi (Richard Stockton College of New Jersey)  
Islamophobia and the Production of the Moderate U.S. Muslim

4:15 PM  
Rebecca Plett (McMaster University)  
Pioneers in a Settler State: Mennonites, Landscapes, and Salvation in the Creation of the Canadian West

4:30 PM  
Douglas Alexander Bafford (Brandeis University)  
"Only One Race": Religious and Scientific Rhetoric of Anti-Racism Among Young-Earth Creationists

4:45 PM  
Madeleine McLeester (University of Chicago)  
Navigating Nature Narratives: Chicago's Natural Past, Present, and Future

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-1360  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Centennial B | 3rd Floor  
WHAT ABOUT GOOD OLD RETAIL? “FAMILIAR” MARKET FORMS IN THE PRESENT

REVIEWED BY  
Society for Economic Anthropology

ORGANIZER(s)  
Vivian Lu (Stanford University)
Jeremy A Siegman (University of Chicago)

CHAIR(s)  
Jeremy A Siegman (University of Chicago)

4:00 PM  
Samuel Joseph Shearer (Duke University)  
World(ing)Markets: The Contested Spaces and Aesthetics of Kigali’s Global Caguwa Trade

4:15 PM  
Vivian Lu (Stanford University)  
Economies of Sale: Nigerian Merchant Livelihoods Amongst Global South Trade Sites

4:30 PM  
Tiana Bakic Hayden (New York University)  
Dangerous Fruits: Security and Violence in Mexico’s Food Markets

4:45 PM  
Jeremy A Siegman (University of Chicago)  
Frontier Retail: Markets, Publicity and (De)Politicization in the Occupied West Bank

DISCUSSANT  
Gokce Gunel (Columbia University)

DISCUSSANT  
Jatin Dua (University of Michigan)

5:30 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-1365  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Centennial C | 3rd Floor  
NEW SENDING COMMUNITIES AND NEW RECEIVING COMMUNITIES IN DIALOGUE WITH MIGRATION THEORY

REVIEWED BY  
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

ORGANIZER(s)  
Nora Haenn (North Carolina State University)
Michelle Moran-Taylor (University of Denver)

CHAIR(s)  
Nora Haenn (North Carolina State University)
4:00 PM  Michelle Moran-Taylor (University of Denver) Social Remittances, Migration and the Environment in Chiapas, Mexico
4:15 PM  Nora Haenn (North Carolina State University) Cell Phone Spouse: Technology and the Social Changes That Foster Enduring Mexican Migration
4:30 PM  Angele P Smith (University of Northern British Columbia) Transforming Identities: The Process and Spaces of Migration & Interculturalism in Ireland
4:45 PM  Ermitte St. Jacques (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) The Significance of Peripheral Destinations for Understanding Transnational Practices

DISCUSSANT 5:00 PM  Deborah A Boehm (University of Nevada, Reno)
5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-1370  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Centennial D | 3rd Floor  HYATT
Invited Roundtable: BETWEEN WORLD ANTHROPOLOGIES AND WORLD ANTHROPOLOGY: TOWARDS A REFLEXIVE CRITIQUE OF THE MEDIATION PROCESSES
Sponsor  AAA Executive Program Committee
Organizer/Chair  Susana E Narotzky (Universitat de Barcelona)
Presenter(s)  Faye V Harrison (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)
Sandra L Lopez Varela (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)
João Pacheco de Oliveira (Museu Nacional - Brazil)
Gordon Mathews (Chinese University of Hong Kong)
Yasmeen Arif (University of Dehli)
Monica Heller (University of Toronto)

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

3-1375  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Centennial F | 3rd Floor  HYATT
THE MATERIALITY OF PLACES AND THINGS IN ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE
Reviewed by  Society for Economic Anthropology
Chair(s)  Cheryll Joy B Alipio (University of Queensland)
4:00 PM  Douglas Karel Smit (University of Illinois Chicago), Jennifer Polo Zapata (Universidad Nacional de San Antonio Abad del Cusco) and Jesus Galiano Blanco (Universidad Nacional de San Antonio Abad del Cusco) Forced Labor and the Emergence of Colonial Markets: The Mining Mita of the Spanish Andes
4:15 PM  Daniel Sosna (University of West Bohemia) Ordinary Life in a Strange Place: Informal Economic Practices in a Czech Landfill
4:30 PM  Geir Henning Presterudstuen (University of Western Sydney) The Value of the Vanua — Understanding the Nexus of People and Land in Fiji’s Market Economy
4:45 PM  Cheryll Joy B Alipio (The University of Queensland) Aesthetic Artifacts and Affective Economies in Filipino Japanese Migrant Households
5:00 PM  Liora Sarfati (Tel Aviv University) Agendas, Power, and Ideology in Museum Displays of Korean Shamanism
5:15 PM  Erika J Kuever (University of Southern Denmark) Understanding Brands in Context: History, Authenticity & Legitimacy
5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

3-1380  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Centennial G | 3rd Floor
BORDERLINE: STATE POWER AND PEOPLE ON THE EDGES (PERSPECTIVES FROM US-MEXICO, INDIA-PAKISTAN AND COLOMBIA)

REVIEWED BY  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
ORGANIZER(S)  Mohamad Junaid (CUNY Graduate Center)
               Salman Hussain (CUNY Graduate Center)
CHAIR(S)  Kamala Visweswaran (University of California, San Diego)
4:00 PM  Rocio Gil (CUNY Graduate Center) Bordering and Recognition: Mascogo/Black Seminole Articulations and State Making in the Texas-Coahuila Borderland
4:15 PM  Mohamad Junaid (CUNY Graduate Center) Lines of Control: Military Spatialization, Violence, and Tehreek resistance in Kashmir
4:30 PM  Salman Hussain (CUNY Graduate Center) State Power at the ‘Margins’ in Pakistan: Making the Khwaja Saras (Transgender Persons) and ‘the Missing’ (il)Legible
4:45 PM  Oscar Humberto Pedraza-Vargas (CUNY Graduate Center) Impunity Beyond Borders/Impunity As Borders/the Borders of Impunity: Transnational Negotiations of State Formation in Colombia
5:00 PM  Discussion

DISCUSSANT  5:15 PM  Avram S Bornstein (John Jay College, CUNY and CUNY Graduate Center)
5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

3-1385  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Centennial H | 3rd Floor
Installation:
THE ALCHEMIC BEING & DOING OF ETHNOGRAPHIC THEATER

REVIEWED BY  Installations
ORGANIZER(S)  Debra Spitulnik Vidali (Emory University)
               Debra Spitulnik Vidali (Emory University)
               John L Jackson Jr (University of Pennsylvania)
CHAIR(S)  Debra Spitulnik Vidali (Emory University)
4:00 PM  Sealing Cheng (Chinese University of Hong Kong)
4:15 PM  Myrtle Jones (Rochester Institute of Technology)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
3-1390  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mineral Hall B | 3rd Floor

RADICAL TRANSFORMATIONS

Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness
Organizer(s) Mark W Flanagan (University of Georgia)
Chair(s) Stephanie Bilinsky (Arizona State University)
Adam Klin-Oron (Van Leer Jerusalem Institute)

4:00 PM Stephanie Bilinsky (Arizona State University) Material Culture at New Orleans' Voodoo Spiritual Temple
4:15 PM Tyler Adkins (Princeton University) Utmost Wonder: The Experience and Temporality of Chukchi Shamanic Self-Harm
4:30 PM Coleen M Carrigan (California Polytechnic State University San Luis Obispo) Ethnographic Film Case Studies: Towards an Anthropology of Liberation
4:45 PM Gabrielle Agin-Liebes (NYU School of Medicine) Psilocybin-Administration As a Treatment for Anxiety in Cancer Patients: an Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis
5:00 PM Adam Klin-Oron (Van Leer Jerusalem Institute) From “Wild” to “Cultivated” Visions: Self-Socialization Among New Age Channels
5:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-1395  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mineral Hall C | 3rd Floor

Installation:
HAVE WE FOUND THE MAGIC ELIXER? SENIOR (80+) CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGISTS CONFRONT THEIR OWN AGING AND MORTALITY

Reviewed by Installations
Organizer(s) Philip Singer (Oakland University)
Pablo Landa (Princeton University)
Chair(s) Sidney M Greenfield (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
1:45 PM Philip Singer (Oakland University)
2:00 PM Sidney M Greenfield (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

3-1400  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mineral Hall D | 3rd Floor

MATERNAL “INSTINCTS”: AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL INQUIRY INTO INTIMATE MATERNAL RELATIONSHIPS

Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists
Organizer/Chair Melanie Angel Medeiros (SUNY Genesseo)
4:00 PM Ivy L Pike (University of Arizona) Spaces of Hope in Times of Despair: Nurturing in a Context of Low-Intensity Violence for Turkana Pastoralists of Kenya
4:15 PM Brady L G’sell (University of Michigan) Multiple Maternities: Seeking Support in South Africa and the Performance of Kinship
4:30 PM  Melanie Angel Medeiros (SUNY Geneseo) *Maternal Wisdom & Marriage Dissolution in Rural Northeast Brazil*

4:45 PM  Fayana Richards (Michigan State University) *Kinship Care: Ethnographic Encounters with African American Grandmothers Raising Grandchildren in Detroit, Michigan*

5:00 PM  Kara E Miller (University of California, Riverside) *Mothers and Midwives' Entanglements of Care in Southern Uganda*

**DISCUSSANT**  5:15 PM  Mimi Nichter (University of Arizona)

**DISCUSSANT**  5:30 PM  Susan MacDougall (University of Oxford)

This session may be of particular interest to: T

---

**RISKY BUSINESS: ETHNOGRAPHIES OF INSURANCE**

**4:00 PM – 5:45 PM**  
**Mineral Hall E | 3rd Floor**

**Reviewed by:**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizers/Chairs:**  
Amiel Melnick (Columbia University)
Soo-Young Kim (Columbia University)

**4:00 PM**  
Alexander Balzebre Gordon (Cornell University) *Carrying the Claims of Others in Anthropology and Pollution Liability Insurance*

**4:15 PM**  
Amiel Melnick (Columbia University) *The Limits of Actuarial Logic*

**4:30 PM**  
Michael Ralph (New York University) *Slavery, Insurance, and Industry: An Anthropological Inquiry*

**4:45 PM**  
Soo-Young Kim (Columbia University) *Once Ensured, Now Insured: How Pensions Figure Futures*

**5:00 PM**  
Mark Daniel Fleming (University of California, San Francisco and Berkeley) *Work Stress, Compensation Insurance, and the Biopolitics of Work*

**DISCUSSANT**  5:15 PM  Hylton White (University of Witwatersrand)

**DISCUSSANT**  5:30 PM  Laura Nader (University of California, Berkeley)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**ASSOCIATION FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF POLICY (ASAP) BOARD MEETING**

**4:00 PM – 6:00 PM**  
**105 | Meeting Room Level**

**Sponsor:**  
Association for the Anthropology of Policy

**Organizer(s):**  
Janine R Wedel (George Mason University)
David W Haines (George Mason University)
Cris Shore (The University of Auckland)
Carol A MacLennan (Michigan Technological University)
Marietta L Baba (Michigan State University)
William O Beeman (University of Minnesota)
Greg Feldman (Simon Fraser University)
Fayana Richards (Michigan State University)
Jennifer Hubbert (Lewis & Clark College)
Rebecca Warne Peters (Syracuse University)
**Film Session:**
The Hands That Feed, Dir. Rachel Lears and Robin Blotnik

**Sponsor:** Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

**3-1420**
5:00 PM – 8:00 PM

Society for Visual Anthropology (SVA) Board Meeting

**Sponsor:** Society for Visual Anthropology

**Organizer(s):**
Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
Stephanie Takaragawa (Chapman University)

**Chair(s):**
Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
Stephanie Takaragawa (Chapman University)

**Presenter(s):**
Jerome W Crowder (University of Texas Medical Branch), Stephanie Takaragawa (Chapman University)
Kate Hennessy (Simon Fraser University)
Karen Nakamura (Yale University)
Jennifer F Reynolds (University of South Carolina)
Jens M Kreinath (Wichita State University)
Robert Lemelson (University of California, Los Angeles)
Jenny Chio (Emory University),
Brent Luvaas (Drexel University)
Mark R Westmoreland (Stockholm University)
Susan Falls (Savannah College of Art and Design)
Fiona P McDonald (New Knowledge Organization, Ltd.)
Andrea M Heckman (University of New Mexico)
Joanna Scherer (Smithsonian)
Ulla Dalum Berg (Rutgers University)
Naomi Schiller (Brooklyn College, CUNY)

**3-1421**
6:00 PM to 8:00 PM

University of Colorado Social Hour

**Sponsor:** University of Colorado

**3-1425**
6:15 PM – 7:30 PM

Association of Black Anthropologists (ABA) Executive Board

**Sponsor:** Association of Black Anthropologists

**Organizer(s):**
David S Simmons (University of South Carolina)
3-1430 6:15 PM – 7:30 PM 110 | Meeting Room Level  
BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION BUSINESS MEETING  
Sponsor Biological Anthropology Section  
Organizer(s) Adam P Van Arsdale (Wellesley College)

3-1435 6:15 PM – 7:30 PM 112 | Meeting Room Level  
SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK (SAW) ROUNDTABLE ON THE FUTURE OF THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK REVIEW  
Sponsor Society for the Anthropology of Work  
Organizer(s) Charles R Menzies (University of British Columbia)  
Sarah Lyon (University of Kentucky)  
Chair(s) Nina E Brown (Community College of Baltimore County)

3-1440 6:15 PM – 7:30 PM 401 | Meeting Room Level  
ASSOCIATION FOR AFRICANIST ANTHROPOLOGY (AFAA) BUSINESS MEETING  
Sponsor Association for Africanist Anthropology  
Organizer(s) Anita Spring (University of Florida)  
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-1445 6:15 PM – 7:30 PM 402 | Meeting Room Level  
COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY & EDUCATION STUDENTS OF COLOR/LGBTQ MENTORING SESSION  
Sponsor Council on Anthropology and Education  
Organizer(s) Kristin A Searle (University of Pennsylvania)  
Marta P Baltodano (Loyola Marymount University)  
Chair(s) Kristin A Searle (University of Pennsylvania)  
This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

3-1450 6:15 PM – 7:30 PM 406 | Meeting Room Level  
SOCIETY FOR ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY (SEA) COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT EVENT: ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: SPARKING DIALOGUE AND MUTUAL LEARNING  
Sponsor Society for Economic Anthropology  
Organizer(s) Carolyn K Lesorogol (Washington University)  
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
3-1455  6:15 PM – 7:30 PM  601  |  Meeting Room Level

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF SAE: “THE VALUE OF ETHNOGRAPHY IN CONTEMPORARY EUROPE” — ROUNDTABLE WITH GAVIN SMITH

SPONSOR  Society for the Anthropology of Europe
ORGANIZER(S)  Jaime Palomera (Universitat de Barcelona)
PRESENTER(S)  Gavin Smith (University of Toronto)

AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
Student Paper Prize
Book Prize

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-1460  6:15 PM – 7:30 PM  601  |  Meeting Room Level

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF SAE: “TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION STUDIES AND MULTI-SCALAR PERSPECTIVES” — ROUNDTABLE WITH NINA GLICK SCHILLER

SPONSOR  Society for the Anthropology of Europe
ORGANIZER(S)  Jaime Palomera (Universitat de Barcelona)
PRESENTER(S)  Nina Glick Schiller (University Of Manchester)

AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
Student Paper Prize
Book Prize

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-1465  6:15 PM – 7:30 PM  601  |  Meeting Room Level

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF SAE: “ANTHROPOLOGY AND EXTREMISM IN OUR TIME” — ROUNDTABLE WITH DOUGLAS HOLMES

SPONSOR  Society for the Anthropology of Europe
ORGANIZER(S)  Jaime Palomera (Universitat de Barcelona)
PRESENTER(S)  Douglas R Holmes (Binghamton University, SUNY)

AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
Student Paper Prize
Book Prize

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-1470  6:15 PM – 7:30 PM  601  |  Meeting Room Level

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF SAE: “RE-IMAGINING NATION AND LANGUAGE IN LATE MODERNITY” — ROUNDTABLE WITH KATHRYN WOOLARD

SPONSOR  Society for the Anthropology of Europe
ORGANIZER(S)  Jaime Palomera (Universitat de Barcelona)
PRESENTER(S)  Kathryn A Woolard (University of California, San Diego)

AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
Student Paper Prize
Book Prize

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
3-1475  6:15 PM – 7:30 PM  601 | Meeting Room Level  
**CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF SAE: “PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND THE JOB MARKET: PROSPECTS AND STRATEGIES FOR EARLY-CAREER EUROPEANISTS” — ROUNDTABLE WITH KRISTA HARPER**

**Sponsor**  
Society for the Anthropology of Europe

**Organizer(s)**  
Jaime Palomera (Universitat de Barcelona)

**Presenter(s)**  
Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

**Awards presented at this event:**  
Student Paper Prize  
Book Prize

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-1480  6:15 PM – 7:30 PM  601 | Meeting Room Level  
**CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF SAE: STUDENT PAPER PRIZE**

**Sponsor**  
Society for the Anthropology of Europe

**Organizer(s)**  
Jaime Palomera (Universitat de Barcelona)

**Chair(s)**  
Noelle J Molé Liston (New York University)

**Awards presented at this event:**  
Student Paper Prize  
Book Prize

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-1485  6:15 PM – 7:30 PM  601 | Meeting Room Level  
**CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF SAE: “THE FOX GUARDING THE CHICKEN? CORRUPTION AND PATRONAGE IN MODERN EUROPE” — ROUNDTABLE WITH MICHAEL HERZFELD**

**Sponsor**  
Society for the Anthropology of Europe

**Organizer(s)**  
Jaime Palomera (Universitat de Barcelona)

**Presenter(s)**  
Michael Herzfeld (Harvard University)

**Awards presented at this event:**  
Student Paper Prize  
Book Prize

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-1490  6:15 PM – 7:30 PM  604 | Meeting Room Level  
**ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY (APLA) GRADUATE STUDENT PAPER PRIZE COMMITTEE MEETING AND NETWORKING FOR GRADUATE STUDENT PAPER PRIZE FINALISTS, MENTORS, COLLEAGUES AND FRIENDS**

**Sponsor**  
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Madelaine B Adelman (Arizona State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S
**CULTURE & AGRICULTURE (C&A) BUSINESS MEETING**

**Sponsor**
Culture and Agriculture

**Organizer(s)**
Seth Murray (North Carolina State University)

**Chair(s)**
Lisa B Markowitz (University of Louisville)

**Presenter(s)**
Nicholas C Kawa (Ball State University)

**Awards Presented at This Event:**
Robert M. Netting Best Student Paper Prize

**NETWORK OF CHRISTIAN ANTHROPOLOGISTS**

**Sponsor**
American Anthropological Association

**Organizer(s)**
Brian M Howell (Wheaton College)

**MELANESIA INTEREST GROUP (MIG) BUSINESS MEETING**

**Sponsor**
Melanesia Interest Group

**Organizer(s)**
Lorena Gibson (Victoria University of Wellington)

**This session may be of particular interest to:** P, S, T

**RECEPTION AND BUSINESS MEETING OF THE ARCHAEOLOGY DIVISION**

**Sponsor**
Archaeology Division

**Organizer(s)**
Randolph J Widmer (University of Houston)

**Awards Presented at This Event:**
Willey Prize
Student Diversity Travel Award

**UMASS AMHERST ALUMNI AND FRIENDS RECEPTION**

**Sponsor**
UMass Amherst Department of Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Jacqueline Urla (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

**This session may be of particular interest to:** P, S, T

**SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF FOOD AND NUTRITION (SAFN) EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING**

**Sponsor**
Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

**Organizer(s)**
Rachel E Black (Collegium de Lyon - ENS)
Kenneth C Maes (Oregon State University)
David Sutton (Southern Illinois University)
Arianna Huhn (California State University, San Bernardino)
Joan Gross (Oregon State University)
Miriam Ruth Dike (Boston University)
Amy Trubek (University of Vermont)
David I Beriss (University of New Orleans)
Charlotte A Noble (University of South Florida)

3-1525  6:15 PM – 8:30 PM  105 | Meeting Room Level  
CURIOUSITY: AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACH
SPONSOR  The Center for Curiosity
ORGANIZER(s)  Arjun I Shankar (University of Pennsylvania)
                 Mariam Durrani (University of Pennsylvania)
                 John L Jackson Jr (University of Pennsylvania)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-1530  6:15 PM – 8:30 PM  Centennial E  |  3rd Floor
SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SMA) BUSINESS MEETING, RECEPTION TO FOLLOW
SPONSOR  Society for Medical Anthropology
ORGANIZER(s)  Carolyn Rebecca Merritt (University of California, Los Angeles)
                 Linda Garro (University of California, Los Angeles)
PRESENTER(s)  George Foster Practicing Medical Anthropology Award
               Medical Anthropology Student Association (MASA) Graduate Student Mentor Award
               Eileen Basker Memorial Prize
               New Millennium Book Award
               WHR Rivers Undergraduate Student Paper Prize
               Steven Polgar Professional Paper Prize
               Society for Medical Anthropology (SMA) Dissertation Award
               AIDS and Anthropology Research Group (AARG) Clark Taylor Professional Paper Prize
               AIDS and Anthropology Research Group (AARG) Graduate Student Paper Prize
               AIDS and Anthropology Research Group (AARG) Ray Bucko, SJ, Undergraduate Student Paper Prize
               Alcohol, Drug and Tobacco Study Group Annual Graduate Student Paper Prize
               Graduate Student Paper Prize in the Anthropology of Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM) and Integrative Medicine (IM)
               Council on Anthropology and Reproduction (CAR) Graduate Student Paper
               Critical Anthropology of Global Health (CAGH) Rudolf Virchow Professional Paper
3-1535  6:30 PM – 7:08 PM  
Film Session:
BODEGA MARIA, DIR. SYDNEY SILVERSTEIN

Sponsor: Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

3-1540  6:30 PM – 8:30 PM  
SOCIETY FOR URBAN, NATIONAL, TRANSNATIONAL AND GLOBAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SUNTA) BOARD MEETING

Sponsor: Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
Organizer(s): Jayne Howell (California State University, Long Beach)
Chair(s): Petra Y Kuppinger (Monmouth College)

3-1545  7:00 PM – 11:00 PM  
AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY BOARD MEETING

Sponsor: American Ethnological Society
Organizer(s): Shalini Shankar (Northwestern University)
Presenter(s): Carol J Greenhouse (Princeton University)
Hugh Gusterson (George Washington University)
Kenneth Guest (Baruch College, CUNY)
Caitrin Lynch (Olin College)
Niko Besnier (University of Amsterdam)
Ritty Lukose (New York University)
Susan Greenhalgh (Harvard University)
Daniel M Goldstein (Rutgers University)
Elizabeth C Dunn (Indiana University)
Andrew P Hernann (John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY)

3-1550  7:20 PM – 7:40 PM  
Film Session:
LIGIA, DIR. GIOVANNI PRINCIGALLI

Sponsor: Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
3-1555  7:45 PM – 8:21 PM  107 | Meeting Room Level  
**Film Session:**  
**IL MARE, DIR. GUIDO NICOLAS ZINGARI**  
Sponsor  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

3-1560  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  113 | Meeting Room Level  
**APLA EARLY CAREER MENTORING EVENT: COMMITMENTS: USING TIME WISELY EARLY IN YOUR CAREER**  
Sponsor  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology  
Organizer(s)  Joshua Clark (University of California, Irvine)  
Amy B Levine (Pusan National University)  
Kedron Thomas (Washington University in St. Louis)  
This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

3-1565  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  603 | Meeting Room Level  
**THE SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE’S WILLIAM A. DOUGLASS DISTINGUISHED LECTURE: “‘THEORY FROM THE EAST’: DOUBLE POLARIZATIONS VERSUS DEMOCRATIC TRANSITIONS” BY PROF. DON KALB**  
Sponsor  Society for the Anthropology of Europe  
Organizer(s)  Jaume Franquesa (SUNY Buffalo)  
Presenter(s)  Don Kalb (Central European University and Utrecht University)  
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-1570  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  
**CULTURE & AGRICULTURE (C&A) RECEPTION**  
Sponsor  Culture and Agriculture  
Organizer(s)  Seth Murray (North Carolina Sate University)

3-1575  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  702 | Meeting Room Level  
**COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION (CAE) ALL PRESIDENTIAL FELLOWS**  
Sponsor  Council on Anthropology and Education  
Organizer(s)  Marta P Baltodano (Loyola Marymount University)  
Chair/Presenter  Marjorie Faulstich Orellana (University of California, Los Angeles)  
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
3-1580  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  Mile High 2 & 3  |  Ballroom Level  
**PATTY JO WATSON DISTINGUISHED LECTURE: THE SUBJECT OF SUFFERING**

**Sponsor**  Archaeology Division

**Organizer(s)**  Katherine Spielmann (Arizona State University)
                   Randolph J Widmer (University of Houston)

**Presenter(s)**  Susan Pollock

**Awards Presented at This Event:**

Patty Jo Watson Distinguished Lecture

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

3-1585  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  
**FIRST ANNUAL AAA VIRTUAL CONFERENCE: “FAMILIAR/STRANGE” IN THE DIGITAL LANDSCAPE**

**Reviewed By**  American Anthropological Association

**Organizer(s)**  Andrew Russell (American Anthropological Association)
                   Katie Vizenor (American Anthropological Association)

**Chair(s)**  Andrew Russell (American Anthropological Association)
               Samuel G Collins (Townson University)

**Presenter(s)**  Thomas M Malaby (University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee)
                   Alex J Golub (University of Hawai‘i Mānoa)
                   Lynne Goldstein (Michigan State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

3-1590  7:45 PM – 10:00 PM  401  |  Meeting Room Level  
**ASSOCIATION FOR AFRICANIST ANTHROPOLOGY (AFAA) RECEPTION AND DISTINGUISHED LECTURE: JENNIE E. BURNET, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE “ETHNOGRAPHY IN THE AGE OF TOTAL BUREAUCRATIZATION: INFORMED CONSENT, ETHICS, UNIVERSITY I**

**Sponsor**  Association for Africanist Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Anita Spring (University of Florida)

**Awards Presented at This Event:**

Elliott P. Skinner Book Award
Bennetta Jules-Rosette Graduate Student Paper Award
Nancy

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**
CAFE SCIENTIFIQUE — AAA MEETS LOCAL SCIENCE ENTHUSIASTS

Sponsor: Society for Anthropological Sciences
Organizer(s): Valerie V Feria-Isacks (Center for Applied Anthropology, Foothill College)
Andrew Tarter (University of Florida)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

Society for the Anthropology of Religion (SAR) BOARD MEETING

Sponsor: Society for the Anthropology of Religion
Organizer(s): Joel L Robbins (Cambridge University)
Presenter(s): Lauren G Leve (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
Hanna Kim (Adelphi University)
Jessica F Mason (University of Wisconsin, Madison)
Jonathan D Hill (Southern Illinois University-Carbondale)
Roberta Ricucci (University of Turin)
Simon M Coleman (University of Toronto)
Omri Elisha (CUNY - Queens College)
Ayala Fader (Fordham University)
Erin Stiles (University of Nevada, Reno)
Robert P Weller (Boston University)
Hillary Kaell (Concordia University)
Amira Mittermaier (University of Toronto)
Mayfair Mei-hui Yang (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Brian M Howell (Wheaton College)
Rachelle Scott (University of Tennessee)
Tulasi Srinivas (Emerson College)
Don Seeman (Emory University)
Adeline Masquelier (Tulane University)

Film Session:
HONORABLE MENTION — JEAN ROUCH AWARD: UNFINISHED LEGACIES, DIR. SANGSUN CHOI

Sponsor: Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
RECEPTION FOLLOWING THE SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SMA) BUSINESS MEETING

**SPONSOR**
Society for Medical Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)**
Carolyn Rebecca Merritt (University of California, Los Angeles)

**PRESENTER(s)**
Linda Garro (University of California, Los Angeles)

**Film Session:**
COME HELL OR HIGH WATER: THE BATTLE FOR TURKEY CREEK,
DIR. LEAH MAHAN

**SPONSOR**
Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
## Friday, November 20

### 7:30 AM – 8:00 PM

**Registration & Information:**

**ON-SITE, ADVANCE & WORKSHOP REGISTRATION**

Lobby F | Meeting Room Level

### 7:30 AM – 5:00 PM

**MEMBERSHIP SERVICES**

### 9:30 AM – 5:00 PM

**EXHIBITS**

### 9:00 AM – 6:00 PM

**CAREER CENTER**

### 10:30 AM – 3:30 PM

**NAPA/AAA CAREERS EXPO**

### 4-0000 7:00 AM – 8:00 AM

**2015–2016 SECTION REVIEWERS MEETING**

**Sponsor**

American Anthropological Association

**Meeting Room 2–4**

### 4-0005 8:00 AM – 9:00 AM

**SECTION ASSEMBLY NEW PRESIDENT’S ORIENTATION**

**Sponsor**

Section Assembly

**Organizer(s)**

Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)

**Chair(s)**

Miguel Diaz-Barriga (University of Texas Pan American)

### 4-0010 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM

**Invited Session:**

**MAKING TASTE PUBLIC**

**Sponsor**

Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

**Organizers/Chairs**

Carole M Counihan (Millersville University)

Susanne Højlund Pedersen (Aarhus University, Institute of Culture and Society)

**8:00 AM**

Susanne Højlund Pedersen (Aarhus University, Institute of Culture and Society) *Sharing Taste in the Class Room — Exploring How Danish Children Interpret the Practice of Food Tasting*

**8:15 AM**

Micah M Trapp (University of Memphis) and Dvera Saxton (California State University, Fresno) *Tasting Food, Tasting Industrialization, Colonization, and Ethnocentrism in the Anthropology Classroom*
8:30 AM Joan Gross (Oregon State University) *The Taste of Freshness, the Taste of Home*

8:45 AM Carole M Counihan (Millersville University) *Tasting and Talking in Italian Food Activism*

9:00 AM Valeria Siniscalchi (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales) *Political Taste: Inclusion and Exclusion in SF-Movement*

9:15 AM Anne T Meneley (Trent University) *Shaping Taste in Extra-Virgin Olive Oil Grading: Making the Familiar Strange and the Strange Familiar*

9:30 AM Amy Trubek (University of Vermont) *Learning to Taste and Food Agency*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**ACCESS, CAPACITY, AND THE HUMAN**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for the Anthropology of North America

**ORGANIZER(s)**
- Elizabeth Lewis (University of Texas at Austin)
- Kenneth T MacLeish (Vanderbilt University)

**CHAIR(s)**
- Cassandra Hartbly (University of California, San Diego)

**8:00 AM** Matthew J Wolf-Meyer (University of California, Santa Cruz) *Beyond the Disabled and the Disabling*

**8:15 AM** Anne Kohler (University of Connecticut) *Erring on the Side of Humanity: Accessing Experience and Relationality in the Context of Growth Attenuation*

**8:30 AM** Elizabeth Lewis (University of Texas at Austin) *Accessing the New “Normal”: The Medicalization of Childhood in the Contemporary U.S.*

**8:45 AM** Kenneth T MacLeish (Vanderbilt University) *Pathological Capacity: Figures of Military Suicide*

**9:00 AM** Rayna Rapp (New York University) and Faye Diana Ginsburg (New York University) *Disability, Demography, Futurity: Counting Disability and Making Disability Count*

**9:15 AM** Seth D Messinger (Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences)

**9:30 AM** Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**USING ANTHROPOLOGY AT WORK: ORGANIZATION, DESIGN, AND TECHNOLOGY**

**REVIEWED BY** National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

**ORGANIZER/CHAIR**
- Jo Aiken (University College London)

**8:00 AM** Benedicte Brogger (BI Norwegian Business School), Carla Dahl-Jorgensen (Norwegian Technological University) and Guro Huby (University College of Ostfold) *On the Relevance of Anthropological Knowledge in Organization Studies*

**8:15 AM** Jo Aiken (University College London) *We Need Some Space!*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
8:30 AM  Inga Treitler (Anthropology Imagination LLC and Economic Enterprises for Humanitarian Development) and Mark Cooke (Reason Analytics, LLC and Economic Enterprises for Humanitarian Development) A Global App to Reverse the Effects of Income Inequality: On Making and Launching Kind.Works

8:45 AM  Henry D Delcore (California State University, Fresno) Seeing School as Work: Exploring the Technologized Lifescapes of First Generation College Students

Discussant  9:00 AM  Emilie H Hitch (Humphrey School of Public Affairs)

Discussant  9:15 AM  Laurie Krieger (The Manoff Group)

9:30 AM  Discussion

4-0025  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  110  |  Meeting Room Level  
Invited Session: SOVEREIGN RETURNS: GENEALOGIES OF POWER AFTER COMMUNISM

Sponsor  Post-Communist Cultural Studies Interest Group

Organizer(s)  Lisa Sangmi Min (University of California, Berkeley)

Khashayar Beigi (University of California, Berkeley)

Chair(s)  Nikolai Ssorin-Chaikov (Higher School of Economics)

8:00 AM  Larisa Kurtovic (University of Ottawa) Conjuring “the People”: Protest Politics and the Problem of Popular Sovereignty in Postwar Bosnia

8:15 AM  Khashayar Beigi (University of California, Berkeley) Geographies of Sovereignty: Re-Mapping the Russian Space of Sovereignty as Cartographic Institution

8:30 AM  Dace A Dzenovska (University of Oxford) “You Are the State”: Latvian Diaspora Politics and the Spatial Distribution of Sovereignty and Statehood

8:45 AM  Monica E Eppinger (Saint Louis University) Estranged Sovereignties and the Territorial Imagination in Ukraine

9:00 AM  Lisa Sangmi Min (University of California, Berkeley) Communist Sovereignty in North Korea: From Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin to Kim, Kim, Kim

Discussant  9:15 AM  Alexei Yurchak (University of California, Berkeley)

9:30 AM  Discussion

4-0030  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  111  |  Meeting Room Level  
IMAGE AS METHOD, PART I

Reviewed by  Society for Cultural Anthropology

Organizer(s)  Brian Goldstone (Columbia University)

Robert Desjarlais (Sarah Lawrence College)

Chair(s)  Robert Desjarlais (Sarah Lawrence College)

8:00 AM  Anand Pandian (Johns Hopkins University) Thinking with the Feeling of an Image Yet to Come

8:15 AM  Stephanie Anne Spray (Harvard University) Negative Capability: The Cinema of Half-Knowledge in Manakamana
8:30 AM Stuart J McLean (University of Minnesota) *Images of What? Explorations in Immanent Visuality*

8:45 AM Erin D Yerby (Columbia University) *Mediumship as Method: Making Room for Intensive Images*

9:00 AM Abou Farman (New School for Social Research) *Synaesthetics*

**Discussant**

9:15 AM Elizabeth Povinelli (Columbia University)

9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:

4-0035 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 112 | Meeting Room Level CCC

**DENATURALIZING ‘YOUTH’: POLITICS, CITIZENSHIP, AND REPRESENTATION ACROSS THE INDIAN OCEAN**

**Reviewed by**

Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**

Samar Mussa Al-Bulushi (Yale University)

**Chair(s)**

Ritty Lukose (New York University)

8:00 AM Arjun I Shankar (University of Pennsylvania) *The Developmental Gaze and the Construction of the Rural Youth*

8:15 AM Ahmed Sharif Ibrahim (CUNY Graduate Center) *The Temporality of Youth in Somalia*

8:30 AM Samar Mussa Al-Bulushi (Yale University) *From Terrorists to Entrepreneurs: The Politics of Youth Engagement in Coastal Kenya*

8:45 AM Ethiraj G Dattatreyan (University of Pennsylvania) *Youth as Industry: Branding India’s Metropolitan Future in the ‘Globally Familiar’*

**Discussant**

9:15 AM Mariam Durrani (University of Pennsylvania)

9:30 AM Discussion

4-0040 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 113 | Meeting Room Level CCC

**SECURITY IS IN THE DETAILS: ETHNOGRAPHIC EXPLORATIONS OF SURVEILLANCE AND SOCIAL CONTROL**

**Reviewed by**

American Ethnological Society

**Organizers/Chairs**

Masamichi S Inoue (University of Kentucky)

Kristin Monroe (University of Kentucky)

8:00 AM Masamichi S Inoue (University of Kentucky) *The Predicament of Policing: Vulnerabilities of Officers as a Consequence of Increasing Police Power on a University Campus in the United States*

8:15 AM William C Garriott III (Drake University) *Is an Anthropology of Police Possible?*

8:30 AM Kristin Monroe (University of Kentucky) *Social Media and Statecraft: The Case of Twitter and the Traffic Police in Beirut, Lebanon*

8:45 AM Alexandra Schwell (University of Vienna) *Learning Security: Imaginaries and Knowledge of Security Experts*

9:00 AM Harel Shapira (University of Texas at Austin) *From the Nativist’s Point of View: Understanding How and Why the Minutemen Patrol the Border*
**4-0045  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM**

**Invited Session:**

**MICROSOCIALITY I: THINKING WITH GERMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Megan Tracy (James Madison University)</td>
<td>“We Eat What We Are”: Converting Waste and Harvesting the Microbiome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>Scott Carey (Queen’s University)</td>
<td>Becoming with P. Acnes: Experimental Dermatologies and the (Sub)Cutaneous Lives of Acne Sufferers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>Kimberly L Kelly (University of Arizona)</td>
<td>Dogs Are Like Yogurt?: Exploring Individuals’ Perceptions and Explanatory Models of Probiotics in the Context of a Clinical Trial Designed to Investigate the Potential of Pet Dogs to Enhance Human Microbiomes and Immune Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>Amber Benezra (New York University)</td>
<td>To Co-Evolve: Growing up with Microbial Kin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Theresa MacPhail (New York University)</td>
<td>The Dual Logics of Immunity: The Coevolution of Disease and Allergy Prevention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSANT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>Greg Feldman (Simon Fraser University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**4-0050  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM**

**ALTERITY, TRANSFORMATION, AND NARRATIVE: ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH UTILIZING FACEBOOK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>Karen Lisa Deeming (University of California, Merced)</td>
<td>The New Face of Ethnography: Utilizing Facebook as a Study Site on Adoptee Identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>Devin Proctor (George Washington University)</td>
<td>Networking Boundaries: Facebook Practice and Otherkin Identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>Erik A Aasland (Azusa Pacific University)</td>
<td>Alterity and Narrative in Focus Groups and Follow up on Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>Anders A Wallace (CUNY Graduate Center)</td>
<td>Uncanny Seduction: Masculinity, Pickup Artists, and the Uses of Social Media in Social Skills Training Communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Devin Proctor (George Washington University)</td>
<td>Networking Boundaries: Facebook Practice and Otherkin Identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**M  Mentoring Activity**

**P  Practicing and Applied Anthropologists**
Invited Roundtable:
NAGPRA+25: WHERE DO WE STAND, AND WHERE ARE WE GOING?
PART 1

Sponsor: Archaeology Division
Organizer(s): Kathleen Fine-Dare (Fort Lewis College)
              Kelly L Jenks (New Mexico State University)
Chair(s): Charles R Riggs (Fort Lewis College)
          Debra L Martin (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
Presenter(s): Stephen E Nash (Denver Museum of Nature & Science)
             C Timothy McKeown (U.S. Department of the Interior)
             Robin RR Gray (University of California Santa Cruz)
             David W Dinwoodie (University of New Mexico)
             Dorothy T Lippert (National Museum of Natural History,
             Smithsonian Institution)
             T Ferguson (University of Arizona)
             Larry J Zimmerman (Indiana University (IUPUI))

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

Invited Session:
FAMILIAR STRANGENESS OF PLACE AND PERSON: ETHNOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATIONS OF “AGING IN PLACE”

Sponsor: Anthropology of Aging and Life Course Interest Group
Organizer(s): Jessica C Robbins-Ruszkowski (Wayne State University)
              Aaron T Seaman (University of Chicago)
Chair(s): Aaron T Seaman (University of Chicago)
8:00 AM Annette Leibing (University of Montreal) Liminal Homes: Older People, Loss of Capacities, and the Present Future of Living Spaces
8:15 AM Aaron T Seaman (University of Chicago) Flexible Home: Remaking Person, Family, and Place
8:30 AM Mark R Luborsky (Wayne State University) Place-Making and Refashioning Later Life, Detroit Futures, Rivers of Toxic and Nourishing Heritages
8:45 AM Erika Carrillo (Wayne State University) The Local Community: What Food Provisioning Can Reveal about Aging and Place
9:00 AM Jessica C Robbins-Ruszkowski (Wayne State University) The Spatiotemporality of Aging: Creating Moral Persons and Places in Poland
Discussant: 9:15 AM Elana D Buch (University of Iowa)
9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
**4-0065  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  402 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**BIOCULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON NORMAL, PHYSIOLOGIC BIRTH**

**Reviewed by**  
Biological Anthropology Section

**Organizers/Chairs**  
Nicole L Falk (University of South Florida)  
Courtney L Everson (Oregon State University)

**Presenter(s)**  
Melissa Cheyney (Oregon State University)  
Courtney L Everson (Oregon State University)  
Nicole L Falk (University of South Florida)  
Holly Horan (Oregon State University)  
Elizabeth Miller (University of South Florida)  
Kirsten Resnick (Boston University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**4-0070  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  403 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**“GREEN” ENERGY FUTURES: CRITICAL POLITICAL ECOLOGIES OF ALTERNATIVE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT**

**Reviewed by**  
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Chair(s)**  
Megan A Styles (University of Illinois Springfield)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Megan A Styles (University of Illinois Springfield)</td>
<td><em>Kenya’s Vision 2030: ‘Green’ Energy Development &amp; Political Legitimacy in East Africa</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Anett Sasvari (Uppsala University, Sweden)</td>
<td><em>“Sustainable Communication” and the Interpretive Privilege — Knowledge Production in the Conflict Between Sami Herders and the Wind Power Industry</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Jeongsu Shin (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)</td>
<td><em>Safe Fish: Food and Environmental Discourse in Post-Fukushima South Korea</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Hsin-Yi Lu (National Taiwan University)</td>
<td><em>The Contested Oceanscape of Offshore Wind Farm Development in Taiwan</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

**4-0075  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  404 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**BEYOND NEOLIBERAL COMMUNITIES**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
EuyRyung Jun (POSTECH)  
Seung-Cheol Lee (Columbia University)

**Chair(s)**  
EuyRyung Jun (POSTECH)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Milena Marchesi (University of Massachusetts Amherst)</td>
<td><em>Reinventing Social Solidarity, Remaking Citizenship in Moral Neoliberal Italy: From Society, to Communities, to “the Family”</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: M
8:15 AM  Leslie Fesenmyer (University of Oxford) *Who Will Care for Their Grannies?: Elder Care, ‘Community’ and Contradictions Among Kenyan Pentecostals in London*

8:30 AM  Emily Metzner (UIUC) *Taking Responsibility and Making It Strange at Drug Treatment Courts in the Northeastern U.S.*

8:45 AM  Seung-Cheol Lee (Columbia University) *Seeing like a Social Entrepreneur: Governing Poverty through Community*

9:00 AM  Simon Daniel Eiriksson (University of Copenhagen) *Privatizing Policing — Contesting Government*

9:15 AM  EuyRyung Jun (POSTECH) *“Take Care of Street Cats”: Post-Human Care and the “Less Than an Animal”*

**Discussant** 9:30 AM  Nitzan Shoshan (El Colegio de México)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**4-0080  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  405 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**Invited Session:**

**THE ZOONOTIC CONDITION, PART I: PATHOGENESSES OF THE ANTHROPOCENE**

**Sponsors**  Anthropology and Environment Society  Biological Anthropology Section

**Organizer(s)**  Genese Marie Sodikoff (Rutgers University, Newark)

**Chair(s)**  Catherine E Bolten (University of Notre Dame)

8:00 AM  Robert Scott (Rutgers University, New Brunswick) *Hominin Carnivory, Tapeworms, and Cooking: Zoonoses in the Paleoanthropocene*

8:15 AM  Genese Marie Sodikoff (Rutgers University, Newark) *The Infectious Optimism of the Mining Giants: Biodiversity Offsets and Pathogenesis in Madagascar*

8:30 AM  Rebecca D Hardin (University of Michigan) *Emergent Disease in an Emergent Democracy: Livestock and Land Tenure in Laikipia, Kenya*

8:45 AM  Caitlin E Mertzlufft (University of Georgia) *Co-Production of Chagas Disease in Panama*

9:00 AM  Catherine E Bolten (University of Notre Dame) *Food from the Forest, Food from the Farms: Ethnographic Explorations of the Zoonotic Disease Interface in Sierra Leone*

**Discussant** 9:15 AM  Alex M Nading (University of Edinburgh)

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**4-0085  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  406 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**THE ANTHROPOLITICS OF EXPERT WITNESSING: RECENT REFLECTIONS ON MEXICAN AND CENTRAL AMERICAN ASYLUM SEEKERS**

**Reviewed by**  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizers/Chairs**  Lynn M Stephen (University of Oregon)  Shannon Speed (University of Texas)
Mentoring Activity

Friday, November 20

M  Mentoring Activity            P  Practicing and Applied Anthropologists

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**4-0090  8:00 AM - 9:45 AM**  
603 | Meeting Room Level

**ALTERNATIVE HEALING PARADIGMS**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Medical Anthropology

**Chair(s)**  
Todd Patrick Marek (University of Notre Dame)

- **8:00 AM**  
  Yuri Nonami (Otemae University) *Therapeutic Emplotment in Homeopathic Consultation - the Healing Process of Homeopathy through Narratives in Japan*

- **8:15 AM**  
  Todd Patrick Marek (University of Notre Dame) *Competing Curricula in Contemporary Tibetan Medical Pedagogy*

- **8:30 AM**  
  Tawni Tidwell (Emory University) *Embodying Tibetan Medicine: Entraining the Mind, Patterning the Senses and Generating the Diagnostician*

- **8:45 AM**  
  Dori Michelle Beeler (Durham University) *Reiki Practice and Commodity, an Obstructive Process of the “Familiar Strange”*

- **9:00 AM**  
  Ashok Kumbamu (Mayo Clinic) and Jon Tilburt (Mayo Clinic) *Communicative Action of Cancer Care: A Content Analysis of Conversations of Complementary and Alternative Medicine in Modern Medical Oncology*

- **9:15 AM**  
  Kristi M Ninnemann (Case Western Reserve University) *From Eels to ECT: Etiology and the Use of Electricity in the Treatment of Mental Disease*

- **9:30 AM**  
  Heather Yonce (Texas State University) *The Lived Experiences of the Central Texas Elderly and Animal-Assisted Therapy*

**4-0095  8:00 AM - 9:45 AM**  
605 | Meeting Room Level

**PORTRAITS OF ENGAGED ETHNOGRAPHY: KEEPING IT REAL**

**Reviewed by**  
Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizer/Chair**  
Kathryn A Davis (University of Hawai`i at Manoa)

- **8:00 AM**  
  Prem Phyak (University of Hawai`i at Manoa) *It’s Not Just a Funeral: Engaging Indigenous Youth in Countering Dominant Language Ideologies*

- **8:15 AM**  
  Jayson Parba (University of Hawai`i at Mānoa) “Kay Mga Bisaya Man Ta”: Countering Linguistic Violence through Engaging Multilingual Teachers

- **8:30 AM**  
  Travis Lockwood (University of Hawai`i at Manoa) *Keeping School a Reality: An Engaged Ethnography with Incarcerated Youth*

- **8:45 AM**  
  Kathryn A Davis (University of Hawai`i at Manoa) *Engaged Language Policy and Planning: Hawaii State Board of Education Policy 105.14*
9:00 AM  Angela Haeusler (University of Hawai‘i at Manoa)  “Stand up, Testify”: Public Testimonies as Sites of Activist Engagement
9:15 AM  Samuel Alejandro Aguirre (University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa)  Promoting Local Language Policies and Practices in an Era of Global Neoliberalism
9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

4-0100  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  607 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
4-0100  THREATENED TERRITORIALITIES AND EMERGENT IDENTITIES IN INDIGENOUS WESTERN MEXICO

REVIEWED BY  Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
ORGANIZER/CHAIR  Paul M Liffman (El Colegio de Michoacán)
8:00 AM  Jorge Antonio Reyes (INAH)  Southern Tepeluan Territorialities: Creation and Reproduction of Alterities
8:15 AM  Johannes Neurath (Museo Nacional de Antropología/Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)  Wixarika Cosmopolitics and Ecology
8:30 AM  Regina Lira Larios (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)  Multiplicity and Ritual Complexity in Wixarika Territorial Defense Strategies
8:45 AM  Paul M Liffman (El Colegio de Michoacán)  Cosmopolitics and Media in the Wixarika Anti-Mining Movement
9:00 AM  Rodrigo R De La Mora (ITESO)  Conflicting Paths: Frictions in the Social Construction of Highways and Territory in an Indigenous Community (Santa Catarina Cuezcomatitlán, Jalisco, Mexico)

DISCUSSANT  9:30 AM  Philip E Coyle (Western Carolina University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-0105  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  702 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
4-0105  MIXED-METHODS AND MULTISCALAR APPROACHES TO CLIMATE CHANGE MANAGEMENT

REVIEWED BY  Anthropology and Environment Society
ORGANIZER/CHAIR  Kimberly Danelle Kirner (California State University, Northridge)
8:00 AM  Carrie Hritz (American Association for the Advancement of Science) and Maria Uhle (National Science Foundation)  A Place at the Table: Anthropology and New Funding Initiatives for Global Change Research
8:15 AM  Clayton Whitt (University of British Columbia)  Shifting Water Rhythms: Irrigators Confront Climate Change and Mine Waste in the Desaguadero River of the Bolivian Highlands
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title/Abstract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Kimberly Danelle Kirner (California State University, Northridge)</td>
<td>Policy, Folk Knowledge, and Conflict: Responses to Climate Change in the Eastern Sierra, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Meredith L Welch Devine (University of Georgia), Anne Sourdril (CNRS), Brian J Burke (Appalachian State University) and Stéphanie Vincent-Sweet (Université Toulouse 2 Jean Jaurès (Le Mirail))</td>
<td>Observing Biodiversity to Adapt to Climate Change: A Lesson from Southern Appalachia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Margaret du Bray (Arizona State University), Amber Wutich (Arizona State University), Rhian Stotts (Arizona State University) and Alexandra A Brewis (Arizona State University)</td>
<td>The Tide Is Turning: The Affective Geographies of Coastal Communities Affected By Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Discuss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4-0110** 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
703 | Meeting Room Level

**THE DISJUNCT TEMPORALITIES OF EVERYDAY LIFE**

** Reviewed by **  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

** Organizer/Chair **  
Brad Weiss (College of William & Mary)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title/Abstract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Hylton White (University of Witwatersrand)</td>
<td>Temporality and Zuluess: Metacultural Discourse and the Everyday in South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Margaret J Wiener (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)</td>
<td>Chickens, Dogs, Offerings: Mundane Temporality in Bali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Brad Weiss (College of William &amp; Mary)</td>
<td>Everyday Futures: A Comparative Ethnography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Christopher T Nelson (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)</td>
<td>From Among the Dead: The Dissonant Rhythms of Everyday Life in Contemporary Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Discuss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Judith Farquhar (University of Chicago)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

**4-0115** 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
704 | Meeting Room Level

**Retrospective Session:**  
ON MASQUERADES, PILGRIMAGES, AND “BEING THERE”: THE FAMILIAR AND THE STRANGE IN THE WORK OF ABDELLAH HAMMOUDI

** Reviewed by **  
Retrospective Session

** Organizer(s) **  
Rachel Newcomb (Rollins College)  
Charis Boutieri (King’s College London)

** Chair(s) **  
John Borneman (Princeton)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title/Abstract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Discussant: Rachel Newcomb (Rollins College)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Paul Silverstein (Reed College)</td>
<td>The Historical Anthropology of Social Hierarchy and Ritual in the Work of Abdellah Hammoudi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Heiko Henkel (University of Copenhagen)</td>
<td>Bounded Knowledge of Cultural Schemes: A Danish Rejoinder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8:45 AM Jamila Bargach (Dar Si Hmad) Making Inroads in Fog: Reflecting on Hammoudi’s Theoretical Framing
9:00 AM Hsain Ilahiane (University of Kentucky) Riba (usury) Taboos, Financial Bricolage, and the Pursuit of Ethical Purity in Morocco
9:15 AM Erin E Fitz-Henry (University of Melbourne) Mirrors of the Self: Reflections on the Temporalities of Pilgrimage in Abdellah Hammoudi’s ‘a Season in Mecca’
Discussant 9:30 AM Abdellah Hammoudi (Princeton University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

4-0120 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 705 | Meeting Room Level CCC
Invited Session:
REFRAMING REPRESENTATION OF THE MEDICAL IMAGE: CRAFTING SYNERGIES BETWEEN MEDICAL AND VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGIES
Sponsor Society for Visual Anthropology
Organizer/Chairs Jerome W Crowder (University of Texas Medical Branch)
Elizabeth Cartwright (Idaho State University)
8:00 AM Elizabeth Cartwright (Idaho State University) and Adam LaVar Clegg (Idaho State University) The Time Before Memories: An Exploration of a Day in the Life of a Baby
8:15 AM Cristiana Bastos (University of Lisbon) Sculpted Wounds, Encrypted Messages
8:30 AM Nina Nissen (University of Southern Denmark) ‘Life Is Full of Contradictions!’: Men, Masculinities and Everyday Healthcare in Denmark
8:45 AM Jennifer L Syvertsen (Ohio State University), Angela Robertson Bazzi (Boston University) and María Luisa Rolón (University of California, San Diego and Universidad Xochicalco) Enbodying the ‘War on Drugs’: A Photo Essay from Tijuana, Mexico
9:00 AM Jerome W Crowder (University of Texas Medical Branch) Visualizing Tensions in an Ethnographic Moment: A Systematic Analysis of Images and Intersubjectivity
Discussant 9:15 AM Karen Nakamura (Yale University)
Discussant 9:30 AM Lenore H Manderson (University of the Witwatersrand)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0125 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 706 | Meeting Room Level CCC
EXPERIMENTS IN ETHNOGRAPHIES OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT: THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL ENTANGLEMENTS BETWEEN ANTHROPOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY
Reviewed by Anthropology of Children and Youth Interest Group
Organizer(s) Anni Kajanus (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Jing Xu (University of Washington)
Chair(s) Jing Xu (University of Washington)
8:00 AM Samuel P Veissiere (McGill University) and Kristine H Onishi (McGill University) How Kids Make up People: Affordances, Convention and Intent in Category Learning Across Cultures
8:15 AM Audun Dahl (University of California, Santa Cruz) *Combining Naturalistic and Experimental Methods to Understand Early Social Development*

8:30 AM Jing Xu (University of Washington) *The Multiple Facets of Fairness in Chinese Preschoolers’ World: Bridging Ethnographic and Experimental Approaches to Understand Moral Development*

8:45 AM Anni Kajanus (London School of Economics and Political Science) *Self-Regulation, Authority and Cooperation in Two Chinese Primary Schools*

9:00 AM Wendy L Klein (California State University, Long Beach) *Autism, Agency, and Neuronormativity: Anthropological and Psychological Approaches to Understanding Children’s Communication on the Autism Spectrum*

Discussant 9:15 AM Barbara Rogoff (University of California, Santa Cruz)

9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**4-0130** 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 707 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**URBAN FINANCIALIZATION AND ITS COLLAPSE**

Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Organizer/Chair Fabio Mattioli (CUNY Graduate Center)

8:00 AM Duygu Parmaksizoglu (CUNY Graduate Center) *“Everything Is Real Estate, Everywhere Is Investment”: Urban Redevelopment in Istanbul*

8:15 AM Brett Williams (American University) *Selling Debt to the Dispossessed*

8:30 AM Matilde Cordoba Azcarate (University of California, San Diego) *On Sewing, Debt and Emerging Practices of Solidarity in a Mexican City-Village*

8:45 AM Jaime Palomera (Universitat de Barcelona) *The Moral Economies of the Spanish Financial Collapse*

9:00 AM Fabio Mattioli (CUNY Graduate Center) *Urban Financial Collapse and the State: Illiquidity and the Political Economy of Oppression in Skopje Macedonia*

Discussant 9:15 AM Smoki Musaraj (Ohio University)

9:30 AM Discussion

---

**4-0135** 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 708 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**SACRALIZING THE NATION: THE ROLE OF RELIGION AND KINSHIP IN THE MAKING OF A MORAL NATION-STATE**

Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology

Organizer(s) Rose Edith Wellman (Princeton University)

Nathalie Nahas (University of Virginia)

Chair(s) Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney (University of Wisconsin, Madison)

8:00 AM Rose Edith Wellman (Princeton University) *Pious Acts, Intimacy, and the Iranian Nation-State*
8:15 AM  Nathalie Nahas (University of Virginia) *Mixed Marriages, Coexistence, and the Lebanese Nation-State*

8:30 AM  David J Strohl (Colby College) *The Politics of Inter-Caste and Inter-Religious Marriage in Contemporary India*

8:45 AM  Kristin L Bright (Carleton University) *Hindu Family Values: Imagining Shared Substance and Moral Authority in the Modi Doctrine*

9:00 AM  Dionisios K Kavadias (University of Virginia) "and Bless Your Inheritance": Relating Familial, Religious, and National Bodies

**Discussant** 9:15 AM  Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney (University of Wisconsin, Madison)

9:30 AM  Discussion

---

**4-0140  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  709 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**MAKING RACES, BREAKING CASES: A DIALOGUE ON SCIENCE AND SOCIETY IN THE U.S. CRIMINAL JUSTICE CONTEXT**

**Reviewed by**  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Cris Hughes (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)

**Chair(s)**  Chelsey Ann Juarez (North Carolina State University)

8:00 AM  Chelsey Ann Juarez (North Carolina State University) *Policing the Process: Practitioners, Methodology and Practice, Race and Ancestry in Forensic Anthropology: a Critical Analysis*

8:15 AM  Cris Hughes (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign) *Investigating Investigative Biases: Trends and Impacts of Forensic Racial and Physical Descriptors*

8:30 AM  Bridget fb algee-Hewitt (Stanford Center for Computational, Evolutionary and Human Genomics, Stanford University) *Public Perceptions of Genetic Identity: Probing the Relationships Between Race, Ancestry and Personal Identity*

8:45 AM  Mark Andrew algee-Hewitt (Stanford University), Mark Andrew Algee-Hewitt (Stanford University) and Bridget fb algee-Hewitt (Stanford Center for Computational, Evolutionary and Human Genomics, Stanford University) *The Language of Forensic Identity: Translating Between Race and Ancestry in Case Reports*

9:15 AM  Discussion

---

**4-0145  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  710 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**MIGRATION AND EDUCATION IN THE U.S.: FAMILIAR/STRANGE TENSIONS IN LIVED REALITIES AND IMAGINED FUTURES**

**Reviewed by**  Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizer(s)**  Ameena Ghaffar-Kucher (University of Pennsylvania)

**Chair(s)**  Lesley Bartlett (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

8:00 AM  Stacey J Lee (University of Wisconsin-Madison) *Hmong American Youth Revisited: Still Ideologically Blackened?*

8:15 AM  Susan Thomas (American University) *Educational Migration and South Asian Diasporic Identities*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Lesley Bartlett (University of Wisconsin-Madison), Ameena Ghaffar-Kucher (University of Pennsylvania) and Mary Mendenhall (Teachers College, Columbia University)</td>
<td>Education for Refugees in New York City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Sally Wesley Bonet (Rutgers University)</td>
<td>“We Were Expecting a Good Life Here but All We Found Was More Suffering”: Refugee Youth, Citizenship Education, and the American Dream Denied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Julia A McWilliams (University of Pennsylvania)</td>
<td>“It’s Hard to Know about the Education Anymore”: Refugee Youth Transitions in Philadelphia’s Public Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Thea R Abu El-Haj (Rutgers University)</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**4-0150  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  711 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**WORKING THE STRANGE INTO THE FAMILIAR: CONSTRUCTING AND RECONSTRUCTING PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY IN LEARNING CONTEXTS**

**Reviewed by**
Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizer(s)**
Sarah Amber Evans (University of Washington)

**Chair(s)**
Francesca Gobbo (formerly at University of Turin (Italy))

**Presenter(s)**
Francesca Gobbo (formerly at University of Turin)
Sarah Amber Evans (University of Washington, College of Education)
Carly Bertrand (University of Chicago)
Roberta Ricucci (University of Turin)
Déana Scipio (TERC)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

**4-0155  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  712 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**THE NOSTIC GOSPEL: THE NATURE OF SCIENCE CULT(URE) AND ITS DISCONTENTS**

**Reviewed by**
Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizer(s)**
David E Long (George Mason University)

**Chair(s)**
Joseph Henderson (University of Delaware)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Gale Seiler (Iowa State University) and Leon Walls (University of Vermont)</td>
<td>Color-Blindness in Nature of Science Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Michael R Kohut (Tidwell)(Vanderbilt University)</td>
<td>Changing Minds or Changing Rhetoric? How Students Use Their Many Natures of Science When Learning about Evolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>David E Long (George Mason University) and Joseph Henderson (University of Delaware)</td>
<td>Motivated Reasons: Scientific (Il)Literacy, NOS, and the Challenge of Cultural Cognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Jeffrey Shenton (Vanderbilt University)</td>
<td>Using Science to Build a “Forest”: Eco-Entrepreneurialism as Epistemology in the Kichwa Amazon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9:00 AM   Carol B Brandt (Temple University)  
Water Watchers: Coordinating Scientific Practices and Meanings of “Competent Inquiry” in Environmental Monitoring

9:15 AM   Margaret Eisenhart (University of Colorado, Boulder)

9:30 AM   Discussion

4-0160  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
Four Seasons Foyer | Ballroom Level  
Poster Session:  
FAMILIAR/STRANGE: EXPLORING ANTHROPOLOGY THROUGH POSTERS I

American Anthropological Association

Jean Ann Britt (California State University, Stanislaus)  
The Song Is Love: A Heuristic Exploration of the Shipibo Vegetalista Shaman’s Experience of Singing Icaros in Ayahuasca Ceremonies

Milena Acha (Universidade de São Paulo)  
The Land Notion of a Pastoral Group in the Argentina Andes, in a Way of Resistance to Government and Market Rules

Molly Christine Tolzmann (SEEP Network)  
In Spirit: A Postmodern Ethnography of Rational Revolt

Sarah Ann Carson (University of Pennsylvania)  
Maternal to Machiavellian: A Discourse Analysis of Media Surrounding America’s Political Women

Anne E Lally (University at Buffalo)  
Blood Money: International Biopharmaceuticals, Agricultural Practice, and the Icelandic Horse

Garrett A Stone (Clemson University), Lauren N Duffy (Clemson University) and Skye Arthurbanning (Clemson University)  
Confronting Whiteness in Tanzania: Exploring the Role of Cross-Cultural Contact on White Student’s Racial Attitudes and Identity

Lacee B Cofer (Seminole Tribe of Florida Tribal Historic Preservation Office and University of West Florida) and Juan J Cancel (Seminole Tribe of Florida Tribal Historic Preservation Office)  
Seminole GIS Portal: Developing Spatial Technology to Manage Cultural Resources in the Southeastern United States

Mark Jazayeri (Wayne State University)  
Arriving at a Cultural Model of Artificial Intelligence

Jeffrey G Snodgrass (Colorado State University), Andrew Bagwell (Colorado State University), Max Van Oostenburg (Colorado State University), Henri J Dengah II (Utah State University) and Cheryl Smarr-Foster (Colorado State University)  
Positive and Negative Online Gaming “Involvement”: An Ethnographic Approach to Measurement and Assessment

Kathryn S Oths (University of Alabama) and Hannah Nicole Smith (University of Alabama)  
Ecological, Social, and Cultural Contributions to Rapid Secular Change in Child Growth in Andean Peru

Seth Murray (North Carolina State University), Elizabeth A Jones (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) and Scott Madry (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)  
Burgundy without Wine? Contemporary Processes of Abandonment of Viticulture in France
Heidi Susan McCann (University of Colorado) *The Exchange for Local Observations and Knowledge of the Arctic: Managing Data from Social Science and Local and Traditional Knowledge Projects*

Briana Evans (Stanford University) *Saving Face: The Recreation and Destruction of Noma through Images*

Jason Mark Dorsa (Louisiana State University) *Analysis of Advanced Roleplaying within the Context of World of Warcraft*

Yasemin Akdas (University of Florida) *Something Old, Something New: A Reanalysis of Driver and Kroeber’s Cultural Relationships*

Grace Marie Pappalardo (Wayne State University) *Hausa Kinship Terminologies: Insights into Culture and Cognition*

Ellie Vainker (Rice University) *Quotidian Queerness and Legislative Lacks in Saint Petersburg*

McKayla Montierth (Utah State University), Essa Temple (Utah State University), Erica Michelle Hawvermale (Utah State University), Talon Dutson (Utah State University) and Henri J Dengah II (Utah State University) *“I’m Too Bold to be a Little Lds Woman!”: Gender Roles and Mental Health Among Mormons*

Olyvyan Lattea (Brillanti Applications) *“Revolutionary Mothers”: Negotiating Domesticity and Political Performance through Digital Technologies in Turkey*

Amanda Daniela Cortez (University of Notre Dame) *Bounded Bodies, Prescribed Desires: The Embodiment of Sexuality*

Omnia Khalil (American University in Cairo and City University of New York) *Urban Social Justice, Violence and Informality in Times of Revolutions Bulaq, Egypt*

N Celeste Pang (University of Toronto) *Aging Bodies, Queer Times: Economies of Care in Later Life*

Morgan Rachelle Montanez (Oregon State University) *Stories of Inequality: Experiences of the Near Poor in Linn and Benton County*

Essa Temple (Utah State University) and Henri J Dengah II (Utah State University) *“in a Feminist Woohoo Way”: Modeling Lds Students’ Views on Feminism*

Megan Moran (University of California, Los Angeles) *Debt, Shame and Patriarchy: Why Some Women Fail to Benefit from Microcredit Self-Help Groups in Rural West India*

Erica Michelle Hawvermale (Utah State University) *“Picking a Husband”: Mate Preference Among Mormon College Students*

---

**DEATH BY A THOUSAND CUTS**: SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH IN THE AGE OF RESEARCH ETHICS REGULATION

**Reviewed by** General Anthropology Division

**Organizer(s)** Lisa L Wynn (Macquarie University, Sydney)

**Chair(s)** Lisa L Wynn (Macquarie University, Sydney)
8:00 AM  Kirsten Bell (University of British Columbia) ‘Dual Relationships’ and ‘Conflicts of Interest’: On Institutional Ethics Review and Ideal Relationships
8:15 AM  Angel M Foster (University of Ottawa) Boards, Ends, and Means: Qualitative Research Plagued By Ethics Creep
8:30 AM  Tamara Kohn (University of Melbourne) What Is Right Is Not Always Sanctioned - What Is Sanctioned Is Not Always Right
8:45 AM  Lisa L Wynn (Macquarie University, Sydney) Disciplinary Differences in the Horror Stories Researchers Tell about Ethics Committees: Results of a National Survey

Discussant 9:00 AM  Kirsten Bell (University of British Columbia)
9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

4-0170  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Mile High 1B  |  Ballroom Level CCC
“MORALIZING ECONOMIES”: THE PRODUCTIVE RELATIONSHIP OF ETHICS, RELIGION, AND ECONOMIC PRACTICE
Reviewed by  Society for Economic Anthropology
Organizer(s)  Robert W Hefner (Boston University)
Chair(s)  Christopher B Taylor (George Mason University)
8:00 AM  Christopher B Taylor (George Mason University) Investing Islamic Alms: The Moral Returns of Charity Among Indian Muslims
8:15 AM  Aditi Saraf (Johns Hopkins University) Durations of Credit: Mobility and Morality in the Wholesale Market
8:30 AM  Aaron Z Pitluck (Illinois State University and University of Chicago) How to Control an Investment Banker: Theorizing Counter-Financialization from the Case of Islamic Finance
8:45 AM  Frederick F Wherry (Yale University) Relational Accounts, Moral Economics
Discussant  9:00 AM  Robert W Hefner (Boston University)
9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

4-0175  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Mile High 1C  |  Ballroom Level CCC
MAGICAL CAPITALISM: MAKING FAMILIAR ECONOMIES STRANGE (PART 1)
Reviewed by  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Organizer(s)  Brian D Moeran (University of Hong Kong)
Chair(s)  Douglas R Holmes (Binghamton University, SUNY) Central Bank Capitalism, Is It Magical?
8:00 AM  Christina Garsten (Stockholm University) Magical Formulae for Market Futures: Tales from the World Economic Forum Meeting in Davos
8:30 AM  David A Westbrook (SUNY Buffalo Law School) Numinous Capitalism
8:45 AM Daromir Rudnyckyj (University of Victoria) *Disenchancing Finance: Debating Magical Capitalism and Religious Authenticity in Islamic Finance*

9:00 AM Carsten Knoch (University of Toronto) *Smoke and Mirrors: The Magical Documents of Consulting*


**Discussant:**
9:30 AM Karen Z Ho (University of Minnesota)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**Invited Session:**

**CULTURAL MODELS OF NATURE IN PRIMARY FOOD PRODUCERS AROUND THE WORLD**

**Sponsor:**
Society for Anthropological Sciences

**Organizer/Chair:**
Giovanni Bennardo (Northern Illinois University)

8:00 AM Giovanni Bennardo (Northern Illinois University) *Causality in a Tongan Cultural Model of Nature*

8:15 AM Anna M Paini (University of Verona) *It Looks like Velvet: Cultural Nature in the Italian Alps (Dolomites)*

8:30 AM Hidetada Shimizu (Northern Illinois University) *Foundational Cultural Models of Nature for Primary Food Producers in Japan: Perfectionism and Interpersonalism*

8:45 AM Katharine L Wiegele (Northern Illinois University) *Fishermen’s Concepts of Nature and Environmental Change in Batangas, Philippines*

**Discussant:**
9:15 AM Carol R Ember (Human Relations Area Files at Yale University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**Invited Session:**

**(RE)THINKING ROMA/GYPSIES AS FAMILIAR STRANGERS: ETHNOGRAPHIC, ANALYTICAL, AND POLICY INSIGHTS**

**Sponsors:**
Society for the Anthropology of Europe
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizer(s):**
Danielle van Dobben Schoon (Ohio State University)

**Chair(s):**
Carol Silverman (University of Oregon)

8:00 AM Judith Melita Okely (Oxford/Hull) *Gypsy Intermediaries Guide the Stranger into Their Familiar, Bringing Reciprocity and Some Misunderstanding*

8:15 AM Siv Brun Lie (New York University) *The Uses of “Manouche”*

8:30 AM Jennifer L Erickson (Ball State University) *Strategizing Citizenship in Bosnia-Herzegovina and the United States: Bosnian Roma and Global Belonging*
8:45 AM  Alexander Markovic (University of Illinois at Chicago) *Intimate Familiars, Uncivilized Strangers: Roma Between Narratives of Balkan Culture and European Belonging in Vranje, Serbia*

9:00 AM  Danielle van Dobben Schoon (Ohio State University) *Between Global Solidarity and National Belonging: The Politics of Inclusion for Roma in Turkey*

**Discussant**

9:15 AM  Carol Silverman (University of Oregon)

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**4-0190**  
8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Mile High 1F | Ballroom Level  
**RACIAL BIOPOLITICS AND ALTERNATIVE LIVES: TEMPORALITIES WITHIN AND ALONGSIDE RACIAL BIOPOLITICAL REGIMES**  
**Reviewed by**  
Society for the Anthropology of North America

**Organizer(s)**  
Matthew Chrisler (CUNY Graduate Center)

**Chair(s)**  
Talisa Feliciano (CUNY Graduate School)

8:00 AM  Anne Spice (CUNY Graduate Center) *Contesting Petro-Futures: Temporality and Biopolitics in the Canadian Settler-Colonial Context*

8:15 AM  Joshua Liashenko (University of California, Riverside) *Trans* Cultural Strategies for Resisting Neoliberalism: New Approaches in Transactivism

8:30 AM  Talisa Feliciano (CUNY Graduate School) *Disrupting Humanity: Performing Resistance*

8:45 AM  Jia-Hui Lee (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) *Bodies That Smell: Olfaction, Terror, and the Making of Nebulous Bodies*

9:00 AM  Matthew Chrisler (CUNY Graduate Center) *“in the Natural Course of Their Leadership”: Teach for America and Racial Inclusion*

9:15 AM  Discussant: Anne Spice (CUNY Graduate Center)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**

---

**4-0195**  
8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Mile High 4A | Ballroom Level  
**FROM RESEARCH TO POLICY BRIEF: WORKING WITH STATE LEGISLATURES**  
**Reviewed by**  
AAA Committee on Public Policy

**Organizer(s)**  
Susan B Hyatt (IUPUI)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**
Invited Session:
Policing, Estrangement, and Social Inequalities: Denaturalizing Law Enforcement and Police-Based Governance Part One

Sponsor: AAA Executive Program Committee
Organizer(s): Nolan Kline (Purdue University)
Angela Stuesse (University of South Florida)
Chair(s): Angela Stuesse (University of South Florida)

8:00 AM Kartikeya Saboo (Rutgers University) The Carceral State in the Great Recession: Policing and Estrangement in a Divided Neighborhood of Color
8:15 AM Gilberto A Rosas (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign) Brown Death Matters
8:30 AM Angela Stuesse (University of South Florida) Immigrant Detention in the Carceral State
8:45 AM Nolan Kline (Purdue University) Policing as an Arm of Racial Inequality and Health Disparities: Militarized Law Enforcement in Atlanta, GA
9:00 AM Anthony Dest (University of Texas at Austin) "Don't Forget That You Are a Minority": Late Multiculturalism and Violent Exclusion in Colombia

Discussant: 9:15 AM Christen A Smith (University of Texas at Austin)
9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

Gender and Sexuality Discourses in the Arab World and Beyond

Reviewed by: Middle East Section
Organizer(s): Aseel Sawalha (Fordham University)
Rhoda A Kanaaeh (Columbia University)
Chair(s): Kamala Visweswaran (University of California, San Diego)

8:00 AM Polly Withers (University of Exeter) Gendering Secular Rituals and Liminal Spaces in ‘Alternative’ Youth Palestinian Music Cultures
8:15 AM Livia Wick (American University of Beirut) The Concept of Sumud and the Oral Histories of Nurses
8:30 AM Aseel Sawalha (Fordham University) Women in Amman, Jordan and the Regional Art Networks
8:45 AM Rhoda A Kanaaeh (Columbia University) Proper Persecution: Arab Gender and Sexuality Asylum Narratives
9:00 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
4-0210  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM     Mile High 4D | Ballroom Level
NEGOTIATING CITIZENSHIP AND STATE POWER IN THE MIDDLE EAST

REVIEWED BY Middle East Section
ORGANIZER/CHAIR Oren Kroll-Zeldin (University of San Francisco)
8:00 AM Murat Altun (University of Minnesota, Twin Cities) Parallel Powers: Politics of Conspiracy Theories in Turkey
8:15 AM Oren Kroll-Zeldin (University of San Francisco) Erasing the Past: Name, Place, and Cultural Erasure in Jerusalem
8:30 AM Sardar Saadi (University of Toronto) The Emerging Kurdish Social: Urbanization, Identity, and the Politics of Social Assistance Programs Between Municipality and the State in Diyarbakır, Turkey
8:45 AM Robin T Steiner (University of Arizona) Creating a ‘Culture of Loving Your Job’: HRM Expertise, Structural Entitlement and Citizen Unemployment in Oman
9:00 AM Discussion

4-0215  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM     Mile High 4E | Ballroom Level
LIMIT-EXPERIENCE AND THE POLITICAL

REVIEWED BY Society for Cultural Anthropology
ORGANIZER(s) Ozge N Serin (Rutgers University, New Brunswick) and Shahla Talebi (Arizona State University)
CHAIR(s) Shahla Talebi (Arizona State University)
8:00 AM Youssef Belal (Mohammed V University) Islamic Law, Ethics and the Revolution
8:15 AM Milad Odabaei (University of California, Berkeley) Sovereignty in Translation: The Politics of the Islamic Republic
8:30 AM Todd Ramon Ochoa (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) Sur-Render: Animal Shudders, Open Verse
8:45 AM Ozge N Serin (Rutgers University, New Brunswick) The Sovereign Lapse: The Death Fast and the Political
9:00 AM Shahla Talebi (Arizona State University) “My Hands Pulled the Trigger: Was I There?”
9:15 AM Stefania Pandolfo (University of California, Berkeley) Passage to the Imaginal
DISCUSSANT 9:30 AM David Marriott (University of California, Santa Cruz)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0220  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM     Mile High 4F | Ballroom Level
MIDDLE CLASS POIESIS IN AN UNCERTAIN WORLD

REVIEWED BY American Ethnological Society
ORGANIZER(s) Emanuela Guano (Georgia State University)
Kathryn A Kozaitis (Georgia State University)
CHAIR(s) Kathryn A Kozaitis (Georgia State University)
DISCUSSANT 8:00 AM Ann Marie Leshkowich (College of the Holy Cross)
8:15 AM  Rachel Heiman (New School)  Retrofitting Financing: Middle-Class Fault Lines and the Recasting of Community

8:30 AM  Lisa M Hoffman (University of Washington, Tacoma)  Middle-Classness in Urban China: Thinking about Sustainability, Volunteerism, and Professionalism

8:45 AM  Emanuela Guano (Georgia State University)  The Creative Urbaniety of an Italian Middle-Class

9:00 AM  Jennifer J Patico (Georgia State University)  I'm Not a Helicopter Parent (Am I?): Food, Parenting, and Middle Class Individualisms

9:15 AM  Kathryn A Kozaitis (Georgia State University)  Generational Dimensions on Being Greek and Middle Class in Times of Crisis

4-0225  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Capital Ballroom 1  |  4th Floor

ANTHROPOLOGY, ETHNOLOGY, AND AUDIENCES AT THE TURN OF THE 20TH CENTURY

Reviewed by  General Anthropology Division
Organizer/Chair  Richard L Warms (Texas State University)

8:00 AM  Reece McGee (Texas State University, San Marcos) and Richard L Warms (Texas State University)  Boas and Mcgee at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis, MO, 1904

8:15 AM  Susan Brownell (University of Missouri-St. Louis)  From Circus to Science: Late 19th Century Anthropology and Oriental Studies

8:30 AM  Nancy J Parezo (University of Arizona)  Paris to Madrid to Chicago: Mason's Ethnological Exhibits

8:45 AM  Deana L Weibel (Grand Valley State University)  Mock Rituals, Sham Battles, and Real Research: Anthropologists and the Ethnographic Study of the Bontoc Igorot in 1900s “Igorrote Villages”

9:00 AM  Ira Jacknis (Hearst Museum of Anthropology, University of California, Berkeley)  Miniature Worlds: Model Dioramas in American Anthropology, 1890–1910

9:15 AM  Jane Ferguson (Australian National University)  British Colonial Ethnology and Changing Ideas about Race in the Late 19th/Early 20th Century

Discussant  9:30 AM  Robert G Launay (Northwestern University)

4-0230  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Capital Ballroom 2  |  4th Floor

MAKING STRANGE TRADITIONS FAMILIAR IN CONVENTIONAL AND COMPLEMENTARY THERAPEUTIC SETTINGS

Reviewed by  Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer/Chair  Sonya E Pritzker (University of Alabama)

8:00 AM  Sienna R Craig (Dartmouth College)  Bringing the Medicine Buddha Home: Compassion, Lineage, and Memorization in Tibetan Medical and Biomedical Education Practices

8:15 AM  Suzanne E Morrisssey (Whitman College)  The Peoples Organization of Community Acupuncture and the De-Mystification of a Profession: Being Radicalized By the Mainstreaming of Eastern Practice in a Western Context
8:30 AM  George Laufenberg (Princeton University) Psychotherapists at the Sun Dance: Translation and Transformation in an Appropriately Appropriated Tradition

8:45 AM  Sonya E Pritzker (University of Alabama) Making the Strange Familiar and the Familiar Strange: Reinventing Classical Theories of Chinese Medical Psychology in Contemporary Beijing

9:00 AM  Jennifer R Guzman (SUNY Geneseo) Making Indigenous Medicine Familiar: Healers’ Tactics for Treating Novice Patients

9:15 AM  James M Wilce Jr (Northern Arizona University) Traditionalization and Shifting Authenticities in Finnish Revivalist Laments

DISCUSSANT  9:30 AM  Mei Zhan (University of California, Irvine)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0235  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Capital Ballroom 3  |  4th Floor  HYATT

ANTHROPOLOGY AND HIV/AIDS: HAS THE STRANGE BECOME TOO FAMILIAR?

REVIEWED BY  Society for Medical Anthropology

ORGANIZER(s)  Toni J Copeland (Mississippi State University)
               Charlotte A Noble (University of South Florida)

CHAIR(s)  Martina Thomas (University of Alabama)

8:00 AM  Toni J Copeland (Mississippi State University) HIV/AIDS as a “Chronic” Illness? Disparities in ART Treatment Accessibility Among Poverty Stricken Women in Kenya

8:15 AM  Rebecca L Upton (DePauw University) From ‘Radio Disease’ to ‘AIDS Fatigue’: Anthropology and the Future of HIV/AIDS in Botswana

8:30 AM  Deborah A Simpson (University of Regina) The Paradox of Religious Responses to HIV & AIDS in South Africa

8:45 AM  Suzanne M Leclerc-Madlala (US Agency for International Development) Anthropologists, ‘the End of AIDS’, and Documenting the Limits of a Command and Control Approach to Disease

9:00 AM  Charlotte A Noble (University of South Florida) Understanding Adherence to Antiretroviral Therapy and Food Insecurity in the Southern U.S.

9:15 AM  Muriel Vernon (University of California Los Angeles) Deconstructing the Down Low: Anthropological Approaches to MSM Demographics and HIV/AIDS Intervention in Los Angeles, CA

9:30 AM  Martina Thomas (University of Alabama) The Social Ecology of HIV Risk Among Southern African American Female Youth

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-0240  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Capital Ballroom 4  |  4th Floor  HYATT

FAMILIAR OR STRANGE? CONVERGENCES AND DIVERGENCES IN NEWLY EMERGING REGULATED PSYCHOACTIVE DRUGS

REVIEWED BY  Society for Medical Anthropology

ORGANIZER/CHAIR  Kristen A Ogilvie (University of Alaska, Anchorage)

PRESENTER(s)  Juliet P Lee (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation, Prevention Research Center)
### RELIGIOUS IDENTITY: CHANGES, CONTINUITY AND CHALLENGES

**Reviewed by**
Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**Chair(s)**
Rachel Werczberger (University of Pennsylvania)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Nazir n harb Michel (Georgetown University) and Joshua Kraut (Georgetown University) <em>Co-Constructing Scriptural Authority in a U.S. Quran Study Group</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Tatiana Vagramenko (National University of Ireland Maynooth) <em>Nenets Ritualized Resistance: Religious Conversion as a Strategy of Empowerment</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Bascom Guffin (Simon Fraser University) <em>Driving Ganesha: Creating (Auto)Mobile Sacred Space and Time in a South Indian City</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Rachel Werczberger (Katz Center for Advanced Judaic Studies, University of Pennsylvania) <em>Ritual and Authenticity in New Age Judaism</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Joshua Kraut (Georgetown University) <em>You Shall Know the Truth: Reasons and Reasonableness in Evangelical Small Group Bible Study</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Nicole Joanna Reisnour (Cornell University) <em>Voice, Self, and the Ethics of Divine Guidance in Mabebasan Literary Performance</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### KHUL’ IN PRACTICE: DEBATING ISLAMIC DIVORCE IN DIVERSE CULTURAL CONTEXTS

**Reviewed by**
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Erin Stiles (University of Nevada, Reno)

**Chair(s)**
Erin Stiles (University of Nevada, Reno)
Nadia Sonneveld (Radboud University Nijmegen/Al-Akhawayn University in Ifrane, Morocco)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Sylvia Vatuk (University of Illinois at Chicago) <em>The Extra-Judicial KHULc: A Problematic Divorce Option for Indian Muslim Wives</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Nadia Sonneveld (Radboud University Nijmegen/Al-Akhawayn University in Ifrane, Morocco) <em>Was Qasim Amin Right or Wrong? the Introduction of Khul’ Divorce in Egypt</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Erin Stiles (University of Nevada, Reno) <em>“Money Makes Us Drunk”: Rethinking the “Woman’s Divorce” through Judicial Practice on the Swahili Coast</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Esther Van Eijk (Maastricht University) <em>Khul’ Divorce in the Netherlands: Dutch Muslim Women Seeking Religious Divorce</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## 4-0255  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Capital Ballroom 7 | 4th Floor

**KIN AND INTIMACY IN EAST ASIA**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for East Asian Anthropology

**Chair(s)**  
Caitlin Meagher (University of Oxford)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Institution</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>William Joseph Silcott (Wichita State University)</td>
<td>&quot;Maybe Cubs Fans: the Changing Dynamics of Han in South Korea&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Setsuko Shibuya (Seisa University)</td>
<td>Changing Family in Rural Mekong Delta in Vietnam: Working Outside of Farming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Caitlin Meagher (University of Oxford)</td>
<td>Love and Friendship in the Japanese Sharehouse: Permitted and Prohibited Intimacies, Exchange and Distributed Affect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>You Kyung Byun (Free University of Berlin)</td>
<td>The 100,000 Won Friend: Calculating Gifts and Debts Among Dear Friends in South Korean Institutional Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Seven M Mattes (Michigan State University)</td>
<td>When the Hardest Job Is Answering the Phone: Affect and Emotion in Post-3.11 Japanese Animal Rescue Efforts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

## 4-0260  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Centennial A | 3rd Floor

**THE MATERIALITY OF AFFECT AND THE AFFECTIVITY OF THE MATERIAL IN GLOBAL MOBILITY AND CIRCULATION**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair**  
Lynnette Arnold (University of California)

**Discussant**  
Norma Mendoza-Denton (University of California)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Institution</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Elise C Berman (University of North Carolina at Charlotte)</td>
<td>Affective Responsibility: Giving and Physical Space in the Marshall Islands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Susanne M Stadlbauer (University of Colorado Boulder)</td>
<td>On Affect, Material Culture, and Blogs: Creating New Online Salafist Movements in the Digital Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Dana M Osborne (University of Arizona)</td>
<td>Deep Ilocano and the Phatic Role of the Mother Tongue in Classroom Interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Elizabeth A Falconi (Georgia State University)</td>
<td>Materializing Kinship and Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Lynnette Arnold (University of California)</td>
<td>The Cross-Border Negotiation of Material Care: Creating Affective Meaning from Riguas and Remittances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Lauren B Wagner (Maastricht University)</td>
<td>Flirting Diasporically: Affects and Materialities 'at Home' That Facilitate Embodied Encounters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4-0265  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Centennial B | 3rd Floor
TOURISM AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Reviewed by: Society for East Asian Anthropology
Chair(s): Jennifer Prough (Valparaiso University)
8:00 AM  Masayuki Yamazaki (Waseda University)  Cultural Anthropology  Study of New Settlers Living and Images in “Islands of Ecotourism”: Cases from Ogasawara/Bonin Islands, Japan
8:15 AM  Hui Zhang (East China Normal University and East China Normal University)  Creative Cultural Economy, Visuality, and Rural Regeneration in Contemporary China
8:30 AM  Yi-Chieh Jessica Lin (National Cheng Chi University)  A Sensory Ethnography of Green Gastronomy and Tourism in East Asia
8:45 AM  Seonhwa Lee (Institute of Cross-Cultural Studies, Seoul National University)  The Controversy of Desertification and Crisis Construction in the Inner Mongolia Grassland, China
9:00 AM  Jennifer Prough (Valparaiso University)  Matcha Tourism and Kyoto Chic: Young Women Tourists and the Kyoto Brand

4-0270  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Centennial F | 3rd Floor
AFRICAN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGISTS, THE IMPOSTOR COMPLEX AND CAREERS IN PERIL
Reviewed by: Association of Black Anthropologists
Organizer(s): Kalfani N Ture (American University)
Donna Auston (Rutgers University)
Chair(s): Kalfani N Ture (American University)
Presenter(s): Tracy R Rone (Morgan State University)
Kalfani N Ture (Le Moyne College)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0275  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Centennial G | 3rd Floor
PART 1: “STRANGE” NEW NORMS: STANDARDIZING INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES ACROSS EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS
Reviewed by: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Catherine R Rhodes (University of Pennsylvania)
Nicholas Limerick (Teachers College, Columbia University)
8:00 AM  Daniel F Suslak (Indiana University)  Noe’s Arc: Biography of an Ayöök Standardizer
8:15 AM  Nicholas Limerick (Teachers College, Columbia University)  The Metapragmatics of Greetings in Standardized Kichwa in Intercultural Bilingual Education in Ecuador
8:30 AM  Catherine R Rhodes (University of Pennsylvania)  Making Maya: Language Standardization Practices as Sites for Re-Mayanization in the Yucatán
8:45 AM  John A Lucy (University of Chicago)  The Instrumental Dimension of Indigenous Language Standardization
9:00 AM  Nancy H Hornberger (University of Pennsylvania) and Nicholas Limerick (Teachers College, Columbia University)  
*Teachers, Textbooks, and Orthographic Choices in Quechua: Bilingual Intercultural Education in Peru and Ecuador*

**Discussant 9:15 AM**  Robert Moore (University of Pennsylvania)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**4-0280  8:00 AM - 9:45 AM**  Centennial H | 3rd Floor  
**PROMOTING GENDER EQUALITY ON FAMILIAR GROUND:**  
**ANTHROPOLOGISTS ADDRESSING CAMPUS SEXUAL ASSAULT**

**Reviewed by**  Association for Feminist Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Tal Nitsan (University of British Columbia)

**Chair(s)**  Carolyn R Nordstrom (University of Notre Dame)

**Presenter(s)**  Peggy Sanday (University of Pennsylvania)  
Richard Colon (University of Connecticut)  
Jennifer S Hirsch (Columbia University)  
Tal Nitsan (University of British Columbia)  
Kimberly S Theidon (Tufts University)

---

**4-0285  8:00 AM - 9:45 AM**  Mineral Hall B | 3rd Floor  
**MULTIDIMENSIONAL**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Bharat J Venkat (Princeton University)

**Chair(s)**  Orit Halpern (New School for Social Research)

8:00 AM  Katheryn M Detwiler (New School for Social Research)  *Thin Skies, Thick Data: Astronomical Science in the Atacama Desert*

8:15 AM  Bharat J Venkat (Princeton University)  *A History of the Third Dimension*

8:30 AM  Laurence Tessier (Centre de sociologie de l’innovation)  *Diagnoses of Dementia, Couples, and the Depth of Suspicion*

8:45 AM  Dwaipayan Banerjee (Dartmouth College) and Ernesto de Carvalho (New York University)  *Vault Dust: Density and Desire in the Digital Archive*

**Discussant 9:00 AM**  Gaymon Bennett (Arizona State University)

9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**4-0290  8:00 AM - 9:45 AM**  Mineral Hall C | 3rd Floor  
**INTERACTIONAL APPROACHES TO LANGUAGE DOCUMENTATION**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Nicholas Williams (University of Colorado Boulder)

**Chair(s)**  Richard A Sandoval (University of Colorado Boulder)  
Irina Wagner (University of Colorado Boulder)
Friday, November 20

**MENTORING ACTIVITY**

**8:00 AM**
John W Du Bois (University of California, Santa Barbara) and Eric Campbell (University of California, Santa Barbara) *What a Difference a Conversation Makes: Dialogic Syntax and the Structural Description of Unfamiliar Languages*

**8:15 AM**
Alice Mitchell (University of Hamburg) *Documenting Difference: Interactional Approaches to the Documentation of Special Registers*

**8:30 AM**
Jocelyn C Ahlers (California State University, San Marcos) *Why Didn't You Tell Us It Was Aspect? Unexpected Benefits of a Documentation Project Focused on Interactional Language Use*

**8:45 AM**
Nicholas Williams (University of Colorado Boulder) *An Interactional Approach to the Description of Grammatical Practice in Kula (Alor-Pantar, Indonesia)*

**9:00 AM**
Richard A Sandoval (University of Colorado Boulder) *Gesture in the Arapaho Language: The Importance of an Interactional Approach*

**9:15 AM**
Andrew Cowell (University of Colorado)

**9:30 AM**
Bradley McDonnell (University of California, Santa Barbara) *Divorcing Documentation from Analysis Is a Mistake: Utilizing Interactional Linguistic Analysis in the Documentation of Besemah (Malayic, Indonesia)*

This session may be of particular interest to:

---

**FRONTIER SEXUALITIES, FRONTIER SELVES**

**4-0295** 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
Mineral Hall D | 3rd Floor

**REVIEWED BY**  
Association for Queer Anthropology

**ORGANIZER/CHAIR**  
Susan C Dewey (University of Wyoming)

**8:00 AM**
Rhett Epler (University of Wyoming) and Susan C Dewey (University of Wyoming) *"We're Pretty Much on Our Own Out There": Social Citizenship Revocation Among Street-Involved Women in Denver, Colorado*

**8:15 AM**
Tiantian Zheng (SUNY, Cortland) *Sexuality, Class, and Money Boys – Male Sex Workers in Postsocialist China*

**8:30 AM**
Austin Morgan (University of Wyoming) *The Role of an Online Hookup Application in the Lives of Rural Young Men Who Have Sex with Men*

**8:45 AM**
Susan C Dewey (University of Wyoming) *Systemic Intimacies: Criminal Justice Responses to Street-Based Sex Work in Denver*

**DISCUSSANT**  
Timothy McCajor Hall (University of California, Los Angeles)

**9:00 AM**
Discussion

---

**CORPORATE EXPERTISE, FROM THE INSIDE OUT**

**4-0300** 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
Mineral Hall E | 3rd Floor

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS/CHAIRS**  
Mark A Gardiner (Stanford University)  
Robyn d’Avignon (University of Michigan)

**8:00 AM**
Robyn d’Avignon (University of Michigan) *Making Artisanal Miners, Appropriating African Mineral Expertise in Senegal*
8:15 AM  Mark A Gardiner (Stanford University)  *Expert Citizens: Corporate Science in Namibia’s Uranium Province*

8:30 AM  Javiera Barandiaran (University of California, Santa Barbara)  *Science on Trial: Rivalries, Conflicts of Interest and Toxicity in Chile*

8:45 AM  Kevin Donovan (University of Michigan)  *Data, Intuition, Anecdote: Financialization and Forms of Un/Knowing in Kenya*

**Discussant**  9:00 AM  Peter Benson (Washington University in St. Louis)

**Discussant**  9:15 AM  Jessica M Smith (Colorado School of Mines)

9:30 AM  Discussion

**4-0305**  8:00 AM – 10:00 AM  Limestone  |  4th Floor  

**AAA FINANCE COMMITTEE**

**Sponsor**  AAA Finance Committee

**Organizer(s)**  Elaine Lynch (American Anthropological Association)

**Chair(s)**  Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)

**Presenter(s)**  Linda A Bennett (University of Memphis)

Robert Leopold (Smithsonian Institution, Center for Folklife & Cultural Heritage)

Yolanda T Moses (University of California, Riverside)

Mary H Moran (Colgate University)

Harold L Odden (Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne)

**4-0310**  8:00 AM – 10:00 AM  Mineral Hall A  |  3rd Floor  

**AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST EDITORIAL BOARD BREAKFAST**

**Sponsor**  American Anthropological Association

**Organizer(s)**  Oona Schmid (American Anthropological Association)

**4-0315**  8:30 AM – 10:00 AM  407  |  Meeting Room Level  

**AAA/NAPA CAREERS EXPO WELCOME BRUNCH**

**Sponsor**  AAA/NAPA

**Organizer(s)**  Katie Vizenor (American Anthropological Association)

Cathleen Crain (LTG Associates, Inc.)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P

**4-0320**  9:00 AM – 9:48 AM  107  |  Meeting Room Level  

**Film Session:**

**BEST GRADUATE STUDENT FILM (TIE): FIGHTING FOR NOTHING TO HAPPEN, DIR. NORA WILDENAUER**

**Sponsor**  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
SCA CONTRIBUTING EDITORS MEETING

**Sponsor**
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Jonah S Rubin (University of Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to:

AAA SECTION ASSEMBLY

**Sponsor**
Section Assembly

**Organizer(s)**
Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)

**Chair(s)**
Miguel Diaz-Barriga (University of Texas Pan American)

**Presenter(s)**
Jeffrey C Johnson (University of Florida)
Carol J Greenhouse (Princeton University)
Katherine Spielmann (Arizona State University)
Anita Spring (University of Florida)
Ellen Lewin (University of Iowa)
Jason T Younker (University of Oregon)
Madelaine B Adelman (Arizona State University)
David S Simmons (University of South Carolina)
Ana Aparicio (Northwestern University)
Janine R Wedel (George Mason University)
Shaka P McGlotten (SUNY at Purchase)
Ara Wilson (Duke University)
Sidney M Greenfield (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
Rachel Caspari (Central Michigan University)
Richard Feinberg (Kent State University)
Patricia Capone (Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology)
Bradley Levinson (Indiana University)
Lisa B Markowitz (University of Louisville)
Luke Eric Lassiter (Marshall University)
Ilana Feldman (George Washington University)
Raymond Hames (University of Nebraska)
John PN Massad (Independent Practitioner)
Andrew Tarter (University of Florida)
Ben G Blount (SocioEcological Informatics)
Amanda M Wolcott Paskey (Cosumnes River College)
Marisol de la Cadena (University of California, Davis)
Li Zhang (University of California, Davis)
Kristen Ghodsee (Bowdoin College)
Walter E Little (SUNY Albany)
Paul V Kroskrity (University of California, Los Angeles)
Linda Garro (University of California, Los Angeles)
Byron J Good (Harvard University)
M Diane Hardgrave (College of Southern Nevada)
Pamela L Ballinger (University of Michigan)
Rachel E Black (Collegium de Lyon - ENS)
Carolyn K Lesorogol (Washington University)
Catherine P Kingfisher (University of Lethbridge)
Joel L Robbins (University of Cambridge)
Charles R Menzies (University of British Columbia)
Petra Y Kuppinger (Monmouth College)
Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)

**4-0335** 10:00 AM – 10:53 AM
107 | Meeting Room Level

**Film Session:**
**TASHI’S TURBINE, DIR. AMITABH JOSHI**

**Sponsor:** Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

**4-0340** 10:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Granite C | 3rd Floor

**COMMITTEE ON WORLD ANTHROPOLOGIES (CWA) MEETING**

**Sponsor:** AAA Committee on World Anthropologies

**Organizers/Chairs:**
Bela Feldman-Bianco (State University of Campinas)
Florence E Babb (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Leslie C Aiello (Wenner Gren Foundation)
Alexandre Duchene (University of Fribourg)
Susana E Narotzky (Universitat de Barcelona)
Carolyn Rouse (Princeton University)
Ritu Gairola Khanduri (University of Texas Arlington)
Sandra L Lopez Varela (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)
Hsain Ilahiane (University of Kentucky)

**4-0345** 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM
108 | Meeting Room Level

**MEDIATIONS AND INFRASTRUCTURES AT WORK: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE USAGE OF TECHNOLOGICAL TOOLS, POLITICS AND MEDIA**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizers/Chairs:**
Philippe Messier (McGill University)
Joshua Jet Friesen (McGill University)
Ieva Tretjuka (University of Pittsburgh) *Debating Infrastructures, Negotiating Uncertainty: Foreign Scientists in Japan*
10:30 AM  Philippe Messier (McGill University)  Framing mediations and Technological Relationships: Exploring Stonemasons’ Labour through Collaborative Video Production at the Margins of the Special Economic Zones in Hyderabad (Telangana, India)

10:45 AM  Joshua Jet Friesen (McGill University)  Governmental Institutions as Media: A Case Study of Libyan Governmental Innovations

11:00 AM  Darcie DeAngelo (McGill University)  Loveability, Pity, and Innocence: Cambodian Deminers Mediating the Past with Animal Love

11:15 AM  Katherine Sinclair (McGill University)  Mining Radio Technology and Home Building in Nunavut

Discussant  11:30 AM  Paul Manning (Trent University)

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-0350  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  109 | Meeting Room Level  

THE ASYLUM INDUSTRY: TRUTH-MAKING, EXPERTISE, PROFIT AND PRIVATIZATION

Reviewed by  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Organizer(s)  Siobhan E McGuirk (American University)
Chair(s)  Adrienne Pine (American University)


10:30 AM  Joowon Park (Skidmore College)  Exceptional Asylum: The Politics of Life in Constructing North Korean Deservingness

10:45 AM  Adrienne Pine (American University)  The Moral Economy of Asylum, an “Expert” Perspective

11:00 AM  Tina Shrestha (Leiden University)  The Graphic Artifacts of Suffering: Form I-589 and Witness Affidavit in the U.S. Asylum Bureaucracy

Discussant  11:15 AM  Juan Thomas Ordonez (Universidad del Rosario)

11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

4-0355  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  110 | Meeting Room Level  

MANAGING BODIES AND POPULATIONS: BIOPOLITICS AND BIOETHICS IN THE GULF ARAB STATES

Reviewed by  Middle East Section
Organizer(s)  Neha Vora (Lafayette College)
Chair(s)  Marcia C Inhorn (Yale University)

10:15 AM  Marcia C Inhorn (Yale University)  Cosmopolitan Conceptions? Reprotravel, Biopolitics, and the Emirati State

10:30 AM  Amelie Le Renard (French National Centre for Scientific Research)  Hierarchical Bodies and Intimacies: “Expatriates” and “Migrants” in the Gulf

10:45 AM  Noor Al-Qasimi (University of Exeter)  Generations of Slow Death: Biopolitical Technologies, Queer Futurities and the Psychiatric Management of Emirati Queers
11:00 AM  
Neha Vora (Lafayette College)  
*Biopolitics and the Gulf City I: Navigating the Familiar and the Strange in Dubai and Doha*

11:15 AM  
Ahmed I Kanna (University of the Pacific)  
*The Spatial Politics of Vitality, and Security in Dubai*

11:30 AM  
Susie M Kilshaw (University College London)  
*Discourses of Blame: Women’s Bodies, Reproductive Disruption, and Society in Qatar*

11:45 AM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**Invited Session:**

**IMAGE AS METHOD, PART II**

**Sponsors:** Society for Cultural Anthropology, Society for Visual Anthropology

**Organizer(s):** Brian Goldstone (Columbia University), Robert Desjarlais (Sarah Lawrence College)

**Chair(s):** Brian Goldstone (Columbia University)

**4-0360  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  111  Meeting Room Level**

**Angela N Garcia (Stanford University)**  
*The Headless Body: Rendering the Limits of Power, Visibility and Understanding in Images of Violence*

**Robert Desjarlais (Sarah Lawrence College)**  
*Blank White*

**Lucas Bessire (University of Oklahoma)**  
*The Powers of the False Primitive*

**Brian Goldstone (Columbia University)**  
*Exposure / Overexposure*

**Diana K Allan (McGill University)**  
*The Golden Days of Said Otruk*

**Hugh Raffles (The New School for Social Research)**  
*Just Nearby*

**Stefan Helmreich (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)**

---

**Invited Session:**

**CONTEMPORARY ART AND ANTHROPOLOGY MUSEUMS: AMPLIFIED PERCEPTIONS AND DE-NATURALIZED FRAMES**

**Sponsor:** Council for Museum Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair:** Nicola Levell (University of British Columbia)

**Discussant:** Nicola Levell (University of British Columbia)

**4-0365  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  112  Meeting Room Level**

**Nicola Levell (University of British Columbia)**  
*Blueprint for a New Museum: Eduardo Paolozzi*

**Christina Kreps (University of Denver)**  
*Contextualizing Matters: A Short Biography of a Relational Art and Anthropology Project*

**Nuno Porto (University of British Columbia - Museum of Anthropology)**  
*On Love and Longing: Architectures of Displacement and Museum Reasoning*

**Anthony Shelton (University of British Columbia - Museum of Anthropology)**  
*What Happens to Contemporary Art When It Becomes Old?*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Firat Bozcali (Stanford University) Logistics of Smuggling: Regime of Swing Sovereignty and Smuggling Economies Across Iran and Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Rebecca Journey (University of Chicago) Infrastructures of Enchantment on Copenhagen’s “Green Path”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Waqas Hameed Butt (University of California, San Diego) Governing a Wasteful City: Networks of Work in Contemporary Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Maira Hayat (University of Chicago) We Have Always Wanted to be Modern: Notes from Pakistan’s Irrigation Bureaucracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Jacob Doherty (Stanford University) Away: Infrastructural Violence and the Fantasy of Disposability in Kampala’s Sinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Antina von Schnitzler (New School)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

### WORLDING INFRASTRUCTURES

**Reviewed by**: American Ethnological Society  
**Organizer(s)**: Jacob Doherty (Stanford University)  
**Chair(s)**: Jacob Doherty (Stanford University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Firat Bozcali (Stanford University) Logistics of Smuggling: Regime of Swing Sovereignty and Smuggling Economies Across Iran and Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Rebecca Journey (University of Chicago) Infrastructures of Enchantment on Copenhagen’s “Green Path”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Waqas Hameed Butt (University of California, San Diego) Governing a Wasteful City: Networks of Work in Contemporary Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Maira Hayat (University of Chicago) We Have Always Wanted to be Modern: Notes from Pakistan’s Irrigation Bureaucracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Jacob Doherty (Stanford University) Away: Infrastructural Violence and the Fantasy of Disposability in Kampala’s Sinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Antina von Schnitzler (New School)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

### TOWARDS AN ENERGETIC ANTHROPOLOGY OF “FAMILIAR” CAPITALISM: PART I

**Reviewed by**: Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology  
**Organizer/Chair**: Sandy Smith-Nonini (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Thomas F Love (Linfield College) Net Energy and the Need to Re-Cognize “Familiar” Capitalism as a Stage of Human History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Veronica Davidov (Monmouth University) Charismatic Megafauna, Terra Sacer, and Fossil Capitalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Chris Hebdon (Yale University) Provincializing the Industrialist Energy Tradition and Turning Towards the Work of Life — Perspectives from Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Lisa C Breglia (George Mason University) Resource Security Under Energy Reform in Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Jannik Schritt (Georg-August Universität Göttingen) Connecting with the Global Oil Zone: Technological Dramas, Territorialization and Knowledge Transfers in Niger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Alf Hornborg (Lund University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GLOBALIZATION, EDUCATION, NEOLIBERALISM AND NEGOTIATED MEANINGS.

**Reviewed by**: Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizer(s)**: Allison Henward (University of Hawaii)

**Chair(s)**: Cathy Bushnell Amanti (Georgia State University)

**Discussant**

10:15 AM  
Cathy Bushnell Amanti (Georgia State University)  
*Mexican Teachers’ Responses to Global Education Policy Flows*

10:30 AM  
Allison Henward (University of Hawaii) and Mene Tauaa (University of Hawaii)  
*American Samoan Preschool Teachers and Globalization: Negotiating Curriculum in the Periphery*

10:45 AM  
Rosemary C Henze (San José State University), Katherine Masters (Pennsylvania State University) and Fabio O Coelho (Universitas Islam Negeri Suska)  
*Teachers’ Agency in the Face of an English Language Policy Mandate: a Nicaraguan Story*

11:00 AM  
Jordan Levy (Pacific Lutheran University)  
*Reforming Schools, Disciplining Teachers: Decentralization and Privatization of Education in Honduras*

11:15 AM  
Sarah A Robert (University at Buffalo)  
*Neoliberal Education Reform: Global and Local Notions of Gender*

11:30 AM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**Invited Session: A HOUSE DIVIDED: POLITICS, PROFESSIONAL MOBILIZATION, AND ACADEMIC FREEDOM IN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY**

**Sponsor**: General Anthropology Division

**Organizer(s)**: David M Rosen (Fairleigh Dickinson University)  
Richard A Shweder (University of Chicago)

**Chair(s)**: David M Rosen (Fairleigh Dickinson University)

10:15 AM  
Herbert S Lewis (University of Wisconsin-Madison)  
*Political Controversies and the AAA: A Discipline Transformed*

10:30 AM  
Susan R Trencher (George Mason University)  
*The Rise of Resolutions and Self-Righteous Anthropology*

10:45 AM  
Alice D Dreger (Northwestern University)  
*Thinking about the Appropriate Role of Activism within Scholarly Organization*

11:00 AM  
Alex Weingrod (Ben Gurion University of the Negev)  
*Setting the Agenda: Boycotting Anthropologists*

11:15 AM  
Richard A Shweder (University of Chicago)  
*Institutional Neutrality, Speaking for Oneself, and the Hazards of Corporate Political Opinions*

**Discussant**

11:30 AM  
Jill Korbin (Case Western Reserve University)

11:45 AM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

Reviewed by: Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Organizers/Chairs:
- Pamela Feldman-Savelsberg (Carleton College)
- Alma Gottlieb (U of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

10:15 AM: Sophia Balakian (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
- *Expectations Fulfilled and Disappointed: Strange and Familiar Landscapes for Somali Refugees, Nairobi to Ohio*

10:30 AM: Pamela Feldman-Savelsberg (Carleton College)
- *Strange Expectations: Cameroonian Migrants and their German Healthcare Providers debate Obstetric Choices*

Discussant:
10:45 AM: Alejandro Lugo (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

11:00 AM: Carolyn Sargent (Washington University in St. Louis)
- *The Strangeness and Familiarity of Cancer: West African Women and the Experience of Oncology in Paris*

11:15 AM: Alma Gottlieb (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
- *Migrations Between the Religious Strange and the Religious Familiar: Contemporary Cape Verdeans' Explorations of Their Jewish Roots*

Discussant:
11:30 AM: Paul Stoller (West Chester University)

11:45 AM: Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

GAIA STRIKES BACK: FERAL LANDSCAPES OF THE ANTHROPOCENE (PART 1 OF 2)

Reviewed by: Anthropology and Environment Society

Organizer(s):
- Natalie Forssman (University of California, San Diego)
- Katy Overstreet (University of California, Santa Cruz)

Chair(s):
- Anna Tsing (University of California-Santa Cruz)

10:15 AM: Zachary Caple (University of California, Santa Cruz)
- *Tegu Trouble: Corporate Landscape Ecology and the Unraveling of a Chelonian World*

10:30 AM: Natalie Forssman (University of California, San Diego)
- *Ecologies of Recovery: Coastal Landscape Re-Makings of Humans and Seals in California*

10:45 AM: Katy Overstreet (University of California, Santa Cruz)
- *Dairy Indigestions: The Proliferation of Manure and Unruly Organisms in the Anthropocene*

11:00 AM: Heather A Swanson (Aarhus University)
- *Free-Range Fish Production: The Uncontained Consequences of North Pacific Salmon Ranching*

Discussant:
11:15 AM: Laura A Ogden (Dartmouth College)

Discussant:
11:30 AM: Thom Van Dooren (University of New South Wales)

11:45 AM: Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
SEDUCTIONS OF PILGRIMAGE: SACRED JOURNEYS AFAR AND ASTRAY IN THE WESTERN RELIGIOUS TRADITION

Reviewed by: Society for Humanistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Michael A Di Giovine (West Chester University)
Chair(s): Ellen Badone (McMaster University)

10:15 AM Michael A Di Giovine (West Chester University) Astray: Towards an Ethics of Seduction in Western Pilgrimage
10:30 AM Simon M Coleman (University of Toronto) Purity as Danger? Seduction, Sexuality and Slipperiness in Christian Pilgrimage
10:45 AM Jackie S Feldman (Ben Gurion University of the Negev) Jewish Guide, Christian Pilgrim, Holy Land: Religious Seduction on the Road to Zion
11:00 AM Jens M Kreinath (Wichita State University) The Seductiveness of Saints: Interreligious Pilgrimage Sites in Hatay and the Ritual Transformations of Agency
11:15 AM Julia G Klimova (University of California, San Diego) "As If the Road There Is Covered with Honey": Inquiries into the Seductiveness of the Greek Orthodox Monastery in Arizona for Russian Orthodox Parish Pilgrims
11:30 AM Jill Dubisch (Northern Arizona University) The Seduction of the Anthropologist

Discussant: 11:45 AM Deana L Weibel (Grand Valley State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

IN THE NAME-OF-THE-FAather: QUEER RELATION TO AUTHORITY

Reviewed by: Association for Queer Anthropology
Organizer/Chair: Tamar R Shirinian (Duke University)

10:15 AM Asli Zengin (Brandeis University) Sovereigns of Sex: The State, Religion, Death and Gender Non-Conformity in Turkey
10:30 AM Rustem Ertug Altinay (New York University) Desiring the Father, Resisting the Time: Kemalist Bdsm and the Queer Politics of Belonging in Turkey
10:45 AM Zach Levine (Duke University) Transitional Coordinates: Knowledge and Anti-Normativity in Brazilian Trans Genders
11:00 AM William Billy Hebert (University of Toronto) Invoking the "Figure" of the Trans Inmate: Competing Discourses, Claims, and Projects Articulated Around a Vulnerable Subject
11:15 AM Tamar R Shirinian (Duke University) The Homosexual as Fetish: Illegitimate Fatherhood and the Congealment of National Anxiety

Discussant: 11:30 AM Discussant: John Borneman (Princeton)
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P
THE ONTOLOGICAL POLITICS OF MOTHERHOOD: ORDINARY EXCEPTIONS

Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology
Organizer/Chair Jan M Brunson (University of Hawaii - Manoa)

10:15 AM Kristin J Wilson (Cabrillo College) Exceptional Breastfeeding and Its Political Expressions
10:30 AM Jan M Brunson (University of Hawaii - Manoa) Maoist Motherhood: Reproducing the Ordinary amidst a Revolution in Nepal
10:45 AM Anna Wilking (New York University) Constructions of Radical Motherhood: Sex Workers’ Sacrifice
11:00 AM Sarah E Rubin (Ohio University Heritage College of Osteopathic Medicine) Everyday Acts of Violence and Resistance: Motherhood and Childbirth in the South African Township Maternity Clinic
11:15 AM Vanessa M Hildebrand (Case Western Reserve University) Motherhood and Ideal Futures: The Reception of Global Reproductive Health Messages By Midwives and Women in Indonesia

Discussant 11:30 AM Vania Smith-Oka (University of Notre Dame)
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

INVITED SESSION: COMMUNICATING CITIZENSHIP: SIGNALING INCLUSION AND ESTRANGING CITIZENS

Sponsor Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s) Jonathan D Rosa (Stanford University)
Alejandro Ivan Paz (University of Toronto)
Chair(s) Alejandro Ivan Paz (University of Toronto)

10:15 AM Saeed A Atshan (Swarthmore College) Performing (Non)Citizenship in the Palestinian Territories
10:30 AM Jessica Greenberg (University of Illinois) Can the Citizen Speak? Scaling Sovereignty through Voice at the European Court of Human Rights
10:45 AM Jonathan D Rosa (Stanford University) and Yarimar Bonilla (Rutgers University) Communicating Status: Language, Class, and Nation Among Puerto Ricans
11:00 AM Alejandro Ivan Paz (University of Toronto) The Strange Familiarity of Public Intimacy: Latino Labor Migrant Youth and the Campaign for Israeli Citizenship

Discussant 11:15 AM Monica Heller (University of Toronto)
Discussant 11:30 AM Greg Urban (University of Pennsylvania)
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
4-0420 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 607 | Meeting Room Level CCC

**STRANGE SCIENCE: ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENCOUNTERS WITH THE FRINGE**

**Reviewed by**
Society for Anthropological Sciences

**Organizer/Chair**
Stephen A Chrisomalis (Wayne State University)

**10:15 AM**
Stephen A Chrisomalis (Wayne State University) *Aten’s Razor: Approaches to Fringe Claims of Linguistic Diffusionism*

**10:30 AM**
David S Anderson (Radford University) *Of Masons, Myths, and Mythmaking: Masonic Inspirations in the World of Pseudoarchaeology*

**10:45 AM**
Theodor P Gordon (College of Saint Benedict) *How the California Gold Rush Forged a New Racial Hierarchy: Folk Anthropology and Pseudoscientific Racism*

**11:00 AM**
Neha Gupta (Memorial University of Newfoundland) *Aryan Mythology in Indian Archaeology*

**11:15 AM**
Glynn Custred (California State University, East Bay) *Parapsychology and the Limits of Scientific Inquiry*

**11:30 AM**
Cameron B Wesson (Lehigh University) and Andrew R Beaupré (College of William & Mary) *Stone Piles and Hard Heads: Archaeologists, Avocationalists, and Pseudoscience in North America, or ‘I Have a Doctorate, You Know’*

**11:45 AM**
Tassie Katherine Hirschfeld (University of Oklahoma) *Science and Pseudoscience in Early Anthropology: the Boaisan Embrace of the New Soviet Man*

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

4-0425 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 702 | Meeting Room Level CCC

**ON POLICY AND POWER IN THE POSTCOLONY: CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVES ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND POLICY IN AFRICA**

**Reviewed by**
Association for the Anthropology of Policy

**Organizer(s)**
Theodore Powers (University of Iowa)

**Chair(s)**
Tijo Salverda (University of Cologne)

**10:15 AM**
Alfred Babo (Smith College) *Ethnicity and Policy Making in Cote D’Ivoire*

**10:30 AM**
Derick A Fay (University of California, Riverside) *Of Participation and Litigation: Parallel Routes to Policy in the South African Postcolony*

**10:45 AM**
Jon Harald Sande Lie (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs) *Inverting and Subverting Policy Processes: The Case of the World Bank–Uganda Partnership*

**11:00 AM**
Theodore Powers (University of Iowa) *Policy Process, Multi-Sited Fieldwork and the State: Insights from South African HIV/AIDS Epidemic*

**11:15 AM**
Matt Kandel (University of KwaZulu-Natal) *Struggling for Land in Teso: Considering the Challenges to Developing Land Dispute Resolution Policies in Postcolonial Uganda*

**Discussant**
Ida S Susser (CUNY Hunter College/Graduate Center)

**11:30 AM**
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
MIGRATION’S DISCREPANT TEMPORALITIES

Reviewed by: Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
Organizer(s): Winnie Lem (Trent University)
P: Pauline Gardiner Barber (Dalhousie University)
Chair(s): Belinda Leach (University of Guelph)

10:15 AM Pauline Gardiner Barber (Dalhousie University) and Winnie Lem (Trent University) Discrepant Temporalities and Migration Scholarship
10:30 AM Ayse Caglar (University of Vienna) Chronotopes of Migration Scholarship: The Challenges of Radical Contemporaneity
10:45 AM Naor H Ben-Yehoyada (University of Cambridge) Time at Sea: Temporal Horizons of Rescue and Its Avoidance in the Central Mediterranean
11:00 AM Greg Feldman (Simon Fraser University) On Call: Time and Action Among an Undercover Police Investigative Team in Southern Europe
11:15 AM Stephen Campbell (University of Toronto) State Containment of Labour Unrest through a Temporal Displacement of Rights on the Thai-Myanmar Border
11:30 AM Anne-Christine Trémon (Université de Lausanne) Flexible Kinship and Discrepant Temporalities in Chinese Trans-Pacific Migration

Discussant: 11:45 AM Nina Glick Schiller (University of Manchester)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

ETHNOGRAPHIC EXCESS

Reviewed by: Society for Visual Anthropology
Organizer(s): Julia H Yezbick (Harvard University)
J: Joanne R Nucho (New York University)
Chair(s): Alexandra S Lippman (University of California, Davis)

10:15 AM Leonardo Cardoso (Texas A&M University) Noise, Ear Witnessing, and Urban Polyphonies: An Ethnographic Approach
10:30 AM Jason Scott (University of Colorado-Boulder) Artistic Technique, the War on Drugs, and Everyday Censorship: Taking Photos of Photographers in a Brazilian Shantytown
11:00 AM Jared S McCormick (Harvard University) Heightened Anticipation: Sensing, Sound and Silence in the Dark
11:15 AM Julia H Yezbick (Harvard University) Wild(ing)Ethnography: Training With ‘the Hinterlands’ in Detroit
11:30 AM Alexandra S Lippman (University of California, Davis) Policing Sound: From Banning to Sponsoring Street Dance in Rio De Janeiro

Discussant: 11:45 AM Kathryn Ramey (Emerson College)

This session may be of particular interest to: S
OVERWHELMED BY PROXIMITY: FIGURATIONS OF TOGETHERNESS AND SEPARATION AT THE MARGINS OF LIBERALISM

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer/Chair: Julienne Obadia (New School for Social Research)

10:15 AM Margot Weiss (Wesleyan University) Epistemological Entanglements: Proximity and Desire for Knowledge
10:30 AM Kathryn E. Goldfarb (University of Colorado Boulder) Loss and the Pleasures of the “Normal”: Constituting Family in Japan
10:45 AM Julienne Obadia (New School for Social Research) In Search of Communal Intimacy: Assembly By Aggregation

Discussant: J Brent Crosson (University of Texas at Austin)
Discussant: Danilyn Rutherford (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Discussant: Noelle M Stout (New York University)

11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

GRAPPLING WITH THE FAMILIAR/STRANGE IN ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF YOUNG PEOPLE DOING SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Reviewed by: Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer(s): Jrene Rahm (Université de Montréal)
Chair(s): Margaret Eisenhart (University of Colorado Boulder)

10:15 AM Carrie D Allen (University of Colorado, Boulder) and Margaret Eisenhart (University of Colorado Boulder) Authoring New Histories: Learning from Girls’ Negotiations of Identities-with-Standing in High School
10:30 AM Cory Buxton (University of Georgia) and Martha Allexsaht-Snider (University of Georgia) Latino/a Students, Families, and Their Teachers Challenging, Assembling, and Owning College and Career Readiness in Science and Technology
10:45 AM Jrene Rahm (Université de Montréal), Audrey Lachaîne (Université de Montréal) and Ahlia Mathura (Université de Montréal) A Digital Story By Youth about the “Take up” of Identities and Improvisational Crafting of Identity Pathways Beyond an Afterschool Science Program
11:00 AM Angela M Calabrese Barton (Michigan State University) Agency and Identity Work: Youth as Engineers for Sustainable Communities
11:15 AM Lisa Hope Schwartz (University of Colorado at Boulder) and Terri S Wilson (University of Colorado at Boulder) Taking an Interest: Examining the Affordances of “Interest” for Youths’ Learning Trajectories in STEM
11:30 AM Sara Hagenah (Boise State University) and Jessica Thompson (University of Washington) Laughing Together and Learning Together: Productive Science Learning Spaces for Middle School Girls
11:45 AM Leah A Bricker (University of Michigan) Connecting Youths’ Science-Related Discourses, Learning Pathways, and Identities
### BEYOND INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION IN MIGRATION POLITICS

**Organizers/Chairs**
- Sabina M Perrino (Binghamton University)
- Stanton E F Wortham (University of Pennsylvania)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Sabina M Perrino (Binghamton University)</td>
<td>Blurring Boundaries: Exclusion and Inclusion in Racialized Joke-Telling in Veneto, Northern Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Hilary Parsons Dick (Arcadia University)</td>
<td>Why Are You so Racist There?: Making and Moving Boundaries in Talk of Migration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Stanton E F Wortham (University of Pennsylvania) and Briana Nichols (University of Pennsylvania)</td>
<td>Heterogeneous Othering: Positioning Black and Mexican Residents in a New Latino Diaspora Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Andrea Renee Leone (University of Pennsylvania) and Betsy Rymes (University of Pennsylvania)</td>
<td>Gathering Everyday Metacommentary: A Methodology to Counteract Asian Lumping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Anna De Fina (Georgetown University) and Amelia Tseng (American University)</td>
<td>What Is Your Dream?: Fashioning the Migrant Self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Norma Mendoza-Denton (University of California)</td>
<td>Through the Eyes of a Cop: The Interpretation of Gestures and Speech of a Non-Native Speaker Defendant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussant**
- Susan Gal (University of Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

### FERALITY AND RELATIONALITY: EXPLORATIONS INTO THE CO-ECOLOGIES OF HUMANS AND OTHER ANIMALS

**Organizer/Chair**
- Jennifer Torpie-Sweterlitsch (University of Texas at San Antonio)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Edward I Steinhart (Texas Tech University)</td>
<td>Kenya’s ”Elephant Problem”: A Late Colonial Crisis in the Politics of Elephant Ecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Jennifer Ida (University of Colorado Boulder) and J Terrence McCabe (University of Colorado Boulder)</td>
<td>Understanding the Biocultural Landscape of Zoonotic Disease on the Colombian-Venezuelan Border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Noah Orion Pleshet (New York University)</td>
<td>Dogs Gone Wild: Indigneous-Canine Relationships and Articulations of Nature in Central Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Jennifer Torpie-Sweterlitsch (University of Texas at San Antonio)</td>
<td>A ’Natural’ Nature?: Exploring Virtualism and the Creation and Consumption of Nature in Zoos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Charlie Lotterman (Rice University)</td>
<td>Emergent Assemblages: The Ethical Consequences of an Invasive Species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Savannah M Schulze (Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Indianapolis) *The Forest’s Original Inhabitants: Mountain Gorillas or the Batwa—Who Deserves the Forest More?*

11:45 AM Érica Onzi Pastori (UFRGS/Brazil and University of California, Santa Cruz) *Honey and Pollination Services: An Anthropological Study with Beekeepers and Meliponiculturists in South Brazil*

**4-0460** 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 709 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**ROMANCE LANGUAGE SOCIALIZATION: TRACING THE LONGUE DURÉE OF THE LATIN DIASPORA**

*Reviewed by* Society for Linguistic Anthropology

*Organizer(s)* Kathleen C Riley (Rutgers University)

*Chair(s)* Ana C Zentella (University of California, San Diego)
Amy L Paugh (James Madison University)

*Presenter(s)* Deborah Augsburger (University of Wisconsin-Superior)
Amanda Minks (University of Oklahoma)
Jennifer F Reynolds (University of South Carolina)
Patricia Baquedano-Lopez (University of California, Berkeley)
Amy Kyratzis (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Phyllis Dalley (University of Ottawa)

**4-0465** 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 710 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**AUSTERITY, THE STATE AND COMMON SENSE IN EUROPE**

*Reviewed by* Society for the Anthropology of Europe

*Organizer(s)* Patricia Ribeiro Matos (University of Barcelona)
Antonio Maria Pusceddu (University of Barcelona)

*Chair(s)* Antonio Maria Pusceddu (University of Barcelona)

10:15 AM Bayla Ostrach (Boston University School of Medicine) *“Every Step Is an Obstacle”: Women’s Experiences Accessing Publicly Funded Abortion in the Wake of Policy Changes in Catalonia*

10:30 AM Olga Zoi Lafazani (University of Barcelona) *Juggling with Austerity: From Institutional Policies to the Neighborhoods of Piraeus, Greece*

10:45 AM Patricia Ribeiro Matos (University of Barcelona) *Welfare, Common Sense and Bureaucratic Encounters in Austerity Portugal*

11:00 AM Francisco Arqueros (National University of Ireland, Maynooth) *Surviving after the Economic Crisis: Economic Strategies, Institutional Networks and Political Agency in Eastern Andalusia*

*Discussant* 11:15 AM Jane Collins (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

11:30 AM Discussion

**4-0470** 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 711 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**INTERSECTIONALITIES: RACIAL IDENTITIES, LANGUAGE AND POWER IN MULTIPLE SPACES**

*Reviewed by* Council on Anthropology and Education

*Organizer(s)* Magaly Lavadenz (Loyola Marymount University)

*Chair(s)* Marta P Baltodano (Loyola Marymount University)
Friday, November 20

10:15 AM  Kathryn Young (Metropolitan State University of Denver)  
Microaggressive Intersectionalities — Race, Gender and Hierarchy in Higher Education

Discussant 10:30 AM  Magaly Lavadenz (Loyola Marymount University)

Discussant 10:45 AM  Marta P Baltodano (Loyola Marymount University)

11:00 AM  Michelle Flowers Taylor (Loyola Marymount University and Epic Acuity)  
Sacred Spaces: A Narrative Analysis of the Intersection of Language, Literacy and Identity of High-Performing African American Female First-Year College Students

11:15 AM  Angela E Arzubiaga (Arizona State University)  
Spatializing Immigrant Identity Processes

11:30 AM  Joan Y Wicks (Loyola Marymount University)  
Student, Parent, and Teachers Perceptions of School Racial Climate at a Charter Middle School in South Los Angeles: A Microcosm of Missed Opportunity

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0475  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  712 | Meeting Room Level

CAREERISM IN THE GUISE OF ALTRUISM, OR SOMETHING MORE ENDURING? CRITICAL REFLECTIONS ON TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY THROUGH COMMUNITY SERVICE LEARNING

Reviewed by  General Anthropology Division

Organizer/Chair  Emma McGuirk (University of Otago)

10:15 AM  Ashley Kistler (Rollins College)  
Learning Anthropology by Teaching Anthropology: A Case Study of Five Service-Learning Classes at Rollins College

10:30 AM  Luci M Fernandes (Georgia Gwinnett College)  
Designing Community Service Learning Projects Based on Visual Anthropology Theory and Practice

10:45 AM  Elizabeth Konwest (Indiana University)  
Implementing a Service-Learning Course within the Limitations and Supports of the University System

11:00 AM  Judith Freidenberg (University of Maryland) and Amy M Carattini (University of Maryland)  
Teaching Anthropology through Community Service Learning: Pedagogical and Policy Implications

11:15 AM  Jennifer Sweeney Tookes (Emory University and Georgia Southern University)  
Getting Food to Southern Tables: Where Service and Learning Meet

11:30 AM  Jen Sandler (University of Massachusetts Amherst) and Sandra Llewellyn (University of Massachusetts Amherst)  
Three Stories of Transformation: Performing Shifts in Knowledge and Power through Activist-Engaged Teaching in Anthropology

Discussant 11:45 AM  Hector J Vila (Middlebury College)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
**Society for Medical Anthropology**

Karmon Jae Kuhn (New Mexico State University) *Maternity Care Student Impressions and Relationships in El Paso*

Maura Stephens (University of Hawai`i at Mānoa) *Concealment of the Abject in Japanese Menstrual Product Advertisements*

John S Luque (Medical University of South Carolina) and Jonathan N Maupin (Arizona State University) *Screen and Treat Cervical Cancer Campaign in the Peruvian Andes: Views from Patients and Healthcare Workers*

Hannah McGehee (Dartmouth College) *Living Fibromyalgia: Communicating Chronic Pain through Narrative and Creative Expression*

William J Robertson (University of Arizona), Amanda Jean Hilton (University of Arizona), Christina H Torres (Caring Health Center), Molly Totman (Caring Health Center), Josephine Korchmaros (University of Arizona), Sabina Dhakal (Caring Health Center) and Susan Shaw (University of Arizona) *The Burden of Cost: A Mixed-Methods Approach to Explaining Ethnic Differences in Cost as a Barrier to Medication Adherence*

Sara Hall (Boston University), Lindsey Parker (Mercer University) and Bria Dunham (Boston University) *The Births Women Want and the Births Women Get: An Anthropological Roadmap for Increased Birthing Options in the United States*

Kelly Hacker (University of California, Irvine) *Telemedicine: Constructing and Negotiating Danger in the Outback*

Leslie E Carlin (University of Toronto) *I've Got Their Faces in My Brain*: Caring for Chronic Pain Patients

Breanne Ilene Casper (Michigan State University) and Tazin Karim Daniels (Michigan State University) *Creating “Shared Value”: A Cultural Analysis of Contemporary Pharmaceutical Marketing Practices*

---

**Society for the Anthropology of North America**

Megan J Highet (University of Alberta and University of Alberta) *Trouble in Paradise: Using Ill-Defined Causes of Morbidity to Identify a Sample of Prostitutes’ Male Clientele in a Historic Gold Rush Boomtown*

Tomomi Naka (Tottori University) *What Is the Best Use of Money as Faithful Believers? A Study on Conservative Mennonite Financial Discussions*

Christine Preble (University at Albany - SUNY) *Exploring Visual Art Analysis: Neoliberal Globalization and the Latina/o Classroom*
Ashley Lauren Spring (Florida Atlantic University)  The Unknown of Addiction: An Analysis of the Subculture of a Recovery Community
Sarah R Taylor (Wichita State University) People and Pets: Homelessness, Companionship, and Identity in Wichita, Kansas
Jasper Waugh-Quasebarth (University of Kentucky) Musical Instruments and Musing Crafters: Making Materiality in West Virginia

**Poster Session:**

**FOOD AND NUTRITION POSTERS**

*Reviewed by*

Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

Mariya Konstantinovna Voytyuk (Arizona State University) Mapping Cultural Models of Healthy Eating Among Americans and Eastern Europeans

Victoria alicia Benavidez (University of Texas San Antonio) Maternal Decision-Making Strategies and Local Experiences of Obtaining Food in a Low-Income, Mexican-American San Antonio Neighborhood

Jasmin Velez (Bloomsburg University) Constructing “Coffee Culture”: Identity Through Coffee Consumption

Danielle R Thrasher (University of British Columbia) Being Gitxaala, Eating Gitxaala

Meghan Farley Webb (University of Kansas), Anita Chary (Washington University in St. Louis), Michael Dykestra (Grand Valley State University), Margaret Rhodes (Davidson) and Peter Rohloff (Brigham Women’s Hospital) Food Deserts and Gastro-Politics in a Rural Guatemalan Village

Sveta Yamin-Pasternak (University of Alaska, Fairbanks), Igor Pasternak (University of Alaska, Fairbanks), Aaron Cooke (Alaska Cold Climate Research Center) and Gay Sheffiled (University of Alaska, Fairbanks) Teaching Homes to Breathe: Domestic Spaces and Fermentation in the Arctic

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**PIOUS WOMEN, BLACKNESS, RELIGIOUS DEVIANCE: QUESTIONING RACE AND RELIGION IN INDONESIA, SINGAPORE, TURKEY, PERU, AND EGYPT**

*Reviewed by* Society for Cultural Anthropology

Nurhaizatul J Jamil (Northwestern University)

Mona Oraby (Northwestern University)

*Chair(s)*

Robert G Launay (Northwestern University)

10:15 AM Nurhaizatul J Jamil (Northwestern University) Who Is the Ideal Muslim? Becoming a Pious Female Subject in Contemporary Singapore

10:30 AM Claire-Marie Hefner (Emory University) The Ambiguities of a Moral Life: Piety and Ethical Subject Formation in Indonesian Islamic Boarding Schools
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Mona Oraby (Northwestern U.)</td>
<td>Contravening the State, Reproducing the State: Egyptian Bahá’ís, the Law, and the Paradox of Claims-Making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Nazli Ozkan (Northwestern U.)</td>
<td>Television Representation of Discrimination Against Minorities: The Case of Alevi Media in Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Mary Elena (Ella) Wilhoit (Northwestern U.)</td>
<td>Contradiction, Inequality and Introspection: Studying Race and Gender in the Andes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Kamala Visweswaran (UCSD)</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

### 4-0500 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 1B  | Ballroom Level  CCC

**Making Strange Cultural Change: Understanding New Forces of Social Change in an Old Diasporic Hmong Community**

- **Reviewed by**: National Association of Student Anthropologists
- **Organizer(s)**: Daniel Cardoza (Brigham Young University), Jacob Hickman (Brigham Young University)
- **Chair(s)**: Daniel Cardoza (Brigham Young University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Mary Cook (Brigham Young U.)</td>
<td>Learning English in the Hills of Vietnam: Informal Education Models and Evolving Gender Dynamics in Highland Hmong Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Brittany Ann Paxton (Brigham Young U.)</td>
<td>Person Centered Ethnography in Gender and Tourism Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Maie Khalil (University of South Florida)</td>
<td>Culture, Identity, and Political Economy: Towards a Phenomenology of Suffering in Southeast Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Seth Meyers (Brigham Young University)</td>
<td>The Political Economics of Captured Brides: Towards a New Perspective on the Socioeconomic Implications of Kev Zij Pojniam in Two Hmong Villages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Daniel Cardoza (Brigham Young University)</td>
<td>Compounding Moral Personhood: How Conversion Changes Everything, or Not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Eric Austin Gillett (Brigham Young University)</td>
<td>Finding the Deontological within the Ontological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td>Greg A Thompson (Brigham Young University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### 4-0505 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 1C  | Ballroom Level  CCC

**Magical Capitalism: Making Familiar Cultural Production Strange (Part 2)**

- **Reviewed by**: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
- **Organizer(s)**: Brian D Moeran (University of Hong Kong), Timothy de Waal Malefyt (Fordham University)
- **Chair(s)**: Timothy de Waal Malefyt (Fordham University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Peter J Pels (Leiden University)</td>
<td>Enchanted Reason: Reflections on the Anthropological Magic of Science Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Timothy de Waal Malefyt (Fordham University)</td>
<td>Advertising Magic: The Paradoxical Exchange of Keeping-While-Giving</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10:45 AM  Eric J Arnould (University of Southern Denmark) *Magic at the Heart of Market Society*
11:00 AM  Brian D Moeran (University of Hong Kong) *Fashion Magazines as a System of Magic*
11:15 AM  Kasper Tang Vangkilde (Aarhus University) "A Designer Is a Kind of Shaman": On Seeing That Which Not Yet Is
11:30 AM  Aina Landsverk Hagen (Work Research Institute) *Sketching with Knives, Seducing through Software: The Magic Trick of Architects*
11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**4-0510  **  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 1D | Ballroom Level  
CONFOUNDING THE FAMILIAR/STRANGE: IDENTITIES, MEMORIES, HYBRID KNOWLEDGE, AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF NATURE

**Reviewed by**  Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizer/Chair**  Clemence scalbert Yucel (University of Exeter/IFEA)

10:15 AM  Adam Dunstan (University of North Texas) *Toxic Desecration: Sacralized Science in Navajo Environmentalism*
10:30 AM  Emily C Donaldson (McGill University) *An Unfamiliar Heritage: Colonial Legacies, Landscapes and Discomfort in the Marquesas Islands*
10:45 AM  Clemence scalbert Yucel (University of Exeter/IFEA) ’Going Back to the Land’: Constructions and Uses of Nature in the Eastern Black-Sea Region of Turkey
11:00 AM  David L McConnell (College of Wooster) *Plain and Simple? Re-Thinking the Amish Ecological Imagination*
11:15 AM  Daniel J Murphy (University of Cincinnati) *Thresholds of Property and Risk in Pastoral Mongolia*
11:30 AM  Discussion

**4-0515  **  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 1E | Ballroom Level  
BEYOND VALUE: RARITY, LUXURY AND RELATIONAL CONSUMPTION IN CHINA

**Reviewed by**  Society for East Asian Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Carolyn Cartier (University of Technology, Sydney)
Marc Abeles (EHESS)

10:15 AM  Marc Abeles (EHESS) *Dangerous Liaisons: Luxury Brands and Contemporary Art in the Age of Globalization*
10:30 AM  John L Osburg (University of Rochester) *Luxury and Its Discontents: Nationalism, Spirituality, and Emerging Modes of Distinction Among China’s New Rich*
10:45 AM  Jianhua Zhao (University of Louisville) *High Fashion in Contemporary China*
11:00 AM  Lynda Dematteo (Institut interdisciplinaire d’anthropologie du contemporain) *In the Italian Authenticity Workshop: Promoting a Luxury National Brand for Chinese Consumers*
11:15 AM  Máximo Badaró (Universidad Nacional de San Martin)
Profanations of Value: Luxury, Consumption and Market Research Expertise in Contemporary China

11:30 AM  Carolyn Cartier (University of Technology, Sydney) Lineaments of Didacticism in Luxury Consumption: A Dialectic Between China and the World

11:45 AM  Discussion

---

4-0520  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 1F | Ballroom Level  
**STRATEGIES OF SUPPORT: TRADEOFFS AND CONSTRAINTS IN NAVIGATING SOCIAL POSITION**

**REVIEWED BY**  Evolutionary Anthropology Society

**ORGANIZER(S)**  Eleanor A Power (Stanford University and Santa Fe Institute)
Rebecca Bird (Stanford University)

10:15 AM  Monique Borgerhoff Mulder (University of California, Davis) and Claudia Kasper (University of Bern)  Avoiding the Traditional Claims of Ibhanja: The Cooperative Strategies of Contemporary Tanzanian Pimbwe

10:30 AM  Adrian V Jaeggli (University of California, Santa Barbara), Michael Gurven (University of California, Santa Barbara), Christopher R von Rueden (University of Richmond), Benjamin Trumble (University of California, Santa Barbara), Paul Hooper (Emory University) and Hillard Kaplan (University of New Mexico)  Does Market Integration Buffer Risk, Erode Traditional Sharing Practices and Increase Inequality? a Test Among Bolivian Forager-Farmers

10:45 AM  Christopher R von Rueden (University of Richmond) and Sarah Alami gourafetei (University of California, Santa Barbara)  Evaluating Gender Differences in Status Competition in an Egalitarian Society

11:00 AM  Eleanor A Power (Stanford University and Santa Fe Institute)  Subtle and Dramatic: Strategies of Religious Signaling in Rural South India

11:15 AM  Drew Gerkey (Oregon State University)  Social Networks, Adaptation, and Resilience in Mixed Cash-Subsistence Economies of Rural Alaska

11:30 AM  Elspeth Ready (Stanford University)  Traditional Food Sharing Networks and Social-Structural Inequality in a Canadian Inuit Settlement

11:45 AM  Discussion

---

4-0525  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 2 & 3 | Ballroom Level  
**Invited Roundtable: INDIGENOUS ANTHROPOLOGY: EMERGENT PRAXIS AGAINST ANTHROPOLOGICAL DELIRIUMS**

**SPONSOR**  AAA Executive Program Committee

**ORGANIZER(S)**  Ty PK Tengan (University of Hawai‘i)
Bernard Perley (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
Mentoring Activity

**Mentoring Activity**

**Practicing and Applied Anthropologists**

Friday, November 20

**Chair(s)**
Sonya L Atalay (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)
Ty PK Tengan (University of Hawai‘i)

**Presenter(s)**
Bernard Perley (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
Marama Muru-Lanning (University of Auckland)
Darren J Ranco (University of Maine)
J Kehaulani Kauanui (Wesleyan University)
Ajume Wingo (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Merata Kawharu (University of Auckland)
F Lisa Uperesa (University of Hawai‘i - Manoa)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**4-0530 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM**

**Mile High 4C | Ballroom Level**

**HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE AMERICAS**

**Reviewed by**
Archaeology Division

**Organizer(s)**
Severin Fowles (Barnard College, Columbia University)

**Chair(s)**
Sonya L Atalay (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)
Ty PK Tengan (University of Hawai‘i)

**10:15 AM**
John Gust (University of California, Riverside) and Jennifer Mathews (Trinity University) “Filling in the Gaps: The Use of Archival Sources and Ethnographic Interviews to Better Understand the Archaeology of the 19th Century Rum Industry in Mexico”

**10:30 AM**
Catherine Elizabeth LaVoy (Syracuse University) Freyre’s Plantation: The Politics of Interpreting the Sugar Plantation during Brazil’s Military Dictatorship

**10:45 AM**
Matthew Reilly (Brown University) Ruin Nation: Nation Building and Decay in Barbados

**11:00 AM**
Alicia Desiree Odewale (University of Tulsa) Unearthing the Secrets of Slavery in the Danish West Indies: Archaeological Investigations at the Christiansted National Historic Site, St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands

**11:15 AM**
Scout Daryn Ennis (University of Colorado, Boulder) Rethinking the Spanish Impact on Pueblo Populations: Explaining Why Malnutrition Rates Declined at Pecos Pueblo during the Historic Period

**11:30 AM**
Linda J Reed-Jerofke (Eastern Oregon University) Camp Carson: An Archaeological Study of an Eastern Oregon Gold Mining District

**11:45 AM**
Kelly Rachel LaFramboise (University of Oklahoma) Racist Souvenirs: Applying Theories of Materiality and Object Agency to Material Culture in America’s Tourist Market

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

---

**4-0535 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM**

**Mile High 4D | Ballroom Level**

**NORMALIZING, MONITORING AND CRITIQUING FORMS OF GENDER AND REPRODUCTION IN THE MIDDLE EAST**

**Reviewed by**
Middle East Section

**Organizer/Chair**
Angie Abdelmonem (Arizona State University)

**10:15 AM**
Angie Abdelmonem (Arizona State University) Transnational Rights, Local Norms, and Gender Violence: Changing Conceptions of Sexual Harassment in Egypt

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Ferhan Guloglu (George Washington University)</td>
<td>Monitoring Babies: Governance and Contention Around Reproductive Healthcare Policy in Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Esin Duzel (University of California, San Diego)</td>
<td>Debating 'Humanity' through Representations of Kurdish Female Guerrillas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Mona Tajali (University of Oxford)</td>
<td>Internal Criticism: Islamic Women’s Organizing for Political Representation in Iran and Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Esma Erdogan (Indiana University)</td>
<td>The Making of Muslim Women in Turkey: A Comparative Analysis of Gulen Movement and Ismailaga Sufi Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE STATE**

**Reviewed by**

Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Ha Viet Quan (Australian National University)</td>
<td>Mr Ha Viet Quan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Tristan Loloum (University of Lausanne and Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales)</td>
<td>Stratagems and Tourism: A Social Anthropology of Politics in a Brazilian Resort Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Georgina Kathleen Ramsay (University of Newcastle)</td>
<td>Benevolent Cruelty: Child Protection Evaluations as State Governance for Central African Refugees in Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Jeffrey Wistoe (Union College)</td>
<td>The Distorted Gaze of the State: Technologies of Documentation within India’s National Rural Employment Guarantee Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Trevor Stack (University of Aberdeen)</td>
<td>Political Community: The Idea of the Self-Governing People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Susanna Fioratta (Bryn Mawr College)</td>
<td>Sleeping with the President: Intimacy and Indifference in Guinean Politics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INSECTS AS FOOD: THE FAMILIAR, THE STRANGE, AND THE FUTURE**

**Reviewed by**

Biological Anthropology Section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Julie Lesnik (Wayne State University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Katherine C MacKinnon (Saint Louis University)</td>
<td>Food Choice in White-Faced Capuchin Monkeys (Cebus capucinus): Variability in Insect Use Across Age and Sex Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Robert C O’Malley (George Washington University), Carson M Murray (George Washington University) and Michael L Power (Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute)</td>
<td>The Role of Insects in the Diet of East African Chimpanzees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Julie Lesnik (Wayne State University) and R Nathan Allen (Aspire Food Group)</td>
<td>The Evolution of Insects as Food, from Hominids to the United Nations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11:00 AM Jeffrey H Cohen (Ohio State University) and Nydia Delhi Mata
Sánchez (Universidad Tecnológica de los Valles Centrales de
Oaxaca) Chapulines in the Mexican Marketplaces: The Socio-Economics
of Grasshoppers as Food and Fad
11:15 AM Yuson Jung (Wayne State University, Detroit, MI) Insects as an
Alternative to What and for Whom? Ethical Considerations for the
Insects-as-Food Movement

Discussant: 11:30 AM Margaret J Schoeninger (University of California, San Diego)
Discussant: 11:45 AM Darna L Dufour (University of Colorado, Boulder)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-0550 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  LIVING WITH REBELS: ETHNOGRAPHY OF ARMED GROUPS
        Agate | 3rd Floor  HYATT

Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Organizer(s) Anna Hedlund (University of Johannesburg)
Brian McQuinn (University of Oxford)
Chair(s) Brian McQuinn (University of Oxford)
Kate Hohman-Billmeier (University of Alaska, Anchorage)

10:15 AM Kate Hohman-Billmeier (University of Alaska, Anchorage)
“Postconflict Borderlands: Nsags in Nepal’s Central-Eastern Tarai”

Discussant: 10:30 AM Philippe Bourgois (University of Pennsylvania)
10:45 AM Anna Hedlund (University of Johannesburg) “We’re Just Simple
Soldiers”, Victim and Perpetrator Identities Among Rwandan Hutu Rebels
in the Eastern Congo
11:00 AM Brian McQuinn (University of Oxford) Inside the Libyan Revolution:
        Armed Struggle Inception Pathways
11:15 AM Lydia Wilson (Harris Manchester College, University of Oxford)
Living with Armed Groups: The Pkk
11:30 AM Kristof Titeca (University of Antwerp) Spiritual Practices within the
        Lord’s Resistance Army
11:45 AM Nikkie Wiegink (Utrecht University) Being Renamo in War and
        Peace: Fictive Kinship and Patronage Within a (Former)Rebel Movement

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0555 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  CONTESTED IMAGES OF MUSLIMS: GLOBAL HEGEMONY, ISLAMIC
        Worldviews and Fragmented Ideologies
        Capital Ballroom 1 | 4th Floor  HYATT

Reviewed by General Anthropology Division
Organizer/Chair el-Sayed el-Aswad (United Arab Emirates University)
el-Sayed el-Aswad (United Arab Emirates University) Islamic
Worldview and Islamist Ideology: The Predicament of Sanctity and Power

10:15 AM Daniel M Varisco (University of Qatar) ISIS, the Antichrist and
Dajjal: The Framing of Muslims in Digital Apocalypse
10:30 AM Mark Allen Peterson (Miami University) Mediating Muslims:
        Ideology and Hegemony in Bollywood Blockbusters
THE STRANGE FAMILIARS OF BIOMEDICINE

10:15 AM – 12:00 PM

Capital Ballroom 2 | 4th Floor

Organizer(s)
Emily A Wentzell (University of Iowa)
Megan Crowley-Matoka (Northwestern University)
Emily A Wentzell (University of Iowa)

Chair(s)
Emily A Wentzell (University of Iowa)

10:15 AM
Emily A Wentzell (University of Iowa) Performing Familiar and Strange Masculinities through Rectal Examination in Mexico

10:30 AM
Rebecca Seligman (Northwestern University) Exploring the Familiar/Strange Dynamics of Talk in Psychotherapy with Mexican American Adolescents

10:45 AM
Rebecca Howes-Mischel (James Madison University) Microbiota Mothers: Vaginal Ecosystems as Biomedicine's “Strange Familiar”

11:00 AM
Erica S Prussing (University of Iowa) Leveraging Familiarity: Biomedical Referents in Epidemiological Research By and for Indigenous Peoples

11:15 AM
Megan Crowley-Matoka (Northwestern University) Interiorizing Pain Treatment: Strange Dynamics of Therapeutic Incorporation and Clinical Control in American Medicine

Discussion

Lesley A Sharp (Barnard College, Columbia University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

LIVING AND DYING IN THE DIGITAL AGE

10:15 AM – 12:00 PM

Capital Ballroom 3 | 4th Floor

Organizer(s)
Margaret Souza (SUNY - Empire State College)

Chair(s)
Margaret Souza (SUNY - Empire State College)

10:15 AM
Linda M Hunt (Michigan State University) and Allison Baker (Michigan State University) Chronic Illness Management in the Digital Age: Electronic Medical Records and Clinician Autonomy

10:30 AM
Tara Eaton (Wayne State University) Digitizing Cancer Survivorship Care

10:45 AM
Zakea Boeger (University of Hawaii at Manoa) ‘Sites’ of Stigma and Contestation: Positivesingles.Com and on- and Off-Line Dating with STDs

11:00 AM
Margaret Souza (SUNY - Empire State College) Death Cafes: A New Look at Dying

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter and Institution</th>
<th>Title and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Laurette A McGuire (California State University, San Marcos)</td>
<td><em>Technologies of Data Collection: International Classification of Disease as Discourse</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Dorthe Brogaard Kristensen (University of Southern Denmark) and Matthias Bode (University of Southern Denmark)</td>
<td><em>The Optimizing Self</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4-0570**  
10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  
Capital Ballroom 4 | 4th Floor  
LANDSCAPES, OBJECTS, LIVES AND THE WORK OF TIME IN LATIN AMERICA

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)**  
Sebastian Ramirez (Princeton University)
Pablo Landa (Princeton University)

**CHAIR(s)**  
Pablo Landa (Princeton University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter and Institution</th>
<th>Title and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Daniel V Polk (Stanford University)</td>
<td><em>Making Borders, Constructing Waterways: Infrastructure, Institutions and Contested Histories in the Borderlands of California</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Bernardo Fonseca Machado (Princeton University and Sao Paulo University)</td>
<td><em>The Work of Time: Continuities and Changes in Theater Musical Production in Brazil, XIX and XXI Century</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Sebastian Ramirez (Princeton University)</td>
<td><em>The Small Hours: Art and Knowing Among Colombia’s Soacha Mothers</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Pablo Landa (Princeton University)</td>
<td><em>Narrated Time, Urban Space and the Meanings and Uses of Cars in Mexico City</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Chris Garces (Cornell University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**4-0575**  
10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  
Capital Ballroom 5 | 4th Floor  
SURGICAL INTERVENTIONS

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Medical Anthropology

**CHAIR(s)**  
Alison W Heller (Washington University in Saint Louis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter and Institution</th>
<th>Title and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Alison W Heller (Washington University in Saint Louis)</td>
<td><em>Obstetric Fistula, Surgical Repair, and Tricky Math: Interrogating the Data and Redefining Success</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Sherria Puteri Ayuandini (Washington University in St. Louis and Universiteit van Amsterdam)</td>
<td><em>Finger Pricks and Blood Vials: Dutch Doctors’ Ambivalence in the Practice of Hymenoplasty</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Oyman Basaran (University of Massachusetts)</td>
<td><em>The Emergence of Modern Circumcisers (Sünnetçi) in Turkey</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Sandra D Lane (Syracuse University) and Betty Levin (Brooklyn College and CUNY Graduate Center)</td>
<td><em>Sacred Blood and Ritual Exposure to Herpes: Hasidic Bris, Bioethics and Public Health</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Lauren E Gulbas (University of Texas at Austin)</td>
<td><em>How Rhinoplasty Creates New Spaces for Exclusion in the Clinical Encounter: The Case of Venezuela</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11:30 AM  Bonnie Taub (University of California, Los Angeles) and
Reza Jarryb (University of California, Los Angeles) Surgical
Anthropology in Guatemala: Facing a Humanistic Future

11:45 AM  Discussion

4-0580  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Capital Ballroom 6 | 4th Floor  HYATT
PERFORMING CULTURES IN AFRICA: THE VOICE OF COMMUNITIES IN THE
21ST CENTURY
REVIEWED BY  Association for Africanist Anthropology
Chair(s)  Isabel Fêo Rodrigues (University of Massachusetts Dartmouth)

10:15 AM  Christian Neil Vannier (University of Michigan-Flint) Tchamba
Vodu: Memorializing Ancestor Slaves through Ceremonial Performance in
Southern Togo

10:30 AM  Cressida Marcus (University of Oxford) Hungered Dignity: The
Carnal Hermeneutic of Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity

10:45 AM  Isabel Fêo Rodrigues (University of Massachusetts Dartmouth)
Post-Disaster Agency in the Age of Youtube: From Fogo Island Volcanic
Eruption to Your Screen

11:00 AM  Nathanael M Vlachos (Rice University) “Go out and Sell Your Project”:
Tracing the Political Economy of South African Theatre

11:15 AM  Adrienne Jordan Cohen (Yale University) Aspirational Relationships:
Mediation and Patronage in Postsocialist Guinea

11:30 AM  Timothy R Mangin (New York University) The Practice of Islam in
Senegalese Urban Dance Music

4-0585  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Capital Ballroom 7 | 4th Floor  HYATT
THE POLITICS OF RITUALIZATION AND THE RITUALIZATION OF POLITICS
IN EAST ASIA
REVIEWED BY  Society for East Asian Anthropology
Organizer(s)  Andrew B Kipnis (Australian National University)
Huwy-min Lucia Liu (Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology)
Chair(s)  Robert P Weller (Boston University)

10:15 AM  Zachary Moss Howlett (Cornell University) Indeterminacy
and Legitimacy in Social Ritual: China’s National College Entrance
Examination (Gaokao) as a Fateful Rite of Passage

10:30 AM  Ellen Oxfeld (Middlebury College) Magical Conviviality: Banqueting
as Ritualized Performance in Rural China

10:45 AM  Huwy-min Lucia Liu (Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology) Subject Formation and Ritualized Acts: Creating Socialist
Subjects in Urban Chinese Funerals

11:00 AM  Andrew B Kipnis (Australian National University) The Politics of
Conmemoration in Babaoshan Revolutionary Cemetery

11:15 AM  Charlene E Makley (Reed College) The Sociopolitical Lives of Dead
Bodies: Tibetan Self-Immolation as Mass Media
11:30 AM  Donald John W Hatfield (Berklee College of Music)  *Holding the Hand of the Other: Dance, Public Space, and Interethnic Politics in Taiwan’s Coastal Amis Communities*

**Discussant**  11:45 AM  Robert P Weller (Boston University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

**4-0590  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Centennial A | 3rd Floor**

**Hyatt**

**INVISIBLE HANDS: LINGUISTIC DIMENSIONS OF COLLECTIVE AGENCY**

Reviewed by  Society for Linguistic Anthropology

Organizer(s)  Gregory Kohler (University of California, Irvine)

Organizer(s)  Michael Prentice (University of Michigan)


10:30 AM  Erica Pelta Feldman (University of Michigan)  *Queer Bedfellows*: Community, Corporation, and Conflict in L.G.B.T.Q. Bishkek

10:45 AM  Michael Prentice (University of Michigan)  *Compensating Collective Profit*: Shifting Scales of Collective Belonging and Contribution in South Korean Office Talk

11:00 AM  Gregory Kohler (University of California, Irvine)  *Audit Cultures* and Collective Agents: Food Traceability in an Italian Dairy Cooperative

**Discussant**  11:15 AM  Miyako Inoue (Stanford University)

11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**4-0595  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Centennial B | 3rd Floor**

**Hyatt**

**RABBINIC ANTHROPOLOGIES: THEORETICAL EXCHANGE BETWEEN INDIGENOUS AND ACADEMIC TRADITIONS**

Reviewed by  Society for the Anthropology of Religion

Organizer(s)  James Redfield (Stanford University)

Organizer(s)  Jonathan Boyarin (Cornell University)

Chair(s)  Jonathan Boyarin (Cornell University)

10:15 AM  Nissan Rubin (Bar-Ilan University)  *How Shall We Apply Anthropological Methods to Talmudic Texts?*

10:30 AM  Simcha Fishbane (Touro College)  *No Right of Passage*: The Rabbinic Dispute over the Propriety of Bat Mitzvah Celebrations

10:45 AM  Beth Berkowitz (Barnard College)  *Subjectivity and Sex with Animals in Talmudic Legal Discourse*

11:00 AM  Shlomo Guzmen-carmeli (Bar-Ilan University)  *The Limits of Innovation*: On Boundaries in the Haredi Yeshiva and Theorization in Cultural Anthropology

11:15 AM  James Redfield (Stanford University)  *“The Ways of the Amorite”: Magic, Religion, and the Order of Nature in Early Rabbinic Law*

**Discussant**  11:30 AM  Charlotte Fonrobert (Stanford University)

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S
4-0600  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Centennial C  |  3rd Floor  HYATT  
DEBILITIES OF POWER: PERILS AND PUNISHMENTS OF THE EXPERIENCE OF PRIVILEGE  
Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Consciouslyness  
Organizer(s) Judith Lynn Singleton (Northwestern University)  
Chair(s) Stephen D Glazier (University of Nebraska-Lincoln) Imagining Sacred Spaces: African American Consciousness and Tourism in Trinidad's 'Company Villages'  
10:15 AM Judith Lynn Singleton (Northwestern University) An Era of Gender Equality?: The State of Black Township Men in Post-Apartheid South Africa  
10:30 AM Jesse Mumm (Northeastern Illinois University) The Chill of the White Citadel: Gentrification, Race, and the Drawbacks of Privilege  
10:45 AM Clinton Nichols III (Dominican University) Oversight & Weak TIES: Social Interaction in a MIXED Income Housing Development  
Discussant 11:15 AM Jesse Mumm (Northeastern Illinois University)  
11:30 AM Discussion  
This session may be of particular interest to: P  

4-0605  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Centennial F  |  3rd Floor  HYATT  
EXPERIENCING AFFECT IN SPACE: THE CONVERGENCE OF PERFORMANCE, RACE, AND CHANGING (TRANS)NATIONAL SUBJECTIVITIES  
Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists  
Organizer/Chair Sabia McCoy-Torres (Cornell University)  
Discussant 10:15 AM Oneka LaBennett (Cornell University)  
10:30 AM Sabia McCoy-Torres (Cornell University) "Brooklyn Is the Flesh and Blood:" Forming Transgeographies and Caribbean Subjectivities  
10:45 AM Elena Guzman (Cornell University) "Haitians Say Rara, Dominicans Say Gaga": Performing Hispaniola's Ambiguous Borders  
11:00 AM Khytie Brown (Harvard University) Drilling the Bands from 'yaad' to Abroad: Jamaican Revival Zion Religion in Digital Space  
11:15 AM Misa Dayson (University of California, Los Angeles) "Confronting the After-Life of Slavery and Coloniality in Visual Representations of Blackness in Germany"  
11:30 AM Discussion  
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T  

4-0610  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mineral Hall B  |  3rd Floor  HYATT  
EXPERTISE AND THE ETHICS OF ENCOUNTER  
Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology  
Organizer(s) Sarah E Vaughn (American Council of Learned Societies and Johns Hopkins University)  
Chair(s) Kirk Fiereck (Columbia University)  

S Students  
T Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges
10:15 AM  Betsey B Brada (Reed College) *“You Can Just Tell”: Virtuosity and Ritual in Pediatric HIV Adherence Assessments*

10:30 AM  Amy Moran-Thomas (MIT) *“Healthy Living Made Fun and Easy!”: Ironies of Education in the Global Diabetes Epidemic*

10:45 AM  Nancy Worthington (Columbia University) *When Physicians Clash: Encounters with Expertise during Humanitarian Surgical Missions in Honduras*

**Discussant** 11:00 AM  Carlo Caduff (King’s College London)

**Discussant** 11:15 AM  Kirk Fiereck (Columbia University)

11:30 AM  Sarah E Vaughn (American Council of Learned Societies and Johns Hopkins University) *Making the Law Stick: Climate Adaptation and Ethics in Guyana*

11:45 AM  Kirk Fiereck (Columbia University) *Structure/Culture/Intervention: Or, What Is a Structural Intervention?*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

4-0615  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mineral Hall C | 3rd Floor  HYATT

**DEVELOPMENT, GENDER AND THE NEOLIBERAL SOCIAL IMAGINARY**

**Reviewed by** Association for Feminist Anthropology

**Chair(s)** Patricia Antoniello (Brooklyn College)

10:15 AM  Anindita Sengupta (Ohio State University) *Assisted Reproductive Technologies (ARTs): Questions of Kinship, Gender and Sexuality*

10:30 AM  Carina Michelle Heckert (University of Texas at El Paso) *Blaming Machismo: How the Social Imaginary Is Failing Men with HIV in Santa Cruz, Bolivia*

10:45 AM  Christine A Pinnock (CUNY Graduate Center) *All Dis Way: Afro-Caribbean Women’s Narratives at the Intersection of Immigration and Labor*

11:00 AM  Rebecca A Kruger (Columbia University) *Feminisms from the Margins: Women Coffee Farmers in Fair Trade Cooperatives in Rural Nicaragua*

11:15 AM  Patricia Antoniello (Brooklyn College) *Gender, Microfinance, Neoliberalism: Debt and Estrangement in India*

11:30 AM  Discussion

---

4-0620  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mineral Hall D | 3rd Floor  HYATT

**Invited Roundtable:**

**CONTRIBUTING TO THE SCHOLARLY CONVERSATION: GENDER, CITATION, AND AUTHORSHIP IN ANTHROPOLOGY JOURNALS**

**Sponsor** AAA Committee on Gender Equity Issues in Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair** Maxine Oland (Smith College)

**Presenter(s)** Ben Orlove (Columbia University)

Julienne Rutherford (University of Illinois at Chicago)

A Lynn Bolles (University of Maryland)

Virginia R Dominguez (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)
Matthew Gutmann (Brown University)
Dana Nicole Bardolph (University of California, Santa Barbara)

This session may be of particular interest to: S

4-0625 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM
Mineral Hall E | 3rd Floor

QUEER PLEASURE, QUEER WORK

Reviewed by

Heidi Hoefinger (Berkeley College and John Jay College, CUNY), Srorn Srun (CamASEAN Youth’s Future) and Pisey Ly (Women’s Network for Unity) “At-Risk and Vulnerable” or “Social Deviants”?
Competing Narratives Around LGBT Communities, Sex Workers and Sexually-Active Youth in Cambodia

Ray Siebenkittel (Louisiana State University) Body Werk: Autoethnographic Experiences of a Drag Queen Anthropologist

Victor Trofimov (European University Viadrina) Emotions at Construction: Producing the Familiar and the Strange in Ethnographic Field Work Among Male Sex Workers in Berlin

Hoching Jiang (American University) Moving Between the Color Line in the Gay Pornographic Films

Gregory C Mitchell (Williams College) Between Four Walls: Male Prostitution, Affective Flows, and the Performative Labor of Racialized Masculinity in Brazil

11:30 AM Discussion

4-0630 10:15 AM – 12:30 PM
102 | Meeting Room Level

Invited Session: DISABILITY, DEFAMILIARIZATION, AND “THE NEW NORMAL”

Sponsors
Society for Medical Anthropology
American Ethnological Society

Organizer(s)
Faye Diana Ginsburg (New York University)
Rayna Rapp (New York University)

Chair(s)
Rayna Rapp (New York University)

Devva Kasnitz (CUNY School of Professional Studies) Speech Impairment and Communication Disability: Would a ‘Way of Knowing’ Be as Sweet by any Other Name?

Tom Boellstorff (University of California, Irvine) and Alice Krueger (Virtual Ability, Inc.) Disability and the Familiarity of the Virtual

Michele Ilana Friedner (SUNY Stony Brook) How the Disabled Body Unites the Body of the Nation: Disability as “Feel Good” Diversity in Urban India

Roy R Grinker (George Washington University) Who Owns Autism?: Singularity, Stigma, and Stakeholders

Karen Nakamura (Yale University) Sex, Disability and Eugenics: The Strange Afterlife of a Nazi-Era Eugenics Law in Contemporary Japan
Friday, November 20

**Mentoring Activity**

**Practicing and Applied Anthropologists**

11:30 am

Laurence Ralph (Harvard Universit) *The Politics of Disability and Race in Urban Chicago: What Paralyzed Gang Members Have to Say*

Discussant 11:45 AM

Joseph Kaufert (University of Manitoba)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**4-0635** 10:30 AM – 11:45 AM  
Marble | 4th Floor

**COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS (CFHR) BUSINESS MEETING**

**Sponsor**  
AAA Committee for Human Rights

**Organizer(s)**

Tricia Redeker-Hepner (University of Tennessee)

Haleema Burton (American Anthropological Association)

---

**4-0640** 10:30 AM – 3:30 PM  
Four Seasons Ballroom | Ballroom Level

**10TH ANNUAL AAA/NAPA CAREERS EXPO: EXPLORING PROFESSIONAL CAREERS**

**Sponsor**  
AAA/NAPA

**Organizer(s)**

Katie Vizenor (American Anthropological Association)

Cathleen Crain (LTG Associates, Inc.)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**4-0645** 11:05 AM – 12:17 PM  
107 | Meeting Room Level

**Film Session:**

**HONORABLE MENTION — BEST FEATURE LENGTH FILM: COTTON ROAD, DIR. LAURA KISSIL**

**Sponsor**

Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

---

**4-0650** 11:30 AM – 1:30 PM  
203 | Meeting Room Level

**By Invitation Only:**

**WHAT GERMANY CAN DO FOR YOU — AN INFORMATION LUNCHEON WITH “RESEARCH IN GERMANY”**

**Sponsor**

GRF

---

**4-0655** 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  
108 | Meeting Room Level

**AIDS AND ANTHROPOLOGY RESEARCH GROUP OPEN BUSINESS MEETING**

**Sponsor**  
Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**

Cathleen E Willging (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)

**Chair(s)**

Charlotte A Noble (University of South Florida)
DYING AND BEREAVEMENT INTEREST GROUP OPEN BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Cathleen E Willging (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)
Chair(s): Margaret Souza (SUNY/Empire State College)

DISABILITY RESEARCH INTEREST GROUP OPEN BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Cathleen E Willging (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)
Chair(s): Heather Thomas (University of California, Irvine)

ANTHROPOLOGY OF CORPORATIONS INTEREST GROUP BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: Anthropology of Corporations Interest Group
Organizer/Chair: Gwendolyn Gordon (University of Pennsylvania)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

CONTINUED CONVERSATION ABOUT ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENT AND THE NEPAL EARTHQUAKE

Sponsor: AAA Executive Program Committee
Organizers/Presenters:
- Lauren G Leve (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
- Carole McGranahan (University of Colorado, Boulder)
- Mallika Shakya (South Asian University)
- Pasang Y Sherpa (The New School)
- Gaurav KC (Martin Chautari)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

SLA GRADUATE STUDENT PAPER CONTEST

Sponsor: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Paul V Kroskrity (University of California, Los Angeles)
James M Wilce Jr (Northern Arizona University)
Chair(s): Alan Rumsey (Australian National University)
Frances Trix (Indiana University)
Presenter(s):
- Andrew Carruthers (Yale University)
- Gregory Kohler (University of California, Irvine)
Lynnette Arnold (University of California)
Andrea Renee Leone (University of Pennsylvania)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

4-0690 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM 208 | Meeting Room Level
CULTURAL HERITAGE TASK FORCE (CHTF) MEETING
SPONSOR
Cultural Heritage Task Force
ORGANIZER(S)
Elyse Bailey (American Anthropological Association)
Susan Gillespie (University of Florida)
Teresita Majewski (Statistical Research, Inc.)
CHAIR(S)
Antoinette T Jackson (University of South Florida)
Michael A Di Giovine (West Chester University)
Stephen E Nash (Denver Museum of Nature & Science)
Sarah E Cowie (University of Nevada)
Richard T Meyers (South Dakota State University)
Morag M Kersel (Depaul University)
Elizabeth Chilton (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
T Ferguson (University of Arizona)

4-0695 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM 210 | Meeting Room Level
ANTHROPOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT SOCIETY DISSERTATION WORKGROUP 3
SPONSOR
Anthropology and Environment Society
ORGANIZER(S)
Megan A Styles (University of Illinois Springfield)
Erin P Riley (San Diego State University)
C Anne Claus (American University)
CHAIR(S)
Jim Igoe (Dartmouth College)
PRESIDENT(S)
Juliet Erazo (Florida International University)
This session may be of particular interest to: S

4-0700 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM 212 | Meeting Room Level
AAA COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS TASK GROUP/SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY COMMITTEE ON LANGUAGE AND SOCIAL JUSTICE
SPONSOR
Society for Linguistic Anthropology
ORGANIZER(S)
Robin H Conley (Marshall University)
Netta R Avineri (Middlebury Institute of International Studies at Monterey)
Patricia Ba quedano-Lopez (University of California, Berkeley)
Daniel F Suslak (Indiana University)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
AQA BUSINESS MEETING

**Sponsor:** Association for Queer Anthropology

**Organizer(s):**
- Michael Connors Jackman (Memorial University of Newfoundland)
- Michele M Hanks (Case Western Reserve University)
- Shaka P McGlotten (SUNY Purchase)

**Awards Presented at this event:**
- The Kenneth W. Payne Student Prize
- The Ruth Benedict Book Prize

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS (ABA) BUSINESS/GENERAL BODY MEETING

**Sponsor:** Association of Black Anthropologists

**Organizer(s):**
- David S Simmons (University of South Carolina)

SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN & CARIBBEAN ANTHROPOLOGY (SLACA) BUSINESS MEETING

**Sponsor:** Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**Organizer(s):**
- Walter E Little (SUNY Albany)

**Awards Presented at this event:**
- The Roseberry Nash Student Paper Contest
- The Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology (SLACA) Book Prize

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

SOCIETY FOR URBAN, NATIONAL, TRANSNATIONAL AND GLOBAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SUNTA) BUSINESS MEETING

**Sponsor:** Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizer(s):**
- Jayne Howell (California State University, Long Beach)
- Petra Y Kuppinger (Monmouth College)

SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE (SAE) BUSINESS MEETING

**Sponsor:** Society for the Anthropology of Europe

**Organizer(s):**
- Jaume Franquesa (SUNY Buffalo)
- Pamela L Ballinger (University of Michigan)
**Mentoring Activity**

**Practicing and Applied Anthropologists**

**Friday, November 20**

**Presenters**

- Shawn Parkhurst (University of Louisville)
- Noelle J Molé Liston (New York University)
- Elizabeth L Krause (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
- Jennifer J Carroll (University of Washington)
- Heidi L Bludau (Monmouth University)
- Jaro Stacul (Memorial University of Newfoundland)

**Awards Presented at This Event:**

- SAE 2015 Graduate Student Paper Competition
- William A. Douglass Book Prize in Europeanist Anthropology

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

**4-0730 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM**

**Meeting Room Level**

**Council for Museum Anthropology (CMA) Business Meeting**

**Sponsor**

- Council for Museum Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**

- Robert Leopold (Smithsonian Institution, Center for Folklife & Cultural Heritage)

**4-0735 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM**

**Meeting Room Level**

**Anthropology and Environment Society Dissertation Workgroup 1**

**Sponsor**

- Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizer(s)**

- Megan A Styles (University of Illinois Springfield)
- Erin P Riley (San Diego State University)

**Presenters**

- C Anne Claus (American University)
- Laura A Ogden (Dartmouth College)
- Noah Theriault (University of Oklahoma)

This session may be of particular interest to: S

**4-0740 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM**

**Meeting Room Level**

**AAA Anthropology in Public Policy Award Ceremony**

**Sponsor**

- Committee on Public Policy

**Organizer(s)**

- Jeff Martin (American Anthropological Association)

**Awards Presented at This Event:**

- AAA Anthropology in Public Policy Award

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**4-0745 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM**

**Meeting Room Level**

**Music and Sound Interest Group (MSIG) Business Meeting**

**Sponsor**

- Music and Sound Interest Group

**Organizer(s)**

- Lila Ellen Gray (University of Amsterdam)
- Daniel Fisher (University of California, Berkeley)
- Kimberly J Marshall (University of Oklahoma)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
4-0750 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  702 | Meeting Room Level
ANTHROPOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT SOCIETY DISSERTATION WORKGROUP 2

Sponsor: Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizer(s): Megan A Styles (University of Illinois Springfield)
               Erin P Riley (San Diego State University)
Presenter(s): C Anne Claus (American University)
              Rick Stepp (University of Florida)
              Sarah R Osterhoudt (Indiana University)

This session may be of particular interest to: S

4-0755 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  704 | Meeting Room Level
SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK (SAW) BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: Society for the Anthropology of Work
Organizer(s): Charles R Menzies (University of British Columbia)
Presenter(s): Samuel G Collins (Towson University)
              Carrie M Lane (California State University, Fullerton)
              Nina E Brown (Community College of Baltimore County)
              Marcel LaFlamme (Rice University)
              Jan English-Lueck (San Jose State University)
              Jim Weil (Science Museum of Minnesota)
              Eve Hochwald

Awards presented at this event:
Eric Wolf student paper prize

4-0760 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  706 | Meeting Room Level
SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES (SACC) BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges
Organizer(s): Amanda M Wolcott Paskey (Cosumnes River College)

This session may be of particular interest to: T

4-0765 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  711 | Meeting Room Level
COMMITTEE ON THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF JEWS AND JUDAISM

Sponsor: General Anthropology Division
Organizer(s): Oren Kosansky (Lewis & Clark College)

4-0770 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  Mile High 1F | Ballroom Level
ASSOCIATION OF LATINA AND LATINO ANTHROPOLOGISTS (ALLA), BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists
Organizer(s): Ana Aparicio (Northwestern University)
4-0775  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  Mile High 4B | Ballroom Level
CONSIDERING LANGUAGE AND DISCOURSE IN SOCIOCULTURAL
ANTHROPOLOGY
(Pre-Registration Required)
SPONSOR  American Ethnological Society
ORGANIZER(S)  Andrew P Hernann (John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0780  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  Agate | 3rd Floor
APLA EARLY CAREER MENTORING EVENT: THE PATH TO PUBLISHING
YOUR FIRST BOOK
SPONSOR  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
ORGANIZER(S)  Christine M Hegel-Cantarella (Western Connecticut State University)
Ieva Jusionyte (University of Florida)

4-0785  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  Capital Ballroom 1 | 4th Floor
COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS (CFHR) PUBLIC FORUM
SPONSOR  AAA Committee for Human Rights
ORGANIZER(S)  Tricia Redeker-Hepner (University of Tennessee)
Haleema Burton (American Anthropological Association)
AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
Anthropology and Human Rights Graduate Student Paper Award
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0790  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  Centennial D | 3rd Floor
GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION DISTINGUISHED LECTURE AND
AWARDS CEREMONY – JONATHAN M. MARKS, DISTINGUISHED LECTURER
SPONSOR  General Anthropology Division
ORGANIZER(S)  Luke Eric Lassiter (Marshall University)
PRESENTER(S)  Jonathan M Marks (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)
AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
GAD Award for Exemplary Cross-Field Scholarship
The Diana Forsythe Prize
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0795  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  Granite B | 3rd Floor
ETHOS EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
SPONSOR  Society for Psychological Anthropology
ORGANIZER(S)  Harold L Odden (Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne)
CHAIR(S)  Edward D Lowe (Soka University of America)
PRESENTER(S)  Donald Brenneis (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Maricela Correa-Chavez (California State University, Long Beach)
Thomas J Csordas (University of California, San Diego)
M Cameron Hay (Miami University)
Dorothy C Holland (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Janis H Jenkins (University of California, San Diego)
Jill Korbin (Case Western Reserve University)
Fred R Myers (New York University)
James Peacock (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Barbara Rogoff (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Bradd Shore (Emory University)
Richard A Shweder (University of Chicago)
Peter Stromberg (University of Tulsa)
Rebecca Seligman (Northwestern University)

**4-0800** 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  
**MIDDLE EAST SECTION (MES) BOARD MEETING**  
**Sponsor** Middle East Section  
**Organizer(s)** Ilana Feldman (George Washington University)  
Limestone | 4th Floor

**4-0805** 12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  
**ASSOCIATION FOR FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGY (AFA) WOMEN AND GRASSROOTS ORGANIZING IN A TIME OF AUSTERITY: A DIALOGUE WITH FRONT-LINE ACTIVISTS**  
**Sponsor** Association for Feminist Anthropology  
**Organizer(s)** Susan B Hyatt (IUPUI)  
Old Supreme Court Chamber  
Colorado State Capitol Building

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**4-0810** 12:15 PM – 2:15 PM  
**ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY (APLA) BOARD MEETING**  
**Sponsor** Association for Political and Legal Anthropology  
**Organizer(s)** Madelaine B Adelman (Arizona State University)  
106 | Meeting Room Level

**4-0815** 12:15 PM – 3:15 PM  
**SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SMA) BOARD MEETING FOR CONTINUING AND INCOMING MEMBERS**  
**Sponsor** Society for Medical Anthropology  
**Organizer(s)** Carolyn Rebecca Merritt (University of California, Los Angeles)  
**Chair(s)** Elisa J Sobo (San Diego State University)  
**Presenter(s)** Linda Garro (University of California, Los Angeles)  
Janelle S Taylor (University of Washington)  
John S Luque (Medical University of South Carolina)  
105 | Meeting Room Level
Lesley A Sharp (Barnard College, Columbia University)
Athena McLean (Central Michigan University)
James T Pfeiffer (University of Washington)
Cathleen E Willging (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)
Jonathan J Stillo (CUNY Graduate Center)
Clarence Gravlee (University of Florida)
Megan Anne Carney (University of Washington)
Sean Patrick Bruna (Western Washington University)
Elizabeth Lewis (University of Texas at Austin)
Doug Henry (University of North Texas)
Alexander Rödlach (Creighton University)
Mary K Anglin (University of Kentucky)
Erin Finley
Eileen M Moyer (University of Amsterdam)

**4-0820** 1:15 PM - 3:15 PM  
**Meeting Room Level**

**SOCIETY FOR EAST ASIAN ANTHROPOLOGY (SEAA) BOARD MEETING**

**Sponsor**  
Society for East Asian Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Jong Bum Kwon (Webster University)

**Film Session:**

**AWARD WINNER — JEAN ROUCH AWARD: NZHU JIMANGEMI (THE GORILLA’S WIFE), DIR. ADAM PÉROU HERMANS**

**Sponsor**  
Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

**4-0830** 1:45 PM - 3:00 PM  
**Granite C | 3rd Floor**

**ANTHROPOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT SOCIETY BOARD MEETING**

**Sponsor**  
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizer(s)**  
Megan A Styles (University of Illinois Springfield)
Erin P Riley (San Diego State University)

**Chair(s)**  
Jeffrey C Johnson (University of Florida)
John Stephen Lansing (Nanyang Technological University)

**Presenter(s)**  
Rick Stepp (University of Florida)
Rebecca K Zarger (University of South Florida)
Derick A Fay (University of California, Riverside)
Amelia Moore (University of Miami)
C Anne Claus (American University)
4-0835  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  102  |  Meeting Room Level  CCC

**ESTRANGING THE FAMILIAR: RACISM, IMMIGRATION, AND NATION MAKING IN THE EVERYDAY**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Susanna Rosenbaum (CUNY)
Devin T Molina (Bronx Community College - CUNY)

**Chair(s)**  
Susanna Rosenbaum (CUNY)

1:45 PM  
Yadira Perez Hazel (BMCC CUNY)  
*Criollo Japonese: Race, Belonging and Claims to Dominican Identity*

2:00 PM  
Amy Malek (University of California, Los Angeles)  
*“Whiteness Is New Here”: Immigrant Activism and Racial Formations Among Iranians in Sweden and the U.S.*

2:15 PM  
Uli Linke (Rochester Institute of Technology)  
*Off the Edge of Europe: Estranging Racialization in Everyday Life*

2:30 PM  
Susanna Rosenbaum (CUNY)  
*Foreign or Familiar? Domestic Workers, Middle-Class Homes, and the Limits of “Americanness”*

2:45 PM  
Leo R Chavez (University of California, Irvine)  
*Damned If You Do, Damned If You Don’t: Changing Fertility Patterns and the Latino Threat Narrative*

3:00 PM  
Devin T Molina (Bronx Community College - CUNY)  
*Strangely Familiar: Anti-Immigrant Border Patrols, Vigilantism, and Police Violence as White Supremacy*

**Discussant**  
3:15 PM  
Paul Silverstein (Reed College)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0840  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  108  |  Meeting Room Level  CCC

**UNSETTLING NORMALIZATION AND NORMALIZING CRISIS**

**Reviewed by**  
Middle East Section

**Organizer(s)**  
Samuli Schielke (Zentrum Moderner Orient)
Aymon Kreil (University of Zurich)

**Chair(s)**  
Samuli Schielke (Zentrum Moderner Orient)

1:45 PM  
Aymon Kreil (University of Zurich)  
*Politics as a Threat in Cairo: Security, State and Neighbourhood Networks*

2:00 PM  
Alice Elliot (University College London)  
*Leaky Crisis: Topographies of ‘La Crise’ Across the Mediterranean*

2:30 PM  
Carl Rommel (SOAS, University of London)  
*Keeping the Ball Rolling: ‘normalisation Work’ and Nostalgia at Cairo’s Youth Centres*

2:45 PM  
Karin Ahlberg (SOAS, University of London)  
*Things Fall Apart; Only in Chaos Are We Conceivable: Waiting and watching in the Bazaars of Cairo in the Aftermath of Egypt’s 2011 Revolution*

**Discussant**  
3:00 PM  
Paola Abenante (University of Milano-Bicocca)

3:15 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T
DOCUMENT-ING POWER IN AN AGE OF ACCOUNTABILITY

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer/Chair: Kathleen Inglis (Simon Fraser University)

1:45 PM
Marnie J Thomson (University of Colorado) Papers and Persecution in a Congolese Refugee Camp

2:00 PM
Kathleen Inglis (Simon Fraser University) “M&E” Power Tools: Documenting HIV/AIDS Prevention Program “Success” in Ghana

2:15 PM
Renita Thedvall (Stockholm University) Writing Action: How to Fit Alterations into Action Plan Documents

2:30 PM
Sarah A Williams (University of Toronto) Birthing Reality: Hospital Records and the Formation of Ideal Modern Subjecthood in Mexico

2:45 PM
Omri Grinberg (University of Toronto) The Promise and Futility of Israeli Human Rights NGOs’ “Archive Activism” in the Face of the Israeli Occupation of Palestinian Territories

Discussant: 3:00 PM
Susan L Erikson (Simon Fraser University)
3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

Invited Session:
I LOVE IT WHEN YOU: ENGAGING ANTHROPOLOGY STUDENTS IN THE CLASSROOM AND IN THE FIELD

Sponsor: Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges
Organizer/Chair: Nikki Gorrell (College of Western Idaho)

1:45 PM
William L Fairbanks (Cuesta College Social Science Faculty, Emeritus) Cultural Anthropology: Dead or Alive?

2:00 PM
Laura T González (San Diego Miramar College) Are Foragers Actually “Affluent Societies?”: Revisiting Core Concepts in the Cultural Anthropology Classroom

2:15 PM
Cerisa R Reynolds (Aims Community College) Teaching Inequality By Teaching Archaeology (or, Fighting Ancient Aliens)

2:30 PM
Laura Roccucci (Cosumnes River College) I Love It When You: A Student Perspective

2:45 PM
Audrey Chapman (College of Western Idaho) Life Lessons from the Field: Reflections from a Student Leader

3:00 PM
Alexandria Miren Goeckner (College of Western Idaho) Wind, Rain, and Sun: Recording Petroglyphs in SW Idaho By Alexandria Goeckner

3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
Invited Session:
CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON FOOD SOVEREIGNTY, FOOD JUSTICE, AND FOOD CITIZENSHIP

SPONSORS
Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition, Culture and Agriculture

ORGANIZER(S)
Lois M Stanford (New Mexico State University)
Teresa M Mares (University of Vermont)

CHAIR(S)
Lois M Stanford (New Mexico State University)

1:45 PM
Justine MacKesson Williams (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) Grassroots Agricultural Activism in Cuba: Transnational Cultural Resources and Local Imaginaries

2:00 PM
Teresa M Mares (University of Vermont) More Than Money: Understanding Food Access within Migrant Farmworker Households

2:15 PM
Lois M Stanford (New Mexico State University) From Food Security to Food Justice: Reflection, Debate, and Practice in U.S.-Mexico Border Colonias

2:30 PM

2:45 PM
Janet Page-Reeves (University of New Mexico), Maurice Moffett (University of New Mexico) and Molly Bleecker (University of New Mexico) The Challenges of Food Citizenship: the Struggle for Women's Critical Food Literacy in a Food Insecure Community

3:00 PM
Lisa M Feldstein (University of San Francisco) and Sasha Feldstein (University of California, Berkeley) Yes, but How Will We Get There? Divergent Perspectives in the Food Justice Movement

3:15 PM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

ANTHROPOLOGY, HOSTS AND GUESTS IN THE AFFECT ECONOMY:
ANTHROPOLOGY’S ENGAGEMENT WITH VOLUNTOURISM, SERVICE LEARNING, AND ALTERNATIVE BREAKS

REVIEWED BY
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

ORGANIZER(S)
Suzanne M Kent (Colorado State University)
Keri Brondo (University of Memphis)

CHAIR(S)
Suzanne M Kent (Colorado State University)

PRESENTER(S)
Tricia Redeker-Hepner (University of Tennessee)
Julia Hanebrink (Rhodes College)
Tara Hefferan (Grand Valley State University)
Natalie Bourdon (Mercer University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
4-0865  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  201 | Meeting Room Level  

TECHNOLOGIES OF CARE, SENSIBILITIES OF THE SELF: TRACING THE ROOTS OF CAREGIVING THROUGH EVERYDAY ACTS OF PROVIDING FOR OTHERS

Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizers/Chairs

1:45 PM Felicity Aulino (University of Massachusetts Amherst) Form, Authenticity, and (Non-)Disclosure: An Everyday Buddhist Ethics of Care

2:00 PM Anna I Corwin (Stanford University) Decoding the Divine: Being God in a Catholic Convent Infirmary

2:15 PM H Keziah Conrad (University of California, Los Angeles) Care and the Other in Bosnian Mixed-Ethnicity Families

2:30 PM Ender Ricart (Japan Society for the Promotion of Science) Dehumanizing Care

2:45 PM Stacey A Langwick (Cornell University) Care in the Anti-Crisis

Discussant 3:00 PM Katherine A Mason (Brown University)

3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0870  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  205 | Meeting Room Level  

Invited Session: ANTHROPOLOGY OF HUMOR, HUMOR IN ETHNOGRAPHY

Sponsor AAA Executive Program Committee
Organizer(s) Elana F Resnick (University of Michigan)
Chair(s) Donna M Goldstein (University of Colorado-Boulder)

1:45 PM Susan Seizer (Indiana University) Cracking Frames: Humor in Use and the Ethnographic Endeavor

2:00 PM William O Beeman (University of Minnesota, Minneapolis) Creating Humor in the Middle East

2:15 PM Maya Nadkarni (Swarthmore College) and Martha Lampland (University of California, San Diego) The Death of Jokes? the Shifting Landscape of Humor in Postsocialist Hungary

2:30 PM Elana F Resnick (University of Michigan) The Hilarity of Alterity: Roma Waste Workers and Other People’s Trash in Bulgaria

2:45 PM Angelique Haugerud (Rutgers University) The Limits of Satire: From Jon Stewart to Festive Street Protest

Discussant 3:00 PM Discussant: Michael Silverstein (University of Chicago)

3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
Invited Session:
NEGOTIATING MOTHERHOOD: ROLES, IDENTITIES, AND EXPECTATIONS IN CONFLICT

**Sponsors**
Society for Psychological Anthropology
Association for Feminist Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Melanie Angel Medeiros (SUNY Geneseo)
Bambi L Chapin (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)

**Chair(s)**
Melanie Angel Medeiros (SUNY Geneseo)

1:45 PM
Jayne Howell (California State University, Long Beach) *Balancing Babies, Buses and Barricades: Maestras’ Mothering Responsibilities in Southern Mexico*

2:00 PM
Audrey A Winpenny (University of Pennsylvania) *When Mamí is a Bichota: Women’s Leadership in Illicit Trafficking Networks and Its Impact on Parenting*

2:15 PM
Erin E Thomason (University of California, Los Angeles) *Mother Roles in an Age of Flexible Capitalism [with Chinese Characteristics]: Left behind Children, Parenting, and Economic Choices*

2:30 PM
Bambi L Chapin (University of Maryland, Baltimore County) *Judging Mothers: U.S. Mothers’ Use of Childrearing Advice*

2:45 PM
Emily J Noonan (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) *Advocate, Caretaker, and Mother: The Role of the Adoptive Mother in the International Adoption Clinic*

3:00 PM
Juliette L de Wolfe (Teachers College, Columbia University) *Co-Constructing Narratives of Autism Motherhood in a Support Group for Parents of Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders*

**Discussant**
3:15 PM
Kathleen Barlow (Central Washington University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

Invited Session:
“NOWHERE”: LABOR AND RESIDENCE IN THE PLACELESS SPACES OF MODERNITY

**Sponsor**
American Ethnological Society

**Organizer(s)**
Samuel Martinez (University of Connecticut)
Ismael Garcia-Colon (College of Staten Island and CUNY Graduate Center)

**Chair(s)**
Samuel Martinez (University of Connecticut)

1:45 PM
Hannah B Reier (University of Connecticut) *Gringoism and Gated Communities: The Intersection of Privileged Place-Making and Invisible Labor in Cotacachi, Ecuador*

2:00 PM
Emily A Lynch (Franklin and Marshall College) *Nowhere Near Enough: Deadly Labor in the Making of a Congolese Refugee Camp*

2:15 PM
Amelia Hintzen (University of Miami) *Shaping the Cane Fields: Spatial Politics on Dominican Sugar Plantations*
2:30 PM Jorge Giovannetti (University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras) Between Powers, within Controls: The Freedoms and Constraints of Caribbean Migrant Workers in Cuba

Discussant 2:45 PM Patrick Neveling (Utrecht University)
3:00 PM Discussion

4-0885 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM
402 | Meeting Room Level CCC

Invited Session: NOTES FROM THE GLOBAL WORKPLACE: NEW FEMINIST THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON NEOLIBERAL WORK

Sponsor Association for Feminist Anthropology
Organizer(s) Rachel C Fleming (University of Colorado Boulder)
Chair(s) Hemangini Gupta (Colby College)

1:45 PM Riché Daniel Barnes (Smith College) Respectable Reproduction: Black Career Women Respond to the Neoliberal State
2:00 PM Suyun Choi (Emory University) Going into “Labor”: Gender, Migration and Governance of the State in Korea
2:15 PM Rachel C Fleming (University of Colorado Boulder) Work and the Self: Expectations, Disappointment, and the Challenge to Construct a Life for Professional Women in Bangalore
2:30 PM Hemangini Gupta (Colby College) Risk and Gender in the Production of Start up Capital in India
2:45 PM Lauren A Hayes (University of Arizona) Gender and the Navigation of Organizational Hierarchy in the Neoliberal Manufacturing Workplace

Discussant 3:00 PM Carla Jones (University of Colorado)
3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to P

4-0890 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM
403 | Meeting Room Level CCC

PART 2: EMERGING NORMS AND LINGUISTIC LABOR IN INDIGENOUS MEDIA

Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s) Karl F Swinehart (University of Chicago)
Christopher Paul Bloechl (University of Chicago)
Chair(s) Christopher Paul Bloechl (University of Chicago)
Discussant 1:45 PM Karl F Swinehart (University of Chicago)
2:00 PM Christopher Paul Bloechl (University of Chicago) Competing Norms, Emerging Standards, and Implicit Politics in Maya Radio Talk
2:15 PM Robin A Shoaps (University of Alaska, Fairbanks) The Urruly Enregisterment of Multi-Ethnic Ecumenicalism in Sakapultek Evangelical Radio Broadcasting
2:30 PM Sergio F Romero (University of Texas at Austin) Ethnicity and Regional Stereotypes in Standard Ixil Mayan
Friday, November 20

2:45 PM  Erik Levin (University of Chicago) *Contradictions Between Amawaka Language Ideology and Uses of Electronic Media in the Context of Western Amazonian Persepectivism*

**Discussant**
3:00 PM  Daniel F Suslak (Indiana University)
3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**

---

**4-0895** 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  404 | Meeting Room Level

**MAKING ANTHROPOLOGY MATTER: CONFRONTING CHALLENGES AND CREATING OPPORTUNITIES IN ANTHROPOLOGY EDUCATION**

*Reviewed by*  Council on Anthropology and Education

*Organizer(s)*  Teresa L McCarty (University of California, Los Angeles)
Jean J Schensul (Institute for Community Research)

*Chair(s)*  Sofia A Villenas (Cornell University)
Teresa L McCarty (University of California, Los Angeles)

*Presenter(s)*  Catherine Emihovich (University of Florida)
Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
Karl A Hoerig (University of Arizona)
David Homa (Los Gatos High School)
Edward Liebow (American Anthropological Association)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

---

**4-0900** 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  405 | Meeting Room Level

**Invited Session:**

**WHAT SOVEREIGNTY FEELS LIKE**

*Sponsors*  Society for Cultural Anthropology
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

*Organizer(s)*  Deborah A Thomas (University of Pennsylvania)
Joseph Masco (University of Chicago)

*Chair(s)*  Joseph Masco (University of Chicago)

1:45 PM  Yarimar Bonilla (Rutgers University) *Non-Sovereign Signs*
2:00 PM  Danilyn Rutherford (University of California, Santa Cruz) *The Sovereignty of Vulnerability*
2:15 PM  Ana Y Ramos-Zayas (Baruch College, CUNY Graduate Center) *“Feeling Ipanema”: Racial Affect and Elite Parenting in a Rio De Janeiro Neighborhood*
2:30 PM  Deborah A Thomas (University of Pennsylvania) *States of Emergency and Emergent Sovereignties: West Kingston and the End(s) of Developmentalist Politics*

**Discussant**
2:45 PM  Jessica R Cattelino (University of California, Los Angeles)
3:00 PM  Michael Ralph (New York University)
3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S**
MAKING THE FAMILIAR STRANGE: RACE IN CRISIS EUROPE

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of Europe
Organizer(s): Kristin Loftsdottir (University of Iceland)
Brigitte Hipfl (University of Klagenfurt)
Chair(s): Andrea L Smith (Lafayette College)

1:45 PM Brigitte Hipfl (University of Klagenfurt) The Crisis of Precarity in Austrian TV Police Series
2:00 PM Kristin Loftsdottir (University of Iceland) and Helga Bjornsdottir (University of Iceland) Wise Viking Daughters: Equality and Whiteness in the Icelandic Economic Crisis
2:15 PM Shay Cannedy (Southern Methodist University) Living on the Periphery: Constructing Irishness during Economic Recession
2:30 PM Andrea L Smith (Lafayette College) Beyond the Pale: Whiteness in France and the ROMA ‘crisis’

Discussant: Thomas Hylland Eriksen (University of Oslo)

Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:

STRESS AND HEALTH FROM GENES TO CULTURE: GENETIC, EPIGENETIC, DEVELOPMENTAL AND BIOCULTURAL INTERACTIONS

Reviewed by: Biological Anthropology Section
Organizer(s): William W Dressler (University of Alabama)
Jason A DeCaro (University of Alabama)
Chair(s): William W Dressler (University of Alabama)

1:45 PM Henri J Dengah II (Utah State University) Doing Faith: Prosperity Theology and Health in a Brazilian Neo-Pentecostal Church
2:00 PM Paula Skye Tallman (Field Museum of Natural History) Introducing the ‘Index of Vulnerability’: Operationalizing Vulnerability and Predicting Health Outcomes in the Amazon
2:15 PM Michaela E Howells (University of North Carolina, Wilmington), Darna L Dufour (University of Colorado, Boulder), Richard L Bender (University of Colorado, Boulder), Margaret Sesepasara (Department of Health, American Samoa) and Alex Lloyd (University of North Carolina, Wilmington) Is Chronic Maternal Psychosocial Stress Linked to Neonate Outcomes in American Samoan Women? the Intergenerational Effects of Stress on Neonate Body Size
2:30 PM William W Dressler (University of Alabama) Culture as a Mediator of Gene-Environment Interaction
2:45 PM Alan F Schultz (Baylor University), Gideon Koren (The Hospital for Sick Children) and Stan Van Uum (University of Western Ontario) Chronic Psychosocial Stress Among Forager-Farmers: Culturally Salient Status, Income and a Retrospective Measure of Cortisol
3:00 PM  Jason A DeCaro (University of Alabama)  *What Constitutes a ‘Constitution?’ Biological Sensitivity, Canalization, and the Biocultural Substrates of Differential Resilience*

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**4-0915  1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  605 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**GLOBAL CONNECTIONS AND LOCAL CHALLENGES**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for Economic Anthropology

**Chair(s)**  Raja H Swamy (University of Tennessee)

1:45 PM  Helena Patzer (University of Warsaw, Institute of Ethnology and Cultural Anthropology)  *‘Being Your Brother’s Keeper’: Practices of Kinning, Patronizing, and Nation-Building in a Filipino Development Organization*

2:00 PM  Riddhi Bhandari (American University)  *Risky Alliances: The Role of Risk in Commission-Based Alliances Among Local Tourism Entrepreneurs in Taj Ganj, Agra*

2:15 PM  Raja H Swamy (University of Tennessee)  *“Building Back Better” with Heritage Tourism: Artisanal Fishers and Memory in a Post-Disaster Reconstruction Project.*

2:30 PM  Tiffany Ciara Henriksen (SUNY Geneseo)  *Coexistence or Exploitation?: The Socioeconomic Impact of Ecotourism in Brazil’s Chapada Diamantina Region*

2:45 PM  Alice Esmeralda Sala (University of Neuchâtel)  *A Global Compute Village: Ethnography of a Long Distance Trade of Used Computers*

3:00 PM  Austin Lord (Cornell University)  *A Handshake over the Himalaya: Chinese Hydropower Contractors & the Gift of Development in Nepal*

3:15 PM  Discussion

**4-0920  1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  607 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**DOES EVOLUTIONARY ANTHROPOLOGY NEED A RETHINK?**

**REVIEWED BY**  Evolutionary Anthropology Society

**Organizer(s)**  Siobhan M Mattison (University of New Mexico)

**Chair(s)**  Kathrine E Starkweather (University of Missouri - Columbia)

**Presenter(s)**  Monique Borgerhoff Mulder (University of California)

Kathrine E Starkweather (University of Missouri - Columbia)

Michael Alvard (Texas A&M University)

Melissa J Brown (Minnesota Population Center)

Marcus William Feldman (Stanford University)

Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)

Raymond Hames (University of Nebraska)

Robert J Quinlan (Washington State University)

Mary K Shenk (University of Missouri)
**4-0925** 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM

**Meeting Room Level 702**

**THE ZOONOTIC CONDITION, PART II: VIRULENT CO-BECOMING**

**Reviewed by**
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizer(s)**
Genese Marie Sodikoff (Rutgers University, Newark)

**Chair(s)**
Natalie H Porter (University of Notre Dame)

1:45 PM
- Martha L Lincoln (University of California, Berkeley) *Zoo(g)nosis: Theorizing Disease Risk at the Species Boundary*

2:00 PM
- Celia Lowe (University of Washington) and Ursula Muenster (LMU Munich) *Contagious Becomings: Elephants and Their Companion Pathogens in Times of Extinction*

2:15 PM
- Joe Klein (University of California, Santa Cruz) *Multispecies Medicines: Zoonoses and Healing in North Sumatra, Indonesia*

2:30 PM
- Stephanie K Rupp (CUNY, Lehman College) *Fluid Interactions: Relations Between People and Non-Human Primates in Colonial Cameroon and the Emergence of HIV-1M*

2:45 PM
- Jacklyn Lacey (American Museum of Natural History) *Animal Affinities and Anthropogenic Alienations: Case Studies on Patterns of Belief, Behavior and Practice Around Zoonotic Disease and Zootherapeutic Practices in Northern Sudan and Western Africa*

**Discussant**
3:00 PM
- Gaymon Bennett (Arizona State University)

3:15 PM
- Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**4-0930** 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM

**Meeting Room Level 703**

**TOXICITIES AND TOXIC CITIES: EXPLORING CONTAMINATION IN ENVIRONMENT AND BODY**

**Reviewed by**
Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Therese D’Auria Ryley (University of Florida)

**Chair(s)**
Michelle Murphy (University of Toronto)

1:45 PM
- Discussion

2:00 PM
- Moushri Joshi (School of Planning & Architecture) *Bhopal’s Toxic Past & Present a Spatial Perspective*

2:15 PM
- Agata Mazzeo (Università di Bologna) *Suffering Bodies Take Action Against Asbestos*

2:30 PM
- Sara Smith (Yale University) *Toxic Exposures and Carcinogenic Risks: Charting Cancer Etiologies in the Age of Global Health*

2:45 PM
- Therese D’Auria Ryley (University of Florida) *Autoimmune Disease: The Post-Industrial Disease of Exposure*

**Discussant**
3:00 PM
- Janelle D Lamoreaux (University of Cambridge)

3:15 PM
- Amy Moran-Thomas (MIT)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
LOUDNESS: AMPLIFYING THE POLITICS OF SOUND

Reviewed by: Music and Sound Interest Group
Organizer(s): Matt Sakakeeny (Tulane University)
Chair(s): David Novak (University of California, Santa Barbara)

1:45 PM
Anna M Stirr (University of Hawaii - Manoa) Loudness, Echo, Reverb, and the Ruralization of the Urban in Nepal

2:00 PM
Michael Birenbaum Quintero (Boston University) Loudness as Sovereignty and Abjection in a Neoliberal Frontier Zone (Buenaventura, Colombia)

2:15 PM
Matt Sakakeeny (Tulane University) Acoustic Instruments as Technologies of Amplification in the New Orleans Jazz Funeral

2:30 PM
Marie Abe (Boston University) The Politics of Livelihood and Livelihood: Henoko Peace Music Festa and the Anti-US Military Base Struggles in Okinawa

2:45 PM
Christine Thu Nhi Dang Noisy Piety: Muslim and Christian Voices in Senegalese Public Space

Discussion

MONEY, FINANCE, POWER AND EVERYDAY LIFE IN CHINA

Reviewed by: Society for East Asian Anthropology
Organizer(s): Horacio Ortiz (East China Normal University), Jing Shao (Nanjing University)
Chair(s): Horacio Ortiz (East China Normal University)
Discussant 1:45 PM: Jane I Guyer (Johns Hopkins University)

1:45 PM
Jing Shao (Nanjing University) Truck Fever: “Low Finance” and Livelihood in Hock in Central China

2:15 PM
Horacio Ortiz (East China Normal University) Cross-Border Investment in China: A Reflection on Financial and Political Imaginaries of Global Finance

2:30 PM
Lily H Chumley (New York University) “If You Don’t Care for Your Money, Money Won’t Care for You” (Ni bu licai, cai bu li ni)

2:45 PM
Yujing Zhu (Institute of Anthropology) How to Think about Low-End Financial Crisis: Narratives about “Intimacy” in the Informal Finance

3:00 PM
Mengqi Wang (Brandeis University) The Money in the Home

3:15 PM
Kimberly Chong (University College London) Talking about Money: Salaries, Human Quality (suzhi) and Worth in Contemporary China

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
NEW FRONTIERS OR THE SAME OLD STORIES? CONTEMPORARY
ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENTS WITH THE ENVIRONMENT /
DEVELOPMENT NEXUS

Reviewed by: Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizer/Chair: David M Hoffman (Mississippi State University)

1:45 PM Colleen M Scanlan Lyons (University of Colorado, Boulder)
“Bottom up” Governance & Contemporary Development Conundrums: Subnational Actors for Climate and Forests

2:00 PM Carter A Hunt (Pennsylvania State University) In the Shadow of the Dragon: The Political Ecology of Tourism and the Canal in Nicaragua

2:15 PM Kate Fischer (University of Colorado) The Marking and Marketing of Poverty in Specialty Coffee: Studies from Central America

2:30 PM Nicole M Smith (Colorado School of Mines) Making a Mining Reserve: The Cultural Politics of Development in a Gold Mining Area of Suriname

2:45 PM David M Hoffman (Mississippi State University) Is Conservation and Development a Threat? Analyzing (MICRO)Contexts and Human Migration Around Three Costa Rican National Parks

3:00 PM Alicia L Davis (University of Glasgow) Intended for Intervention: Zoonotic Disease, Pastoralist Livelihoods, Development, and the Anthropologist in Northern Tanzania

3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

EDUCATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURES: EXPLORING SOCIO-TECHNOLOGICAL ASSEMBLAGES AND GLOBAL FLOWS OF KNOWLEDGE

Reviewed by: Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer/Chair: Todd E Nicewonger (University of Gothenburg)

1:45 PM Todd E Nicewonger (University of Gothenburg) Exploring Study-Abroad Design Curriculums as Educational Infrastructures

2:00 PM Barbara A Andersen (Massey University) Relational Infrastructures in Papua New Guinean Nursing Education

2:15 PM Miranda Hogsett (University of Pittsburgh) and Maureen K Porter (University of Pittsburgh) Counter-Narratives from the Negev: Culturally Responsive Education Projects with Bedouin Girls

2:30 PM Laurie Marshall (Creating Peace Project) and Maureen K Porter (University of Pittsburgh) Awakening to the Arts and Creating Peace through Large-Scale Intercultural Projects That Build Infrastructure

Discussant: 2:45 PM Stephanie N Sadre-Orafai (University of Cincinnati)
Discussant: 3:00 PM Perry Gilmore (University of Arizona)
3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
4-0955  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM
ETHNOGRAPHIC PANELS: NEW PERSPECTIVES ON NARRATIVE AND GRAPHIC NARRATIVE

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s): Juliet M McMullin (University of California, Riverside)

1:45 PM  Stacy L Pigg (Simon Fraser University) “Context” as Productive Paradox for Anthropologically-Informed Comics

2:00 PM  Coleman Nye (Simon Fraser University) and Sherine Hamdy (Brown University) Too Much and Too Little Medicine: A Graphic Medical Story of Global Health and Bioethical Dilemmas

2:15 PM  Kyle Orion Harp (University of California, Riverside) Spectral Shimmers and Luminous Atmospheres in Comics

2:30 PM  Anne Brackenbury (University of Toronto Press) Ethnographic: Ethnography Meets Graphic Novel

2:45 PM  Juliet M McMullin (University of California, Riverside) Comics as Moving Matter: Medicalization and the Chemotherapy Chair

3:00 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0960  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM
EDUCATION AND INEQUALITY

Reviewed by: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

1:45 PM  Sandra L Faiman-Silva (Bridgewater State University) Why Charter Schools Reproduce Structural Inequalities in Schools

2:00 PM  Lindsay DuBois (Dalhousie University) Educators as Reluctant State Agents in Argentina’s Conditional Cash Transfer Program

2:15 PM  E J Ford III (University of South Florida) Among the Lords and Ladies of the Working Class: Kink, TPE, and the Replication of Class Hegemony

2:30 PM  Yoonjung Lee (KAIST) Risk and Responsibility: An Ethnographic Analysis of Workers’ Compensation in the United States

4-0965  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM
ANTHROPOLOGY, COLLABORATION AND ACTIVISM

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of North America
Organizer(s): Katherine McCaffrey (Montclair State University)
Chair(s): Katherine McCaffrey (Montclair State University)
Presenter(s): Christine Kovic (University of Houston, Clear Lake)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
SHALL WE VISIT THE MUSEUM? REWRITING THE FAMILIAR AND THE STRANGE IN TOURISTIC SITES

Reviewed by: Association for Africanist Anthropology
Organizer(s): Bennetta Jules-Rosette (University of California, San Diego)
Erica L Fontana (University of California, San Diego)
Chair(s): Bennetta Jules-Rosette (University of California, San Diego)

1:45 PM
Bennetta Jules-Rosette (University of California, San Diego)
Revisiting the Storeroom: Collections and Cultural Surplus in Museums of African Art

2:00 PM
Wayne H Osborn Jr (Georgetown University)
Remixing Museum Buildings and Unmixing Their Content

2:15 PM
Erica L Fontana (University of California, San Diego)
Siting Memory in the 'museum without Walls': Museums and Historical Tourism

2:30 PM
Emily Verla Bovino (University of California, San Diego)
A Museological Comedy in the Middle of Three Deaths: The Death of a Museum (TBVS), the Death of a Political Party (PCI) and the Death of Pier Paolo Pasolini, Intertwined in 2011 Milan

3:00 PM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

INVITED SESSION:
ETHNOGRAPHIC APPS/APPS AS ETHNOGRAPHY: EXPLORING POSSIBILITIES FOR A LOCATIVE, MULTIMEDIA AND COLLABORATIVE FUTURE

Sponsors: Society for Visual Anthropology
Society for Humanistic Anthropology

Organizer(s): Samuel G Collins (Towson University)
Matthew S Durington (Towson University)

Chair(s): Matthew S Durington (Towson University)

1:45 PM
Matthew S Durington (Towson University)
Anthropology Games: Teaching Game Design to Mobile App Prototyping

2:00 PM
Alison Kenner (Drexel University)
Informating Asthma: How Digital Health Technologies Emplace Illness and Care

2:15 PM
Paolo Favero (University of Antwerp)
Apps, Visual Practices and the Mediated Tourist Experience

2:30 PM
Casey K O'Donnell (Michigan State University)
To My Forever, Evernote

2:45 PM
Samuel G Collins (Towson University)
Choose Your Own City: Apps and Multimedia Anthropology in Seoul

Discussant: Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

3:00 PM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
American Anthropological Association
Ana Carolina Barbosa de Lima (Indiana University Bloomington and Mamirauá Sustainable Development Institute) and Ana Claudeise Silva Nascimento (Universidade Federal do Pará and Mamirauá Sustainable Development Institute) *Family Cash Transfers and Physical Status of Mothers and Adolescents in the Rural Brazilian Amazon*

Teresa Nichols (Indiana University), April K Sievert (Indiana University), K Anne Pyburn (Indiana University) and Jayne-Leigh Thomas (Indiana University) *“Learning Nagpra”: Nationwide Survey Results from Educators and Students*

Samantha Nicole Kittinger (SUNY Buffalo State College) *Buffalo’s Revival: Transformation through Music and Space*

Douglas W Hume (Northern Kentucky University) *What Is “Hope”?: Cultural Models of Hope within a Northern Kentucky Distressed Community*

Jessica L Lott (Southern Methodist University) *“in a Way, I Feel like I Don’t Belong”: Childfree Latinas/Os Negotiating Cultural Expectations in Dallas, Texas.*

Paulina Faba (Universidad Alberto Hurtado, CONICYT Capital Humano Avanzado) *The Museification of Dictatorship’s Memory in Contemporary Chile: The Case of the Museum of Memory and Human Rights of Santiago*

Kathleen M Stemmler (Crow Canyon Archaeological Center) and Dan Simplicio Jr (Crow Canyon Archaeological Center) *Co-Constructing Heritage Programs at the Pueblo of Zuni, New Mexico, 3 Voices*

Tomomi Yamaguchi (Montana State University) [WITHDRAWN] *What to Do with the Japanese Right and Historical Revisionism?: The Controversy on Wartime Sexual Slavery By the Japanese Military*

Motoi Suzuki (National Museum of Ethnology, Japan) *Representing Pre-Columbian Heritage: A Comparative Study of Museum Exhibitions on Maya Civilization*

Rochelle Tuitagava’a Fonoti (University of Washington) *Trajectories of Samoan Students at a U.S. College: Mapping the Roles of Fa’Asamoa in Their Academic Success and Well Being*

Helen A Regis (Louisiana State University) *Entering the Fray at Jazz Fest: Students, Faculty, and Community Partnerships*

Mark A Calamia (National Park Service) *American Indian Perspectives on Conservation of Sacred Natural Places: An Example from Pipestone National Monument*
### Poster Session:
**THE POWER OF PLACE: ENVIRONMENTAL ANTHROPOLOGY**

**Reviewed by**

- Anthropology and Environment Society
- Linda E Kruger (U.S. Forest Service) *Pacific Northwest Tribal Climate Change Network*
- Katherine C Donahue (Plymouth State University) and Brian W Eisenhauer (Plymouth State University) *“Boatyards Are Leaky Places”: The Use of Chemicals in Recreational Boatbuilding and Maintenance*
- Michael Sheridan (Middlebury College) *Power Shifts: Material and Metaphysical Boundaries and Ethnobotany in Tropical Africa and the Eastern Caribbean*
- Heather Sawyer (University of Kentucky) *Violent Nature: Exploring the Links Between Conservation, Militarization and Shifting Definitions of Citizenship in Roatan, Honduras*
- Andrea Elizabeth Murray (Center for Marine Resources Studies, School for Field Studies) *“Boatyards Are Leaky Places”: The Use of Chemicals in Recreational Boatbuilding and Maintenance*
- Michael Sheridan (Middlebury College) *Power Shifts: Material and Metaphysical Boundaries and Ethnobotany in Tropical Africa and the Eastern Caribbean*
- Heather Sawyer (University of Kentucky) *Violent Nature: Exploring the Links Between Conservation, Militarization and Shifting Definitions of Citizenship in Roatan, Honduras*
- Andrea Elizabeth Murray (Center for Marine Resources Studies, School for Field Studies) *Coping with Touristic Ecologies and Coral Education: Case Studies Across Okinawa and the Caribbean Community*
- Matthew R Lane (University of California, Irvine) *From Chicago to Bangalore: A Trail of Metal Recyclables and the Value Made and Lives Lived Therein*

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

### Poster Session:
**ARCHAEOLOGY POSTER SESSION**

**Reviewed by**

- Archaeology Division
- Nuno Bicho (Universidade do Algarve), Jonathan Haws (University of Louisville), Joao Cascalheira (ICAHEB - Universidade do Algarve), Celia Goncalves (Universidade do Algarve), Mussa Raja (Universidade Eduardo Mondlane), Omar Madime (Universidade Eduardo Mondlane), Vera Aldeias (Max Plank Institute), Mike Benedetti (University of North Carolina - Wilmington), Telmo Pereira (Universidade do Algarve), Joao Marreiros (Universidade do Algarve) and Julien Riel-Salvatore (Université de Montréal)
- Joao Cascalheira (ICAHEB - Universidade do Algarve) and Nuno Bicho (ICAHEB - Universidade do Algarve) *Abrupt Climate Change and the Variability of Technological Patterns during the Late Pleistocene in Western Iberia*
- Heather A Worne (University of Kentucky) *Inferring Disability and Care Provision in Late Prehistoric Tennessee*
- Sarah E Loomis (Miami University) and Jeb J Card (Miami University) *Online Museums Become Familiar with Strange Technologies: A Survey of Online 3D Model Exhibitions for Anthropological Education*
Kyle P Freund (Indian River State College) *Defining Communities of Practice and Traditions of Metal Consumption in Central Mediterranean Prehistory*

Celia Goncalves (Universidade do Algarve), Joao Cascalheira (ICArEHB - Universidade do Algarve), Vera Aldeias (Max Plank Institute), Mike Benedetti (University of North Carolina - Wilmington), Jonathan Haws (University of Louisville), Omar Madime (Universidade Eduardo Mondlane), Mussa Raja (Universidade Eduardo Mondlane), Telmo Pereira (Universidade do Algarve), Brandon Zinsious (University of Louisville) and Nuno Bicho (ICArEHB - Universidade do Algarve) *GIS and Archaeological Survey Data for the Reconstruction of Stone Age Settlement Patterns in the Lunho Valley (Niassa, Mozambique): Preliminary Results*

Maureen King (Desert Reserach Institute) and Colleen Beck (Desert Research Institute) *A New Direction in the Archaeology of Atmospheric Nuclear Test Sites*

**4-0995 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM** Mile High 1A | Ballroom Level

**MUSLIMS, NEOLIBERAL CITIZENSHIP AND THE CRITIQUE OF STATE POWER**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)** Jeanette S Jouili (University of Pittsburgh)

Suad A Khabeer (Purdue University)

**CHAIR(s)** Jeanette S Jouili (University of Pittsburgh)

**1:45 PM** Jeanette S Jouili (University of Pittsburgh) *Fashioning ‘Moderate’ Citizens: Islam, Popular Culture and Preventing Violent Extremism Programs in Post 7/7 UK*

**2:00 PM** Donna Auston (Rutgers University) *Prayer, Protest, and Police Brutality: Making Black American Muslimness in the Ferguson Era*

**2:15 PM** Nadia Fadil (KU Leuven) *Demystifying the Secular: European Muslim Intellectuals Re-Posing the “Muslim Question”*

**2:30 PM** Suad A Khabeer (Purdue University, Department of Sociology and Anthropology) *Bargaining to Belong: U.S. Muslims, Hip Hop and the Limits of Dissent*

**DISCUSSANT** 2:45 PM Junaid A Rana (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

**3:00 PM** Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

**4-1000 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM** Mile High 1B | Ballroom Level

**ESTRANGING NARRATIVES OF EMPOWERMENT IN THE SCIENTIFIC GOVERNANCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL RISK**

**REVIEWED BY** Anthropology and Environment Society

**ORGANIZER/CHAIR** Kirk Jalbert (The FracTracker Alliance and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)

**DISCUSSANT** 1:45 PM Dana E Powell (Appalachian State University)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>Deborah D Jackson (Earlham College)</td>
<td>Romancing the Tar: Scientizing Corporate Risk While Sanitizing Worker Risk in Tour Narratives of the Alberta Oil Sands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>Kristina Marie Lyons (University of California, Santa Cruz)</td>
<td>Science, Story-Telling, and the Politics of Advocacy Against Aerial Fumigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>Brittany Kiessling (Florida International University)</td>
<td>Commercial Aquaculture as a Post-Disaster Development Tool in Tamil Nadu, India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>Kirk Jalbert (The FracTracker Alliance; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)</td>
<td>Data Culture and the Problems of Representations in Participatory Environmental Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, T

---

### B/ORDERING INFRASTRUCTURES II: MEDIATED MOBILITIES

**Reviewed by**: Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair**: Stephanie Mc Callum (University of California, Santa Cruz)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td>Omer Ozcan (University of Texas, Austin)</td>
<td>Borders on the Move: Security Infrastructures and Smugglers in a Kurdish Borderland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>Emrah Yildiz (Harvard University)</td>
<td>“You Can’t Draw Lines on Water”: Contraband Commerce as Economic Transaction and Political Action Across the Turkey/Syria Border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>Alix Johnson (University of California, Santa Cruz)</td>
<td>Built-in Marginality: IT Infrastructure in an on-the-Way Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>Amber Marie Murrey-Ndewa (University of Oxford)</td>
<td>Infra/Structural Violence: Lightscapes Along the Chad-Cameroon Oil Pipeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>Xochitl Chavez (University of California, Riverside)</td>
<td>Social Networks of Oaxacalifornia: Re/Producing the Guelaguetza Festival</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussant**: Bettina Y Stoetzer (University of Chicago)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Doctor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

### A CRITICAL CONVERSATION EXPLORING PROFESSIONALIZATION AND COMPENSATION IN CONTEMPORARY ANTHROPOLOGY

**Reviewed by**: AAA Executive Program Committee

**Organizer(s)**: Holly Okonkwo (University of California, Riverside)

**Chair(s)**: Holly Okonkwo (University of California, Riverside)

**Presenter(s)**: Arlene Torres (CUNY, Hunter College)

Yolanda T Moses (University of California, Riverside)

Guillermina Nunez (University of Texas, El Paso)

Lourdes Gutierrez Najera (Dartmouth College)

**Discussant**: Holly Okonkwo (University of California, Riverside)

**Presenters**: Holly Okonkwo (University of California, Riverside)

**Chair**: Holly Okonkwo (University of California, Riverside)

**Presenter**: Arlene Torres (CUNY, Hunter College)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
COLLABORATIVE ENGAGEMENTS IN POLICING: A ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION ON ANTHROPOLOGY, POLICE, AND OVERSIGHT

Reviewed by Association for the Anthropology of Policy
Organizers/Chairs
- Kevin G Karpiak (Eastern Michigan University)
- Jennie M Simpson (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration)
Presenter(s)
- Nicholas Mitchell (Office of the Independent Monitor)
- Joseph Salazar (Colorado House of Representatives)
- Paul Pazen (Denver Police Department)
- Sally Engle Merry (New York University)
- Dylan Kerrigan (University of the West Indies)
- Paul Mutsaers (Tilburg University)
- Jennie M Simpson (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

Invited Session: IN SEARCH OF WOMEN IN THE PALEOLITHIC

Sponsor AAA Executive Program Committee
Organizers/Chairs
- Virginia Hutton Estabrook (Armstrong State University)
- Caroline VanSickle (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
1:45 PM Margaret W Conkey (University of California, Berkeley) Some Theoretical Musings on Finding Women in the Paleolithic: Why and Where?
2:00 PM Melanie Lee Chang (Portland State University) and April Nowell (University of Victoria) A Census of Women in the Paleolithic
2:15 PM Caroline VanSickle (University of Wisconsin-Madison) In Search of Mothers in the Paleolithic
2:30 PM Virginia Hutton Estabrook (Armstrong State University) Bioarchaeology of Gendered Labor in the Middle and Upper Paleolithic
2:45 PM Kathleen Sterling (Binghamton University) In Search of Men in the Paleolithic
Discussant 3:00 PM Silvia Tomaskova (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
Discussant 3:15 PM Karen Rosenberg (University of Delaware)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T
KINSHIP FAMILIAR AND STRANGE: PART 1

Reviewed by: General Anthropology Division
Organizer(s): Fadwa El Guindi (Qatar National Research Fund, Qatar Foundation and El Nil Research)
Chair(s): Dwight W Read (University of California, Los Angeles)

1:45 PM
Stephen M Lyon (Durham University) Janu Malukan: Punjabi Folk Tales, Gendered Character Transmission and Electronic Media

2:00 PM
Vladimir Popov (Kunstkamera, Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnology, Russians Academy of Sciences) Morgan Familiar and Morgan Strange: Looking at a Founder of Kinship Studies from the Point of View of Russian/Soviet Anthropology

2:15 PM
German V Dziebel (GSW Worldwide) Morgan Familiar and Morgan Strange: Looking at the 19th Century Origins of Kinship Studies from within and Outside of Anthropology

2:30 PM
Abraham Rosman (Barnard College) and Paula Rubel (Barnard College) Franz Boas and His Work on Kwakwuitl Kinship

2:45 PM
Bahattin Tolga Oztan (University of California, Irvine) Stereotyped Kin Avoidances in the Old and the New World: Replicating a Model of Avoidances Across Continents

3:00 PM
Fadwa El Guindi (Qatar National Research Fund, Qatar Foundation and El Nil Research) Westermarck: Darwinism or ANTI-Darwinism Is NOT the Question

3:15 PM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

PRESumptive Diagnosis: Locating Temporal Bodies Through Biomedicine and Scientific Knowledge

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizers/Chairs: Celina E Callahan-Kapoor (University of California, Santa Cruz) and Anna B Zogas (University of Washington)

1:45 PM
Kali Jessica Rubaii (University of California, Santa Cruz) The “Preempted” Diagnosis: Counterinsurgency and Emergent Subjectivities in Iraq’s Anbar Province

2:00 PM
Celina E Callahan-Kapoor (University of California, Santa Cruz) Indians, Inbreeding, and Ethnic Blood: Diabetes as Time- and Scale-Making

2:15 PM
Marieke van Eijk (University of Washington) Measuring Society’s Pathological State of Mind: Diagnosing “Internalized Transphobia”

2:30 PM
Noah M Tamarkin (Ohio State University) Diagnosing Belonging: The Contested Temporalities of Genetic Ancestry

2:45 PM
Anna B Zogas (University of Washington) Do No (Future)Harm: Evaluating Mild TBI and Anticipating Neurological Knowledge in the U.S. Veterans Healthcare System
4-1035 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM Mile High 4C | Ballroom Level
ARCHAEOLOGY OF PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION, AND MEANING

REVIEWED BY Archaeology Division
ORGANIZER(S) Severin Fowles (Barnard College, Columbia University)
CHAIR(S) Nadya Helena Prociuk (University of Texas at Austin)

1:45 PM Daniel S Robinson (University of Florida) Historicizing the Archaeology of Black Drink Use in the Southeastern United States
2:00 PM Jonathan T Thomas (University of Iowa) and Sarah E Blaires (Eastern Connecticut State University) Bead Production and Cultural Complexity at Cahokia
2:15 PM Dawn Rutecki (Indiana University) Catching the Underworld: Religiously Influenced Food Practices at Spiro
2:30 PM Guy Stephen Duke (University of Toronto) Same Stew, Different Pot? Redefining Everyday Foods in the Late Moche Jequitêpeque Valley, Peru
2:45 PM Nadya Helena Prociuk (University of Texas at Austin) Marking Your Place: Understanding How Symbols Shape and Communicate Identity

3:00 PM Adam Green (New York University and Georgia State University) Stamp Seals in Harappan Cities: Formalizing the Human Economy
3:15 PM Matthew Magnani (Harvard University) and Natalia Magnani (University of Cambridge) Experimental Archaeology as Cultural Revitalization: Historic Watercraft Production in Finnish Lapland

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-1040 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM Mile High 4D | Ballroom Level
NEGOTIATING CITIZENSHIP: ETHNOGRAPHY, RACE, AND CONTESTED POLITICS

REVIEWED BY Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
ORGANIZERS/CHAIRS Sarah Franzen (Emory University)
Melissa Creary (Emory University)

1:45 PM Eram Alam (University of Pennsylvania) Papering over Difference: Foreign Medical Graduates and the Politics of Recognition
2:00 PM Rachel Cantave (American University) “Sou Brasileiro, Quero Mais O Que?” Faith-Based Community Service and Racialized Claims to Citizenship in Bahia, Brazil”
2:15 PM Sarah Franzen (Emory University) Rights and Resistance: Identity Politics and the Black Farmer
2:30 PM Melissa Creary (Emory University) Cidadania Para Todos? a Political Ethnography of Sickle Cell Disease in Brazil
2:45 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
4-1045 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Mile High 4E | Ballroom Level  
IDIOMS OF DESIRE, INTENTION, AND RESPONSIBILITY IN POST-SUHARTO INDONESIA

Reviewed by: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Aurora Donzelli (Sarah Lawrence College)
Chair(s): Daramir Rudnyckyj (University of Victoria)

1:45 PM Aurora Donzelli (Sarah Lawrence College) Speaking Subjects of Desire: Nostalgic Yearnings and Neoliberal Aspirations in Toraja Speechmaking
2:00 PM Rafadi Hakim (University of Chicago) The People’s President or the People’s Manager? Neoliberal Populism in the 2014 Indonesian Presidential Election Campaigns
2:15 PM Joel Kuipers (George Washington University) Islam, the Arabic Language, and a National Rhetoric of Personal Responsibility: Indonesian Dilemmas
2:30 PM Jennifer W Nourse (University of Richmond) Blaming the Victim: Neoliberal Tropes of Maternal Mortality in Upland Sulawesi, Indonesia
2:45 PM Adam Harr (St Lawrence University) Words and Pigs: Accountability and Sacrifice in Post-Suharto Indonesia

Discussant: 3:00 PM Zane M Goebel (La Trobe University)
Discussant: 3:15 PM Rosemary J Coombe (York University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-1050 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Mile High 4F | Ballroom Level  
A CRITICAL LOOK AT THE ROLE OF EDUCATION POLICIES IN DEVELOPING AND VALIDATING CULTURAL IDENTITY

Reviewed by: Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer(s): Carla A McNelly (University of Oregon)
Kathleen Lazdowski (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Chair(s): Gabriela Dolsa (University of Texas at El Paso)
Discussant: 1:45 PM Laura A Valdiviezo (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
2:00 PM Melissa Fellin (Wilfrid Laurier University) Recognizing the Strange and Making It Familiar in the Classroom: Somali Newcomer Experiences of School in Canada
2:15 PM Jennifer Collett (Lehman College) Constructing Ethno-Racial Identities through Language: Socializing Factors for English Language Learners in Elementary School
2:30 PM Susan Dwoskin (University of Oregon) The Cultural Linguistics Civics Project -- Preparing Citizens: Reviving a Lost Educational Enterprise
2:45 PM Kathleen Lazdowski (University of Massachusetts Amherst) Recovering and Uncovering: Community Reactions to Racism in Its High School
3:00 PM Carla A McNelly (University of Oregon) Dueling Languages: the Struggle of Black English Speakers for Dual Bilingual Education on the Bay Islands of Honduras
3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
Invited Roundtable:
ADDRESSING STUDENT CONCERNS (PART 1): 30 YEARS OF STUDENT LEADERSHIP — STRATEGICALLY MOVING ANTHROPOLOGY FORWARD

Sponsor: National Association of Student Anthropologists
Organizer(s): Elizabeth K Briody (Cultural Keys LLC)
Lindsay Martel Montgomery (Stanford University)
Chair(s): Valerie V Feria-Isacks (Foothill College)
Jason E Miller (Seattle University)
Presenter(s): Christopher Dore (Heritage Business International, L3C and University of Arizona)
Karen G Williams (CUNY Graduate School)
Marcy Hessling O’Neil (Michigan State University)
Madalina Alama (University of Nevada - Reno)
Jonah S Rubin (University of Chicago)
Theodore Schurr (University of Pennsylvania)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

CYBORGS, HYBRIDS, AND MONSTERS: ANTHROPOLOGIES OF LIVELY TRANSGRESSIONS

Reviewed by: General Anthropology Division
Organizer(s): Kathryn J Franklin (School of the Art Institute of Chicago)
Hannah Chazin (University of Chicago)
Chair(s): Hannah Chazin (University of Chicago)

1:45 PM Hannah Chazin (University of Chicago) Determining What? Pastoralism as a Beastly Problem
2:00 PM Estefania Vidal-Montero (University of Chicago) Cyborg Architectures: Buildings and Humans in the Atacama Desert, Northern Chile (2000 BCE–500 CE)
2:15 PM Veronica Strang (Durham University) The Flow Between: The Essential Role of Water Serpent Beings
2:30 PM Genevieve Godbout (University of Chicago) Cyborg Labor on Caribbean Sugar Plantations, 1834–1904
2:45 PM Nerissa Russell (Cornell University) Crossing the Human-Animal Boundary at Neolithic Çatalhöyük
3:00 PM Andrea Ford (University of Chicago) Primal Pregnancies, Techno-Mamsas, and Cyborg Tensions in American Childbearing
3:15 PM Kathryn J Franklin (School of the Art Institute of Chicago) Chimaera Subjects and the Potential of Monster Politics: Rethinking the "Late Medieval" in Armenia

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
FOOD SYSTEM WORK IN DENVER: RHETORIC VS. REALITY

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition
Organizer/Chair: John Brett (University of Colorado Denver)
Discussant:
1:45 PM Krista Fuentes (University of Colorado Denver) Rethinking the Food Desert: Finding Healthy Food Assets in Unexpected Places
2:00 PM John Brett (University of Colorado Denver) The Rhetoric of Community Engagement vs. the Reality of Conflict and Cooperation
2:15 PM Rebecca Kathryn Blystone (University of Colorado Denver) and Rebecca Hollmann (University of Colorado Denver) Creating a Space for Justice: An Environmental and Social Examination of an Urban Greenhouse
2:45 PM Damien J Thompson (Regis University)
3:00 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

MEDIA AND MULTILINGUALISM IN SOUTH ASIA

Reviewed by: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Sonia N Das (New York University), Tejaswini Ganti (New York University)
Chair(s): Sonia N Das (New York University)
Discussant:
1:45 PM Lisa Mitchell (University of Pennsylvania)
2:00 PM Tejaswini Ganti (New York University) Thinking in English, Speaking in Hindi: The Politics of Language in the Bombay Film Industry
2:15 PM Kathryn Collins Hardy (Washington University in Saint Louis) Registers of the Rural: Affect, Meaning, and Bhojpuri Film Songs
2:30 PM Katherine B Martineau (University of California, Santa Cruz) Alternative Journalism as an Emergent Multilingual Media Style in Odisha, India
2:45 PM Nishaant Choksi (University of Tokyo) Keying the News: Script, Code, and Genre in Multilingual and Multigraphic Newspapers, West Bengal, India
3:00 PM Sonia N Das (New York University) Translation and Typography in a Colonial French Indian Newsletter
3:15 PM Christina Parks Davis (Western Illinois University) Trilingual Sign Board Blunders: Ideologies of Language, Speakers, and Public Space in Post-Civil War Sri Lanka

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
THE AESTHETICS OF TECHNOLOGICAL CONSUMPTION:
COMMUNICATION, FOOD AND DRINK IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY

REVIEWED BY  
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

ORGANIZER(s)  
Steffan Igor Ayora Diaz (Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán)
Gabriela Vargas-Cetina (Universidad Autonoma de Yucatan)

CHAIR(s)  
1:45 PM  
Steffan Igor Ayora Diaz (Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán)
Aesthetics in the Kitchen: The Consumption of Culinary Technology in Merida, Yucatan

2:00 PM  
Amanda Logan (Northwestern University)  
Stigmatized Tastes: Resurrecting Olden Times Foods within an African Modernity

2:15 PM  
Steffan Igor Ayora Diaz (Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán)  
Aesthetics in Visual Virtual Portraits and Narratives Amongst International Mobility Students in Merida, Mexico

2:30 PM  
Ronda L Brulotte (University of New Mexico)  
Technological Taxonomies and the Evolving Aesthetics of Mexican Mezcal

2:45 PM  
Ramona L Perez (San Diego State University)  
Hot Dog on the Right, Taco on the Left: Ethnicity, Nationalism, and the Place of Food in Identity

DISCUSSANT  
3:00 PM  
Gabriela Vargas-Cetina (Universidad Autonoma de Yucatan)

3:15 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T


REVIEWED BY  
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

ORGANIZER/CHAIR  
Aimee Hosemann (Southern Illinois University - Carbondale)

1:45 PM  
Aimee Hosemann (Southern Illinois University - Carbondale)  
Expressing the Other as a Wanano/Kotiria Woman: ‘sad Songs’ and Their Relation to Men’s Expressive Practice

2:00 PM  
Laura Siragusa (University of Aberdeen)  
Secrecy: Familiarize the Strange, and Estrange the Familiar

2:15 PM  
Juan Luis Rodriguez (Queens College, CUNY)  
Singing the National Anthem in Warao: Indigenous Discourse and Political Reality in Venezuela

2:30 PM  
Jonathan D Hill (Southern Illinois University - Carbondale)  
Signifying Others: Verbal-and-Musical Ways of Managing Social Otherness in Amazonia

2:45 PM  
Kathryn Graber (Indiana University)  
Voicing Other-Than-Human Persons: Verbal Artistry in Shamanic Speech Events

DISCUSSANT  
3:00 PM  
Alexander D King (University of Aberdeen)

3:15 PM  
Discussion
### 4-1085 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM

**Capital Ballroom 6 | 4th Floor**

**INFRASTRUCTURES, INSTITUTIONS, AND STATES**

**Reviewed by**

- American Ethnological Society

**1:45 PM**

- Ivan Sandoval Cervantes (University of Oregon) *Unfinished Lives: The Affect of Migrants’ Unfinished Houses*

**2:00 PM**

- Dittmar Schorkowitz (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology) *Imperial Formations, Continental Colonialism and Modes of Integration: Historical-Anthropological Aspects of Russian and Qing-Chinese Examples*

**2:15 PM**

- Steven T Van Wolputte (University of Leuven) *Sexual Liberty and Political Freedom in North-West Namibia*

**2:30 PM**

- Shaylih R Muehlmann (University of British Columbia) *Clandestine Infrastructures: Opaque Connectivity in the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands*

**2:45 PM**

- Lindsay Ahalt (University of Michigan) *Bonded Care: Kinning the Caregiver at Life’s Beginning and End*

**3:00 PM**

- Gorkem Aydemir Kundakci (George Washington University) *Homes in Decay: Displacement and Ruination in Post-Soviet Georgia*

**3:15 PM**

- Christopher Neil Butler (University of Wisconsin-Madison) *Occulted Relations and Digital Revelations: Freemasonry and Secrecy in the Information Age*

### 4-1090 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM

**Capital Ballroom 7 | 4th Floor**

**THE POLITICS OF RITUALIZATION AND THE RITUALIZATION OF POLITICS IN EAST ASIA; PART II**

**Reviewed by**

- Society for East Asian Anthropology

**Organizers/Chairs**

- Claudia (Chang) Huang (University of California, Los Angeles)
- Brendan A Galipeau (University of Hawaii - Manoa)

**1:45 PM**

- Taku Suzuki (Denison University) *Travel as Ritual/Ritual as Travel: Politics of Memory in Okinawan Pilgrimage to the Northern Marianas*

**2:00 PM**

- Michelle D Daigle (University of Hawaii - Manoa) *The Pedagogy of Minamata Disease: Ritualization, Identity and the Social Movement*

**2:15 PM**


**2:30 PM**

- Aaron Christopher Delgaty (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) *Enacting Euthymia: Alcohol, Collective Affect, and Community Ritual in Rural Japan*

**2:45 PM**

- Claudia (Chang) Huang (University of California, Los Angeles) *‘Dancing Is Better Than Protesting’: Regulation and Ritualization of Congregational Dancing in Urban China*

**3:00 PM**

- Brendan A Galipeau (University of Hawaii - Manoa) *Fieldwork Dilemmas and the Political Dimensions of a Tibetan Catholic Christmas in China*

**Discussant**

**3:15 PM**

- John Traphagan (University of Texas)
### 4-1095 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM
**Centennial A | 3rd Floor**

**AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS: ANTHROPOLOGISTS RESPOND TO TIMOTHY LARSEN’S THE SLAIN GOD: ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND THE CHRISTIAN FAITH**

**Reviewed by**
Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**Organizer/Chair**
Brian M Howell (Wheaton College)

**Presenter(s)**
Derrick Lemons (University of Georgia)
Khaled Furani (Tel Aviv University)
James S Bielo (Miami University)
Timothy Larsen (Wheaton College)

This session may be of particular interest to: **S, T**

### 4-1100 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM
**Centennial B | 3rd Floor**

**AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER AND THE MANIFOILD ETHNOMETHODOLOGIES OF ENGAGEMENT**

**Reviewed by**
Society for Psychological Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Olga Solomon (University of Southern California)
Douglas Maynard (University of Wisconsin)

**Chair(s)**
Mary Lawlor (University of Southern California)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1:45 PM| Mary Lawlor (University of Southern California) *Forging the Familiar in Family Life*
| 2:00 PM| Olga Solomon (University of Southern California) and Mary Lawlor (University of Southern California) *Beyond V40.31: Towards an Intersubjective Understanding of Wandering in Autism Spectrum Disorder and Dementia*
| 2:15 PM| Melissa M Park (McGill University) *What Moves Us: Aesthetics and the Manifold Practices of Connectedness in Between Children with Autism and the Other in the Community and Clinic*
| 2:30 PM| Douglas Maynard (University of Wisconsin) and Jason Turowetz (University of Wisconsin - Madison) *Autism, Breaching, and Social Order*
| 2:45 PM| Trini Stickle (University of Wisconsin - Madison) and Waverly Duck (University of Pittsburgh) *Autistic Spectrum Disorder: Responses to Standardized Emotion Questions*
| 3:00 PM| Elizabeth H Fein (Duquesne University) *The Machine within: Autism and Authenticity Under Conditions of Manufactured Risk*

**Discussant**
3:15 PM
Roy R Grinker (George Washington University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**
FAMILIAR KNOWLEDGES, STRANGE ANTHROPOLOGISTS: CONFRONTING RISK CATEGORIES IN PUBLIC ANTHROPOLOGY

Reviewed by
Society for Medical Anthropology
Matthew A Thomann (Columbia University)
Elijah A Edelman (Rhode Island College)

Chair(s)

1:45 PM
Audrey C Cooper (American University) Shifting Risks in Vietnam’s New Disability Marketplace: Deaf Professional and Social Leaders Respond to Language Policy and Planning

2:00 PM
Nell Haynes (Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile) Surname Politics: Indigeneity as Vulnerable Category in Northern Chile

2:15 PM
Matthew A Thomann (Columbia University) HIV Vulnerability and the Erasure of Sexual and Gender Diversity in Abidjan, CôTe D’Ivoire

2:30 PM
Elijah A Edelman (Rhode Island College) How Many Trans People Are in Washington, DC?: Reconsidering and Reformulating the Roles of ‘Needs Assessments’ in Trans and Gender Non-Conforming Communities

Discussant
2:45 PM
Robert R Lorway (University of Manitoba)

3:00 PM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

QUEERING SOCIAL IDENTITIES IN EDUCATIONAL CONTEXTS: NEGOTIATING GENDER AND SEXUALITY NORMS

Reviewed by
Council on Anthropology and Education

Organizer(s)
Kathleen O Elliott (University of Wisconsin-Whitewater)

Chair(s)
Allison Mattheis (California State University, Los Angeles)

1:45 PM
Carol Brochin (University of Arizona) Opening up Spaces to Discuss Queer Children’s Literature with Bilingual Teachers

2:00 PM
Susan W Woolley (Colgate University) Contesting Silence, Claiming Space: Gender and Sexuality Across the Social Landscape of High School

2:15 PM
Kathleen O Elliott (University of Wisconsin-Whitewater) Queering Students’ Perspectives: The Promise and Challenge of Queer Youth Activism in School

2:30 PM
Allison Mattheis (California State University, Los Angeles), Daniel Cruz Ramirez de Arellano (University of South Florida) and Jeremy B Yoder (University of Minnesota) Queer in STEM: Disrupting Stereotypes of Identity and Context

2:45 PM
Char Ullman (University of Texas at El Paso) “WE Are Fam-I-Ly! Got All My Brothers and My Sisters with Me”?: Queer Spaces Outside of School, the Sounds of Safety, and Ideologies of Heteronormativity

3:00 PM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
CS12. INDIGENOUS EDUCATION, IDENTITY, AND THE TEACHING OF NAGPRA

Reviewed by

Council on Anthropology and Education

1:45 PM  Diana Steele (Purdue University)  Educational Boundaries and Mobilities: Tensions Between Modernity and Educational Inequality in Peruvian Amazonia

2:00 PM  Sheina lew-Levy (Cambridge University)  For the Hunter in Every Family: Rites of Passage, Identity, and Educational Paradigms in a Cree Community of Northern Quebec

2:30 PM  Marie Aurélie Thériault (University of Montreal)  In Search of a Bridge Between Postmodern and Traditional Societies by an Educational Re-Reading of the Works of Tuscarora Ethnographer John Napoleon Brinton Hewitt: Native Peoples’ Scientific Archives, Fundamental Research and Education

Workshop (pre-registration required):
HOW TO WRITE A GRANT PROPOSAL: AN INTRODUCTION TO GRANTS AND PROGRAMS AT THE WENNER-GREN FOUNDATION AND THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

Sponsor  Wenner-Gren Foundation/National Science Foundation

Organizer(s)  Leslie C Aiello (Wenner Gren Foundation)

RETHINKING THE EVERYDAY: ETHNOGRAPHY IN WORLDS IN FLUX

Reviewed by

Society for Cultural Anthropology

Organizer(s)  Daena A Funahashi (Aarhus University)

Chair(s)  David Rojas (Bucknell University)

Discussant  1:45 PM  Andrew C Willford (Cornell University)

2:00 PM  Hoon Song (University of Minnesota)  Perspectivism and Politics: Beyond the Melancholic Truth of the Ordinary in North Korea

2:15 PM  Jean M Langford (University of Minnesota)  The Everyday Queerness of Not-Quite-Parrots

2:30 PM  Daena A Funahashi (Aarhus University)  Flight of the Everyday: Rehabilitation and Re-Habitation in Finland

2:45 PM  Nikolai Ssorin-Chaikov (Higher School of Economics)  Lenin and the Gift of Modernity: Temporal Multiplicity of Everyday Economy in Post-Socialist Siberia

3:00 PM  David Rojas (Bucknell University)  Cosmotechnics: The Day-to-Day Construction of Worlds in Flux Brazilian Amazonia

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
THE MORAL ECONOMY OF MOBILE PHONES: PACIFIC ISLANDS PERSPECTIVES

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s): Robert J Foster (University of Rochester) Heather A Horst (Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology)
Chair(s): Robert J Foster (University of Rochester)
1:45 PM David Lipset (University of Minnesota, Minneapolis) Mobiles Phones and Melanesian Modernity
2:00 PM Dan Jorgensen (University of Western Ontario) Domi and the Mobile System: Apocalypse and Salvation in Papua New Guinea’s Wireless Network
2:15 PM Heather A Horst (Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology) Mobile Branding and the Curation of Consumer-Citizens in Fiji
2:30 PM Daniela Kraemer (University of Toronto) “Working the Mobile”: Exchanging Phones and Credit in Port Vila, Vanuatu
2:45 PM Robert J Foster (University of Rochester) Top up: The Moral Economy of Prepaid Mobile Phone Subscriptions
Discussant: 3:00 PM Jeffrey W Mantz (National Science Foundation)
Discussant: 3:15 PM Margaret Anne Jolly (Australian National University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

THE POLITICS OF TIME AND TIMEKEEPING: TECHNOLOGIES, HISTORIES, AND CONFLICTS

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer/Chair: Clare Sammells (Bucknell University)
1:45 PM Diana Elizabeth Marsh (American Philosophical Society) Negotiating Deep Time: Producing Time in Smithsonian’s Fossil Exhibits
2:00 PM Sarah M Rowe (University of Texas Rio Grande Valley) Nostalgia in Ancient Ecuador?
2:15 PM Courtney Cecale (University of California, Los Angeles) Experiences of Landscape: Anticipating Climate Change in Huaraz, Peru
2:30 PM Don B Duprez (University of Edinburgh) A History out of Place: The Denver Hmong Community and Generational Tensions in Understanding the Hmong Diaspora
2:45 PM Clare Sammells (Bucknell University) Lords of Time and the Temporal Fascinations of the West: Surviving the “End” of the Mayan Calendar
3:00 PM Sarah Kautz (University of Chicago) Wadokei Time Machine: Japanese Clock-Time Since the 16th Century
Discussant: 3:15 PM On Barak (Tel Aviv University)
TECHNOLOGIES, SPIRITUALITIES, AND PERSONHOOD

Reviewed by: General Anthropology Division
Chair(s): Chiara Garattini (Intel Health & Life Sciences)

1:45 PM Cody James Beckley (California State University, Northridge) Ojai: The Crucible of Southern California’s Cultic Milieu

2:00 PM Kevin Pittle (Biola University) Decolonizing and Re-enchanting Judaism with the B’nei Admat Kodesh: Re(dis)covering “Indigenous” Hebraic Shamanism

2:15 PM Tayana Arakchaa (University of Alaska, Fairbanks) The Dogs of the Tozhu Hunter-Reindeer Herders: Excellent Hunting Partners in Taiga

2:30 PM Cheyenne L Laue (University of Montana) Familiar/ Strange: Anthropology and the Uncanny Valley

2:45 PM Chiara Garattini (Intel Health & Life Sciences) Hybrid Science and Computing Infrastructure: Exploring the Role of the Hardware-Software-Scientist(s) assemblage in Bioinformatics

3:00 PM Discussion

WORLD COUNCIL OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL ASSOCIATIONS (WCAA) DELEGATES MEETING

Sponsor: WCAA
Organizer/Chair: Vesna Vucinic-Neskovic (University of Belgrade)

Film Session:
TEARS OF INGE, DIR. ALISI TELENGUT
Sponsor: Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

Film Session:
FABRIK FUNK, DIR. ALEXANDRINE BOUDREAUT-FOURNIER, ROSE SATIKO GITIRANA HIKIJI, AND SYLVIA CAIUBY NOVAES
Sponsor: Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
**4-1160**  3:00 PM – 4:18 PM  
**3:00 pm – 4:18 pm** | **107 | Meeting Room Level**

**Film Session:**
**A ROCK AND A HARD PLACE, DIR. CLIFF CAINES**

**Sponsor**
Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

---

**4-1165**  3:30 PM – 5:00 PM  
**3:30 pm – 5:00 pm** | **Four Seasons Ballroom | Ballroom Level**

**AAA/NAPA/COPAA CAREERS EXPO CLOSING RECEPTION**

**Sponsor**
National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Katie Vizenor (American Anthropological Association)
Cathleen Crain (LTG Associates, Inc.)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P**

---

**4-1170**  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
**4:00 pm – 5:45 pm** | **102 | Meeting Room Level**

**interrupting the “familiar” in anthropology: engaging decolonizing and indigenous methodologies**

**Reviewed by**
Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizer(s)**
Beth R Leonard (University of Alaska, Fairbanks)
Vanessa E Anthony-Stevens (University of Idaho)

**Chair(s)**
Sheilah Nicholas (University of Arizona)

**Presenter(s)**
Vanessa E Anthony-Stevens (University of Idaho)
Kari AB Chew (University of Arizona)
Beth R Leonard (University of Alaska, Fairbanks)
Sheilah Nicholas (University of Arizona)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S**

---

**4-1175**  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
**4:00 pm – 5:45 pm** | **108 | Meeting Room Level**

**Invited Session:**
**Implementation Practice: what do we do with what we found out?**

**Sponsor**
National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Elizabeth K Briody (Cultural Keys LLC)
Kevin Preister (Center for Social Ecology and Public Policy)

**Chair(s)**

**4:00 PM**
Stanley E Hyland (University of Memphis) *Hyland, Stan (University of Memphis)* Discovering Hidden Inner-City Assets — Linkages Between Practicing and Academic Anthropologists for Implementation

**4:15 PM**
Julia C Gluesing (Wayne State University) *Integrating a Global Top Management Team*

**4:30 PM**
Kerry B Fosher (Marine Corps University) *The Translational Research Group: A Case Study in Institutionalizing Research Capability*

**4:45 PM**
Darby C Stapp (Northwest Anthropology LLC) *Integrating Indigenous Community Values into Federal Agency Impact Assessments*
5:00 PM  Kevin Preister (Center for Social Ecology and Public Policy)  
Implementation Practice Related to an Empowerment Project in a Blighted Urban Neighborhood, Oregon

5:15 PM  Elizabeth K Briody (Cultural Keys LLC)  Working with a Challenging Client

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-1180  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  109 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF HOPE AND THE FUTURES OF THE MIDDLE EAST

Reviewed by  Middle East Section
Organizer(s)  Noa Shaindlinger (University of Toronto)  
Daniel Monterescu (Central European University)
Chair(s)  Noa Shaindlinger (University of Toronto)

4:00 PM  Noa Shaindlinger (University of Toronto)  Looking for Hope: Notes from Fieldwork in Palestine

4:15 PM  Daniel Monterescu (Central European University)  The Right of Return to Old Jaffa: National, Binational and Postnational Hopes

4:30 PM  Shea McManus (North Carolina State University)  Aesthetics of Hope in Lebanon

4:45 PM  Bård Helge Kårtveit (University of Oslo)  Egyptian Copts after the Counter-Revolution: Narratives of Hope and Accommodation

5:00 PM  Mariz Momtaz Shaker Kelada (American University in Cairo)  Makings of Imagination and Resistance: A Close-up on Cairo’s Alternative Cultural Sector

Discussant  5:15 PM  Dan Rabinowitz (Tel-Aviv University)

5:30 PM  Discussion

4-1185  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  110 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
IMMINENT DANGER: PROLIFERATIONS OF VIOLENCE, RISK, AND SURVEILLANCE

Reviewed by  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Organizer/Chairs  Gabriele Koch (Harvard University)
Lamia mounir Moghnie (University of Michigan)

4:00 PM  Kimberly Walters (University of Chicago)  The Humanitarian Whip of the State: Anti-Trafficking and the Violence of Rescue in India

4:15 PM  Lamia mounir Moghnie (University of Michigan)  Bombs as Routine Politics: Everyday Readings of Political Violence and Humanitarian Psychological Care in Lebanon

4:30 PM  Emily Sogn (New School for Social Research)  Risk Rebranded: War, Trauma, and the Rise of Resilience Theory in the U.S. Military

4:45 PM  Zoltan Gluck (CUNY Graduate Center)  Paper Title: Counterterror State: Security, Violence, and Urban Space in Kenya’s War on Terror

5:00 PM  Gabriele Koch (Harvard University)  Public Safety, Urban Danger: The “Clean up” of Tokyo’s Sex Industry Districts
4-1190  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  111 | Meeting Room Level  
CONTEMPORARY CHEFS & CULINARY TRANSFORMATIONS
Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition
Organizer(s): Greg de St. Maurice (University of Pittsburgh)
Rachel E Black (Collegium de Lyon - ENS)
Chair(s): Greg de St. Maurice (University of Pittsburgh)
Discussion 5:15 PM
Ilana Feldman (George Washington University)

Discussion 5:30 PM

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-1195  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  112 | Meeting Room Level  
DIGITAL COMMUNITIES: CULTURES, COLLECTIONS AND COLLABORATIONS
Reviewed by: General Anthropology Division
Organizer(s): Joshua James Smith (University of Western Ontario)
Mary Elizabeth Compton (University of Western Ontario)
Chair(s): Hannah Turner (University of Toronto)

Discussion 5:15 PM
David I Beriss (University of New Orleans)

Discussion 5:30 PM

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
4-1200  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  113 | Meeting Room Level

**VETERANS FOR/VETERANS AGAINST: ACTIVISM IN THE AFTERMATH OF MILITARY SERVICE**

**Reviewed by**
Society for the Anthropology of North America

**Organizer(s)**
Steven L Gardiner (Zayed University)

**Session Schedule**
- 4:00 PM  Kiersten H Downs (University of South Florida) *From Student Veteran to Activist Scholar: Lessons Learned from a Community-Based Approach to Program Design*
- 4:15 PM  Estefania Ponti (CUNY Graduate Center) *Post 9/11 Homefront: Veterans Confronting Anti-Militarization, Anti-War Activism*
- 4:30 PM  Steven L Gardiner (Zayed University) *Saying Yes to Peace: Veteran Identities in Opposition to Endless War*
- 4:45 PM  Christopher Matthew Webb (University of North Carolina Asheville and Duke University) *Refusing Honor: The Rejection of Veneration By Repatriating War Veterans in the United States*
- 5:00 PM  Ellen Moore (University of California, Berkeley) *“Thank You for Your Service”: The Production of Militarized Common Sense on College Campuses*
- 5:15 PM  Matthew Sanderson (Carleton University) *Police Trauma: Active Disclosure as Activism*
- 5:30 PM  Jose N Vasquez (CUNY Graduate Center) *Running without Legs: Images of Military Service and Sacrifice in U.S. Political Campaign Discourse*

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

4-1205  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  201 | Meeting Room Level

**DIAGNOSTIC CONTROVERSIES: CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON COMPETING KNOWLEDGE AND SCIENTIFIC ADVANCE IN HEALTH**

**Reviewed by**
Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Carolyn M Smith-Morris (Southern Methodist University)

**Chair(s)**
Johanna Crane (University of Washington - Bothell)

**Session Schedule**
- 4:00 PM  Johanna Crane (University of Washington - Bothell) *Supervirus: The Making and Unmaking of a Doomsday Diagnosis*
- 4:15 PM  Neely A Myers (Southern Methodist University) *Diagnosing Psychosis in the US and Tanzania: Controversies in Global Mental Health*
- 4:30 PM  Narelle Warren (Monash University) and Lenore H Manderson (University of the Witwatersrand) *Credibility and the Inexplicable: Parkinson’s Disease and Assumed Diagnosis in Contemporary Australia*
- 4:45 PM  Mark Nichter (University of Arizona) and Georgia Elizabeth Davis (University of Arizona) *The Lyme Wars: Epistemic Politics, Health Activation and Unfinished Science*
- 5:00 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S**
Invited Roundtable:
The Familiar/Strange Tropes of Sexual Violence:
An Ethnographic Exploration of Its Kinship, Politics and Law

**Sponsor:** AAA Executive Program Committee

**Organizer(s):**
Nayanika Mookherjee (Durham University)
Sameena Mulla (Marquette University)

**Chair(s):**
Kimberly S Theidon (Tufts University)

**Presenter(s):**
Veena Das (Johns Hopkins University)
Dina Siddqi (BRAC University)
Srimati Basu (University of Kentucky)
Richard A Wilson (University of Connecticut)
Nayanika Mookherjee (Durham University)
Sameena Mulla (Marquette University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**NAGPRA+25: WHERE DO WE STAND, AND WHERE ARE WE GOING? PART II**

**Reviewed by:** Archaeology Division

**Organizer/Chair:**
Kathleen Fine-Dare (Fort Lewis College)
Kelly L Jenks (New Mexico State University)

**Presenter(s):**
Christopher Green (Colorado State University)
Sara L Gonzalez (Carleton College)
Alice B Kehoe (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
Ann M Kakaliouras (Whittier College)
Margaret M Bruchac (University of Pennsylvania)
Chip Colwell (Denver Museum of Nature & Science)
Joe E Watkins (National Park Service)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**FAMILIAR AND STRANGE IN THE CLASSROOM: TEACHING THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF RACE AND ETHNICITY**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges

**Organizer/Chair:**
Laura T González (San Diego Miramar College)

**4:00 PM:** Isabel M Scarborough (Parkland College) Broaching Race and Diversity through Student Research at the Community College

**4:15 PM:** Angela C Jenks (University of California, Irvine) "the Uses of Anger": Confronting Racism in the Classroom

**4:30 PM:** Anthony Balzano (Sussex CC College) Refamiliarizing the Anthropology Curriculum to Its Anti-Racist Legacy
4:45 PM  Ann L Bragdon (Houston Community College)  *An/Other Racism: Making the Strange Less/Familiar*

5:00 PM  Jennifer G Hunsecker (University of South Florida)  *Teaching about Race in Undergraduate Introductory Anthropology Courses: Ethnographic Examples*

5:15 PM  Paris Benisha Adkins-Jackson (Los Angeles Southwest College)  *Legacies of the Present: Learning Race and Ethnicity through Ethnography*

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, T

---

**4-1225**  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Meeting Room Level CCC

**Invited Session:**  
**WORKING ON WATER**

**Sponsor**  
Society for the Anthropology of Work

**Organizers/Chairs**  
Sharon R Roseman (Memorial University)  
Diane Royal (Memorial University)

4:00 PM  Charles R Menzies (University of British Columbia)  *Sea Legs: Learning to Labour on the Water*

4:15 PM  Sabrina Doyon (Universite Laval)  *Shifting Streams: Changing Socio-Environmental and Regional Relationships in Small Scale Commercial Fishery in Catalunya (Spain) and Quebec (Canada)*

4:30 PM  Diane Royal (Memorial University)  *Deep Sea Fishing to Deep Sea Drilling: Offshore Oil and Gas Workers in Newfoundland, Canada*

4:45 PM  Sharon R Roseman (Memorial University)  *112.5 Hours on Board: Confronting Labor Intensification on Newfoundland Ferries*

5:15 PM  Pauline Gardiner Barber (Dalhousie University)

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**4-1230**  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Meeting Room Level CCC

**Invited Session:**  
**RETHINKING THE HOUSEHOLD FOR THE AGE OF FINANCE**

**Sponsors**  
Society for Economic Anthropology  
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Ainur Begim (Yale University)

**Chair(s)**  
Mateusz Halawa (The New School for Social Research and Institute of Philosophy and Sociology of the Polish Academy of Sciences)

4:00 PM  Ainur Begim (Yale University)  *Life Insurance, Financial Planning and Personhood in Postsocialist Kazakhstan*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Mateusz Halawa (The New School for Social Research and Institute of Philosophy and Sociology of the Polish Academy of Sciences) and Marta Olcon-Kubic (Institute of Philosophy and Sociology of the Polish Academy of Sciences)</td>
<td>Making a Living: How Young Couples in Warsaw Start and Practice a Household</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Georgia Hartman (University of California, Irvine)</td>
<td>‘Homes with Value’: Housing Finance and the Transformation of Homeownership in Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Hadas Weiss (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology)</td>
<td>The Making of Financially Literate Households</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Jane I Guyer (Johns Hopkins University)</td>
<td>This session may be of particular interest to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
<td>Caitlin M Zaloom (New York University)</td>
<td>P, S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4-1235** 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM 404 | Meeting Room Level **BARBARIANS AT THE GATE: FERAL LANDSCAPES OF THE ANTHROPOCENE (PART 2 OF 2)**

**Reviewed by**: Anthropology and Environment Society  
**Organizer(s)**: Colin Brewster Hoag (University of California, Santa Cruz)  
**Chair(s)**: Andrew S Mathews (University of California Santa Cruz)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Bettina Y Stoetzer (University of Chicago)</td>
<td>Re-Wilding the East: Feral Landscapes and Lives at the Edges of Berlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Shiho Satsuka (University of Toronto)</td>
<td>Translation in Multispecies Entanglements: The Humble Wisdom of Anthropocentrism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Colin Brewster Hoag (University of California, Santa Cruz)</td>
<td>Feral Politics in the Backdraft of Empire: Or, How Efforts at Improving Land Management in Lesotho Have Rendered Land Unmanageable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Filippo Bertoni (Aarhus University)</td>
<td>Prospecting on Mars: Iberian Analogs of Pyritic Extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Nils Bubandt (University of Aarhus)</td>
<td>This session may be of particular interest to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Rune Flikke (University of Oslo)</td>
<td>P, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4-1240** 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM 405 | Meeting Room Level **WHAT SOVEREIGNTY FEELS LIKE, PART II**

**Reviewed by**: Society for Cultural Anthropology  
**Organizer(s)**: Deborah A Thomas (University of Pennsylvania)  
**Chair(s)**: Deborah A Thomas (University of Pennsylvania)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Maria Elena Garcia (University of Washington)</td>
<td>What Sovereignty Tastes like: Cuisine, Colonialism, and Visceral Attachments in Peru</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**This session may be of particular interest to**: P, S
4:15 PM Jessica Winegar (Northwestern University) *Love and Disgust: Performances of Sovereignty in Egypt*

4:30 PM Alexei Yurchak (UC Berkeley) *Touching the Sovereign: Biochemistry of Perpetual Leninism*

4:45 PM Daniel M Goldstein (Rutgers University) *Undocumented Affect and the Legal Encounter in the United States*

**Discussant**

5:00 PM S Lochlann Jain (Stanford University)

**Discussant**

5:15 PM Purnima Mankekar (University of California, Los Angeles)

5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

---

**4-1245 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 406 | Meeting Room Level**

**ADMINISTRATION, GOVERNANCE AND CITIZENSHIP**

Reviewed by: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

4:00 PM Joshua D Rubin (Bates College) *Administrative Amnesia: The Management of Apartheid and Its Contradictions*

4:15 PM Catherine Buerger (University of Connecticut) *The Politics of Inclusion: Human Rights Participation and Political Subjectivity in Ghana*

4:30 PM Marko Ferenc (Central European University) *Negotiations and Morality: The Ethnicization of Citizenship in Post-Secession South Sudan*

4:45 PM Brian A Watkins (Austin College) *Asylum-Seekers, Spare Couches, and the Politics of Hospitality*

5:00 PM Phuc Anh Nguyen (Tokyo Metropolitan University) *Fictive Kinship as a Technique of Governance: Hung King’s Legend and Neoliberalism in Contemporary Vietnam*

5:15 PM Lindsay Vogt (University of California, Santa Barbara) *“Toilets Are the New Schools”: Remaking Citizenry and the Developmental Field through India’s Swachh Bharat (‘Clean India’) Campaign*

---

**4-1250 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 603 | Meeting Room Level**

**THE PATH TO SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS: HOW YOUTH LEVERAGE CONNECTED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES**

Reviewed by: Council on Anthropology and Education

Organizer/Chair: Erica Jeanne Van Steenis (University of Colorado, Boulder)

4:00 PM Shirin Vossoughi (Northwestern University)

4:15 PM Discussion

4:30 PM Angela Booker (University of California, San Diego) and Camille Campion (University of California, San Diego) *Circulating Stories as Mutual, Multi-Generational Processes for Shaping Livelihoods*

4:45 PM Erica Jeanne Van Steenis (University of Colorado, Boulder) *Music Production: An Expansion of Pathways into Future Opportunities for Youth*

5:00 PM Ben Kirshner (University of Colorado, Boulder), Josephina Chang-Order (University of Colorado, Boulder), Michael D Harris (University of Colorado) and Katie Van Horne (University of Colorado) *The Social Organization of Sustainable Livelihoods in Young Adulthood*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Institution</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Adam York (University of Colorado, Boulder)</td>
<td>Guiding Young People through the Process of Becoming Creative Civic Producers: Lessons from an Arts Internship Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

### 4-1255 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 605 | Meeting Room Level

**RETHINKING JAPAN’S ‘LOST DECADES’: CRISIS NARRATIVES AND POST-BUBBLE TRANSFORMATIONS**

**Reviewed by:** Society for East Asian Anthropology  
**Organizer/Chair:** Colin S Smith (Reischauer Institute of Japanese Studies, Harvard University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Institution</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Lynne Y Nakano (Chinese University of Hong Kong)</td>
<td>Single Women as Symbols of Social Crisis in Post-Bubble Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Nana Okura Gagne (Chinese University of Hong Kong)</td>
<td>From Induction to Deduction: Rethinking Crisis Narratives and Risk in Post-Bubble Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Isaac T Gagne (Waseda University)</td>
<td>Beyond Recovery: Localizing Psychological Care in Northeastern Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Akihiro Ogawa (University of Melbourne)</td>
<td>Security Paradigms and Social Movements: The Changing Nature of Japanese Activism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Allison Alexy (University of Michigan)</td>
<td>The Crisis and Non-Crisis of Abduction in Contemporary Japan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussant:**  
- 5:15 PM: Glenda Roberts (Waseda University)  
- 5:30 PM: Colin S Smith (Reischauer Institute of Japanese Studies, Harvard University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

### 4-1260 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 607 | Meeting Room Level

**Invited Session:**  
HAS THE CRISIS BECOME ‘ORGANIC’? BREAKDOWN OF EXPECTATIONS AND THE TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE POLITICAL

**Sponsor:** Society for the Anthropology of Europe  
**Organizer(s):** Giacomo Loperfido (University of Western Cape)  
Sian Lazar (University of Cambridge)  
**Chair(s):** Anne-Christine Trémon (Université de Lausanne)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Institution</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Sian Lazar (University of Cambridge) and Giacomo Loperfido (University of Western Cape)</td>
<td>Introduction: Breakdown of Expectations and the Essentialization of Social Difference; The Rise of Moral Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Jonathan Friedman (University of California, San Diego)</td>
<td>The Moralization of Politics and the Logic of Absolute Rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Theodora Vetta (GRECO - Universitat de Barcelona)</td>
<td>Race to the Bottom? Moral and Political Ambiguities Around Public Employment and Debt in Crisis-Ridden Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Don Kalb (Central European University and Utrecht University)</td>
<td>Laclau and Polanyi as Floating Signifiers in the Present Organic Crisis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Friday, November 20

S Students            T Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges

5:00 PM  Antonio Maria Pusceddu (GRECO Universitat de Barcelona)
         Deindustrialization, Heritage Making and the Reshaping of Labour in Italy

5:15 PM  Michael Herzfeld (Harvard University)
         Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-1265  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  702 | Meeting Room Level
Invited Session:
BLACK BODIES, ACTIVE AGENTS: FOODWAYS IN THE EVERYDAY LIVES OF BLACK PEOPLE

Sponsors
Culture and Agriculture
Association of Black Anthropologists

Organizer/Chair
Ashante Reese (Spelman College)

4:00 PM  Kimberly C Kasper (Rhodes College) The Green Glitch: Promoting Social Justice and Inclusivity at Memphis Farmers Markets

4:15 PM  Billy Hall III (Florida International University and University of California, Santa Barbara) They Tore Down My Favorite Place to Eat! Redevelopment and Shifting Foodscapes in Miami’s Overtown Neighborhood

4:30 PM  Jessica R Ham (University of Georgia) Every Day It’s Tuo Zafi: Sacrificing Food for the Future in Upper West Ghana

4:45 PM  Diana Burnett (University of Pennsylvania) The Spiritual Is Political: Creating an Oasis in a Food Desert While Producing Theory on Resistance

5:00 PM  Alahyo Amira Young (Morgan State University) Urban Family Foodways

5:15 PM  Ashante Reese (Spelman College) Between a Corner Store and a Safeway: Navigating the Unequal Foodscape in Washington, D.C

5:30 PM  Hanna Garth (University of California, Irvine)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-1270  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  703 | Meeting Room Level
Invited Session:
REPRODUCING THE ENVIRONMENT

Sponsors
Anthropology and Environment Society
Society for Medical Anthropology

Organizers/Chairs
Janelle D Lamoreaux (University of Cambridge)
Katharine Dow (University of Cambridge)

4:00 PM  Janelle D Lamoreaux (University of Cambridge) Swimming in Poison, Drowning in Estrogen: At the Confluence of Environmental and Reproductive Health in China

4:15 PM  Ruth Goldstein (University of California, Berkeley) Mother to Child: Mercury and Negative Ecologies

4:30 PM  Elizabeth FS Roberts (University of Michigan) Where Environment Comes to Rest: Scientists, Subjects and Birth-Cohort Obesity Research in Mexico City
4:45 PM  Tracey Heatherington (University of Wisconsin Milwaukee)  
*Assisted Abundance: Viable Ontologies for a Climate Resilient Agriculture*

5:00 PM  Deborah Heath (Lewis & Clark College)  
*Reproducing Terroirs: Wine Grapes and Microbial Consortia in the Face of Climate Change*

**DISCUSSANT**  5:15 PM  Eben Kirksey (University of New South Wales)  
5:30 PM  Discussion

---

**4-1275**  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  704 | Meeting Room Level  

**MUSIC AND THE POST-CREOLE IMAGINATION**

**REVIEWED BY**  Music and Sound Interest Group

**ORGANIZER/CHAIR**  Jerome S Camal (University of Wisconsin, Madison)

4:00 PM  Jessica Swanston Baker (University of Pennsylvania)  
*Hearing the Post Creole Imagination in Kittitian-Nevisian Wylers*

4:15 PM  Jerry L Wever (Spelman College)  
*Postcolonial Creolizations in St. Lucia*

4:30 PM  Camee N Maddox (University of Florida)  
*Homing French National Education through Traditional Dance in Martinique: Bele Revival and the Post-Creole Imagination*

4:45 PM  Jerome S Camal (University of Wisconsin, Madison)  
*In Denial of Creoleness? Audible Entanglements, Politics of the Detour, and the Post-Creole Imagination in Guadeloupe*

5:00 PM  Timothy Rommen (University of Pennsylvania)  
*(Post?)Creole Audibility: Soundings on Dominican's Popular Music*

**DISCUSSANT**  5:15 PM  Michaeline A Crichlow (Duke University)  
5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**4-1280**  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  705 | Meeting Room Level  

**CREATIVE DISORIENTATION: ETHNOGRAPHIC SENSIBILITY AS IMPROVISATIONAL ART**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for Humanistic Anthropology

**ORGANIZER/CHAIR**  Marko Zivkovic (University of Alberta)

4:00 PM  Virginie Magnat (University of British Columbia)  
*Embodied Research as Methodology in Performance Ethnography*

4:15 PM  Marko Zivkovic (University of Alberta)  
*Don’t Freak Out: Learning Habits of Habit-Avoidance in Ethnographic Sensibility Training*

4:30 PM  Lisa K Feder ()  
*Turning Strange into Familiar and Familiar into Strange in Belgrade: A Short Film on Ethnographic Sensibilities*

4:45 PM  Yohan Hwang (University of Georgia)  
*Tesol Teacher-Poets: Poetic Habits of Mind and Body in Tesol Teacher Preparation*

5:00 PM  Melisa (Misha) S Cahnmann-Taylor (University of Georgia)  
*Ex-Pats, Snow Birds, Tourists, and (Illegal) Immigrants: Ethnopoetry on Americans Learning Spanish in Mexico*

**DISCUSSANT**  5:15 PM  Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)  
5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**
### BIG GRIDS: FLOWS AND FUTURES OF ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURES

**Reviewed by:** Anthropology and Environment Society  
**Organizer(s):** Canay Ozden-Schilling (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) and Stephanie Joy Friede (Duke University)  
**Chair(s):** Hannah Appel (University of California, Los Angeles)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Jessica M Smith (Colorado School of Mines)</td>
<td>Technopolitical Trust: Memorandums of Understanding and Public Engagement with Natural Gas Development in Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Stephanie Joy Friede (Duke University)</td>
<td>Consider the Wind: Material and Regulatory Infrastructure at the First Indigenous Consultation in Southern Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Michael J Degani (Johns Hopkins University)</td>
<td>Emergency Power: A Recent History of the Tanzanian Energy Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Canay Ozden-Schilling (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)</td>
<td>Democracy inside the Grid: Electricity and Techno-Political Imaginaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Jamie Cross (University of Edinburgh)</td>
<td>Life Off the Grid: Energy and Infrastructure in Rural India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Laura Watts (IT University of Copenhagen)</td>
<td>Orkney Standard Time: Smart Grids and Smart Islands in the Energy Future</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

This session may be of particular interest to: **S**

### MOBILE DWELLINGS: TRANSPORTABLE LOCALITIES

**Reviewed by:** Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology  
**Organizer(s):** Jeff Albanese (University of Michigan) and Hege Höyer Leivestad (Stockholm University)  
**Chair(s):** Allison Formanack (University of Colorado-Boulder)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Hege Höyer Leivestad (Stockholm University)</td>
<td>Caravan Homes in Contemporary Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Jeff Albanese (University of Michigan)</td>
<td>Materially Mobile, Legally Fixed: Tiny House Design and the Governance of the Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Sarah J Mahler (Florida International University)</td>
<td>Traveling Objects: Signs of Mobile Belonging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Allison Formanack (University of Colorado-Boulder)</td>
<td>“a Different Class of Loser”: Reputation and Community Image in a Transitioning Mobile Home Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Maude Reitz (LaSUR/EPFL/Switzerland)</td>
<td>Living (Un)Plugged: Converted Trucks as an Assembled and Multilocal Way of Dwelling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussant:** Denise Lawrence-Zuniga (California State Polytechnic University, Pomona)

**Discussion**

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**
ART, ANTHROPOLOGY, ACTION

Reviewed by: Society for Visual Anthropology
Chair(s): Maya Stovall (Wayne State University)

4:00 PM: Discussion
4:15 PM: David Makofsky (Minorities University of China Beijing, China) Giving Voice to the Subaltern through Art: Visual Imagery Illustrating the Conflict Between Uyghur Muslims and the Chinese Government
4:30 PM: Sophia Powers (University of California, Los Angeles) Private Politics When the White Cube Goes Public
4:45 PM: Maya Stovall (Wayne State University) Liquor Store Theater: A Visual Anthropology of Detroit Neighborhoods
5:00 PM: Deborah C Matzner (Wellesley College) Producing Local Value within the International Biennale Circuit: The Kochi Biennale
5:15 PM: Farah Britto (University of South Florida) Ghanaian Film Production: Familiar Practice, Familiar Concerns

Invited Session: ALTERNATIVE IMAGININGS OF CLASS, GENDER, AND CAPITALISM: WORKS AND CAREERS INSPIRED BY ALEJANDRO LUGO

Sponsors: Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists, Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
Organizer/Chair: Sergio Lemus (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

4:00 PM: Julie Torres (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) Gendered Subjects, Working Class Lives: Women and Men in the Works of Alejandro Lugo
4:15 PM: Anthony Russell Jerry (University of California, San Diego) Border Inventions/Border Inspections: The Relevance of Alejandro Lugo’s Border Inspections to Black Mexican Cultural Recognition
4:30 PM: Alison D. Goebel (Greater Ohio Policy Center) The Resonance and Importance of Alejandro Lugo’s Work Beyond Academia
4:45 PM: Cristobal Valencia (University of New Mexico) and Daniel Gutierrez (State of New Mexico Economic Development Department) Chicano Practice and Culture Theory Making in Nuevo Mexico
5:00 PM: Kevin G. Karpiak (Eastern Michigan University) Points of Crossing, Moments of Inspection: Assembling the Impact of Alejandro Lugo’s Anthropology

Discussant: Carlos G Velez-Ibanez (Arizona State University)
Discussant: Arlene Torres (CUNY, Hunter College)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
4-1305  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  710 | Meeting Room Level

**SUSPENDED ANIMATION: WAITING, UNCERTAINTY, AND THE POLITICS OF IMMIGRATION RELIEF**

**REVIEWED BY**  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)**  Denise E Brennan (Georgetown University)

**CHAIR(s)**  Susan C Bibler Coutin (University of California, Irvine) and Gary Abarca (University of California, Irvine) 

**4:00 PM**  Living Uncertainly: Immigration-Related Documentation Practices in the United States

**4:15 PM**  Gabrielle Oliveira (Columbia University, Teachers College)  Living Uncertainly: Immigration-Related Documentation Practices in the United States

**4:30 PM**  Alicia Re Cruz (University of North Texas)  The Power of Testimonios in Unaccompanied Minors Assylum Seekers and Immigrant Women in Detention Centers

**DISCUSSANT**  Shannon Speed (University of Texas)

**DISCUSSANT**  Ruth M Gomberg-Munoz (Loyola University of Chicago)

**5:00 PM**  Denise E Brennan (Georgetown University)  Separation Stories: Love and Heartache Across Borders

**5:15 PM**  Luisa Laura Heredia (Sarah Lawrence)  Facing Off Against the State: Undocumented Youth, Transgressive Activism, and the Destabilizing of Immigration Control

**5:30 PM**  Luisa Laura Heredia (Sarah Lawrence)  Facing Off Against the State: Undocumented Youth, Transgressive Activism, and the Destabilizing of Immigration Control

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-1310  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  711 | Meeting Room Level

**WHAT IS HERITAGE? BRIDGING THE STRANGE AND FAMILIAR IN INCLUSIVE SUSTAINABLE HERITAGE POLICY**

**REVIEWED BY**  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)**  Najwa Adra (American Institute for Yemeni Studies)

**CHAIR(s)**  Michael A Di Giovine (West Chester University)

**PRESENTER(s)**  Teresita Majewski (Statistical Research, Inc.)

**PRESENTER(s)**  Antoinette T Jackson (University of South Florida)

**PRESENTER(s)**  Flordeliz T Bugarin (Howard University)

**PRESENTER(s)**  Mary Strong (Independent Scholar)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-1315  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  712 | Meeting Room Level

**SESSION II. ENVIRONMENTAL ANTHROPOLOGY**

**REVIEWED BY**  Anthropology and Environment Society

**ORGANIZER(s)**  John Stephen Lansing (Nanyang Technological University)

**CHAIR(s)**  Sean Downey (University of Maryland, College Park)

**4:00 PM**  J Peter Brosius (University of Georgia)  Just Because Something Is True Doesn’t Mean It’s Very Interesting: Beyond Political Ecology in Environmental Anthropology
Friday, November 20

4:15 PM  Amber Wutich (Arizona State University) *Future Directions for an Anthropology of Water*

4:30 PM  Sean Downey (University of Maryland, College Park) *Swidden Agriculture, Do We Really Know You?*

4:45 PM  Mark Moritz (Ohio State University) *Studying the Logone Floodplain as a Coupled Human and Natural System*

5:00 PM  Daniel Hruschka (Arizona State University) *Imagining the Obesogenic Environment in the Quest to Curb Obesity*

**Discussant**

5:15 PM  William Durham (Stanford University)

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**4-1320  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM**  
**Mile High 1A  |  Ballroom Level**

**UNFAMILIAR LANDSCAPES OF BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY**

Reviewed by Biological Anthropology Section

4:00 PM  Carol Lauer (Rollins College) *Trekking Made Us Human II*

4:15 PM  Janni Pedersen (Ashford University) and Kathryn Sorensen (Ashford University) *Human-Animal Relationships in a Zoo-Setting*

4:30 PM  Richard L. Bender (University of Colorado Boulder), Paul A Sandberg (University of Colorado Boulder) and Darna L Dufour (University of Colorado Boulder) *Using Exploratory Factor Analysis to Aid Interpretation of Anthropometric Variables: A Reanalysis of Data from Cali, Colombia*

4:45 PM  Serrin Brianne Boys (Florida Gulf Coast University) and Heather A Walsh-Haney (Florida Gulf Coast University) *Cultural “Beauty” as Evidence of Pain: Progression of a Healing Pseudo-Jones Fracture from a Heel Fall*

5:00 PM  Susan L. Johnston (West Chester University), Josh Auld (West Chester University), Maureen Knabb (West Chester University) and Loretta Rieser-Danner (West Chester University) *Changing Student Misconceptions about Evolution in Introductory Biological Anthropology Courses*

5:15 PM  April Boatwright (University of Alabama), Melinda Carr (University of Alabama), Ashley Daugherty (University of Alabama) and Christopher D Lynn (University of Alabama) *Campfires, Television, and the Social Milieu: The Social Synergy of Fireside Relaxation*

---

**4-1325  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM**  
**Mile High 1B  |  Ballroom Level**

**CRISIS AS METHODS, CRISIS AS LIVES I : CONTEMPORARY NEOLIBERAL CHINA AND INDIA IN THE “ASIAN AGE”**

Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Organizer(s)  June Hee Kwon (New York University)
Saikat Maitra (University of Goettingen)

Chair(s)  Saikat Maitra (University of Goettingen)

Discussant  Matthew Kohrman (Stanford University)
4:15 PM  Gajendran Ayyathurai (University of Goettingen) *India Shining? Mapping the Neo-Liberal Ascendance of Caste and Marginality*

4:30 PM  Saikat Maitra (University of Goettingen) *Forming Dissent: Gender Violence and the Crisis of Politics in Contemporary Kolkata*

4:45 PM  June Hee Kwon (New York University) *Ethnic Labor Crisis: The Influx of Han Chinese and North Korean Labor into the Korean Chinese Prefecture in China*

5:00 PM  Nellie Chu (University of Goettingen) *The Spatial Cycles of Fast Fashion in Guangzhou, China*

5:15 PM  Discussion

**4-1330**  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mile High 1C  |  Ballroom Level  
**TRANSATLANTIC FEMINISMS: THE FAMILIARITY OF MULTIPLE OPPRESSIVE FORCES AND MULTIPLE FORMS OF RESISTANCE IN BLACK WOMEN’S LIVES**

**REVIEWED BY**  Association for Feminist Anthropology

**CHAIR(s)**  Cheryl R Rodriguez (University of South Florida)

4:00 PM  Erica L Williams (Spelman College) *“Mucamas and Mulatas: Black Brazilian Feminisms, Representations, and Ethnography”*

4:15 PM  Lara Stein Pardo (University of Colorado) *Looking Again: Race and Gender in the Practice of Photography and Ethnography*

4:30 PM  Jennifer Shoaff (University of Alabama) *Why Gender ‘Familiarity’ Becomes ‘Strange’ in Dominican Contexts of Racial Oppression*

**DISCUSSANT**  4:45 PM  A Lynn Bolles (University of Maryland, College Park)

**DISCUSSANT**  5:00 PM  Cheryl R Rodriguez (University of South Florida)

5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: *

**4-1335**  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mile High 1D  |  Ballroom Level  
**Invited Session:**  
**THE SERIOUSNESS OF ANTHROPOLOGY: RELIGION, ONTOLOGY, CRITIQUE**

**SPONSOR**  Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**ORGANIZER(s)**  Brian Goldstone (Columbia University)

Andreas Bandak (University of Copenhagen)

**CHAIR(s)**  Jon Bialecki (University of Edinburgh)

4:00 PM  Discussant: Brian Goldstone (Columbia University)

4:15 PM  Ashley B Lebner (Wilfrid Laurier University) *Christianity, Secularity, and the Idea of a Critical Anthropology*

4:30 PM  Joseph Webster (Queen’s University Belfast) *Seriously Repugnant Ethics? the Religion and Politics of the Orange Order in Central Scotland*

4:45 PM  Hillary Kaell (Concordia University) *When Humans Don’t Matter (as Much): On Agency and Christianity*

5:00 PM  Andreas Bandak (University of Copenhagen) *‘But You Saw It With Your Own Eyes’ — or, on Taking Anthropology Seriously*
ENCOUNTERING CULTURE: IMAGINARIES OF AND BY GLOBAL YOUTH

**4-1340** 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM    Mile High 1E | Ballroom Level

**ENCOUNTERING CULTURE: IMAGINARIES OF AND BY GLOBAL YOUTH**

**Organized by**

Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Chair(s)**

Lauren D Heidbrink (National Louis University)

**4:00 PM**

Stephanie C Maher (University of Washington) *Challenging Youthhood: Spiritual Migrations Among the Senegalese*

**4:15 PM**

Kari Smalkoski (University of Minnesota) "We Just Want to be Called Hmong": Misconceptions and Interpretations of First Generation Hmong Youths Lived Experiences

**4:30 PM**

Itaru Nagasaka (Hiroshima University) *Imagining Life Outside Places of Settlement: Self-Making Processes of Young Filipino Immigrants in Italy*

**4:45 PM**

Michele L Statz (Carthage College) "Chinese Culture" in and Beyond the Legal Realm

**5:00 PM**

Lauren D Heidbrink (National Louis University) "It's Not Your Debt": Maya Youth Negotiations of Debt and Indebtedness in Migration

**Discussant** 5:15 PM

Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)

**Discussion**

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**4-1345** 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM    Mile High 1F | Ballroom Level

**GENDER, EMBODIMENT, AND MORAL SOCIETY**

**Reviewed by**

Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Chair(s)**

Susan Warshauer Tratner (SUNY Empire State College)

**4:00 PM**

Anna-Maria Walter (University of Munich) *Intimacy through Mobile Space: Emplacement of Mobile Phone Practices and the Negotiation of Moral Concepts in Gilgit-Baltistan*

**4:15 PM**

Susan Warshauer Tratner (SUNY Empire State College) *You Sound Pretty: Gender and Socialization in Anonymous Online Forums*

**4:45 PM**

Nicholas Herriman (La Trobe University) Sorcery, Theft and affinity: The estrangement of Intimacy in Eastern Java

**5:00 PM**

Amanda Silvestri (University of Central Florida) *Bellydance out of Context: How American Women in Florida Embody the World’s Oldest Dance*

**5:15 PM**

Linda Anne Rebhun (University of California, Merced) *Reputation Dictates Status Among Northeast Brazilian Lower Class Women, Except When It Doesn’t — What’s an Anthropologist to Do?*

**Discussion**
KINSHIP FAMILIAR AND STRANGE: PART 2

Reviewed by: General Anthropology Division
Organizer(s): Dwight W Read (University of California, Los Angeles)
Chair(s): Fadwa El Guindi (Qatar National Research Fund and El Nil Research)

4:00 PM Murray J Leaf (University of Texas at Dallas) Morgan, Iroquois/Seneca and Tamil: Clinging to the Familiar, Confusing the Unfamiliar

4:15 PM Dwight W Read (University of California, Los Angeles) How Culture Makes Us Human: The Kinship Foundation for the Evolutionary Transition from Chimpanzees to Humans

4:30 PM Frederic K Lehman (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign) An Evolutionary Perspective on Replacing a Genealogical Theory of the Foundations of Human Kinship

4:45 PM Bojka Milicic (University of Utah) What Do You Think, Older Sibling Younger Than I? Revisiting the Tewa World

5:00 PM Warren Shapiro (Rutgers University) More Muddles in the Models: Why Schneiderian Kinship Studies Have It All Wrong

5:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

STRANGERS TO SOCIETY

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Chair(s): Melissa Skye Kerr Chiovenda (University of Connecticut)

4:00 PM Joelle Vailly (Inserm-Iris) The Politics of Suspects’ Geo-Genetic Origin in France: Contemporary Transformations of “Geographical”, “Ethnic”, or “Racial” Origin

4:15 PM Joohee Kim (University of Delhi) ‘Taste of Fish’ as Cultural Capital Among ‘Delhi Bengalis’ in a Multi-Ethnic Setting in Delhi

4:30 PM Yamuna Sangarasivam (Nazareth College) A Political Ecology of War: The Banality and Cultural Value of Terrorism

4:45 PM Sanaa Riaz (Metropolitan State University of Denver) Un/Familiar Other: The Indian Muslim in Bollywood Cinema

5:00 PM Roberta Mandoki (Heidelberg University) ‘Baneshworization’ and Emerging ‘Elderscapes’: Urbanization Processes from the Perspective of Senior Citizens in the Kathmandu Valley, Nepal

5:15 PM Melissa Skye Kerr Chiovenda (University of Connecticut) The Reproduction and Transmission of Cultural Trauma: The Case of Afghanistan’s Hazaras

5:30 PM Discussion
4-1360  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mile High 4C  |  Ballroom Level  
NAVAJO EXPRESSIVE CULTURE AND CULTURAL POLITICS

**Reviewed by**: Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair**: Kristina Jacobsen-Bia (University of New Mexico)

**4:00 PM**
- Kristina Jacobsen-Bia (University of New Mexico)  *The Right to Lead: Language Iconicity and the Dine Presidential Debate*

**4:15 PM**
- Nanibaa Beck (New Mexico Highlands University)  *Creating and Connecting Is a Constant: The Significance of the Indigenous Fine Art Market for Native Art*

**4:30 PM**
- Teresa Montoya (New York University)  *Contesting Navajo Futures: Emergent Possibilities in Dine Cinema and Environmental Activism*

**Discussant**: 4:45 PM  Anthony K Webster (University of Texas at Austin)

**Discussant**: 5:00 PM  Ana M Ochoa (Columbia University)

**5:15 PM**
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-1365  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mile High 4D  |  Ballroom Level  
CAPITALIZING ON THE CARNIVALESQUE: QUESTIONING TRANSGRESSIVE HUMOR, LANGUAGE AND POWER.

**Reviewed by**: Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair**: Emanuel A da Silva (University of Jyväskylä)

**4:00 PM**
- Sari Pietikainen (University of Jyväskylä)  *Carnivalesque Critique: Category Transgression in the Changing Arctic North*

**4:15 PM**
- Patricia Lamarre (Université de Montréal)  *Il Nous Blaste Et on Aime ça: Buying in to Transgressive Humour in Quebec*

**4:30 PM**
- Mireille McLaughlin (Université d’Ottawa) and Annette Boudreau (Université de Moncton)  *The Relaxed Stance of Comedy: Negotiating the Value of Multilingualism in and Against Acadian Cultural Production*

**4:45 PM**
- Sandra Keller (University of South Carolina)  *“Vous Savez Bien Que C’estUne Lecon”: Ignorance and Knowledge in Humorous Gallo-French Performances*

**5:00 PM**
- Emanuel A da Silva (University of Jyväskylä)  *“The Shit I Love About Portuguese People Is...”: Capitalizing on Sociolinguistic Transgression*

**Discussant**: 5:15 PM  Alexandra M Jaffe (California State University, Long Beach)

**Discussant**: 5:30 PM  Elaine W Chun (University of South Carolina)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-1370  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mile High 4E  |  Ballroom Level  
TRACING “THE MORAL” IN BIOMEDICAL PRACTICE: A CAREFUL EXAMINATION

**Reviewed by**: Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair**: Danya Glabau (Cornell University)

**4:00 PM**
- Emily Xi Lin (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Anthropology)  *Autism Care and the Stratification of Citizenship in Contemporary China*
4:15 PM  Marlee McGuire (University of British Columbia)  
*Conferences as Sites of Caring Performance: High-Cost Therapies and the Crystallization of Values*  

4:30 PM  Andrea M Lopez (RTI International)  
*Brutal Compassion or Compassionate Brutality? the Paradoxes of “Care” in Settings of Urban Poverty*  

4:45 PM  Jennifer J Carroll (University of Washington)  
*Medical Moralities in the Quotidian Clinic: How Breaking the Rules Creates Success for Long-Term Drug Users in Ukraine*  

5:00 PM  Rossio Motta (Sherbrooke University)  
*Care Practices Among Cocaine Users of Downtown Montreal*  

5:15 PM  Anne Elaine Pfister (University of North Florida)  
*Deaf Children and the Obligations of Their Hearing Families: Unanticipated Care-Giving Roles and Shifting Identities*  

5:30 PM  Danya Glabau (Cornell University)  
*Activist Mothering: The Moral-Political Work of Food Allergy Moms*  

This session may be of particular interest to:  
P, S

---

**4-1375**  
4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
*Mile High 4F | Ballroom Level**  
**EMPATHETIC OSCILLATION: MAKING THE FAMILIAR SELF A STRANGE OTHER**  

*Reviewed by*  
Society for Cultural Anthropology  

*Organizers/Chairs*  
Aja Smith (University of Southern Denmark)  
Sandra Lori Petersen (University of Copenhagen)  

4:00 PM  Discussion  
4:15 PM  Aja Smith (University of Southern Denmark)  
*Empathy in Motion: When the Human Is Horse, and the Horse Is Human*  

4:30 PM  Ida Sofie Matzen (University of Copenhagen)  
*“the Training of the Sufi Is to Feel Another Human”: Langar and Love in Pakistan*  

4:45 PM  Trine Mygind Korsby (University of Copenhagen)  
*Empathy, Desire and Seduction: Transnational Pimping in Eastern Romania*  

5:00 PM  Sandra Lori Petersen (University of Copenhagen)  
*Potential Lives on the Radio*  

5:15 PM  Anne Line Dalsgård (AArhus University)  
5:30 PM  Discussion

---

**4-1380**  
4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
*Capital Ballroom 1 | 4th Floor HYATT*  
**ETHNOGRAPHIC ENGAGEMENTS WITH DIGITAL ALTERITY II**  

*Reviewed by*  
General Anthropology Division  

*Organizer(s)*  
Antonia Caitlin Walford (It University of Copenhagen)  
Hannah C Knox (University College London)  

*Chair(s)*  
Antonia Caitlin Walford (Open University and University College London)  

4:00 PM  Emma Garnett (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine)  
*Making Air Pollution Visible: Negotiating Data and Their Visual Forms in Scientific Practice*
Friday, November 20

**MENTORING Activity**

**PRACTICING and APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGISTS**

4:15 PM Jonah Rimer (Oxford University) *Internet Sexual Offending and the Construction of Less Disciplined Online Space*

4:30 PM Jordan H Kraemer (Wesleyan University) *The Gender of the Interface: Are Men to Hardware as Women Are to Software?*

4:45 PM Rebekah Cupitt (Royal Swedish Institute of Technology) *'Being Deaf' at Work — Technology, Identity and Belonging in Sweden*

5:00 PM Lindsay Poirier (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute) *Reading Invisible Infrastructures, Revealing Ethnography’s Invisible Work*

**DISCUSSANT** 5:15 PM Patricia G Lange (California College of the Arts)

5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**4-1385 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Capital Ballroom 2 | 4th Floor**

**ENGAGING WITH/DEBATING BOURDIEU’S “ECONOMICS OF LINGUISTIC EXCHANGES” 40 YEARS LATER**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)** Cecile B Vigouroux (Simon Fraser University)
Alexandre Duchene (University of Fribourg)

**CHAIR(s)** Salikoko S Mufwene (University of Chicago)

4:00 PM Salikoko S Mufwene (University of Chicago) *Economy, Economics, and Language Vitality: A Lesson from Pierre Bourdieu*

4:15 PM Judith Temkin Irvine (University of Michigan) *Replies and Responses to Bourdieu: Exploring “Linguistic Exchanges” Via Goffman and Peirce*

4:30 PM James Collins (SUNY Albany) *Register Processes in the Field of Language: A Case from Contemporary South Africa*

4:45 PM Cecile B Vigouroux (Simon Fraser University) *Re-Examining Bourdieu’s Economics of Language in the Light of Vernacular Economies*

5:00 PM Kathryn A Woolard (University of California, San Diego) *Reconsidering Language Variation and Cultural Hegemony*

5:15 PM Joseph Sung-Yul Park (National University of Singapore) *Bourdieu and Commodification: Historicizing the Linguistic Market*

5:30 PM Alexandre Duchene (University of Fribourg) *Conversion, Capital and the Economic Appropriation of Language*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**4-1390 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Capital Ballroom 3 | 4th Floor**

**MEDIATIZATION AND ENREGISTERMENT OF CONTEMPORARY ASIAN VALUES**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)** Mie Hiramoto (National University of Singapore)
Cherise Shi Ling Teo (National University of Singapore)

**CHAIR(s)** Mie Hiramoto (National University of Singapore)

4:00 PM Rebecca Starr (National University of Singapore) *Negotiating Standard English on “Say the Word,” a Singaporean Pronunciation Game Show*
4:15 PM Cherise Shi Ling Teo (National University of Singapore) *Ties That Bind: Negotiating Multigenerational Relationships through Housing Ads*

4:30 PM Cindi Sturtz Sreetharan (California State University, Sacramento) *Destandardizing the Family: Dialect and Shifting Family Values in Japan*

4:45 PM Patrick Callier (Stanford University) *Fractal Masculinity and Rhythm Registers in Mandarin TV Drama*

5:00 PM Mie Hiramoto (National University of Singapore) and Phoebe Pua (National University of Singapore) *From Asia with Love: Mediatization of “East Asians” in the Bond Franchise*

5:15 PM Katherine Chen (University of Hong Kong) and M Agnes Kang (Lingnan University) *Mediatization and Enregisterment of a Gender Stereotype: The Case of the ‘Kong Girl’*

**DISCUSSANT**

5:30 PM Asif Agha (University of Pennsylvania)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**4-1395 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM**

**ENTRE LA CRISIS Y LA BÚSQUEDA DE SIGNIFICACIÓN**

**REVIEWED BY**

Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**ORGANIZER/CHAIR**

Rafael Acosta (Instituto Cubano de Investigación Cultural Juan Marinello)

4:00 PM Rosilín Bayona (Instituto Cubano de Investigación Cultural Juan Marinello) *La Música En El Paquete Semanal En La Habana*

4:15 PM Rafael Acosta (Instituto Cubano de Investigación Cultural Juan Marinello) *Fotografía y Racialidad En Cuba*

4:30 PM Mayra Alvarez (ICAIC) *El Noticiero Icaic Latinoamericano En La Memoria De Sus Hacedores*

4:45 PM Juan Paulo De Armas Victores (Centro de Investigaciones Psicológicas y sociológicas (CIPS)) *Lugares Para La Imaginación*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**4-1400 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM**

**VOICING THE ANCESTORS: READINGS IN MEMORY OF GEORGE STOCKING**

**REVIEWED BY**

General Anthropology Division

**ORGANIZER(S)**

Alexander D King (University of Aberdeen)

Richard Handler (University of Virginia)

**CHAIR(S)**

Richard Handler (University of Virginia)

**PRESENTER(S)**

Paul V Kroskrity (University of California, Los Angeles)

David Koester (University of Alaska, Fairbanks)

Colleen Cotter (Queen Mary, University of London)

Jef Van der Aa (Tilburg University)

Nona Moskowitz (Wittenberg University)

Debra Spitulnik Vidali (Emory University)

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T
ESCALATION, AFTERMATH: THE BEGINNINGS AND ENDS OF CONFLICT

**Reviewed by**
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizers/Chairs**
Catherine Trundle (Victoria University of Wellington)
Ryan Joseph O’Byrne (University College London)

**4:00 PM**
Holly Elizabeth Porter (London School of Economics and Political Science) *Moral Spaces and Sexual Transgression: The “Event,” the “Ordinary,” and “Logics” of Sexual Violence in Northern Uganda*

**4:15 PM**
Catherine Trundle (Victoria University of Wellington) *Time Is Running out on Us: New Zealand Nuclear Test Veterans and the Shifting Temporalities of Claim-Making*

**4:30 PM**
Helle Harnisch (DIGNITY – Danish Institute Against Torture) *Next Time I Will be More Than This: Polychronic Identities in Post-War Acholiland*

**4:45 PM**
Alice R Wilson (Durham University) *After the Revolution: The Fragility of Patronage to End Conflict in Post-Revolutionary Southern Oman*

**5:00 PM**
Ryan Joseph O’Byrne (University College London) *War, and Rumours of War*: The Social Lives of Rumours in Acholi South Sudan

**Discussant**
Salih Can Aciksoz (University of Arizona)

**5:15 PM**
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

SHAPING SELVES, SENSES, AND IDENTITIES

**Reviewed by**
Society for Psychological Anthropology

**Chair(s)**
Atwood D Gaines, PhD, MPH (Case Western Reserve University)
Edward D Lowe (Soka University of America)

**4:00 PM**
Clinton D Humphrey (University of California, Los Angeles) *Ethnographic Immersion and the Embodied Revelations of Illness Among Miskitu Lobster Divers*

**4:15 PM**
Noah CG Johnson (University of Iowa) *Teaching the Triune Brain: An Investigation of Kata as a System of Behavior Patterning through the Use of Ritual Practices*

**4:30 PM**
Andrea Chiovenda (Boston University) *‘Hauntology’ in Ethnographic Practice, and the Psychodynamics of the Uncanny: A Case Study from Pashtun Afghanistan*

**4:45 PM**
Eva R Melstrom (University of California, Los Angeles) *‘Who Minus Who’: Suicide Cases in the Ethiopian Disapora*

**5:00 PM**
Madeline Ying Vuong (American Anthropological Association) *Goodbye Bhutan: Understanding Bhutanese Refugee Suicides in America*

**5:15 PM**
Atwood D Gaines, PhD, MPH (Case Western Reserve University) *The Enchanted and the Disenchanted: The Never Modern Self in Culture and Anthropology*

**Discussant**
Edward D Lowe (Soka University of America)
THIS AMERICAN MUSLIM LIFE: THE CULTURAL POLITICS OF ASSERTING THE FAMILIAR

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of Religion
Organizer(s): Alisa M Perkins (Western Michigan University)
Maria F Curtis (University of Houston-Clear Lake)
Chair(s): Sally Howell (University of Michigan - Dearborn)

4:00 PM
Maria F Curtis (University of Houston-Clear Lake) Houston's Muslim American Elite: Shaping Media, Politics, and Public Discourse

4:15 PM
Sally Howell (University of Michigan - Dearborn) Halal Metropolis: Mosques, Markets and Neighborhood Development

4:30 PM
Sholeh Shahrokhi (Butler University) Iranian Muslims in America: An Embodiment of Discomfort

4:45 PM
Serah Shani (Eastern University) Muslim Transnational Parenting Practices and Education: Negotiating Inner-City Strangeness for Ghanaians in New York City

5:00 PM
Alisa M Perkins (Western Michigan University) Not What the Founding Fathers Had in Mind?: Secular Strangeness and School Choice for Muslim Americans in Michigan

Discussant 5:15 PM
Carolyn Rouse (Princeton University)

5:30 PM
Discussion

WHY MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY MATTERS: MUSEUMS AND CONTEMPORARY THEORY IN CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Reviewed by: Council for Museum Anthropology
Organizer(s): Jennifer Shannon (University of Colorado - Boulder)
John P Lukavic (Denver Art Museum)
Chair(s): Jennifer Shannon (University of Colorado - Boulder)

4:00 PM
Candessa L Tehee (Cherokee Heritage Center) Balancing Diverse Needs: Identity and Representation in a Tribal Museum

4:15 PM
Haidy Geismar (University College London) Material Matters in Museum Anthropology

4:30 PM
Cara Krmpotich (University of Toronto) Affect

4:45 PM
Erica Lehrer (Concordia University) Memory

5:00 PM
Sandra H Dudley (University of Leicester) Ontology: The Being, Becoming and Possibilities of People and Things in Museums

5:15 PM
Joshua A Bell (National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian) Re-Positioning the Global Assemblages of the Anthropocene through Collections and Museums

Discussant 5:30 PM
Nuno Porto (University of British Columbia - Museum of Anthropology)

This session may be of particular interest to: S

S Students     T Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges
**21ST CENTURY SHORT-TERM MEDICAL MISSIONS: STRANGE RETELLINGS OF FAMILIAR STORIES**

**REVIEWED BY**
Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Jessica-Jean Casler (University of Florida)
Laura S Jung (American University)

**Chair(s)**
Jessica-Jean Casler (University of Florida)

4:00 PM 
Laurie A Occhipinti (Clarion University) *Studying up, Down, and Sideways: Doing Ethnography with Medical Mission Groups*

4:15 PM 
Jessica-Jean Casler (University of Florida) *The (Dis)Organization of Health: Fragmented Health Care Systems and Short-Term Medical Missions in Nicaragua*

4:30 PM 
Kimber Haddix McKay (University of Montana and Adara Development), Catherine Sanders (Adara Development), Diep Dao (University of Montana) and Hannah Kuehl (University of Montana) *“Show Business” or “Essential”? Stmmns in Remote Nepal*

4:45 PM 
Sara Ailshire (University of Connecticut) *Standard(s)of Care: Dignity and the Anthropology of Short Term Medical Missions*

5:00 PM 
Rachel A Hall-Clifford (Agnes Scott College) *Suturing Together a Health System: Complexities of Patient Care-Seeking in Short-Term Surgical Missions in Guatemala*

5:15 PM 
Mary Catherine Driese (Arizona State University) *The Ethics of Nongovernment Organizations (NGOs)Delivering Short-Term Medical Care in Guatemala*

**Discussant**
Laura S Jung (American University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**

---

**Invited Session:**
**ARE WE ANTHROPOLOGISTS OR ARE WE EMERGENCY RESPONDERS? TRANSFORMING SCHOLARSHIP INTO HUMANITARIAN PRACTICE IN THE EBOLA EPIDEMIC**

**Sponsor**
AAA Executive Program Committee

**Organizer/Chair**
Catherine E Bolten (University of Notre Dame)

4:00 PM 
Sharon Alane Abramowitz (University of Florida) *But I'm just an Anthropologist... Shifting Hierarchies of Knowledge in the Emergency Ebola Response*

4:15 PM 
Susan Shepler (American University) *“We Know Who Is Eating the Ebola Money”: Political Effects of Perceived Corruption in the Ebola Response*

4:30 PM 
Mary H Moran (Colgate University) *Missing Bodies and Secret Funerals: Discourses of “Safe and Dignified Burials” in the Liberian Ebola Crisis*

4:45 PM 
Janice E Graham (Dalhousie University) *Making Familiar Strange Emergency Vaccine Trials*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Anita Schroven (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology)</td>
<td><em>Almost There and Back Again: Knowledge Production and Translation during the Ebola Outbreak</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Fredline Amaybel M’Cormack-Hale (Seton Hall University) (mis)</td>
<td><em>Representations of the Other: A Framing Analysis of US Media Coverage of Ebola in 2014</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
<td>Juliet Bedford (University of Oxford)</td>
<td><em>The in-House Anthropologist for Unmeer: Negotiating the Ebola Response</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**4-1435 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM**

**MICROSOCIALITY II: PATHOGENS AND PRACTICES**

*Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology*

**Organizer/Chair**

Alejandro Ceron (University of Denver)

**4:00 PM**

Meike Wolf (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main) and Kevin Bernhard Hall (Goethe University) *H1N1 and the Emergence of Emergency Planning*

**4:15 PM**

Natalie H Porter (University of Notre Dame) *Ferreting Things out: Biosecurity, Pandemic Flu and the Transformation of Experimental Systems*

**4:30 PM**

Alejandro Ceron (University of Denver) *Microbial Dis/Encounters: Social Constructions of Influenza Virus in a Failed Participatory Public Health Intervention*

**4:45 PM**

M Cameron Hay (Miami University) *Public Health Knowledge and the Sociality of Vulnerability: Emerging Adults with Flu and Mumps*

**Discussant**

5:00 PM

Celia Lowe (University of Washington)

5:15 PM

Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**4-1440 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM**

**FAMILIARITIES IN MOTION: EXPLORATIONS OF GLOBAL BLACKNESS IN SPACE AND TIME**

*Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists*

**Chair(s)**

Jean M Rahier (Florida International University)

**4:00 PM**

Jean M Rahier (Florida International University) *Roots/Heritage Tourism in Juffureh and Kunta Kinteh Island, the Gambia: Experiences of U.S. Study Abroad Students*

**4:30 PM**

Lauren Eldridge (University of Chicago) *The Gift of Music: Working at Playing in Haiti’s Summer Music Camps*

**4:45 PM**

Tiffany C Cain (University of Pennsylvania) *On the Temporalities and Durability of Historical Violence*

**5:00 PM**

Maya J Berry (University of Texas at Austin) *"Salvandose": Rumba Performance as a Politics of Black Survival in Reforming Cuba*

**5:15 PM**

Kimberley McKinson (University of California, Irvine) *The Spectacular, the Mundane and the Caribbean Home as a Critical Black Geography*
5:30 PM  Christine A Pinnock (CUNY Graduate Center)  *Mi Pay Mi Dues! the Hidden Costs of Being [Here] as a Female Afro-Caribbean Immigrant in New York*

This session may be of particular interest to:  P, S, T

4-1445  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Centennial G | 3rd Floor  HYATT

**Invited Session: NEUROANTHROPOLOGY OF STRANGENESS**

**Sponsor**  Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness

**Organizer/Chair**  Mark W Flanagan (University of Georgia)

*4:00 PM*  Jeffery L MacDonald (Immigrant and Refugee Community Organization)  *When the Familiar Becomes Strange:  Iu-Mien Refugee Traditional Books in the Context of Cultural Change and Preservation*

*4:15 PM*  Mira Z Amir (San Jose State University)  *Cultivating Strangeness: The 'integral Transformative Practice' Experiment of Michael Murphy and George Leonard*

*4:30 PM*  Tarik Najeddine (Unaffiliated)  *Strangeness in Substance Usage: Self-Medication & New Psychedelic Substances*

*4:45 PM*  Mark W Flanagan (University of Georgia)  *Neuroanthropology of Solutions as “Strange Thoughts”*

**Discussant**

*5:00 PM*  Daniel H Lende (University of South Florida)

*5:15 PM*  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:  M, P, S, T

4-1450  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mineral Hall B | 3rd Floor  HYATT

**Invited Session: MAKING, UNMAKING, AND RE-MAKING THE “STRANGE/FAMILIAR”: A NASCENT ANTHROPOLOGY OF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION**

**Sponsors**  Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizer/Chair**  Teresa K Lloro-Bidart (California State Polytechnic University, Pomona)

*4:00 PM*  Carol B Brandt (Temple University)

*4:15 PM*  Marissa Bellino (CUNY Graduate Center) and Jennifer Adams (Brooklyn College)  *Places That Matter: Collective Exploration of the Meaning of Neighborhood Places Using Mental Mapping with Youth*

*4:30 PM*  Lyndsay Moffatt (University of Prince Edward Island)  *Sowing Seeds: The Cultural Production of Curriculum, Environmental Education, and Schooling in a Teacher Inquiry Group for Environmental Sustainability*

*4:45 PM*  Kristina Baines (Guttman Community College, CUNY) and Rebecca K Zarger (University of South Florida)  *‘It’s Good to Learn about the Plants’: Promoting Social Justice and Community Health through the Development of a Maya Environmental and Cultural Heritage Curriculum in Southern Belize*
5:00 PM  Rebecca K Zarger (University of South Florida) and Kristina Baines (Guttman Community College, CUNY) *Making the Tacit More Tangible: Dilemmas of Transforming Environmental and Cultural Heritage for Formal School Settings in Belize*

5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, T**

---

**4-1455  4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**  
**Mineral Hall C | 3rd Floor**  
**HYATT**

**UNSETTLING COLONIALISM: SPANIARDS, BRITISH HONDURANS, AND A REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE ON THE SOUTHERN MAYA LOWLANDS**

**Reviewed by**  
Archaeology Division

**Organizer/Chair**  
Christine A Kray (Rochester Institute of Technology)

4:00 PM  Maxine Oland (Smith College) *Unpacking the Colonial Maya Narrative: Progresso Lagoon in the 15th-17th Century*

4:15 PM  Joel W Palka (University of Illinois at Chicago) *Lacandon Maya Ritual Landscapes and Territory in the Colonial Frontier*

4:30 PM  Christine A Kray (Rochester Institute of Technology), Minette C Church (University of Colorado-Colorado Springs) and Jason Yaeger (University of Texas at San Antonio) *Ambivalent Colonialisms: Fear and Disquiet in British Honduras, 19th–20th Centuries*

4:45 PM  James W Meierhoff (University of Illinois Chicago) *Maya Refugees, Frontier Exchange and the Reoccupation of Tikal, Guatemala*

5:00 PM  Brett A Houk (Texas Tech University) and Brooke Bonorden (Texas Tech University) *The Frontier Colonial Experience of the Maya at Kaxil Uinic, Belize*

**Discussant**  
5:15 PM  Christopher B Rodning (Tulane University)

5:30 PM  Discussion

---

**4-1460  4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**  
**Mineral Hall D | 3rd Floor**  
**HYATT**

**MAKING FAMILIAR UTOPIAS STRANGE: RE-HUMANIZING METROLOGY, MEASUREMENT AND STANDARDIZATION**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Chris Vasantkumar (Macquarie University)

Jerome Whittington (National University of Singapore)

**Chair(s)**  
Jerome Whittington (National University of Singapore)

4:00 PM  Andi Johnson (University of Pennsylvania) *Performance and Power: Physiology and the Measurement of Human Bodies in Motion*

4:15 PM  Jerome Whittington (National University of Singapore) *Carbon as a Metric of the Human: Re-Writing the Surprise of Climate Change through the Familiarity of Measure*

4:30 PM  Chris Vasantkumar (Macquarie University) *Tokens of Utopia: Money and Measure in the Making of the Modern*


5:00 PM  Michelle Murphy (University of Toronto) *Phantasmagrams of Economy and Population*
5:15 PM  Diane M Nelson (Duke University) *Bonesetting: An Algebra of Genocide*

**discussant**  5:30 PM  Chris Vasantkumar (Macquarie University)

---

**4-1465**  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  

Mineral Hall E | 3rd Floor

**The National as Global, the Global as National: Citizenship Education in the Context of Migration and Globalization — Part I**

**Reviewed by**  Council on Anthropology and Education

**organizer/chairs**  Wai-Chi Chee (University of Hong Kong)

Cora Ann Jakubiak (Grinnell College)

4:00 PM  Jessica R Walton (Deakin University) *Understanding South Korean Multiculturalism through Elementary Student’s Everyday Experiences of Ethnic and Cultural Diversity*

4:15 PM  Maisa C Taha (Montclair State University) *Defining Citizenship from the Ground up: Competing Discourses of Equality, Diversity, and Fairness in Southeast Spanish Schools*

4:30 PM  Sharon Avni (CUNY) *Negotiating Global Citizenship through Dual-Language Charter Schooling*

4:45 PM  Wai-Chi Chee (University of Hong Kong) *Local and Global, but Not National: Citizenship Education of South Asian Migrant Students in Post-Colonial Hong Kong*

5:00 PM  Jennifer D Lucko (Dominican University of California) *Crossing the Street: Civic Engagement and the Politics of Belonging Among Latino and Jewish Middle School Students in Northern California*

**Discussant**  5:15 PM  Ariana Mangual Figueroa (Rutgers University)

**Discussant**  5:30 PM  Bradley Levinson (Indiana University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**4-1470**  4:35 PM – 4:59 PM  

107 | Meeting Room Level

**Film Session:**

**Becky’s Journeys, Dir. Sine Plambech**

**Sponsor**  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

---

**4-1475**  5:10 PM – 6:12 PM  

107 | Meeting Room Level

**Film Session:**

**Grace Period, Dir. Kyungmook Kim and Caroline Key**

**Sponsor**  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
4-1480  6:15 PM – 7:30 PM  Mile High 2 & 3 | Ballroom Level  
AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION (AAA) ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: American Anthropological Association
Organizer(s): Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)
              Monica Heller (University of Toronto)
Chair(s): Monica Heller (University of Toronto)

4-1485  7:30 PM – 9:00 PM  204 | Meeting Room Level

JOURNAL OF LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN ANTHROPOLOGY BOARD MEETING

Sponsor: Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
Organizer(s): Walter E Little (SUNY Albany)
              Linda J Seligmann (George Mason University)
              Andrew Canessa (University of Essex)

4-1490  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  102 | Meeting Room Level

ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY (APLA) PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT EVENT: NAVIGATING THE ACADEMIC JOB MARKET

Sponsor: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Organizer(s): Joshua Clark (University of California, Irvine)
              Madelaine B Adelman (Arizona State University)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

4-1495  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  104 | Meeting Room Level

115TH AAA ANNUAL MEETING EXECUTIVE PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Sponsor: American Anthropological Association
Organizer(s): Samuel Martinez (University of Connecticut)
              William O Beeman (University of Minnesota, Minneapolis)
              Mara H Buchbinder (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
              Jenny Chio (Emory University)
              Zoe Crossland (Columbia University)
              David W Dinwoodie (University of New Mexico)
              Shirley Fiske (University of Maryland, College Park)
              Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)
              Douglas W Hume (Northern Kentucky University)
              John L Jackson Jr (University of Pennsylvania)
Ann B Stahl (University of Victoria)
Kim TallBear (University of Texas at Austin)
Maria Amelia Viteri (University of San Francisco, Quito)

4-1500  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  108 | Meeting Room Level  
SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLGY OF NORTH AMERICA (SANA) RECEPTION: THE TRUE REVOLUTIONARY IS GUIDED BY A GREAT FEELING OF LOVE: A REMEMBRANCE FOR ANANTH A IYER
Sponsor: Society for the Anthropology of North America
Organizer(s): Catherine P Kingfisher (University of Lethbridge)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-1505  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  109 | Meeting Room Level  
COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND REPRODUCTION OPEN BUSINESS MEETING
Sponsor: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Cathleen E Willging (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)
Chair(s): Sallie S Han (SUNY College at Oneonta)

4-1510  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  110 | Meeting Room Level  
ALCOHOL, DRUG AND TOBACCO STUDY GROUP OPEN BUSINESS MEETING
Sponsor: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Cathleen E Willging (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)
Chair(s): Tazin Karim Daniels (Michigan State University)

4-1515  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  401 | Meeting Room Level  
BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION (BAS) AWARDS CEREMONY AND DISTINGUISHED LECTURE
Sponsor: Biological Anthropology Section
Organizer(s): Rachel Caspari (Central Michigan University)
AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
W.W. Howells Book Award in Biological Anthropology
Distinguished Lecture: William R Leonard
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-1520  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  605 | Meeting Room Level  
SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY (SHA) MEMBERS’ MEETING
Sponsor: Society for Humanistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
4-1525 7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  705 | Meeting Room Level
SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY MEMORIAL FOR JENNIFER JACKSON

Sponsor: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Judith MS Pine (Western Washington University)
Norma Mendoza-Denton (University of California)
Presenter(s): Paul V Kroskrity (University of California, Los Angeles)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-1530 7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  710 | Meeting Room Level
NAPA BUSINESS MEETING AND PRESENTATION OF THE WAPA PRAXIS AWARD

Sponsor: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Organizer(s): John PN Massad (Independent Practitioner)
Terry M Redding (Independent Consultant)
Ellen Puccia (Beta Research Associates, Inc.)

Awards presented at this event:
WAPA Praxis Award
NAPA Student Paper Prize

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

4-1535 7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  Capital Ballroom 1 | 4th Floor
SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SVA) MEMBERS’ MEETING & AWARDS CEREMONY

Sponsor: Society for Visual Anthropology
Organizer(s): Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
Chair(s): Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
Stephanie Takaragawa (Chapman University)

This session may be of particular interest to: S

4-1540 7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  Capital Ballroom 3 | 4th Floor
AQA RECEPTION

Sponsor: Association for Queer Anthropology
Organizer(s): Michael Connors Jackman (Memorial University of Newfoundland)
Michele M Hanks (Case Western Reserve University)
Shaka P McGlotten (SUNY Purchase)
ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS (ABA) AWARDS PROGRAM AND RECEPTION

**Sponsor**: Association of Black Anthropologists
**Organizer(s)**: David S Simmons (University of South Carolina)

**Awards Presented at this Event**:
ABA Legacy Award

THE WENNER-GREN RECEPTION

**Sponsor**: Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research
**Organizer(s)**: Leslie C Aiello (Wenner-Gren Foundation)

This session may be of particular interest to: S

BERKELEY ANTHROPOLOGY RECEPTION

**Sponsor**: University of California, Berkeley Department of Anthropology
**Organizer(s)**: Cori Hayden (University of California, Berkeley)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

YALE UNIVERSITY RECEPTION

**Sponsor**: Society for East Asian Anthropology
**Organizer(s)**: Jong Bum Kwon (Webster University)

**Awards Presented at this Event**:
Francis L.K. Hsu Book Prize
Theodore C. Bestor Prize for Outstanding Graduate Paper
David Plath Media Award

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SPA) BUSINESS MEETING AND RECEPTION

**Sponsor**: Society for Psychological Anthropology
**Organizer(s)**: Harold L Odden (Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne)
**Presenter(s)**: Byron J Good (Harvard University)
Carol M Worthman (Emory University)
Edward D Lowe (Soka University of America)
Eri Katherine McFee (University of Chicago)
Bambi L Chapin (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)
Jason Throop (University of California, Los Angeles)
Elinor Ochs (University of California, Los Angeles)
Rebecca Seligman (Northwestern University)
Peter Stromberg (University of Tulsa)
Jill Korbin (Case Western Reserve University)

AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
Stirling Prize for Best Published Paper in Psychological Anthropology
Condon Prize for Best Student Essay in Psychological Anthropology
Boyer Prize for Contributions to Psychoanalytic Anthropology

4-1570 7:45 PM – 10:30 PM  
Denver Art Museum  
100 W 14th Ave Parkway  
Denver, CO 80204

COUNCIL FOR MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY (CMA) RECEPTION
Sponsor  
Council for Museum Anthropology
Organizer(s)  
John P Lukavic (Denver Art Museum)
Presenter(s)  
Patricia Capone (Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology)

AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
Michael M. Ames Award
Lifetime Achievement/Distinguished Service Award

This session may be of particular interest to: P

4-1575 7:45 PM – 10:30 PM  
History Colorado  
1200 Broadway  
Denver CO 80203

GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION (GAD) RECEPTION
Sponsor  
General Anthropology Division
Organizer(s)  
Luke Eric Lassiter (Marshall University)

4-1580 7:45 PM – 10:30 PM  
Centennial E | 3rd Floor | HYATT

SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SCA) RECEPTION/BUSINESS MEETING CULTURAL HORIZONS PRIZE FOR BEST CA ARTICLE AND THE BATESON BOOK PRIZE WILL BE AWARDED AS RECEPTION UNFOLDS!
Sponsor  
Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s)  
Marisol de la Cadena (University of California, Davis)

AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
Cultural Horizons Prize
Bateson Book Prize

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S
**4-1585** 7:45 PM – 10:30 PM  
Centennial F | 3rd Floor

**PRINCETON ALUMNI GATHERING**

**Sponsor**  
Princeton Department of Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Carol J Greenhouse (Princeton University)

---

**4-1590** 7:45 PM – 11:45 PM  
Mineral Hall A | 3rd Floor

**COUNCIL OF ANTHROPOLOGY OF EDUCATION (CAE) BUSINESS/COMMUNITY MEETING, NEW MEMBER RECEPTION, AND PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS**

**Sponsor**  
Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizer(s)**  
Marta P Baltodano (Loyola Marymount University)

**Chair(s)**  
Bradley Levinson (Indiana University)

**Presenter(s)**  
Marjorie Faulstich Orellana (University of California, Los Angeles)

**Awards presented at this event:**

- Spindler Award
- Dissertation Award

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

---

**4-1595** 8:00 PM – 11:00 PM  
Capital Ballroom 4 | 4th Floor

**ABA-AFA-ALLA-AQA-SANA-SAW-SLACA-SUNTA JOINT SECTIONS RECEPTION**

**Sponsor**  
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Jayne Howell (California State University, Long Beach)

Ellen Lewin (University of Iowa)

---

**4-1600** 8:30 PM – 10:30 PM  
Centennial A | 3rd Floor

**UNC-CH DEPT OF ANTHROPOLOGY CELEBRATION OF THE CAREER & CONTRIBUTIONS OF JAMES PEACOCK**

**Sponsor**  
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill – Department of Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Dorothy C Holland (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

---

**4-1605** 9:15 PM – 10:30 PM  
112 | Meeting Room Level

**BROWN UNIVERSITY ANTHROPOLOGY RECEPTION**

**Sponsor**  
American Anthropological Association

**Organizer(s)**  
Jessaca B Leinaweaver (Brown University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**
SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY OPEN MIC NIGHT

Sponsor: Society for Humanistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Julia L Offen (Independent)
Melisa (Misha) S Cahnmann-Taylor (University of Georgia)

This session may be of particular interest to: S

ANNUAL PARTY FOR ALUMS AND FRIENDS OF MICHIGAN ANTHROPOLOGY

Sponsor: Department of Anthropology, University of Michigan
Organizer(s): Barbra A Meek (University of Michigan)
Friday, November 20
M  Mentoring Activity            P  Practicing and Applied Anthropologists
Saturday, November 21

7:30 AM – 6:15 PM  
Registration & Information: 
ON-SITE, ADVANCE & WORKSHOP REGISTRATION

7:30 AM – 4:00 PM  
MEMBERSHIP SERVICES

9:00 AM – 4:00 PM  
EXHIBITS

9:00 AM – 3:00 PM  
CAREER CENTER

12:00 PM – 4:00 PM  
GRADUATE SCHOOL FAIR

6:15 PM – 7:30 PM  
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS: DR. ESPERANTO 
DELIVERED BY PRESIDENT MONICA HELLER

5-0000  8:00 AM – 9:00 AM  
AAA EXECUTIVE BOARD NEW MEMBER ORIENTATION  
Mineral Hall B  |  3rd Floor

5-0005  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
Invited Session:  
THE MAKING AND UNMAKING OF GLOBAL HEALTH: PARTICULARITY, 
PRACTICE AND POLITICS IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

AAA Executive Board
Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association) 
Edward Liebow (American Anthropological Association)

Society for Medical Anthropology 
Noelle Sullivan (Northwestern University) 
Peter Locke (Northwestern University) 
Pierre H Minn (Université de Montréal)

8:00 AM  
A “Constitutive Outside” to Global Health? On Value and Diverse Economies in Nicaraguan Antimicrobial Practice

8:15 AM  
Global Health and Its Margins, from West Africa to Southeast Europe
8:30 AM Robert R Lorway (University of Manitoba) The Logic of Verification: Emerging Landscapes of Governance in a “South-to-South” Collaborative HIV Program

8:45 AM Pierre H Minn (Université de Montréal) Haitian Clinicians, Global Health Research and the Contest for Authoritative Knowledge

9:00 AM Alice Naomi Street (University of Edinburgh) Provincializing Global Health: Or Why Global Health in Papua New Guinea Is Still Public Health


Discussant 9:30 AM Peter Redfield (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)

5-0010 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 108 | Meeting Room Level CCC
Invited Roundtable: DO NO HARM AND BEYOND: CONSIDERATIONS FOR ETHICAL PRACTICE ACROSS THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENDEAVOR

Sponsor(s) National Association for the Practice of Anthropology Committee on Ethics
Organizer(s) Chad T Morris (Roanoke College)
Chair(s) Chad T Morris (Roanoke College)
Presenter(s) Steven P Black (Georgia State University)
Mary K Anglin (University of Kentucky)
Kehli Henry (Michigan State University)
John PN Massad (Independent Practitioner)
Ellen Puccia (Beta Research Associates, Inc.)
Nathaniel Tashima (LTG Associates, Inc.)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

5-0015 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 109 | Meeting Room Level CCC
Endless Terror Machine: State Violence, Armed Conflict, and the Fate of the Periphery

Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Organizer(s) Barbara A Worley (University of Massachusetts, Boston)
Carol Henderson (Rutgers University - Newark)
Chair(s) Akbar Ahmed (American University)

8:00 AM Carol Henderson (Rutgers University - Newark) Emergent Modern Warfare and the Production of the Periphery: The War in India in 1857

8:15 AM Aldo Civico (Rutgers University - Newark) The Para-State: An Ethnography of Colombia’s Death Squads

8:30 AM Francis Martin (American University) The “Waziristan Model”: The Global War on Terror and the Conflict Between Center and Periphery in the Muslim World

8:45 AM Barbara A Worley (University of Massachusetts, Boston) The Frontier Strikes Back: Asymmetric Warfare and Tuareg Rebellions in the Sahara
9:00 AM  Stephen P Reyna (Max Planck Institute of Social Anthropology)

DISCUSSANT  9:15 AM  Jeffrey A Sluka (Massey University)
DISCUSSANT  9:30 AM  Hugh Gusterson (George Washington University)
          This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-0020  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  110 | Meeting Room Level

“WHAT’S BLOOD GOT TO DO WITH IT?”: 2.0

Reviewed by  American Ethnological Society
Organizer(s)  Sarah Franklin (University of Cambridge)
Chair(s)  Janet F Carsten (University of Edinburgh)

8:00 AM  Sarah Franklin (University of Cambridge)  Queer Biology: Field Notes from the Marsupial Colony
8:15 AM  Susan McKinnon (University of Virginia)  The Temperamentality of Blood and the Relationality of Kinship and Nation in Nineteenth-Century America
8:30 AM  Koreen M Reece (University of Edinburgh)  In One’s Blood?: Refiguring Kinship in Botswana’s Time of AIDS
8:45 AM  Janet F Carsten (University of Edinburgh)  Substantial Connections and the New Kinship Studies
9:00 AM  Siobhan Magee (University of Edinburgh)  What’s Generation Got to Do with the ‘New Kinship Studies’?
9:15 AM  Ellen Lewin (University of Iowa)  What’s Queer about Lesbian and Gay Kinship?

DISCUSSANT  9:30 AM  Gillian Feeley-Harnik (University of Michigan)

5-0025  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  111 | Meeting Room Level

THE CROWDED FIELD: PHOTOGRAPHING MASSES, VISUALIZING POWER

Reviewed by  Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer/Chair  Jenny Chio (Emory University)
Zeynep D Gursel (Macalester College)

8:00 AM  Zeynep D Gursel (Macalester College)  A Photograph of Turkey: States, Crowds and Spectacles of Sincerity
8:15 AM  Jenny Chio (Emory University)  All Together Now: Ethnic Crowds and Minority Delegates in China
8:30 AM  Nusrat S Chowdhury (Amherst College)  Insincere Crowds: Photos of Politics in Bangladesh
8:45 AM  Karen Strassler (Queens College-CUNY)  The Eye of the Masses: From Crowds to Crowd-Sourcing in Indonesia’s 2014 Presidential Election

DISCUSSANT  9:00 AM  William T S Mazzarella (University of Chicago)
9:15 AM  Discussion
          This session may be of particular interest to: S
**ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO AFRICA, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY: PAPERS IN HONOR OF CAROLYN MARTIN SHAW**

**REVIEWED BY**
Association for Feminist Anthropology

**ORGANIZER/CHAIR**
Melissa J Hackman (Emory University)

8:00 AM Debra L Klein (Gavilan College) *Stop the Violence: Politics of Gender, Class, and Morality in Yoruba Islamic Performance*

8:15 AM Kristen E Cheney (International Institute of Social Studies) *Feeling ‘blue’: Exploring the Influence of Pornography and Sexualized Media on Young People’s Sexual Identity Formation in Eastern Africa*

8:30 AM Tia-Nicole Leak (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services) *An Africanist Anthropologist in the “Field” of the Federal Government*

8:45 AM Melissa J Hackman (Emory University) *“I Didn’t Fall, I’m Free:” Leaving the Promises of Heterosexuality*

**DISCUSSANT**
Carolyn Martin Shaw (U California, Santa Cruz)

9:00 AM Discussion

---

**JOINING THE CONVERSATION: ANTHROPOLOGICAL INQUIRY INTO MASS INCARCERATION**

**REVIEWED BY**
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**ORGANIZER/CHAIR**
Lori Labotka (Indiana University of Pennsylvania)

8:00 AM Lori Labotka (Indiana University of Pennsylvania) *You’re Being Advised: The Role of Tickets in Prison Punishment*

8:15 AM Cyrus James OBrien (University of Michigan) *Where Society Ends and Prison Begins: The Dialogic Construction of Social Separation in Prison*

8:30 AM Sara LM Davis (New York University) *The Anti-Panopticon: Monitoring Compulsory Drug Detention Centers*

8:45 AM Denis O’Hearn (Binghamton University) *Accompaniment as Ethnography: Long-Term Solitary Confinement*

9:00 AM Susan A Phillips (Pitzer College) *Prison Expertise and Activism*

**DISCUSSANT**
Brackette Williams (University of Arizona)

9:15 AM Discussion

---

**RHYTHMS OF RECOVERY: TEMPORALITIES OF BECOMING OTHERWISE**

**REVIEWED BY**
Society for Psychological Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(S)**
Megan Sarah Raschig (Universiteit van Amsterdam)

**CHAIR(S)**
Lex Kuiper (University of Amsterdam)

8:00 AM Laura Vermeulen (University of Amsterdam) *“And Then I Threw 13 Stone of Alzheimer’s Over the Fence Again”: Recursive Temporalisations of Active Everydayness*
8:15 AM Lex Kuiper (University of Amsterdam) *Living in the Forever-Present: The Stickiness of Methadone*

8:30 AM Amanda Jean Bailey (University of California, Los Angeles) “Groups and Groups of Ancestors: The Relationship Between Reenchantment and Recovery at a Tribal College in Montana

8:45 AM Keren Mazuz (Hadassah Academic College) *Rhythms of Sustainability and Adjustment*

9:00 AM Megan Sarah Raschig (Universiteit van Amsterdam) *Descargando: Attuned Articulations and New Recoveries in the Women’s Healing Circle*


This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**5-0045** 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 203 | Meeting Room Level

**BREAKING THROUGH THE CLINIC WALL: THE ROLE OF INSTITUTIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE PATIENT-PROVIDER RELATIONSHIP**

Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology

Organizer/Chair Emily Hammad Mrig (University of Colorado Denver)

8:00 AM Shane Mueller (University of Colorado Denver) *Birth of the Drug Seeker: The Impact of Risk Mitigation Strategies on the Patient-Provider Relationship*

8:15 AM Stacy M Fischer (University of Colorado, School of Medicine) and Angela Sauaia (University of Colorado, School of Public Health) *Patient Satisfaction with Pain Management: Complex Interactions Between Income and Race/Ethnicity*

8:30 AM Jean N Scandlyn (University of Colorado Denver) *Reintegration or Treatment: How Military Personnel and Families Seek Mental Health Among Competing Models of Care*

8:45 AM Karen Lutfey (University of Colorado Denver) *Examining the Unfulfilled Promise of Hospice and the Paradox of Underutilization*

9:15 AM Beth M Semel (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) *Good Data/Good Care: Speculative Psychiatrics after DSM*

Discussant 9:30 AM Sarah B Horton (University of Colorado Denver)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**5-0050** 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 205 | Meeting Room Level

**MORAL CONTROVERSIES AND NGOS IN TAIWAN AND CHINA**

Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology

Organizer(s) Shao-hua Liu (Academia Sinica) Joseph Bosco (Chinese University of Hong Kong)

8:00 AM Pin Wang (National Taipei University) *Lost in Translation? Taiwan’s Learning of Elder-Care Policies from Super-Aging Countries*
8:15 AM  Joseph Bosco (Chinese University of Hong Kong) *Pesticide vs Organic Farming: NGOs’ Roles in Imagining Alternatives*

8:30 AM  Shao-hua Liu (Academia Sinica) *China’s Ambivalent Moral Governance on Leprosy NGOs*

8:45 AM  Bryan Tilt (Oregon State University) *The Moral Economy of Water and Power in Contemporary China*

9:00 AM  Shu-Min Huang (Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica) *The Waterworld in Conflict: NGOs and Economic Development in China’s Newly Found Paradise*

9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**5-0055  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  207 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**CONSIDERING ANTHROPOLOGY’S ROLE IN MEDICAL HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL MEDICINE: PROGRAMS, IDEAS, METHODS AND PRACTICE (PART 1)**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for Medical Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(S)**  Eileen P Anderson-Fye (Case Western Reserve University)

Jonathan Sadowsky (Case Western University)

**CHAIR(S)**  Vincanne Adams (University of California, San Francisco)

8:00 AM  Jonathan M Metzl (Vanderbilt University) *the Politics of Health: Building an Interdisciplinary Pre-Health Curriculum Around the Complex Meanings of Health and Illness*

8:15 AM  Lynn M Morgan (Mount Holyoke College) and Thomas L Leatherman (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *Culture, Health and Science: Bridging Liberal Arts and Professional Education*

8:30 AM  Thomas Weisner (University of California, Los Angeles)

**DISCUSSANT**  8:45 AM  Mary-Jo Del Vecchio Good (Harvard University)

9:00 AM  Sarah S Willen (University of Connecticut)

9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**5-0060  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  401 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**Invited Session:**

**LINGUISTIC RELATIVITIES IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY: DECONSTRUCTING THE “STRANGENESS” AND “FAMILIARITY” IN THE WORLD’S MANY SYMBOLIC REALITIES**

**SPONSORS**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology

Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness

**ORGANIZER(S)**  Sean P O’Neill (University of Oklahoma)

**CHAIR(S)**  Michael Silverstein (University of Chicago)

Sean P O’Neill (University of Oklahoma)

8:00 AM  Todd L Sandel (University of Macau) *Is All Chinese the Same? Unpacking the Myth of a Unified Cultural and Linguistic “China”*

8:15 AM  Lydia Rodriguez (SUNY Potsdam) *Can ‘Fashions of Speaking’ Affect Thought? an Ethnopoetic Analysis of a Chol Maya Story*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Yuki Tanaka (Southern Illinois University, Carbondale)</td>
<td>Reconsidering the Role of Language Documentation from Linguistic Relativity Perspectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Wesley Y Leonard (Southern Oregon University)</td>
<td>Relativizing ‘Linguistic Relativity’: The Relationship of Myaamia Language and Worldview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Sean P O’Neill (University of Oklahoma)</td>
<td>A Whorfian Perspective on Racist Discourse: Hurtful Words That Shape Perception and License Harmful Social Action, … and What Can be Done to Reverse This Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussant</td>
<td>Jocelyn C Ahlers (California State University, San Marcos)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0065</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

5-0065 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  402 | Meeting Room Level CCC

Invited Session: EXPLORING THE COMMONS

Sponsors Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
Society for the Anthropology of North America

Organizer(s) Ida S Susser (CUNY Hunter College and Graduate Center)
Chair(s) Ida S Susser (CUNY Hunter College and Graduate Center)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Donald M Nonini (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)</td>
<td>Theorizing the Urban Commons: The “Double Moment” of Counter-Occupation, the Local State, and the Making of the Housing Commons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Ida S Susser (CUNY Hunter College and Graduate Center)</td>
<td>The Three Urban Commons: Visions of the Right to New York City in the Center of Global Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Sandra L Morgen (University of Oregon)</td>
<td>Beyond a Defense of the Public? Progressive Claims-Making in Challenges to the Anti-Tax Right-Wing in Oregon Ballot Initiative Campaigns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Jeffry Maskovsky (CUNY Graduate Center)</td>
<td>The Future of Poor People’s Movements: Defending the Commons in the Era of Securitization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>August Carbonella (Memorial University)</td>
<td>Imagining Freedom: The Commons and Emancipatory Democracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Michal Osterweil (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)</td>
<td>Social Movements: Occupying the Imagination and (re)Creating Commons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussant</td>
<td>Susana E Narotzky (Universitat de Barcelona)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0070 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  403 | Meeting Room Level CCC

EXHIBIT DESIGNS (AS IF) NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUMS REPRESENTED CONTEMPORARY ANTHROPOLOGY

Reviewed by Society for Visual Anthropology

Organizer/Chair Christine M Hegel-Cantarella (Western Connecticut State University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Elizabeth J Chin (Art Center College of Design)</td>
<td>Unnatural Histories of the Jefferson-Hemings Kinship System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
8:15 AM  Colin Ford (University of California, Irvine) and Allison Clark (University of Texas at Austin) Fieldwork: A Collaborative Game of Creation, Chance, and Risk
8:30 AM  Luke Cantarella (Pace University) In and out of Debt: New Imaginings of Ethnographic Encounter, Part I
8:45 AM  Christine M Hegel-Cantarella (Western Connecticut State University) In and out of Debt: New Imaginings of Ethnographic Encounter, Part II

**DISCUSSANT**  9:00 AM  Douglas R Holmes (Binghamton University, SUNY)
**DISCUSSANT**  9:15 AM  George E Marcus (University of California, Irvine)
9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

### 5-0075  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  404 | Meeting Room Level  
RECONFIGURING WELFARE IN AN AGE OF CRISIS

**REVIEWED BY**  Association for the Anthropology of Policy
**ORGANIZER(s)**  Gregory D Morton (University of Chicago), Maggie Dickinson (CUNY Graduate Center)
**CHAIR(s)**  Gregory D Morton (University of Chicago)

- **8:00 AM**  Maggie Dickinson (CUNY Graduate Center)  *The Carrot and the Stick: Food Stamps and the Expansion of the Post-Fordist Welfare State in the U.S.*
- **8:15 AM**  Katherine Leigh Smith (Manchester University)  *“You Don’t Own Money, You’re Just the One Who’s Holding It”: Borrowing, Lending and Fairness in North Manchester, England*
- **8:30 AM**  Koki Seki (Hiroshima University)  *Deploying the Social without Welfare State: Complexity and Contradiction Experienced By the Philippines*
- **8:45 AM**  Julia L Kowalski (Williams College)  *Materializing Relations: Kinship and Welfare Beyond the Neoliberal in North India*
- **9:00 AM**  Tom Richard Neumark (University of Cambridge)  *Questions of Insufficiency in the Experimental Welfare State of Kenya*
- **9:15 AM**  Jesook Song (University of Toronto)  *The Crux of Welfare Democracies in Liberal Capitalist Regimes: Juxtaposing South Korea and Canada*
- **9:30 AM**  Benjamin Junge (SUNY-New Paltz)  *Citizens and Consumers: Emergent Subjectivities Among Brazil’s ‘new’ Middle Class*

This session may be of particular interest to: P

### 5-0080  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  405 | Meeting Room Level  
AUTHOR MEETS READERS: POLITICS IN COLOR AND CONCRETE

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for the Anthropology of Europe
**ORGANIZER(s)**  Pamela L Ballinger (University of Michigan), Jessica Winegar (Northwestern University)
**CHAIR(s)**  Pamela L Ballinger (University of Michigan)

- **8:00 AM**  Pamela L Ballinger (University of Michigan)  *The Politics of Consumption — in Color*
8:15 AM  Mia Fuller (University of California, Berkeley) Politics in Color and Concrete: an Inquiry into Post-Fascist Studies
8:30 AM  Kristen Ghodsee (Bowdoin College) Politics in Color and Concrete: The Ethnographer’s Craft
8:45 AM  Paul Ryer (University of California, Riverside) Reading Politics in Color and Concrete through Contemporary Cuban Consumption

DISCUSSANT  9:00 AM  Krisztina Fehervary (University of Michigan)
DISCUSSANT  9:15 AM  Serguei Oushakine (Princeton University)
9:30 AM  Discussion

5-0085  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  406 | Meeting Room Level

STRANGE PRESENTS AND FAMILIAR PASTS: THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF NOSTALGIA

REVIEWED BY  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
ORGANIZER(S)  Anna Fournier (University of Manitoba)
               Amber R Reed (University of Pennsylvania)
CHAIR(S)  Anna Fournier (University of Manitoba)
DISCUSSANT  8:00 AM  Amber R Reed (University of Pennsylvania)
DISCUSSANT  8:15 AM  Neringa Klumbyte (Miami University)
8:30 AM  Amber R Reed (University of Pennsylvania) Nostalgia for Apartheid and Democratic Discontent: The Case of South Africa
8:45 AM  Maria L Vidart (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) Nostalgic Electoral Observers in Colombia: Longing a Neoliberal Past, Envisioning a Post-Neoliberal Future
9:00 AM  Anna Fournier (University of Manitoba) Nostalgia as Refuge: Social Transformation and Moral Experience in Ukraine and Venezuela
9:15 AM  Zainab M Saleh (Haverford College) When Return Is No Longer Possible
9:30 AM  Discussion

5-0090  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  603 | Meeting Room Level

SACRALIZING THE UNKNOWN: THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL PROBLEM OF KNOWLEDGE AND COMPLEXITY

REVIEWED BY  Society for Cultural Anthropology
ORGANIZER(S)  Noelle J Molé Liston (New York University)
               Mark Robinson (Depaul University)
CHAIR(S)  Mark Robinson (Depaul University)
8:00 AM  Gwendolyn Gordon (University of Pennsylvania) Corporate Contagion
8:15 AM  Bridget Purcell (Princeton University) First the Temple, then the City: Gobeklitepe and the Sacralization of ‘Abrupt Change’ in the Archaeological Record
8:30 AM  Mark Robinson (Depaul University) Metaphors for a Mystical Mind: Translational Medicine, Broken Brains, and the Material Soteriology of Biomedicine
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Noelle J Molé Liston (New York University)</td>
<td>The Algorithm That Knew Me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISCUSSANT 9:00 AM</td>
<td>Andrew Alan Johnson (Yale-NUS College)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISCUSSANT 9:15 AM</td>
<td>Nicholas J D’Avella (Cooper Union)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**5-0095 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM**

**INTERPRETING LINGUISTIC LANDSCAPES: FAMILIAR AND STRANGE(R) PERSPECTIVES**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(S)**  
Thea R Strand (Loyola University Chicago)
Michael Wroblewski (Grand Valley State University)

**CHAIR(S)**  
Thea R Strand (Loyola University Chicago)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Kathryn A Remlinger (Grand Valley State University)</td>
<td>New Vistas of Dialect and Identity in the Linguistic Landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Thea R Strand (Loyola University Chicago)</td>
<td>Commodity Rurality in the Norwegian Linguistic Landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Jerry Won Lee (University of California, Irvine)</td>
<td>Precarious Territories, Appellative Politics, and Anticolonial Rituals: A Linguistic Landscape Analysis of the Korean Island of Ulleung-Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Michael Wroblewski (Grand Valley State University)</td>
<td>Decolonizing the Urban Linguistic Landscape in Amazonian Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Diane Riskedahl (University of Toronto)</td>
<td>Transgressive Scripts in the Lebanese Linguistic Landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Becky L Schulthies (Rutgers University)</td>
<td>Shaping Scriptic Linguascape Sensibilities in Morocco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISCUSSANT 9:30 AM</td>
<td>Sari Pietikainen (University of Jyväskylä)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**5-0100 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM**

**DIGNITY AND THE ETHICS OF SOCIAL STRUGGLE**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS/CHAIRS**  
Joshua B Fisher (High Point University)
Bryce J Peake (University of Maryland)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Joshua B Fisher (High Point University)</td>
<td>Putting Make-up on Poverty: Dignity and Environmental Policy in Sandinista Nicaragua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Ellen Schattschneider (Brandeis University)</td>
<td>Undoing the “Helping Hand”: Dignity, Reciprocity, and Object Relations in the Aftermath of Japanese Disasters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Samantha King (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)</td>
<td>Engendering the Dignified Life: Economic Difference and Radical Potentiality in the Commonwealth Caribbean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9:00 AM  Mark Auslander (Central Washington University)  *The Dust from Our Earth, It Was Killing Us:* Dignity the Poetics of Ironic Inversion in "Downwinder" Radiation Exposure Narratives

**Discussant**  9:15 AM  Edward F Fischer (Vanderbilt University)

9:30 AM  Discussion

---

5-0105  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  703 | Meeting Room Level  
**EXPRESSING ETHNOGRAPHIC EXPERIENCE: EXPERIMENTING WITH CULTURAL EVOCATION**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Humanistic Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair**  
Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)

8:00 AM  Lynn L Sikkink (Western State Colorado University)  *Fictionalizing Scholarship: Ethnographic Stories from ‘the Oldest Town in Colorado’*

8:15 AM  Paul Michael Leonardo Atienza (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)  *Strange Attachments: Crafting (Auto)Ethnographic Writing into Familiar Forms Online*

8:30 AM  Joseph Michael Valente (Pennsylvania State University)  *In-Between Spiderman and the Incredible Hulk: A Performative Autoethnography of a Deaf Superhero’s Mutating Identities*

8:45 AM  Heidi Kelley (University of North Carolina, Asheville) and Kenneth Betsalel (University of North Carolina, Asheville)  *Tell It Slant: Crafting Disability Narratives through Ethnographic Poetry*

9:00 AM  Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)  *Efforts Towards Evoking Embodied Ethnography: Living and Learning Salsa*

**Discussant**  9:15 AM  Helena Wulff (Stockholm University)

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:

---

5-0110  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  704 | Meeting Room Level  
**RE)WORKING THE LANDSCAPE: HUMAN-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION IN LATIN AMERICA (CLAUDIA BONGIANINO, CHAIR)**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

8:00 AM  Joshua P MacLeod (Brown University)  *The Resurgence of Repression: Insecurity, Nature, and Mega-Projects in Contemporary Guatemala*

8:15 AM  Valentine Losseau (Laboratoire d’Anthropologie Sociale)  *Reenchanting the Tropical Rainforest: Landscaping and Aesthetic Interpretations of Nature in the Lacandon Maya Villages (Chiapas, Mexico)*

8:30 AM  Michael P Saunders (Tulane University)  *Remembering the Future: Past and Present Ecological Interaction in a Maya Community*

8:45 AM  Claudia Bongianino (Museu Nacional - Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro)  *Religion, Land and Memory Among the Afro-Caribbean People of Old Bank, Panama*

9:00 AM  Johannes M Waldmueller (New York University)  *Human-Nature Governance in Post-Neoliberal Ecuador: The Case of Human Rights Indicators and the Right to Food Sovereignty*
5-0115  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  705 | Meeting Room Level  
**RACE AND REVOLUTION IN REAL TIME: FROM FANON TO #FERGUSON — PART 1**

**Reviewed by** Association of Black Anthropologists  
**Organizer(s)** Ryan Cecil Jobson (Yale University)  
Christien Tompkins (University of Chicago)  
**Chair(s)** Christien Tompkins (University of Chicago)  
**Presenter(s)** Savannah Shange (University of Pennsylvania)  
Orisanmi Burton (University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill)  
Krystal Strong (University of Pennsylvania)  
Christien Tompkins (University of Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

5-0120  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  706 | Meeting Room Level  
**BEYOND NEOLIBERAL CONSERVATION: NEW PERSPECTIVES FROM THE GLOBAL SOUTH**

**Reviewed by** Anthropology and Environment Society  
**Organizer(s)** Marcos Alexander Mendoza (University of Mississippi)  
Jose E Martinez-Reyes (University of Massachusetts, Boston)  
**Chair(s)** Laura A Ogden (Dartmouth College)  
8:00 AM Bradley Tatar (Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology) *The Charisma of Nature: Whale and Dolphin Conservation and Claim-Making in Ecuador*

8:15 AM Marcos Alexander Mendoza (University of Mississippi) *Neo-Developmental Conservation in Argentina*

8:30 AM Jose E Martinez-Reyes (University of Massachusetts, Boston) *The Antinomy of the Nature Industry: Neoliberal Schemes and the Moral Ecology of the Milpa in Mexico*

8:45 AM Louisa Nicolaysen Lombard (Yale University) *Threat Economies and Armed Conservation*

9:00 AM Dan Read (University of Georgia) *Congruent and Competing Environmentalities in the Postneoliberalization of Conservation*

9:15 AM Jim Igoe (Dartmouth College) *Some Bodies in the Archive: Second Thoughts and Feelings about Neoliberal Conservation*

**Discussant** 9:30 AM Nora Haenn (North Carolina State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

5-0125  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  707 | Meeting Room Level  
**FRAMING THE (UN)FAMILIAR: (UN)SETTLING SAMENESS AND DIFFERENCE**

**Reviewed by** Society for Cultural Anthropology  
**Organizer(s)** Phillip Rousseau (IRTG Diversity/University of Montreal)  
Marie-Claude Haince (IRTG Diversity/University of Montreal)  
**Chair(s)** Phillip Rousseau (IRTG Diversity/University of Montreal)
8:00 AM Elisabeth Tutschek (Université de Montréal) *Framing the Unfamiliar: Michèle Valencia’s Translation of Lullabies for Little Criminals*

8:15 AM Marie-Claude Haince (IRTG Diversity/University of Montreal) *Islam and the West: The Rise of a Neo-Orientalism*

8:30 AM Phillip Rousseau (IRTG Diversity/University of Montreal) *Exotism: Beyond Good and Evil?*

8:45 AM Elisabeth Otto (Université de Montréal) *Uncanny Heimat: Emily Carr and Gabriele Münter Unlearning Modernist Primitivism*

**Discussant** 9:00 AM Lynda Dematteo (Institut interdisciplinaire d’anthropologie du contemporain)

9:15 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**5-0130**  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 708 | Meeting Room Level

**GOVERNING INDIGENEITY: BUREAUCRACY, VULNERABILITY, AND THE STATE IN THE AMERICAS**

**Reviewed by** Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer(s)** Rosanna Dent (University of Pennsylvania)
Jennifer K Brown (University of Pennsylvania)

**Chair(s)** Jennifer K Brown (University of Pennsylvania)

8:00 AM Jennifer K Brown (University of Pennsylvania) *From Corporation to Community: Tribal Bureaucracy after the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act*

8:15 AM Rosanna Dent (University of Pennsylvania) *Bureaucratic Vulnerability: Regulating Research with Povos Indigenas in Brazil*

8:30 AM Zoe Todd (University of Aberdeen) *Refracting the State: Paulatuuq Human-Fish Relations, Bureaucratic Management, and the Commercial Hornaday River Char Fishery*

8:45 AM Hannah H Voorhees (University of Pennsylvania) *Subsistence Biologies: ‘Blood Quantum’-Based Alaska Native Hunting Rights in a Climate of Scarcity*

9:00 AM Sofia Zaragocin (University of Cambridge) *Gendered Bureaucratic Engagement: Boundary Crossing and Sovereign Refusal By a Bi-National Indigenous Group*

**Discussant** 9:15 AM Kathleen Fine-Dare (Fort Lewis College)

9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

**5-0135**  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 709 | Meeting Room Level

**CITIZEN STRANGE: ETHNOGRAPHIES OF MIGRANT SUBJECTIVITIES, LABOR, AND INCLUSION**

**Reviewed by** Society for the Anthropology of North America

**Chair(s)** Miranda Cady Hallett (University of Dayton)

8:00 AM Miranda Cady Hallett (University of Dayton) *“Work Has Been the Love of My Life”: Labor Migration, Affect and Neoliberal Personhood*
8:15 AM  Karen Velasquez (Antioch College) *Constructing Discourses of Diversity and Cultural Integration: New Labor Migrations and “Immigrant Friendly City” Initiatives in the American Heartland*

8:30 AM  Grecia L Perez (San Diego State University), Annika Adamson (University of California, San Diego) and Anthony Russell Jerry (University of California, San Diego) *Framing Youth Participation: Regional Discourses of Race/Citizenship and Youth Programming in the U.S. Southwest*

8:45 AM  Tamar Diana Wilson (Independent Researcher) *Peasants on the Beach: Attitudes Toward Farming By Rural Origin Migrants from Guerrero to Cabo San Lucas*

---

**5-0140  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM**  710 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**INTIMATE STRANGERS: UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRATIONS, THE NATIONAL IMAGINATION, AND EXPLOITATION**

**Reviewed by**  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Bryan Moorefield (Brown University)

**Chair(s)**  Rebecca B Galemba (University of Denver)

8:00 AM  Bryan Moorefield (Brown University) *The Use of Rural and Transnational Migrant Geographies in Legal Aid Practice*

8:15 AM  Rebecca B Galemba (University of Denver) *The New Normal: Wage Theft in the Denver Construction Industry*

8:30 AM  Ruth M Gomberg-Munoz (Loyola University of Chicago) *Intimate Indifference: Mixed Status Families and U.S. Immigration Processing*

8:45 AM  Juan Thomas Ordonez (Universidad del Rosario) *A Strange and Curious Tale from the Nation of Immigrants: Day Laborers on a Path to Nowhere*

9:00 AM  David Griffith (East Carolina University) *Freed from the Social Fabric: The Immigrants That Everybody Likes*

**Discussant**  9:15 AM  Guillermina Nunez (University of Texas, El Paso)

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**5-0145  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM**  711 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**Invited Roundtable: THE VARIED AND CHANGING ROLES OF THE MA THESIS IN ANTHROPOLOGY: A CROSS-SECTIONAL ROUNDTABLE**

**Sponsor**  National Association of Student Anthropologists

**Organizer(s)**  Taylor Leigh Morrison (University of Denver)

**Chair(s)**  Kevin Ritt (University of Denver)

**Presenter(s)**  Bonnie J Clark (University of Denver)

Kevin Ritt (University of Denver)

Kathryn A Kozaitis (Georgia State University)

Bonnie J Clark (University of Denver)

Cortney L Hughes Rinker (George Mason University)

Michele Koons (Denver Museum of Nature & Science)

Taylor Leigh Morrison (University of Denver)
5-0150  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  712 | Meeting Room Level

HOPE UNPACKED: POLITICS OF HOPE AND ITS EVERYDAY PRACTICES

Reviewed by  Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s)  Yasemin Ipek Can (Stanford University)
Chair(s)  Austin Zeiderman (London School of Economics)
Discussant  8:00 AM  Hirokazu Miyazaki (Cornell University)
            8:15 AM  Yasemin Ipek Can (Stanford University) Dreams Deferred: Pedagogies of Hope and Politics of Future in Lebanon
            8:45 AM  Jason J Price (UC Berkeley) Breakthrough: The Method of Hope in a Pentecostal Scene of Endurance
            9:00 AM  Joshua Zane Weiss (University of California, Davis) Believing the Internet: Hope through a Nascent Medium in Havana, Cuba
            9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-0155  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Four Seasons Foyer-Full | Ballroom Level

Poster Session:
FIRST RITES: INNOVATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH IN ANTHROPOLOGY

Reviewed by  Society for Visual Anthropology
Organizer(s)  Deb Rotman (University of Notre Dame)
              Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
              Dawn Anne Burns (California State University, Long Beach) Never Nappy: Retaining Cultural Identity through Hairstyling Rituals in a Skid Row Homeless Shelter
              Casey Acklin (College of the Atlantic) Concentrated Life: A Study of Dementia and Communities of Care
              Margaret Baker (DePaul University) Something Old, Something New: Clothing and Identity Construction in Late Nineteenth Century America
              Elizabeth Brainard Campitiello (Oregon State University) Seeing the World with Many Eyes: Peoples of the World Unite with Anthropology
              Emily Creek (DePaul University) Sketching Films on Gozo: How an up-and-coming Industry Affects Multilayered Facets of Gozitan Communities
              Tara Jean Dobbs (Depaul University) and Lauren Szady (DePaul University) Deaccessioning in the Delaware Art Museum: An Upset in Curator Consultation
              Gabe Patrick Doelger (Fort Lewis College) Nagpra +25 Years: Undergraduate Awareness, Perspectives, and Intercultural Education
Rachel Gregoire (DePaul University) *Why Did You Buy That?* : An Examination of the Functions of Brands in America through Crayola

Nicole Grinbarg (DePaul University) *The History and Future of Mesoamerican Forgeries: The Interdisciplinary Analysis of Genuine Zapotec Effigy Vessels*

Kelly Haggerty (Bloomsburg University) *Geoffroy’s Spider Monkey (Ateles geoffroyi)* Social Organization in Relation to Environmental Stress in Costa Rica

Maggie L Hill (Bloomsburg University) *Digital Devil Invasion: Cyberethnography of the Megami Tensei Fanbase*

Morgan Marie Krause (DePaul University) and Jane E Baxter (DePaul University) *Children at Graceland: An Analysis of Personhood and Commemoration in Chicago’s Most Famous Rural Garden Cemetery*

Erika Maxson (Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania) *Tropical Urban Topography: GIS Analysis of the Classic Maya Site El Peru-Waka*

Cassandra McMillen (Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania) *What Lies Beneath: Archaeology at the Edge of the Sacred and the Secular*

Shane Michael Metivier (West Chester University) *The Eight Pillars of Martial Artist Identity: An Ethnographic Study into Chinese Kung Fu Schools in America*

Kaili G Morris (SUNY Oswego) *Making for a Healthy Home: Intersections of Health and Social Housing in Canada’s Sub-Arctic*

Nicholas James Nissen (University of Notre Dame) *Agency in Dominican Birth: Can Women in Samaná Influence Exposure to Unnecessary Cesareans?*

Abigail Cecilia Sims (DePaul University) *From Mild as May to the Marlboro Man: Branding the Impact of Material Culture in Late Modernity*

Liz Stevens (Davidson College), Madison Lehua Pelayo (Trinity University) and Vanessa Voller (Colorado College) *“Glocalizing” the Slow Movement in Bolivia through Vivir Bien: The Story of La Casa De Los Ningunos*

Brook Catherine Toland (DePaul University) *A Fancied Tradition of American Retail: How Brooks Brothers Changed the Fashion Industry*

Connor Velasco (University of Notre Dame) and Gabriel Alejandro Torres Colon (University of Notre Dame) *The Celebration of Distinction: A Study of Craft Beer Culture in Chicago*

Erica Walters (West Chester University) *Colombia’s Indigenous Peoples Caught in the Crossfire*

Rebecca Wornhoff (University of Notre Dame) *Child Socialization in Nicaragua*

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
NEGOTIATING CANCER TEMPORALITIES

Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology
Chair(s) Emily E Chasco (University of Colorado Denver and Center for Prevention Research and Development, University of Illinois)

8:00 AM Emily E Chasco (University of Colorado Denver and Center for Prevention Research and Development, University of Illinois) Stigma, Sharing, and Support: Utilizing Cervical Cancer Screening Services in Rural Tanzania

8:15 AM Ann Louise Tezak (University of South Florida) An in-Depth Examination of Ugandan Women’s Health Seeking Behaviors and Attitudes Towards Breast Cancer

8:30 AM Shannon Sparks (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Youth Health Messengers: Empowering Youth as Agents of Change to Reduce Cancer Health Disparities

8:45 AM Milica Milic (University of Minnesota, Minneapolis) Negotiating Possibilities for Medical Treatment in Postsocialist Serbia: Understanding Ideas about Citizenship and the State through Experiences of Oncology Patients

9:00 AM Alyson Stone (University of Toronto) “Imagine What It’s like, to Not Have a Dream?”: Exploring Temporality and the Politics of the Present in Advanced Cancer

9:15 AM Norah Anita Schwartz (El Colegio de la Frontera Norte) Feminist Phenomenology, Photovoice and Frank Talk about Breast Cancer on the U.S.-Mexico Border: From Strange to Familiar

9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

STAKING CLAIMS IN ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARD ZONES: RE-EXAMINING PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN NORTH AMERICAN LANDSCAPES OF EXTRACTION

Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizer(s) Reade Davis (Memorial University)
Karen E Hebert (Yale University)
Chair(s) Reade Davis (Memorial University)

8:00 AM Mark Hudson (University of Manitoba) Directly and Adversely Affected: Public Participation, Exclusion, and Legitimation in the Alberta Tar Sands

8:15 AM Samara Brock (Yale University) Counter-Maps and Dreams: Environmental Claimsmaking in Bristol Bay, Alaska

8:30 AM Reade Davis (Memorial University) Compromising Situations: Oil, Water, and the Politics of Incommensurability in Newfoundland

8:45 AM Janelle M Baker (McGill University) Risky Participation: The Role of Risk Perception in First Nations Consultation in the Albertan Oil Sands Region
9:00 AM  Karen E Hebert (Yale University) Public Participation and the Modulation of Visibility and Voice in Alaskan Resource Management

Discussant  9:15 AM  Clinton N Westman (University of Saskatchewan)

Discussant  9:30 AM  Juliet Erazo (Florida International University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0170  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Mile High 1C | Ballroom Level

ON SUBJECTIVITY IN THE MIDDLE EAST: CORPOREALITY, MODERNITY, HUMANITY AND LIBERALISM

Reviewed by  Middle East Section

Organizer(s)  Sami Hermez (Northwestern University in Qatar)

Chair(s)  Can Evren (Duke University)

8:00 AM  Yaqub Hilal (University of Chicago) Troubling Liberalism in the Israeli Controlled Territories

8:15 AM  Sami Hermez (Northwestern University in Qatar) The Loss of Humanity and Former Lebanese Militia Fighters in Everyday Life

8:30 AM  Seema Golestaneh (Columbia University) Corporal Irrealities: Sufi Bodies and Mystical Alternatives to Biopolitics in Iran

8:45 AM  Can Evren (Duke University) Soccer as a Stage for Cultural Modernity in Turkey

9:00 AM  Discussion

5-0175  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Mile High 1D | Ballroom Level

SOCIOPOLITICAL DIMENSIONS OF GLOBALIZATION IN THE 21ST CENTURY

Reviewed by  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Organizer(s)  Jayne Howell (California State University, Long Beach)

Chair(s)  Christina Marisa Getrich (University of Maryland, College Park)

8:00 AM  Christina Marisa Getrich (University of Maryland, College Park) “Half of Who I Am Is There”: Ongoing Forms of Transnational Life Among Second-Generation Mexicans

8:15 AM  Remus Gabriel Anghel (ISPMN) Migration and Social Inequality: Changing Social Relations and Patterns of Inequality in Romania’s Roma Ghettoes

8:30 AM  Molly George (University of Otago) Older New Zealanders Ageing in an Increasingly Diverse Aotearoa New Zealand

8:45 AM  Nehraz Mahmud (Memorial University of Newfoundland) Trust in Bond of Blood: The Role of Adult Sibling Relationships in the Context of Transnational Migration

9:00 AM  Andrew J Gordon (University of Houston) Global Incursions and What They Tell Us about the Locality: a Case from Belize

9:15 AM  Erella Grassiani (University of Amsterdam) Colonial Movement of Israeli Security: From the Occupation to Kenya

9:30 AM  Discussion
### REVISITING RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Lorena Gibson (Victoria University of Wellington)</td>
<td>The Politics of Comparison: Negotiating Comparison in Ethnographic Fieldwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Michelle Zhang (Teachers College, Columbia University) and Rachael Stephens (Teachers College, Columbia University)</td>
<td>Moving from “Them” to “Us”: Using Interaction Analysis to Escape the Perils of Deficit Ideology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Erin C Jordan (Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge)</td>
<td>Turning the Table over: Collaboration and Critique in Jazz Fest Oral Histories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Rachael G Goodman (University of Wisconsin Madison)</td>
<td>The Strange Journey of Development Data: How Knowledge about Local Lives Is Changed and Reframed as It Moves from People to NGOs to Funders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Zhuofei Cheng (University of Arizona)</td>
<td>Literary Anthropology Development of Trace: 20th Century Literary Anthropology Development Review</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MAKING OUTER SPACE INTIMATE: FAMILIAR SCALES AND STRANGE SITES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Emily Brooks (University of California, Irvine)</td>
<td>Metering from the Ground, Monitoring from Space: The Politics of Scale in California’s “Hidden Drought”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Michael P Oman-Reagan (Memorial University of Newfoundland)</td>
<td>Unfolding the Space Between Stars: Anthropology of the Interstellar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Rosalie Allain (University College London)</td>
<td>Spectrum of the Visible: An Exploration of Astronomical Image/Inaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Ludek Broz (Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic)</td>
<td>Debris: Towards Symmetrical Anthropology of Space Industry’s Externalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Consuelo Griggio (Memorial University of Newfoundland)</td>
<td>Meeting the Northern Lights: Space Tourism in Sapmi, Sweden: Methodological and Ethical Issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Jordan Bimm (HSS/NASA/York University)</td>
<td>What’s in the Mars Jar? Cold War Astrobiology and the Idea of Mars as a Microbial Place</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussant:** Lisa Messeri (University of Virginia)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
Invited Session:
IDENTITY, BELONGING AND THE BIOPOLITICS OF DNA IN COLONIAL MODERNITY - PART I

SPONSOR
AAA Executive Program Committee

ORGANIZER(S)
Rick Wayne Aldon Smith (University of Texas at Austin)
Deborah A Bolnick (University of Texas at Austin)

CHAIR(S)
Deborah A Bolnick (University of Texas at Austin) and Jennifer Raff (University of Kansas)

8:00 AM
Deborah A Bolnick (University of Texas at Austin) and Jennifer Raff (University of Kansas) Imposing Colonial Modernity on the Past: Narratives of Identity and Race in Ancient DNA Research

8:15 AM

8:30 AM
Rick Wayne Aldon Smith (University of Texas at Austin) and Deborah A Bolnick (University of Texas at Austin) In Cold Blood: Scientific Silence and the Constitution of an Indigenous Past

8:45 AM
Sandra S Lee (Stanford University) Selling Identity: The Commercialization of Genetic Ancestry Testing and Scientific Claims of Human Difference

9:00 AM
Emma E Kowal (Deakin University) Rehabilitating Genomics? Indigenous Governance of Genomic Research in Australia

DISCUSSANT
9:15 AM
Jonathan M Marks (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

NEW DIRECTIONS IN AGRICULTURE AND CULTURE: THE CONVERGENCES OF FOOD, LABOR, AND NEOLIBERALISM

REVIEWED BY
Culture and Agriculture

ORGANIZER(S)
Seth Murray (North Carolina State University)
Lincoln Addison (Memorial University)

CHAIR(S)
Joy Pahl (St. Norbert College) Cow Comfort: A Case Study in Sustainable Entrepreneurship
Jaroslava Pallas (Wayne State University) The Archaeology of Food Sovereignty in Detroit: Past and Present of the Motor City’s Food Landscape
Eric J Schuetz (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Local-Washing: Imaginaries of Labor and Food in a Wisconsin Farm-to-Table Purveyor Network
Andrew Tarter (University of Florida) Haitian Farmers’ Adaptive Responses to Ongoing Socio-Ecological Changes
Natalia Gutkowski (Harvard University and Tel Aviv University) Smooth as the Modification of the Olive-Oil Sector: Technoscience, Translation and the State
9:15 AM  Eda Cakmakci (Harvard University)  *Cosmopolitan Seeds, Invisible Labour: Entanglements of Mobility on the Shorelines of the Turkish Mediterranean*

9:30 AM  Lincoln Addison (Memorial University)  *Ecologies of Labor and Resistance on a South African Plantation*

**5-0200  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM**  Mile High 4B  |  Ballroom Level  

**MULTISPECIES MORALS AND MORE-THAN-HUMAN ETHICAL ENTANGLEMENTS**

**Reviewed by**  
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizers/Chairs**  
Kate McClellan (Mississippi State University)  
Amanda D Concha-Holmes (FLACSO-Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales Sede Ecuador)

8:00 AM  Kate McClellan (Mississippi State University)  *“If We Were Animals...”: Multispecies Ethics of Welfare and Compassion in Jordan*

8:15 AM  Yu Luo (Yale University) and Yufang Gao (Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies)  *The Dialectics of Human-Elephant Morals in China-Africa Ivory Trade and the Transnational Web of Conservation*

8:30 AM  Gowoon Noh (California State University, Sacramento)  *Ecological Nationalism and the Demonization of “Invasive” Animal Species in Contemporary South Korea*

8:45 AM  Crystal L Fortwangler (Chatham University)  *Smart Fish: Fish Intelligence and Shifting Human Moral Ideologies*

9:00 AM  Adam P Henne (University of Wyoming)  *Paying Attention: Towards a Symmetrical Neuroethics of the (non)Human*

9:15 AM  Amanda D Concha-Holmes (FLACSO-Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales Sede Ecuador)  *Multispecies Morality and Humanature Ideologies: Interpreting Conceptions, Perceptions and Interactions Along Florida’s Silver River*

**Discussant**  
Rheana (Juno) Salazar Parrenas (Ohio State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**5-0205  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM**  Mile High 4C  |  Ballroom Level  

**ARCHAEOLOGY OF SOCIAL AND POLITICAL LIFE IN LATIN AMERICA**

**Reviewed by**  
Archaeology Division

**Organizer(s)**  
Severin Fowles (Barnard College, Columbia University)

**Chair(s)**  
Joan M Gero (American University)

8:00 AM  Jessica D Hedgepeth Balkin (University of Colorado at Boulder), Arthur A Joyce (University of Colorado, Boulder) and Michelle Goman (Sonoma State University)  *Formative Period Human-Environment Interactions in the Lower Rio Verde Valley, Oaxaca, Mexico: A Comparative Study of Settlement Change*

8:15 AM  Beniamino Volta (University of California, San Diego)  *Understanding the Political Strategies of Classic Maya Expansionary States: The View from Two Secondary Centers of the Kaan Polity*
8:30 AM  Elizabeth H Paris (Wichita State University), Ronald Bishop (Smithsonian Institution) and Roberto Lopez Bravo (Universidad de Ciencias y Artes de Chiapas) *The Exchange of Fine Orange Pottery in Early Postclassic Period Chiapas: New Evidence from the Jovel Valley*

8:45 AM  Jonathan J Dubois (University of California, Riverside) *Mutual Aid and Cooperation: A Force for Social Cohesion in Central Andean and Western Amazonian Societies*

9:00 AM  Brent KS Woodfill (Georgia State University) *Archaeology and Community Development at Salinas De Los Nueve Cerros, Guatemala*

9:15 AM  Joan M Gero (American University) *Writing up Yutopian: The Many Contexts of Archaeological Content*

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

5-0210  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Mile High 4D | Ballroom Level  
**WORKING THE MARGIN(S): STRUGGLES FOR LIVELIHOOD**

**Reviewed by**

Society for the Anthropology of Work

8:15 AM  Bhawani Buswala (Brown University) *The Everyday Material Life of Marginal Work: Locations and Dislocations in a Caste Social Space*

8:30 AM  Patrick William Beckhorn (University of Pittsburgh) *Anarchy and Hierarchy Among Impoverished Migrant Workers: The Support Networks of Rickshaw Pullers in Delhi, India*

8:45 AM  Siddhi Bhandari (University of Delhi) *Professionalizing Work: The Case of Photographers and Photography*

9:00 AM  Melissa R King (San Bernardino Valley College) and Jelena Radovic Fanta (Santa Clara University) *Visibility and Alliance in the Contingent Workforce: US Academics and Chilean Grape Workers*

9:15 AM  Dina Waguih Makram-Ebeid (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology) *Life as One Huge Impasse: Trauma, Hope and the Government of Affect in a Steel Town in Egypt*

5-0215  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Mile High 4E | Ballroom Level  
**STRANGE AND NEW NONHUMAN PRIMATE BEHAVIORS: IMPLICATIONS FOR UNDERSTANDING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE HUMAN**

**Reviewed by**

Biological Anthropology Section

Kerry McAuliffe Dore (Marist College)

Karen B Strier (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

8:00 AM  Andrea R Eller (University of Oregon), Stephen R Frost (University of Oregon), Frances White (University of Oregon) and Trudy R Turner (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) *Primates of Least Concern: Ecological Flexibility, Phenotypic Plasticity, and Variability Selection*

8:15 AM  Michael Alan Huffman (Kyoto University) and Charmalie AD Nahallage (University of Sri Jayawardenepura) *Rolling Stones Gather No Moss: Stone Handling Behavior in Macaques and the Value of Being Forever Young!*

S  Students  T  Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges
8:30 AM  Victoria Weaver (California State University, Northridge) and Christina J Campbell (California State University, Northridge)  *Dietary Ethanol Ingestion By Free-Ranging Spider Monkeys (Ateles geoffroyi): An Evaluation of the 'Drunken Monkey' Hypothesis*

8:45 AM  Deborah Williams (Florida Atlantic University) and Kerry McAuliffe Dore (Marist College)  *Vervet Monkeys (Chlorocebus aethiops) in New Geographic Areas: Preliminary Data from Florida, St. Maarten/St. Martin, and Tortola*

9:00 AM  Michelle Bezanson (Santa Clara University)  *Strange Locomotion? When Rare Becomes Interesting in Primate Positional Behavior Studies*

9:15 AM  Karen B Strier (University of Wisconsin-Madison)  *Arboreal Primates on the Ground: Causes, Consequences, and Implications for Human Evolution*

**DISCUSSANT**  9:30 AM  Carolyn A Jost Robinson (University of North Carolina, Wilmington)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**5-0220**  8:00 AM - 9:45 AM  Mile High 4F | Ballroom Level  

**ESSENTIAL EMBODIED COMMUNICATION**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(S)**  Barbara LeMaster (California State University, Long Beach)

**CHAIR(S)**  Anne Elaine Pfister (University of North Florida)

8:00 AM  Barbara LeMaster (California State University, Long Beach)  *Essential Embodied Communication: The Uses of Eye-Gaze in American Sign Language*

8:15 AM  Jennifer A Dickinson (University of Vermont)  *Location and Orientation as Essential Elements in a Ukrainian Sign Language Narrative of Euromaidan*

8:30 AM  Taree Kathleen Marie Vargas (California State University, Long Beach)  *Doing Traditional Feminine Identity and Subverting Perceived Powerlessness through Embodied Communication*

8:45 AM  Sara Goico (University of California, San Diego)  *Context as Content: Embodied Communication in Interactions with Homesigners*

9:00 AM  E Mara Green (University of California, San Diego)  *Eye Gaze, Ethics, and Understanding: Deaf-Hearing Interactions in Nepal*

**DISCUSSANT**  9:15 AM  Richard J Senghas (Sonoma State University)

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**5-0225**  8:00 AM - 9:45 AM  Agate | 3rd Floor  

**LAB, CLASSROOM, UNIVERSITY: SCIENCE STUDIES MEETS THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EDUCATION**

**REVIEWED BY**  Council on Anthropology and Education

**ORGANIZERS/CHAIRS**  Ian P Lowrie (Rice University)

Eli Thorkelson (University of Chicago)

8:00 AM  Emily York (University of California, San Diego)  *Producing Intellectual and Human Capital: Nanoengineering and the University*
8:15 AM  Ian P Lowrie (Rice University)  Assembling the University: Building the Future of Russian Data Science
8:30 AM  Marcel LaFlamme (Rice University)  Hovering with a Lantern: The Ethical and the Technical in Unmanned Aviation Research
8:45 AM  Samantha Breslin (Memorial University of Newfoundland)  "We Code the Future": Locating Computer Science Education
9:00 AM  Eli Thorkelson (University of Chicago)  Masculine Laughter and the French Production of Philosophical Facts
9:15 AM  Kevin O’Connor (University of Colorado), Frederick Peck (University of Colorado), Julie Cafarella (University of Colorado) and Jacob McWilliams (University of Colorado)  Struggling for Legitimacy in Engineering Education
9:30 AM  Donald Brenneis (University of California, Santa Cruz)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-0230  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Capital Ballroom 1  |  4th Floor  
CULTURAL EVOLUTION: THE ORIGINS OF THE FAMILIAR AND THE STRANGE
Reviewed by:  Evolutionary Anthropology Society
Organizer(s):  Peter J Richerson (University of California, Davis)
Chair(s):  Michelle A Kline (Arizona State University)
Discussant  8:00 AM  Peter J Richerson (University of California, Davis)
8:15 AM  Courtney L Meehan (Washington State University) and Barry Hewlett (Washington State University, Vancouver)  Stability and Change in Infant Care Among Aka Foragers
8:30 AM  Christina Rogers (Emory University)  Neural Perspectives on the “Cooperative Eye Hypothesis” in Human Evolution
8:45 AM  Marshall Abrams (University of Alabama at Birmingham)  Little Gods: Analogy, Identification, and Indirect Benefit
9:00 AM  Bret Alexander Beheim (University of New Mexico), Cody Ross (Santa Fe Institute), Richard McElreath (University of California, Davis) and Calvin Thigpen (University of California, Davis)  Cultural Evolution in Games of Chess and Go
9:15 AM  John A Bunce (University of California, Davis) and Richard McElreath (University of California, Davis)  Cross-Cultural Perceptions of Norm Distributions at an Amazonian Ethnic Boundary: Causes and Consequences of Cultural Dynamics

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0235  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Capital Ballroom 2  |  4th Floor  
QUEERYING PALESTINE
Reviewed by:  Association for Queer Anthropology
Organizer(s):  Kamala Visweswaran (University of California, San Diego)
Chair(s):  Erica L Williams (Spelman College)
Shaka P McGlotten (SUNY Purchase)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
Roshanak Kheshti (University of California, San Diego)
Shaka P McGlotten (SUNY Purchase)
Haneen Maikey (Al Qaws)
Dana Olwan (Syracuse University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
8:45 AM  Ryan Richard Thoreson (Independent)  Producing Precarity in Transnational LGBT Activism
DISCUSSANT  9:00 AM  Rachel Heiman (The New School)
9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0250  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Capital Ballroom 6  |  4th Floor
MIGRATION AND CHANGING AGE-SCRIPTS (PART 1)
REVIEWED BY  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
ORGANIZER(S)  Cati M Coe (Rutgers University)
CHAIR(S)  Erdmute Alber (University of Bayreuth)
8:00 AM  Michele R Gamburd (Portland State University)  Migration and New Ways of Aging in Sri Lanka
8:15 AM  Erdmute Alber (University of Bayreuth) and Tabea Häberlein (University of Bayreuth)  Left behind and Alone? Elderly Care in Rural Circumstances of Western African Hinterland Villages
8:30 AM  Cati M Coe (Rutgers University)  Openness to New Aging Trajectories: Interest in Old Age Homes and Senior Day Programs in Southern Ghana
8:45 AM  Tatjana Thelen (University of Vienna)  Care of the Elderly, Migration, Community: Explorations from Rural Romania
DISCUSSANT  9:00 AM  Sarah Lamb (Brandeis University)
9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0255  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Centennial A  |  3rd Floor
THE DIFFERENCE DENOMINATIONS MAKE: CHRISTIAN SOCIALITY AND INSTITUTIONAL FORM
REVIEWED BY  Society for the Anthropology of Religion
ORGANIZER(S)  Courtney J Handman (University of Texas at Austin)
Minna Opas (University of Turku)
CHAIR(S)  Minna Opas (University of Turku)
8:00 AM  Courtney J Handman (University of Texas at Austin)  The Arbitrariness of the Denominational Sign: Ambivalences about Institutions in Protestant New Guinea Missions
8:15 AM  Minna Opas (University of Turku)  Keeping Boundaries in Motion: Multi-Denominationalism in Amazonia
8:30 AM  Scott MacLochlainn (University of Michigan)  Christian Schism, Legality, and the Corporation
8:45 AM  Jon Bialecki (University of Edinburgh)  Charisma: Amateurism: Word: Commodity
9:00 AM  Jessica A Hardin (Pacific University)  Freedom and Stress: Pentecostal Expressions of Christian Difference in Samoa
DISCUSSANT  9:15 AM  Joseph Webster (Queen’s University Belfast)
9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S
5-0260 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Centennial B | 3rd Floor  HYATT

DEMOCRACY AND ELECTORAL POLITICS

Reviewed by  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

8:00 AM  Line Kikkenborg Christensen (Aalborg University) Navigating Bhutanese Democracy

8:15 AM  Jeanne Hanna (American University) Right on the Rise: Towards an Ethnographic Understanding of Support for the “Far-Right” in England

8:30 AM  Anne Kathrine Pihl Vadgaard (IT University of Copenhagen) Ordering Candidacy: On Producing Electoral Order and Political Chaos at a Danish Election Office

8:45 AM  Radhika Govindrajan (University of Illinois) “an Election That Exposes Liars”: Concealment, Lies and the Secret Ballot in an Indian Village Election

9:00 AM  Alexis Elizabeth Tucker Sade (University of California, San Diego) Political Loyalties as a New Order and Means of Participation in the Solomon Islands

5-0265 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Centennial E | 3rd Floor  HYATT

ANTHROPOLOGY OF EDUCATION, MEET KINSHIP

Reviewed by  Council on Anthropology and Education

Organizer/Chair  Brendan H O’Connor (Arizona State University)

8:00 AM  Brendan H O’Connor (Arizona State University) “Un Poquito Más Complicado Se Fue Haciendo”/“It Kept Getting a Little More Complicated”: Cross-Border Mobility and Mexican Family Life Among South Texas University Students

8:15 AM  Mary K Good (Wake Forest University) What the “Internal Assessment” Reveals: Kinship, Generosity, and the Modern Self in Tongan High Schools

8:30 AM  Sunanda Samaddar (Teachers College, Columbia University) the Primogeniture Problematic: the Remaking of Bangladeshi Kinship in Multicultural Detroit

8:45 AM  Bonnie O Richard (University of California, Los Angeles) Family Ties in the Western Himalayas: Educational Aspirations and Unaddressed Barriers to Achievement

9:00 AM  Christina L Cappy (University of Wisconsin) Making Family: The Morality of Reciprocity in South African Schools

9:15 AM  Chun-Yi Sum (Boston University) “We Are a Happy, Loving Family”: Kinship, Emotions, and Subjectivation in Extra-Curricular Organizations in Chinese Universities

9:30 AM  Gilberto Arriaza (California State University, East Bay) Networking Beyond the Familial: Classrooms, Teachers and Social Capital

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
Retrospective Session: THE INTERNET AND ANTHROPOLOGY: TEN YEARS OF SAVAGE MINDS

 Reviewed by: Retrospective Session
 Organizer/Chair: Alex J Golub (University of Hawai‘i Mānoa)
 8:00 AM Christopher M Kelty (University of California, Los Angeles) Been There
 8:15 AM E Gabriella Coleman (McGill University) How Anonymous (Narrowly) Evaded the Cyberterrorism Rhetorical Machine
 8:30 AM Discussion
 8:45 AM P Kerim Friedman (National Dong Hwa University) and Ryan B Anderson (Savage Minds) Savage Minds, Precarity, and Possibility: Building an Imagined Community of Anthropologists Online
 9:00 AM Carole McGranahan (University of Colorado, Boulder) Anthropology out Loud: On Savage Minds' (Mostly) Unintentional Transformation of the Discipline
 Discussant: 9:15 AM Alex J Golub (University of Hawai‘i Mānoa)
 9:30 AM Discussion

REFAMILIARIZING THE ESTRANGED: DIGITAL REPRESENTATION OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES THROUGH SHARING, COLLABORATION, AND NEGOTIATION

 Reviewed by: Association of Indigenous Anthropologists
 Organizer(s): Medea K Csoba DeHass (University of Alaska, Anchorage) and Christina Gish Hill (Iowa State University)
 Chair(s): Christina Gish Hill (Iowa State University)
 8:00 AM Medea K Csoba DeHass (University of Alaska, Anchorage) 3D Technology in Collaborative Heritage Preservation
 8:15 AM Lorenzo Ferrarini (University of Manchester) Representing the Apprenticeship through Dialogue and Collaboration
 8:30 AM Sonja John (Humboldt University Berlin) The Politics of Representation and Digital Language Revitalization Projects
 8:45 AM Aaron J Glass (Bard Graduate Center) and Judith E Berman (University of Victoria) Reassembling “The Social Organization”: Collaborative Ethnography and Digital Media in the Making and Remaking of Franz Boas’s 1897 Monograph
 9:00 AM Barbara A Bodenhorn (Cambridge) and Olga Ulturgasheva (University of Manchester) Envisioning Arctic Futures: Digital and Otherwise
 9:15 AM Christina Gish Hill (Iowa State University) Cheyenne Odyssey: Representing Removal in an Educational Video Game
 9:30 AM Heather A Howard-Bobiwash (Michigan State University and University of Toronto), Victoria Freeman (York University) and Jon Johnson (York University) First Story: Toronto's Indigenous History as Smart Phone App

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

S Students T Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges
5-0280  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Centennial H | 3rd Floor  HYATT
REVIEWED BY  Council on Anthropology and Education
ORGANIZERS/CHAIRS  Wai-Chi Chee (University of Hong Kong)
                   Cora Ann Jakubiak (Grinnell College)
8:00 AM  Cora Ann Jakubiak (Grinnell College)  Educational Voluntourism and Global Citizenship: Cosmopolitanism and Disillusion
8:15 AM  Sofia A Villenas (Cornell University)  The Politics and Public Pedagogies of Food Fun and Fiesta: Citizenship Practices in an Emergent Latino Community
8:30 AM  Chenyu Wang (University of Virginia)  The New Chinese as Development Agents: An Ethnography of Doing Development at Home
8:45 AM  Stephanie Victoria Love (CUNY Graduate Center) and Manka Varghese (University of Washington)  Race, Language and Citizenship in the Italian Nation-State
9:00 AM  Denise Blum (Oklahoma State University)  Normalizing Cuban-U.S. Relations: Cuban Education and Contemporary State Citizenship
DISCUSSANT  9:15 AM  Neriko M Doerr (Ramuco College)
9:30 AM  Discussion
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0285  8:00 AM – 10:00 AM  106 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
AAA PAST PRESIDENT’S BREAKFAST
SPONSOR  American Anthropological Association
ORGANIZER(s)  Ushma Suvarnakar (American Anthropological Association)

5-0290  8:00 AM – 10:00 AM  407 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
AAA DEPARTMENT CHAIRS AND REPRESENTATIVES BREAKFAST — BY INVITATION ONLY
SPONSOR  Department Services Program (DSP)
ORGANIZER(s)  Katie Vizenor (American Anthropological Association)

5-0295  8:00 AM – 10:00 AM  Mineral Hall A | 3rd Floor  HYATT
ANTHROPOLOGY NEWS (AN) BREAKFAST
SPONSOR  American Anthropological Association
ORGANIZER/CHAIR  Oona Schmid (American Anthropological Association)

5-0300  8:00 AM – 11:00 AM  Granite C | 3rd Floor  HYATT
GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION BOARD MEETING
SPONSOR  General Anthropology Division
ORGANIZER(s)  Luke Eric Lassiter (Marshall University)
5-0305  8:30 AM – 10:30 AM  105 | Meeting Room Level
COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION (CAE) ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION QUARTERLY EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
Sponsor: Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer(s): Marta P Baltodano (Loyola Marymount University)
Chair(s): Sally Campbell Galman (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Laura A Valdiviezo (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

5-0310  9:00 AM – 9:10 AM  107 | Meeting Room Level
Film Session:
AWARD WINNER — BEST UNDERGRADUATE FILM: DZONGSAR CLAY, DIR. DAWA DROLMA
Sponsor: Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

5-0315  9:00 AM – 1:00 PM  Mineral Hall B | 3rd Floor
AAA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING II
Sponsor: AAA Executive Board
Organizer(s): Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)
Chair(s): Monica Heller (University of Toronto)
Presenter(s): Alisse Waterston (John Jay College, CUNY)
Margaret Buckner (Missouri State University)
Miguel Diaz-Barriga (University of Texas Pan American)
Elizabeth Chilton (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Lorena Madrigal (University of South Florida)
A Lynn Bolles (University of Maryland College Park)
Jillian R Cavanaugh (Brooklyn College, CUNY)
Bernard Perley (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
Elizabeth K Briody (Cultural Keys LLC)
Karen G Williams (CUNY Graduate School)
Cheryl Mvaria (Hofstra University)
Karen Nakamura (Yale University)
Ramona L Perez (San Diego State University)
Rayna Rapp (New York University)
Mark Aldenderfer (University of California, Merced)
Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
Keri Brondo (University of Memphis)
Film Session:
IN THE STUDIO, DIR. KAATJE JONES
Sponsor: Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

Film Session:
A WORK IN PROGRESS, DIR. SASHA KLUPCHAK
Sponsor: Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

Film Session:
TRACING ROOTS, DIR. ELLEN FRANKENSTEIN
Sponsor: Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

CENTRAL STATES ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY (CSAS) BOARD MEETING
Sponsor: Central States Anthropological Society
Organizer(s): James Stanlaw (Illinois State University)

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC POLICY
Sponsor: Committee on Public Policy
Organizer(s): Jeff Martin (American Anthropological Association)
Chair(s): Gregory V Button (Independent)
Presenter(s): Chip Colwell (Denver Museum of Nature & Science)
Sarah Ono (Department of Veterans Affairs)
Rachel R Chapman (University of Washington)
Susan C Bibler Coutin (University of California, Irvine)
Susan B Hyatt (IUPUI)
Alexander Bauer (CUNY Queens College)
Wesley Y Leonard (Southern Oregon University)
Deborah Winslow (National Science Foundation)
Film Session: REMEMBERING YAYAYI, DIR. FRED MYERS
Sponsor: Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

DOCUMENTING MEETINGS AND THE WORK OF ORGANIZATIONAL ARTIFACTS
Reviewed by: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Organizer/Chair: Matilda Stubbs (Northwestern University)

10:15 AM | Natalie Bump Vena (Northwestern University) A Plan for Remote Control in the Cook County Forest Preserves
10:30 AM | Matilda Stubbs (Northwestern University) 'Good' Organizational Reasons for 'Bad' Paperwork in U.S. Dependency Court Hearings
10:45 AM | Vanessa Watters (Northwestern University) Faith in Bureaucracy: Paper, Labor & Bureaucrats That Care
11:00 AM | Livia Garofalo (Northwestern University) The Brains behind the Documents: Traumatic Brain Injury as a Diagnostic and Bureaucratic Artifact
11:15 AM | Elizabeth Ann Hartman (Northwestern University) (Not So) Strange Bedfellows: Comparing Academic and Sex Industry Conferences

Discussant: Arturo Marquez Jr (Northwestern University)
Discussant: Helen B Schwartzman (Northwestern University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

TRANSFORMING MOVEMENTS: RETHINKING THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EMBODIMENT, CIRCULATION, AND BOUNDARIES
Reviewed by: American Ethnological Society
Organizer(s): Jane Lynch (University of Michigan)
Vanessa J Diaz (California State University, Fullerton)
Chair(s): Anand Pandian (Johns Hopkins University)

10:15 AM | Brenda Farnell (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) On the Move
10:30 AM | Vanessa J Diaz (California State University, Fullerton) To Live and Die in L.A.: Space, Place, and (Im)Mobility Among the Latino Paparazzi of Los Angeles
10:45 AM | Heather A Paxson (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) Moving Perishables Across Borders in the Economy of Qualities
11:00 AM | Jane Lynch (University of Michigan) Movement as Knowledge, Skill, and Property
5-0360 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 109 | Meeting Room Level
TERROCRATIC SECURITY: RACIAL TERROR AND RACIAL INSURGENCY IN THE GLOBAL SOUTH

REVIEWED BY
Association of Black Anthropologists

ORGANIZER(S)
Jaime Amparo Alves (Universidad Icesi)
Sarah Ihmoud (University of Texas at Austin)

CHAIR(S)
Jaime Amparo Alves (Universidad Icesi)

10:15 AM Hafeez Jamali (University of Texas at Austin) Development as Terror: The Necropolitics of National Identity in Gwadar, Pakistan
10:30 AM Flavia Medeiros (Federal Fluminense University) “Resisting Arrest” and “Justified Homicides”: Notes for a Contrastive Ethnography of Murders By Police in Brazil and United States
10:45 AM Jaime Amparo Alves (CUNY Staten Island) Refusing to be Governed: “Terrocratic Security” and Black Insurgency in a Colombian Shantytown
11:00 AM Sarah Ihmoud (University of Texas at Austin) Palestinian Women Resisting State Terror in Occupied Jerusalem
11:15 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0365 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 110 | Meeting Room Level
Invited Session:
FIVE FIELDS UPDATE: CURRENT TOPICS

SPONSOR
Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges

ORGANIZER/CHAIR
Ann L Bragdon (Houston Community College)

10:15 AM Donald J Blakeslee (Wichita State University) Boasian Archaeology
10:30 AM Frances Trix (Indiana University) Five Field Update: Linguistic Anthropology
10:45 AM Rachael J Stryker (California State University, East Bay) Classic and Emerging Themes in the Anthropology of Children and Youth
11:00 AM Laura Nader (University of California, Berkeley) What Is Anthropology?

DISCUSSANT
Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)

11:15 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
FLEXIBLE MILITARIES, ADAPTIVE SOLDIERS

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s): Sabrina A Peric (University of Calgary)
Sarah Wagner (George Washington University)
Chair(s):

10:15 AM Riley Thomas Collins (University of Calgary, Centre for Military and Strategic Studies) Future War for Fun and Profit: Discourse and Design in Military Simulation
10:30 AM Andrew Bickford (George Mason University) The United States Military and the Anthropocene: Imagining New Soldiers, New Threats, and New Forms of Warfare
10:45 AM Sabrina A Peric (University of Calgary) Darwin’s North: Military Adaptation and the Birth of Counterinsurgency in the Land of Oil and Ice
11:00 AM Sarah Wagner (George Washington University) In with the Old: Counterintuitive Care and U.S. Military Forensic Practice

Discussant: 11:15 AM JC Salyer (Barnard College)
Discussant: 11:30 AM Ahmed I Kanna (University of the Pacific)
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

EATING FRENCH: AT HOME AND IN THE UNITED STATES

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition
Organizer(s): Aurelien Mauxion (Columbia College)
Robert G Launay (Northwestern University)
Chair(s):

10:15 AM David I Beriss (University of New Orleans) Racialized Roux? the Curious History and Cultural Economy of French Food in New Orleans
10:45 AM Aurelien Mauxion (Columbia College) The Bouillon: An Enduring French Creole Socio-Culinary Practice in Old Mines, Missouri
11:00 AM John P Murphy III (Gettysburg College) Freezing the Nation: Frozen Food and French Notions of Identity
11:15 AM Chelsie Jeannette Yount-Andre (Northwestern University and EHESS) Empire’s Leftovers: Eating Integrated in Secular Paris

Discussant: 11:30 AM Amy Trubek (University of Vermont)
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
REGIMES OF PROOF: CRIME SCENES AND THE FORENSICS OF ANTHROPOLOGY

Reviewed by: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Organizer(s): Ieva Jusiojyte (University of Florida)
Robert Samet (Union College)
Chair(s): Richard A Wilson (University of Connecticut)

10:15 AM Ventura R Perez (University of Massachusetts Amherst) A Web of Ambiguities: Structural Violence and the Role of the State in CSI
10:30 AM Beatriz M Reyes-Foster (University of Central Florida) By the Books: The Production of Silence in a Mexican Suicide Crime Scene Investigation
10:45 AM Ed Haning (University of Florida) Carrying a Badge: An Ethnographic View of Working in Law Enforcement
11:00 AM Robert Samet (Union College) Body Count: Facts, Faith, and the Figuration of Homicide in Caracas, Venezuela
11:15 AM Ieva Jusiojyte (University of Florida) Crimecraft: Police Violence, Media and News Publics in an Argentine Town

Discussant: Jeffrey T Martin
Discussant: Charles L Briggs (University of California, Berkeley)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, T

Invited Session:
UN-FAMILIAR SUBJECTS: A PANEL IN HONOR OF BYRON J. GOOD AND MARY-JO DELVECCHIO GOOD: PART I

Sponsors: Society for Psychological Anthropology
Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Janis H Jenkins (University of California, San Diego)
Chair(s): Angela N Garcia (Stanford University)

10:15 AM Introduction
10:30 AM Thomas J Csordas (University of California, San Diego) To Think like an Exorcist: Meaning and Rationality, Ritual and Faith
10:45 AM Lawrence Cohen (University of California, Berkeley) Hope and Subjectivity in Big Data Life: the Lessons of the Goods for Contemporary Regimes of De-Duplication
11:00 AM Janis H Jenkins (University of California, San Diego) Extraordinary Conditions: Culture and Experience in Mental Illness
11:15 AM Ellen Corin (McGill University) Significance Beyond Meaning: The Dark Node of Psychosis
11:30 AM Alasdair Donald (Harvard Medical School) The Psychological Status of Concrete Objects
11:45 AM Sandra T Hyde (McGill University) Therapy as Performance, Therapy as Postcolonial Disorder

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
Invited Session:
FROM THE STREETS TO THE ASYLUM: MEDICALIZING VULNERABLE CHILDREN

**Sponsor**
Anthropology of Children and Youth Interest Group

**Organizers/Chairs**
Katie Rose Hejtmanek (CUNY Brooklyn College)
Rania Kassab Sweis (University of Richmond)

**10:15 AM**
Erica L Bornstein (University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee)

**10:30 AM**
Rania Kassab Sweis (University of Richmond) *Paradoxes of Humanitarian Care: Rights, Biomedicine and the Homeless Child’s Body in Cairo*

**10:45 AM**
Kristen Drybread (University of Colorado) *To be Patients or Prisoners: Navigating Drug Use and Treatment Frameworks in Brazil’s Juvenile Justice System*

**11:00 AM**
Stephanie Larchanche (Centre Francoise Minkowska) *Cultural Difference as Vulnerability: Representations of “Immigrant Youth” in a French Mental Health Clinic*

**11:15 AM**
Katie Rose Hejtmanek (CUNY Brooklyn College) *Are Psychiatically Confined Children Really Mentally Ill?: Lessons about American Childhood from inside a Mental Institution*

**11:30 AM**
Discussion

---

Invited Roundtable:
EXHIBITING ANTHROPOLOGY AT THE TERMINUS

**Sponsor**
AAA Executive Program Committee

**Organizer(s)**
Fiona P McDonald (New Knowledge Organziation, Ltd.)

**Chair(s)**
Craig AR Campbell (University of Texas at Austin)

**Presenter(s)**
Craig AR Campbell (University of Texas at Austin)
Trudi L Smith (University of Victoria)
Stephanie Takaragawa (Chapman University)
Kate Hennessy (Simon Fraser University)
Fiona P McDonald (New Knowledge Organziation, Ltd.)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
CONSIDERING ANTHROPOLOGY'S ROLE IN MEDICAL HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL MEDICINE: PROGRAMS, IDEAS, METHODS, AND PRACTICE (PART 2)

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Eileen P Anderson-Fye (Case Western Reserve University), Jonathan Sadowsky (Case Western University)
Chair(s): Eileen P Anderson-Fye (Case Western Reserve University)

10:15 AM Jonathan Sadowsky (Case Western University) and Eileen P Anderson-Fye (Case Western Reserve University) Whatever Works: Medical Efficacy in History and Anthropology
10:30 AM Beth Linker (University of Pennsylvania) Making Biomedicine Strange: A Cross-Disciplinary Intervention

Discussion 10:45 AM Laurence J Kirmayer (McGill University)
Discussion 11:15 AM Robert Lemelson (University of California, Los Angeles)
Discussion 11:30 AM Mara H Buchbinder (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

AFFECTING ETHNOGRAPHY

Reviewed by: American Ethnological Society
Organizer(s): Purnima Mankekar (University of California, Los Angeles), Carla S Freeman (Emory University)

10:15 AM Purnima Mankekar (University of California, Los Angeles) The Missed Period: Affective Labor, Duration, and Burnout in the Lives of Call Center Agents
10:30 AM Carla S Freeman (Emory University) Love, Affect, and Ethnography
10:45 AM Martin F Manalansan IV (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign) Exposed Interiors: Dwellings, Affects and Migration
11:00 AM Lieba Faier (University of California, Los Angeles) Relations of Suffering
11:15 AM Carla Jones (University of Colorado) Appearing Modest: The Affective Stakes of Femininity and Display in Indonesia
11:30 AM Rheana (Juno) Salazar Parrenas (Ohio State University) Between Bodies: Sensing Affect at the Surface of Skin and Earth
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

GENERATING CAPITALISM III: ENTREPRENEURIAL IMAGINARIES AND MORAL MARKETS

Reviewed by: Association for Feminist Anthropology
Organizer/Chair: Hilary Chart (Stanford University)
Discussant 10:15 AM Lisa B Rofel (University of California)
10:30 AM  Hilary Chart (Stanford University) *My Own Boss: Imagining Economic Emancipation in Botswana*

10:45 AM  Caroline Schuster (Australian National University) *Generating Good Consultants: The Ethical Management of Microloans in Paraguay*

11:00 AM  Mei Zhan (University of California, Irvine) *Enacting Daoist Ethic in Medical Entrepreneurship*

11:15 AM  Eleana J Kim (University of California, Irvine) *Cultivating Destruction: Korean Red Ginseng and the Cures of Modern Life*

11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0415  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  403 | Meeting Room Level  CCC

**Invited Session:**

**UNDISCIPLINING LAW AND ECONOMY**

**Sponsors**

Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Society for Economic Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**

Taylor C Nelms (University of California, Irvine)
Sean Mallin (University of California, Irvine)

**Chair(s)**

Andrea Ballesteros (Rice University)

10:15 AM  Christine Folch (Duke University) *Hydroelectric Ventures in the Anthropocene: Managing Nature as International Law*

10:30 AM  Sean Mallin (University of California, Irvine) *Problems with Private Property: The Values of Ownership in New Orleans*

10:45 AM  Smoki Musaraj (Ohio University) *Property, Law, and Speculation in the Making of a “Mediterranean Gem”*

11:00 AM  Taylor C Nelms (University of California, Irvine) *Experiments with Money and Sovereignty in Dollarized Ecuador*

11:15 AM  Allison Truitt (Tulane University) *Legislating Difference: Gold as Commodity and Gold as Money in Vietnam*

11:30 AM  Annelise Riles (Cornell Law School)

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-0420  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  404 | Meeting Room Level  CCC

**DISPOSSESSION AS GOVERNANCE/GOVERNANCE AS DISPOSSESSION**

**Reviewed by**

General Anthropology Division

**Organizer(s)**

Maximilian S Viatori (Iowa State University)
Grant Paul Arndt (Iowa State University)

**Chair(s)**

Maximilian S Viatori (Iowa State University)

10:15 AM  Larry E Nesper (University of Wisconsin Madison) *The Dangers of Liminality and the Power of Law in the Disappearance of the Social Category “Mixed-Bloods” in Northern Wisconsin*

10:30 AM  Juliet Erazo (Florida International University) *You Just Can’t Win: Scale and Dispossession in Indigenous Territories*

10:45 AM  Suzanne Oakdale (University of New Mexico) *Dispossession and the Gift*
11:00 AM Grant Paul Arndt (Iowa State University) *Dispossession, Governance and Tourism: Staging “Injun Summer” in the Wisconsin Dells*
11:15 AM Alejandra M Leal (UNAM) *Governing the Street: Neoliberal Expertise and Dispossession in Mexico City*
11:30 AM Maximilian S Viatori (Iowa State University) *Losing Slowly: Dispossession and Lima’s Artisanal Fishers*
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0425 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 405 | Meeting Room Level

**THEORY IN (HIMALAYAN) ANTHROPOLOGY SINCE THE EIGHTIES**

Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s) Carole McGranahan (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Giovanni Da Col (University of Cambridge)
Chair(s) Giovanni Da Col (University of Cambridge)
10:15 AM Giovanni Da Col (University of Cambridge) and Carole McGranahan (University of Colorado, Boulder) *In the Tea House of Theory: Notes Toward an Anthropology of Tibet and the Himalayas*
10:30 AM Vincanne Adams (University of California, San Francisco) *Sherpas through Their Riches: Notes on an Anthropology of the Fragment*
10:45 AM David H Holmberg (Cornell University), Kathryn S March (Cornell University) and Mukta Lama (Tribhuvan University) *Himalayan Theories Emplaced*
11:00 AM Pasang Y Sherpa (The New School) and James Fisher (Carleton College) *Across the Generations: Gender, Ethnicity, and Nationality in Sherpa Studies*
11:15 AM Sondra L Hausner (Oxford University) *Ritual and Hierarchy in the Anthropology of South Asia*
11:30 AM Sara B Shneiderman (University of British Columbia)
11:45 AM Sherry B Ortner (University of California, Los Angeles)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0430 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 406 | Meeting Room Level

**RENDERING MATTER: ANIMATION, VIBRANCY AND THE UNCANNY**

Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s) Isaias Rojas-Perez (Rutgers University - Newark)
Sandra Rozental (Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana)
Chair(s) Kenneth T MacLeish (Vanderbilt University)
10:30 AM Sandra Rozental (Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana) *The Return of the Lake: Soft Engineering and the Ethnographic Uncanny of Urban Landscapes*
10:45 AM Serra Hakyemez (Johns Hopkins University) Materiality of the Surveillance Technologies: From Human Bodies to Non-Human Legal Artifacts
11:00 AM Finn Stepputat (DIIS) Two Dead Bodies and One Missing: Dead Agency Between Statecraft and Affect
11:15 AM Isaias Rojas-Perez (Rutgers University - Newark) Insistent Pasts: State Atrocity and Uncanny Justice in Postwar Peru

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-0435 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 603 | Meeting Room Level CCC

FAITH-BASED MOVEMENTS AND CIVIC PARTICIPATION IN URBAN ‘PERIPHERIES’

Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s) Laurie Denyer Willis (McGill University)
Chair(s) Kevin L O’Neill (University of Toronto)
Discussant 10:15 AM Erica Caple James (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Anthropology)
10:30 AM Jeremy F Walton Institutions of Civility, Crowds of Solidarity: Intersectarian Ambivalence in Ankara
10:45 AM Laurie Denyer Willis (McGill University) ‘economic Evangelism’: Women’s Small Business in Rio De Janeiro’s ‘periferias’
11:00 AM Chris Garces (Cornell University) Rafael Correa, Saint of the Sabatina: Publicizing ‘the Enemy’ in Post-Neoliberal Ecuador
11:15 AM Maurizio Albahari (University of Notre Dame) Grassroots Neoliberalism and Underworld Citizenship in the Inner Periphery
11:30 AM China R Scherz (University of Virginia) ‘If We All Behave Responsibly’: Christianity, Self-Governance, and Addiction in Kampala
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0440 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 605 | Meeting Room Level CCC

PRODUCING AND (RE)CONFIGURING THE ASIAN DIASPORA: IDENTITY, GLOBALIZATION, AND CROSS-CULTURAL NARRATIVES

Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
Organizer(s) Jennifer D Heung (Saint Mary’s College of California)
Shelley Yijung Wu (Rutgers University)
Chair(s) Shelley Yijung Wu (Rutgers University)
10:15 AM Retika Rajbhandari (Syracuse University) Food, Senses, and Sociality: Nepali-Bhutanese and Their Vietnamese Grocery Stores in Syracuse, New York
10:30 AM Amy L Mountcastle (SUNY, College at Plattsburgh) How to be Tibetan in Small Town America
10:45 AM Shihlun Allen Chen (University of Hawaii at Manoa) *The Stateless Overseas Taiwanese in Cambodia and Their Struggle Against Chineseness*

11:00 AM Shelley Yijung Wu (Rutgers University) "You Don't Want to Be a Dumb Asian"

**Discussant** 11:15 AM Jennifer D Heung (Saint Mary's College of California)

11:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

5-0445 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 607 | Meeting Room Level

**MAKING MEDICINE WORK: NASCENT INFRASTRUCTURES AND THERAPEUTIC TRANSITIONS**

**Reviewed by** Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer(s)** Samuel Taylor-Alexander (University of Edinburgh)
Courtney Page Addison (University of Copenhagen)

**Chair(s)** Samuel Taylor-Alexander (University of Edinburgh)

10:15 AM Samuel Taylor-Alexander (University of Edinburgh) *The Diagnostict Turn in Genomic Medicine: On Exomes and Making Rare Diseases Common*

10:30 AM Seth D Messinger (Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences) *Life after Care: Biotechnological Futures and the Wounded Warrior*

10:45 AM Bodil Just Christensen (University of Copenhagen) *Obesity Surgeries and Narratives of Transitions*

11:00 AM Courtney Page Addison (University of Copenhagen) *Temporal Translation and the Pursuit of the Ethical in Human Gene Therapy*

11:15 AM Susanna Trnka (University of Auckland) *The Futures of the Present: Reckoning the Familiar and the Strange through the Experiential Temporalities of Illness*

11:30 AM Bo Kyeong Seo (Freie Universität Berlin) *Filtering: Failing Kidneys and the Nascent Dialysis Infrastructure in Thailand*

**Discussant** 11:45 AM Stefan Ecks (University of Edinburgh)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0450 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 702 | Meeting Room Level

**REFLECTIONS ON METHODS, FAMILIARITY & STRANGENESS IN THE FIELDWORK ENCOUNTER**

**Reviewed by** Society for the Anthropology of Europe

**Organizer/Chair** Jacqueline Urla (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

10:15 AM Jacqueline Urla (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *Mentoring Fieldwork in the Digital Age: The CHESS Experience*

10:30 AM Lauren Ashley Woodard (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *From Kazakhstan to Connecticut: Fieldwork and Fieldnotes in Back-to-Back Ethnography*

10:45 AM Seda Saluk (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *Working with and Alongside Feminist Activists: Possibilities and Challenges of Reimagining Collaborative Ethnography*
11:00 AM Berra Topcu (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *Alternative Futures of Istanbul: Toward Grassroots Movements and a New Urban Politics*

11:15 AM Erica Elaine Kowsz (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *Research Relationships and Digital Mediation: Considering Fieldwork and Film*

11:30 AM Mary MacKie (University of Massachusetts) *Ethnography and Activism: Methodological Challenges in the Study of Environmental Movements*

**Discussant 11:45 AM** Julie Hemment (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

---

**5-0455 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 703 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**URBAN ASPIRATIONS: LANGUAGE, INFRASTRUCTURE AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT**

**Reviewed by** Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
- Gabriella Modan (Ohio State University)
- Rudolf P Gaudio (SUNY Purchase)

**Chair(s)**
- Rudolf P Gaudio (SUNY Purchase)

10:15 AM Gabriella Modan (Ohio State University) *The Infrastructure of Tolerance: Guidebooks, Bridges, and Jewish Amsterdam*

10:30 AM Llerena G Searle (University of Rochester) *Aspirations of Professionalism in the Production of Urban Space in India*

10:45 AM Jennifer Roth-Gordon (University of Arizona) *War in the Sand: Shifting Urban Boundaries through Cultural and Linguistic Practices in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil*

11:00 AM Davida Wood (World Resources Institute) *DIY Electricity: Defectors from the Grid*

11:15 AM Laura C Brown (University of Pittsburgh) *Power Cuts: Infrastructure, Gossip, and Enjoyment of Breakdown in Tamil Nadu, India*

11:30 AM Rudolf P Gaudio (SUNY Purchase) *De/Con/Structing the Modern African City: Discursive Infrastructure in Nigeria’s Planned Capital*

11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**5-0460 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 704 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**Invited Session:**

**FAMILIAR INTO STRANGE: WORLD ANTHROPOLOGIES IN TIMES AND ZONES OF CONFLICT AND SECURITIZATION**

**Sponsor** AAA Executive Program Committee

**Organizer/Chair** Hsain Ilahiane (University of Kentucky)

10:15 AM Robert D Albro (American University) *In Praise of a Comparative Anthropology of Global Cultural Instrumentalities*
10:30 AM  George Baca (Dong-A University) Discourse of Security and the Politics of Anti-Americanism: South Korean Nationalism in the Shadows of Imperialism

10:45 AM  Ann E Kingsolver (University of Kentucky) and Sasikumar Balasundaram (College of William and Mary) Constituting the Between: Shifting Power and Navigating New Possibilities, Foci and Voices in Global Anthropological Classroom Conversations

11:00 AM  Mark P Whitaker (University of Kentucky) An Accidental Scholarship: Relationships, Mourning, the Politics of Knowledge and an Epistemology of Anthropology in Conflict Zones

11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-0465  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  705 | Meeting Room Level

Invited Session: RACE, POWER AND EDUCATIONAL JUSTICE IN DIVERSE LEARNING CONTEXTS

Sponsors
Council on Anthropology and Education
Association of Black Anthropologists

Organizer(s)
Mariama Gray (University of California, Davis)
Jennifer R Tilton (University of Redlands)

Chair(s)
Mariama Gray (University of California, Davis)

10:15 AM  Mariama Gray (University of California, Davis) Policing and Surveillance as Common Sense: Unveiling the Discourses of Power and Powerlessness in Student Discipline

10:30 AM  Caroline Ellender Compretta (University of Mississippi Medical Center) Racial Tension and Student Resistance in a Faith-Based Afterschool Program

10:45 AM  Jennifer R Tilton (University of Redlands) Colorblind America Meets #Blacklivesmatter: Incarcerated Young Men’s Perspectives on Race and Inequality in a Melting Pot Suburb

11:00 AM  Jean Campbell (Independent Scholar) Making the Strange Familiar: Using Cultural History, Leadership Development, and Mediation Skills to Reach Young African American Males

Discussion  11:15 AM

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0470  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  706 | Meeting Room Level

THE FUTURE STRIKES BACK!

Reviewed by
Society for Cultural Anthropology

Organizer(s)
Zeynep Oguz (CUNY Graduate Center)
Alexandra Schindler (CUNY Graduate Center)

Chair(s)
Romm Lewkowicz (CUNY Graduate Center)

10:15 AM  Adam E Leeds (University of Pennsylvania) Forecasting a Future That Would Never Come: The Horizon of Soviet Technological Futurology
### 5-0475  
**10:15 AM – 12:00 PM**  
707 | Meeting Room Level  
**CRYSTAL CLEAR: ADVANCING WATER RESEARCH ON HUMAN AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH THROUGH INNOVATIVE METHODS, ANALYSIS, AND DATA VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES**  
Reviewed by: Anthropology and Environment Society  
Organizers/Chairs: Cassandra L. Workman (Consultant)  
Maryann R Cairns (Northeastern University)  
Discussant:  
10:15 AM Cassandra L. Workman (Consultant)  
*Glass Half Empty or Half Full?: Towards a Comprehensive Measure of Water Insecurity*  
10:30 AM Kenneth C Maes (Oregon State University)  
*Tailoring Data Collection and Presentation Methods for Water Insecurity Studies in Ethiopia*  
10:45 AM Maryann R Cairns (Northeastern University), Ram Kafle (Sam Houston State University), Erin Symonds (University of South Florida), Matthew Verbyla (University of South Florida), Mercedes Iriarte (Universidad Mayor de San Simon) and Jim Mihelcic (University of South Florida)  
*Using Quantitative Microbial Risk Assessment and Ethnographic Methods to Understand Socio-Environmental Risk from De Facto Wastewater Reuse for Irrigation*  
11:15 AM Lucero Radonic (Michigan State University)  
*Exploring Material Experiences in Urban Ethnohydrology Through Cognitive Mapping and Text Analysis: A Case Study on Water Harvesting*  
11:30 AM Sara Wylie (Northeastern University)  
*Performing Science: Experiments in Collective Visualization of Water Pollution*  
Discussant:  
11:45 AM Amber Wutich (Arizona State University)  
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

### 5-0480  
**10:15 AM – 12:00 PM**  
708 | Meeting Room Level  
**MAKING POLICY MOVE: AUTHORS MEET CRITICS**  
Reviewed by: Association for the Anthropology of Policy  
Organizer/Chair: John Clarke (Open University)  
10:15 AM Paul Stubbs (Institute of Economics)  
*Making Policy Move*
10:30 AM  Noemi N Lendvai (University of Bristol) *Making Policy Move: Crafting a Critical Vocabulary*

**Discussant**  10:45 AM  Catherine P Kingfisher (University of Lethbridge)

**Discussant**  11:00 AM  Jeffry Maskovsky (CUNY Graduate Centre)

**Discussant**  11:15 AM  Susan A Wright (Aarhus University)

11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**5-0485  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM**  
**709 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**ETHNOGRAPHY AND FICTION**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Humanistic Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Billie Jean Isbell (Cornell University)
                John C Wood (University of North Carolina at Asheville)

**Chair(s)**  Billie Jean Isbell (Cornell University)

10:15 AM  Timothy J Knab (UDLAP) *Forbidden Themes and Fiction: Writing and Witchcraft*

10:30 AM  Billie Jean Isbell (Cornell University) *Making the WORLD of Transgender Familiar*

10:45 AM  Jessica M Falcone (Kansas State University) *It's All “Faction” to Me: Taking Fiction Seriously in Anthropological Writing Cultures*

11:00 AM  Ruth Behar (University of Michigan) *The Challenges of Writing Fiction after a Lifetime of Writing Ethnography*

11:15 AM  John C Wood (University of North Carolina at Asheville) *The Interpretive Value of Fiction: Story as Supplement to Theory*

11:30 AM  Paul Stoller (West Chester University) *The Burden of Writing the Sorcerer’s Burden*

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

---

**5-0490  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM**  
**710 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**SAFETY IS AN ILLUSION: VIOLENCE, TRAUMA, AND PEDAGOGY**

**Reviewed by**  Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists

**Organizer(s)**  Pablo Gonzalez (University of California, Berkeley)
                Melissa M Forbis (SUNY Stony Brook)

**Chair(s)**  Nessette Falu (Rice University)

**Presenter(s)**  Juli Grigsby (Harvard University)
                Melissa M Forbis (SUNY Stony Brook)
                Damien Sojoyner (University of California, Irvine)
                Pablo Gonzalez (University of California, Berkeley)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**
ANTHROPOLOGY AND COMMUNITY: STUDENT PROJECTS IN VARYING SETTINGS

Reviewed by: National Association of Student Anthropologists
Organizer(s): Nora Darling (Mercer University)
Belinda Ramirez Spencer (University of California, San Diego)

10:15 AM Carley Evonne Damgaard (University of Northern Colorado), Jessie Nichole Mitchell (University of Northern Colorado), Whitney L Duncan (University of Northern Colorado), Victorea Thoutt (University of Northern Colorado) and Conor Blum (University of Northern Colorado) Ethnicity and Healthcare in Northern Colorado: Results from Project Healthviews

10:30 AM Jessica Marie Reid (The University of Texas at San Antonio) 
Modern Gender and Identity Practices in the Palio of Siena

11:00 AM Nora Darling (Mercer University) Prolific Scripts: How NGOs Are Increasing Socially Scripted Dialogue Surrounding HIV/AIDS in Khayelitsha Township, Western Cape, South Africa

11:15 AM Andrea Marie Ost (Central Michigan University) Effects of a Gendered Education on Native American Indian Children: A Study at the Michigan Indian Industrial Boarding School

11:30 AM Ambyr Hardy (California State University, Long Beach) Small World, Big Change: How Some Southern Californian Families Are Increasing Their Social Capital through Creating Community

11:45 AM Melissa Teresa Sedlacik (University of South Florida) “We’ve Come Too Far to Stop Now”: The Role of Social Networks in Post-Sandy New Jersey

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

FOOD, KNOWLEDGE, AND TOURISM: NEGOTIATION AND APPROPRIATION OF DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES
(W WARNER WOOD, CHAIR)

Reviewed by: Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

10:15 AM Renata Ewa Hryciuk (University of Warsaw) Food, Heritage Politics and Indian Women: A Case Study of Culinary Heritage in Oaxaca (Mexico)

10:30 AM W Warner Wood (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) If We Build It, Will They Still Come?: Ecotourism and Community Ecomuseum Development on the Pacific Coast of Oaxaca, Mexico

10:45 AM James Beveridge (University of Texas at Austin) Roads to Development: The Bolivian State’s Appropriation of Indigenous Knowledge as Buen Vivir

11:00 AM Vanessa Leon (Florida International University) Mestizo or Huankavilka? Ecuadorian Governmental Policies for the Recovery of Cultural Identity

11:15 AM Zev Noah Gottdiener (University at Buffalo, SUNY) The Changing Role of Communal Land in Global Real Estate Development: A Case Study of Sustainable Resort Tourism in a Mexican Ejido
Poster Session:  
NEGOTIATING IDENTITY AND BELONGING

Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology

Organizer(s) Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)

Gloria C Perez-Perez (Vanderbilt University) Anything but Land: Understanding Living Strategies of Urban Relocated Displaced People in Cartagena, Colombia

Rachel M Grabner (University of South Florida) What Makes Work Hard?: Haitian Perspectives on Making a Living through Farming

Luis Argelis Gonzalez-Samot (University of California, Los Angeles) “Full Citizenship” as Healing: Recovering from Physical and Emotional Ailments as a Military Veteran of Puerto Rico

Bernardo Ramirez Rios (Skidmore College) Sports and Anthropology: Basketball and Youth Identity in Los Angeles, California and Oaxaca, Mexico

Lara Cristina Rodriguez (George Washington University) Between Hope and Nostalgia: Interpreting Urban Utopian Futures in Andean Ecuador

Claudia Alice Cease (University of Alaska, Fairbanks) The Taboo of Mourning in 20th Century Germany

Faith R Warner (Bloomsburg University) and Sarah Beam (Bloomsburg University) Gender from Generation Y to Z: Longitudinal Research on Roles, Relations, and Expectations in the United States

Yasushi Watanabe (Keio University) American Evangelical Techniques as Applied in Japan

Jessica Obermiller (University of Alaska, Fairbanks) The Headscarf Project: Exposing Myself By Covering up

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

Poster Session:  
CONSTRUCTING OTHERS, PERFORMING SELVES: LANGUAGE, IDENTITY, AND AGENCY

Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology

Rebecca Campbell (University of South Florida) Addressing the Impact of Demographic Changes in Schools in a Nonmetropolitan New Destination Pocket: How Are Constructions of Race, Ethnicity, and Language Reified or Resisted?

Lijing Peng (National University of Ireland Maynooth) Between Aesthetic and Institutional Realms: The Chronotopes and Linguistic Ideologies in Shen Congwen’s Literature

Laura Cunningham (Wayne State University) #Notallmen and the Blame Game: A Critical Discourse Analysis of a Twitter Hashtag

Ujin Kim (University of Michigan) Deliberate Violation of Subject-Verb Agreement Among Kazak Speakers in China
Nick A Younginer (University of South Carolina) and Jennifer F Reynolds (University of South Carolina) *Lobster Boy Binges on SNAP: The Rebranding of Food Stamps and Welfare Queens for the New Millennium*

Conor Marlow Snoek (University of Alberta) *From 'Sight' to 'Lightning': On the Cultural Basis for Metonymy*

Ferhan Tunagur (University of Pennsylvania) *Chronotopic Formulations of Purity and Authenticity Among Car Enthusiasts*

Kinga Kozminska (University of Oxford) *What Does It Mean to be Polish?: A Study of Language Ideologies of Modern Polish Migrants in the UK*

Adrienne Lynett (University of California, Los Angeles) *Shared Cultural Understanding in Mixtec: Evidence from Talk-in-Interaction*

F Alethea Marti (University of California, Los Angeles), Lisa Mikesell (Rutgers University), Jennifer R Guzman (SUNY Geneseo), Michael McCreary (University of California, Los Angeles) and Bonnie T Zima (University of California, Los Angeles) *Bridging Perspectives through Shared Decision-Making in Pediatric ADHD: How Mobile Health Technology Mediates Evidence-Based Logical Discourse Between Parents and Psychiatrists*

---

**5-0515 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM**

**Mile High 1A | Ballroom Level**

**ETHICALLY DISCONNECTED: REMOVAL AS A CONTEMPORARY FORM OF ENGAGEMENT**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for Cultural Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(S)**

- Eric Hirsch (University of Chicago)
- Andrew O Brandel (Johns Hopkins University)

**CHAIR(S)**

- Bryce J Peake (University of Maryland)
- Vijayanka Nair (New York University)

**PRESENTER(S)**

- Yana Stainova (Brown University)
- Tom Ozden-Schilling (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
- David Giles (University of Washington)
- Kyle E Jones (Purdue University)
- Sylvain Perdigon (American University of Beirut)

This session may be of particular interest to: **S, T**

---

**5-0520 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM**

**Mile High 1B | Ballroom Level**

**TOXIC NATURES: ENVIRONMENTAL SENSES AND SEDIMENTS**

**REVIEWED BY** Anthropology and Environment Society

**ORGANIZER(S)**

- Caterina Scaramelli (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, HASTS)

**CHAIR(S)**

- Timothy Choy (University of California, Davis)
- Caterina Scaramelli (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, HASTS)

**10:15 AM**

- Suzana M Sawyer (University of California, Davis) *Predicate Sensoria: Crude Suspension and Toxic Proposition*
10:30 AM  Stefanie Graeter (Northwestern University) An Ethical Objectivity in a State of Corruption: Catholic Science and Heavy-Metal Monitoring in Peru’s Mantaro Valley

10:45 AM  Emily Mannix Wanderer (Bowdoin College) The Lungs of Mexico City

11:00 AM  Amy Zhang (Yale University) Spectacular Technology, Invisible Harms: Touring Guangzhou’s Waste Facilities

11:15 AM  Eben Kirksey (University of New South Wales) Bell Frogs in Sydney’s Olympic Park: Flourishing in Toxic Zones of Abandon

Discussant  11:30 AM  Timothy Choy (University of California, Davis)

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-0525  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 1C  |  Ballroom Level  

TOWARD AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Reviewed by  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Organizer(s)  Monica C DeHart (University of Puget Sound)
Jennifer Hubbert (Lewis & Clark College)

Chair(s)  Jennifer Hubbert (Lewis & Clark College)

10:15 AM  Andrew P Graan (University of Chicago) Governance Beyond Projects: Foreign Intervention and the Public Sphere on Politics in Postconflict Macedonia

10:30 AM  Monica C DeHart (University of Puget Sound) Re-Orienting International Relations through Transpacific Development

10:45 AM  Julia Morris (University of Oxford) Postcolonial Politics and Value: Transnational Commodity Networks in Maritime Asylum Policy

11:00 AM  Daniel White (Hosei University) Toward a Mutual Subject: Soft Power in Anthropology and International Relations


Discussant  11:30 AM  William O Beeman (University of Minnesota, Minneapolis)

Discussant  11:45 AM  Janine R Wedel (George Mason University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0530  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 1D  |  Ballroom Level  

CONSTRUCTING, RECONSTRUCTING AND DECONSTRUCTING URBAN SPACES

Reviewed by  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Organizer(s)  Jayne Howell (California State University, Long Beach)

10:15 AM  Kelly Baker (Wilfrid Laurier University) “Cultivating Community in Halifax’s North End”

10:30 AM  Timothy Daniel Karis (Bennington College) Neighborhoods Divided: Disagreement and Displacement in the Shadow of Hanoi’s Elevated Railway Project
10:45 AM Timothy E Murphy (Worcester State University) “Nightlife Is All We Have Here”: Constructing Bohemia in Teresina, Brazil

11:00 AM Aylin Brigitte Yildirim Tschoepe (Harvard University) Greening the Megacity- Contesting Practices of Environmentality, Governmentality and “Sustainable” Brandscapes

11:15 AM Heather E O’Leary (McMaster University) Interstitial Flows: Development, Purity and Fluidity in the New India

11:30 AM Robert A Johnson (Wayne State University) “The New Ones Don’t Know How to Throw Their Lines”: River Fishing as a Measure of Personhood Along the Detroit River

10:15 am – 12:00 pm Mile High 1E | Ballroom Level

CS6. “EDUCATE A WOMAN AND YOU EDUCATE A NATION:” DECONSTRUCTING WOMEN RHETORIC ABROAD

Reviewed by
Council on Anthropology and Education

Chair(s)
Meghan M Chidsey (Columbia University)

10:15 am Payal Shah (University of South Carolina) and Ayesha Khurshid (Florida State University) Decolonizing the Comparative: Gender, Education, and Development in India and Pakistan

10:30 am Meghan M Chidsey (Columbia University) The Limits of Empowerment: Development Discourses Writ-Small at Elite Girls’ ‘Public Schools’ in North India

10:45 am Katherine Silvester (Indiana University) Challenging the Debilitating Rhetoric of the ‘illiterate Woman’: Creative Performance and the Spiritual Activity of Women’s Lifelong Learning in Migration

11:00 am Violette Hoang-Phuong Ho (University of California, Los Angeles) Social and Cultural Influences on College Decisions Among Young Vietnamese Women

11:15 am Allyson Krupar (Pennsylvania State University) Empowered to Leave? NGO Field Workers and Somali Women Negotiate Empowerment and Repatriation in Adult Education Learning Environments

11:30 am Nicole Pettitt (Georgia State University) Constructions of “Motherhood” and “Wifehood” in an ESOL Class of Transnational Refugee Women

10:15 am – 12:00 pm Mile High 1F | Ballroom Level

FROM DUSK TO DAWN: NIGHTLY PRACTICES IN THE ANCIENT WORLD

Reviewed by
Archaeology Division

Organizers/Chairs
Nancy Gonlin (Bellevue Community College)
April Nowell (University of Victoria)

10:15 am Nancy Gonlin (Bellevue Community College) and Christine C Dixon (Green River College) An Introduction to Nightly Practices in the Ancient World with Illustration from Mesoamerica

10:30 am April Nowell (University of Victoria) Paleolithic Soundscapes and the Emotional Resonance of Nighttime
10:45 AM  Glenn Reed Storey (University of Iowa)  *All Rome Is at My Bedside: Nightlife in the Roman Empire*
11:00 AM  Erin-Lee McGuire (University of Victoria)  *Burning the Midnight Oil: Archaeological Experiments with Viking Lamps*
11:15 AM  Cynthia L. Van Gilder (St. Mary’s College of California)  *In the Sea of Night: Ancient Polynesia and the Dark*
11:30 AM  Minette C Church (University of Colorado-Colorado Springs)  *“La Luz de Aciete Es Triste”: Archaeology of Nighttime Along the Santa Fe Trail*

**Discussant** 11:45 AM  Jerry D Moore (California State University, Dominguez Hills)

---

**5-0545  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM**  Mile High 2 & 3 | Ballroom Level  
**SOUND METHODOLOGIES: MEDIA, AFFECT, AND EMPIRICISM IN THE MUSICAL FIELD**

**Reviewed by** General Anthropology Division  
**Organizer(s)** Ali Colleen Neff (University of North Carolina)  
**Chair(s)** Jesse Weaver Shipley (Haverford College)  
**Presenter(s)** Anthony Kwame Harrison (Virginia Tech)  
Amber R Clifford-Napoleone (University of Central Missouri)  
Gabriel Solis (UIUC)  
Kendra Renée Salois (American University)  
Sarah L Quick (Cottey College)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**5-0550  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM**  Mile High 4A | Ballroom Level  
**IDENTITY, BELONGING AND THE BIOPOLITICS OF DNA IN COLONIAL MODERNITY – PART II**

**Reviewed by** Biological Anthropology Section  
**Organizer(s)** Deborah A Bolnick (University of Texas at Austin)  
**Chair(s)** Rick Wayne Aldon Smith (University of Texas at Austin)

10:15 AM  Osagie K Obasogie (University of California, Hastings, College of Law)  *An Empirical Examination of Race in the Life Sciences: 1950–2000*
10:30 AM  Jada Benn Torres (University of Notre Dame)  *“No Harm Can Come from Knowledge”: Working with Communities to Build Living Memories*
10:45 AM  Lauren Springs (University of Texas at Austin), Deborah A Bolnick (University of Texas at Austin) and James Garber (Texas State University)  *Missing Histories of Colonial and Diasporic Genetic Research*
11:00 AM  Jessica Kolopenuk (University of Victoria)  *Faces: The Politics of Becoming Native American in the Genomic Age*
11:15 AM  Kim TallBear (University of Texas, Austin)  *Molecular Death and Redface Reincarnation: Indigenous Appropriations in the U.S.*

**Discussant** 11:30 AM  Dorothy Roberts (University of Pennsylvania Law School)
11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**
5-0555  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 4B  |  Ballroom Level  CCC
RE-INSTITUTIONALIZING CARE: ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENTS WITH MENTAL HEALTH COURTS AND ALTERNATIVE FORENSIC PSYCHIATRY INTERVENTIONS IN NORTH AMERICA
 Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizers/Chairs Michael J Oldani (University of Wisconsin-Whitewater)
Jessica Cooper (Princeton University)

10:15 AM Michael J Oldani (University of Wisconsin-Whitewater) Impossible Demands: Psychiatric Dogma and the Realities of Crafting a Mental Health Court
10:30 AM Paul E Brodwin (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Gestures of Care: An Ethnography of Mental Health Reform
10:45 AM Anne Nordberg (University of Texas at Arlington) How the Familiarity of Multiculturalism Enables and Obscures Racial Disparity in a Canadian Mental Health Court
11:00 AM Jessica Cooper (Princeton University) Trapped: Reluctant State Creep from Prison Cell to Psyche in Northern California’s Mental Health Courts
11:15 AM Lauren Katherine Cubellis (Washington University in St. Louis) and Leah Pope (Nathan Kline Institute) Managing Psychiatric Crisis: Reconfiguring Relationships with Law Enforcement and the Criminal Justice System

Discussant 11:30 AM Helena B Hansen (New York University)
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

5-0560  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 4C  |  Ballroom Level  CCC
MORALITY IN ECONOMIC LIFE
 Reviewed by Society for Economic Anthropology
ChaiR(s) Susan Hill (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

10:15 AM Elizabeth Lauretta Youngling (University of Illinois) Does Homo Economicus Live in the U.S.A.?
10:30 AM Susan Hill (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) ‘Killing Time’ in Walker’s Wisconsin: Affect, Temporality, and Emerging Neoliberal Subjectivities Among Underemployed Service Workers in Milwaukee
10:45 AM Lee Hoffer (Case Western Reserve University) A Community of the Self-Interested: How Exchange in Heroin Markets Seeds Conflict
11:00 AM Andrew McGraw (University of Richmond) Musiking in Capitalism’s Aporias
11:15 AM Patricia Kunrath Silva (Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul and University of California, Irvine) Conjugating the Entrepreneur, the State and the Maecenas: The Philanthropic Industry and the Market of the Social [Comparative Study on Brazil and the United States]
11:30 AM Christine R Jeske (University of WI-Madison) Although You’ve Got More Powers: Moralities of Respect Among Low-Income Zulu People
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH AND THE POWER OF THE STATE

REVIEWED BY
Society for Medical Anthropology

CHAIR(s)
Elyse Ona Singer (Washington University)

10:15 AM
Elyse Ona Singer (Washington University) Reproducing Responsibility: Examining Reproductive Citizenship in Mexico City’s New Public Abortion Program

10:30 AM
Rebecca G Martinez (University of Missouri) Routinization of Caesarian Sections in Argentina: Familiar Practice as Obstetric Violence in the Making of Modern Subjects

10:45 AM
Emmanuell Benon Turinawe (University of Amsterdam), Laban Kashaija Musinguzi (University of Amsterdam), Jude Tibemanya Rwemisisi (University of Amsterdam), Marije de Groot (University of Amsterdam), Denis Muhangi (Makerere University), Daniel H de Vries (University of Amsterdam), David Kaawa Mafigiri (Makerere University) and Robert Pool (University of Amsterdam) Men’s Navigation of Maternal Healthcare Issues through Traditional Birth Attendants (TBAs): Insights from Luwero District, Uganda

11:00 AM
Junjie Chen (University of Iowa) Managing Population “Crisis”: Reproductive Structural Violence and the Transformation of Chinese (Post)Socialism

11:15 AM
Sophya Yumakulov (York University) Two Sides of the Same Coin: Comparing National and International Logics of Family Planning

11:30 AM
Svea H Closser (Middlebury College) Corruption Accusations in Local Health Systems: Findings from a Seven-Country Comparative Ethnography

11:45 AM
Discussion

BELONGING AS LEGITIMACY? NEGOTIATING DISTANCE IN MINORITY SETTINGS

REVIEWED BY
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

ORGANIZERS/CHAIRS
Emilie Urbain (University of Moncton)
Hubert Noel (Université de Moncton)

10:15 AM
Emilie Urbain (University of Moncton) Staging Legitimacy: The Construction of a Minority Ethos in Language Ideological Debates

10:30 AM
Olivia Martina Dalla Torre (Fribourg University) Logic of Estrangement and Belonging inside the International Community in the Palestinian Occupied Territories

10:45 AM
Chantal Melanie White (Université Saint-Anne) Subversive Voicing: Introducing Role Distance through Mock Quebecois

11:00 AM
Isabelle Carole Monnin (Université Paris-Sorbonne (Paris IV)) In Hot Pursuit of the Majority: Legitimizing Language and Identity from Manitoba to Quebec

11:15 AM
Hubert Noel (Université de Moncton) And All That Acadian Jazz, Rock, Country, Disco, Punk, Hip-Hop, Bluegrass, Reggae... Negotiating Musical Legitimacy through Language and Belonging
11:30 AM  Katie K MacLeod (Dalhousie University) *Building a Community of Belonging: Exploring the Acadian Diaspora in Industrial Cape Breton*

**DISCUSSANT**

11:45 AM  Annette Boudreau (Université de Moncton) 

5-0575 10:15 AM - 12:00 PM  Agate | 3rd Floor

**MIGRATION, IDENTIFICATION, AND ETHNIC DIFFERENCE IN NORTH AMERICA**

**REVIEWED BY**  General Anthropology Division

**CHAIR(s)**  Erin McElroy (University of California, Santa Cruz)


10:30 AM  Natalia Zotova (Ohio State University) and Jeffrey H Cohen (Ohio State University) *Insecurity and Risks in the Places of Destination: Central Asian Movers in New York City*

10:45 AM  Deniz Daser (Rutgers University) *“Crisis” on the Border: Testimonies of Honduran Adult Migrants and Unaccompanied Minors in New Orleans*

11:00 AM  Katie A Nelson (Inver Hills Community College) *Between Citizenship and Alienage: Flexible Identity Among Informally Authorized Mexican Community College Students in Minnesota*

11:15 AM  Erin McElroy (University of California, Santa Cruz) *The “Wandering Nomad” and Traces That Haunt: Against the Disappearance of Roma*

11:30 AM  Discussion

5-0580 10:15 AM - 12:00 PM  Capital Ballroom 1 | 4th Floor

**RECONFIGURING AND REMEDIATING THE FAMILY: ACCOUNTING FOR A STRANGE FAMILIARITY IN CONTEMPORARY CHINA**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for East Asian Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS/CHAIRS**  Zhiying Ma (University of Chicago)

10:15 AM  Wenrui Chen (New York University) *Choosing Not to Choose: The Disjunctions Between Family Therapy and Governing Rationalities in Contemporary China*

10:30 AM  Zhiying Ma (University of Chicago) *Intimate Biopower and Its Double Binds: Affects and Ambivalences in Families Affected By Severe Mental Illnesses in Postsocialist China*

10:45 AM  Erin L Raffety (Princeton University) *Contractual Kinship’s Excess: Fostering Morality in Contemporary China*

11:00 AM  Lihong Shi (Case Western Reserve University) *The Transformation of Filial Support and the Preparation for Old Age in Rural Northeast China*

11:15 AM  Angela Zito (New York University) *China Dreams: Of Filial Values in the Persuasive Forms of Social Propaganda, Past and Present*

**DISCUSSANT**

11:30 AM  Sara L Friedman (Indiana University)

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**
**QUEERING ANTHROPOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE: ANALYTICS, DEVICES AND INVESTMENTS AFTER MARILYN STRATHERN**

**Reviewed by**
Association for Queer Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Ej Gonzalez-Polledo (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Paul Boyce (University of Sussex)
Sarah F Green (University of Helsinki)
Silvia Posocco (Birkbeck, University of London)

**Chair(s)**
Silvia Posocco (Birkbeck, University of London)

**10:15 AM**
Silvia Posocco (Birkbeck, University of London) *Post-Plurality: Rethinking Scale, Relation and Perspective in Queer Anthropology*

**10:30 AM**
Thomas Hendriks (University of Leuven) *Partially Queer: Strathern and the Ontological Turn*

**10:45 AM**
Hadley Z Renkin (Central European University) *Perverse Partiality and Partial Perversity in Postsocialist Hungary*

**11:00 AM**
Ej Gonzalez-Polledo (London School of Economics and Political Science) *Transgender in the Wild*

**Discussant**
Paul Boyce (University of Sussex)

**11:30 AM**
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

---

**MIGRATION AND CHANGING AGE-SCRIPTS (PART II)**

**Reviewed by**
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair**
Cati M Coe (Rutgers University)

**10:15 AM**
Jessaca B Leinaweaver (Brown University) *Transnationalized Aging Trajectories: Home Care as Piecework in the Andes*

**10:30 AM**
Deborah L Durham (Sweet Briar College) *Sité on a Hill: Aging and Class in a Retirement Home in Turkey*

**10:45 AM**
Nanna Hilm (University of Copenhagen) *The Translocality of ‘Healthy Aging’: Exploring the Situated Effects of Health Promotion to Ethnic Minorities in Denmark*

**11:00 AM**
Liesl L Gambold (Dalhousie University) *DIY Aging: Retirement Migration and Intentional Communities*

**Discussant**
Judith Freidenberg (University of Maryland, College Park)

**11:30 AM**
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S
Invited Session:
STRANGE TRAJECTORIES, FAMILIAR LONGINGS: MIGRANT SUFFERING AND SACRIFICE IN THE EURO-AFRICAN BORDERLANDS

SPONSORS
Association for Africanist Anthropology
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

ORGANIZER(s)
Hans Lucht (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Henrik Vigh (University of Copenhagen)

CHAIR(s)
Anja Simonsen (University of Copenhagen) ‘at Least I Would Die Trying’: Somali Migrants and the Notion of Luck in the Borderlands of Turkey and Greece
Charlie Piot (Duke University) Global Fantasies
Line Richter (University of Copenhagen) An Unfulfillable Sacrifice: Malian ‘Adventures’ in the Borderlands
Ruben Andersson (London School of Economics) At Our Mercy: The Co-Constitution of Europe and Its Migrant Others
Hans Lucht (Danish Institute for International Studies) ‘Our Lives Are Shaking’: Ghanaian Migrants Lost and Found on the Mediterranean Sea

10:15 AM Anja Simonsen (University of Copenhagen) ‘at Least I Would Die Trying’: Somali Migrants and the Notion of Luck in the Borderlands of Turkey and Greece
10:30 AM Charlie Piot (Duke University) Global Fantasies
10:45 AM Line Richter (University of Copenhagen) An Unfulfillable Sacrifice: Malian ‘Adventures’ in the Borderlands
11:00 AM Ruben Andersson (London School of Economics) At Our Mercy: The Co-Constitution of Europe and Its Migrant Others
11:15 AM Hans Lucht (Danish Institute for International Studies) ‘Our Lives Are Shaking’: Ghanaian Migrants Lost and Found on the Mediterranean Sea
11:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

Facing the Familiar Strange: Veterans’ Life After the Military

Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

ORGANIZER(s)
Karen Besterman-Dahan (HSR&D Center of Innovation on Disability & Rehabilitation Research, U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs)

CHAIR(s)
Margeaux A Chavez (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs)

10:15 AM Jason D Lind (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs) and Stephen L Luther (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs) Measuring Health Related Quality of Life in Veterans with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
10:30 AM Margeaux A Chavez (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs) and Jolie Haun, PhD EdS (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs) Rethinking Familiar Tools: A Veteran-Centric Approach to Improving Digital Health Resources
10:45 AM John K Trainor (U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs), Bridget Cotner (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs), Danielle O’Connor (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs) and Lisa Ottomanelli (U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs) Return to Work with Spinal Cord Injury: Understanding the Veteran Perspective
11:00 AM Danielle O’Connor (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs), Bridget Cotner (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs) and Lisa Ottomanelli (U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs) Using Telehealth to Provide Supported Employment to Rural Veterans: Future Directions and Culture Change in the VA
11:15 AM  Karen Besterman-Dahan (HSR&D Center of Innovation on Disability & Rehabilitation Research, U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs) and Margeaux A Chavez (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs) "I Was Trained to Kill, Now I Am Learning to Grow Life": The Impact of Community-Based Agricultural Initiatives on the Reintegration of Transitioning Veterans

11:30 AM  Casper G Bendixsen (Marshfield Clinic Research Foundation) Veteran-to-Farmers: An Emerging at-Risk Population in Agricultural Health and Safety

11:45 AM  Wendy Hathaway (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs), Janice Garland (U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs, Office of Rural Health), Gail Powell-Cope (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs), D Helen Moore (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs) and Lisa Hannold (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs) Creating Veteran-Centric Care for Rural Veterans: Evaluating the Rural Veteran Coordination Pilot

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-0605  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Centennial C | 3rd Floor

INDIGENOUS NETWORKS AND CLIMATE CHANGE

Reviewed by  Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizers/Chairs  Julie K Maldonado (Livelihoods Knowledge Exchange Network) Heather Lazrus (National Center for Atmospheric Research)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

5-0610  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Centennial E | 3rd Floor

UNDISCIPLINING ETHNOGRAPHY AT HOME AND IN THE FIELD WITHIN ASIA AND THE PACIFIC ISLANDS

Reviewed by  American Ethnological Society
Organizer(s)  Guido Carlo Pigliasco (University of Hawaii) Suzanne S Finney (University of Hawaii - West Oahu)
Chair(s)  Geoffrey White (University of Hawai’i at Manoa) Forrest W Young (University of Hawai’i at Manoa)
Presenter(s)  Ty PK Tengan (University of Hawai’i) Joseph H Genz (University of Hawaii, Hilo) Naomi F Yamada (National Museum of Ethnology)
Toru Yamada (University of Tsukuba)
Jaida K Samudra (Professional Editing for Scholars)
Ashley M Vaughan (Moorpark College)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

**5-0615**  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Centennial H  |  3rd Floor

**EDUCATING FOR FOOD SOVEREIGNTY: GROWING CRITICAL FOOD SYSTEMS LEARNING PART TWO**

**REVIEWED BY**  Culture and Agriculture

**ORGANIZER(s)**  Rebecca Tarlau (Stanford University)
David D Meek (University of Alabama)

**CHAIR(s)**  Rebecca Tarlau (Stanford University)

**10:15 AM**  Stephanie Assmann (Hokkaido University) *The Implementation of Food Education in Japan: The Remaking of a National Cuisine*

**10:30 AM**  Alexandra Grace DeLaricheliere (University of South Florida) *Collaborative School Garden Efforts: Exploring Intersections of Infrastructure, Standards-Based Teaching, and Nutrition Education in Public Schools*

**10:45 AM**  Jennifer Jo Thompson (University of Georgia), June Brawner (University of Georgia) and Usha Kaila (University of Georgia) *“When You’re Hungry You Don’t Care Where Your Food Comes from”: How Pragmatic Decisions Reproduce Neoliberal Rationalities in Farm to School*

**11:00 AM**  Abigail Adams (Central Connecticut State University) *Kale and Kids: School Garden Programs in a Connecticut “Food Desert”*

**11:15 AM**  Tina Moffat (McMaster University) and Danielle R Thrasher (University of British Columbia) *Cooking up the “Gastro-Citizen” through School Lunch Programs in France and Japan*

**11:30 AM**  Sarah A Robert (University of Buffalo, SUNY), Alexandra Schindel Dimick (University of Buffalo, SUNY) and Samina Raja (University of Buffalo, SUNY) *Food Deserts, Urban and School Gardens, Universal Free Lunch, and Environmental Education Curriculum: Mapping Food Systems Education in Buffalo, NY*

**DISCUSSANT**  11:45 AM  David D Meek (University of Alabama)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

**5-0620**  11:15 AM – 12:30 PM  Granite B  |  3rd Floor

**ANTHROPOLOGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS (SAC) BOARD MEETING**

**SPONSOR**  Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness

**ORGANIZER(s)**  M Diane Hardgrave (College of Southern Nevada)
5-0625 11:30 am – 12:29 pm 107 | Meeting Room Level
Film Session:
LAST WORDS, DIR. KOERT DAVIDSE
Sponsor: Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

5-0630 12:00 pm – 12:36 pm 107 | Meeting Room Level
Film Session:
SOCOTRA: ONCE & TODAY, DIR. FELISA JÍMENEZ
Sponsor: Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

5-0635 12:00 pm – 4:00 pm Four Seasons Ballroom | Ballroom Level
GRADUATE SCHOOL FAIR
Sponsor: American Anthropological Association
Organizer(s): Katie Vizenor (American Anthropological Association)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

5-0640 12:15 pm – 1:30 pm 108 | Meeting Room Level
ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS (ABA) MENTORING SESSION
Sponsor: Association of Black Anthropologists
Organizer(s): David S Simmons (University of South Carolina)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

5-0645 12:15 pm – 1:30 pm 109 | Meeting Room Level
MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY STUDENT ASSOCIATION OPEN BUSINESS MEETING
Sponsor: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Cathleen E Willging (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)
Chair(s): Jonathan J Stillo (CUNY Graduate Center)

5-0650 12:15 pm – 1:30 pm 110 | Meeting Room Level
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND MEDICINE INTEREST GROUP OPEN BUSINESS MEETING
Sponsor: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Cathleen E Willging (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)
Chair(s): Nayantara Sheoran (Graduate Institute, Geneva)
CRITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF GLOBAL HEALTH STUDY GROUP OPEN BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Cathleen E Willging (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)
Chair(s): Rachel R Chapman (University of Washington)

ANTHROPOLOGY OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH INTEREST GROUP ORGANIZATION MEETING

Sponsor: Anthropology of Children and Youth Interest Group
Organizer(s): Rachael J Stryker (California State University, East Bay), Lauren D Heidbrink (National Louis University), Aviva Sinervo (San Francisco State University), Heather Rae-Espinoza (California State University, Long Beach)
Chair(s): Elisa J Sobo (San Diego State University)

CASTAC BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: General Anthropology Division
Organizer(s): Jennifer D Carlson (University of Texas at Austin), Nick Seaver (University of California, Irvine)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: American Ethnological Society
Organizer(s): Shalini Shankar (Northwestern University)
Chair(s): Carol J Greenhouse (Princeton University)
Presenter(s): Caitrin Lynch (Olin College), Hugh Gusterson (George Washington University), Kenneth Guest (Baruch College, CUNY), Niko Besnier (University of Amsterdam), Ritty Lukose (New York University), Susan Greenhalgh (Harvard University), Daniel M Goldstein (Rutgers University), Elizabeth C Dunn (Indiana University), Andrew P Hernann (John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY)

Awards presented at this event:
The Stephens Prize
ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY (APLA) BUSINESS MEETING

**Sponsor**: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**: Madelaine B Adelman (Arizona State University)

**Awards Presented at This Event**:
- APLA Graduate Student Paper Prize
- APLA Book Prize

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

ATIG BUSINESS MEETING — OPEN BUSINESS MEETING FOR ALL MEMBERS OF THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF TOURISM INTEREST GROUP

**Sponsor**: Anthropology of Tourism Interest Group

**Organizer(s)**: Quetzil E Castaneda (Open School of Ethnography and Anthropology)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION (SAR) BUSINESS MEETING

**Sponsor**: Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**Organizer(s)**: Joel L Robbins (University of Cambridge)

**Awards Presented at This Event**:
- Geertz Prize
- SAR Student Paper Prize

COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION (CAE): MISSION COMMITTEE TOWN HALL II: “REVISITING OUR MISSION: DO WE WALK THE TALK?”

**Sponsor**: Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizer(s)**: Michelle J Bellino (University of Michigan School of Education)
- Margaret Diane LeCompte (University of Colorado-Boulder)
- Marta P Baltodano (Loyola Marymount University)

**Chair(s)**: Gregory Tanaka (Instituto McLaren de Pedagogia Critical y Educacion Popular)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**
5-0695  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  406 | Meeting Room Level  
FEDERATION OF SMALL ANTHROPOLOGY PROGRAMS (FOSAP) BUSINESS MEETING  
**Sponsor**  General Anthropology Division  
**Organizer(s)**  Thomas F Love (Linfield College)  
This session may be of particular interest to: M, T

5-0700  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  702 | Meeting Room Level  
SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SVA) PRESIDENT’S FORUM: OURSELVES IN IMAGES  
**Sponsor**  Society for Visual Anthropology  
**Organizer/Chair**  Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)

5-0705  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  703 | Meeting Room Level  
LATINAS/OS IN ACADEMIA: AN ALLA MENTORING EVENT  
**Sponsor**  Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists  
**Organizer(s)**  Almita Abigayl Miranda (Northwestern University)  
**Presenter(s)**  Gina M Perez (Oberlin College)  
Michael Montoya (University of California, Irvine)  
Mariela Nunez-Janes (University of North Texas)  
Guillermina Nunez (University of Texas, El Paso)  
This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

5-0710  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  705 | Meeting Room Level  
SLA PRESIDENTIAL SESSION ON MENTORING: FAMILIARIZING THE STRANGE  
**Sponsor**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology  
**Organizer(s)**  Paul V Kroskrity (University of California, Los Angeles)  
Bonnie Urciuoli (Hamilton College)  
**Presenter(s)**  Rudolf P Gaudio (SUNY Purchase)  
Lanita Jacobs (University of Southern California)  
Adrienne Shiu-Ming Lo (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)  
Norma Mendoza-Denton (University of California)  
M Eleanor Nevins (Middlebury College)  
Gregory Tanaka (Instituto McLaren de Pedagogia Critical y Educacion Popular)  
This session may be of particular interest to: M
**5-0715**  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  712 | Meeting Room Level  
**SOYUZ BUSINESS MEETING**

**Sponsor**  
Post-Communist Cultural Studies Interest Group  

**Organizer(s)**  
Larisa Kurtovic (University of Ottawa)  

**5-0720**  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  Mile High 1A | Ballroom Level  
**BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION (BAS) STUDENT NETWORKING FORUM**

**Sponsor**  
Biological Anthropology Section  

**Organizer(s)**  
Rachel Caspari (Central Michigan University)  

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S  

**5-0725**  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  Mile High 4C | Ballroom Level  
**HUMAN SEXUALITY & ANTHROPOLOGY INTEREST GROUP (HSAIG) BUSINESS MEETING**

**Sponsor**  
Human Sexuality & Anthropology Interest Group  

**Organizer(s)**  
Susan C Dewey (University of Wyoming)  

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S  

**5-0730**  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  Mile High 4F | Ballroom Level  
**ANTHROPOLOGY OF AGING AND LIFE COURSE INTEREST GROUP BUSINESS MEETING**

**Sponsor**  
interest group for Aging and the Life Course  

**Organizer(s)**  
Jay Sokolovsky (University of South Florida)  

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T  

**5-0735**  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  Capital Ballroom 2 | 4th Floor  
**ASSOCIATION FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF POLICY (ASAP) BUSINESS MEETING**

**Sponsor**  
Association for the Anthropology of Policy  

**Organizer(s)**  
Janine R Wedel (George Mason University)  
David W Haines (George Mason University)  
Cris Shore (University of Auckland)  
Carol A MacLennan (Michigan Technological University)  
Marietta L Baba (Michigan State University)  
William O Beeman (University of Minnesota, Minneapolis)  
Greg Feldman (Simon Fraser University)  
Fayana Richards (Michigan State University)  
Jennifer Hubbert (Lewis & Clark College)  
Rebecca Warne Peters (Syracuse University)
5-0740  12:15 PM – 1:30 PM  Limestone  |  4th Floor  HYATT

**SAN A BOARD MEETING**

**Sponsor**
Society for the Anthropology of North America

**Organizer(s)**
Catherine P Kingfisher (University of Lethbridge)
Susan Falls (Savannah College of Art and Design)
Julian B Brash (Montclair State University)
Tina M Lee (University of Wisconsin Stout)
Louise Lamphere (University of New Mexico)
Antoinette T Jackson (University of South Florida)
August Carbonella (Memorial University)
Julie A Shepherd-Powell (Warren Wilson College)
Lindsay A Bell (SUNY, Oswego)
Maggie Dickinson (CUNY Graduate Center)
Jennifer L Erickson (Ball State University)
James S Bielo (Miami University)
Juli Grigsby (Harvard University)
Ruth M Gomberg-Munoz (Loyola University of Chicago)
Courtney Lewis (University of South Carolina)
Elizabeth Lauretta Youngling (University of Illinois)
Jessica Lowen (University of Michigan)

5-0745  12:40 PM – 12:54 PM  107  |  Meeting Room Level  CCC

**Film Session:**
**MOUNTAIN OF SERVANTS, DIR. DANIEL LOM BROSO**

**Sponsor**
Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

5-0750  1:00 PM – 1:29 PM  107  |  Meeting Room Level  CCC

**Film Session:**
**MARDISTAN, DIR. HARJANT GILL**

**Sponsor**
Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

5-0755  1:30 PM – 3:30 PM  104  |  Meeting Room Level  CCC

**MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY QUARTERLY (MAQ) EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING**

**Sponsor**
Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Clarence Gravlee (University of Florida)
Yasemin Akdas (University of Florida)

**Presenter(s)**
Mara H Buchbinder (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill)
Linda M Hunt (Michigan State University)
Peter J Guarnaccia (Rutgers University)
William W Dressler (University of Alabama)
Craig Janes (University of Waterloo)
Cindy Clark (Rutgers University Camden)
Lynn M Morgan (Mount Holyoke College)
James Trostle (Trinity College)
Shao-hua Liu (Academia Sinica)
Hans Baer (University of Melbourne)
Helen Lambert (University of Bristol)
Vincanne Adams (University of California, San Francisco)
Janelle S Taylor (University of Washington)
Devva Kasnitz (SPS-CUNY)
Melissa M Park (McGill University)
Elisa J Sobo (San Diego State University)
Joao Biehl (Princeton University)
Mark Nichter (University of Arizona)
Cheryl Mattingly (University of Southern California)
Sharon Kaufman (University of California, San Francisco)
Janis H Jenkins (University of California, San Diego)
Carolyn Sargent (Washington University in St. Louis)
Lawrence Cohen (University of California, Berkeley)
John B Page (University of Miami)
Anne Lovell (INSERM University Paris Descartes)
Ruthbeth Finerman (University of Memphis)
Didier Fassin (Institute for Advanced Study)
Lisa M Mitchell (University of Victoria)
Judith Barker (University of California, San Francisco)
Sandra D Lane (Syracuse University)
Marja-Lissa Honkasalo (University of Turku)

**Film Session:**
**THE GOOD DAY, DIR. CLARA KLEININGER**

**Sponsor:** Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
Invited Session:
“DIGITIZED GRAMMARS: CONTEXTS OF NARRATIVE CONSTRUCTION IN
COMPUTER-MEDIATED COMMUNICATION.”

**Sponsors**
- Society for Humanistic Anthropology
- Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair**
- Meghan Sarah Fidler (Southern Illinois University, Carbondale)

1:45 PM
- Aslihan Akkaya (Florida International University) “Digitized Affective Grammars: Performing the Pious Self on Facebook Among a Group of Young Turkish-American Women.”

2:00 PM
- Giovanni Ricci (University of Chicago) “Who’s There? Chronotope and Character in Online Chat”

2:15 PM
- Aziz Fatnassi (Indiana University) “Beats Make That **** Go: Affinities, Literacies, and Modalities”

2:30 PM
- Stephen C Rea (Bucknell University) “100: Signaling Technologies and Strategies in Social Situations Across the Online/Offline Gap”

2:45 PM
- Meghan Sarah Fidler (Southern Illinois University, Carbondale) “Small Talk, Tiny Stories: Youth Discussions of Race, Gender, Stereotypes and Nonsense Using Vines”

**Discussant**
- 3:00 PM
  - Marc L Moskowitz (University of South Carolina)

- 3:15 PM
  - Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**5-0770 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM**

**THE PAPER LIFE OF POLITICS: DOCUMENTS AS MEDIATORS IN POLITICAL STRUGGLES**

**Reviewed by**
- Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
- Aniket Pankaj Aga (Yale University)

**Chair(s)**
- Matthew Hull (University of Michigan)

1:45 PM
- Aniket Pankaj Aga (Yale University) “The Power to Document and the (paper)Contests over GMOs in India: On the Bureaucratic Muddling of Science and Democratic Politics”

2:00 PM
- Federico Perez (Portland State University) “Excavating Legal Landscapes: Juridical Archaeology and the Politics of Bureaucratic Materiality in Bogotá, Colombia”

2:15 PM
- Sarah Besky (Brown University) “Transparent Futures? Digitization, Documentation, and Tea Auction Reform in Kolkata, India”

2:30 PM
- Hande Ozkan (Transylvania University) “Inscriptions of Entanglement in Turkish Forestry”

2:45 PM
- Kelly D Alley (Auburn University) “Documentality and Hydropower Clearances in India”

**Discussant**
- 3:00 PM
  - Matthew Hull (University of Michigan)

- 3:15 PM
  - Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
FORGING PHYSICAL AND SYMBOLIC URBAN SPACE

**Reviewed by**
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Jayne Howell (California State University, Long Beach)

**Chair(s)**
Chima Michael Anyadike-Danes (University of California, Irvine)

1:45 PM
- **Miguel Perez Ahumada** (University of California, Berkeley) *Making the City, Making Subjects: Chilean Pobladores as Political Agents*

2:00 PM
- **Jules Downum** (San Diego State University) *The Symbolic Experiences of Homelessness and Dance in a San Diego Transitional Housing Program*

2:15 PM
- **Kristina Alda** (University of Toronto) *The Taste of Metal Play Structures: Sensory Memories, Planning Politics, and the Co-Construction of Public Space in a Socialist-Built Czech Housing Project*

2:30 PM
- **Jaclyn Donelle McWhorter** (University of Florida) *The Role of Capoeira in Contemporary Resilience and Resistance: A Phenomenological Approach to Social Development Initiatives in São Paulo, Brazil*

2:45 PM
- **Carrie Ann Benjamin** (SOAS, University of London) *Creating Home on the Street: Working-Class Migrants and the Domesticization of Public Space in Paris*

3:00 PM
- **Chima Michael Anyadike-Danes** (University of California, Irvine) *Properties of Talk: Analyzing Municipal Government Discourses on Property Regulation in Los Angeles’ Era of Participant Democracy*

3:15 PM
- **Discussion**

---

THE STRANGE AND FAMILIAR WITHIN HIV-SERODISCORDANCE: CROSS CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES

**Reviewed by**
Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair**
Shana D Hughes (University of California, San Francisco)

1:45 PM
- **Ryan Whitacre** (University of California, San Francisco and Berkeley) *Serodiscordance Makes PrEP Possible*

2:00 PM
- **Kimberly A Koester** (*) *“PrEP Makes My Relationship Even More Normal:” The Discursive Production of Hope in the Context of HIV Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis Among Young Adults with Partners Living with HIV Infection*

2:15 PM
- **Joshua Mendelsohn** (University of Toronto), Amrita Daftary (University of Toronto) and Liviana Calzavara (University of Toronto) *“the Chances of It Happening Are so Slim:” Managing Sexual and Emotional Risk within HIV Serodiscordant Relationships in Canada*

2:30 PM
- **Monica Franch Gutierrez** (Federal University of Paraíba, Brazil) and Artur Perrusi (Federal University of Paraíba, Brazil) *Conjugality and Risk Management Among Heterosexual Couples with Mixed HIV Status in Northeastern Brazil*

2:45 PM
- **Shana D Hughes** (University of California, San Francisco) *Claiming the Strange as Familiar: The Discourse of Normality and HIV-Serodiscordant Couples in Porto Alegre, Brazil*
Invited Session:
LIVING THROUGH WASTE AND WASTE AS LIVELY: THE GENERATIVITY OF DISCARDED AND DISCHARGED MATTER IN CHINA AND TAIWAN

Sponsor: Society for East Asian Anthropology
Organizer(s): Ka-ming Wu (Chinese University of Hong Kong)
Adam Liebman (University of California, Davis)
Chair(s): Adam Liebman (University of California, Davis)
1:45 PM Ka-ming Wu (Chinese University of Hong Kong) Picking New Urbanity from Recyclable Waste in Beijing, China
2:00 PM Adam Liebman (University of California, Davis) Besieged By Garbage: The Agentive Forces of Discarded Matter and Migrant Recyclers in Contemporary China
2:15 PM Bo Wang (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Producing Sacredness in Waste Objects in Tibetan Southwest China
2:30 PM Yvan Pierre Schulz (University of Neuchâtel and Sun Yat-sen University) From High-Tech Marvels to Toxic Waste: Discarded e-Devices and the Politics of Recycling in China
2:45 PM YunAn Olivia Dung (Leiden University) Place, Player and Discourse: Recycling as Social Practice in Taiwan

Discussion
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

Invited Session:
WHO IS THE OTHER IN EDUCATIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY?: RENDERING THE FAMILIAR STRANGE AND THE STRANGE FAMILIAR

Sponsor: Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer(s): Ariana Mangual Figueroa (Rutgers University)
Danny Martinez (University of California, Davis)
Chair(s): Teresa L McCarty (University of California Los Angeles)
1:45 PM Discussion
2:00 PM Danny Martinez (University of California, Davis) The Affordances and Constraints of the “Native” Researcher in Surveilled Urban Schooling Contexts
2:15 PM Ariana Mangual Figueroa (Rutgers University) Adult Surveillance or Youth Journalism?: Mixed-Status Latina Fifth-Graders Puzzle through the Significance of School-Based Audio Recording Techniques
2:30 PM Arshad Imtiaz Ali (George Washington University,) Police Surveillance and Youth Ethnography: Limiting Subjectivities and Enabling Political Safety
2:45 PM  Silvia C Nogueron-Liu (University of Colorado-Boulder)
Reconceptualizing (Digital) Visual Ethics with Participants: Immigrant Parents' Perspectives on Privacy and Visibility Online

3:00 PM  Sofia A Villenas (Cornell University)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0795  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  113 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
MUSEUMS, MEMORY, AND COLLECTIVE HERITAGE
Reviewed by  Society for Cultural Anthropology
Chair(s)  Ali M Feser (University of Chicago)
1:45 PM  Emily W Stokes-Rees (Syracuse University)  Mythopoeia in the Museum: The 'Ten Treasures' of the National Museum of Singapore and the Afterlife of Artifacts
2:00 PM  Stefanie A Kline (California State University, Chico)  Contradictions of Memory and Identity in Historicized Public Remembrance in Central Africa
2:15 PM  Stefan M Krause (University of South Florida)  Historicity and (Re) Producing the Social Past amid Present and Future Uncertainties: The Cultural Heritage Process in Yap State, FSM
2:30 PM  Britt Van Paepeghem (University of Minnesota)  Towards an Anthropology of Absence: Museums without Visitors and "Dissensual" Imagined Communities in Turkey
2:45 PM  Ali M Feser (University of Chicago)  "The Echo You Can See": Memory and Materiality in Rochester, New York
3:00 PM  Rabia Harmansah (University of Pittsburgh)  Displaying the Belief: Museumification of Sacred Sites in Cyprus
3:15 PM  Discussion

5-0800  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  201 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
THE WORK OF HEALING: SITUATED PRACTICES, IDEOLOGICAL DISCOURSES
Reviewed by  Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s)  Paul Christensen (Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology)
Nicolas I Sternsdorff Cisterna (Southern Methodist University)
Chair(s)  Nicolas I Sternsdorff Cisterna (Southern Methodist University)
1:45 PM  Alvaro E Jarrin (College of the Holy Cross)  Untranslatable Subjects: "Travesti" Access to Public Healthcare in Brazil
2:00 PM  Namita Dharia (Harvard University)  Sick Cities: Illness, Humors, and the Medicalization of Urban Development Politics in India’s National Capital Region
2:15 PM  Nicolas I Sternsdorff Cisterna (Southern Methodist University)  Healing the Land: Farming after the Fukushima Nuclear Accident
2:30 PM  Marc A Goodwin (College of the Holy Cross)  What Is at Stake with the Symptom?
2:45 PM  Paul Christensen (Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology)  *The Program Is Perfect: Narcotics Anonymous and the Managing of the American Addict*

**Discussant**  3:00 PM  Elizabeth FS Roberts (University of Michigan)

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

5-0805  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  203 | Meeting Room Level  
**EXTRACTIVE INFRASTRUCTURES AND ENERGY ASSEMBLAGES**

**Reviewed by**  American Ethnological Society

**Organizer(s)**  James JA Blair (CUNY Graduate Center)

**Chair(s)**  Mandana Limbert (Queens College and CUNY Graduate Center)

1:45 PM  James JA Blair (CUNY Graduate Center)  *Infrastructures of Desire: Offshore Oil, Contested Peoplehood and Corporate Personhood in the Falkland Islands (Malvinas)*

2:00 PM  David W Bond (Bennington College)  *Ethical Oil: The Moral Economy of Nature and Culture in the Tar Sands of Alberta*

2:15 PM  Mandana Limbert (Queens College and CUNY Graduate Center)  *Prognostication, Oil Reserves, and Unknowability in the Sultanate of Oman*

2:30 PM  Arthur L Mason (Rice University)  *Petro-Industry Impression Management: Installation and Illusions of Energy Infrastructure*

2:45 PM  Jacob Matz (Northeastern University) and Sara Wylie (Northeastern University)  *Unconventional Energy, Unconventional Science: Participatory Air Monitoring and Shale Gas Extraction*

3:00 PM  Douglas J Rogers (Yale University)  *Alternative Energies: Ethnofuturism, Artifacts, and the Politics of Russian Oil*

**Discussant**  3:15 PM  Hannah Appel (University of California, Los Angeles)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

5-0810  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  205 | Meeting Room Level  
**Invited Session:**  
**CULTURE@LARGE: INJURY AND CREATION: CONVERSATIONS WITH ELAINE SCARRY**

**Sponsor**  Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair**  Nancy V Ries (Colgate University)

1:45 PM  Elaine Scarry (Harvard University)  *Injury and Creation; Solving Mysteries, Revering the Obvious*

2:15 PM  Discussion

2:30 PM  Carolyn R Nordstrom (University of Notre Dame)  *The Body in Pain and the Anthropology of War*

**Discussant**  2:45 PM  Omar Al-Dewachi (American University of Beirut)

**Discussant**  3:00 PM  Joseph Masco (University of Chicago)

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T
**Invited Session:**

**RECOGNITION IN THE TIME OF EBOLA: VIOLENCE AND STATE MAKING IN GUINEA**

**SPONSORS**
- Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
- Association for Africanist Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)**
Veronica Gomez-Temesio (Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon)

**CHAIR(s)**
Frederic Le Marcis (Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon)

- **1:45 PM** James Robert Fairhead (University of Sussex) *Understanding Social Resistance to Ebola Response in Guinea*
- **2:00 PM** Veronica Gomez-Temesio (Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon) *“Encamping” Citizens: Ebola Treatments Units and Claims for Rights in Guinea*
- **2:15 PM** Frederic Le Marcis (Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon) *Encamping Guinea*
- **2:30 PM** Manuel Raab (University of Amsterdam) *“Ebola, Not Here”: A Message from Matoto*

**DISCUSSION**
- **2:45 PM** Richard W Rottenburg (University of Halle)
- **3:00 PM** Sharon Alane Abramowitz (University of Florida)
- **3:15 PM** Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

**Invited Session:**

**MATERIAL ONTOGRAPHIES**

**SPONSOR**
Archaeology Division

**ORGANIZERS/CHAIRS**
Benjamin Alberti (Framingham State University)
Yvonne M Marshall (Southampton University)

- **1:45 PM** Yvonne M Marshall (Southampton University) *How Objects Endure; Pots in Southern Taiwan for Example*
- **2:00 PM** Michael W Scott (London School of Economics & Political Science) *Dreaming Objects: The Thaumatography of a Solomon Islands Canoe House Post*
- **2:15 PM** Rane Willerslev (University of Aarhus) and Peter Bjerregaard (Museum of Cultural History) *Assembling the “Spark of Life”*
- **2:30 PM** Silvia Tomaskova (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) *Written in the Stone — A Reminder of Our Inabilities*
- **2:45 PM** Anne Line Dalsgård (Aarhus University) *Rubber Between Marketing and Materiality, or How to Explore the Sensed Quality of a Flip-Flop Sandal*
- **3:00 PM** Brit Ross Winthereik (IT University of Copenhagen) *The Energy Walk: Installation as Material Ontography*
- **3:15 PM** Christopher L Witmore (Texas Tech University) *Chorography as Material Ontography*
5-0825 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM 402 | Meeting Room Level CCC

**Invited Session:**
**PLAYING (WITH) THE CULTURE CARD**

**Sponsor**
General Anthropology Division

**Organizer(s)**
Bob W White (University of Montreal)

**Chair(s)**
Eric Gable (University of Mary Washington)

1:45 PM
John Hartigan (University of Texas at Austin) *Nonhuman Cultures: Recentering Cultural Analysis Beyond the Human*

2:00 PM
James Peacock (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) *Culture and Anthropology: From the Outside in*

2:15 PM
Laura Bathurst (University of the Pacific) *Teaching “Culture” in Anthropology and Intercultural Communication*

2:45 PM
Bob W White (University of Montreal) *Interculturalism in Quebec: From Cultural Knowledge to Intercultural Competency*

3:00 PM
Eric Gable (University of Mary Washington) *Cultures in an Art Museum*

3:15 PM
Vincent Mirza (University of Ottawa) *Public Culture and the Cosmopolitan Moment in Anthropology*

3:30 PM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, T

5-0830 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM 403 | Meeting Room Level CCC

**SACRALIZING GENDER: FAMILIAR PATTERNS AND DIVERGENT DIRECTIONS IN GLOBAL EVANGELICALISM**

**Reviewed by**
Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**Organizer(s)**
Sophie Bjork-James (Vanderbilt University)
Suzanne A Brenner (University of California, San Diego)

**Chair(s)**
Suzanne A Brenner (University of California, San Diego)

1:45 PM
Suzanne A Brenner (University of California, San Diego) *Enacting the Biblical Marriage: The Ethics of Gender Among American Evangelicals*

2:00 PM
Brendan Jamal Thornton (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) *Pentecostal Men of God and the Specter of Illicit Desire*

2:15 PM
William C Dawley (University of California, San Diego) *Masculinity’s Continuous Conversion: Peer Groups and Men in the Evangelical and Support Group Movements in Northern Costa Rica*

2:45 PM
Sophie Bjork-James (Vanderbilt University) *Doing Gender/Doing Religion: Making Family and Making Nation in U.S. Evangelicalism*

3:00 PM
Simon M Coleman (University of Toronto)

3:15 PM
Ayala Fader (Fordham University)

3:30 PM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T
HEALTH SYSTEMS IN THE GLOBAL SOUTH: NEW ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACHES

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Summer Wood (New York University)
Adrienne E Strong (Washington University in St. Louis)
Chair(s): Summer Wood (New York University)
Adrienne E Strong (Washington University in St. Louis)

Discussion 1:45 PM
Svea H Closser (Middlebury College)
2:00 PM
Sarah A Smith (SUNY College at Old Westbury and University of Guam) *Ethnography in Chuuk’s “Developing” System: Examining Biobureaucratic Regimes Imposed in a Neo-Colonial Space*
2:15 PM
Nicole S Berry (Simon Fraser University) *Value, Medical Missions and the Guatemala Health System*
2:30 PM
Priscilla A Magrath (University of Arizona) *Moral Landscapes of Health Governance in West Java*
2:45 PM
Megan M Prescott (University of Arizona) *Exploited and Deskilled: Exploring Nurse Production in the Philippines*
3:00 PM
Adrienne E Strong (Washington University in St. Louis) *“Tell Them We Are like Malnourished Children:” Health Facility Working Conditions, the Struggle for Life, and the Problem of Maternal Death in Rukwa, Tanzania*
3:15 PM
Summer Wood (New York University) *“Free, but Not Really Free:” Fees and Frustrations in the Tanzanian Birth Registration System*

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

MAKING PARENTS: ASSISTED REPRODUCTION AND PARENTING CULTURE IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY — PART I

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Charlotte R Faircloth (University of Roehampton)
Zeynep Gurtin (University of Cambridge)
Chair(s): Charlotte R Faircloth (University of Roehampton)

1:45 PM Discussion
2:00 PM Katharine Dow (University of Cambridge) *Making the World’s First Test-Tube Parents: Media Representations of Lesley and John Brown*
2:15 PM Kathleen Hammond (University of Cambridge) *Negotiating Parenthood: The Role of Parenting Culture in the Experience of Egg Donation*
2:30 PM Ingvill Stuvoey (NTNU) *The (Missing) Genetic Link: Parenthood, Genes, and Money in Transnational Surrogacy*
2:45 PM Frayda Cohen (University of Pittsburgh) *Parenting Culture, Assisted Reproductive Technologies, and the Visibility of Transnational Adoption*
3:00 PM Eleni Tsingou (Copenhagen Business School) *Fertile Markets: Market Interactions in Cross-Border Reproductive Care*
3:15 PM Discussion
FRONTERIZO ANTHROPOLOGY: ETHNOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATIONS ALONG THE U.S.-MEXICO BORDERLANDS

REVIEWED BY Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists
ORGANIZER(s) Carlos Martínez-Cano (University of Pennsylvania)
CHAIR(s) Luz A Murillo (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)

1:45 PM Luz A Murillo (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign) Tacos, Corridos, and Pulgas: “Familiar” Literacies for Making a Living on the U.S. Mexico Border

2:00 PM Katherine Mortimer (University of Texas at El Paso), Gabriela Dolsa (University of Texas at El Paso) and Emiliano Villarreal (University of Texas, El Paso) Translation as Border Crossing and Reinforcement in Borderlands Dual Language Classrooms

2:15 PM Alberto Esquinca (University of Texas at El Paso) The Mediation of Professional Identity Construction through Multimodal Texts Among Transnational (transfronterizo)College Students

2:30 PM Jair Munoz (The University of Texas, El Paso) Borderland Teachers’ Ideologies: Latin@ Secondary Students, Disciplinary Classrooms, and the Discipline Gap

2:45 PM Carlos Martínez-Cano (University of Pennsylvania) You Can’t Go Home Again: A Fronterizo Chicano Ethnographer in the New Latino Diaspora

DISCUSSANT 3:00 PM Miguel Diaz-Barriga (University of Texas Pan American)
3:15 PM Discussion

NOT TRUE, TRUE, MORE TRUE, VERY TRUE: RE-PRESENTATIONAL PRACTICES, MEDIAS AND IDENTITY MAKING

REVIEWED BY Society for Visual Anthropology
CHAIR(s) Eugenia C Kisin (Jackman Humanities Institute)

1:45 PM Eugenia C Kisin (Jackman Humanities Institute) Archival Projections: Documenting Indigenous Modernisms on the Northwest Coast

2:00 PM Wajeeha Ameen Choudhary (Drexel University) Can She Represent Muslims? Examining Visual Media Discourse on Malala Yousafzai

2:15 PM Rachel M Ward (Simon Fraser University) Digital Oral Tradition: Learning Appalachian Old-Time Music Via Youtube and Skype

2:30 PM Abby Wightman (Mary Baldwin College) Familiar Images: The Plains Apache and the Photographs of J. Gilbert Mcallister

2:45 PM Celeste Pedri (Laurentian University) Waasikibiizoo: Anishinabeg Photography as Decolonial Praxis

3:00 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
Invited Session:
The Curious Contours of Reproductive Health & Politics

**Sponsor:** Association for Feminist Anthropology

**Organizer(s):**
- Christa C Craven (College of Wooster)
- Dana-Ain Davis (CUNY Queens College)

**Chair(s):**
- Christa C Craven (College of Wooster)

**1:45 PM**
- Dana-Ain Davis (CUNY Queens College) *Between the Womb an Home: Neonatal Intensive Care Units, Race and the Liminality of Prematurity*

**2:00 PM**
- Daisy Deomampo (Fordham University) *Physician Racism and the Construction of Kinship in Transnational Surrogacy*

**2:15 PM**
- Risa D Cromer (CUNY Graduate Center) *Saved: Race, Reproductive Politics, and Leftover Frozen Embryos in the Wake of IVF in the United States*

**2:30 PM**
- Natali Valdez (University of California, Irvine) *Weighing the Future: Epigenetic Paradigms in Clinical Trial Interventions during Pregnancy*

**2:45 PM**
- Christa C Craven (College of Wooster) *“Deafening Heteronormativity”: Reproductive Loss, LGBTQ Families, and Apparent Failures*

**3:00 PM**
- Nessette Falu (Rice University) *Queer-Ness of Virginity and the Vaginal Speculum: Lésbicas Negras’ Ethico-Political Negotiations in Brazilian Gynecology*

**Discussant:**
- Sarah Franklin (University of Cambridge)

This session may be of particular interest to: **S**

---

**ESCALATIONS: THEORIZING SUDDEN ACCELERATING CHANGE**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer(s):**
- Stine Simonsen Puri (Copenhagen University)
- Anja Kublitz (Aalborg University)

**Chair(s):**
- Martin Holbraad (University College London)
- Andreas Bandak (University of Copenhagen)

**Presenter(s):**
- Janet Roitman (The New School for Social Research)
- Joel I Robbins (Cambridge University)
- Ghassan Joseph Hage (University of Melbourne)
- Bruce Kapferer (University of Bergen)
- Nils Bubandt (University of Aarhus)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**
5-0865  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  702 | Meeting Room Level  
THE FAMILIAR AND THE STRANGE OF PERSONHOOD: “THE NEW ANIMISM” AND THE RE“TURN TO THINGS” PANEL 1 OF 2

REVIEWED BY  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

ORGANIZER(s)  
Graham Harvey (Open University)

CHAIR(s)  
Anne-Christine Hornborg (Lund University)

1:45 PM  
Nurit H Bird-David (University of Haifa)  Animism: Scales of Practice and Imagination

2:00 PM  
Thom Van Dooren (University of New South Wales) and Deborah Rose (University of New South Wales)  Lively Ethography: Storying Animist Worlds

2:15 PM  
Alf Hornborg (Lund University)  Animism, Fetishism, and Magic

2:30 PM  
Amy Renee Whitehead (University of Winchester)  Fetish ‘Things’: Personhood, Power, and Uncomfortable Relations

2:45 PM  
Colin H Scott (McGill University)  Persons, Things and the Phenomenology of Indeterminacy Among Crees of Eeyou Istchee

3:00 PM  
Miguel Astor-Aguilera (Arizona State University)  The Way of the Maya Uay Co-Essence: Mesoamerican Shapeshifter Perspectives

DISCUSSANT  
3:15 PM  
Anne-Christine Hornborg (Lund University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0870  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  703 | Meeting Room Level  
NATURAL HAZARDS, RISK, AND CULTURAL TRANSFORMATIONS

REVIEWED BY  
Society for Anthropological Sciences

ORGANIZER/CHAIR  
Carol R Ember (Human Relations Area Files at Yale University)

1:45 PM  
Carol R Ember (Human Relations Area Files at Yale University), Teferi A Adem (Human Relations Area Files at Yale University) and Ian A Skoggard (Human Relations Area Files at Yale University)  Climate-Related Hazards, Subsistence Diversification, and FOOD Consumption

2:00 PM  
Teferi A Adem (Human Relations Area Files at Yale University), Carol R Ember (Human Relations Area Files at Yale University) and Ian A Skoggard (Human Relations Area Files at Yale University)  Natural Hazards and Land Tenure Systems: A Cross-Cultural Study

2:15 PM  
Ian A Skoggard (Human Relations Area Files at Yale University), Carol R Ember (Human Relations Area Files at Yale University) and Teferi A Adem (Human Relations Area Files at Yale University)  Natural Hazards and Cooperative Behavior: A CROSS-Cultural Study

2:30 PM  
Mary Gerardo (University of Texas at Houston), Eric Jones (University of Texas at Houston) and Carol R Ember (Human Relations Area Files at Yale University)  The Effects of Climatic Hazards on Political Decision Making
2:45 PM  Elizabeth K Marino (Oregon State University-Cascade), Julie K Maldonado (Livelhoods Knowledge Exchange Network and University of California, Santa Barbara) and Heather Lazrus (National Center for Atmospheric Research) *Climate Change, Risk, and the Culture of Consolidation*

3:00 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

5-0875  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  704 | Meeting Room Level  
THE FUTURE OF IMPROVEMENT: NEOLIBERAL RECONFIGURATIONS OF DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN AMERICA

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)**  
Nicholas M Copeland (Virginia Tech)  
Teresa Angelica Velasquez (California State University, San Bernardino)

**CHAIR(s)**  
Lynn Selby (University of Texas at Austin)

1:45 PM  Lynn Selby (University of Texas at Austin)  Discontinuity, Intermediaries, and the Papye Tout Se Bon: State and Private Sector Development Projects in a Haitian Popular Neighborhood after the “Food Riots”

2:00 PM  Gregory D Morton (University of Chicago)  *Improving Permanence: Making Welfare Payments Last in Rural Brazil*

2:15 PM  Teresa Angelica Velasquez (California State University, San Bernardino)  *Unearthing Agrarian Dreams: Anti-Mining Activism and the Promise of Development in Andean Ecuador*

2:30 PM  Nicholas M Copeland (Virginia Tech)  *Dismantling Advancement: Neoliberal Post-Developmentalities in Rural Guatemala*

**DISCUSSANT**  
2:45 PM  Monica C DeHart (University of Puget Sound)

3:00 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

5-0880  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  705 | Meeting Room Level  
ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES ON MOVEMENT CYCLES IN CONTEMPORARY ACTIVISM (PART I)

**REVIEWED BY**  
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)**  
Leah S Stauber (University of Arizona)  
Angela D Storey (University of Arizona)

**CHAIR(s)**  
Leah S Stauber (University of Arizona)

1:45 PM  Livia K Hinegardner Stone (Illinois State University)

2:00 PM  Natália Fernanda Guzmán Solano (Washington University in St. Louis)  *Politics as Life: Living the Movement Against Extractivism in Cajamarca, Peru*

2:15 PM  Victor Gimenez Aliaga (Rice University)  *Practicing or Voting for ‘Real Democracy’? Self-Organization and the ‘Institutional Assault’ in Spain*

2:30 PM  David Armiak (University of Wisconsin, Madison)  *“Career Student Activists” and the Maintenance of a Movement*
2:45 PM Fuad Musallam (London School of Economics) *Enduring in Failure’s Wake: The Work of Reformulating Activism in Beirut, Lebanon*

3:00 PM Leah S Stauber (University of Arizona) *Activist Praxis during Social Movement Latency: Youth and the Re/Formation of Popular Contestations on the U.S.-Mexico Border*

3:15 PM Discussion

**5-0885 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM**

**GIVE ME A PLACE TO STAND AND I WILL MOVE THE EARTH: EXPERTISE AND THE ESTRANGEMENT OF EQUALITY**

**REVIEWED BY** General Anthropology Division

**ORGANIZER(s)** Michael Scroggins (Teachers College, Columbia University)

**CHAIR(s)** Daniel S Souleles (Brandeis University)

1:45 PM Sarah A Wessler (Fairfield University) *When Youth Development Programs Disappear: The Kids Will be Alright*

2:00 PM Jeffrey Greger (San Jose State University and FAIR Money) *Into the Fold: Silicon Valley Humanitarian Designers Financially Including Their Low-Income Silicon Valley Neighbors*

2:15 PM Michael Scroggins (Teachers College, Columbia University) *Constructing a Scientifically Literate Public: Of Sieves and Glowing Plants*

2:30 PM Daniel S Souleles (Brandeis University) *Why Do We Trust Trustees?*

**DISCUSSANT** 2:45 PM Juliette L de Wolfe (Teachers College, Columbia University)

**DISCUSSANT** 3:00 PM Benjamin J Chesluk (American Board of Internal Medicine)

3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**5-0890 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM**

**ANTHROPOLOGICAL TRAJECTORIES: ENCOUNTERS ACROSS TRANSNATIONAL PRODUCTION, CIRCULATION, AND DIFFERENCE**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for Cultural Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)** Shaozeng Zhang (Colorado State University)

**CHAIR(s)** Luis Felipe R Murillo (Berkman Center for Internet and Society, Harvard University)

1:45 PM Luis Felipe R Murillo (Berkman Center for Internet and Society, Harvard University) *Transnationality, Morality, and Politics of Computing Expertise*

2:00 PM Haoqun Gong (Institute of Global Ethnology and Anthropology, Minzu University of China) *The Forming of World Subjects: On Promoting Intersubjective Anthropologies Between China and Southeast Asia*

2:15 PM Yong Ming Kow (City University of Hong Kong) *Conducting Ethnographic Studies of the Social-Technical Beyond the Technoscientific Narratives: Is It Even Possible?*
2:30 PM  Shaozeng Zhang (Colorado State University) *Anthropology of and as Cosmopolitics: A Partial Observation of 21st Century Chinese Anthropology*

**DISCUSSANT**  2:45 PM  Sharon Traveek (University of California, Los Angeles)

**DISCUSSANT**  3:00 PM  Lili Lai (Peking University)

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

---

5-0895  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  708  | Meeting Room Level CCC

**Invited Roundtable:**

**THE WATER-ENERGY NEXUS: ANTHROPOLOGY AND ENGINEERING SHAPE A NEW RESEARCH PARADIGM**

**SPONSORS**  
Society for Economic Anthropology  
Anthropology and Environment Society

**ORGANIZER(s)**  
E Christian Wells (University of South Florida)  
Linda M Whiteford (University of South Florida)

**CHAIR(s)**  
Rebecca K Zarger (University of South Florida)  
Linda M Whiteford (University of South Florida)

**PRESENTER(s)**  
Bernard Amadei (University of Colorado)  
Jim Mihelcic (University of South Florida)  
Stewart Oakley (California State University, Chico)  
Diego Rosso (University of California, Irvine)  
Sarah Strauss (University of Wyoming)  
Linda M Whiteford (University of South Florida)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

5-0900  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  709  | Meeting Room Level CCC

**“ELSEWHERE”: TOURISMS AND REFERENCING THE REAL**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Council on Anthropology and Education

**ORGANIZER/CHAIR**  
John J Bodinger de Uriarte (Susquehanna University)

1:45 PM  Jennifer E Coffman (James Madison University) and Miroslava Prazak (Bennington College) *Voluntouring in Kenya and Tanzania: The Comfortable Exoticism of ‘Doing Good’ in the Agro-Pastoral Rangelands*

2:00 PM  Bill Roberts (St. Mary’s College of Maryland) and Alyssa Nutter (University of Maryland, College Park) *Gatekeepers, Guides & Genies: Examining Desires for PEACE in the Gambia, West Africa*

2:15 PM  Levent Soysal (Kadir Has University), Busra Siseci (Graduate School of Social Sciences-Kadir Has University) and Firat Omer Buyukcoskun (Graduate School of Social Sciences-Kadir Has University) *Istanbul Crossing: Student Exchange, Public Intimacy, and Familiarity of Going to Strange Places*

2:30 PM  Katharine Marie Serio (University of Arkansas) *‘I Go to Cleanse My Head and Heart’: Short-Term Mission Work as Pilgrimage*
2:45 PM Aaron M Lampman (Washington College) *Forbidden Learning: “Authentic” Cuba and the Allure of the Ultimate “Elsewhere” in Fieldwork Based Study Abroad*

3:00 PM Melissa S Biggs (University of Texas at Austin) *A Taste for the Local: Behind the Scenes of Culinary Tourism*

**Discussant** 3:15 PM Phyllis Passariello (Centre College)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0905 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM 710 | Meeting Room Level [CCC]

**KEYWORDS FOR A COUNTER-NEOLIBERAL ANTHROPOLOGY**

Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology

Organizer(s) Ben Chappell (University of Kansas)

Chair(s) Michael Leon Trujillo (University of New Mexico)

1:45 PM Ben Chappell (University of Kansas) *Susceptibility*

2:00 PM Jennifer A Goett (Michigan State University) *Sociality*

2:15 PM Paul V McDowell (Santa Barbara City College) *Participation*

2:30 PM Michael Leon Trujillo (University of New Mexico) *Region*

2:45 PM Malav J Kanuga (CUNY Graduate Center) *Urban Commons*

3:00 PM Chandra Russo (University of California, Santa Barbara) *Solidarity, Witness*

Discussant 3:15 PM David Roediger (University of Kansas)

5-0910 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM 711 | Meeting Room Level [CCC]

**Invited Session:**

**DE-CONSTRUCTING FAMILIAR COMMUNITIES: ENGAGING CONTESTED REPRESENTATIONS IN UNDERGRADUATE ANTHROPOLOGY**

Sponsor National Association of Student Anthropologists

Organizer(s) Nicholas Randall Abrams (McMaster University)

Chair(s) Melody J Devries (McMaster University)

1:45 PM Mikaela Danielle Gray (University of Toronto) *Theorizing Applied Community-Based Research: A Multi-Method Analysis of an Anthropology “Community”*

2:00 PM Nicholas Randall Abrams (McMaster University) *Representations of Anthropology in Popular and Academic Culture*

2:15 PM Melody J Devries (McMaster University) and Kathlene Katic (McMaster University) *Initial Anthropological Experiences at the University Level: Structural Barriers and Conflict*

2:30 PM Somya Paliwal (McMaster University) *Ethics and Reflexivity in an Anthropological Community: “Bias” and the Benefits of Familiarity*

Discussant 2:45 PM Kathryn E Goldfarb (University of Colorado Boulder)

Discussant 3:00 PM Eli Thorkelson (University of Chicago)

3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T
RACING THE ANTHROPOCENE: CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON RACISM AND INEQUALITY IN A NEW GEOLOGICAL EPOCH

Reviewed by: Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizer(s): Monica Patrice Barra (CUNY Graduate Center)
Chair(s): Melissa A Checker (CUNY Queens College)
Presenter(s): Austin Zeideman (London School of Economics)
Monica Patrice Barra (CUNY Graduate Center)
Mia Renauld (Northeastern University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

Poster Session: CAE NEW SCHOLAR INVITED POSTER SESSION

Reviewed by: Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer(s): Angelina E Castagno (Northern Arizona University)
Betsabé Román-González (Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey) and Victor Zuñiga (Universidad de Monterrey) Moving to or Returning from the U.S. to Mexico: Migrant Students’ experiences at the Schools of Morelos, Mexico
Nicole Mancevice (University of California, Los Angeles) Teaching Reading Across the School Day: An Analysis of Elementary Reading Instruction in Multiple Content Areas
Lilia Rodriguez (University of California, Los Angeles) Powerful Voices: Documenting the Learning Trajectories of Pre-Service Teachers and Elementary Students at an Afterschool Program
Joaquin Munoz (University of Arizona) Auto-Ethnographic Reflections: Integrating Waldorf, Indigenous and Critical Pedagogical Approaches
Suriati Abas (Indiana University) Literacy & the Linguistic Landscape (LL) of Argentina
MinSoo Kim-Bossard (College of New Jersey) “I Am Raising Korea”: Discourses of Mothering and Marriage and Labor Immigration
Charles Lynn (University of North Carolina Wilmington) and Daniel Gilhooly (University of Georgia) Immigrant and Refugee Workers in the Meatpacking Industry: The Changing Face of Rural Labor Markets in the South
Tiffany Lee Tsang (University of California, Los Angeles) Technology Usage and Preparation for Work after College: Perceptions of Humanities Students
Olena Aydarova (Arizona State University) Teacher Education Reform as Political Theater: Modernization Dramas in the Russian Federation
Patrick Guy Alexander (University of Oxford) Figuring Quantum Personhood: Findings from a Comparative Ethnography of Schooling, Aspiration and Imagined Futures in London and New York City
Daniel Gilhooly (University of Georgia) Lessons Learned: Insights into One Teacher’s Experience Working with Karen Refugee Students in the United States


Bethany Wilinski (Michigan State University) The Politics of Policy Enactment: School District-Community Partnerships for Pre-Kindergarten Provision

Jennifer M Burke (Rutgers University) Black, White, Brown, Pink and Blue: How First Graders Use Race and Gender

Eliot Graham (Rutgers University) Speaking Up: Civic Significance of Student Voice in a No-Excuses Charter School

Dan Heiman (University of Texas at Austin) ‘I Want Her to Be a Citizen of the World’: The Neoliberal Turn in Two-Way Dual Language Education

Jessica Sierk (University of Nebraska - Lincoln) Coming of Age in the New Latino Diaspora: An Ethnographic Study of High School Seniors in Nebraska

Margaret M Remstad (Indiana University) (Trans)formación Docente: Teacher Professional Development and Rights-Based Quality Education for Quechua Communities in Peru

Josephine Pham (University of California, Los Angeles) The Role of Race in Field Placement: An Ethnographic Case Study of Two Preservice Teachers of Color

Janelle Franco Young Children’s Views and Values of Literacy Practices: An Ethnographic Case Study of Three Kindergartners

Fernando Hurtado (Arizona State University) Participation and Experiences of Reclassified ELLs: Integration of a Learning Management System in a Secondary English Classroom

Felipe J Baez Jr (Arizona State University) Making Meaning out of Canonical Texts in Freshman English

Aryn Bloodworth (University of Colorado, Boulder) Ethnic Segregation and the Potential for Reintegration in Macedonia’s Schools

Nadine Tanio (University of California, Los Angeles) Children’s Voices and Agency in Math Learning

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

5-0925 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM Mile High 1C | Ballroom Level CCC
TOWARD AN ENERGETIC ANTHROPOLOGY OF “FAMILIAR” CAPITALISM
PART II

Reviewed by
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Chair(s)
Thomas F Love (Linfield College)

1:45 PM
Sandy Smith-Nonini (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) Reinterpreting the Glut: Implications of High Debt and Changes in Commuting Habits for Oil Demand
2:00 PM  Jalel Sager (University of California, Berkeley) *The Oil Harvest Cycle and Its Surplus*

2:15 PM  Bilge Firat (Istanbul Technical University) *Carving Turkey: Material Development, Infrastructural Power, and Land Appropriation Around Bosporus*

2:30 PM  Bret Gustafson (Washington University in St. Louis) *Race, Energy, and (Anti)Capitalism in Latin America*

2:45 PM  Cindy J Isenhour (University of Maine) *Power in Numbers: On Accounting for Greenhouse Gas Emissions and the Reproduction of International Advantage*

**Discussant**  3:00 PM  Dominic Boyer (Rice University)

3:15 PM  Discussion

---

**5-0930**  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Mile High 1F | Ballroom Level

**MAKING SENSE OF MENTAL HEALTH AMIDST RISING RURAL SOCIAL INEQUALITY IN NORTH AMERICA: CLASS, RACE, AND IDENTITY IN TREATMENT-SEEKING**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Elizabeth A Carpenter-Song (Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth)

Claire N Snell-Rood (University of Kentucky)

**Chair(s)**  Elizabeth A Carpenter-Song (Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth)

1:45 PM  Elizabeth A Carpenter-Song (Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth) *They Just Don’t Understand*: The Consequences of Hidden Poverty for Mental Health Care in Rural New England

2:00 PM  Lesly-Marie Buer (University of Kentucky) *Self-Medication, Misprescription, and Health Inequalities: Intersections Between Mental Health Care and Prescription Drug Misuse in Rural Central Appalachia*

2:15 PM  Lori L Jervis (University of Oklahoma) and Jack R Friedman (University of Oklahoma) *Citizenship, Place, and Mental Health Disparities in Rural Oklahoma Communities*

2:30 PM  Roland S Moore (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation) and Kristen A Ogilvie (University of Alaska, Anchorage) *Treatment-Seeking Challenges in Frontier Alaska: Resignation and Cultural Compromise in Remote Communities*

2:45 PM  Margarite J Whitten (CUNY Graduate Center) *Activist Diagnosis: Addressing Inequalities in Community Mental Health*

3:00 PM  Claire N Snell-Rood (University of Kentucky) *Normalized Depression, Moralized Coping: Appraising Regional Inequalities through Mental Health Coping in Appalachian Kentucky*

**Discussant**  3:15 PM  Cathleen E Willging (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
Invited Roundtable:
THE FAMILIAR AND STRANGE IN REMAINING ‘NATIVE’ AND BECOMING AN ANTHROPOLOGIST: CELEBRATING DR. BEATRICE MEDICINE’S CONTRIBUTIONS TO ANTHROPOLOGY

Sponsor: AAA Executive Program Committee
Organizer(s): Terry Scott Ketchum (University of Oklahoma)
              Jason T Younker (University of Oregon)
Chair(s): Richard T Meyers (South Dakota State University)
          David Posthumus (University of South Dakota)
Presenter(s): George Abrams (Independent Scholar)
              Valerie Lambert (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
              Jessica Blanchard (University of Oklahoma)
              Christina Leza (Colorado College)
              Christopher Basaldú (University of Oklahoma)
              Kimberly J Marshall (University of Oklahoma)
              Sean E Gantt (Indiana University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

Invited Roundtable:
RESPONDING TO STUDENT CONCERNS (PART 2): STRATEGIES FOR PREPARING ANTHROPOLOGY STUDENTS FOR THE REAL JOB MARKET

Sponsor: AAA Committee on Practicing Applied and Public Interest Anthropology
Organizer(s): Jean J Schensul (Institute for Community Research)
              Barbara Rylko-Bauer (Michigan State University)
Chair(s): Barbara Rylko-Bauer (Michigan State University)
Presenter(s): Andrew Tarter (University of Florida)
              Linda A Bennett (University of Memphis)
              Ruthbeth Finerman (University of Memphis)
              Cathleen Crain (LTG Associates, Inc.)
              Katie Vizenor (American Anthropological Association)
              Nicholas Rattray (VA and Indiana University-Purdue University, Indianapolis)
              A Ashley Stinnett (Western Kentucky University)
              Margaret Weeks (Institute for Community Research, Inc.)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
CS10. ACTIVISM IN THE PURSUE OF AN EQUITY EDUCATION

1:45 PM  Katherine Cierniak (Indiana University)  Navigating and Negotiating Schooling Options in an Urban Slum: Household Selection of NGO Schools or Madrasas in Dhaka, Bangladesh

2:00 PM  Aaron Leo (University of Albany)  Schools and Urban Space: Structures and Agents

2:15 PM  Daniela Kruel DiGiacomo (University of Colorado, Boulder), Ben Kirshner (University of Colorado, Boulder), Joshua Prudhomme (University of Colorado, Boulder) and Erica Jeanne Van Steenis (University of Colorado, Boulder)  When Policy Collides with People: Parent and Teacher Organizing for Equitable Learning Time Reforms

2:30 PM  Kathryn Elizabeth Wiley (University of Colorado, Boulder)  To Permit and Protect Learning: Educators’ Cultural Projects and Disparities in School Discipline

2:45 PM  Rebecca Zellner Grunzke (Mercer University)  “Unschooling Is Not Unparenting”: Alternative Childrearing Tasks of Unschooling Parents

BEYOND THE CLOSET: GLOBAL QUEER RITES OF PASSAGE

1:45 PM  Denis M Provencher (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)  Coming out of the Harem and Haram: Queer Maghrebi French Language

2:00 PM  Teresa EP Delfin (Whittier College)  Queer Regionality as Cultural Resistance in Mexico

2:15 PM  Jonathan Jimenez (Whittier College)  Latino Grindr: Redefining Queer Culture En Las Americas

2:30 PM  Joseph C Russo (University of Texas at Austin)  Gnarled Ecologies: Form and Limit in Queer Southeast Texas

2:45 PM  Crystal L Biruk (Oberlin College)  Fixed Categories, Liminal Selves: Becoming “WSW” in Malawi

DISCUSSANT  Ryan Richard Thoreson (Independent)

3:00 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

Invited Session: TEMPORALITIES IN ETHNOGRAPHIC FIELDWORK: DEALING WITH PAST AND FUTURE IN THE EUROPEAN CRISIS

1:45 PM  Elizabeth L Krause (University of Massachusetts Amherst)  Society for the Anthropology of Europe

1:45 PM  Susana E Narotzky (Universitat de Barcelona)

1:45 PM  Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

Society for Economic Anthropology

M  Mentoring Activity  P  Practicing and Applied Anthropologists
1:45 PM Sofia Kalo (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *Art after Crisis: Uncertain Futures and the Turn to Social Art in Albania*

2:00 PM Alyssa Maraj Grahame (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *Commons in Contestation: Iceland’s Natural Resources Between Two Crises*

2:15 PM Eleanor Marie Finley (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *The Crossroads of Crisis: Prefigurative Politics and Political Imaginaries in the Spanish Anti-Fracking Movement*

2:30 PM Elizabeth L Krause (University of Massachusetts Amherst) and Massimo Bressan (Iris ricerche) *Unfamiliar Plots, Strange Tempos: Conundrums and Action in a Made in Italy District in Transition*

2:45 PM Frances Pine (Goldsmiths, University of London) *Learning from Earlier Crises: What the Postsocialist ‘transition’ Can Teach Us about the Post 2008 ‘crisis’*

3:00 PM Susana E Narotzky (Universitat de Barcelona) *Temporalities of Crisis in a Spanish Industrial Town and the Production of Hope*

**DISCUSSANT 3:15 PM Daniel M Knight (Durham University)**

**5-0960 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM**

**Mile High 4F | Ballroom Level**

**IMAGINING A RURAL ANTHROPOLOGY**

Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America

Organizer(s) Amber R Clifford-Napoleone (University of Central Missouri) Sarah Franzen (Emory University)

Chair(s) Cristina L Ortiz (University of Minnesota, Morris) Susie Donaldson (West Virginia University)

Presenter(s) Cristina L Ortiz (University of Minnesota, Morris) Brandi Janssen (University of Iowa) Sarah E Cunningham (Oregon State University) Susie Donaldson (West Virginia University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**5-0965 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM**

**Agate | 3rd Floor**

**THE PRESENTATION OF SELF IN WORKADAY LIFE**

Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology

Organizer(s) Elizabeth J Brummel (University of Chicago) Adam Sargent (University of Chicago)

Chair(s) Adam Sargent (University of Chicago)

1:45 PM Zane M Goebel (La Trobe University) *I’m Nothing like What You Have Heard about Indonesian Civil Servants*

2:00 PM Elizabeth J Brummel (University of Chicago) *Change Your Life: Talent and the Presentation of Self in Young Kenyans’ Vocation Narratives*

2:15 PM Adam Sargent (University of Chicago) *Doing Drama: The Presentation of Managerial Selves on a New Delhi Construction Site*

2:30 PM Erika R Alpert (Nazarbayev University) *The Personal Is Professional: Learning to Make Matches in Japan*
5-0970 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Capital Ballroom 1  |  4th Floor  HYATT
WHEN STRANGERS BECOME FAMILIAR AND FAMILIARS CHANGE: DECISIONS TO INVEST IN THE OTHER

 Reviewed by  Evolutionary Anthropology Society
 Organizer(s)  Peter J Richerson (University of California, Davis)
 Chair(s)  Anne C Pisor (University of California, Santa Barbara)
 Discussant  1:45 PM  Brooke A Scelza (University of California, Los Angeles)
 2:00 PM  Alexander Pashos (Max Planck Institute For Social Anthropology)  
Step-Grandfathers and Stepfathers — Underestimated Caregivers? What Does Child-Care By Non-Consanguineal Kin Say about the Nature of Kinship?
 2:15 PM  Courtney Helfrecht (Washington State University) and Courtney L Meehan (Washington State University)  
Nutritional Status: Intersections of Cooperation and Competition Across Development
 2:30 PM  Natasha Mastalka (University of Colorado, Colorado Springs), Daniel Caldeira (University of Colorado, Colorado Springs) and Michelle J Escasa-Dorne (University of Colorado, Colorado Springs)  
Pet Ownership as an Cues of Character: Do Men and Women Attune to Cues Differently?
 2:45 PM  Delaney JoLynn Glass (Boise State University), Shane A Scaggs (Boise State University), Haley Myers (Boise State University), Lisa Greer (Boise State University) and John P Ziker (Boise State University)  
Four Pathways to Generosity: Evolutionary Mechanisms Differentially Affect Charitable Donations
 3:00 PM  Wesley Allen-Arave (University of New Mexico)  
Do Charitable Donations Buy Friends? Public Goods Provisioning and Cooperative Partner Choice
 3:15 PM  Anne C Pisor (University of California, Santa Barbara)  
Affiliation with out-Groups Among Three Populations of Bolivian Horticulturalists: Market Integration, Resource Shortfalls, and Social Support

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0975 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Capital Ballroom 2  |  4th Floor  HYATT
DJINNS, ZOMBIES, MEMORY, AND THE MUNDANE: CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE DISPARATE TEMPORALITIES OF HAUNTOLOGY

 Reviewed by  Society for Psychological Anthropology
 Organizer(s)  Matt Newsom (Washington State University)
 Chair(s)  Catherine Portillo-Silva (University of California, Merced)
 1:45 PM  Erin Katherine McFee (University of Chicago)  
Subjectivities in Transition: Reconfiguring the Past Under the Specter of War

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
2:00 PM  Anna Jordan (Washington State University)  *Haunting Discourses: The Conundrum of Caring for Persons with Dementia*

2:15 PM  Matt Newsom (Washington State University)  *Haunted Discourse, Haunted History: Submitting to the Monster Spell of the Psychobilly Music Scene*

2:30 PM  Catherine Portillo-Silva (University of California, Merced)  *Here, There, and Everywhere: On the Spectral Subjectivity of Autoimmunity*

2:45 PM  Jessica Diane McCauley (Washington State University)  *The Presence & Absence of Hauntology: Mental Health and Healing in Mali and the U.S.*

3:00 PM  Jason Hwan Jin Chung (Washington State University)  *Should We Give up the Ghost? the Hauntological Nature of Chemical Dependency in South Africa*

3:15 PM  Frank A Ramos III (University of California, Riverside)  *Specters Beyond the Horizon: Modern Warfare, Memory, and the Battle of the Coral Sea*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**5-0980  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM**  
**Capital Ballroom 5 | 4th Floor**  
**“BREAKING THE RULES?: THE POLITICS OF DEVIANCE AMONG CHILDREN AND YOUTH”**

**Reviewed by:** American Ethnological Society

**Organizer(s):**
- Laura Sikstrom (University of Toronto)
- Sarah A Gould (University of Toronto)

**Chair(s):**
- Lauren S Classen (University of Toronto)

**Discussant:**
- Deborah L Durham (Sweet Briar College)

**1:45 PM**
- Sarah A Gould (University of Toronto)  *Out of Order: The Youthful Bandit Spirits of Northwestern Madagascar*

**2:00 PM**
- Laura Sikstrom (University of Toronto)  *“My Witch-Brother Tried to Kill Me during the Night”: Child Witches, Child Rights and Intergenerational Conflict Management in Malawi*

**2:15 PM**
- Lauren S Classen (University of Toronto)  *Understanding the Implications of Youth-Targeted Empowerment Programs for Shifting Categories of Youth Deviance and Moralities in Rural Malawi*

**2:30 PM**
- Hollis Leigh Moore (University of Toronto)  *“We Are the Real Prisoners”: Understanding Young Women’s Decisions to Forge Intimate Relationships with Imprisoned Men in Northeast Brazil*

**2:45 PM**
- Martha Fanjoy (University of Calgary)  *“The Ghosts of the Bullets We Escaped Have Followed Us”: Questioning Narratives of Somali Canadian Youth Gang Involvement*

**3:00 PM**
- Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: T
PRACTISING RELIGION TODAY: BEHAVIOUR, ATTITUDE, TRADITIONS

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of Religion
Chair(s): Patricia Ann Hardwick (Hofstra University)

1:45 PM C James MacKenzie (University of Lethbridge) Deliver Us, Ajaw, from Health Inspectors and Traffic Cops: Bureaucracy, Religion and Protest in a K’iche’ Maya Town

2:00 PM Sara Lei Sparre (Roskilde University) and Lise Paulsen Galal (Roskilde University) What It Means to be Christian: Negotiations of Religiosity and Faith Identity Across Two Generations of Middle Eastern Christians in Denmark

2:15 PM Sangmi Lee (University of Oxford) Transnationally traditional: The Shaman and the Continuity of “Spirit Calling” in the Hmong Diaspora

2:30 PM Ali Navid Said (University of California, Los Angeles) Emotional Motivations for the Shi’a Mourning Rituals in London

2:45 PM Shanti Ali Zaid (Michigan State University) Integrating African-Inspired Religious Practice in Eastern Cuba: Reynerio Perez and Vicente Portuondo Martín

3:00 PM Adedamola O Osinulu (University of Michigan) Unfamiliar Spirit: Nigerian Pentecostalism in Transnational Perspective

3:15 PM Patricia Ann Hardwick (Hofstra University) Releasing the Wind of the Weretiger: Main ‘Teri, Tiger Trances, and Healing Transformations in Kelantan, Malaysia

MATERIAL ETHICS, VITAL THEORY: DEATH, DYING AND INJURY IN AFRICA

Reviewed by: Association for Africanist Anthropology
Organizer/Chair: Casey Golomski (University of the Witwatersrand)

1:45 PM Sonia Silva (Skidmore College) Parting with Life: Death and Dying in Northwest Zambia

2:00 PM Casey Golomski (University of the Witwatersrand) Wholeness and Ashes: Cremation as Ethical Aporia in Swaziland’s Funeral Culture

2:15 PM Laura Major (University of Edinburgh) Re-Articulating Remains: Mass Grave Exhumation and Genocide Corpses in Rwanda

2:30 PM Andrea Mariko Grant (University of Cambridge) Material and Virtual Commemoration in Post-Genocide Rwanda

2:45 PM Marwa Ghazali (University of Kansas) “We Are the Living Dead”: Morality and Embodiment in a Cairo Cemetery Squatter Community

Dis 讨论ant 3:00 PM Bilinda S Straight (Western Michigan University)
3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T
MAKING THE STRANGE FAMILIAR: LANGUAGE AND METAHISTORY

Reviewed by: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Magnus Hansen (Brown University)
Chair(s): Leila Monaghan (Southern Illinois University)

1:45 PM E Moore Quinn (College of Charleston) *The Languages of Heritage and Hunger: Commemorating the Great Irish Famine*

2:00 PM Patrick J Moore (University of British Columbia) *Genre Distinctions in Kaska Historical Narratives: Insights from Linguistic Anthropology*

2:15 PM Kristine M Sudbeck (University of Nebraska - Lincoln) *The (re) Production of History on the Landscape: A Critical Examination of Nebraska State Historical Markers*

2:30 PM Antonio José B da Silva (Universidade Federal da Bahia) *Exu is Not Satan: Intertextual Distance as a Site of Ideological Criticism*

2:45 PM Michael L Zukosky (Eastern Washington University) and Alena Rudenka (Belarusian State University) *Structuralism, Cultural Semantics and Social History in Slavic Ethnolinguistics*

3:00 PM Rachel George (Whitman College) *Treba Se Snaci ('You have to manage'): Agency, Futility, and Ambivalence in Talk about Serbian History*

Discussant: 3:15 PM Paja Faudree (Brown University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P

FERGUSON AND BEYOND: EXTRAJURIDICAL VIOLENCE, RACE, AND THE ROLE OF ANTHROPOLOGY

Reviewed by: AAA Committee on Minority Issues in Anthropology
Organizer(s): Shalini Shankar (Northwestern University)
Chair(s): Jonathan D Rosa (Stanford University)
Presenter(s): Lee D Baker (Duke University)
Raymond Codrington (New York Hall of Science)
Leith Mullings (CUNY Graduate Center)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

AFFECTING TRANSBORDER MIGRATION

Reviewed by: Society for Psychological Anthropology
Organizer(s): Deanna E Barenboim (Sarah Lawrence College)
Chair(s): Deborah A Boehm (University of Nevada, Reno)

1:45 PM Alyshia F Galvez (CUNY Herbert H Lehman College) *Diabetes Is the Disease of the Migrant*: Somatization of Prolonged Family Separation in Migrant Communities

2:00 PM Deanna E Barenboim (Sarah Lawrence College) *States of Mourning: Navigating ‘illegality’ and Loss in the Yucatec Maya Diaspora*

2:15 PM Jennifer L Burrell (University at Albany SUNY) *Affect, Migration and Generation Among the Maya*
2:30 PM  Heather Rae-Espinoza (California State University, Long Beach)  
(Re)Producing Migration Theory through Military Research: Pride in Migratory Deployment and Military Journeys

2:45 PM  Maria Islas-Lopez (University of Denver)  Dreaming and Feeling the Future: Future Consideration, Emotion and the Transnational Among Mexican Migrant Families

Discusant  3:00 PM  Cati M Coe (Rutgers University)
3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-1010  1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Centennial H | 3rd Floor  HYATT
WHAT’S NEW IN NEW MEDIA? STANDARDIZATION PROCESSES IN DIGITALLY MEDIATED SPACE

Reviewed by  Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s)  Chantal M Tetreault (Michigan State University)
Erika G Hoffmann-Dilloway (Oberlin College)
Chair(s)  Chantal M Tetreault (Michigan State University)
1:45 PM  Sarah Hillewaert (University of Toronto)  Orthographic Stylization or as Subversive Claim-Making? Re-Negotiating Standards and Geographies through Digital Writing Practices
2:00 PM  Erika G Hoffmann-Dilloway (Oberlin College)  "Writing What You Feel": Kinesthetic Language Production and Textual Standardization
2:15 PM  Mindy J Morgan (Michigan State University)  Circulating Indigeneity: Indians at Work and Discursive Creation of Native North America
2:30 PM  Barbra A Meek (University of Michigan)  Scaling Endangerment: Globalization and First Nations Languages
2:45 PM  Chantal M Tetreault (Michigan State University)  Muslima Political Performances for the Online Umma: Women Activists and Global Islam in the Internet Age

Discusant  3:00 PM  Laura C Brown (University of Pittsburgh)
3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-1015  2:15 PM – 2:40 PM  107 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
Film Session: ROOTS, DIR. FELICE FORNABAIO
Sponsor  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
**Film Session:**
*BIRTHDATES, DIR. ARTA BEKTESHI*

**Film Session:**
*EARTH’S CHILDREN, DIR. DIEGO SARMIENTO PAGÁN*

**Film Session:**
*FATUMA KEE ASAYA, DIR. FRANCESCO SINCICH*

**Invited Roundtable:**
*AUTHOR-MEETS-CRITICS ROUNDTABLE: 2015 SANA BOOK AWARD WINNER, “WE ARE THE FACE OF OAXACA: TESTIMONY AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS” BY LYNN STEPHEN*
Invited Roundtable:
ACOUSTIC METHODOLOGIES: THE 2015 SOUNDTABLE

Sponsor: Music and Sound Interest Group
Organizer(s): Daniel Fisher (University of California, Berkeley), Lila Ellen Gray (University of Amsterdam)
Chair(s): Amanda Minks (University of Oklahoma)
Presenter(s): Georgina Born (University of Oxford), Steven Feld (VoxLox), Daniel Fisher (University of California, Berkeley), Lila Ellen Gray (University of Amsterdam), Jocelyne Guilbault (University of California, Berkeley), Stefan Helmreich (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), David Novak (University of California, Santa Barbara)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

20 YEARS OF TRANSNATIONAL AND BINATIONAL RESEARCH: LOOKING BACK TO MOVE AHEAD

Reviewed by: Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
Organizer(s): Alayne Unterberger (FIU/FICS)
Chair(s): Sarah J Mahler (Florida International University)
Presenter(s): Laura Gonzalez (La Comunidad Hispana), Konane Martinez (California State University, San Marcos), Alayne Unterberger (FIU/FICS), Alison E Lee (Fundacion Universidad de las Americas Puebla)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

KEEPING THINGS ALIVE

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s): Alejandra Gonzalez Jimenez (University of Toronto), Katie Kilroy-Marac (University of Toronto - Scarborough)
Chair(s): Katie Kilroy-Marac (University of Toronto - Scarborough)

4:00 PM Brian C Campbell (Dalhousie University) The Inheritor’s Dilemma: The Cultural Biography of the Things You Didn’t Want in the First Place
4:15 PM Gretchen M Herrmann (SUNY Cortland) A Buyer’s BONUS: Bargains as Special Objects in the Garage Sale
4:30 PM Staffan Appelgren (University of Gothenburg) and Anna Ulrika Kristina Bohlin (University of Gothenburg) Growing in Motion: The Circulation of Used Things on Second-Hand Markets
4:45 PM Katie Kilroy-Marac (University of Toronto - Scarborough) *On Taking Proper Care (Without Getting Too Attached): How to Tell a Collection from a Hoard*

5:00 PM Alejandra Gonzalez Jimenez (University of Toronto) *“Don’t Throw Them out, Restore Them!” (On Beetles in Mexico)*

**DISCUSSANT** 5:15 PM Sasha Newell (North Carolina State University)

5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**5-1055 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 111 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**NAIVETE, HOPE, AND SKEPTICISM: ENCOUNTERS WITH DIPLOMATIC, MILITARY AND INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES**

**REVIEWED BY** American Ethnological Society

**ORGANIZER(s)**
- David H Price (St. Martin’s University)
- Roberto J Gonzalez (San Jose State University)

**CHAIR(s)** Sarah Hautzinger (Colorado College) *Fieldwork Across Civilian-Military Divides—the Terrain at Home*

4:45 PM Joseph Bryan (University of Colorado) *The Battlefield and the Classroom: Open Source Intelligence, Militarism, and the Politics of Knowledge*

4:30 PM Gina M Perez (Oberlin College) *Jrotc, Latina/o Youth, and American Dreams*

4:45 PM David H Price (St. Martin’s University) *Seeing Anthropologists When Seeing like a State: Wikileaks and the Uses of Anthropology*

5:00 PM Roberto J Gonzalez (San Jose State University) *Anthropological Algorithms: The Pentagon’s New Wave of Sociocultural Modeling and Forecasting Programs*

**DISCUSSANT** 5:15 PM Kerry B Fosher (Marine Corps University)

5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

---

**5-1060 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 112 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**POLITICAL WORK OF CRISIS**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for Cultural Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)**
- Chris M Kortright (Independant Researcher)
- Vivian Y Choi (University of Tennessee)

**CHAIR(s)**
- Michelle L Stewart (University of Regina)

4:00 PM Michelle L Stewart (University of Regina) *Crisis and Prevention as Foil: Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder in the Settler State*

4:15 PM Jacqueline Brown (Hunter College) *Beyond Ferguson: Rethinking the Crisis Discourse of American Racism, or Don’t Believe the Hype.*

4:30 PM Jenna M Grant (IIAS, Leiden University) *Malaria Drug Resistance as Cambodian Crisis*

4:45 PM Vivian Y Choi (University of Tennessee) *Crisis at Sea: Political Moorings in the Indian Ocean*
5:00 PM Candis Callison (University of British Columbia) News from the Arctic: Global Audiences, Environmental Change, and Resource Potentials
5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-1065 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 113 | Meeting Room Level

SENTIMENTALITY, BUREAUCRATIC KINSHIP NETWORKS AND SENTIENT
Reviewed by American Ethnological Society
Organizer(s) Narges Erami (Yale University)
Inderpal Grewal (Yale University)
Chair(s) Inderpal Grewal (Yale University)

4:00 PM Inderpal Grewal (Yale University) Reforming and Regulating the Bureaucratic Self in Postcolonial India
4:15 PM Narges Erami (Yale University) Bureaucratic Funerals and the Politics of Kinship
4:30 PM Serguei Oushakine (Princeton University) A Mechanism of Recognition: Bureaucratic Kinship after Communism
4:45 PM Arzoo Osanloo (University of Washington) Willing Mercy: Bureaucratic Frames of Forgiveness in Iran

Discussant 5:00 PM Engseng Ho (Duke)
5:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-1070 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 201 | Meeting Room Level

UN-FAMILIAR SUBJECTS: A PANEL IN HONOR OF BYRON J. GOOD AND MARY-JO DELVECCHIO GOOD — PART II
Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology
Organizer(s) Angela N Garcia (Stanford University)
Janis H Jenkins (University of California, San Diego)
Chair(s)

4:00 PM Erica Caple James (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) The Matter of Black Lives: Hauntology, Necropolitics, and the “Spectral South”
4:15 PM Michael MJ Fischer (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) Reading Medical Anthropology Across Asia with Byron and Mary Jo D. Good: Theoretical Trajectories, Emergent Realities
4:30 PM Linda Garro (University of California, Los Angeles) Revisiting the Problem of Belief and Re-Envisioning Studies of Care-Seeking
4:45 PM Sarah S Willen (University of Connecticut) Shattering Culture and Revamping Medical Education in the United States

5:00 PM Jesse H Grayman (University of Auckland) Medical Humanitarianism in Post-Conflict Aceh, Indonesia

Discussant 5:15 PM Byron J Good (Harvard University)
Discussant 5:30 PM Mary-Jo Del Vecchio Good (Harvard University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
Invited Session:
STRANGELY FAMILIAR: THE “LANGUAGE GAP,” BLAMING THE VICTIM, AND CHILD-REARING IN POVERTY

Sponsor
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

Organizer(s)
Susan D Blum (University of Notre Dame)
Netta R Avineri (Middlebury Institute of International Studies at Monterey)

Chair(s)
Eric J Johnson (Washington State University Tri-Cities)

4:00 PM

4:15 PM
Teresa L McCarty (University of California, Los Angeles) How the Logic of Gap Discourse Perpetuates Education Inequality: A View from the Anthropology of Language Policy

4:30 PM
Douglas Edwin Sperry (St. Mary-of-the-Woods College), Peggy Miller (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) and Linda Sperry (Indiana State University, Educational Psychology) Is There Really a Word Gap?

4:45 PM
Shirley B Heath (Stanford University) How the Brain Complicates the “Language Gap”

5:00 PM
Susan D Blum (University of Notre Dame) Learning for Schooling: Wordism and the in-Home Teacher

5:15 PM
Ana C Zentella (University of California, San Diego) Books as the Magic Bullet

Discussant
5:30 PM
Elinor Ochs (University of California, Los Angeles)

This session may be of particular interest to:

DISCOURSE IN THE MARKETPLACE

Reviewed by
General Anthropology Division

Organizer(s)
Katherine Ann Wiley (Pacific Lutheran University)
Sarah DS Monson (Indiana University Bloomington)

Chair(s)
Sarah DS Monson (Indiana University Bloomington)

4:00 PM
Laurian R Bowles (Davidson College) Small Money, Big Loads: Participatory Photography with Migrant Women at Makola Market in Ghana

4:15 PM
Joanna Grabski (Denison University) Narratives of the Urban and the Global at Dakar’s Colobane Market

4:30 PM
Linda J Seligmann (George Mason University) the Discourse of the Market and the Market in Discourse Among Market Women in Cusco, Peru

4:45 PM
Sarah DS Monson (Indiana University Bloomington) Discourse Strategies and Economic Advantage: Exchange in Ghana’s Kumasi Central Market
5:00 PM  Katherine Ann Wiley (Pacific Lutheran University) "They Don't Even Think!": Challenging Social Hierarchy through Discourse in Kankossa, Mauritania

Discussant  5:15 PM  Brigittine French (Grinnell College)

5:30 PM  Discussion

**5-1085  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  207 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**HUMANIZING CHILDBIRTH: NEGOTIATING WOMEN'S REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS IN THE FACE OF OBSTETRIC VIOLENCE**

Reviewed by  Association for Feminist Anthropology

Organizer(s)  Lydia Zacher Dixon (University of California, Irvine)

Chair(s)  Mounia El Kotni (University at Albany, SUNY)

4:00 PM  Margie Serrato (Independent Researcher) Cascades of Intervention: Invalidating Women's Knowledge, Abilities, and Control during Childbirth

4:15 PM  Lydia Zacher Dixon (University of California, Irvine) From Inhumane to Violent: Contextualizing the Obstetric Violence Movement in Mexico

4:30 PM  Mounia El Kotni (University at Albany, SUNY) "the Hospital Is Where Women Die": Traditional Indigenous Midwives’ Narratives of Obstetric Violence in Chiapas, Mexico

4:45 PM  Lucia Guerra Reyes (Indiana University) "We Are Still Here, but They Don't See Us": Indigenous Parteras Reimagine Their Role in Resisting the Medicalization of Birth

5:00 PM  Angela N Castañeda (DePauw University) "the Body Is Our Tool": Doulas and Embodied Resistance

5:15 PM  Christine Morton (Stanford University), Louise M Roth (University of Arizona), Megan Henley (University of Arizona) and Marla Marek (California State University, Stanislaus) Ethical Challenges in U.S. & Canadian Maternity Support Workers’ Views of Childbirth

Discussant  5:30 PM  Eugenia Georges (Rice University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**5-1090  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  401 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**STS AND ANTHROPOLOGY: REFLECTIONS ON 25 YEARS OF ENTANGLEMENT**

Reviewed by  General Anthropology Division

Organizer(s)  Jordan H Kraemer (Wesleyan University)

Chair(s)  Jennifer D Carlson (University of Texas at Austin)

Nick Seaver (University of California, Irvine)

Presenter(s)  Marisol de la Cadena (University of California, Davis)

Joseph Dumit (University of California, Davis)

Emily Martin (New York University)

Lucy Suchman (Lancaster University)

Sharon Traweek (University of California, Los Angeles)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
ADVANCES IN EXPLORING ETHNOGENESIS AND ETHNIC INEQUALITY IN THE (BIO)ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD

Reviewed by: Archaeology Division
Organizer(s): Britney Kyle McIlvaine (University of Northern Colorado)
Laurie J Reitsema (University of Georgia)
Chair(s): Laurie J Reitsema (University of Georgia)
Britney Kyle McIlvaine (University of Northern Colorado)

4:00 PM
Mark Hubbe (Ohio State University), Christina Torres-Rouff (University of California, Merced), Emily Stovel (Ripon College) and Kelly Knudson (Arizona State University)
Defining Oneself: Crafting Ethnic Identity in the Late Intermediate Period Atacama Desert

4:15 PM
Molly Kathleen Zuckerman (Mississippi State University)
Embodiment, Stigma, Disease, and Identity Formation: Historical, Biochemical, and Bioarchaeological Evidence for “Marginalized People” with Acquired Syphilis in 17th to 19th Century London

4:30 PM
Christopher B Rodning (Tulane University)
Archaeological Perspectives on Ethnogenesis in Native North America

4:45 PM
Sylvia Deskaj (Michigan State University)
Entangled (Pre)Histories: Albanian Ethnic Identities, Past and Present

5:00 PM
Sara L Juengst (Appalachian State University)
Socio-Economic Change and Identity Creation on the Copacabana Peninsula (800 BC – AD 200)

5:15 PM
Christopher Stojanowski (Arizona State University)
Unpacking the Biology of Ethnogenetic Change: What Biodistance Can and Cannot Say about Identity Transformation

5:30 PM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

FAMILIAR STORIES, STRANGE METHODS: ENCHANTING KNOWLEDGE AND ENCOUNTERING INEQUALITY THROUGH MULTI-SENSORY NARRATIVES

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Aline C Gubrium (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Elizabeth L Krause (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Chair(s): Aline C Gubrium (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

4:00 PM
Sally Campbell Galman (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Dragons Can Be Beaten: Learning from Strange Stories and Other Fairy Tales in Preschool Ethnography

4:15 PM
Donica Snyder (Florence Crittenton Services) and Marty G Otanez (University of Colorado Denver)
Health Justice, Youth Anthropology and Digital Storytelling Pedagogy

4:30 PM
Kasey Jernigan (University of Massachusetts Amherst), Tvli Jacob (University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, Tulsa), Valerie Blue Bird Jernigan (University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, Tulsa) and Jordan Hearod (University of Oklahoma Health
Sciences Center, Tulsa) Documentary as a Tool for Community-Based Participatory Policy Work: The Thrive Study

4:45 PM Darcy Alexandra (Dublin Institute of Technology) The Sense of Listening: Co-Creative Documentary Arts and the Embodied Object

5:00 PM Aline C Gubrium (University of Massachusetts Amherst) and Elizabeth L Krause (University of Massachusetts Amherst) "Doing My Life": Traversing Commonsense Logic on Value and Ways of Young Expectant and Parenting Women

DISCUSSANT 5:15 PM Heide Castaneda (University of South Florida)
DISCUSSANT 5:30 PM Clarence Gravlee (University of Florida)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-1105 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 404 | Meeting Room Level CCC

MAKING WHITENESS STRANGE: ACTIVIST STRATEGIES FOR DISMANTLING WHITE SUPREMACY IN SCHOOLS

REVIEWED BY Council on Anthropology and Education

ORGANIZER(s) Marguerite A Wilson (Binghamton University, SUNY)

CHAIR(s) Frances k Holmes (Fort Lewis College)

4:00 PM Jacquelyn A Lewis-Harris (Connecting Human Origin & Cultural Diversity) Negotiating Racialized Conversations in Ferguson through Applied Anthropology

4:15 PM Frances k Holmes (Fort Lewis College) Indigenous/White Relations at the Foundation of Making Whiteness Strange

4:30 PM Marguerite A Wilson (Binghamton University, SUNY) and Denise Yull (Binghamton University, SUNY) Transforming Norms of Whiteness in Parent Engagement

4:45 PM Julia R Daniels (University of Washington) Whiteness in the Classroom: Power, Subjectivity, and Self-Understanding

5:00 PM Melissa Kagle (Colgate University) ‘I Wouldn’t Want Him in My House:’ Islamophobia, Whiteness and College Disciplinary Processes

DISCUSSANT 5:15 PM Angelina E Castagno (Northern Arizona University)

5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-1110 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 405 | Meeting Room Level CCC

MAKING PARENTS: ASSISTED REPRODUCTION AND PARENTING CULTURE IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY — PART II

REVIEWED BY Society for Medical Anthropology

ORGANIZER(s) Zeynep Gurtin (University of Cambridge)
Charlotte R Faircloth (University of Roehampton)

CHAIR(s) Zeynep Gurtin (University of Cambridge)

4:00 PM Dil Bach (Aarhus University) Shifting Norms of Parenthood in Denmark and in Singapore

4:15 PM Daniela Heil (University of Newcastle, Australia) Contemporary Mediations of Gestational Surrogacy Services and Assisted Reproductive Technologies in Ukraine with Parenting Culture in Germany

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
4:30 PM  Venetia I Kantsa (University of the Aegean), Aglaia Chatjouli (University of the Aegean) and Ivi Daskalaki (University of the Aegean) «Ekso-Somatiki»-«Ekso-Oikiaki»: Changing Conjugal and Parental Relationships in the Context of Assisted Reproduction in Greece

4:45 PM  Merve A Goknar (Independent Scholar) Intensive Parenting with IVF: A Case from Turkey

5:00 PM  Lucy Lowe (University of Edinburgh) Parenting Between God and a Visa: Negotiating ARTs, Islam, and Migration in 'Little Mogadishu

5:15 PM  Marcin W Smietana (University of California, Berkeley and University of Cambridge, UK) ‘Families Like We’d Always Known?’ European Gay Fathers and U.S.-American Surrogates’ Normalization Narratives in Transnational Surrogacy

5:30 PM  Marcia C Inhorn (Yale University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**5-1115**  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  406 | Meeting Room Level

**GAMES OF WAR AND POWER**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Chair(s)**  Nicholas J Mizer (Texas A&M University)

4:00 PM  Chandler Owen Zausner (High School of Art and Design) Cosplay as Tribal Ritual: Transmedial Archetypes as Avatar and Shaman

4:15 PM  Rachael Root (University of Central Florida) Navigating Conflicts of Agency and Power: Tensions and Dynamics in World of Warcraft’s Player Versus Player Modes

4:30 PM  Naomi S Stone (Columbia University) Human Technologies: Enacting the Wartime Proxy Soldier

4:45 PM  Nicholas J Mizer (Texas A&M University) Color, Song, and Choice Diction: Chromomantic Abduction of Imagined Realities in Tabletop Role-Playing Games

5:00 PM  Paul W Schissel (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) Memory on the Move: The Corporeal Exchange in Thai Boxing

5:15 PM  Charles Springwood  WAR Games: Combat, Virtuality, and Affect

5:30 PM  Discussion

---

**5-1120**  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  603 | Meeting Room Level

**TRANSNATIONAL PROCESSES OF MEDIATIZATION WITHIN A DIGITAL MOMENT**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Mariam Durrani (University of Pennsylvania), Diego Arispe-Bazan (University of Pennsylvania)

**Chair(s)**  Xochitl Marsilli-Vargas (University of California, Berkeley)

4:00 PM  Xochitl Marsilli-Vargas (University of California, Berkeley) New Cartographies of Psychotherapy: On-Line Mediatizations of the Therapeutic Encounter

4:15 PM  Krystal A Smalls (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign) Mediatizing Anti-Anti-Blackness: Emphatic Blackness and Conscious “Unrespectability” in the Digital Sociality of Young Transnational Liberians
Mentoring Activity
Practicing and Applied Anthropologists

Saturday, November 21

4:30 PM Mariam Durrani (University of Pennsylvania) Desi/Brown as a Mediatized Muslim Youth Persona: The Online and Offline Life of Transnational Pakistanis

4:45 PM Hannah Carlan (University of California, Los Angeles) “Proud to be Indian, Terrified as an Indian Woman”: Violence, Culture, and Nation on Social Media in India

5:00 PM Diego Arispe-Bazan (University of Pennsylvania) Ethnographic Time, Voicing, and Colonial/Postcolonial Transnational Communities on Social Media

Discussant 5:15 PM Asif Agha (University of Pennsylvania)

5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-1125 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 605 | Meeting Room Level

CONSTRUCTING AND CONSTRAINING: CONSIDERATIONS OF AGENCY IN LANGUAGE, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY RESEARCH

Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s) Chris VanderStouwe (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Chair(s) Shawn Rachel Warner-Garcia (University of California, Santa Barbara)

4:00 PM Molly Josette Bloom (University of California Los Angeles) Strong Bodies: Agency, Talk and Embodied Communication on a Women’s Wheelchair Basketball Team

4:15 PM Olga Ivanova (University of California, Los Angeles) “Gospel of Vasectomy” and “Male Mutilation”: Agency, Gender and Family Planning in Participatory Media in East Africa

4:30 PM Shawn Rachel Warner-Garcia (University of California, Santa Barbara) The Ties That Bind: 50 Shades of Grey and Constrained Constructions of Religious Sexual Ethics

4:45 PM Seran Gee (York University) and Susan Ehrlich (York University) Ascribing Agency: Discourses of HIV (Non)Disclosure

5:00 PM Chris VanderStouwe (University of California, Santa Barbara) “That Means They’re Gay”: Ideological Constraints on Agency in Discussions of TLC’s My Husband’s Not Gay

5:15 PM Matthew L Hale (Indiana University) Crossplay, Geek Feminism, and Queer Identity

Discussant 5:30 PM Lal Zimman (University of California, Santa Barbara)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-1130 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 607 | Meeting Room Level

FORCE AND POWER IN THE ANTHROPOCENE

Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s) Cymene Howe (Rice University)
Chair(s) Anand Pandian (Johns Hopkins University)
Hugh Raffles (The New School for Social Research)

Presenter(s) Dominic Boyer (Rice University)
Timothy Choy (University of California, Davis)
Cymene Howe (Rice University)
Eduardo Viveiros de Castro (Museu Nacional, Rio de Janeiro)

5-1135  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  702 | Meeting Room Level
GHOSTS, SPIRITS, AND THE STRANGE OR OTHERWORLDLY
Reviewed by General Anthropology Division
Organizer(s) April M Beisaw (Vassar College)
Chair(s) Katy Meyers Emery (Michigan State University)

4:00 PM  Nicole A Raslich (Michigan State University) Northern Cultures, Northern Spirits: Intersecting Ritual, Landscape and Archaeology in Indigenous Oral Traditions
4:15 PM  Timothy Robert Landry (Trinity College) The Strange Ghosts Who Dance and the Familiar Stories They Tell in Benin, West Africa
4:30 PM  Katy Meyers Emery (Michigan State University) The Seduction of Spirits and the Sensational: Using the Otherworldly to Open Archaeological Dialogues
4:45 PM  Jeb J Card (Miami University) "Archaeologists Discover Evidence of Lost Continent in Ohio": Strange Relics of a Complicated Past and Haunted Future
5:00 PM  Michele M Hanks (Case Western Reserve University) and Janny Li (University of California, Irvine) Burden of Proof: Standards of Evidence in Paranormal Research

Discussant 5:15 PM April M Beisaw (Vassar College)
5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-1140  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  703 | Meeting Room Level
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSEMBLAGES, PART II
Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizer(s) Peter A Taber (University of Arizona)
Brian Silverstein (University of Arizona)
Chair(s) Peter A Taber (University of Arizona)

4:00 PM  Joshua Cousins (University of Michigan Ann Arbor) Assembling Stormwater: Drought, Climate Change, and the Transformation Stormwater in Los Angeles
4:30 PM  Elizabeth Angell (Columbia University) Earthquake Assemblages: Unnatural Disaster and Urban Governance in Istanbul
4:45 PM  Rowenn B Kalman (Michigan State University) Cohering a Cultural Nature?: NGO Training Workshops and Environmental Governance in Andean Peru
5:00 PM  Yukun Zeng (Binghamton University) The Vicissitudes of Units: A Study of the Evolution of Sustainability Accounting in China
**5-1145** 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 704 | Meeting Room Level

**ADVANCES IN EUROPEAN BIOARCHAEOLOGY AND MORTUARY ANALYSIS**

**Reviewed by** Archaeology Division

**Organizer(s)** Severin Fowles (Barnard College, Columbia University)

**Chair(s)** Shaheen Christie (University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee)

- **4:00 PM** John C Willman (Washington University in St. Louis) *Labret Use Among the Pavlovian Peoples of Mid Upper Paleolithic Central Europe: A New Interpretation of the Buccal Wear Facets at Brno III, Dolní Vestonice, Pavlov, and Predmosti*
- **4:15 PM** Tamas Polanyi (Northwestern University) *Death Politics: A Micro-Archaeological Analysis of Bronze Age Burials at Kajásző, Hungary*
- **4:30 PM** Shaheen Christie (University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee) *Romano-British Decapitation Practices: Familiar, Strange or Different?*
- **4:45 PM** Erin Coward (New Mexico State University) *Cranial Deformation in Romania*
- **5:00 PM** Katherine Scot Jackson (New Mexico State University) and Kathryn Raye Holmes (New Mexico State University) *Vampire Burials in Poland*
- **5:15 PM** Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

**5-1150** 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 705 | Meeting Room Level

**ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES ON MOVEMENT CYCLES IN CONTEMPORARY ACTIVISM (PART II)**

**Reviewed by** Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizer(s)** Angela D Storey (University of Arizona)

**Chair(s)** Angela D Storey (University of Arizona)

- **4:00 PM** Guntra A Aistara (Central European University) *Between Movement and Market: Visions of Organic Sovereignty in Costa Rica*
- **4:15 PM** Patricia Alvarez (University of California, Santa Cruz) *Transforming Liberation Theology: How a Catholic Grassroots Social Movement Became an NGO*
- **4:30 PM** Omotayo T Jolaosho (University of California, Merced) *In the Wake of Mobilization: Performance and Regeneration amidst Social Movement Decline*
- **4:45 PM** Miriam N Shakow (College of New Jersey) *“You’d be like a Flower Vase on the Ballot”: Debating Movement Success and Movement Failure in Evo’s Bolivia*
- **5:00 PM** Maria Sapignoli (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology) *NGOs and Movements in Transition: Comparative Perspectives from Southern Africa*
5-1155 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 706 | Meeting Room Level  
A ROUND TABLE CONVERSATION ON "DISPUTING CITIZENSHIP" (2014, BY JOHN CLARKE, KATHLEEN COLL, EVELINA DAGNINO AND CATHERINE NEVEU).

**REVIEWED BY**  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology  
**ORGANIZER(s)**  John Clarke (Open University) and Julian B Brash (Montclair State University)  
**CHAIR(s)**  Aradhana Sharma (Wesleyan University)  
**PRESENTER(s)**  Lok D Siu (University of California, Berkeley)  
Ariana Ochoa Camacho (University of Washington)  
Aradhana Sharma (Wesleyan University)  

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-1160 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 707 | Meeting Room Level  
RACE AND REVOLUTION IN REAL TIME: FROM FANON TO #FERGUSON — PART 2  

**REVIEWED BY**  Association of Black Anthropologists  
**ORGANIZER(s)**  Ryan Cecil Jobson (Yale University)  
Christien Tompkins (University of Chicago)  
**CHAIR(s)**  Ryan Cecil Jobson (Yale University)  
**PRESENTER(s)**  Jovan Scott Lewis (University of California, Berkeley)  
Yousuf Al-Bulushi (Goucher College)  
Adriana Garriga-Lopez (Kalamazoo College)  
Ryan Cecil Jobson (Yale University)  

5-1165 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 708 | Meeting Room Level  
BORDERSCAPES OF WATER  

**REVIEWED BY**  Anthropology and Environment Society  
**ORGANIZER(s)**  Emily McKee (Northern Illinois University)  
Mona Bhan (Depauw University)  
**CHAIR(s)**  Mona Bhan (Depauw University)  
4:00 PM  Jack R Friedman (University of Oklahoma) and Miriam Laytner (University of Oklahoma)  
*From Dancing Rabbit Creek to "Plaintiff Nations": Struggles over Water Rights in the South Central U.S.*  
4:15 PM  Zahirah Suhaimi-Broder (University of California, Santa Cruz)  
*Dire Straits: Politics of Fish Farming in Singapore*  
4:30 PM  Simone Alexandria Popperl (University of California, Irvine)  
*Sinkholes and Their (Dis)Contents: Materiality, Infrastructures, and Control Around the Dead Sea*
**Mentoring Activity**

4:45 PM  
Emily McKee (Northern Illinois University) *Ethical Waterscapes: Dry Wells and Contested Explanations in Palestine*

5:00 PM  
Mona Bhan (Depauw University) "Infrastructure Is the Mother of Development: Floods and Freedom in Occupied Kashmir"

**Discussant**  
5:15 PM  
Jessica E Barnes (University of South Carolina)

5:30 PM  
Discussion

---

**5-1170  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  709 | Meeting Room Level C**

**MATERIALITY IN AND THROUGH THE LENS OF FOOD**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

**Organizer/Chair**  
Mary-Caitlyn Valentinsson (University of Arizona)

4:00 PM  
William Michael Cotter II (University of Arizona) and Mary-Caitlyn Valentinsson (University of Arizona) *Indexicalities of Class in the Materiality of Coffee Talk*

4:15 PM  
Megan A Sheehan (University of Arizona) "That's Not How One Should Eat:" Materiality and Symbolism in Migrant Food Narratives in Chile

4:30 PM  
Pearl Shavzin (CUNY Hunter College) *Gulping Brews from Pints and Sipping Ales from Tulips: Crafting Masculinities through Beer*

4:45 PM  
Amanda Jean Hilton (University of Arizona) *Holistic Wellbeing through Agriculture at Ndee Bikiyaa (The People's Farm)*

5:00 PM  
Sarah Rachelle Renkert (University of Arizona) *Foodways in the Amazon: Adaptive Livelihood Strategies, Tourism, and Cuisine Among the Kichwa ñAnangu Community*

**Discussant**  
5:15 PM  
Jillian R Cavanaugh (Brooklyn College, CUNY)

5:30 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:

---

**5-1175  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  710 | Meeting Room Level C**

**THE NEOLIBERALIZATION OF THE WORKER: EMOTIONAL CARE AND AFFECTIVE LABOR IN EAST ASIA**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for East Asian Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Amanda Robinson (University of Pittsburgh)

**Chair(s)**  
Yi Zhou (University of California, Davis)

4:00 PM  
Yi Zhou (University of California, Davis) "Gendered Schizophrenia": Taking Care of Emotions through Online Writing and Reading in Neoliberal China

4:15 PM  
Amanda Robinson (University of Pittsburgh) *Recharging Batteries: Shifting the Cost of Social Support from the Company to the Individual in Japanese Animal Cafes*

4:30 PM  
Chen Chen (University of Chicago) *Affective Web: Love, Gender and Self in Chinese Dating Profile-Making*

4:45 PM  
Lijun Yan (University of Hong Kong) *Caregiving in Motion: "Mother Nannies" Across the Hong Kong-Shenzhen Border*
TRACING DEPORTATION TRAJECTORIES: FORCED MIGRATION AND BEYOND

REVIEWED BY: General Anthropology Division
ORGANIZER(S): Caroline Mary Parker (Columbia University)
CHAIR(S): Heather Wurtz (Columbia University)
DISCUSSANT: Allison Alexy (University of Michigan)
5:00 PM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

CONTESTED CONSTRUCTIONS: POWER, BOUNDARIES, AND SOCIAL RELATIONS IN LATIN AMERICA (JOSEPH QUICK, CHAIR)

REVIEWED BY: Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
4:00 PM James Phillips (Southern Oregon University) Estranged Realities, Violence, and the Post-Neoliberal Society in Honduras
4:15 PM Isa Rodriguez-Soto (University of Akron) and Raquel Delgado-Valentin (Proyecto Matria) Subversivas: Stories of Puerto Rican Women in “La Lucha” (the struggle)
4:30 PM Chelsea Good Abbas (Teachers College, Columbia University) Beyond the Boundaries: Social Relations Between the Police, Local Land Owners and Migrant Farm Workers in the Contested Costa Rican Border Region
4:45 PM Joseph R Quick (University of Wisconsin, Madison) Quinoa Estranged: Strength-Giver to the Ancestors, Power Bar of the Foreigners
5:00 PM Catherine Whittaker (University of Edinburgh) Battered or Battling? Contested Constructions of Gender Violence Among Nahuatl Speakers of Central Mexico
Activist Politics

Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

4:00 PM Laura R Murray (Columbia University) Paper Covers Rock: Bureaucracy and Its Discontents in the Context of Sex Worker Activism in Brazil

4:15 PM Iwona Julia Kaliszewska (University of Warsaw) Corruption as Empowerment Among Women in the Republic of Dagestan, Russia

4:30 PM Mitali Thakor (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) Avatars, Algorithms, Anti-Trafficking: Carceral Prosthetics and the Policing of Child Sexual Abuse Images

4:45 PM John Michael Blatzheim (Illinois State University) Organizing Political Agents: Mediated Construction of Political Consciousness in a Community Organizing Institution

5:00 PM Vita Sadri Peacock (University College London) Trust and Distrust in Anonymous

5:15 PM Moshe Kornfeld (University of Colorado) Theorizing Diasporic Anti-Nationalism: BDS Activism within the North American Jewish Community

Religion, Art, and Creativity in the Global City

Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Religion

Organizer/Chair Petra Y Kuppinger (Monmouth College)

4:00 PM Muna S Ali (Arizona State University) “Art Is Not Just about Entertainment”: The Social Activism and Cultural Production of Chicago’s Inner-City Muslim Action Network (IMAN)

4:15 PM Omri Elisha (CUNY Queens College) Ministering in Motion: Christian Worship and Warfare in the New York City Dance Parade

4:30 PM Petra Y Kuppinger (Monmouth College) Piously Creative: Islam, Art, and Creativity in Stuttgart, Germany

4:45 PM Scott Alves Barton (New York University) Race, Faith and Cake: Culinary Arts as a Reflection of Fealty at a Festa De Divino Espirito Santo, São Luís Do Maranhão, Brazil

5:00 PM Joseph B Hill (University of Alberta) Aesthetic Apologetics: Sufi Hip Hop in Dakar

5:15 PM Alfredo Garcia (Princeton University) Colonial Art as Ethnic Unifier: The Case of Creating a Global Catholic Site in Miami, FL

Discussant 5:30 PM James S Bielo (Miami University)
THE EXPEDIENCY OF ROADS

REVIEWED BY Society for Economic Anthropology
ORGANIZER/CHAIR Galen Murton (University of Colorado, Boulder)

4:00 PM Nancy Elizabeth Cook (Brock University) and David Butz (Brock University) Road Construction, Relational Mobilities and Gendered Exclusions in Shimshal, Northern Pakistan

4:15 PM Galen Murton (University of Colorado, Boulder) Trading up, Trading down: Borders, Roads, and the Movement of Stuff Across the Tibet-Nepal Borderlands

4:30 PM Allison Jablonko (Independent Researcher) Roads to Kwima: From Feet to Wheels in Papua New Guinea

4:45 PM Tae-Eun Kim (Arizona State University) At That Time, There Was No Road: Lives on a Road Reserve and Uneven Infrastructure in Urban Africa

DISCUSSANT 5:00 PM Yongming Zhou (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

5:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

Invited Session:
ENTANGLED DIFFERENCE: ART, ANTHROPOLOGY AND MUSEUMS.

SPONSOR AAA Executive Program Committee
ORGANIZER(s) Howard Morphy (Australian National University)
Fred R Myers (New York University)
CHAIR(s) Aaron J Glass (Bard Graduate Center)

4:00 PM Paolo Fortis (Durham University) Art as Radical Difference in a Context of Cross-Cultural Appropriations: The Case of Guna People (Panama)

4:15 PM Paul J T Tapsell (University of Otago) Predigenous Pukaki: Grounded Ancestor or Art of Otherness? Abstract Provided for AAA 2015 Executive Session Titled: Entangled Difference: Art, Anthropology and Museums

4:30 PM Gaye Sculthorp (The British Museum) Indigenous Art and Empire: ‘enduring Civilisation’ at the British Museum

4:45 PM Corinne A Kratz (Emory University) Anthropology, Art, History and Exhibition: Tangling with Value and Knowledge Production

5:00 PM Gwyneira L Isaac (Smithsonian Institution NMNH) Buyer Beware: Examining Intersections Between Art, Cultural Authority and Auction Houses

5:15 PM John Richard Carty (Australian National University) Anthropological Art History: New Approaches to Aboriginal Desert Art

DISCUSSANT 5:30 PM James Clifford (University of California, Santa Cruz)

This session may be of particular interest to: P
5-1210  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mile High 4C | Ballroom Level
ART AND WORLD MAKING

Reviewed by: Society for Humanistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Seleste Ann Sanchez (Indiana University, Bloomington)
Chair(s): Leon Wainwright (Open University)

4:00 PM  Danielle R Merriman (University of Colorado)  Visualizing Victimhood in Colombia
4:15 PM  Rodney A Garnett (University of Wyoming)  Dancemaking in Unexpected Places: Vertical Dance in Wyoming
4:30 PM  Genner Llanes-Ortiz (CIESAS Mexico City)  Curating Indigenous Performance Art: Notes from Ecocentrix 2013
4:45 PM  Seleste Ann Sanchez (Indiana University)  Emergent Identities: An Exploration into the Storytelling Practices of College Students at Indiana University
5:00 PM  Petra Rethmann (McMaster University)
5:15 PM  Carrie Ida Edinger (Independent Artist)  Redefining an Ephemeral Collection
5:30 PM  Maria Regina Firmino Castillo (California Institute of Integral Studies)  Dancing the Pluriverse: Contemporary Indigenous Performance as Contestatory Ontological Praxis

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-1215  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mile High 4E | Ballroom Level
ETHNOGRAPHIC ESTRANGMENTS AND FAMILIAR ENMITIES IN THE TIME OF PUTIN

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of Europe
Organizer(s): Julie Hemment (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Chair(s): Nancy V Ries (Colgate University)
Presenter(s): Alaina M Lemon (University of Michigan)
Alexei Yurchak (University of California, Berkeley)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

5-1220  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Mile High 4F | Ballroom Level
METRICS: WHAT COUNTS IN GLOBAL HEALTH

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Pierre H Minn (Université de Montréal)
Chair(s): Vincanne Adams (University of California, San Francisco)
Presenter(s): Marlee Jo Tichenor (University of California, Berkeley)
Claire L Wendland (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Molly Hales (University of California, San Francisco and Berkeley)
Susan L Erikson (Simon Fraser University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
CS4. GLOBALIZATION, NEOLIBERALISM, AND EDUCATIONAL REFORM

4:00 PM

Council on Anthropology and Education

Greg McClure (Appalachian State University)

Anne S Lewinson (Berry College) *Making Citizens of Their Class and Place: Changing Dimensions of Educating Tanzanian Youths in Periurban Locations*

Donna Grace (University of Hawaii at Manoa) and Allison Henward (University of Hawaii) *Teacher Subjectivities in Neoliberal Times*

Jinting Wu (University of Macau) *Performing the Nation, Performing the Market: Hybrid Practices and Negotiated Meanings of Chinese Rural Teachers*

Greg McClure (Appalachian State University) and Shanan Fitts (Appalachian State University) *Which Side Are We on? Neoliberal Education Reform in North Carolina*

Fanon Howell (Sarah Lawrence College) *“Networked Bureaucracy: A Managerial Analysis of School Support in the New York City Department of Education”*

Amelia Simone Herbert (Teachers College, Columbia University) *Something Borrowed, Something New: Resisting, Transforming, Debating, and Reciprocating Imports in a U.S./South Africa Teacher Exchange Program*

5:30 PM Discussion

ADDICTIONS

4:00 PM

Society for Medical Anthropology

Allison V Schlosser (Case Western Reserve University)

Mimi Nichter (University of Arizona) *Social Smoking Among Millennials: Looking to the Future*

Allison V Schlosser (Case Western Reserve University) *“We Are People Who Have Lost the Ability to Make Choices”: How Clients Navigate Clinically Hybrid Addiction Treatment in the United States*

Ellen Elizabeth Kozelka (University of California, San Diego) *One Person’s Ceiling Is Another Person’s Floor: The Social Category “Addict” in Tijuana Drug Rehabilitation Centers and Its Influence on the Afterlife of Therapy*

Luther C Elliott (National Development and Research Institutes) and Alexander S Bennett (National Development and Research Institutes) *Narratives of Agency and Blame: Opioid Dependency and Non-Fatal Overdose Among Recent Veterans*

Anna Ruth Versfeld (University of Cape Town) *Mutual Masking: The Hidden Relationship Between Tuberculosis and Addiction in South Africa*

Shana Harris (University of Central Florida) *Medical Travel in Mexico: The Case of Ibogaine for Drug Treatment*
5:30 PM Discussion

5-1235 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM Capital Ballroom 2 | 4th Floor
FAMILIARIZING AND ESTRANGING EATING DISORDERS: CRITICAL GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES

REVIEWED BY
Society for Medical Anthropology

ORGANIZER(s)
Merav Shohet (University of Toronto - Scarborough)
Rebecca J Lester (Washington University in St. Louis)

CHAIR(s)
Merav Shohet (University of Toronto - Scarborough)

4:00 PM Richard A O’Connor (Sewanee: University of the South) Extricating Anorexia from Its Cultural Explanations

4:15 PM Ann M Cheney (University of California, Riverside) The Moraliies of Suffering: Highlighting the Transformative Properties of Recovery from Self-Starvation and Bulimic Practices

4:30 PM Merav Shohet (University of Toronto - Scarborough) Invisible to the Clutches of Medicine: Why Some Women May be Free to Starve on Their Own

4:45 PM Sigal Gooldin (Hebrew University of Jerusalem) “And the hunger they felt back then, we just take upon ourselves”: The Local Semiotics of Anorexia and the Holocaust in Israel

DISCUSSANT
5:00 PM Amy B Borovoy (Princeton University)

DISCUSSANT
5:15 PM Rebecca J Lester (Washington University in St. Louis)

5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-1240 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM Capital Ballroom 3 | 4th Floor
MEMORIES AND NATIONAL IMAGINATION IN POSTWAR EUROPE

REVIEWED BY
Society for the Anthropology of Europe

ORGANIZER(s)
Jaume Franquesa (SUNY Buffalo)

CHAIR(s)
Johannes E Mueske (University of Zurich)

4:00 PM Stavroula Pipyrou (University of St. Andrews) Strange but Familiar Pasts: Absent Histories of Child Relocation in Italy

4:15 PM Johannes E Mueske (University of Zurich) “Switzerland Calling” — Sound, Swiss Identity Politics, and Shortwave Radio (1930s–1960s)

4:30 PM Jana Hana Rehak (University of Maryland, Baltimore County) Moral Childhood: The Legacy of Socialism and Childhood Memories in Czechoslovakia

4:45 PM Julie Fairbanks (Coe College) Familiarizing the Unfamiliar in Late Soviet Ethnographic Discourse on the Caucasus

5:00 PM Discussion
PRODUCING CULTURE: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES FROM INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF THE MARKETING INDUSTRY

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of Work
Organizer(s): Marcel Salas (New York University)
Helena B Hansen (New York University)
Chair(s): Marcel Salas (New York University)

4:00 PM John P Wendel (Practica Group) *Bureaucratic Culture and Ethnography in the Pharmaceutical Market Research World*

4:15 PM Charley Scull (Practica Group) *Culture, Class, and Stigma in Action: Market Research through the Lens of Community Mental Health Centers*

4:30 PM David Crockett (Moore School of Business) *Paths to Prestige: Marketing, Consumer Culture and the Black Middle Class*

4:45 PM Marcel Salas (New York University) *Energy Drink Marketing and the Creative Cultures of Stimulant Use*

5:00 PM Helena B Hansen (New York University) *Drug Race: Pharmaceutical Marketing Versus Clinical Science*

Discussant: 5:15 PM Michael J Oldani (University of Wisconsin-Whitewater)
Discussant: 5:30 PM Jonathan M Metzl (Vanderbilt University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

BEING CHRISTIAN BETWEEN PAST AND PRESENT

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of Religion
Chair(s): Eric Bruce Breault (Arizona State University)

4:00 PM Eric Bruce Breault (Arizona State University) *Christian Iconographic Antecedents of La Santa Muerte*

4:15 PM Martin Lindhardt (University of Southern Denmark) *Time to Move On: Conversion Careers and Pentecostal Church Shifting in Chile*

4:30 PM Paivi Hasu (University of Helsinki) *Freemason, Occult Economy and Prosperity in Tanzanian Pentecostal-Charismatic Discourse*

4:45 PM Chatali Tandon (University of Delhi) *‘Amrit Vargi Bani’: An Anthropological Perspective on the Embodied Experience of ‘Gurbani Kirtan’ in the Lives of Sikhs*

5:00 PM Jesse Davie-Kessler (Stanford University) *‘Now You Take the Place of Joshua’: Prayer and Christian History Among Nigerian Pentecostals*

5:15 PM Mengqing Shang (University of California, Los Angeles) *Being a Christian in Contemporary Urban China: An Ethnographic Study of Urban Educated Christians in Tianjin, China*

5:30 PM Alice Yeh (University of Chicago) *From Number to Kind: Christian Missionization and the Making of Convertability in Early Modern China*
PATHWAYS FROM NEGLECT TO CARE AND SOCIAL WORTH

Reviewed by
Society for Medical Anthropology
Walter Callaghan (University of Toronto)

4:00 PM
Rebeca Ibañez-Martin (University of Amsterdam) and Anne-Elisabeth Driessen (University of Amsterdam) Moved By Food: Exploring Food Beyond Nutrition in Care for People with Dementia

4:15 PM
Vishala Parmasad (University of British Columbia) A Trace of Sugar: Mediating Competing Ontologies of Care through Local Diabetes Management Practices in Trinidad, West Indies

4:30 PM
Kathleen Lynch (Boston University School of Medicine) Finding Place in the City: Paths to Healing Among Boston’s Native American Community

4:45 PM
Daniel H de Vries (University of Amsterdam), Natassia Brenman (London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine) and Joey Tang (University of Amsterdam) Crossover Programmatic Collaboration Between HIV/AIDS Key Population NGOs: A Case Study of the Netherlands Funded “Bridging the Gaps — Health and Rights for Key Populations’ Global Alliance

5:00 PM
Masami Tabata (Boston University) Becoming a Kidney Transplant Citizen: The Everyday Lives of People Living with End-Stage Renal Disease

5:15 PM
Walter Callaghan (University of Toronto) Traumatic Memory: Child Soldiers, Childhood Trauma, and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

5:30 PM
Robert A Rubinstein (Maxwell School of Syracuse University) and Sandra D Lane (Syracuse University) Blood in the Street: Martyrdom, Memorialization, and Memory in the Rustbelt

TRANSFORMING AMERICA, ONE ETHNOGRAPHY AT A TIME

Reviewed by
American Ethnological Society
Susan Greenhalgh (Harvard University)
Carrie M Lane (California State University, Fullerton)

Organizer(s)
Karen Z Ho (University of Minnesota)
Shalini Shankar (Northwestern University)

Chair(s)
Peter Benson (Washington University in St. Louis)
Philippe Bourgois (University of Pennsylvania)
Caitrin Lynch (Olin College)
Hugh Gusterson (George Washington University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

CS11. TEACHING, LEARNING, AND DOING ANTHROPOLOGY OF EDUCATION

Reviewed by
Council on Anthropology and Education
Aleksandra A Wierucka (University of Gdansk) Engaging Students in Life-Long Learning and Socio-Cultural Activity
4:15 PM  Ruprecht Mattig (TU Dortmund University)  *Basque Customs and Prussian Schools: Some Notes on Wilhelm Von Humboldt’s Educational Anthropology*

4:30 PM  Dorothy M Bossman (University of Nebraska)  *From a Crisis to a New Way of Knowing: A Research Situation Interrupted, Reimagined, and Transformed into a Productive Site for Autoethnographic Inquiry*

4:45 PM  Joshua Edward Hunter (University of North Dakota)  *Intersubjective Sensibilities: Memory, Experience, and Meaning in Natural History Interpretation*

---

**5-1270**

**4:00 PM – 5:45 PM**  
Centennial C | 3rd Floor  
**DELIMITATIONS OF THE BODY**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Timothy Carroll (University College London)

**Chair(s)**  
Alexandra Antohin (University College London)

4:00 PM  Aaron Lee Parkhurst (University College London)  *The Human Figure and Urban Ground: Locating Cyborgian Aesthetics*

4:15 PM  Timothy Carroll (University College London)  *Architectural Renovations in the Body-as-Temple*

4:30 PM  Alexandra Antohin (University College London)  *The Body Politics of Urbanization: Tattoos and Global Identities in Addis Ababa*

4:45 PM  David Jeevendrampillai (University College London)  *Making the Body Local: Citizenship, Localness and Land*

5:00 PM  Julie Lynn Shackelford (University College London)  *Killing By Proxy: On the Control and Manipulation of Heritage and Bodies in Syria and Iraq*

5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**5-1275**

**4:00 PM – 5:45 PM**  
Centennial D | 3rd Floor  
**THE PAST AS PROLOGUE: THE LEGACY OF THE SMITHSONIAN’S HUMAN STUDIES FILM ARCHIVE**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Visual Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Joshua A Bell (National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian)

**Chair(s)**  
John Homiak (Smithsonian Institution)

**Presenter(s)**  
John Bishop (Media-Generation)

Alice Apley (Documentary Educational Resources, Inc.)

Jennifer Cool (University of Southern California)

Amy J Staples (Smithsonian Institution)

William E Mitchell (University of Vermont)

Nancy C Lutkehaus (University of Southern California)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
BELIEF SYSTEMS, SEXUALITIES, QUEER SUBJECTIVITIES

**Reviewed by**
Association for Queer Anthropology

**Organizers/Chairs**
Robert F Phillips (Ball State University)
Brian Adams-Thies (University of Phoenix)

**5:1280  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Centennial E | 3rd Floor**

**Centennial E | 3rd Floor**

**Belief Systems, Sexualities, Queer Subjectivities**

**Reviewed by**
Association for Queer Anthropology

**Organizers/Chairs**
Robert F Phillips (Ball State University)
Brian Adams-Thies (University of Phoenix)

**4:00 PM**
Julie Regan (La Salle University) *The Possibilities of Emptiness: Queer Sexualities and Subjectivities in Contemporary Buddhism*

**4:15 PM**
Robert F Phillips (Ball State University) *Trembling in the Open: Gay Jews, Social Media, and the Return to Orthodox Judaism*

**4:30 PM**
Brian Adams-Thies (University of Phoenix) *Satan Makes Me Last Longer Than Any Drug!*: Producing Subjectivities of Resistance Through Gay Sexual Satanism

**4:45 PM**
Michael J Lecker (George Mason University) *Sacred Clown, Sacred Drag: The Merging of LGBT Culture and Neopaganism within the Radical Faeries*

**5:00 PM**
Jonathan Burrow-Branine (University of Kansas) *Spiritual Immunity Virus Is the New HIV*: The Biopolitical Terrain of Evangelical LGBT Christian Activism

**5:15 PM**
Richard J Martin (Harvard University) *Matter out of Place?*: Religion and Sexuality in a Christian Bdsm Group

**5:30 PM**
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **S**

**5-1285  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Centennial F | 3rd Floor**

**Centennial F | 3rd Floor**

**Living Resources: Disturbing the Animate-Inanimate Divide**

**Reviewed by**
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizer(s)**
Astrid Oberborbeck Andersen (University of Copenhagen)
James Maguire (IT University of Copenhagen)

**Chair(s)**
Janne Karina Flora (University of Copenhagen)

**Discussant**
Kirsten B Hastrup (University of Copenhagen)

**4:00 PM**
James Maguire (IT University of Copenhagen) *Overpowering the Earth: Lively Disturbances in Seismic Landscapes*

**4:15 PM**
Michael Christian Andersen (University of Copenhagen) *Managing the Death and Life of a Leafhopper*

**4:30 PM**
Janne Karina Flora (University of Copenhagen) *On the Strong Taste of Change in a Northwest Greenlandic Landscape*

**4:45 PM**
Mette M High (University of St. Andrews) *Risky Business and Dead Money: Speculating in the ‘Living Resources’ of Mongolia’s Illegal Gold Trade*

**5:15 PM**
Penelope Z Dransart (University of Wales Trinity St David) *Affordances for the Living: Fur as a Living Resource in Tierra Del Fuego*

**5:30 PM**
Astrid Oberborbeck Andersen (University of Copenhagen) *How to Kill a Little Auk: Tracking Life and after-Life Trajectories of Birds in Northwest Greenland*

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**
5-1290  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Centennial G | 3rd Floor  HYATT
COSMOPOLITANISM IN LIFESTYLE MIGRATION COMMUNITIES

REVIEWED BY   Society for Cultural Anthropology
ORGANIZER(S)  Maria Amelia Viteri (University of San Francisco, Quito)
CHAIR(S)       Matthew F Hayes (St. Thomas University)

4:00 PM  Ann Miles (Western Michigan University) *The Gringo Invasion: Some Anthropological Reflections on Sharing the Field with American Retirees*

4:15 PM  Maria Amelia Viteri (University of San Francisco, Quito) *Imagining Cotacachi: a Critical Perspective on Land and Health Care Access in Lifestyle Migration*

4:30 PM  Matthew F Hayes (St. Thomas University) *The Cosmopolitan Cultures of Lifestyle Migrants: Social Distinction vs. Culture as a Separate Sphere*

4:45 PM  Jennifer A Cardinal (University of New Mexico) *Cosmopolitan Imaginaries and Emplacement in Coastal Jalisco, Mexico*

DISCUSSANT 5:00 PM  Karen E Stocker (California State University, Fullerton)
5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-1295  4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  Centennial H | 3rd Floor  HYATT
ADAPTIVE METHODS: BUILDING A LONG-TERM FRAMEWORK FOR COLLABORATIVE RELATIONSHIPS WITH ARCTIC INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES

REVIEWED BY   Association of Indigenous Anthropologists
ORGANIZER(S)  Kelly Gwynn (Anchorage Museum)
CHAIR(S)       Heidi Susan McCann (University of Colorado)
PRESENTER(S)   Sally Carraher (University of Alaska, Anchorage)
               Colleen A Strawhacker (University of Colorado)
               Nicole Herman-Mercer (U.S. Geological Survey)

This session may be of particular interest to: P

5-1300  4:25 PM – 5:54 PM  107 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
Film Session:
THE HOMESTRETCH, DIR. ANNE DE MARE

SPONSOR   Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
AAA 2015 PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS: DR. ESPERANTO DELIVERED BY PRESIDENT MONICA HELLER

Sponsor: American Anthropological Association

5-1310 7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  102 | Meeting Room Level  
SANA BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: Society for the Anthropology of North America
Organizer(s): Catherine P Kingfisher (University of Lethbridge)

Awards presented at this event:
SANA Prize for Distinguished Achievement in the Critical Study of North America
Delmos Jones and Jagna Sharff Memorial Prize for the Critical Study of North America (Book Award)
St. Clair Drake Student Travel Grant
Eleanor

5-1315 7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  404 | Meeting Room Level  
SENSE OF THE CITY NETWORK MEETING

Sponsor: Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
Organizer(s): Jayne Howell (California State University, Long Beach)
Robert Rotenberg (DePaul University)

This session may be of particular interest to:
P

5-1320 7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  605 | Meeting Room Level  
ANTHROPOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT SOCIETY BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizer(s): Megan A Styles (University of Illinois Springfield)
Erin P Riley (San Diego State University)
Amelia Moore (University of Miami)
Chair(s): Jeffrey C Johnson (University of Florida)
John Stephen Lansing (Nanyang Technological University)
Presenter(s): Rick Stepp (University of Florida)
Derick A Fay (University of California, Riverside)
Rebecca K Zarger (University of South Florida)
C Anne Claus (American University)
AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
Roy A Rappaport Graduate Student Award
Julian Steward Award
Junior Scholar Award
Small Grants for Collaborative Problem Solving
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-1325  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  704 | Meeting Room Level
EVOlutionary Anthropology Association (EAS) Business Meeting

Sponsor: Evolutionary Anthropology Society
Organizer(s): Peter J Richerson (University of California, Davis)
Chair(s): Raymond Hames (University of Nebraska)
Presenter(s): Mary K Shenk (University of Missouri)
Dawn B Neill (Cal Poly San Luis Obispo)

AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
Best Paper
Results of Election

5-1330  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  Mile High 1F | Ballroom Level
Middle East Section (MES) Business Meeting and Reception

Sponsor: Middle East Section
Organizer(s): Ilana Feldman (George Washington University)

AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
Student Paper Prize
Book Prize

5-1335  7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  Centennial A | 3rd Floor
NAPA Networking Social and NAPA Mentoring 25th Anniversary Celebration

Sponsor: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Organizer(s): Ellen Puccia (Beta Research Associates, Inc.)
Presenter(s): John PN Massad (Independent Practitioner)
Nathaniel Tashima (LTG Associates, Inc.)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
5-1340 7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  
Centennial E | 3rd Floor  
**SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY (SLA) BUSINESS MEETING**  
**SPONSOR**  
Society for Linguistic Anthropology  
**ORGANIZER(s)**  
Paul V Kroskrity (University of California, Los Angeles)  
**Awards Presented at this Event:**  
SLA Sapir Prize Book Award  
SLA Award for Public Outreach and Community Service  
SLA Graduate Student Paper Prize  
SLA Undergraduate Paper Prize

5-1345 7:45 PM – 9:00 PM  
Centennial F | 3rd Floor  
**SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY (SHA) 2015 AWARDS CEREMONY**  
**SPONSOR**  
Society for Humanistic Anthropology  
**ORGANIZER(s)**  
Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)  
**CHAIR(s)**  
Kristen Ghodsee (Bowdoin College)  
**Awards Presented at this Event:**  
Victor Turner Prize in Ethnographic Writing  
SHA Ethnographic Poetry Prize  
SHA Ethnographic Fiction Prize

5-1350 7:45 PM – 10:30 PM  
405 | Meeting Room Level  
**SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS (SAC) BUSINESS MEETING DISTINGUISHED LECTURE BY DANIEL LENDE AND GREG DOWNEY**  
**SPONSOR**  
Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness  
**ORGANIZER(s)**  
M Diane Hardgrave (College of Southern Nevada)  
Mark W Flanagan (University of Georgia)  
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-1355 7:45 PM – 10:30 PM  
Centennial B | Third  
**SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF FOOD AND NUTRITION (SAFN) RECEPTION, BUSINESS MEETING, & DISTINGUISHED LECTURE**  
**SPONSOR**  
Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition  
**ORGANIZER(s)**  
Rachel E Black (Collegium de Lyon - ENS)  
Amy Trubek (University of Vermont)  
Kenneth C Maes (Oregon State University)  
David Sutton (Southern Illinois University)  
John Brett (University of Colorado Denver)  
Miriam Ruth Dike (Boston University)  
Arianna Huhn (California State University, San Bernardino)  
Joan Gross (Oregon State University)
David I Beriss (University of New Orleans)
Charlotte A Noble (University of South Florida)

AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
Thomas Marchione Award
Christine Wilson Award

This session may be of particular interest to: P

5-1360  7:45 PM - 10:30 PM  Quartz A | 3rd Floor  HYATT
AAA DONOR RECOGNITION RECEPTION — By Invitation Only
Sponsor  AAA Resource Development Committee
Organizer(s)  Elaine Lynch (American Anthropological Association)
Linda M Whiteford (University of South Florida)

5-1365  7:45 PM - 11:00 PM  Tivoli Student Union-Auraria Campus Adirondack
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGISTS CELEBRATES 30 YEARS OF STUDENT CONTRIBUTIONS TO ANTHROPOLOGY (OFFSITE)
Sponsor  National Association of Student Anthropologists
Organizer(s)  Belinda Ramirez Spencer (University of California, San Diego)
Andrew Tarter (University of Florida)
Valerie V Feria-Isacks (Center for Applied Anthropology, Foothill College)
Madalina Alama (University of Nevada - Reno)
Sara Smith (Yale University)
Matthew L Hale (Indiana University)
Krisha J Hernandez (University of California, Santa Cruz)

AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
ELAP (Emerging Leaders in Anthropology Program)
Carrie Hunter-Tate

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

5-1370  8:00 PM - 10:00 PM  201 | Meeting Room Level  CCC
COUNCIL OF ANTHROPOLOGY OF EDUCATION: A CONVERSATION WITH CAE’S PAST PRESIDENTS TO ADVANCE THE FIELD OF ANTHROPOLOGY OF EDUCATION: THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL CHALLENGES THAT NEOLIBERALISM POSES TO THE FIELD
Sponsor  Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer/Chair  Marta P Baltodano (Loyola Marymount University)
Teresa L McCarty (University of California Los Angeles)
Bryan Brayboy (Arizona State University)
Kathryn M Anderson-Levitt (University of California Los Angeles)
Margaret Diane LeCompte (University of Colorado-Boulder)
Katherine Schultz (Mills College)  
Catherine Emihovich (University of Florida)  
Perry Gilmore (University of Arizona)  
Gregory Tanaka (Instituto McLaren de Pedagogia Critical y Educacion Popular)  
Rosemary C Henze (San José State University)  
Norma Gonzalez (University of Arizona)  
Jean J Schensul (Institute for Community Research)  
Marjorie Faulstich Orellana (University of California Los Angeles)  

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5:1375  9:15 PM – 10:30 PM  
Centennial F | 3rd Floor  
SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY (SHA) 40TH ANNIVERSARY RECEPTION

Sponsor  
Society for Humanistic Anthropology

Organizer(s)  
Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)  
Julia L Offen (Independent)

Chair(s)  
Kristen Ghodsee (Bowdoin College)

5:1380  9:15 PM – 11:00 PM  
Centennial E | Third Floor  
SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY (SLA) CASH BAR.

Sponsor  
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

Organizer(s)  
Paul V Kroskrity (University of California Los Angeles)
Sunday, November 22

7:30 AM – 12:00 PM Lobby F | Meeting Room Level
Registration & Information:
ON-SITE, ADVANCE & WORKSHOP REGISTRATION

7:30 AM – 12:00 PM Lobby F | Meeting Room Level
MEMBERSHIP SERVICES

9:00 AM – 12:00 PM Four Seasons Ballroom 2–4
EXHIBITS

9:00 AM – 12:00 PM Four Seasons Ballroom 1
CAREER CENTER

6-0000 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 109 | Meeting Room Level
ENDANGERED HEALTH: JUSTICE AT THE INTERSECTION OF ENVIRONMENT AND WELL-BEING

Reviewed by
Anthropology and Environment Society

Organizers/Chairs
Chelsea Wentworth (University of Pittsburgh)
Nora C Bridges (University of Pittsburgh)

8:00 AM Nora C Bridges (University of Pittsburgh) The Road Ahead: How Environmental Change Endangers Health in Upper Amazonia

8:15 AM Kimberly Elizabeth Johnson (West Chester University) Transforming Toxic Food Environments: Social Values, Public Engagement, Health, and Citizenship in the NYC Trans Fat Policy

8:30 AM Chelsea Wentworth (High Point University) Ni-Vanuatu Conceptions of Endangered Health: Narratives of Food Security, Well-Being, and Urban Environmental Change in Vanuatu

8:45 AM Preety Gadhoke (St. John’s University) and Barrett P Brenton (St. John’s University) Environmental Nutrition, Food Justice and Health Equity Among Transitional and Displaced Urban Populations

9:00 AM Valerie E Githinji (Wageningen Universiteit) Endangered Health — Voices from Buhaya in the Time of HIV/AIDS, Climate Variability, Food Insecurity and Poverty

Discussant 9:15 AM Molly A Doane (University of Illinois at Chicago)

9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P
6-0005  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  110 | Meeting Room Level  

ABUNDANT ENERGIES

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s): Jennifer D Carlson (University of Texas at Austin)
Chair(s): Christine M Labuski (Virginia Tech)

8:00 AM  Jennifer D Carlson (University of Texas at Austin) Dreaming the Green Good Life: Fantasies of Ecocapitalist Plenitude in Germany’s Energy Transition
8:15 AM  Christine M Labuski (Virginia Tech) Boom! Gender, Risk, and Reward in the Bakken Oil Fields
8:30 AM  Catherine Fennell (Columbia University) House Harvests of the Urban Midwest
8:45 AM  Susie Hatmaker (Independent Scholar) Of Sands and Time: Material Worlds of Silica, Silicon, and Solar Power

Discussant: 9:00 AM  Susan Lepselter (Indiana University)
Discussant: 9:15 AM  Stuart J McLean (University of Minnesota)
9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

6-0010  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  111 | Meeting Room Level  

THE INTIMATE AND THE POLITICAL: CARE AS PRACTICES OF SUBJECTIVIZATION AND COLLECTIVIZATION

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Ignacia Arteaga (University College London), Letizia Bonanno (University of Manchester)
Chair(s): Ignacia Arteaga (University College London)

8:00 AM  Beatriz Aragon Martin (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity) Caring or Controlling? Healthcare at the Margins
8:15 AM  Ignacia Arteaga (University College London) Coping Otherwise during Cancer Treatments: The Pragmatic Roles of Hope and Care in London.
8:30 AM  Rima Praspaliauskiene (University of California, Davis) Generating Care: Ambiguous ACTS, Collectives and Relations in Lithuania
8:45 AM  Catherine Sanders (Adara Development and University of Montana) and Kimber Haddix McKay (Adara Development and University of Montana) Social Support amid a Health-Seeking Transition in Himalayan Nepal
9:00 AM  Letizia Bonanno (University of Manchester) Venues of Care in Times of Crisis

Discussant: 9:15 AM  Maureen O’Dougherty (Metropolitan State University)
9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
STORMY, HUSKY, BRAWLING, STRANGE, & FAMILIAR: PATTERNS OF MIGRATION AND DISPLACEMENT IN CHICAGO

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of North America
Organizer/Chair: James Deutsch (Smithsonian Institution)
Presenter(s): Marcia Farr (Ohio State University)
Nila G Hofman (DePaul University)
Daniel Wolk (Independent)
Bonnie Campbell Lilienfeld (Smithsonian Institution)
Lauren Safranek (Smithsonian Institution)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

PARA-ETHNOGRAPHIES OF BRANDING AND DESIGN

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s): Hanna Garth (University of California, Irvine)
Michael G Powell (Independent Professional Cultural Anthropologist)

Chair(s): Hanna Garth (University of California, Irvine)

8:00 AM Curt Gambetta (Princeton University) The Architect in the Recycling Facility: Design Research in an Infrastructural System
8:15 AM Brent Luvaas (Drexel University) Street Style Anthropology: Lessons from the Fashion Blogosphere
8:30 AM Michael G Powell (Independent Professional Cultural Anthropologist) Parallel and Together: The Design & Ethnography of a Corner Store Rebranding Project in South Los Angeles
8:45 AM Hanna Garth (University of California, Irvine) Designing Corner Store Conversions in the Los Angeles Food Justice Movement

Discussant: 9:15 AM Keith M Murphy (University of California, Irvine)
Discussant: 9:30 AM George E Marcus (University of California, Irvine)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P

Invited Session:
PUBLIC HEALTH CONTENDING WITH PUBLIC SENTIMENTS: COLLABORATIVE RESPONSES TO THE REAL RISKS OF “CRISIS” AND ALARMIST REPRESENTATIONS

Sponsors: Society for Medical Anthropology
General Anthropology Division

Organizers/Chairs: William L Alexander (University of North Carolina, Wilmington)
Carolyn A Jost Robinson (University of North Carolina, Wilmington)
8:00 AM  William L Alexander (University of North Carolina, Wilmington), Anthony Guevara (University of North Carolina, Wilmington) and Mary Brannock (University of North Carolina, Wilmington) Politics, Policing, and Migrant Farmworker Health: Countering Crisis and Security Narratives through Ethnographic Filmmaking

8:15 AM  Thurka Sangaramoorthy (University of Maryland, College Park) Maryland Is Not for Shale: Scientific and Popular Anxieties of Predicting Health Impacts of Fracking

8:30 AM  Emily K Brunson (Texas State University) Vaccination in the US: Issues of Panic, Power and Privilege

8:45 AM  Rieti Gengo (University of Notre Dame) Health in the Shadow of Ferguson: The Past and Future of Embodied Racism in America

9:00 AM  James J McKenna (University of Notre Dame) On-Going Medical Misrepresentations of the Risks of Bedsharing Amongst Breastfeeding-Bedsharing (Breastsleeping)Mothers and Infants: Not so “Safe-to-Sleep” Campaigns in the United States

9:15 AM  Carolyn M Smith-Morris (Southern Methodist University) and Faith Nibbs (Southern Methodist University) Cultural Patterns in Crisis-Induced Stigma: Ebola in Two Neighborhoods of Dallas

9:30 AM  Emily Mendenhall (School of Foreign Service, Georgetown University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P

6-0030  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  203 | Meeting Room Level  CCC

TOXICS LEGACIES, STRUGGLE, AND SURVIVAL IN LATE INDUSTRIAL TIMES, PART I

Reviewed by: Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizer(s): Peter C Little (Rhode Island College)
Gregory V Button (Independent)
Chair(s): Peter C Little (Rhode Island College)

8:00 AM  Peter C Little (Rhode Island College) Toxics Legacy and Legal Settlement amid Late Industrial Fossilization

8:15 AM  Donna M Goldstein (University of Colorado-Boulder) Brazil’s Nuclear Energy Dreams in a Post-Fukushima World

8:30 AM  Melissa A Checker (CUNY Queens College) Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap: Environmental Gentrification and the Dialectics of Urban Sacrifice Zones

8:45 AM  Alexa S Dietrich (Wagner College) The Challenge of Magical Thinking in Disaster Preparedness and Response: Understanding Miscalculations of Individual Risk

9:00 AM  Pamela Neumann (University of Texas at Austin) The Fear of Losing Ground: Contamination and Collective Inaction in a Company Town

9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P
6-0035 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  205 | Meeting Room Level

STRANGE NEW TECHNIQUES AND FAMILIAR FRIENDS: CURRENT TRENDS IN ANTHROPOLOGY RESEARCH METHODS

Reviewed by: General Anthropology Division
Organizer(s): Caela O’Connell (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Chair(s): Elizabeth Cartwright (Idaho State University) Jeffrey H Cohen (Ohio State University)
Presenter(s): Claudia A Engel (Stanford University) Betty B Faust (CICY) Jeffrey W Mantz (National Science Foundation) Christopher McCarty (University of Florida) Erin P Riley (San Diego State University) Michela Spencer (Charles Darwin University) Gordon L Ulmer (Ohio State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

6-0040 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  207 | Meeting Room Level


Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer(s): Miguel Astor-Aguilera (Arizona State University)
Chair(s): Rane Willerslev (University of Aarhus)

8:00 AM  Discussion
8:30 AM  Graham Harvey (Open University) How Relational Can We be?
8:45 AM  Luiz Costa (Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro) ‘The Family of the Caiman’: Kanamari Animism As Social Theory
9:00 AM  Martin Holbraad (University College London) The Drama of the Object: Consecration and Entrapment in West and Central Africa

Discussant 9:15 AM  Roy Wagner (University of Virginia)
Discussant 9:30 AM  Eduardo Viveiros de Castro (Museu Nacional, Rio de Janeiro)

6-0045 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  401 | Meeting Room Level

RETHINKING REVIVAL: COMMUNITIES, AGENCY, AND INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES

Reviewed by: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Judith MS Pine (Western Washington University)
Chair(s): Meredith Moss (Hamilton College)

8:00 AM  Jurgita Antoine (Sinte Gleska University) The Familiar Strange in Don Moccasin’s Collection of Lakota Narratives
8:15 AM Andrew Cowell (University of Colorado) *The Anthropology of Language Revival in Northern Arapaho Schools: Discontinuities Between Students, Parents, and Language Workers*

8:30 AM Randi Moore (University at Buffalo, SUNY) *Interactions of Landscape and Language: Spatial Language in Three Communities of Zapotec Speakers*

8:45 AM Meredith Moss (Hamilton College) *‘Johnglish’: Navajo English and the Stigmatization of Rural Navajo Males*

9:00 AM Seth Schermerhorn (Hamilton College) *O’odham Songscapes: Journeys to Magdalena Remembered in Song*

9:15 AM Amber A Neely (Comanche Nation College and University of Oklahoma) *Fighting Familiar Tropes of “Exotic” and “Dying” Native American Languages: Kiowa Language Change and Hope for the Future*

9:30 AM Discussion

---

**6-0050** 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 402 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**ETHNOGRAPHY OF JOURNALISM: NEW DIRECTIONS FROM THE GLOBAL SOUTH**

**Reviewed by**
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair**
Sahana Udupa (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity)

8:00 AM Ana Mercedes Martínez (Universidad de las Américas, Quito, Ecuador), Daniel Barredo Ibáñez (Universidad de las Américas) and Victoriano Camas (SENESCYT, CIESPAL) *Tensions and Threats in Latin American Journalistic Culture: An Ethnography of the Journalistic Profession in Ecuador*

8:15 AM Suncem Kocer (Kadir Has University) *Being Their Voice: Narratives of Journalists Reporting on Kobane*

8:30 AM Rahul Mukherjee (University of Pennsylvania) *‘City inside the Oven’: Media Practices of Patrika Journalists Covering Cell Tower Radiation*

8:45 AM Reighan A Gillam (University of Michigan) *Black Consciousness at Work: Afro-Brazilian Journalists in Mainstream and Alternative Media*

9:00 AM Sahana Udupa (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity) *“Journalists Are Pimps”: Caste as Journalism in Urban India*

**Discussant** 9:15 AM Mark Allen Peterson (Miami University)

**Discussant** 9:30 AM Maria Vesperi (New College of Florida)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**6-0055** 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 403 | Meeting Room Level **CCC**

**THE REFUGEE EXPERIENCE: ADAPTING TO LIFE IN THE UNITED STATES**

**Reviewed by**
National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair**
Andrew S Nelson (University of North Texas)

8:00 AM Mauren McCarthy (SUNY Buffalo) *Citizenship Pathways Research Project: A Study of Access to Citizenship of Refugee Populations in the United States*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Fethi Keles (University of Wisconsin)</td>
<td>Becoming Familiar with Strange Places: Refugee Belonging in Urban U.S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Mussa Idris (Elon University) and Leena Dahal (Elon University)</td>
<td>Refugee Resettlement Experiences from Sub-Saharan Africa and Asia in Greensboro, North Carolina: Needs and Services Impact Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Andrew S Nelson (University of North Texas)</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Tony Robinson (University of Colorado Denver)</td>
<td>No Right to Rest: Field-Survey Documentation of Colorado’s Criminalization of Homelessness and Its Consequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Sig Langegger (Akita International University)</td>
<td>Policing the Margins: A Street Level View of the Rights-Rift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Jana G Everett (University of Colorado Denver)</td>
<td>Hanging out with Women Who Are Homeless: How Does That Affect Us Who Are Not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Stephen K Koester (University of Colorado Denver) and Sig Langegger (Akita International University)</td>
<td>Mapping Structural Violence: Disciplining Homelessness and Exacerbating Suffering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>This session may be of particular interest to: M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Samil Can (Stanford University)</td>
<td>“Indebted, and Obligated, but Not Necessarily Obliged”: Cultures and Discursive Cosmologies of Economic Obligation Among Muslim Shopkeepers of Old Delhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Cagri Yoltar (Duke University)</td>
<td>“Paying the Price”: Values of Political Struggle and Economic Exchange in Neo-Liberalizing Turkish Kurdistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Jenna Dawn Rice (Stanford University)</td>
<td>Accounting with Kin: Mutual Obligation and the Historical Imagination in Saida, Lebanon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Jessie Fredlund (Graduate Center CUNY)</td>
<td>Neo-Pentecostalism, “Prosperity Gospels” and the Moral Economy of Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**SPACES OF EXPULSION: SOCIALITY, BELONGING, AND INTIMATE (DIS) ATTACHMENTS IN THE AFTERMATHS OF FORCED MIGRATION**

**Reviewed by** General Anthropology Division

**Organizer(s)** Heather Wurtz (Columbia University)

**Chair(s)** Caroline Mary Parker (Columbia University)

**Discussant**
- 8:00 AM Nina F Siulc (Rutgers University)
- 8:15 AM Whitney L Duncan (University of Northern Colorado)

**Discussant 8:00 am**
- Esra Kaytaz (University of Oxford) *Social-Positioning As Risk Management: Sociality in the Everyday Lives of Afghan Migrants and Refugees in Turkey*

**Discussant 8:15 am**
- Caroline Mary Parker (Columbia University) *Graduated Citizenship in the Aftermath of Deportation*

**Discussant 8:30 am**
- Luke de Noronha (University of Oxford) *Deportation As Arrival - Deported Migrants in Kingston, Jamaica*

**Chair(s)**
- 9:00 AM Caroline Mary Parker (Columbia University) *Expired and Expelled: Chronic Illness and Return Migration in Mexico’s Northern Borderlands*

**Discussant 8:45 am**
- Elmer Vergara Malibiran (New School For Social Research) *Rubbles of War: The Afterlife of Refugees and Border Camps in Cambodia*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**THE UNEXAMINED EVERYDAY**

**Reviewed by** American Ethnological Society

**Organizer(s)** Kathleen M Millar (Simon Fraser University) Jennifer Ashley (George Mason University)

**Chair(s)** Susan H Ellison (Wellesley College)

**Discussant** R Benjamin Penglase (Loyola University of Chicago)

**8:00 AM**
- Susan H Ellison (Wellesley College) *Accounting for the Everyday*

**8:15 AM**
- Jennifer Ashley (George Mason Univ) *The Architecture of the Everyday: La Victoria’s Streets As Relational Space*

**8:30 AM**
- Niklas Hultin (George Mason University) *Everyday Infrastructure and Absence in the Gambia, or, “What the #%!#&! Is This Doing in the Road?”*

**8:45 AM**
- Marcia S Rego (Duke University) *The Dialogic Everyday*

**9:00 AM**
- Andrea E Flores (Brown University) *Ordinary Achievements: Latino Youth, Remaking Success, and the Making of the Enjoyable Everyday*

**9:15 AM**
- Kathleen M Millar (Simon Fraser University) *Working Carnaval, Playing the Everyday*
ON BINARY POLITICS AND GENERATIVE RE-CASTINGS

Reviewed by: American Ethnological Society
Organizer(s): Ursula M Dalinghaus (University of California, Irvine)
Mrinalini Tankha (University of California, Irvine)
Chair(s): Ursula M Dalinghaus (University of California, Irvine)

8:00 AM  Moises Lino e Silva (Brandeis University)  Freedom, Nature, and Culture: Beyond the Modern Liberal Subject in Brazil
8:15 AM  Ivan V Small (Central Connecticut State University)  Canoes and Channels: Shifting Forms of Remittance Transfers Between the U.S. and Vietnam
8:30 AM  Ursula M Dalinghaus (University of California, Irvine)  Eating the Margin from within: Core/Periphery Politics in the Euro-Zone
8:45 AM  Meryl Lauer Lodge (University of Minnesota)  Choreographies of Race in South African Concert Dance
9:00 AM  Mrinalini Tankha (University of California, Irvine)  The New Cuban Counterpoint: Ruptures and Continuities in Havana’s Dual Economy

Discussant: 9:15 AM  Martha Lampland (University of California, San Diego)
9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

TRANSFORMING RELATIONSHIPS: THE ROLES OF CARE, COMMUNITIES, AND COMMUNICATION IN PERSONAL AND CULTURAL CHANGE

Reviewed by: Society for Psychological Anthropology
Chair(s): Jessica McKenzie (California State University, Fresno)

8:00 AM  Henrik Hvenegaard Mikkelsen (University of Copenhagen)  The Invasion of Solitude: Seclusion and Aging in the Danish Periphery
8:15 AM  M Ariel Cascio (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)  ‘Asperger’s Syndrome Does Not Exist’: Diagnosis and Identity in Italian Autism Service
8:30 AM  Talia Gordon (University of Chicago)  ‘Recovering What?’: Possibilities for Selfhood at a Psychosocial Rehabilitation Program in Detroit, Michigan
8:45 AM  Jennifer Margaret Van Tiem (Nathan Kline Institute)  On Rhythm and Horses: The Talking Cure Among Alien Familiars
9:00 AM  Heather Willihnganz Huffman (Colorado Outdoor Education Center)  ‘It’s All about the Relationship’: The Complexity of Diagnosis and the Common Sense of Attachment Theory in Social Work Practice with Children
9:15 AM  Linh M An (University of California, Los Angeles)  Family-Support Groups As Social Capital: Supporting Immigrant Chinese Caregivers of Family Members Diagnosed with a Mental Illness
9:30 AM  Jessica McKenzie (California State University, Fresno)  Stability and Change: Intergenerational Framings of Societal Moral Values in Northern Thailand

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
### 6-0090 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM

**VOCAL WORK: VOICE AND ETHICAL (RE-)IMAGINATION**

**Reviewed by**
Society for Humanistic Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Matthew Rahaim (University of Minnesota)

**Schedule**
- **8:00 AM**
  - Matthew Rahaim (University of Minnesota) *Making Voices in North India: Vocal Gifts, Vocal Disciplines, Vocal Freedoms*
- **8:15 AM**
  - Nina Sun Eidsheim (University of California, Los Angeles) *Vocaloid Refused: Vocaloid Re-Imagined and Re-Purposed*
- **8:30 AM**
  - Marti Newland (Columbia University) *Singing Concert Spirituals and the Politics of Racial Inequality*
- **8:45 AM**
  - Robert Beahrs (University of Pittsburgh) *Becoming Nomad: Vocal Ethics in Tuva’s Throat-Singing (Xöömei) Scenes*

**Discussant**
- **9:00 AM** Nicholas H Harkness (Harvard University)
- **9:15 AM** Discussion

### 6-0095 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM

**INFRASTRUCTURES OF DEVELOPMENT**

**Reviewed by**
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Chair(s)**
Bada Choi (University of California, Riverside)

**Schedule**
- **8:00 AM**
  - Murat K Guney (Columbia University) *Dying for Growth: Fatal Work Accidents and Questioning the Obsession with Economic Development in Turkey*
- **8:15 AM**
  - Rachel Thompson (Harvard University) *Wrestling Land from Sea: The Eco-Spatial Politics of Mega-Planning in Jakarta*
- **8:30 AM**
  - Bada Choi (University of California, Riverside) *When Wind Turbines Become Visible: Rethinking the Relationality of Infrastructure*
- **8:45 AM**
  - Laurie Moberg (University of Minnesota) *The Material Presence of Water: How Flooded Rivers Mobilize Scale Making Projects in Thailand*
- **9:00 AM**
  - Erin Parish (Duke University) *Burning and Rebuilding Bridges: Forensic Infrastructure in War and the Aftermath*
- **9:15 AM**
  - Stephanie C Borios (Eastern New Mexico University) *Definitions and Implications of “Poverty” in Rural Peruvian Development*
- **9:30 AM** Discussion

### 6-0100 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM

**NATIONAL HERITAGES, PERSONAL AND PUBLIC MEMORIES**

**Reviewed by**
General Anthropology Division

**Chair(s)**
Elizabeth A Usherwood (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

**Schedule**
- **8:00 AM**
  - Elaine McIlwraith (University of Western Ontario) *On Avoiding Re-Exoticization: What Contemporary Historical Narratives on Al-Andalus Can Tell Us about the Familiar/Strange Dichotomy*
- **8:15 AM**
  - Kyung Hyo Chun (Sungkyunkwan University) *Journey to the Glorious Past: Nostalgic Amnesia and Royal Palaces in Seoul*
- **8:30 AM**
  - Angie Lederach (University of Notre Dame) *We Need Memory: The Practices and Politics of Living Memory in Colombia*
8:45 AM  
Lisa Pope Fischer (CUNY, New York City College of Technology)  
*Capturing Moments in Time: Hungarian Women's Life Course Transitions, Parallel Histories, Perception and Autonomy*

9:00 AM  
Elizabeth A Usherwood (University of Massachusetts Amherst)  
*Popular Memory and the Asylum: The Impact of the Horror Media on Heritage Research*

9:15 AM  
Discussion

---

### IS FEMALE TO MALE AS NGO IS TO STATE?

**Reviewed by**  
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Mark A Schuller (Northern Illinois University)

**Chair(s)**  
Erica Caple James (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Misha Quill (University of Iowa)</td>
<td><em>Bangladeshi Refugee Camps and the Gendering of Humanitarian Aid Work</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Alexandra L Crampton (Marquette University)</td>
<td><em>Gendered States of Aging through NGO Work in Ghana and the United States</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Kim L Shively (Kutztown University of Pennsylvania)</td>
<td><em>State Religion and Faith-Based NGOs in Turkey</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Sarah Milne (Australian National University)</td>
<td><em>International Conservation NGOs and the Elaboration of State Power in Cambodia</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Mark A Schuller (Northern Illinois University)</td>
<td><em>“Little Dear Mothers”: Governing the “Republic of NGOs”</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussant**  
9:15 AM  
Lamia N Karim (University of Oregon)

**Discussion**  
9:30 AM

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

---

### COOLING DOWN IN AN OVERHEATED WORLD

**Reviewed by**  
General Anthropology Division

**Organizer(s)**  
Thomas Hylland Eriksen (University of Oslo)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Robert Pijpers (University of Oslo)</td>
<td><em>Cool Present and Heated Past?: Locating Accelerated Change in a Sierra Leone Mining Town</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Ulf Hannerz (Stockholm University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Cathrine Furberg Thorleifsson (University of Oslo)</td>
<td><em>Peripheral Guardians of the Frontier: Precarity and Endurance in an Israeli Border Town</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Astrid Bredholt Stensrud (University of Oslo)</td>
<td><em>Included into What? Frost, Debt and Thoughts on “Progress” in Peru</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Lena Gross (University of Oslo)</td>
<td><em>Working the Sands: Seasonal Time and Changing Expectations in the Albertan Oil/Tar Sands</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Nefissa Naguib (University of Oslo)</td>
<td><em>Their Winter of Discontent: The Cooling Down of the Arab Spring</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**
GENDER AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN EAST ASIA

Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology
Chair(s) Zhenru Lin (Chinese University of Hong Kong)

8:00 AM Zhenru Lin (Chinese University of Hong Kong) Nationalism and Gender in a Volunteering Project for Kmt Veterans in China
8:15 AM Lai Y Wo (Chinese University of Hong Kong) Just Sex?: Understanding the Intimate Encounters Between Western Expatriate Men and Female Migrant Workers in Hong Kong’s Wan Chai
8:30 AM Hiroko Umegaki (University of Cambridge) Masculinities in the Family in Contemporary Japan: Role of Sons-in-Law in Elderly Care
8:45 AM German Loffler (University of California, Riverside) and Ayano Ginoza (University of California, Los Angeles) Changing Marriage Ceremonies in Okinawa, Japan

ENCLAVES, FRAGMENTS, SHARDS: MANAGING BORDERS ACROSS SPATIAL DISCONTINUITIES

Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
Organizer(s) Jeffrey Chih-yu Twu (Columbia University)
Chair(s) Franck Y Bille (University of Cambridge)

8:00 AM Franck Y Bille (University of Cambridge) Border Mosaic
8:15 AM Jeffrey Chih-yu Twu (Columbia University) (In)Visible Beyond the Pale: On Visual Representations of Enclaves As “Laputas”
8:30 AM Umut Yildirim (Bogazici University) Breathing in an Enclave
8:45 AM Jason G Cons (University of Texas at Austin) and Kasia Paprocki (Cornell University) Experimental Zones, Climate Territories, and the Politics of Adaptation in Bangladesh’s Coastal Delta

Discussant 9:00 AM Michal Murawski (University College London)
Discussant 9:15 AM Sarah F Green (University of Helsinki)
9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

CS7. YOUTH AGENCY, CITIZENSHIP, AND CULTURAL PRODUCTION

Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education
Chair(s) Veena Vasudevan (University of Pennsylvania)

8:00 AM Sarai Koo (MAPS 4 College and Project SPICES) and Gregory Tanaka (Instituto McLaren de Pedagogia Critical y Educacion Popular) From Oppression to Agency: Operationalizing the Rise of the Agental Subject in Higher Education
8:15 AM Timothy P Williams (University of Bath) The Things They Learned: Aspiration, Uncertainty, and Schooling in Rural Rwanda
8:45 AM  Ana Carolina Diaz Beltran (Pennsylvania State University) and Hilario Junior Lomeli (Pennsylvania State University) Reexamining a Curriculum of the Global: A Duoethnography of Colonial Knowledge Productions

9:00 AM  Veena Vasudevan (University of Pennsylvania) Making Space in Schools: Youth As Cultural Producers

9:15 AM  Evelyn Christian Ronning (Temple University) Making Familiar Landscapes Strange: School-Based Environmental Literacy Efforts at the Intersection of Lived Spaces

9:30 AM  Discussion

6-0130  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  711 | Meeting Room Level 

21ST CENTURY ANARCHISMS

Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

Organizer/Chair Livia K Hinegardner Stone (Illinois State University)

8:00 AM  Andrej Grubacic (California Institute of Integral Studies) Revisiting “New Anarchism”

8:15 AM  Livia K Hinegardner Stone (Illinois State University) Anarchism, Contradiction, and Proyectos Autogestivos in Mexico City

8:30 AM  Erica M Lagalisse (McGill University) Anarchism and Conspiracy Theories in North America

8:45 AM  John Ryan Karlin (California Institute of Integral Studies) Toward Autonomy: Anarchistic Practices in Contemporary Exilic Spaces

9:00 AM  Ethan Sinsabaugh (University of Alaska Fairbanks) Decentralized Ideology: Understanding Anarchism as a Cultural Identity within the United States

Discussant 9:15 AM  Maple J Razsa (Colby College)

Discussant 9:30 AM  J Kehaulani K Kauanui (Wesleyan University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

6-0135  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  712 | Meeting Room Level 

INDIGENOUS SOVEREIGNTY REVISITED VIA LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY

Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology

Organizers/Chairs Hyejin Nah (University of California, Riverside)

Sara L Snyder (Columbia University)

8:00 AM  Sara L Snyder (Columbia University) “Your Sovereign Right to Choose”: Choice and Hegemony in Language Planning and Policy

8:15 AM  Hyejin Nah (University of California, Riverside) Urban Mapuche Metalinguistic Sovereignty

8:30 AM  Erin K Debenport (University of New Mexico) “Sovereignty Is As Sovereignty Does:” Precarity, Sovereignty, and Language in Indigenous El Paso

8:45 AM  Karl F Swinehart (University of Chicago) “Eternal Praise to the Brave Warriors”: Indeterminacies of Nationhood in Jesús De Machaca, Bolivia

9:00 AM  Margarita Huayhua (University of Texas at Austin) Household Sovereignty and Language: What Lies Beyond Claims of Hygiene

M Mentoring Activity  P Practicing and Applied Anthropologists

**Discussant**  9:30 AM  Paul V Kroskrity (University of California, Los Angeles)

This session may be of particular interest to M, P, S, T

**6-0140  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM**  Mile High 1A | Ballroom Level  

**MATERIALITY, POWER, AND ESTRANGEMENT**

**Reviewed by**  Simone Jane Dennis (Australian National University)

**Chair(s)**

8:00 AM  Emily Traeger Andrews Earl (University of California, Irvine)  *Books in a Prison Town: Embedding the Study of Carceral Isolation*

8:15 AM  Paolo Bocci (University of North Carolina)  *From ‘Mediators’ to ‘in the Way’ of Citizenship: Paperwork As the Instrument of Postponement That Excludes Temporary Residents of the Galapagos Islands from Full Citizenship*

8:30 AM  Simone Jane Dennis (Australian National University)  *Hoarder and Order: Recasting Relations with Too Many Things*

8:45 AM  Rebecca Hasselbeck (University of California, Irvine)  *Place and Space in the Lives of Immigrant Equine Workers*

9:00 AM  Hillary K Crane (Linfield College)  *Tolerating Intolerance: Orthorexia, Gluten-Freeloaders, and the Ambivalence of Celiacs*

9:15 AM  Stephen Savignano (University of Minnesota)  *Thought Outside the Earth: The Concept of the Universal in the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence*

9:30 AM  Discussion

**6-0145  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM**  Mile High 1B | Ballroom Level  

**JURIDICAL REGIMES OF RELATIONALITY**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Chair(s)**

8:00 AM  Aditi Surie von Czechowski (Columbia University)  *“Are You Aware of Human Rights?”: Observations on the Deployment of a “Universal” Language*

8:15 AM  Judith R Card (Washington State University)  *The Relationship Between Violence and Contemporary Euro-American Adoption*

8:30 AM  Sean Furmage (American University)  *“We Will Not Vote Again!”: Violence and Everyday Struggles with Democracy in Northern Kenya*

8:45 AM  Drew Anderson (Australian National University)  *Faith in Expertise: Documents and Conditions of Textuality in an International NGO*

9:00 AM  Itamar Shachar (Ghent University) and Lesley Hustinx (Ghent University)  *‘the Least I Can Do’: A Progressive Modality of Agency in Nonprofit-Corporate Partnership*

9:15 AM  Mike Upton (Goldsmiths, University of London)  *Exoticizing Biocapital?: Totem and Taboo in the Global ‘Harmonization’ of Intellectual Property*

9:30 AM  Discussion
LOOKING ACROSS BOUNDARIES: POETRY AS SOCIAL ACTION

Reviewed by: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer(s): Anthony K Webster (University of Texas at Austin)
Jillian R Cavanaugh (Brooklyn College, CUNY)
Chair(s): Anthony K Webster (University of Texas at Austin)

8:00 AM  Alex E Chavez (University of Notre Dame)  Making Post-National Publics: Precarity and Ritual Poetics in Xichù, Guanajuato, Mexico
8:15 AM  Anthony K Webster (University of Texas at Austin)  Is This the Beauty of Navajoland?: On the Work of Navajo Poetry
8:30 AM  Jillian R Cavanaugh (Brooklyn College, CUNY)  The Blacksmith’s Feet: Embodied Entextualization in Northern Italian Vernacular Poetry
8:45 AM  Ayala Fader (Fordham University)  An Online Yiddish Poetry Contest: Digital Media, Language and Aesthetics Among Hasidic Double Lifers
9:00 AM  Deborah L Cole (University of Texas-Pan American)  Making the Strange Familiar: The Magic of Reading Indonesian Poetry Aloud and the Challenges of Writing English Social Scientific Prose about It

Discussant: 9:15 AM  John Leavitt (Université de Montréal)

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

INTIMATE NEGOTIATIONS PART I — CITIZENSHIP AND THE POLITICS OF PARENTING

Reviewed by: Association for Feminist Anthropology
Organizer(s): Anouk de Koning (Radboud University)
Eileen M Moyer (University of Amsterdam)
Chair(s): Anouk de Koning (Radboud University)

8:00 AM  Anouk de Koning (Radboud University)  Reproducing Europe: Migrant Parenting and Contested Citizenship
8:15 AM  Dannah K Dennis (University of Virginia)  In the Name of the Mother: Struggles for Maternal Citizenship in Nepal
8:30 AM  Tina M Lee (University of Wisconsin Stout)  Fatherhood and Citizenship in Child Welfare
8:45 AM  Eileen M Moyer (University of Amsterdam) and Alfred K Adams (University of Amsterdam)  Circumcising Our Sons: Parenting for HIV Prevention As a Form of Biopolitical Citizenship in Kenya and Swaziland
9:00 AM  Alice Larotonda (Brown University)  Infant Nutrition and Hygiene in Cabo Verde: The Construction of ‘Best’ Practices of Infant Care

Discussant: 9:15 AM  Elizabeth L Krause (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
6-0160  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Mile High 1E | Ballroom Level

TOWARDS AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF HORIZONS

REVIEWED BY  Society for Visual Anthropology
ORGANIZER(S)  Atreyee Majumder (Azim Premji University)
CHAIR(S)  Sarover Zaidi (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity)

8:00 AM  Atreyee Majumder (Azim Premji University) Being in the Crossing of a River
8:15 AM  Maya Ratnam (Johns Hopkins University) Viewing, Working, Thinking: Inhabiting and Imagining Space in the Central Indian Forests
8:30 AM  Daniel Joseph Schultz () Religious Subjects (and Objects) at the Horizon of Critique
8:45 AM  Sarover Zaidi (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity) Making Mosques, Making Horizons

DISCUSSANT  9:00 AM  Maya Ratnam (Johns Hopkins University)
DISCUSSANT  9:15 AM  Daniel Joseph Schultz (University of Chicago)
9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

6-0165  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Mile High 1F | Ballroom Level

AFTERLIVES: INTERVENTIONS IN MUSEUM COLLECTIONS AND ETHNOGRAPHIC CONTEXTS

REVIEWED BY  Council for Museum Anthropology
ORGANIZER/CHAIR  Catherine A Nichols (Loyola University Chicago)

8:00 AM  Alessandro Questa (University of Virginia) Captured Faces or Intervening Knowledge: Indigenous Masks and Their Role as Collections at the National Museum of Anthropology (Mexico)
8:15 AM  Stephanie Beck Cohen (Indiana University, Bloomington) In the Wake of War: Individual and National Interventions at the National Museum of Liberia
8:30 AM  Adrian Van Allen (University of California, Berkeley) Object Lessons: Dioramas, Genomes, and Shifting Concepts of Authenticity at the Smithsonian
8:45 AM  Catherine A Nichols (Loyola University Chicago) A Master Negotiator: Enrico Giglioli’s Interventions in Museum Collections Exchange at the Smithsonian Institution
9:00 AM  Abby Suzanne Gondek (Florida International University) Disappearing Objects at the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History Ethnology Department: What Happened to the Ruth Landes Ethnographic Object Collection?
9:15 AM  Krista Zawadski (University of British Columbia) Kakpiit: (Re) Discovering Inuit Needle Cases in Museum Collections
9:30 AM  Hannah Turner (University of Toronto) Beyond the Hybrid: Cultural Heritage and Contemporary Object Reproduction Technologies

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
Invited Session: AMERICAN INDIAN METAPHYSICS

Sponsor: AAA Executive Program Committee
Organizers/Chair: Severin Fowles (Barnard College, Columbia University)

8:00 AM Severin Fowles (Barnard College, Columbia University) Anatopism: Deloria’s Rejoinder
8:15 AM Christopher Michael Watts (University of Waterloo) Relational Ontologies and Deloria’s ‘First Philosophy’
8:30 AM Ömür Harmansah (University of Illinois Chicago) Critical Ecologies of Place and Belonging: An East Mediterranean Reading of Deloria’s “God Is Red”
8:45 AM Benjamin Alberti (Framingham State University) Traveling Metaphysics: Equivocating Between the Amazon and the US Southwest
9:00 AM Scott G Ortman (University of Colorado-Boulder) History and Simultaneity in Tewa Place Lore
9:15 AM Lars E Fogelin (University of Arizona) Resonance, Pablum, and the Shock of the Familiar: Applying Deloria’s Metaphysics to the Study of South Asian Archaeology

Discussant: 9:30 AM Kim TallBear (University of Texas, Austin)

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

Strange Bodies, Familiar Divides: Embodiments of Otherness

Reviewed by: Biological Anthropology Section
Organizer(s): John J Crandall (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
Pamela K Stone (Hampshire College)
Chair(s): Pamela K Stone (Hampshire College)

8:00 AM John J Crandall (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) Foreign Laborers, Familiar Suffering: The Construction and Othering of Coolie Laborers in the 19th Century American West
8:15 AM Kalyna Horocholyn (McMaster University) and Megan Brickley (McMaster University) The Invisible and Vulnerable: Investigating Famine in Past Communities
8:30 AM Carlina de la Cova (University of South Carolina) The Dissected Dead: Social Marginalization, Anatomization, and the Disappeared in the Hamann-Todd Anatomical Collection
8:45 AM Lauren Hosek (Syracuse University) and Vanessa Reeves (Syracuse University) Riding into Battle: Personhood and Otherness in Early Medieval “Warrior” Burials
9:00 AM Rachel J Watkins (American University) Anatomical Collections As the Bioanthropological Other: Some Considerations
6-0180  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Mile High 4B | Ballroom Level
REVEALING TASKSCAPES VIA MOBILE TECHNOLOGY: STUDYING THE
STUDENT EXPERIENCE AT A DISTANCE

REVIEWED BY  Council on Anthropology and Education
ORGANIZER(s)  Andrew D Asher (Indiana University Bloomington)
                Donna Lanclos (J. Murrey Atkins Library, University of North Carolina - Charlotte)
CHAIR(s)       Andrew D Asher (Indiana University Bloomington)
PRESENTER(s)   Donna Lanclos (J. Murrey Atkins Library, University of North Carolina - Charlotte)
                Andrew D Asher (Indiana University)
                Lori Jahnke (Emory University)
                Juliann Couture (University of Colorado, Boulder)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

6-0185  8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  Mile High 4C | Ballroom Level
Invited Roundtable:
MEDITATING ON SPACES: THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE ENVIRONMENT
IN THE MENA REGION (JOINT MESA/AAA ROUNDTABLE)

SPONSOR  Middle East Section
ORGANIZER(s)  Tessa R Farmer (Whittier College)
CHAIR(s)       Sofian Merabet (University of Texas at Austin)
PRESENTER(s)   Jessica Barnes (University of South Carolina)
                Hsain Ilahiane (University of Kentucky)
                Mandana Limbert (Queens College and CUNY Graduate Center)
                Emily McKee (Northern Illinois University)
                Sophia C Stamatopoulou-Robbins (Bard College)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

6-0190  8:00 AM – 12:00 PM  102 | Meeting Room Level
Workshop (pre-registration required):
SHA WORKSHOP: SUBMITTING A MANUSCRIPT FOR PEER REVIEWED PUBLICATION

SPONSOR  Society for Humanistic Anthropology
ORGANIZER(s)  Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
                Michael Harkin (University of Wyoming)
PRESENTER(s)  Michael Harkin (University of Wyoming)
Workshop (pre-registration required):
SHA WRITING WORKSHOP: NARRATIVE ETHNOGRAPHY + ETHNOGRAPHIC POETRY

**Sponsor**
Society for Humanistic Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
Julia L Offen (Independent)

**Presenter(s)**
Julia L Offen (Independent)
Melisa (Misha) S Cahnmann-Taylor (University of Georgia)

---

**Breakfast for Presidents of Anthropological Associations**

**Sponsor**
American Anthropological Association

**Organizer/Chair**
Monica Heller (University of Toronto)

---

Invited Session:
Policing, Estrangement, and Social Inequalities: Denaturalizing Law Enforcement and Police-Based Governance Part Two

**Sponsors**
Society for the Anthropology of North America
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**
Nolan Kline (Purdue University)
Angela Stuesse (University of South Florida)

**Chair(s)**
Nolan Kline (Purdue University)

- **10:15 AM**
  Aimee Villarreal (Our Lady of the Lake University) Checking Authority: Discriminatory Policing and Grassroots Reform in New Mexico

- **10:30 AM**
  Miguel Angel Garcia Jr (San Jose State University) Brown Lives Matter: Policing and Social Justice in the Silicon Valley

- **10:45 AM**
  Eilat Maoz (University of Chicago) Police Beyond the State: The Intimate Relationship Between Police and Colonialism

- **11:00 AM**
  Jessica Katzenstein (Brown University) It’s a Fine, Fine Line: Effects of Militarizing on U.S. Police

**Discussant**
Courtney Desiree Morris (Pennsylvania State University)

**Discussion**

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**
**RIGHTS, JUSTICE, AND HUMAN ENVIRONMENTAL CRISES IN 21ST CENTURY ENVIRONMENTAL MANGEMENT**

**Reviewed by**: Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizer(s)**: Rebecca C Witter (University of British Columbia)
Theresa A Satterfield (University of British Columbia)

**Chair(s)**: Rebecca C Witter (University of British Columbia)

- **10:15 AM** Discussion
- **10:30 AM** Joan P Mencher (CUNY Herbert H Lehman College) _People’s Right to Land Versus the Government Right of Eminent Domain in India and the United States_

- **10:45 AM** Rebecca C Witter (University of British Columbia) and Theresa A Satterfield (University of British Columbia) _Rights-Based Approaches to Conservation: Narrowing or Bypassing the “Culpability GAP”?_

- **11:00 AM** Thomas A De Pree (Teachers College, Columbia University) _Making Uranium (In)Visible: “Environmental Racism” and Alternative Contamination Limits in the Grants Uranium District_

- **11:15 AM** Sara E Alexander (Baylor University) _Healthy Environments, Climate Change and Human Rights-Based Development_

- **11:30 AM** Theresa A Satterfield (University of British Columbia) and Leslie Robertson (University of British Columbia) _Two Boats and a Pick up Truck: Becoming Food Sovereign in the Namgis First Nation_

**Discussant 11:45 AM**: Barbara Rose Johnston (Center for Political Ecology)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

---

**ATTENDING TO THE FAMILIAR IN OUR SUBJECTS: INDIVIDUALS AND THEIR PROJECTS AMONG “THE OTHER.”**

**Reviewed by**: Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer/Chair**: Daniel Rosenblatt (Carleton University)

**Discussant 10:15 AM**: Lindsay A Bell (SUNY, Oswego)

- **10:30 AM** Christopher A Erickson (Hawaii Pacific University) _Hawaiian Resilience_

- **10:45 AM** Daniel Rosenblatt (Carleton University) _Secrets of Success in Aoteara/New Zealand: Indigenous Reality Television and the Moral Economy of Identity_

- **11:00 AM** Joseph JZ Weiss (University of Chicago) _Unsettling Futures: Haida Future-Making in the Settler Colonial Present_

- **11:15 AM** Hilary Leatham (University of Chicago) _The Pasts of a Zapotec Town: Temporalities of Ruins and Heritage in Mitla, Oaxaca_

**Discussant 11:30 AM**: Caroline Schuster (Australian National University)

**Discussant 11:45 AM**: Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**
THE BIOSOCIOCULTURAL TRAJECTORY OF STIGMA

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer(s): Ruthanne Marcus (Yale University), Cynthia Frank (Yale University)
Chair(s): Cynthia Frank (Yale University)

10:15 AM
Ruthanne Marcus (Yale University), Maxim Polonsky (Yale University), Lyuba Azbel (Yale University), Svetlana Doltu (Action for Involvement (AFI)) and Frederick L. Altice (Yale University)
Stigmatizing Methadone Patients in Moldovan Prisons: Mafia, Money, and Power

10:30 AM
Nick Emard (Boston University School of Medicine)
"Better" and "Worse" HIV+ Identities: Coping, Intergenerational HIV Stigma within MSM Communities, Drug Use, and Risky Sexual Behavior

10:45 AM
Elizabeth J Pfeiffer (Indiana University School of Medicine and Butler University) and Harrison MK Maithya (Moi University)
Shifting Manifestations of HIV/AIDS-Related Stigma in Western Kenya

11:00 AM
Cynthia Frank (Yale University and VA Connecticut Healthcare System), Tassos Kyriakides (Yale University and VA Connecticut Healthcare System), Gerald Friedland (Yale University), Kathy Melbourne (Gilead Sciences, Inc.), Laurie Andrews (Yale University) and Michael Kozal (Yale University and VA Connecticut Healthcare System)
The Trajectory of HIV-Related Stigma: Chronic or Curable?

11:15 AM
Shir Lerman (University of Connecticut)
Stigmatized Bodies and Stigmatized Identities: Obesity and Depression Stigma in Puerto Rico

11:30 AM
Sarah S Trainer (Arizona State University), Alexandra A Brewis (Arizona State University) and Amber Wutich (Arizona State University)
Anticipating the De-Stigmatized Self in the Context of Massive Weight-Loss

This session may be of particular interest to: P

SCIENCE AND STATECRAFT: 21ST-CENTURY EUROPEAN BUREAUCRACIES

Reviewed by: American Ethnological Society
Organizer(s): Johanna I Römer (New York University), Lee Elizabeth Douglas (New York University)
Chair(s): Johanna I Römer (New York University)

10:15 AM
Lee Elizabeth Douglas (New York University)
Crafting Evidence: Acts of Exhumation and the Re-Fashioning of Historical Truth in Contemporary Spain

10:30 AM
Grzegorz Sokol (New School for Social Research)
'We Don’t Know Who’s Doing It to Us': Algorithms and Clinical Agency in Polish Psychiatry

10:45 AM
Johanna I Römer (New York University)
Domesticating Violence: Bureaucracy and Science As Competing Ideologies of Prisoner Reform in Catalonia
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Title and Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Christy Spackman (New York University)</td>
<td>Making Water Public Again: The Scientific and Political Ideology of Tastelessness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Sophie L Gonick (University of California, Berkeley)</td>
<td>Rationalizing Dispossession: Evictions, Data, and Bureaucracy in Contemporary Madrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Mia Fuller (University of California, Berkeley)</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FREEZING THE FUTURE: FAMILIAR AND STRANGE TERRITORIES OF TECHNO-REPRODUCTION ORGANIZERS**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer(s):** Nayantara Sheoran (Graduate Institute, Geneva)
Sallie S Han (SUNY College at Oneonta)

**Chair(s):**
Linda L Layne (Colorado School of Mines)
Diane M Tober (University of California, San Francisco)

**Presenter(s):**
Diane M Tober (University of California, San Francisco)
Linda L Layne (Colorado School of Mines)
Khadija Mitu (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)
Sebastian Mohr (Aarhus University)
Sarah Richards (Boston University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**TOXIC LEGACIES, STRUGGLE, AND SURVIVAL IN LATE INDUSTRIAL TIMES — PART II**

**Reviewed by:** Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizer(s):**
Gregory V Button (Independent)
Peter C Little (Rhode Island College)

**Chair(s):**
Gregory V Button (Independent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Title and Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Elizabeth M Hoover (Brown University)</td>
<td>Industrial Contamination As Settler Colonialism in a Mohawk Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Daniel E Renfrew (West Virginia University)</td>
<td>Unsettling Science: Tracing the Conflict Zones of Uruguayan Lead Poisoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Carol A MacLennan (Michigan Technological University)</td>
<td>Can Superfund Protect Mining Communities from Historic Toxic Waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Gregory V Button (Independent)</td>
<td>“Our Life Consists of Trying to Survive One Disaster after Another”: The Deindustrialization, Economic, and Environmental Decline of West Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Magdalena Edyta Stawkowski (Stanford University)</td>
<td>Life Among ‘Radioactive Microbes’: Survival on the Semipalatinsk Nuclear Test Site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Lisa K Vanderlinden (Texas Christian University) and Jeannine A Gailey (Texas Christian University)</td>
<td>‘I Got the BP Crud’: Illness, Suffering and Contestation in the Aftermath of the BP Disaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P
**Invited Roundtable:**

**A METHODOLOGY ROUNDTABLE: THE IMPLICATIONS OF NEW ONTOLOGIES FOR UNDOING INJUSTICE AND UNDERSTANDING INTERDEPENDENCIES IN ANTHROPOLOGY**

**Sponsor:** AAA Executive Program Committee

**Organizer(s):** Stephanie L Daza (Manchester Metropolitan University)

**Chair(s):**
- Gregory Tanaka (Instituto McLaren de Pedagogia Critical y Educacion Popular)
- Margaret Diane LeCompte (University of Colorado-Boulder)

**Presenter(s):**
- Jean J Schensul (Institute for Community Research)
- Rachel Throop (University of Pennsylvania)
- Lisa Loutzenheiser (University of British Columbia)
- Mica Pollock (University of California, San Diego)
- Katherine Bruna (Iowa State University)
- Teresa K Lloro-Bidart (California State Polytechnic University, Pomona)
- Stephanie L Daza (Manchester Metropolitan University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENTS IN GLOBAL MENTAL HEALTH**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Psychological Anthropology

**Organizer(s):** Whitney L Duncan (University of Northern Colorado)

**Chair(s):** Janis H Jenkins (University of California, San Diego)

**Presenter(s):**
- Whitney L Duncan (University of Northern Colorado)
- Sara E Lewis (University of Oregon)
- Emily Mendenhall (School of Foreign Service, Georgetown University)
- Devon Emerson Hinton (Harvard University)
- Laurence J Kirmayer (McGill University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

---

**HEALTHCARE DESIRE, DEFIANCE, AND RESISTANCE**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Medical Anthropology

**Chair(s):** Maeghan Breanne Dessecker (University of Georgia)

**10:15 AM** Maeghan Breanne Dessecker (University of Georgia) Vaccinations in an Ohio Amish Community
6-0255  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM
MICROPOLITICS OF MEDICAL LIFE

Society for Medical Anthropology
Frances K Barg (University of Pennsylvania)

10:15 AM
Maria-Keiko Yasuoka (Hokkaido University)  10 Years after Donating Organs: Tracing Japanese Donor Families, 2002–2015

10:30 AM
Frances K Barg (University of Pennsylvania), Madeline Alexander (University of Pennsylvania), Thomas R Gallagher (University of Pennsylvania) and Steven E Kimmel (University of Pennsylvania)  Taking a Patient-Centered Approach to the “Problem of Readmission”

10:45 AM
Gabriela Maiz Sheets (Emory University)  Intimate Microbes, Global Bodies: The Social Production of Infant Health in El Salvador

11:00 AM
Lissie Wahl-Kleiser (Harvard Medical School) and Michael Nathan (Harvard Univ)  “Interpreters Rendering the Familiar Strange: Interlanguage Encounters”

11:15 AM
Jamae Fontain Morris (Georgia State University)  Watering Motherhood: A Call for the Increased Use of Ethnographic Research to Inform Global Understandings of Infant Water Exposure and Responses to Infant Diarrhea

11:30 AM
Milena Andrea Melo (University of Texas at San Antonio)  Living on the Machine: The Impact of Dialysis on Social and Familial Relationships

11:45 AM
Elizabeth D Whitaker (University of Bologna)  Micropersonalities: Cells, Cultures, and the Production of Knowledge

6-0260  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM
MIGRATION AND CHANGE

National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Leela K Tanikella (Lesley University)

Organizer(s)
Leela K Tanikella (Lesley University)
Andrew R McWilliam (Australian National University)

Chair(s)
Leela K Tanikella (Lesley University)  Networked Migrants: Social Activism and Media Use in Indo-Caribbean Communities
10:30 AM Ed Chung (Elizabethtown College), Paul Ngo (St. Norbert College) and David Gallop (Elizabethtown College) *Herd Instinct and the Ethnic Divide: A Study of Media Consumption By Chinese Immigrants in Canada*

10:45 AM Masako Azuma (Waseda University) *A Study of Acculturation Among Punjabi Migrants in the Greater Toronto Area*

11:00 AM Andrew R McWilliam (Australian National University) *Time and the Other for Transnational Timorese Migrants: Changing Patterns of Engagement*

11:15 AM Jia Jiang (University of California, Los Angeles) *The Experiences of Chinese Sojourners in an American Christian Church*

11:30 AM Discussion

**6-0265** 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 404 | Meeting Room Level

**CS2. LITERACY, LANGUAGE, AND IDENTITY AT HOME AND ABROAD**

*Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education*  
Kate T Anderson (Arizona State University)

10:15 AM Sa-hui Fan (National Taichung University of Education) and Hao-pai Ni (Ministry of Health and Welfare Singing Hospital) *The Impact of Inconsistent Literacy Habitus Among Schools and Families with Mixed Children in Taiwan*

10:30 AM Gabrielle Breton-Carbonneau (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education/University of Toronto) *Qui est Québécois? Ideologies of Language, Citizenship and Nationhood in Quebec’s Classes d’Accueil*

10:45 AM Susan Joy Stephens (University at Albany) *Family Literacies: Re-Storying Experiences of School and Identity in a Maya Village in Belize*

11:00 AM Joanna Veronique Maravilla-Cano (University of Illinois at Chicago), Jing Wang (University of Illinois at Chicago), Zayoni Torres (University of Illinois at Chicago) and Aria Razfar (University of Illinois) *Language Shifting in a Multilingual and Multimodality Urban High School Biology Classroom*

11:30 AM Kate T Anderson (Arizona State University) *What Counts as Participation and Authoring: Resolving a Frame Clash in a Language Arts Unit*

**6-0270** 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 405 | Meeting Room Level

**CS1. LANGUAGE, IMMIGRATION, AND THE MANUFACTURING OF IDENTITIES**

*Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education*  
Tekla Nicholas (Florida International University)

10:15 AM Anne Karabon (University of Wisconsin-Madison) *Moving Beyond Cultural Exchange: Conceptualizing and Enacting Funds of Knowledge in 4K*

10:30 AM Suzanne Garcia Mateus (University of Texas at Austin) *“One Time the Police Called Another Police Y La Llevaron Pa’ TráS a México”: Emerging Bilinguals’ Co-Construction of Identity in a Two-Way Immersion Dual Language Program*
10:45 AM Francesca Amelia Pase (Northern Illinois University) *I'm Sorry for the Mistakes I'm about to Make*: Interaction, Social Status and Emotion in the Indonesian EFL Classroom

11:00 AM Jennifer R Najera (University of California, Riverside) Undocumented Pedagogy: Undocumented Latino/a University Students and the Possibilities for Education

11:15 AM Bailey Smolarek (University of Wisconsin - Madison) Adolescent Latina/o English Learners in the Rural Midwest: Anthropological Policy Perspectives from One Wisconsin High School

11:30 AM Tekla Nicholas (Florida International University) *To Raise the Family up*: Haitian Transnational Families and the Pursuit of Education

11:45 AM Discussion

**6-0275 10:15 AM - 12:00 PM 605 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**PRECARIOUS TRANSNATIONALISMS: GENDER, SEXUALITY, RACE AND NATION FROM A CRITICAL FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE**

**Reviewed by** Association for Feminist Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**

Aisha Beliso-DeJesus (Harvard University)

Christen A Smith (University of Texas at Austin)

**Chair(s)**

Aisha Beliso-DeJesus (Harvard University)

**10:15 AM** Christen A Smith (University of Texas at Austin) *In the Line of Fire*: Police, the Black Female Body and Necropolitics in Brazil

**10:30 AM** Lalaie Ameeriar (University of California, Santa Barbara) The Gender of State Expulsion

**10:45 AM** Sharmila Rudrappa (University of Texas at Austin) Extractive Reproductive Economies: Transnational Surrogacy in India As a Case Study

**11:00 AM** Aisha Beliso-DeJesus (Harvard University) Contaminating Femininities, Perverse Sexualities, and Heteronationalist Diasporas in the Cuban Iyanifa Debate

**Discussant** 11:15 AM Inderpal Grewal (Yale University)

**11:30 AM** Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**6-0280 10:15 AM - 12:00 PM 607 | Meeting Room Level CCC**

**MATERIAL POLITICS: PEOPLE, MATTER AND POWER**

**Reviewed by** American Ethnological Society

**Organizer(s)**

Elana Shever (Colgate University)

Susan Falls (Savannah College of Art and Design)

**Chair(s)**

Susan Falls (Savannah College of Art and Design)

**10:15 AM** Susan Falls (Savannah College of Art and Design) *Pipelines*: Milk, Moms, and the Politics of Sharing

**10:30 AM** Elsa M Davidson (Montclair State University) Material Interventions in Childhood: Toys, Developmental Surveillance and the Politics of Performance
10:45 AM  Julian B Brash (Montclair State University)  *Aesthetic Infrastructure: The Materiality of the High Line and the Postindustrial City*

11:00 AM  Elizabeth E Ferry (Brandeis University)  *Gold Is Nature’s Bitcoin*

11:15 AM  Elana Shever (Colgate University)  *Dinosaurs, Creationists, and the Politics of Truth*

**Discusant:**

11:30 AM  Genese Marie Sodikoff (Rutgers University)

11:45 AM  Discussion

---

6-0285  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  702 | Meeting Room Level  

**PERFORMANCE AND CULTURAL IDENTITY**  

**Reviewed by:**  Society for Cultural Anthropology  

**Chair(s):**  

Mariana P Keisalo-Galvan (University of Helsinki)

10:15 AM  Jennifer N Sime (Mesa College)  *Defamiliarizing Cultural Inheritance: Uncanny Encounters Between the Living and the Dead on the Pilgrimage to Santiago De Compostela*

10:30 AM  Mariana P Keisalo-Galvan (University of Helsinki)  *Familiar/Strange Figures and Grounds: Chapayeka Clown Performance in the Yaqui Easter Ritual*

10:45 AM  Davis Shoulders (American University)  *“Reincarnated through Blue Eyes”: Slam Poetry and the Muting of White Public Space in Washington, D.C.*

11:00 AM  Jason Robert Nguyen (Indiana University)  *Rock then, EDM Now: Networked Performativities and the Semiotics of Vietnamese Cultural Identity*

11:15 AM  Nikolaos Michailidis (Princeton University)  *“Native” Musician, “Foreign” Anthropologist: Research in Shared Musical Sounds and in Unfamiliar Contexts*

11:30 AM  Sitara Thobani (Oxford University)  *From the Colonial Exhibition to the Multicultural Fair: Towards a Postcolonial Ethnography*

11:45 AM  Discussion

---

6-0290  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  703 | Meeting Room Level  

**ELEPHANT ENGAGEMENTS: CULTURAL VALUES, ECOLOGICAL ROLES, AND POLITICAL ACTION**  

**Reviewed by:**  Anthropology and Environment Society  

**Organizer(s):**  

Stephanie K Rupp (CUNY, Lehman College)  
Robert K Hitchcock (University of New Mexico)

**Chair(s):**  

Stephanie K Rupp (CUNY, Lehman College)

10:15 AM  Robert K Hitchcock (University of New Mexico)  *Elephant Engagements and Indigenous Peoples: Borders, Boundaries, and Barriers in Southern Africa*

10:30 AM  Laura J Mitchell (University of California, Irvine)  *Bringing the Unfamiliar Home: Three Centuries of Colonial Elephant Hunting*
10:45 AM Marcel Kornfeld (University of Wyoming) and Mary Lou Larson (University of Wyoming) *Of Mammoths, Heirlooms, and Information: Tusks Spatulate from the Hell GAP Site*

11:00 AM Melissa J Remis (Purdue University) and Carolyn A Jost Robinson (University of North Carolina, Wilmington) *In the Time of Ntuma: Narratives of Conservation and Identity Among the Elephant Hunters of Dzanga-Sangha Protected Areas*

11:15 AM Lioba Lenhart (Gulu University) *“The Elephants Are the Bad Guys” – Human-Wildlife Conflict in Northern Uganda*

11:30 AM H Jo Albers (University of Wyoming) *Elephant-People Interactions: Economic Analysis of Incentives to Promote Conservation and Villager Well-being*

11:45 AM Celeste N Alexander (Princeton University) *Living with Elephants on Contested Terrain: Ecological and Metaphysical Politics in Tanzania*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

### ACCOUNTABILITY, POWER, AND ETHICS

**Reviewed by**: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**: John R Bowen (Washington University in St. Louis)

**Chair(s)**: Cheryl Mattingly (University of Southern California)

10:15 AM John R Bowen (Washington University in St. Louis) *Introduction*

10:30 AM James Laidlaw (University of Cambridge) *Accountability, Responsibility, and the Composition of the Subject*

10:45 AM Cheryl Mattingly (University of Southern California) *TBD*

11:00 AM Webb Keane (University of Michigan) *Giving an Account of Oneself: An Interactive Basis of Ethical Life*

11:15 AM Kedron Thomas (Washington University in St. Louis) *“Ask for Your Receipt!”?: Fiscal and Moral Accountability in Guatemala’s Knock-Off Economy*

11:30 AM Donald Brenneis (University of California, Santa Cruz) *Accounting for Accountability: Polysenry, Power, and Sociality*

11:45 AM Michael Lambek (University of Toronto) *Reflections on Accountability*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

### POLITICS OF HOSPITALITY

**Reviewed by**: Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Chair(s)**: cameo dalley (University of Melbourne)

10:15 AM Patricia Madariaga Villegas (Johns Hopkins University) *Competing Narratives of Deservingness and Citizenship in the Provision of Social Services to the Homeless: Vignettes from Baltimore City*

10:30 AM Sophia Anna Wiley (M.A. Candidate) *Becoming Visible: Oral Histories of Filipino Americans in California*
10:45 AM  Cameo Dalley (University of Melbourne) *Keeping the Stranger Strange*

11:00 AM  Yasmine Musharbash (University of Sydney) *Warlpiri Conceptions of Strangers and Appraisals of Strangeness*

11:15 AM  Suzanne Draper (University of Central Florida) *Catholic Healing Masses: Intersections of Health and Healing in Yucatan, Mexico*

11:30 AM  Deborah bracamonte-Tweedy (University of California, Merced) *Surviving the Streets without a Home: A Closer Look at the Homeless and the Unhoused Communities of the Greater Central Valley (California)*

11:45 AM  Discussion

**6-0305  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  706 | Meeting Room Level (CCC)**

**FEELINGS OF FAMILIARITY AND ESTRANGEMENT: EXPLORING THE WORK OF AFFECT IN NGOS AND NONPROFITS**

**Reviewed by**  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  Casey J Miller (Bryn Mawr College)

**Chair(s)**  Anna Jaysane-Darr (Tufts University)

10:15 AM  Sara E Thiam (Johns Hopkins School of Public Health) *Shocking Global Audiences: Exposing Suffering and Eliciting Compassion for the Taalibe Children of Senegal*

10:30 AM  Meena Khandelwal (University of Iowa) *Diaspora NGOs and Indian Nationalist Sentiment*

10:45 AM  Anna Jaysane-Darr (Tufts University) *Emotional Regimes: Maternalism, Power, and Affect in a Refugee-Serving Nonprofit Organization*

11:00 AM  Alexa Hagerty (Stanford University) *Underground: The Role of Mourning in Forensic Exhumation of the Dead*

11:15 AM  Casey J Miller (Bryn Mawr College) *There’s a Demon in My Heart: Neoliberalism, Global Health Initiatives, and Alienation within a Chinese Community-Based Gay Men’s Health Organization*

11:30 AM  Jessica S Ruthven (University of the Witwatersrand) *Politics, Performance, and Power: Nonprofits and the Bridging of Emotional Familiarity and Structural Violence in South Africa*

**Discussant**  11:45 AM  Miriam N Shakow (College of New Jersey)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**6-0310  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  707 | Meeting Room Level (CCC)**

**MOBILIZING AUTOCHTHONY, RESIGNIFYING CULTURE (MICHAEL RODGERS, CHAIR)**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

10:15 AM  Paola Canova (University of Texas at Austin) *Indigenous Mobilization in the Chaco: Negotiating the Multicultural Agenda of the State in Paraguay*

10:30 AM  Danny Pinedo (University of Florida) *From Maloca to Federation: State Formation and Indigenous Mobilization in Peruvian Amazonia*
10:45 AM Lauren E Deal (Brown University)  (Re)Producing Andean Values at the Mathapi Aphapi Tinku in Buenos Aires, Argentina
11:00 AM Janice Stiglich (Rutgers University) Making Intercultural Bilingual Decolonization Familiar in Lima, Peru
11:15 AM Michael A Rodgers (Tulane University) “Reggae Music, Garifuna Culture!”

6-0315 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 708 | Meeting Room Level

SPECULATIVE ANTHROPOLOGIES ON THE FUTURES OF INDIGENEITY IN ASIA AND BEYOND

REVIEWED BY
American Ethnological Society

ORGANIZER(S)
Micah Francis Morton (Le Moyne College)
Noah Theriault (University of Oklahoma)

CHAIR(S)
Scott E Simon (University of Ottawa) Formosan Indigeneity: Social Movements and Electoral Politics in a Marginalized State
Tami Blumenfield (Furman University) Futures of Indigeneity in the People’s Republic of China
Micah Francis Morton (Le Moyne College) Reframing the Temporal and Spatial Boundaries of Indigeneity: Mobile Indigeneities and State-Based Ontologies in the Upper Mekong Region
Francesca C Merlan (Australian National University) A View of Indigenous Futures from Terra Australis
Maria Lourdes Alcantara (University of Sao Paulo) Indigenous Kaiowa Youth’s Cultural Negotiations of Suicide in Brazil
Noah Theriault (University of Oklahoma) Decolonizing the Anthropocene: Indigenous Movements and the Futures of Our Planet

DISCUSSANT
Neal B Keating (College at Brockport, SUNY)

This session may be of particular interest to: P

6-0320 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 709 | Meeting Room Level

YOU TEACH? WHAT IS IT YOU DO? THE FAMILIAR/STRANGE IN THE PROCESS OF INSTRUCTION

REVIEWED BY
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

ORGANIZER/CHAIR
Mindie Lazarus-Black (Temple University)

10:30 AM Marina Mikhaylova (Temple University) Teachers, Trainers or Youth Workers? Politics of Informal Education in Lithuania
10:45 AM John Bliss (UC Berkeley) Sustaining the Integrated Self in Law School: Pushing Back Against Thin Professional Identity
11:00 AM Nikky R Greer (Temple University) Producing Foster Parents: Pedagogy, Practice and Identity
11:15 AM Elizabeth Mertz (University of Wisconsin, Madison) Studying “the” U.S. Law Professor’s Classroom Experience
**DISCUSSANT**  11:30 AM  Carol J Greenhouse (Princeton University)
11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

**6-0325**  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  711 | Meeting Room Level  CCC

**GENERATION AND POLITICAL MOBILIZATION: REFRACTIONS, INTERCONNECTIVITIES AND POSSIBILITIES**

**REVIEWED BY**  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)**  Andrew P Hernann (John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY)
Emily Channell-Justice (CUNY Graduate Center)

**CHAIR(s)**  Emily Channell-Justice (CUNY Graduate Center)

10:15 AM  Ana Aparicio (Northwestern University) *Divergent Politics: Interrogating Dissent, Race, and Justice in Neoliberal Spaces*

10:30 AM  Andrew P Hernann (John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY) *Waiting for the Future: Generational Politics in Timbuktu, Mali*

10:45 AM  Ellen E Moodie (University of Illinois) *Political Consciousness in El Salvador’s Post-Postwar Generation*

11:00 AM  Emily Channell-Justice (CUNY Graduate Center) *The Nation’s Generation: War and Revolution in Ukraine*

**DISCUSSANT**  11:15 AM  Kirk Dombrowski (University of Nebraska - Lincoln)

**DISCUSSANT**  11:30 AM  Jessica Greenberg (University of Illinois)
11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**6-0330**  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 1C | Ballroom Level  CCC

**NUTRITIONAL PRACTICES AND CULTURAL MODELS OF HEALTH**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

**CHAIR(s)**  Andria Timmer (Christopher Newport University)

10:15 AM  Traci A Bekelman (University of Colorado Boulder), Darna L Dufour (University of Colorado Boulder), Carolina Santamaría-Ulloa (University of Costa Rica), Lilliam Marin Arias (University of Costa Rica) and Ana Laura Dengo (EARTH University) *Meat and Sugar in the Costa Rican Diet: Can the Nutrition Transition Explain Socioeconomic Variation in Obesity?*

10:30 AM  Michelle Ursula Grocke (University of Montana) *"Some Found Luck, Most Found Suffering": The First Road in Humla, Nepal and Its Impact on Health, Wealth, and Happiness*

10:45 AM  Madeline A Chera (Indiana University) *Granny’s Legitimacy: Exploring the Relationship Between Tamil Folk Dietetics and Nutrition Science*

11:00 AM  Tamar Kremer-Sadlik (University of California, Los Angeles) *Eat Your Veggies! the Ecology of Eating in Family Dinners in France and the U.S.*

11:15 AM  Andria Timmer (Christopher Newport University) *Natural Food, Natural Health: Traditional Diets in an Industrialized Age*
11:30 AM  Sarah M Szurek (University of Florida)  *Beyond Hog and Hominy: Health, Desirability, and the Meaning of Food in the US South*

11:45 AM  Neri de Kramer (CUNY Graduate Center)  *The Food Politics of the Squeezed American Middle Class*

6-0335  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 1D | Ballroom Level  
**INTIMATE NEGOTIATIONS PART II: PARENTING, BORDERS AND STRATEGIES OF CITIZENSHIP**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizer(s)**  
Anouk de Koning (Radboud University)
Eileen M Moyer (University of Amsterdam)

**Chair(s)**  
Eileen M Moyer (University of Amsterdam)

10:15 AM  Robin Valenzuela (Indiana University Bloomington)  *Re-Drawing Sovereign Borders: Parental Fitness and the Production of Undesirable Citizens*

10:30 AM  Dinah Hannaford (Texas A&M University)  *Absent Parents and Model Citizens: Transnational Parenting in the Senegalese Diaspora*

10:45 AM  Ozlem Altan-Olcay (Koç University) and Evren Balta (Yildiz Technical University)  *Anxious Parents and Citizenship As Insurance Policy*

11:00 AM  Katherine E Hoffman (Northwestern University)  *Regimes of Care: Islamic Guardianship and Transnational Adoption in Comparative Perspective*

11:15 AM  Dani Kranz (Bergische University Wuppertal)  *The Outcomes of the Forbidden Unions: Children of Israeli Jewish/Foreign Non-Jewish Relationships in Israel*

**Discussant**  11:30 AM  Denise E Brennan (Georgetown University)

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:  
P, S, T

6-0340  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 1E | Ballroom Level  
**GOVERNING POPULATIONS: POLICY PERSPECTIVES ON HEALTH, HOMELESSNESS AND DEVELOPMENT**

**Reviewed by**  
Association for the Anthropology of Policy

**Organizer(s)**  
Marietta L Baba (Michigan State University)

**Chair(s)**  
Damien Boutillon (Harvard University)

10:15 AM  Marietta L Baba (Michigan State University), Emily Altimare (Michigan State University), Christine LaBond (Michigan State University) and Efrem Silverman (University of Miami)  *What in the World Is Going on? a Comparison of Policy Research on Electronic Health Records in the US Compared with All Other Countries*

10:30 AM  Damien Boutillon (Harvard University)  *Multilateral Education Development: Bologna Process Policy and Rhetoric of Governance in a Russia, Dagestan and Europe Partnership*
11:00 AM  Rebecca Lynn Young (University of Central Florida) Devising Strategies, Managing Needs: A Multi-Perspective Study of Homelessness in Florida

11:15 AM  Chitra Kadam (University of Delhi) Role of Development in Familiarizing the Strange: Excogitating the Sustainability through Capacity Building Initiatives

11:30 AM  Yusuke Mori (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology; Harvard University and Niigata University) Stem Cell Research in Japan

11:45 AM  Discussion

6-0345  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 1F | Ballroom Level

RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY

Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Religion

Chair(s) Michael Chladek (University of Chicago)

10:15 AM  Ori Mautner (Tel Aviv University) The Buddha Settles on the West Bank: Religious-National Israeli Jews Re-Enchant Vipassana Meditation

10:30 AM  Meryem Zaman (CUNY - BMCC) Becoming Sahaba, Sacrifice, and Everyday Miracles: Women’s Narratives in the Tablíghí Jama’áat

10:45 AM  Michael Chladek (University of Chicago) Buddhist Novice Monks Learning & Resisting Monastic Expectations in Northern Thailand

11:00 AM  Jeanette Lykkegård Nielsen (Aarhus University) Fluid Selves: Animism and Contagious Suicides

11:15 AM  Arun Chaudhuri (York University) Strange Knowledge: Race, Migration, and the Esotericism of Traveling Mystics in New Age America

11:30 AM  Kimberly Lucille Oliver (Wayne State University) Voodoo in Popular Music: Lyrical Influence on Identity and Stereotype Formation

11:45 AM  Sammit Khandeparkar (Arizona State University) The Period of Pollution: An Anthropological Understanding of the Early Modern Religious Conflict on the West Coast of India

5-0350  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 4A | Ballroom Level

STRANGE BODIES, FAMILIAR DIVIDES: EMBODIMENTS OF OTHERNESS, PART 2

Reviewed by Biological Anthropology Section

Organizer(s) John J Crandall (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
Pamela K Stone (Hampshire College)

Chair(s) John J Crandall (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)

10:15 AM  Pamela K Stone (Hampshire College) From Womb to Tomb? Narrating the Reproductive Female Body

10:30 AM  Rebecca Gowland (Durham University), Charlotte A Roberts (Durham University), Tina Jakob (Durham University), Anwen Caffell (Durham University) and Kori Filipek-Ogden (Durham University) ’Til Poison Phosphorous Brought Them Death: The Construction and Othering of Working Class Bodies in 19th Century England
10:45 AM  Gwen Robbins Schug (Appalachian State University) *Crisis, Disruption, and Othering in the Indus Age of South Asia*

11:00 AM  Debra L. Martin (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) and Anna Osterholtz (University of Nevada) *The Poetics of Processing: Deviant Performances and Memory Making in the Ancient Southwest*

11:15 AM  Jennifer Muller (Ithaca College) *Corporeal Estrangement of Child Poorhouse “Inmates:” Embodiments of Institutionalization, Isolation, and Perceived Disability*

11:30 AM  Alanna Warner (Syracuse University) and Shannon A Novak (Syracuse University) *Specimen 2032: The Doings and Undoings of an Other Victim of the Mountain Meadows Massacre*

**DISCUSSANT**  11:45 AM  Molly Kathleen Zuckerman (Mississippi State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**6-0355**  10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  Mile High 4B | Ballroom Level

**POETICS AND POLITICS: THE CREATIVE CONFIGURATING OF BELONGING**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**ORGANIZER(s)**  Judith MS Pine (Western Washington University)

**CHAIR(s)**  Netta R Avineri (Middlebury Institute of International Studies at Monterey)

10:15 AM  Eun-Yong Kim (OISE, University of Toronto) *English and Evangelism: Socialization of North Korean Refugees As Neoliberal Citizens in Seoul*

10:45 AM  Netta R Avineri (Middlebury Institute of International Studies at Monterey) *Intercultural Communicative Competence Development through Service-Learning: Nested Interculturality, Multiple Knowledges, and Situated Identities*

11:00 AM  Grace Reynolds (University of Virginia) *Voices from Everywhere: Counter-Voices, Cooperativism, and Tales of Disobedience in Activist Barcelona*

11:15 AM  Daniel Silva (Unicamp) *Communicating Security in Rio De Janeiro: The Police Pacifying Units, Regimes, Publics, and the Production of Truth*

11:30 AM  Douglas J Glick (Binghamton University, SUNY) *‘Yes We Can!’: Parallelism and the Performance of Identity in the Acceptance Speech of President-Elect Barak Obama*
Workshop Schedule
Pre-Registration Required

Tuesday, November 17  8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

1-0000  Community Focused Indigenous Mapping Workshop
This free intensive workshop is designed to provide training for Indigenous communities and their research partners looking to use Google Earth and other mapping technologies to document significant places and landscapes. The methodologies and tools discussed provide innovative ways for representing indigenous land use and occupancy, undertaking land and resource management, and sharing knowledge.

Track: Technical Skill Development
Sponsor: American Anthropological Association
Organizer/Presenter: Brian Thom (University of Victoria)

1-0005  Introduction to Text Analysis
This 1-day course is an introduction to systematic methods for analyzing qualitative data. Topics covered include: techniques for identifying themes, tips for developing and using codebooks, and suggestions on how to produce qualitative descriptions, make systematic comparisons, and build and test models. The course is not a software workshop, but we will introduce participants to software that can facilitate the systematic analysis of qualitative data.

Track: Technical Skill Development
Sponsor: Society for Anthropological Sciences
Organizer: H Russell Bernard (University of Florida)
Presenters: Amber Wutich (Arizona State University), Sarah M Szurek (University of Florida)

1-0010  Introduction to Social Network Analysis
Social network analysis is the study of patterns of human relations. Participants learn about whole networks (relations within groups) and personal networks (relations of individuals). This hands-on workshop uses examples from anthropological research. Whole networks are analyzed using UCINET and NetDraw; personal networks are analyzed using EgoNet. Free short-term demos of these programs are available. Participants furnish their own laptops.

Track: Technical Skill Development
Sponsor: Society for Anthropological Sciences
Organizer: H Russell Bernard (University of Florida)
Presenters: Jeffrey C Johnson (University of Florida), David Thorne Dillon (University of Florida)
Workshop Schedule
Pre-Registration Required

Wednesday, November 18 8:00 AM – 12:00 PM

2-0000  Women and the Academic Career: What Works, What Doesn’t
This workshop will address the challenges and opportunities for female academic and professional anthropologists. We’ll discuss structural obstacles to an academic career, effective self-promotion and the contested issue of women's speech, common pitfalls for women on the job market and tenure track, managing the biological clock and the penalties of motherhood, learning to say no, time management and self-advocacy.

Track Academic Education and Career Development
Sponsor American Anthropological Association
Organizer Katie Vizenor (American Anthropological Association)
Presenter Karen Kelsky (The Professor Is In)

2-0005  Online Teaching 101
This workshop introduces the do's and don'ts of online teaching from experts who have been teaching online courses for over four years at a large institution. Participants will learn the elements that make a successful online course including: organization, design, creating instructor presence, engaging students and easily gradeable assignments that teach skills (e.g. critical thinking, data collection, analysis, interpretation, writing).

Track Academic Education and Career Development
Organizer Alissa Ruth (Arizona State University)
Presenter Melissa Beresford (Arizona State University)

2-0010  NAPA Workshop: Getting Anthropological Writing Published
This workshop is designed to give anthropologists guidance on how to publish a study through standard journal and book publishers. Taught by a leading anthropology publishers, the workshop will help you learn to frame your study in terms of multiple article and book publications, to research appropriate publication outlets, to view your work as a publisher or journal editor would, and to develop strategies to have your publication accepted.

Track Academic Education and Career Development
Sponsor National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Organizer/Presenter Mitch Allen (Left Coast Press, Inc.)
2-0015  **Reimagining Your Monograph**
It has been said that anthropologists make fascinating topics boring in their books — ouch! This workshop will show participants how to recognize narrative potential and to infuse scholarship with vitality through storytelling technique. Drawing on perspectives of both academics/scholars and editors/publishers. We encourage writers to see their book projects in a new way, utilizing techniques from other genres to produce memorable and publishable monographs.

**Track** Academic Education and Career Development  
**Sponsor** American Anthropological Association  
**Organizers/Presenters** Margaret Willson (University of Washington)  
Lorri D Hagman (University of Washington Press)

2-0020  **NAPA Workshop: Mixed Method Evaluations, Qualitative, Quantitative or What?**
This workshop will address the technical challenges of participating in interdisciplinary projects that merge qualitative and quantitative methods in mixed method evaluations. We will explore the theoretical and methodological concerns that affect the design of mixed-method evaluations, the negotiations that are needed to blend methods to focus on the same issues, and analysis methods that articulate different species of data into a single body of evidence.

**Track** Technical Skill Development  
**Sponsor** National Association for the Practice of Anthropology  
**Organizers** Fatimah Williams Castro (Beyond the Tenure Track)  
Mary Odell Butler (University of Maryland)  
**Presenter** Mary Odell Butler (University of Maryland)

**Wednesday, November 18 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM**

2-0035  **That Almost Finished Journal Article**
This hands-on workshop provides guidelines and feedback needed to finish and (re-) submit an article for peer review. The facilitator leads participants through analyzing components of draft articles for revision, including the ‘hook’, overall structure, signposts and transitions, links between data and analysis, conclusion, and so on. The facilitator demystifies the peer review process, discusses publication strategies, and provides a submission checklist.

**Track** Academic Education and Career Development  
**Sponsor** Society for Medical Anthropology  
**Organizer** Jaida K Samudra (Professional Editing for Scholars)
Workshop Schedule

Pre-Registration Required

Wednesday, November 18 1:00 PM – 5:00 PM

2-0195 NAPA Workshop: Applied Careers for Anthropologists: Job Search Strategies and Tips

This workshop is designed to give anthropologists guidance on how to publish a study through standard journal and book publishers. Taught by a leading anthropology publishers, the workshop will help you learn to frame your study in terms of multiple article and book publications, to research appropriate publication outlets, to view your work as a publisher or journal editor would, and to develop strategies to have your publication accepted.

Track: Practicing and Applied Career Development
Sponsor: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Organizer/Presenter: Fatimah Williams Castro (Beyond the Tenure Track)

2-0200 The Message and the Media: Advancing Your Mission Through Communications

Learn how to better convey your work in clear, concise language that resonates with everyone, from the provost to the politician to the public at large. By workshop’s end you will:

- Distill your mission into a short, powerful statement that can be grasped instantly
- Master storytelling techniques that speak to the heart as well as the head
- Conduct media interviews with confidence
- Position yourself as a trusted resource, both on campus and in the community

Track: Academic Education and Career Development
Sponsor: American Anthropological Association
Organizer: Jeff Martin (American Anthropological Association)

2-0205 Making/Design/Ethnography

Faculty from the MFA program Media Design Practices/Field will introduce participants to several ways in which design can be used to do ethnographic fieldwork and to make ethnographic product. Emphasis will be on making objects for conversation, hacking technology, and materializing ideas.

Track: Technical Skill Development
Sponsor: Association of Black Anthropologists
Organizer: Elizabeth J Chin (Art Center College of Design)
Thursday, November 19 8:00 AM – 12:00 PM

**3-0260**  
**SVA Workshop: Integrating Visual and Psychological/Medical Anthropology**

In this interactive workshop, participants will explore visual anthropology methods with ethnographic filmmaker Robert Lemelson. Lemelson, president of the Foundation for Psychocultural Research, research anthropologist at the Semel Institute of Neuroscience at University of California, Los Angeles and SVA Board Member, has made nine ethnographic documentaries. Participants will discuss filmmaking technique and anthropological concepts while working hands on with new film technologies.

**Track**  
Technical Skill Development

**Sponsor**  
Society for Visual Anthropology

**Organizers**  
Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)  
Robert Lemelson (University of California, Los Angeles and Foundation for Psychocultural Research)

**Presenter**  
Robert Lemelson (University of California, Los Angeles and Foundation for Psychocultural Research)

---

Thursday, November 19 1:00 PM – 5:00 PM

**3-0760**  
**SVA Workshop: Crafting Visual Arguments**

This interactive workshop will examine the ethical, theoretical, and methodological issues key to visual communication and argumentation. Starting with a discussion of the opportunities and constraints intrinsic to image-based research and representation, we will work around the question “what constitutes good visual argumentation?” developing specific guidelines for critiquing and constructing academic visual representations.

**Track**  
Technical Skill Development

**Sponsor**  
Society for Visual Anthropology

**Organizers/Presenter**  
Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)  
Jerome W Crowder (University of Texas Medical Branch)
Friday, November 20  

4-1120  How to Write a Grant Proposal: An Introduction to Grants and Programs at the Wenner-Gren Foundation and the National Science Foundation

The Wenner-Gren Foundation and the National Science Foundation will provide an overview of their grant programs for faculty and graduate students. We will discuss what both funding agencies are looking for, what makes a proposal successful, and what the most common pitfalls are. We will dispel the myths that surround the funding process, focus on how proposals are processed and evaluated in both agencies, and explain how your proposal can get the attention it deserves.

Track: Academic Education and Career Development  
Sponsor: Wenner-Gren Foundation/National Science Foundation  
Organizer: Leslie C Aiello (Wenner Gren Foundation)

Sunday, November 22  

6-0190  SHA Workshop: Submitting a Manuscript for Peer Reviewed Publication

As the standards for publication for early career anthropologists and even graduate students are continually increasing, such scholars are increasingly interested in finding outlets for publishing research. Peer-reviewed journals remain the gold standard for publishing original research. Participants will discuss targeting the right journal, how to approach editors, the publication timeline, special issues, and ranking issues such as impact factor.

Track: Academic Education and Career Development  
Sponsor: Society for Humanistic Anthropology  
Organizers: Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)  
Michael Harkin (University of Wyoming)  
Presenter: Michael Harkin (University of Wyoming)
**SHA Writing Workshop:**

**Narrative Ethnography + Ethnographic Poetry**

The Society for Humanistic Anthropology presents a double writing workshop led by our journal’s Fiction & Narrative and Poetry Editors: (1) Crafting Narrative Ethnography; followed by (2) Ethnographic Poetry. Including practical advice, writing exercises, and participatory feedback, workshops will assist participants in exploring and developing their ethnographic voice and expression.

**Track**  
Humanistic Anthropology

**Sponsor**  
Society for Humanistic Anthropology

**Organizers**  
Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)  
Julia L Offen (Independent)

**Presenters**  
Julia L Offen (Independent)  
Melisa (Misha) S Cahnmann-Taylor (University of Georgia)
## Index of Invited Sessions

### AAA Committee on Gender Equity Issues in Anthropology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-0620</td>
<td>Contributing to the Scholarly Conversation: Gender, Citation, and Authorship in Anthropology Journals</td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015</td>
<td>10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>Mineral Hall D</td>
<td>3rd Floor HYATT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### AAA Committee on Practicing Applied and Public Interest Anthropology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-0940</td>
<td>Responding to Student Concerns (Part 2): Strategies for Preparing Anthropology Students for the Real Job Market</td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015</td>
<td>1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>Mile High 4A</td>
<td>Ballroom Level CCC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### American Anthropological Association

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-0160</td>
<td>Familiar/Strange: Exploring Anthropology Through Posters I</td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015</td>
<td>8:00 AM – 9:45 AM</td>
<td>Four Seasons Foyer Full</td>
<td>Ballroom Level CCC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### American Ethnological Society

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-0410</td>
<td>Generating Capitalism I: Accumulation, Class, and Inheritance</td>
<td>Wednesday, November 18, 2015</td>
<td>4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>Meeting Room Level CCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0335</td>
<td>Competing Imaginaries of the Familiar and Strange in Heritage and Tourism Encounters</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015</td>
<td>10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>Meeting Room Level CCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0780</td>
<td>Interrogating Evidentiary Familiarities (with Association for Political and Legal Anthropology)</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015</td>
<td>1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>Meeting Room Level CCC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Index of Invited Sessions

4-0630  Disability, Defamiliarization, and “The New Normal”  
(with Society for Medical Anthropology)  
Friday, November 20, 2015  
10:15 AM – 12:30 PM  
102 | Meeting Room Level

4-0880  “Nowhere”: Labor and Residence in the Placeless Spaces of Modernity  
Friday, November 20, 2015  
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  
401 | Meeting Room Level

Anthropology and Environment Society

3-0825  Culture, Power, Degrowth I  
Thursday, November 19, 2015  
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  
403 | Meeting Room Level

4-0080  The Zoonotic Condition, Part I: Pathogeneses of the Anthropocene  
(with Biological Anthropology Section)  
Friday, November 20, 2015  
8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
405 | Meeting Room Level

4-1270  Reproducing the Environment  
(with Society for Medical Anthropology)  
Friday, November 20, 2015  
4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
703 | Meeting Room Level

5-0895  The Water-Energy Nexus: Anthropology and Engineering Shape a New Research Paradigm  
(with Society for Economic Anthropology)  
Saturday, November 21, 2015  
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  
708 | Meeting Room Level

Anthropology of Aging and Life Course Interest Group

4-0060  Familiar Strangeness of Place and Person: Ethnographic Investigations of “Aging in Place”  
Friday, November 20, 2015  
8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
401 | Meeting Room Level
## Index of Invited Sessions

### Anthropology of Children and Youth Interest Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-0390</td>
<td>From the Streets to the Asylum: Medicalizing Vulnerable Children</td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015</td>
<td>10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Anthropology of Tourism Interest Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0170</td>
<td>Front and Back Stage at The Tourist Event: The Meeting of Familiar and Strange on the African Plains, Mexican Beaches, and Other Bucket List Venues</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015</td>
<td>8:00 AM – 9:45 AM</td>
<td>Mile High 4C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Archaeology Division

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-0470</td>
<td>Sacred Matter: Animism and Authority in the Indigenous Americas</td>
<td>Wednesday, November 18, 2015</td>
<td>4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
<td>704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-0055</td>
<td>NAGPRA+25: Where Do We Stand, and Where Are We Going? Part 1</td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015</td>
<td>8:00 AM – 9:45 AM</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0820</td>
<td>Material Ontographies</td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015</td>
<td>1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Association for Africanist Anthropology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0820</td>
<td>Defamiliarizing Collaborative Projects and Knowledge Exchange Between West Africa and the West (with Association of Black Anthropologists)</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015</td>
<td>1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-1150</td>
<td>Accessing the Field in Anthropological Studies of Disability (with Society for Humanistic Anthropology)</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015</td>
<td>4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Strange Trajectories, Familiar Longings: Migrant Suffering and Sacrifice in the Euro-African Borderlands**  
*(with Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology)*  
Saturday, November 21, 2015  
10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  
Centennial A | 3rd Floor

**Recognition in the Time of Ebola: Violence and State Making in Guinea**  
*(with Association for Political and Legal Anthropology)*  
Saturday, November 21, 2015  
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  
207 | Meeting Room Level

**Association for Feminist Anthropology**

**Generating Capitalism: Racial Fraternities and Exclusions in Markets, Money, and Management (Part 2 of 3)**  
*(with Society for Cultural Anthropology)*  
Thursday, November 19, 2015  
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  
207 | Meeting Room Level

**Negotiating Motherhood: Roles, Identities, and Expectations in Conflict**  
*(with Society for Psychological Anthropology)*  
Friday, November 20, 2015  
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  
207 | Meeting Room Level

**The Curious Contours of Reproductive Health & Politics**  
Saturday, November 21, 2015  
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  
605 | Meeting Room Level

**Association for Political and Legal Anthropology**

**Interrogating Evidentiary Familiarities**  
*(with American Ethnological Society)*  
Thursday, November 19, 2015  
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  
111 | Meeting Room Level

**What Sovereignty Feels Like**  
*(with Society for Cultural Anthropology)*  
Friday, November 20, 2015  
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  
405 | Meeting Room Level
## Index of Invited Sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-1230</td>
<td>Rethinking the Household for the Age of Finance (with Society for Economic Anthropology)</td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0415</td>
<td>Undisciplining Law and Economy (with Society for Economic Anthropology)</td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0815</td>
<td>Recognition in the Time of Ebola: Violence and State Making in Guinea (with Association for Africanist Anthropology)</td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM 207</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Association for Queer Anthropology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0890</td>
<td>Taboo Revisited: Reconsidering the Erotics of Fieldwork in the 21st Century</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM 704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-1225</td>
<td>Decolonizing Queerness in Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 704</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Association for the Anthropology of Policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-0240</td>
<td>‘Studying Through’ in Anthropology Roundtable: Tips, Tools, and Strategies for Emerging Policy Scholars</td>
<td>Wednesday, November 18, 2015 2:00 PM – 3:45 PM 401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0990</td>
<td>A Joint Session: The Anthropology of Cannabis Policy</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM Capital Ballroom 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Index of Invited Sessions

Association of Black Anthropologists

3-0385  We Want to Breathe: The Racialization of State Violence in a Global Context
(with Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists)
Thursday, November 19, 2015
10:15 AM – 12:00 PM
605  |  Meeting Room Level

3-0820  Defamiliarizing Collaborative Projects and Knowledge Exchange Between West Africa and the West
(with Association for Africanist Anthropology)
Thursday, November 19, 2015
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM
402  |  Meeting Room Level

4-1265  Black Bodies, Active Agents: Foodways in the Everyday Lives of Black People
(with Culture and Agriculture)
Friday, November 20, 2015
4:00 PM – 5:45 PM
702  |  Meeting Room Level

5-0465  Race, Power and Educational Justice in Diverse Learning Contexts
(with Council on Anthropology and Education)
Saturday, November 21, 2015
10:15 AM – 12:00 PM
705  |  Meeting Room Level

Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists

3-0385  We Want to Breathe: The Racialization of State Violence in a Global Context
(with Association of Black Anthropologists)
Thursday, November 19, 2015
10:15 AM – 12:00 PM
605  |  Meeting Room Level

3-0930  Diaspora, Dreams, and Embodiment: Reflections on Latina/o Migrations, Methods, and the Making of Familiar Roads of Survival
(with Society for Humanistic Anthropology)
Thursday, November 19, 2015
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM
803  |  Meeting Room Level

501
### Index of Invited Sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-1215</td>
<td>Making the Familia(r) Strange: Understanding Kinship Networks, Citizenship and the State in the Age of Migrant Deportability (with Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology)</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-1300</td>
<td>Alternative Imaginings of Class, Gender, and Capitalism: Works and Careers Inspired by Alejandro Lugo (with Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology)</td>
<td>709</td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Association of Senior Anthropologists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0155</td>
<td>Schools of Anthropology, Literally and Figuratively</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0330</td>
<td>Schools of Anthropology, Ranging Far and Wide</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Biological Anthropology Section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-0405</td>
<td>A Moveable Feast: Transformations of What’s Good to Eat (with Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition)</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>Wednesday, November 18, 2015 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0795</td>
<td>Purposeful Pain: The Embodiment of Intentional Suffering (with Society for Psychological Anthropology)</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-1125</td>
<td>Hidden Motivations and Glossed Justifications: Problems and Priorities in Biocultural Field Research (with General Anthropology Division)</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Index of Invited Sessions

4-0080  The Zoonotic Condition, Part I: Pathogeneses of the Anthropocene  
(with Anthropology and Environment Society)  
Friday, November 20, 2015  
8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
405 | Meeting Room Level  

Council for Museum Anthropology

3-0855  Reckoning With the Past: Material Culture, Temporal Boundaries,  
and Political Belonging  
Thursday, November 19, 2015  
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  
605 | Meeting Room Level  

4-0365  Contemporary Art and Anthropology Museums:  
Amplified Perceptions and De-Naturalized Frames  
Friday, November 20, 2015  
10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  
112 | Meeting Room Level  

Council on Anthropology and Education

4-1450  Making, Unmaking, and Re-Making the “Strange/Familiar”:  
A Nascent Anthropology of Environmental Education  
(with Anthropology and Environment Society)  
Friday, November 20, 2015  
4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
Mineral Hall B | 3rd Floor  

5-0465  Race, Power and Educational Justice in Diverse Learning Contexts  
(with Association of Black Anthropologists)  
Saturday, November 21, 2015  
10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  
705 | Meeting Room Level  

5-0790  Who Is the Other in Educational Anthropology?: Rendering the  
Familiar Strange and the Strange Familiar  
Saturday, November 21, 2015  
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  
112 | Meeting Room Level  

Culture and Agriculture

3-0915  Educating for Food Sovereignty: Growing Critical Food Systems  
Learning — Part One  
Thursday, November 19, 2015  
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  
709 | Meeting Room Level
### Index of Invited Sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-0855</td>
<td>Critical Perspectives on Food Sovereignty, Food Justice, and Food Citizenship</td>
<td><em>with Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-1265</td>
<td>Black Bodies, Active Agents: Foodways in the Everyday Lives of Black People</td>
<td><em>with Association of Black Anthropologists</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
<td>702</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Evolutionary Anthropology Society

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-0320</td>
<td>Strangely Unfamiliar: Peasant Studies in Evolutionary Perspective</td>
<td>Wednesday, November 18, 2015 2:00 PM – 3:45 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0315</td>
<td>Reproductive Familiarity Across the Transitions</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### General Anthropology Division

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-1125</td>
<td>Hidden Motivations and Glossed Justifications: Problems and Priorities in Biocultural Field Research</td>
<td><em>with Biological Anthropology Section</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-0385</td>
<td>A House Divided: Politics, Professional Mobilization, and Academic Freedom in American Anthropology</td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0825</td>
<td>Playing (With) the Culture Card</td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6-0025 Public Health Contending With Public Sentiments: Collaborative Responses to the Real Risks of “Crisis” and Alarmist Representations (with Society for Medical Anthropology) Sunday, November 22, 2015 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM 201 | Meeting Room Level

Interest Group on NGOs and Nonprofits

3-0355 Abandoned Hope? Ethnographic Accounts of NGO Construction Sites and Ruins Thursday, November 19, 2015 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM 403 | Meeting Room Level

Middle East Section

3-0465 Palestine-Israel, Archaeology, and BDS: Practicalities on the Ground Thursday, November 19, 2015 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM Mile High 4A | Ballroom Level

6-0185 Meditating on Spaces: The Anthropology of the Environment in the Mena Region (JOINT MESA/AAA ROUNDTABLE) Sunday, November 22, 2015 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM Mile High 4C | Ballroom Level

Music and Sound Interest Group

5-1040 Acoustic Methodologies: The 2015 Soundtable Saturday, November 21, 2015 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 108 | Meeting Room Level

National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

4-1175 Implementation Practice: What Do We Do With What We Found Out? Friday, November 20, 2015 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM 108 | Meeting Room Level
Index of Invited Sessions

5-0010  Do No Harm and Beyond: Considerations for Ethical Practice Across the Anthropological Endeavor
(with Committee on Ethics)
Saturday, November 21, 2015
8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  108 | Meeting Room Level

National Association of Student Anthropologists

4-1055  Addressing Student Concerns (Part 1): 30 Years of Student Leadership — Strategically Moving Anthropology Forward
Friday, November 20, 2015
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Agate | 3rd Floor

5-0145  The Varied and Changing Roles of the MA Thesis in Anthropology: A Cross-Sectional Roundtable
Saturday, November 21, 2015
8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  711 | Meeting Room Level

5-0910  De-Constructing Familiar Communities: Engaging Contested Representations in Undergraduate Anthropology
Saturday, November 21, 2015
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  711 | Meeting Room Level

Post-Communist Cultural Studies Interest Group

4-0025  Sovereign Returns: Genealogies of Power After Communism
Friday, November 20, 2015
8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  110 | Meeting Room Level

Society for Anthropological Sciences

3-0295  Plasticity: Encountering Biosocial Models of Creation, Adaptation and Destruction, from Genomics to Epigenetics
(with Society for Medical Anthropology)
Thursday, November 19, 2015
10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  102 | Meeting Room Level
Index of Invited Sessions

4-0045  Microsociality I: Thinking with Germs
        (with Society for Medical Anthropology)
        Friday, November 20, 2015
        8:00 AM – 9:45 AM
        201 | Meeting Room Level

Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges

4-0850  I Love It When You: Engaging Anthropology Students in the
        Classroom and in the Field
        Friday, November 20, 2015
        1:45 PM – 3:30 PM
        110 | Meeting Room Level

5-0365  Five Fields Update: Current Topics
        Saturday, November 21, 2015
        10:15 AM – 12:00 PM
        110 | Meeting Room Level

Society for Cultural Anthropology

3-0375  Beyond the (Familiar) Text: Anthropological Innovations in Method,
        Form, and Content
        Thursday, November 19, 2015
        10:15 AM – 12:00 PM
        603 | Meeting Room Level

3-0835  The Actant Archive: On Surveillance, Subversion and Self-Fashioning
        (with Association for Political and Legal Anthropology)
        Thursday, November 19, 2015
        1:45 PM – 3:30 PM
        405 | Meeting Room Level

4-0360  Image as Method, Part II
        (with Society for Visual Anthropology)
        Friday, November 20, 2015
        10:15 AM – 12:00 PM
        111 | Meeting Room Level

4-0900  What Sovereignty Feels Like
        (with Association for Political and Legal Anthropology)
        Friday, November 20, 2015
        1:45 PM – 3:30 PM
        405 | Meeting Room Level
## Index of Invited Sessions

### Society for East Asian Anthropology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0300</td>
<td>Flash Mob Japan! Perfectly Corky as Plat Du Jour</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015</td>
<td>10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>Meeting Room Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0785</td>
<td>Living Through Waste and Waste as Lively: The Generativity of Discarded and Discharged Matter in China and Taiwan</td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015</td>
<td>1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>Meeting Room Level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Society for Economic Anthropology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-1230</td>
<td>Rethinking the Household for the Age of Finance</td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015</td>
<td>4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>Meeting Room Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0415</td>
<td>Undisciplining Law and Economy</td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015</td>
<td>10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>Meeting Room Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0895</td>
<td>The Water-Energy Nexus: Anthropology and Engineering Shape a New Research Paradigm</td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015</td>
<td>1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>Meeting Room Level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Index of Invited Sessions

Society for Humanistic Anthropology

3-0930 Diaspora, Dreams, and Embodiment: Reflections on Latina/o Migrations, Methods, and the Making of Familiar Roads of Survival (with Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists)
Thursday, November 19, 2015
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  Mile High 1A  |  Ballroom Level

3-1150 Accessing the Field in Anthropological Studies of Disability (with Association for Africanist Anthropology)
Thursday, November 19, 2015
4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  401  |  Meeting Room Level

4-0975 Ethnographic Apps/Apps as Ethnography: Exploring Possibilities for a Locative, Multimedia and Collaborative Future (with Society for Visual Anthropology)
Friday, November 20, 2015
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  712  |  Meeting Room Level

5-0765 Digitized Grammars: Contexts of Narrative Construction in Computer-Mediated Communication (with Society for Linguistic Anthropology)
Saturday, November 21, 2015
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  102  |  Meeting Room Level

Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

3-0840 Anthropology’s Caribbean: Critical Histories
Thursday, November 19, 2015
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  406  |  Meeting Room Level

3-1215 Making the Familia(r) Strange: Understanding Kinship Networks, Citizenship and the State in the Age of Migrant Deportability (with Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists)
Thursday, November 19, 2015
4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  702  |  Meeting Room Level

4-1300 Alternative Imaginings of Class, Gender, and Capitalism: Works and Careers Inspired by Alejandro Lugo (with Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists)
Friday, November 20, 2015
4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  709  |  Meeting Room Level
## Index of Invited Sessions

### Society for Linguistic Anthropology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date and Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-0415</td>
<td>Communicating Citizenship: Signaling Inclusion and Estranging Citizens</td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0060</td>
<td>Linguistic Relativities in the Twenty-First Century: Deconstructing the “Strangeness” and “Familarity” in The World's Many Symbolic Realities (with Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness)</td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0765</td>
<td>Digitized Grammars: Contexts of Narrative Construction in Computer-Mediated Communication (with Society for Humanistic Anthropology)</td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-1075</td>
<td>Strangely Familiar: The “Language Gap,” Blaming the Victim, and Child-Rearing in Poverty</td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Society for Medical Anthropology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date and Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0295</td>
<td>Plasticity: Encountering Biosocial Models of Creation, Adaptation and Destruction, from Genomics to Epigenetics (with Society for Anthropological Sciences)</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-0045</td>
<td>Microsociality I: Thinking with Germs (with Society for Anthropological Sciences)</td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-0630</td>
<td>Disability, Defamiliarization, and “The New Normal” (with American Ethnological Society)</td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015 10:15 AM – 12:30 PM</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Code</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Date/Time</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-1270</td>
<td>Reproducing the Environment (with Anthropology and Environment Society)</td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015 4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
<td>703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0005</td>
<td>The Making and Unmaking of Global Health: Particularity, Practice and Politics in Comparative Perspective</td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0385</td>
<td>Un-Familiar Subjects: A Panel in Honor of Byron J. Good and Mary-Jo Delvecchio Good: Part I (with Society for Psychological Anthropology)</td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-0025</td>
<td>Public Health Contending With Public Sentiments: Collaborative Responses to the Real Risks of “Crisis” and Alarmist Representations (with General Anthropology Division)</td>
<td>Sunday, November 22, 2015 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Society for Psychological Anthropology**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0010</td>
<td>The Strange Self: Exploration of Mind Through Buddhism and Christianity (with Society for the Anthropology of Religion)</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0795</td>
<td>Purposeful Pain: The Embodiment of Intentional Suffering (with Biological Anthropology Section)</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-0875</td>
<td>Negotiating Motherhood: Roles, Identities, and Expectations in Conflict (with Association for Feminist Anthropology)</td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Index of Invited Sessions

5-0385  Un-Familiar Subjects: A Panel in Honor of Byron J. Good and Mary-Jo Delvecchio Good: Part I  
(with Society for Medical Anthropology)  
Saturday, November 21, 2015  
10:15 AM – 12:00 PM  
201 | Meeting Room Level

Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness

4-1445  Neuroanthropology of Strangeness  
Friday, November 20, 2015  
4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
Centennial G | 3rd Floor

5-0060  Linguistic Relativities in the Twenty-First Century: Deconstructing the “Strangeness” and “Familiarity” in The World’s Many Symbolic Realities  
(with Society for Linguistic Anthropology)  
Saturday, November 21, 2015  
8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
401 | Meeting Room Level

Society for the Anthropology of Europe

4-0185  (Re)Thinking Roma/Gypsies as Familiar Strangers: Ethnographic, Analytical, and Policy Insights  
(with Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology)  
Friday, November 20, 2015  
8:00 AM – 9:45 AM  
Mile High 1E | Ballroom Level

4-1260  Has the Crisis Become ‘Organic’? Breakdown of Expectations and the Transformations of the Political  
Friday, November 20, 2015  
4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  
607 | Meeting Room Level

5-0955  Temporalities in Ethnographic Fieldwork: Dealing with Past and Future in the European Crisis  
(with Society for Economic Anthropology)  
Saturday, November 21, 2015  
1:45 PM – 3:30 PM  
Mile High 4E | Ballroom Level
## Index of Invited Sessions

### Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-0405</td>
<td><strong>A Moveable Feast: Transformations of What’s Good to Eat</strong></td>
<td><em>(with Biological Anthropology Section)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday, November 18, 2015</td>
<td>4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>207</td>
<td>Meeting Room Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-0010</td>
<td><strong>Making Taste Public</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015</td>
<td>8:00 AM – 9:45 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102</td>
<td>Meeting Room Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-0855</td>
<td><strong>Critical Perspectives on Food Sovereignty, Food Justice, and Food Citizenship</strong></td>
<td><em>(with Culture and Agriculture)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015</td>
<td>1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Meeting Room Level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Society for the Anthropology of North America

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-0065</td>
<td><strong>Exploring the Commons</strong></td>
<td><em>(with Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015</td>
<td>8:00 AM – 9:45 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>402</td>
<td>Meeting Room Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-1035</td>
<td><strong>Author-Meets-Critics Roundtable: 2015 SANA Book Award Winner, “We Are the Face of Oaxaca: Testimony and Social Movements” by Lynn Stephen</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015</td>
<td>4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102</td>
<td>Meeting Room Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-0205</td>
<td><strong>Policing, Estrangement, and Social Inequalities: Denaturalizing Law Enforcement and Police-Based Governance — Part Two</strong> <em>(with Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sunday, November 22, 2015</td>
<td>10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>109</td>
<td>Meeting Room Level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Society for the Anthropology of Religion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0010</td>
<td>The Strange Self: Exploration of Mind Through Buddhism and Christianity <em>(with Society for Psychological Anthropology)</em></td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015</td>
<td>8:00 AM – 9:45 AM</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0790</td>
<td>The Horizons of “Religion” for and of Anthropology: Responding to a Companion to the Anthropology of Religion</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015</td>
<td>1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-1335</td>
<td>The Seriousness of Anthropology: Religion, Ontology, Critique</td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015</td>
<td>4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Mile High 1D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Society for the Anthropology of Work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0575</td>
<td>The Work of Care, Caring at Work</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015</td>
<td>10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>Mineral Hall D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-1225</td>
<td>Working on Water</td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015</td>
<td>4:00 PM – 5:45 PM</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0345</td>
<td>B/Ordering Infrastructures I: Contested Spaces</td>
<td>Thursday, November 19, 2015</td>
<td>10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-0185</td>
<td>*(Re)Thinking Roma/Gypsies as Familiar Strangers: Ethnographic, Analytical, and Policy Insights <em>(with Society for the Anthropology of Europe)</em></td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015</td>
<td>8:00 AM – 9:45 AM</td>
<td>Mile High 1E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Code</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Organizer(s)</td>
<td>Date/Time</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0065</td>
<td>Exploring the Commons</td>
<td>(with Society for the Anthropology of North America)</td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0595</td>
<td>Strange Trajectories, Familiar Longings: Migrant Suffering and Sacrifice in the Euro-African Borderlands</td>
<td>(with Association for Africanist Anthropology)</td>
<td>Saturday, November 21, 2015 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>Centennial A 3rd Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-0205</td>
<td>Policing, Estrangement, and Social Inequalities: Denaturalizing Law Enforcement and Police-Based Governance — Part Two</td>
<td>(with Society for the Anthropology of North America)</td>
<td>Sunday, November 22, 2015 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Society for Visual Anthropology**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Organizer(s)</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-0120</td>
<td>Reframing Representation of the Medical Image: Crafting Synergies Between Medical and Visual Anthropologies</td>
<td></td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015 8:00 AM – 9:45 AM</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-0360</td>
<td>Image as Method, Part II</td>
<td>(with Society for Cultural Anthropology)</td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015 10:15 AM – 12:00 PM</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-0975</td>
<td>Ethnographic Apps/Apps as Ethnography: Exploring Possibilities for a Locative, Multimedia and Collaborative Future</td>
<td>(with Society for Humanistic Anthropology)</td>
<td>Friday, November 20, 2015 1:45 PM – 3:30 PM</td>
<td>712</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### SVA Film & Media Festival

All screenings are in Colorado Convention Center, Room 107

#### Wednesday, November 18, 2015  
*Program Ends at 10:00 PM*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:00 pm</td>
<td>Welcome &amp; Opening Remarks by Festival Directors Ulla D Berg and Naomi Schiller</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3:15 pm | **DISPUTED LANDS**  
| 3:15 pm | *In their Image: Palestinian Women Capture the Occupation*  
| 3:15 pm | dir. Emmy Scharlatt (61 mins) followed by Q&A  
| 4:30 pm | *Kashmir*  
| 4:30 pm | dir. Elayne McCabe (51 mins) |
| 5:30 pm | **SOUNDSCAPES**  
| 5:30 pm | AWARD WINNER: **BEST SHORT FILM**  
| 5:30 pm | *Ringtone* dir. Jennifer Deger (30 mins) followed by Q&A  
| 6:10 pm | *Voices of the Land* dir. Paul Wolffram (1 hr 40 mins) followed by Q&A |
| 8:00 pm | **U.S. INEQUALITIES (PART I)**  
| 8:00 pm | *In an Ideal World* dir. Noel Schwerin (1 hr 23 mins) followed by Q&A with Noel Schwerin and John Piccirillo |

#### Thursday, November 19, 2015  
*Program Ends at 10:00 PM*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9:00 am | **GLOBAL HEALTH**  
| 9:00 am | *Crying Earth Rise Up* dir. Suree Towfighnia (57 mins)  
| 10:00 am | *In the Shadow of Ebola* dir. Gregg Mitman, Carl Off (27 mins) followed by Q&A |
| 10:45 am | **RETURN**  
| 10:45 am | AWARD WINNER: **BEST FEATURE LENGTH FILM**  
| 10:45 am | *Damiana Kryygi* dir. Alejandro Fernández Mouján (52 mins) followed by Q&A  
| 12:35 pm | *Vanishing Point* dir. Julia Szucs and Stephen Smith (1 hr 23 mins) |
| 2:15 pm | **AFTERLIFE OF WAR**  
| 2:15 pm | HONORABLE MENTION: **BEST SHORT FILM**  
| 2:15 pm | *Rhizophora* dir. Julia Metzger-Traber and Davide de Lillis (17 mins)  
| 2:35 pm | *The Skin That Burns* dir. Narges Bajoghli (24 mins) followed by Q&A |
3:15 PM  LABOR (PART I)
3:15  AWARD WINNER (TIE): BEST GRADUATE STUDENT FILM
Working is Growing dir. Léa Klaue (30 mins) followed by Q&A
3:55  Akil — Awareness dir. Tommaso Dolcetta (32 mins) followed by Q&A with co-Director Michael Hoffman
4:45  The Hands That Feed dir. Rachel Lears and Robin Blotnik (1 hr 24 mins) followed by Q&A

6:30 PM  THE PACE OF EVERYDAY LIFE
6:30  Bodega Maria dir. Sydney Silverstein (38 mins) followed by Q&A
7:20  Ligia dir. Giovanni Princigalli (20 mins)
7:45  Il Mare dir. Guido Nicolas Zingari (36 mins)

8:30 PM  U.S. INEQUALITIES (PART II)
8:30  HONORABLE MENTION: JEAN ROUCH AWARD
Unfinished Legacies dir. Sangsun Choi (18 mins) followed by Q&A
8:50  Come Hell or High Water: The Battle for Turkey Creek dir. Leah Mahan (56 mins) followed by Q&A

Friday, November 20, 2015  Program Ends at 6:15 PM

9:00 AM  THE POLITICS OF DEVELOPMENT
9:00  AWARD WINNER (TIE): BEST GRADUATE STUDENT FILM
Fighting for Nothing to Happen dir. Nora Wildenauer (48 mins) followed by Q&A
10:00  Tashi’s Turbine dir. Amitabh Joshi (53 mins) followed by Q&A

11:05 AM  TELLING STORIES
11:05  HONORABLE MENTION: BEST FEATURE LENGTH FILM
Cotton Road dir. Laura Kissil (1 hr 13 mins) followed by Q&A

1:30 PM  ETHNO-FICTIONS
1:30  AWARD WINNER: JEAN ROUCH AWARD
Nzhu Jimangemi (The Gorilla’s Wife) dir. Adam Pérou Hermans (41 mins) followed by Q&A
2:25  Tears of Inge dir. Alisi Telengut (5 mins)
2:30  Fabrik Funk dir. Alexandrine Boudreault-Fournier, Rose Satiko Gitirana Hikiji, and Sylvia Caiuby Novaes (25 mins)
SVA Film & Media Festival

3:00 PM  LABOR (PART II)
3:00  A Rock and A Hard Place dir. Cliff Caines (1 hr 18 mins) followed by Q&A

4:35 PM  GLOBAL SEX WORK
4:35  Becky’s Journeys dir. Sine Plambech (24 mins) followed by Q&A
5:10  Grace Period dir. KyungMook Kim and Caroline Key (62 mins)

Saturday, November 21, 2015

9:00 AM  CULTURE & MATERIALITY
9:00  AWARD WINNER: BEST UNDERGRADUATE FILM
  Dzongsar Clay dir. Dawa Drolma (10 mins)
9:10  In the Studio dir. Kaatje Jones (5 mins)
9:15  A Work in Progress dir. Sasha Klupchak (11 mins)
9:30  Tracing Roots dir. Ellen Frankenstein (35 mins) followed by Q&A

10:15 AM  AFFECTIVE LANDSCAPES: MEMORY & PLACE
10:15  Remembering Yayayi dir. Fred Myers (58 mins) followed by Q&A
11:30  Last Words dir. Koert Davidse (29 mins)
12:00  Socotra: Once & Today dir. Felisa Jimenez (36 mins)
12:40  Mountain of Servants dir. Daniel Lombroso (14 mins)

1:00 PM  GENDER AND FAMILY
1:00  Mardistan dir. Harjant Gill (29 mins) followed by Q&A
1:40  The Good Day dir. Clara Kleininger (30 mins)
2:15  Roots dir. Felice Fornabaio (25 mins)
2:45  Birthdates dir. Arta Bekteshi (4 mins)

3:00 PM  YOUTH
3:00  Earth’s Children dir. Diego Sarmiento Pagán (15 mins)
3:20  Fatuma Kee Asaya dir. Francesco Sincich (58 mins)
4:25  The Homestretch dir. Anne de Mare (89 mins) followed by Q&A

Program Ends at 6:15 PM
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</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Folklore</strong></td>
<td>2-0540, 4-0420, 5-1115, 6-0170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food and Nutrition</strong></td>
<td>2-0175, 2-0285, 2-0395, 2-0405, 2-0450, 2-0515, 2-0560, 3-0135, 3-0140, 3-0145, 3-0365, 3-0440, 3-0800, 3-0915, 3-1245, 4-0010, 4-0060, 4-0080, 4-0220, 4-0475, 4-0490, 4-0545, 4-0610, 4-0855, 4-0980, 4-1035, 4-1065, 4-1075, 4-1190, 4-1265, 5-0195, 5-0375, 5-0500, 5-0615, 5-1170, 5-1185, 5-1195, 5-1255, 5-1285, 6-0000, 6-0140, 6-0175, 6-0220, 6-0330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food Security</strong></td>
<td>2-0060, 2-0095, 2-0405, 2-0560, 3-0135, 3-0140, 3-0210, 3-0475, 3-0485, 3-0520, 3-0915, 3-1165, 4-0070, 4-0160, 4-0235, 4-0490, 4-0520, 4-0590, 4-0855, 4-1065, 4-1265, 5-0195, 5-0510, 5-0530, 5-0615, 5-0870, 6-0000, 6-0020, 6-0175, 6-0210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forensic Anthropology</strong></td>
<td>3-0020, 3-0830, 4-0140, 4-1320, 5-0370, 5-0380, 5-0430, 6-0225, 6-0305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friendship</strong></td>
<td>2-0255, 2-0525, 3-0050, 3-1345, 4-0255, 5-0765, 5-0970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>G</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gambling</strong></td>
<td>3-0410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td>2-0055, 2-0100, 2-0250, 2-0285, 2-0320, 2-0335, 2-0370, 2-0395, 2-0410, 2-0435, 2-0455, 2-0480, 2-0540, 2-0550, 2-0555, 3-0015, 3-0145, 3-0155, 3-0190, 3-0205, 3-0420, 3-0450, 3-0480, 3-0790, 3-0930,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3-0955, 3-1005, 3-1105, 3-1180, 3-1185, 3-1195, 3-1205, 3-1215, 3-1220, 3-1245, 3-1270, 3-1275, 4-0160, 4-0205, 4-0380, 4-0445, 4-0470, 4-0495, 4-0500, 4-0520, 4-0535, 4-0545, 4-0560, 4-0615, 4-0620, 4-0855, 4-0885, 4-0905, 4-0955, 4-0980, 4-1010, 4-1020, 4-1025, 4-1035, 4-1090, 4-1110, 4-1190, 4-1300, 4-1330, 4-1345, 4-1380, 4-1390, 4-1405, 4-1440, 5-0030, 5-0100, 5-0130, 5-0220, 5-0475, 5-0485, 5-0495, 5-0505, 5-0535, 5-0830, 5-0840, 5-0875, 5-0905, 5-0910, 5-0920, 5-0965, 5-1085, 5-1125, 5-1170, 5-1180, 5-1185, 5-1200, 6-0005, 6-0100, 6-0105, 6-0115, 6-0255, 6-0275

Gender violence
2-0055, 3-0495, 3-1000, 4-0205, 4-0280, 4-1325, 5-0360, 5-0565, 5-1085, 5-1120, 5-1185

Geneaology
4-0025

Genetics and Genomics
2-0050, 2-0505, 3-0295, 3-0530, 3-0860, 3-1135, 4-0045, 4-0140, 4-0910, 4-1030, 4-1270, 4-1355, 5-0190, 5-0445, 6-0165

Genocide
3-1195, 4-1460, 5-0990

Gentrification
2-0245, 3-0055, 3-0900, 4-0600, 5-0530, 5-0775, 5-1290, 6-0030

Germany
2-0165, 2-0485, 2-0510, 3-0345, 5-1110

Global Health
2-0090, 2-0175, 3-0145, 3-0195, 3-0200, 3-0515, 3-0800, 3-0860, 3-1135, 3-1325, 4-0410, 4-0610, 4-0615, 4-0955, 4-1430, 4-1435, 5-0005, 5-0470, 5-0815, 5-0835, 5-0950, 5-1220, 5-1235, 6-0245

Globalization
2-0050, 2-0150, 2-0235, 2-0405, 2-0435, 3-0065, 3-0125, 3-0165, 3-0170, 3-0415, 3-0420, 3-0545, 3-0775, 3-0985, 3-1245, 3-1360, 4-0035, 4-0175, 4-0220, 4-0355, 4-0380, 4-0515, 4-0915, 4-0940, 4-1075, 4-1260, 4-1465, 5-0120, 5-0155, 5-0175, 5-0280, 5-0440, 5-0460, 5-0500, 5-0525, 5-0920, 5-1010, 5-1080, 5-1140, 5-1225, 5-1235, 5-1290, 6-0085, 6-0095, 6-0110

Governance
2-0290, 2-0300, 2-0345, 2-0430, 2-0510, 3-0320, 3-0565, 3-0850, 3-1135, 3-1165, 3-1310, 4-0040, 4-0195, 4-0200, 4-0240, 4-0370, 4-0425, 4-0845, 4-0945, 4-1090, 4-1260, 5-0015, 5-0045, 5-0130, 5-0415, 5-0420, 5-0565, 5-0580, 5-0835, 5-1140, 6-0070, 6-0205, 6-0320

Governmentality
2-0520, 3-0435, 3-0560, 3-0925, 3-1135, 3-1210, 3-1285, 3-1330, 4-0075, 4-0175, 4-0430, 4-1245, 4-1460, 5-0075, 5-0160, 5-0525, 5-0875, 6-0145, 6-0155

Guatemala
2-0285, 2-0405, 3-0175, 3-0380, 3-0530, 3-0845, 3-0970, 3-1015, 3-1155, 4-0890, 4-1340, 4-1425, 4-1435, 4-1460, 5-0110, 5-0835, 5-0875, 5-1005

H

Habitus
4-1385, 5-0540, 6-0265

Haiti
2-0155, 2-0465, 3-0415, 3-0495, 3-0840, 3-0925, 4-0880, 4-1440, 5-0005, 5-0195, 5-0240, 5-0505, 5-1070, 6-0105

Healing
2-0100, 2-0135, 3-0175, 3-1195, 3-1265, 3-1300, 3-1345, 3-1350, 4-0090, 4-0230, 4-0865, 4-1445, 5-0040, 5-0045, 5-0505, 5-0800, 5-1230, 5-1235, 6-0255
### Topic Index

#### Health
- 2-0090, 2-0095, 2-0115, 2-0265, 2-0290, 2-0305, 2-0340, 2-0405, 2-0415, 2-0425, 2-0450, 2-0490, 2-0560, 3-0055, 3-0065, 3-0205, 3-0235, 3-0520, 3-0525, 3-0545, 3-0575, 3-0795, 3-0860, 3-0875, 3-1000, 3-1110, 3-1195, 3-1325, 3-1330, 4-0080, 4-0090, 4-0160, 4-0455, 4-0480, 4-0530, 4-0565, 4-0845, 4-0910, 4-0925, 4-0950, 4-0960, 4-0975, 4-0985, 4-1030, 4-1040, 4-1270, 4-1410, 4-1425, 4-1450, 5-0045, 5-0055, 5-0155, 5-0160, 5-0400, 5-0445, 5-0475, 5-0495, 5-0565, 5-0590, 5-0600, 5-0800, 5-0815, 5-0835, 5-0930, 5-0970, 5-1005, 5-1085, 5-1095, 5-1100, 5-1230, 5-1255, 6-0000, 6-0010, 6-0025, 6-0060, 6-0070, 6-0220, 6-0235, 6-0250, 6-0255, 6-0330, 6-0340

#### Heritage
- 2-0210, 2-0270, 2-0310, 2-0535, 2-0545, 3-0025, 3-0065, 3-0090, 3-0325, 3-0335, 3-0395, 3-0855, 3-0875, 3-1210, 4-0160, 4-0510, 4-0980, 4-1035, 4-1260, 4-1310, 4-1440, 4-1450, 5-0275, 5-0795, 5-0995, 5-1270, 6-0100

#### Higher Education
- 2-0110, 2-0145, 2-0280, 2-0520, 3-0155, 3-0510, 3-0865, 4-0450, 4-0470, 4-0475, 4-0980, 4-1220, 5-0145, 5-0225, 5-0265, 5-0535, 5-0905, 5-0920, 6-0125, 6-0180, 6-0240

#### Historic Preservation
- 4-1175, 5-0795

#### Historical Anthropology
- 2-0125, 2-0540, 2-0565, 3-0045, 3-0840, 3-1260, 3-1375, 3-1405, 4-0115, 4-0345, 4-0485, 4-0595, 4-0845, 4-1085, 4-1135, 4-1455, 5-0540, 5-1240, 5-1285, 6-0025, 6-0345

#### Historical Archaeology
- 3-0370, 4-0530, 4-1455, 5-0540

#### History
- 2-0125, 2-0230, 3-0395, 3-0880, 3-0940, 3-0995, 3-1210, 3-1260, 3-1315, 3-1380, 4-0455, 4-0880, 4-0925, 4-0980, 4-1075, 4-1135, 5-0365, 5-0400, 5-0820, 5-0975, 5-0995, 6-0100, 6-0160, 6-0170

#### History of Anthropology
- 2-0165, 3-0155, 3-0330, 3-0840, 3-0980, 3-1260, 4-0160, 4-0225, 4-0285, 4-0385, 4-0420, 4-0595, 4-1025, 4-1095, 4-1385, 4-1400, 5-0270, 5-0425, 5-1010, 5-1055, 5-1135, 5-1205, 5-1275, 6-0165

#### HIV/AIDS
- 2-0260, 2-0360, 2-0415, 2-0520, 3-1135, 3-1235, 3-1255, 3-1265, 3-1325, 3-1330, 4-0235, 4-0425, 4-0610, 4-0615, 4-0845, 4-0925, 4-1105, 4-1205, 5-0005, 5-0020, 5-0030, 5-0035, 5-0495, 5-0780, 5-1125, 5-1255, 6-0000, 6-0145, 6-0220

#### Homelessness
- 4-0485, 4-1290, 5-0155, 5-0775, 6-0060, 6-0300, 6-0340

#### Homosexuality
- 4-0235

#### Hope
- 2-0425, 3-0355, 3-1315, 3-1350, 4-1180, 5-0150, 5-0210, 6-0010

#### Housing
- 2-0345, 3-0160, 3-0420, 3-0490, 3-0800, 4-0255, 4-0600, 4-0940, 4-1230, 4-1245, 4-1290, 5-0155, 5-0405, 5-0415, 5-0775, 6-0005

#### Human Growth and Development
- 3-0805, 3-1125, 6-0255

#### Human Rights and Advocacy
- 2-0210, 2-0325, 2-0495, 2-0545, 3-0435, 3-0975, 3-1015, 3-1255, 3-1335, 3-1380, 4-0845, 4-0855, 4-1245, 5-0035, 5-0110, 5-0155, 5-0170, 5-0235, 5-0390, 5-0405,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illegality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0070, 3-0505, 3-0515, 4-1305, 5-0140, 6-0140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imagination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0440, 3-0335, 3-1190, 4-0030, 4-0215, 4-0245, 4-0360, 4-1180, 4-1395, 5-0120, 5-0185, 5-0805, 5-1115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0090, 2-0145, 2-0265, 2-0360, 2-0475, 3-0445, 3-0550, 3-0930, 3-1345, 4-0145, 4-0445, 4-0470, 4-0855, 4-1050, 4-1340, 4-1440, 5-0135, 5-0440, 5-0575, 5-0790, 5-0985, 5-1180, 6-0140, 6-0205, 6-0265, 6-0270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0360, 2-0395, 2-0475, 2-0480, 2-0500, 3-0120, 3-0380, 3-0445, 3-0505, 3-0550, 3-1140, 3-1170, 3-1215, 4-0200, 4-0205, 4-0350, 4-0450, 4-0475, 4-0615, 4-0835, 4-1240, 4-1305, 4-1340, 4-1465, 5-0135, 5-0140, 5-0570, 5-0920, 6-0025, 6-0100, 6-0270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incarceration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-1255, 3-1350, 4-0200, 5-0035, 5-0555, 5-0560, 6-0140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0225, 2-0325, 3-0845, 3-0960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0065, 2-0340, 2-0405, 2-0525, 2-0550, 2-0555, 3-0090, 3-0100, 3-0305, 3-0320, 3-0380, 3-0400, 3-0430, 3-0490, 3-0800, 3-0835, 3-0895, 3-0985, 3-1000, 3-1145, 3-1285, 3-1350, 4-0135, 4-0245, 4-0250, 4-0420, 4-0555, 4-0615, 4-0630, 4-0930, 4-1070, 4-1285, 4-1295, 4-1325, 4-1420, 5-0015, 5-0075, 5-0180, 5-0210, 5-0385, 5-0455, 5-0530, 5-0770, 5-0965, 5-1065, 6-0050, 6-0305, 6-0330, 6-0345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigeneity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0165, 2-0225, 2-0335, 2-0550, 2-0560, 3-0075, 3-0170, 3-0350, 3-0385, 3-0530, 3-0555, 3-0865, 3-0985, 3-1015, 3-1170, 3-1180, 3-1210, 3-1245, 3-1255, 3-1355, 3-1365, 4-0050, 4-0150, 4-0160, 4-0185, 4-0445, 4-0450, 4-0470, 4-0485, 4-0490, 4-0500, 4-0510, 4-0555, 4-0565, 4-0595, 4-0875, 4-0880, 4-0980, 4-1035, 4-1050, 4-1090, 4-1115, 4-1355, 4-1365, 4-1380, 4-1405, 4-1410, 4-1420, 4-1440, 5-0095, 5-0125, 5-0155, 5-0170, 5-0190, 5-0375, 5-0440, 5-0495, 5-0500, 5-0505, 5-0510, 5-0550, 5-0570, 5-0775, 5-0790, 5-0795, 5-0820, 5-0845, 5-0850, 5-0910, 5-0920, 5-0950, 5-0965, 5-0975, 5-0985, 5-1095, 5-1125, 5-1145, 5-1210, 5-1245, 5-1250, 5-1265, 6-0085, 6-0100, 6-0175, 6-0265, 6-0270, 6-0285, 6-0290, 6-0300, 6-0310, 6-0350, 6-0355</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Topic Index

3-0810, 3-0905, 3-1015, 3-1135, 3-1145, 3-1155, 3-1175, 3-1215, 3-1310, 4-0275, 4-0360, 4-0420, 4-0525, 4-0585, 4-0890, 4-0980, 4-1070, 4-1105, 4-1115, 4-1240, 4-1360, 4-1365, 5-0130, 5-0275, 5-0355, 5-0360, 5-0850, 5-0875, 5-1010, 5-1150, 5-1205, 6-0135, 6-0170, 6-0215, 6-0300, 6-0310, 6-0315

Indigenous Peoples
2-0155, 2-0165, 2-0170, 2-0330, 2-0335, 2-0515, 2-0535, 2-0570, 3-0025, 3-0080, 3-0110, 3-0125, 3-0405, 3-0440, 3-0460, 3-0470, 3-0490, 3-0530, 3-0545, 3-0800, 3-0825, 3-0915, 3-1045, 3-1145, 3-1155, 3-1185, 3-1245, 3-1255, 3-1320, 4-0070, 4-0100, 4-0160, 4-0190, 4-0225, 4-0245, 4-0275, 4-0365, 4-0455, 4-0560, 4-0980, 4-1080, 4-1115, 4-1170, 4-1175, 4-1360, 5-0095, 5-0130, 5-0135, 5-0155, 5-0245, 5-0255, 5-0275, 5-0420, 5-0500, 5-0510, 5-0605, 5-0850, 5-0920, 5-0935, 5-0995, 5-1010, 5-1085, 5-1105, 5-1135, 5-1295, 6-0040, 6-0045, 6-0135, 6-0165, 6-0215, 6-0250, 6-0290, 6-0310, 6-0315

Indonesia
2-0065, 3-0030, 3-0135, 3-0170, 3-0220, 3-0315, 3-0460, 3-0510, 3-1280, 4-0110, 4-0410, 4-0925, 4-1045, 4-1345, 5-0060, 5-0405, 5-0835, 5-0965, 5-1070, 6-0150, 6-0270

Inequality
2-0265, 2-0280, 2-0410, 2-0415, 3-0055, 3-0065, 3-0145, 3-0295, 3-0305, 3-0520, 3-0800, 3-0810, 3-1180, 4-0020, 4-0115, 4-0160, 4-0520, 4-0850, 4-1325, 4-1385, 5-0075, 5-0175, 5-0265, 5-0445, 5-0560, 5-0595, 5-0885, 5-0920, 5-0930, 5-1075, 5-1095, 6-0145

Infrastructure
2-0115, 2-0305, 2-0315, 3-0130, 3-0345, 3-0765, 3-0885, 3-0970, 3-1105, 3-1130, 3-1210, 3-1260, 3-1305, 4-0015, 4-0345, 4-0370, 4-0570, 4-0950, 4-0955, 4-1005, 4-1085, 4-1285, 4-1380, 5-0045, 5-0360, 5-0445, 5-0455, 5-0530, 5-0805, 5-0820, 5-0925, 5-1165, 5-1200, 6-0020, 6-0075, 6-0095, 6-0120, 6-0280

Innovation
2-0300, 2-0315, 3-0565, 4-0595, 5-0155, 5-0820

Institutions
2-0445, 3-1000, 4-0940, 4-1085, 5-0035, 5-0255, 5-0555, 6-0100, 6-0250

Intellectual Property
3-1165, 5-0450, 6-0145

Interaction
2-0275, 2-0420, 3-0470, 3-0545, 3-0980, 3-1305, 4-0290, 4-0450, 5-0180, 5-0220, 5-0510, 6-0255, 6-0260, 6-0295, 6-0355

Interdisciplinary
3-0325, 3-0785, 3-1330, 4-0160, 4-1025, 4-1420, 4-1445, 5-0055, 5-0125, 5-0180, 5-0400, 5-0525, 5-0610

Internet
2-0290, 3-0100, 3-0135, 3-0185, 3-1040, 3-1105, 4-0160, 4-1085, 4-1380, 5-0150, 5-0155, 5-0270, 5-0765, 5-1010, 5-1280

Intersectionality
3-1180

Intersubjectivity
3-0080, 3-0470, 3-1120, 4-1100, 5-0865, 5-0890, 5-1070, 5-1265, 6-0040, 6-0255

Intervention
2-0090, 3-1330, 4-0575, 4-1185, 5-0525, 5-0855

Intimacy
2-0075, 3-0020, 3-0335, 3-0800, 3-0890, 3-1270, 3-1360, 4-0355, 5-0440, 4-0540, 4-0940, 4-1245, 4-1345, 5-0175, 5-0260, 5-0780, 5-0900, 5-1065
Inuit
3-0415, 4-0345, 4-0520, 6-0165

Ireland
2-0050, 2-0270, 3-0895, 3-1195, 4-0905

Islam
2-0065, 2-0115, 2-0310, 2-0390, 3-0135, 3-0150, 3-0360, 3-0400, 3-0480, 3-0510, 3-0790, 3-0870, 3-0955, 3-0960, 3-1115, 3-1235, 3-1300, 3-1355, 4-0115, 4-0170, 4-0175, 4-0215, 4-0245, 4-0250, 4-0260, 4-0495, 4-0535, 4-0555, 4-0580, 4-0995, 4-1045, 4-1220, 4-1295, 4-1340, 4-1375, 4-1415, 5-0030, 5-0125, 5-0170, 5-0435, 5-0850, 5-0950, 5-1010, 5-1105, 5-1110, 5-1195, 6-0295, 6-0335, 6-0345

Israel
3-0215, 3-0220, 3-0465, 3-0570, 3-0580, 3-0905, 3-1005, 3-1025, 4-0210, 4-0400, 4-0845, 5-0170, 5-0175, 5-0470, 6-0335, 6-0345

Japan
2-0100, 2-0280, 2-0315, 2-0440, 2-0495, 2-0505, 2-0535, 2-0565, 3-0010, 3-0070, 3-0115, 3-0165, 3-0300, 3-0580, 3-0910, 3-1040, 3-1160, 3-1315, 4-0090, 4-0180, 4-0255, 4-0265, 4-0345, 4-0440, 4-0480, 4-0630, 4-0980, 4-1090, 4-1135, 4-1190, 4-1255, 4-1390, 5-0100, 5-0155, 5-0405, 5-0505, 5-0800, 5-0965, 5-1175, 6-0250

Judaism
3-1115, 3-1350, 4-0245, 4-0390, 4-0595, 4-1140, 5-0455, 5-1190, 5-1280, 6-0150

Justice
2-0465, 3-0450, 3-0495, 3-1255, 3-1350, 4-0385, 4-1065, 5-0360, 5-0430, 5-0810, 6-0000

K

Kinship
2-0075, 2-0330, 2-0410, 3-0160, 3-1190, 3-1400, 4-0135, 4-0160, 4-0255, 4-0405, 4-0430, 4-0915, 4-1025, 4-1085, 4-1350, 5-0020, 5-0070, 5-0075, 5-0250, 5-0265, 5-0510, 5-0840, 5-0850, 5-0855, 5-0970, 5-1065

Kinship and Families
2-0410, 2-0540, 3-0190, 3-0230, 3-0315, 3-1195, 3-1210, 3-1215, 3-1290, 3-1345, 3-1365, 3-1400, 4-0135, 4-0260, 4-0440, 4-0500, 4-0615, 4-0875, 4-1025, 4-1345, 4-1350, 5-0020, 5-0175, 5-0265, 5-0580, 5-0840, 5-0955, 5-0970, 5-1065, 5-1110, 5-1175, 6-0040, 6-0065, 6-0075, 6-0115, 6-0155, 6-0335

Knowledge
2-0175, 2-0380, 2-0460, 2-0510, 2-0525, 2-0575, 3-0015, 3-0040, 3-0080, 3-0180, 3-0325, 3-0565, 3-0780, 3-0820, 3-0935, 3-0970, 3-1005, 3-1265, 3-1305, 3-1330, 3-1345, 3-1370, 4-0020, 4-0070, 4-0115, 4-0245, 4-0300, 4-0610, 4-1235, 4-1355, 4-1430, 4-1435, 5-0090, 5-0225, 5-0240, 5-0395, 5-0415, 5-0500, 5-0585, 5-0765, 5-0800, 5-0850, 5-1060, 6-0225, 6-0255

Korea
2-0360, 2-0370, 2-0420, 2-0435, 3-0050, 3-0880, 3-0985, 3-1375, 4-0255, 4-0350, 4-0590, 4-1465, 5-0075, 5-0095, 5-0410, 5-0765, 5-0880, 5-0920, 6-0355

L

Labor and Work
2-0070, 2-0265, 2-0280, 2-0285, 2-0455, 2-0465, 2-0515, 2-0520, 3-0090, 3-0120, 3-0135, 3-0145, 3-0185, 3-0225, 3-0330, 3-0395, 3-0560, 3-0575, 3-0885, 3-0990, 3-1140, 3-1175, 3-1215, 3-1375, 4-0110, 4-0130, 4-0180, 4-0205, 4-0370, 4-0430,
4-0530, 4-0545, 4-0615, 4-0880, 4-0885,
4-1010, 4-1060, 4-1225, 4-1250, 4-1260,
5-0065, 5-0075, 5-0140, 5-0195, 5-0210,
5-0410, 5-0835, 5-0920, 5-0965, 6-0005,
6-0075, 6-0110

Landscape and Spatial Studies
2-0060, 3-0220, 3-0320, 3-0365, 3-0395,
3-0560, 3-1295, 3-1355, 4-0100, 4-0395,
4-0510, 4-0570, 4-0985, 4-1175, 4-1235,
4-1440, 4-1455, 5-0095, 5-0105, 5-0110,
5-0205, 5-0420, 5-0820, 5-0870, 5-0920,
5-1200, 5-1285, 6-0045, 6-0095

Language
2-0265, 2-0275, 2-0420, 2-0435, 3-0340,
3-0470, 3-0485, 3-0945, 3-1275, 3-1290,
3-1295, 3-1300, 4-0290, 4-0470, 4-0870,
4-0935, 4-1050, 4-1080, 4-1385, 4-1390,
4-1465, 5-0095, 5-0125, 5-0365, 5-0765,
5-0995, 5-1250, 6-0020, 6-0135, 6-0265,
6-0270, 6-0355

Language and Cognition
3-0455, 3-0485, 3-0945, 3-1305, 4-0160,
4-0980, 4-1100, 4-1350, 5-0060, 5-0510,
6-0045

Language Endangerment
3-1015, 4-0290, 4-1385, 4-1445

Language Ideologies
2-0235, 2-0420, 2-0435, 3-0075, 3-0165,
3-0455, 3-0555, 3-0940, 3-1015, 3-1285,
3-1290, 4-0140, 4-0275, 4-0415, 4-0450,
4-0460, 4-0890, 4-1045, 4-1070, 4-1360,
4-1365, 4-1385, 4-1390, 5-0035, 5-0060,
5-0095, 5-0255, 5-0280, 5-0455, 5-0510,
5-0570, 5-0765, 5-0845, 5-0995, 5-1075,
6-0045, 6-0075, 6-0135, 6-0355

Language Policy
2-0160, 3-0165, 3-0555, 4-0095, 4-0380,
4-1050, 5-1075, 6-0135

Language Revitalization
3-0075, 3-0175, 3-1285, 4-0275, 4-0290,
4-0890, 5-0060, 6-0045, 6-0135

Language Socialization
2-0235, 2-0265, 2-0490, 3-0050, 3-1205,
4-0460, 5-1075, 6-0270

Latin America
2-0070, 2-0090, 2-0125, 2-0285, 2-0305,
3-0450, 3-0825, 3-0925, 3-1185, 3-1310,
4-0080, 4-0085, 4-0275, 4-0300, 4-0380,
4-0410, 4-0615, 4-0890, 4-1080, 4-1105,
4-1230, 4-1270, 4-1285, 4-1320, 4-1335,
5-0015, 5-0120, 5-0140, 5-0155, 5-0205,
5-0360, 5-0415, 5-0435, 5-0505, 5-0525,
5-0565, 5-0830, 5-0905, 5-0920, 5-1120,
5-1140, 5-1185, 5-1210, 5-1250, 5-1285,
5-1290, 6-0075, 6-0095, 6-0310

Latin America and the Caribbean
2-0160, 2-0385, 2-0480, 3-0170, 3-0210,
3-0355, 3-0530, 3-0550, 3-1145, 3-1185,
3-1225, 3-1365, 4-0575, 4-0935, 5-0155,
5-0245, 5-0875, 5-1185

Latinas/os
2-0435, 3-0930, 3-1180, 4-0200, 4-0415,
4-0445, 4-0470, 4-0980, 5-0040, 5-0105,
5-0280, 5-0355, 5-0510, 5-0845, 5-0880,
5-0920, 5-0950, 5-1055, 5-1075, 6-0075,
6-0125, 6-0270

Laughter
3-1010, 4-0215, 4-0870

Law
2-0055, 2-0310, 2-0330, 3-0225, 3-0420,
3-0435, 3-0490, 3-0495, 3-0780, 3-0970,
3-1000, 3-1165, 3-1300, 3-1345, 3-1350,
3-1405, 4-0025, 4-0075, 4-0160, 4-0175,
4-0200, 4-0215, 4-0250, 4-0415, 4-0425,
4-0495, 4-0590, 4-0610, 4-0960, 4-1255,
4-1290, 4-1305, 4-1340, 5-0090, 5-0130,
5-0355, 5-0380, 5-0420, 5-0520, 5-0555,
5-0770, 5-1125, 5-1180, 6-0205

Learning
2-0110, 2-0170, 2-0475, 2-0505, 3-0340,
3-0455, 3-1170, 3-1275, 4-0125, 4-0150,
4-0445, 4-0850, 4-1250, 5-0145, 5-0230,
5-0920, 5-1075, 5-1265
Legal and Political Anthropology
2-0125, 2-0330, 3-0345, 3-0490, 3-0515, 3-0835, 3-1255, 3-1310, 4-0350, 4-0425, 4-1015, 4-1210, 4-1235, 4-1245, 5-0140, 5-0380, 5-0415, 5-0430, 5-0770, 5-1060, 5-1190, 6-0060, 6-0250, 6-0295, 6-0320

Life
2-0425, 3-0310, 3-0495, 3-0900, 4-0110, 5-1285

Life History
2-0320, 3-0315, 3-0860, 3-1270, 4-0980, 4-1190, 5-0105

Linguistic Anthropology
2-0160, 2-0250, 2-0315, 2-0330, 2-0390, 2-0435, 2-0490, 3-0540, 3-0545, 3-0875, 3-0940, 3-1010, 3-1155, 3-1205, 3-1285, 3-1290, 4-0090, 4-0125, 4-0160, 4-0230, 4-0275, 4-0290, 4-0415, 4-0450, 4-0590, 4-0685, 4-1080, 4-1100, 4-1385, 5-0060, 5-0095, 5-0220, 5-0365, 5-0370, 5-0375, 5-0455, 5-0510, 5-0995, 5-1010, 5-1125, 5-1170, 6-0135, 6-0150, 6-0295, 6-0355

Linguistics
2-0215, 3-1010, 4-0245, 4-0420, 6-0045

Linguistics — Descriptive and Comparative
2-0215, 2-0420, 3-1010, 4-0290, 5-0510, 6-0045

Literacy
2-0415, 3-0040, 3-0340, 4-0470, 4-1050, 4-1070, 5-0845, 5-0920, 5-1075, 6-0140, 6-0265

Literature and Poetics
2-0050, 4-1195, 5-0920, 6-0285

Love
5-0405

M

Markets
2-0320, 2-0380, 2-0455, 3-0065, 3-0535, 3-0810, 3-0875, 3-1360, 4-0110, 4-0170, 4-0175, 4-0505, 4-0515, 4-0915, 4-1230, 4-1385, 5-0840, 5-0970, 5-1080, 5-1245, 6-0065, 6-0080, 6-0275

Marriage
2-0055, 2-0275, 3-0190, 3-0315, 3-1350, 3-1400, 4-0135, 4-0250, 4-0500, 4-1255, 5-0020, 5-0830, 5-0965, 6-0115

Masculinity
2-0095, 2-0105, 2-0370, 2-0435, 2-0450, 2-0455, 3-0020, 3-0120, 3-0160, 3-0480, 3-0495, 3-0815, 3-0825, 3-0875, 3-0900, 3-0955, 3-0960, 4-0050, 4-0120, 4-0600, 5-0830, 6-0115, 6-0345

Material Culture/Materiality
2-0070, 2-0135, 2-0370, 2-0390, 2-0465, 2-0470, 2-0565, 3-0160, 3-0180, 3-0335, 3-0395, 3-0405, 3-0465, 3-0485, 3-0560, 3-0765, 3-0855, 3-0875, 3-0930, 3-0945, 3-0965, 3-1115, 3-1205, 3-1375, 3-1390, 4-0045, 4-0175, 4-0245, 4-0260, 4-0485, 4-0505, 4-0530, 4-0570, 4-0845, 4-0870, 4-0990, 4-1020, 4-1035, 4-1060, 4-1085, 4-1195, 4-1290, 4-1420, 5-0155, 5-0185, 5-0195, 5-0350, 5-0355, 5-0430, 5-0540, 5-0770, 5-0795, 5-0820, 5-0865, 5-0990, 5-1050, 5-1135, 5-1170, 5-1200, 5-1270, 6-0005, 6-0040, 6-0140, 6-0165, 6-0170, 6-0175, 6-0215, 6-0250, 6-0280, 6-0350

Maya
2-0215, 3-0035, 3-0065, 3-0430, 3-0440, 3-0530, 3-0930, 3-1185, 3-1295, 3-1365, 4-0490, 4-0575, 4-0890, 4-0980, 4-1135, 4-1455, 5-0060, 5-0110, 5-0155, 5-0205, 5-0985
**Topic Index**

**Media**
2-0075, 2-0140, 2-0210, 2-0250, 2-0370, 3-0185, 3-0425, 3-0485, 3-0505, 3-0510, 3-0875, 3-1140, 3-1235, 3-1290, 3-1320, 4-0030, 4-0265, 4-0435, 4-0555, 4-0890, 4-0905, 4-1070, 4-1245, 4-1375, 4-1390, 4-1460, 5-0030, 5-0510, 5-0545, 5-0850, 5-0990, 5-1000, 5-1010, 5-1040, 5-1240, 5-1250, 6-0025, 6-0215, 6-0260, 6-0315, 6-0345

**Media and Journalism**
2-0505, 2-0560, 3-0550, 3-0830, 4-0495, 4-0505, 4-1070, 4-1395, 5-0355, 5-0380, 5-0435, 5-0840, 6-0050, 6-0260

**Medical Anthropology**
2-0050, 2-0055, 2-0090, 2-0095, 2-0100, 2-0175, 2-0255, 2-0260, 2-0335, 2-0415, 2-0430, 2-0450, 3-0020, 3-0030, 3-0205, 3-0235, 3-0295, 3-0515, 3-0525, 3-0575, 3-0795, 3-0800, 3-0860, 3-0945, 3-0955, 3-0985, 3-1000, 3-1110, 3-1135, 3-1255, 3-1265, 3-1330, 4-0015, 4-0030, 4-0045, 4-0080, 4-0090, 4-0120, 4-0230, 4-0235, 4-0285, 4-0355, 4-0390, 4-0410, 4-0480, 4-0560, 4-0565, 4-0575, 4-0865, 4-0875, 4-0910, 4-0925, 4-0930, 4-0955, 4-1030, 4-1200, 4-1205, 4-1370, 4-1405, 4-1410, 4-1425, 4-1430, 4-1435, 5-0005, 5-0045, 5-0050, 5-0055, 5-0090, 5-0155, 5-0160, 5-0255, 5-0350, 5-0385, 5-0390, 5-0400, 5-0410, 5-0445, 5-0495, 5-0520, 5-0555, 5-0565, 5-0600, 5-0780, 5-0835, 5-0840, 5-1070, 5-1110, 5-1180, 5-1230, 5-1235, 5-1255, 6-0000, 6-0010, 6-0020, 6-0025, 6-0155, 6-0220, 6-0230, 6-0235, 6-0250, 6-0255, 6-0300, 6-0330

**Melanesia**
2-0125, 2-0300, 3-0125, 3-0420, 3-1015, 4-0950, 4-1130, 5-0005, 6-0000

**Memory**
2-0105, 2-0210, 2-0380, 2-0465, 2-0510, 3-0335, 3-0450, 3-0490, 3-0855, 3-0930, 3-0995, 3-1175, 3-1235, 4-0210, 4-0360, 4-0570, 4-0970, 4-0980, 4-1085, 4-1090, 4-1135, 4-1395, 4-1420, 4-1440, 5-0100, 5-0110, 5-0120, 5-0370, 5-0460, 5-0505, 5-0795, 5-0955, 5-0975, 5-0990, 5-0995, 5-1050, 5-1070, 5-1115, 5-1240, 5-1255, 5-1265, 6-0100, 6-0285

**Mental Health**
2-0095, 2-0405, 3-0195, 3-0415, 3-0515, 3-0905, 3-1125, 3-1345, 4-1100, 4-1125, 4-1255, 5-0045, 5-0200, 5-0385, 5-0390, 5-0510, 5-0555, 5-0580, 5-0600, 5-0930, 5-0975, 5-1070, 5-1245, 5-1255, 6-0085, 6-0100, 6-0220, 6-0245, 6-0250

**Mesoamerica**
2-0475, 3-0035, 3-0950, 3-1295, 5-0155, 5-0205, 5-0485, 5-0540

**Methodology**
2-0050, 2-0135, 2-0150, 2-0225, 2-0240, 2-0420, 3-0315, 3-0330, 3-0410, 3-0460, 3-0785, 3-0805, 3-0980, 3-1125, 3-1220, 3-1310, 3-1330, 4-0105, 4-0120, 4-0160, 4-0225, 4-0285, 4-0290, 4-0485, 4-0595, 4-0855, 4-0955, 4-1170, 4-1220, 4-1280, 4-1315, 4-1425, 5-0060, 5-0180, 5-0185, 5-0270, 5-0275, 5-0380, 5-0450, 5-0475, 5-0545, 5-0790, 5-0835, 5-0940, 5-1040, 5-1265, 6-0020, 6-0210, 6-0240

**Mexico**
2-0060, 2-0145, 2-0220, 2-0290, 2-0295, 2-0480, 3-0020, 3-0120, 3-0480, 3-0485, 3-0860, 3-0930, 3-0940, 3-1250, 3-1275, 3-1360, 3-1365, 4-0100, 4-0120, 4-0275, 4-0375, 4-0570, 4-0845, 4-0875, 4-1075, 4-1230, 4-1270, 5-0120, 5-0380, 5-0500, 5-0505, 5-0520, 5-0950, 5-1050, 5-1085, 5-1135, 5-1230, 6-0130, 6-0150, 6-0215, 6-0285, 6-0300

**Micronesia**
5-0835

**Middle Class**
3-0125, 3-0305, 4-0220, 4-0835, 4-1230, 5-1245, 6-0325, 6-0330
Middle East
2-0310, 2-0355, 2-0380, 2-0385, 2-0485, 3-0190, 3-0385, 3-0400, 3-0465, 3-0510, 3-0570, 3-0765, 3-0935, 3-0995, 3-1030, 3-1110, 3-1235, 3-1300, 4-0040, 4-0135, 4-0205, 4-0210, 4-0355, 4-0360, 4-0385, 4-0535, 4-0550, 4-0840, 4-0870, 4-0950, 4-1030, 4-1180, 4-1240, 4-1335, 4-1405, 5-0095, 5-0170, 5-0195, 5-0570, 5-0880, 5-1115, 5-1165, 5-1270, 6-0065, 6-0110, 6-0185, 6-0205

Migration
3-0770

Migration, Immigration and Diasporas
2-0065, 2-0090, 2-0115, 2-0145, 2-0150, 2-0220, 2-0335, 2-0360, 2-0370, 2-0390, 2-0480, 2-0485, 3-0020, 3-0065, 3-0130, 3-0140, 3-0305, 3-0425, 3-0550, 3-0570, 3-0770, 3-0790, 3-0885, 3-0930, 3-1000, 3-1015, 3-1105, 3-1185, 3-1215, 3-1270, 3-1285, 3-1325, 3-1365, 3-1375, 4-0010, 4-0025, 4-0145, 4-0260, 4-0265, 4-0350, 4-0355, 4-0390, 4-0430, 4-0450, 4-0840, 4-0855, 4-0880, 4-0885, 4-0905, 4-1005, 4-1085, 4-1115, 4-1235, 4-1305, 4-1320, 4-1340, 4-1465, 5-0085, 5-0135, 5-0140, 5-0175, 5-0210, 5-0250, 5-0280, 5-0405, 5-0535, 5-0575, 5-0590, 5-0595, 5-0775, 5-0835, 5-0920, 5-1005, 5-1045, 5-1110, 5-1120, 5-1170, 5-1180, 5-1290, 6-0015, 6-0055, 6-0070, 6-0155, 6-0175, 6-0250, 6-0260, 6-0275, 6-0335, 6-0345

Military
3-0325, 3-0495, 3-0545, 3-0970, 3-1190, 4-0015, 4-1030, 4-1175, 4-1185, 4-1200, 4-1405, 5-0370, 5-0600, 5-0975, 5-1005, 5-1055, 6-0205

Minority
2-0420, 2-0550, 3-0525, 3-0910, 3-0960, 3-1345, 4-0495, 4-0855, 4-1180, 4-1355, 4-1365, 5-0570, 5-0575, 6-0010

Mobility
2-0105, 2-0395, 2-0495, 3-0165, 3-0345, 3-0440, 3-0765, 3-0770, 3-0775, 3-1105, 3-1295, 4-0025, 4-0245, 4-0260, 4-0345, 4-0370, 4-0450, 4-1005, 4-1075, 4-1225, 4-1290, 5-0095, 5-0175, 5-0355, 5-0560, 5-0595, 5-1175, 5-1200, 5-1255, 5-1290, 6-0315

Modernity
3-0030, 3-0080, 3-0115, 3-0130, 3-0165, 3-0190, 3-0335, 3-0420, 3-1260, 4-0505, 4-1060, 4-1130, 4-1460, 5-0155, 5-0170, 5-0510, 6-0045, 6-0215

Morality
2-0255, 2-0260, 2-0370, 2-0425, 2-0490, 2-0495, 3-0070, 3-0235, 3-0870, 3-0975, 3-1025, 3-1265, 3-1275, 3-1395, 4-0125, 4-0170, 4-0350, 4-0485, 4-0495, 4-0500, 4-1130, 4-1260, 4-1370, 5-0020, 5-0040, 5-0050, 5-0200, 5-0265, 5-0560, 5-0980, 5-1185, 5-1235, 6-0065, 6-0080, 6-0295

Motherhood
2-0075, 2-0220, 2-0335, 2-0415, 2-0450, 2-0540, 3-0770, 3-1270, 3-1400, 4-0065, 4-0355, 4-0410, 4-0490, 4-0560, 4-0875, 4-0885, 4-1020, 4-1045, 4-1060, 5-0535, 5-0840, 5-0920, 5-1085, 6-0025, 6-0155, 6-0335

Multiculturalism
2-0275, 3-0340, 3-1170, 3-1355, 3-1365, 4-0275, 4-1050, 4-1300, 4-1465, 5-0135, 5-0175, 5-0265, 5-0555, 5-0825, 5-0920, 6-0285, 6-0310

Multilingualism
2-0435, 3-0040, 3-0555, 4-0095, 4-0260, 4-0275, 4-1050, 4-1070, 4-1365, 4-1385, 5-0095, 5-0920, 6-0265

Multispecies
2-0075, 3-0100, 3-0470, 4-0045, 4-0080, 4-0160, 4-0255, 4-0395, 4-0455, 4-0925, 4-1060, 4-1125, 4-1235, 4-1375, 4-1435, 5-0200, 5-0520, 5-0825, 6-0240
New Media
2-0420, 3-1040, 4-0285, 4-0970, 4-1130, 4-1250, 5-1010, 5-1120

NGO
2-0080, 2-0115, 2-0210, 3-0210, 3-0355, 3-0400, 3-0435, 3-0535, 3-0910, 3-0920, 3-1185, 3-1205, 3-1265, 3-1300, 4-0160, 4-0350, 4-0590, 4-1425, 5-0050, 5-0180, 5-0245, 5-0280, 5-0465, 5-1140, 5-1150, 5-1255, 6-0075, 6-0105, 6-0145, 6-0305, 6-0340

North America
2-0280, 3-0060, 3-0065, 3-0370, 3-0795, 3-1115, 3-1190, 3-1305, 3-1405, 4-0015, 4-0485, 4-0630, 4-0990, 4-1035, 4-1350, 4-1415, 5-0150, 5-0195, 5-0375, 5-0575, 5-0935, 6-0255, 6-0290

Northern Africa
2-0325, 3-0390, 3-0995, 3-1175, 3-1210, 3-1245, 4-0115, 4-0430, 4-0840, 6-0335

Northern Europe
3-0220, 5-0095, 5-0260, 5-0540

Nostalgia
2-0505, 3-0855, 4-1135, 5-0085, 6-0100

Oceania
2-0300, 2-0390, 3-0125, 4-0260, 4-0910, 4-1130, 5-0255, 5-0265, 5-0795, 5-0820, 5-1200

Oil
3-0130, 3-0410, 3-0810, 3-1130, 4-0375, 4-1000, 5-0165, 5-0805, 5-0925

Organizational Anthropology
2-0265, 3-0575, 3-0775, 4-0020, 4-0845, 4-1175, 4-1350, 5-0245, 5-0350, 5-0945, 5-0965, 5-1225

Pakistan
3-0535, 3-1380, 4-1025, 4-1345, 4-1375, 5-0015, 6-0345

Paleoanthropology
3-0805, 3-1295, 4-1020, 4-1320, 5-0540, 5-1145

Participation
2-0325, 3-0015, 3-0470, 3-1185, 4-0435, 4-1435, 5-0165, 5-0260, 5-0905, 5-1125

Pastoralism
2-0540, 3-0100, 3-1400, 4-0160, 4-0510, 4-0945, 4-1060

Pedagogy
2-0150, 2-0250, 2-0330, 2-0365, 2-0445, 3-0325, 3-0785, 3-0865, 3-1170, 4-0010, 4-0275, 4-0475, 4-0950, 4-1220, 4-1300, 4-1320, 5-0145, 5-0365, 5-0460, 5-0490, 5-0825, 5-0920, 6-0270, 6-0320

Performance
2-0250, 2-0270, 2-0390, 2-0445, 3-0910, 3-1020, 3-1175, 3-1305, 3-1385, 4-0175, 4-0190, 4-0225, 4-0230, 4-0580, 4-0870, 4-1005, 4-1190, 4-1280, 4-1295, 4-1440, 5-0385, 5-0965, 5-1115, 5-1150, 5-1195, 5-1210, 6-0285, 6-0300

Performance and Festivals
2-0105, 3-0995, 3-1175, 4-1365, 5-0280, 6-0285, 6-0310

Performativity
3-0450, 3-0465, 3-0580, 3-0855, 3-1235, 3-1280, 4-0605, 4-0625, 4-0980, 4-1365, 5-1125, 5-1210, 6-0295

Personhood
2-0100, 3-0145, 3-0835, 4-0015, 4-0020, 4-0060, 4-0165, 4-0500, 4-1080, 4-1140, 4-1195, 4-1410, 5-0100, 5-0155, 5-0355, 5-0455, 5-0510, 5-0530, 5-0865, 5-0920, 5-1120, 5-1270, 6-0040, 6-0175, 6-0345
Peru
2-0450, 2-0480, 3-0145, 3-0160, 3-0355, 3-1270, 4-0480, 4-1035, 4-1190, 4-1240, 5-0220, 5-0520, 5-0590, 5-0880, 5-0920, 5-1120, 5-1150

Pharmaceuticals
2-0100, 2-0175, 3-0520, 4-0480, 4-0560, 4-1370, 5-0245, 5-0555, 5-1245

Phenomenology
2-0490, 3-0075, 3-0365, 3-0410, 3-0460, 3-0765, 3-1195, 4-0015, 4-0500, 5-0160, 5-0445, 5-0775, 5-0865, 6-0170

Philanthropy
3-0210, 3-0400, 3-0435, 4-0170, 5-0560, 5-0970

Photography
3-0025, 3-0345, 3-0410, 3-0945, 3-1205, 4-0120, 4-0160, 4-0360, 4-0435, 4-1395, 5-0025, 5-0155, 5-0160, 5-0210, 5-0795, 5-0850, 5-1080, 6-0020

Pilgrimage
2-0310, 3-0480, 4-0115, 4-0400, 6-0285

Place
2-0095, 2-0275, 2-0380, 3-0075, 3-0175, 3-0320, 3-0365, 3-0490, 3-0925, 3-1200, 3-1345, 4-0060, 4-0290, 4-0480, 4-0605, 4-0880, 4-0950, 4-0980, 4-0985, 4-1345, 5-0005, 5-0040, 5-0185, 5-0960, 5-1060, 5-1290, 6-0140, 6-0170

Play
2-0105, 3-0180, 3-0185, 3-0390, 3-1305, 5-0070, 5-0920, 5-0975, 5-1100, 5-1115

Poetics
3-1020, 4-1280, 4-1300, 5-0105, 6-0150, 6-0350, 6-0355

Poland
2-0345, 4-0060, 4-0970, 5-0020, 6-0225

Policy
2-0075, 2-0080, 2-0110, 2-0115, 2-0130, 2-0240, 2-0290, 2-0520, 2-0535, 3-0040, 3-0205, 3-0515, 3-0845, 3-0985, 3-1025, 3-1135, 3-1145, 3-1215, 3-1245, 4-0105, 4-0200, 4-0380, 4-0425, 4-0540, 4-0845, 4-1310, 5-0050, 5-0075, 5-0100, 5-0120, 5-0460, 5-0480, 5-0525, 5-0600, 5-0870, 5-0920, 5-1225, 6-0155, 6-0205, 6-0235, 6-0270, 6-0340

Political Ecology
2-0060, 2-0305, 2-0335, 3-0015, 3-0085, 3-0420, 3-0460, 3-0560, 3-0825, 3-0915, 3-0925, 3-1130, 3-1160, 3-1200, 3-1280, 4-0070, 4-0945, 4-1315, 4-1420, 5-0120, 5-0195, 5-0475, 5-0505, 5-0510, 5-0615, 5-0770, 5-0785, 5-0915, 5-1140, 5-1165, 5-1170, 6-0030, 6-0095, 6-0105, 6-0120, 6-0210, 6-0235

Political Economy
2-0070, 2-0160, 2-0235, 2-0260, 2-0345, 2-0465, 3-0195, 3-0305, 3-0330, 3-0430, 3-0530, 3-0575, 3-1220, 3-1260, 3-1375, 4-0130, 4-0375, 4-0500, 4-0530, 4-0580, 4-1035, 4-1070, 4-1265, 4-1285, 5-0065, 5-0455, 5-0815, 5-0840, 5-0870, 5-0925, 5-1145, 6-0000, 6-0325

Political Subjectivity
2-0075, 2-0230, 3-0320, 3-0480, 3-0895, 3-0935, 3-1005, 3-1200, 3-1345, 4-0035, 4-0345, 4-0415, 4-1085, 4-1200, 4-1245, 5-0075, 5-0080, 5-0085, 5-0380, 5-0530, 5-0775, 5-1190, 6-0130, 6-0325

Political Theology
2-0500, 2-0510, 5-0435, 6-0345

Politics
2-0075, 2-0125, 2-0305, 2-0330, 2-0340, 2-0380, 2-0435, 2-0440, 2-0495, 2-0510, 2-0515, 3-0035, 3-0070, 3-0120, 3-0130, 3-0195, 3-0295, 3-0425, 3-0430, 3-0435, 3-0465, 3-0510, 3-0560, 3-0570, 3-0835, 3-0885, 3-0895, 3-0900, 3-1015, 3-1105,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polynesia</td>
<td>3-1295, 5-0540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popular Culture</td>
<td>3-0115, 3-0185, 3-0515, 3-0995, 3-1040, 4-0205, 4-0580, 4-0870, 4-0995, 4-1390, 5-0025, 5-0030, 6-0050, 6-0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Socialism</td>
<td>2-0115, 2-0340, 2-0380, 2-0385, 3-0090, 3-0140, 3-0305, 3-0435, 3-0555, 3-0815, 3-0835, 3-1165, 3-1250, 3-1310, 4-0025, 4-0580, 4-0870, 4-1125, 4-1225, 4-1240, 4-1325, 5-0160, 5-0470, 5-0585, 5-0775, 5-0805, 5-0955, 5-1215, 5-1250, 6-0080, 6-0100, 6-0235, 6-0320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty</td>
<td>2-0280, 3-0055, 3-0415, 3-0580, 4-0075, 4-0130, 4-0160, 4-1175, 5-0065, 5-0930, 6-0095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>2-0055, 2-0325, 2-0500, 2-0325, 3-0765, 3-0795, 3-1105, 3-1120, 3-1130, 3-1380, 4-0025, 4-0210, 4-0470, 4-0510, 4-0560, 4-0595, 4-0600, 4-0855, 4-0935, 4-0940, 4-0985, 4-1050, 4-1090, 4-1300, 4-1365, 5-0025, 5-0210, 5-0525, 5-0555, 5-0885, 5-1055, 5-1105, 5-1115, 5-1140, 5-1185, 5-1205, 6-0025, 6-0080, 6-0280, 6-0295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice</td>
<td>2-0065, 2-0350, 2-0530, 2-0575, 3-0155, 3-1000, 3-1035, 3-1125, 3-1175, 3-1300, 4-0115, 4-0245, 4-0505, 4-0560, 4-0580, 4-0865, 4-0975, 4-1175, 4-1355, 4-1410, 4-1445, 5-0005, 5-0040, 5-0445, 5-0450, 5-0540, 5-0785, 5-1050, 5-1235, 6-0165, 6-0300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy</td>
<td>3-0205, 3-0800, 3-1325, 4-0065, 4-0355, 4-0465, 4-0480, 4-0910, 4-1060, 5-0040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primatology</td>
<td>3-0390, 3-1295, 4-0545, 4-1320, 5-0155, 5-0215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prisons</td>
<td>2-0500, 2-0550, 3-0480, 4-0165, 4-0200, 4-0405, 5-0035, 5-0980, 6-0220, 6-0225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>privatization</td>
<td>2-0060, 3-0130, 3-1165, 4-0350, 5-0075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property</td>
<td>2-0060, 2-0245, 2-0515, 3-0345, 3-0490, 3-0570, 3-0885, 3-1160, 4-0510, 5-0355, 5-0415, 5-0775, 5-0870, 6-0060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protected Areas</td>
<td>4-0100, 4-0945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protest</td>
<td>2-0210, 2-0345, 3-0450, 3-0490, 4-0025, 4-0385, 4-0585, 4-1260, 5-1060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric Anthropology</td>
<td>2-0340, 4-0285, 5-0155, 5-1235, 6-0085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>3-0295, 3-1390, 4-0090, 4-0560, 5-0385, 5-0390, 5-0800, 6-0225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological Anthropology</td>
<td>2-0340, 3-0010, 3-0410, 3-1275, 4-0125, 4-0155, 4-0230, 4-0420, 4-0875, 4-1100, 4-1205, 4-1320, 4-1410, 5-0385, 5-0555, 5-0580, 5-0975, 5-1070, 5-1180, 5-1235, 6-0085, 6-0245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Topic Index

**Public**
- 2-0050, 3-0130, 3-1165, 4-0010, 5-0065, 5-0825

**Public Anthropology**
- 2-0140, 2-0165, 2-0445, 3-0325, 3-1310, 4-0420, 4-1105, 4-1430, 5-0270, 5-0905, 5-1055, 6-0030

**Public Health**
- 2-0175, 2-0415, 3-0195, 3-0205, 3-0210, 3-1135, 3-1335, 4-0045, 4-0235, 4-0480, 4-0560, 4-0575, 4-0610, 4-0910, 4-1315, 4-1435, 5-0005, 5-0055, 5-0815, 5-1255, 6-0025, 6-0250

**Public Policy**
- 2-0535, 3-0065, 3-0990, 3-1145, 4-0195, 4-0385, 4-0980, 4-1015, 5-0825, 5-1255, 6-0030, 6-0085, 6-0205, 6-0225

**Publics**
- 3-1165, 4-0415, 4-0870, 4-1295, 5-0005, 5-0025, 5-0380, 5-0525, 5-0765, 6-0150, 6-0355

**Publishing**
- 4-0620, 5-1135

**Q**

**Queer**
- 2-0230, 2-0380, 2-0500, 2-0525, 3-0070, 3-0175, 3-0350, 3-0575, 3-0940, 3-1040, 3-1225, 4-0160, 4-0350, 4-0405, 4-0440, 4-0590, 4-0625, 4-1110, 4-1125, 5-0020, 5-0245, 5-0585, 5-0855, 5-0950, 5-1110, 5-1125, 5-1280

**R**

**Race and Racism**
- 2-0105, 2-0135, 2-0160, 2-0165, 2-0210, 2-0235, 2-0345, 2-0365, 2-0400, 2-0435, 2-0465, 2-0500, 3-0050, 3-0055, 3-0185, 3-0225, 3-0230, 3-0385, 3-0550, 3-0800, 3-0810, 3-0875, 3-0900, 3-0925, 3-0995, 3-1045, 3-1105, 3-1110, 3-1125, 3-1180, 3-1185, 3-1210, 3-1225, 3-1285, 3-1290, 3-1355, 3-1380, 4-0140, 4-0145, 4-0155, 4-0160, 4-0185, 4-0190, 4-0200, 4-0355, 4-0420, 4-0450, 4-0470, 4-0495, 4-0530, 4-0555, 4-0575, 4-0600, 4-0605, 4-0625, 4-0835, 4-0885, 4-0900, 4-0905, 4-0960, 4-0980, 4-0995, 4-1040, 4-1105, 4-1220, 4-1265, 4-1300, 4-1330, 4-1355, 4-1390, 4-1395, 4-1440, 5-0055, 5-0060, 5-0070, 5-0115, 5-0280, 5-0360, 5-0375, 5-0465, 5-0490, 5-0555, 5-0575, 5-0855, 5-0905, 5-0915, 5-0920, 5-0925, 5-0945, 5-0995, 5-1000, 5-1060, 5-1105, 5-1120, 5-1160, 6-0015, 6-0020, 6-0025, 6-0050, 6-0080, 6-0090, 6-0155, 6-0175, 6-0205, 6-0210, 6-0275, 6-0285, 6-0300, 6-0325, 6-0345

**Reciprocity**
- 2-0390, 3-0140, 4-0185, 4-0255, 5-0250, 5-0970

**Reflexivity**
- 2-0050, 2-0140, 2-0245, 3-0480, 3-0930, 3-1010, 3-1150, 3-1155, 3-1340, 3-1355, 4-0115, 4-0495, 4-1315, 4-1365, 5-0240, 5-0450, 5-0790, 5-0825, 5-0910, 5-1070, 6-0285, 6-0300

**Refugees**
- 2-0080, 2-0115, 2-0145, 2-0155, 2-0210, 2-0395, 2-0485, 3-0020, 3-0190, 3-0445, 3-0815, 4-0145, 4-0185, 4-0390, 4-0845, 4-0880, 4-0905, 4-1245, 4-1410, 4-1445, 4-1455, 5-0440, 5-0470, 5-0535, 5-0920, 5-0980, 5-1180, 6-0055, 6-0070, 6-0105, 6-0145, 6-0305

**Religion**
- 2-0065, 2-0230, 2-0260, 2-0275, 2-0295, 2-0380, 2-0385, 2-0390, 2-0395, 2-0550, 3-0010, 3-0030, 3-0070, 3-0125, 3-0400, 3-0420, 3-0480, 3-0510, 3-0790, 3-0795, 3-0870, 3-0910, 3-0960, 3-1005, 3-1175, 3-1235, 3-1300, 3-1305, 3-1390, 4-0075, 4-0160, 4-0235, 4-0245, 4-0390, 4-0400
4-0495, 4-0520, 4-0580, 4-0595, 4-0910, 4-0935, 4-1040, 4-1255, 4-1335, 4-1425, 4-1445, 5-0090, 5-0110, 5-0230, 5-0355, 5-0435, 5-0485, 5-0505, 5-0785, 5-0795, 5-0830, 5-0900, 5-0985, 5-1195, 5-1250, 5-1280, 6-0065, 6-0105, 6-0160, 6-0170, 6-0260, 6-0345, 6-0355

**Religion and Cosmology**
2-0070, 2-0310, 2-0385, 3-0415, 3-1015, 3-1115, 4-0135, 4-0175, 4-0400, 4-0495, 4-0595, 4-0985, 4-1035, 4-1060, 4-1335, 5-0110, 5-0240, 5-0385, 5-0580, 5-0985, 5-1135, 5-1195, 5-1250, 6-0040, 6-0160, 6-0285, 6-0345

**Repatriation**
2-0085, 3-0405, 3-0580, 4-0980, 6-0070

**Representation**
2-0050, 2-0210, 2-0565, 3-0335, 3-0465, 3-0505, 3-1120, 3-1130, 3-1150, 3-1235, 4-0030, 4-0035, 4-0085, 4-0120, 4-0225, 4-0365, 4-0540, 4-0955, 4-1020, 4-1140, 4-1355, 5-0070, 5-0180, 5-0505, 5-0850, 5-0905, 5-1210, 5-1240

**Reproduction**
2-0095, 2-0100, 2-0450, 3-0195, 3-0315, 3-0795, 3-0860, 3-0955, 3-1000, 3-1135, 3-1195, 3-1265, 3-1320, 4-0130, 4-0355, 4-0410, 4-0535, 4-0560, 4-0845, 4-1270, 5-0020, 5-0565, 5-0835, 5-0840, 5-0855, 5-0970, 5-1085, 5-1110, 6-0080, 6-0230, 6-0250, 6-0275

**Research/Research Methods**
2-0080, 2-0150, 2-0165, 2-0445, 3-0515, 3-1330, 4-0050, 4-0160, 4-1320, 5-0005, 5-0155, 5-1045, 5-1245, 6-0035

**Resistance**
2-0500, 2-0515, 3-0080, 3-0135, 3-0385, 3-0450, 3-0825, 3-1105, 3-1380, 4-0160, 4-0190, 4-0205, 4-0210, 4-0245, 4-0425, 4-1395, 5-0035, 5-0360, 5-0815, 5-0980, 5-1080, 5-1085, 6-0250, 6-0325

**Revolution**
2-0515, 2-0550, 3-0875, 3-0940, 4-0215, 4-0840, 4-1405, 5-0115, 5-1160, 6-0110, 6-0325

**Rhetoric and Communication**
3-0390, 3-0545, 6-0135, 6-0340

**Risk**
2-0290, 2-0460, 3-0060, 3-0085, 3-0390, 3-0415, 3-0520, 3-0780, 3-1105, 3-1195, 3-1405, 4-0070, 4-0300, 4-0510, 4-0520, 4-0915, 4-0930, 4-1000, 4-1105, 4-1185, 5-0050, 5-0245, 5-0475, 5-0780, 5-0870, 6-0070

**Rituals and Life Cycle Events**
2-0065, 2-0340, 2-0390, 3-0015, 3-0440, 3-1175, 3-1235, 3-1265, 3-1275, 3-1390, 4-0100, 4-0175, 4-0400, 4-0505, 4-0585, 4-0610, 4-1085, 4-1090, 5-0040, 5-0385, 5-0425, 5-1135, 5-1145, 6-0355

**Rural Anthropology**
3-0055, 3-0065, 3-0395, 3-1160, 4-0105, 4-0265, 4-0295, 4-0495, 4-0510, 5-0050, 5-0600, 5-0920, 5-0930, 5-0960, 5-1225

**Scandinavia**
2-0050, 2-0325, 3-0480, 3-0900, 3-1200, 3-1245, 3-1285, 4-0070, 4-0115, 4-0835

**Schooling**
2-0520, 3-0445, 3-0455, 3-0960, 3-1145, 4-0145, 4-0275, 4-0445, 4-0960, 4-1110, 5-0615, 5-0920, 5-0945, 5-1225, 6-0125, 6-0310, 6-0320
**Topic Index**

**Science**
2-0175, 2-0290, 2-0385, 2-0430, 2-0460, 2-0560, 3-0050, 3-0075, 3-0565, 3-0945, 3-0970, 3-1110, 3-1135, 3-1170, 3-1300, 3-1320, 4-0045, 4-0155, 4-0285, 4-0420, 4-0445, 4-0920, 4-1000, 4-1110, 4-1190, 4-1205, 4-1420, 4-1460, 5-0520, 5-0805, 5-1135, 6-0225

**Science Studies**
2-0135, 2-0175, 2-0255, 2-0290, 2-0385, 2-0425, 2-0460, 2-0505, 3-0195, 3-0560, 3-0565, 3-0800, 3-0880, 3-0985, 3-1130, 3-1135, 3-1190, 3-1265, 3-1320, 4-0045, 4-0155, 4-0190, 4-0265, 4-0285, 4-0300, 4-0345, 4-0420, 4-0445, 4-0560, 4-0575, 4-1140, 4-1235, 4-1270, 4-1285, 4-1430, 4-1435, 4-1460, 5-0090, 5-0185, 5-0195, 5-0205, 5-0225, 5-0370, 5-0415, 5-0470, 5-0475, 5-0520, 5-0780, 5-0885, 5-1060, 5-1090, 5-1140, 5-1165, 5-1245, 6-0050, 6-0235, 6-0330

**Secrecy**
2-0315, 3-1305, 4-1080, 4-1085

**Secularism**
2-0385, 3-0030, 3-0360, 3-0855, 4-0995, 4-1335, 6-0345

**Security**
2-0345, 3-0095, 3-0495, 3-0560, 3-0835, 3-0895, 3-1230, 3-1360, 4-0040, 4-0075, 4-0430, 4-0435, 4-0840, 4-1185, 4-1435, 4-1440, 5-0110, 5-0175, 5-0360, 5-0460, 5-0565, 5-0575, 5-0810, 5-1055, 5-1185, 6-0205

**Semiotics**
2-0250, 2-0265, 2-0315, 2-0420, 2-0490, 3-0085, 3-0165, 3-0470, 3-0485, 3-0830, 3-0850, 3-0880, 3-0940, 3-0945, 4-0345, 4-0360, 4-0505, 4-1035, 4-1080, 5-0170, 5-0505, 5-0510, 5-1235, 6-0280, 6-0285, 6-0355

**Senses**
2-0275, 3-0765, 3-1115, 4-0010, 4-0030, 4-0090, 4-0190, 4-0345, 4-0360, 4-0435, 4-1280, 4-1375, 5-0520, 5-1065, 5-1100, 5-1270, 6-0005

**Sex Work**
2-0055, 2-0280, 3-1015, 3-1210, 4-0295, 4-0410, 4-0625, 4-1185, 4-1375, 5-0350, 5-1190, 6-0115

**Sexuality**
2-0065, 2-0370, 2-0490, 3-0070, 3-0185, 3-0440, 3-0480, 3-0890, 3-0910, 3-0955, 3-1040, 3-1135, 3-1225, 4-0160, 4-0205, 4-0295, 4-0400, 4-0405, 4-0435, 4-0535, 4-0565, 4-0575, 4-0625, 4-0630, 4-0960, 4-1085, 4-1105, 4-1110, 4-1345, 5-0030, 5-0235, 5-0855, 5-0950, 5-1125, 5-1280, 6-0115

**Shamanism**
2-0065, 3-0150, 3-1375, 3-1390, 4-1080, 4-1140, 5-0985

**Sign Language**
5-0220, 5-1010

**Skeletal Biology**
4-1320, 6-0025, 6-0175

**Social Capital**
2-0095, 2-0360, 2-0495, 3-0310, 3-0795, 3-1170, 4-0520, 4-0960, 4-1385, 5-0265, 5-0495, 5-0560, 5-0845, 5-0970

**Social Change**
2-0320, 2-0515, 2-0535, 2-0555, 3-0125, 3-0140, 3-0315, 3-0420, 3-0425, 3-0775, 3-0825, 3-0980, 3-1160, 4-0020, 4-0875, 4-1105, 5-0050, 5-0085, 5-0180, 5-1155, 5-1190, 6-0110, 6-0130, 6-0220

**Social Justice**
2-0115, 2-0280, 2-0355, 3-0510, 3-0785, 3-0825, 3-0930, 3-1335, 4-0160, 4-1065, 4-1450, 5-0880, 6-0055, 6-0060, 6-0205
Social Media
2-0335, 2-0435, 3-0075, 3-0380, 3-1105, 4-0040, 4-0050, 4-0495, 4-0975, 4-1380, 4-1395, 5-0025, 5-0270, 5-0495, 5-0510, 5-0765, 5-1120, 5-1125, 5-1135, 6-0260

Social Movements
2-0345, 2-0425, 2-0550, 3-0450, 3-0475, 3-0535, 3-0825, 3-0915, 3-1145, 3-1160, 3-1165, 3-1185, 3-1215, 3-1250, 3-1380, 4-0230, 4-0510, 4-0855, 4-0980, 4-1090, 4-1200, 4-1255, 4-1305, 5-0065, 5-0450, 5-0880, 5-0905, 5-0955, 5-0995, 5-1035, 5-1150, 5-1190, 6-0030, 6-0130, 6-0215, 6-0235, 6-0325, 6-0355

Socialism
3-0835, 4-1240, 5-0080, 5-1240

Socialites
3-0310, 4-0130, 5-0975

Socialization
3-0155, 3-0330, 3-1390, 4-1190, 5-0155, 6-0320

Sociolinguistics
2-0265, 3-0850, 4-0890, 5-1075

South America
3-0905, 4-0945, 5-0205

South Asia
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AAAS Science & Technology Policy Fellowships ............................................. 104
AAAS S&T Policy Fellowships provide scientists and engineers the opportunity to apply their skills while learning policy first-hand through yearlong assignments in the federal government.

Alexander Street ......................................................................................... 206
Alexander Street pairs exclusive content with the latest technology to deliver customizable digital products and services to libraries and their patrons worldwide.

Berg Books ................................................................................................. 314, 316
See Bloomsbury Publishing

Berghahn Books ............................................................................................ 217
Berghahn Books is a publisher of scholarly books and academic journals in the humanities and social sciences.

Bloomsbury Publishing .................................................................................. 314, 316
Bloomsbury is a leading publisher in Anthropology.

Brill ............................................................................................................. 108
Brill is a renowned international academic publishing house. Brill’s publications focus on the Humanities and Social Sciences, International Law and selected areas in the Sciences.

Cambridge University Press .......................................................................... 320
Stop by our booth for the latest titles in anthropology.

Cengage Learning ......................................................................................... 204
Cengage Learning is a leading educational content, technology, and services company for the higher education and K–12, professional and library markets worldwide. For more, visit: www.cengage.com.

Cornell University Press .................................................................................. 317
We invite you to say hello to our acquisitions editor, Jim Lance. Browse our recent books related to the field of anthropology.

Documentary Educational Resources ................................................................ 411
DER is the premiere distributor of ethnographic and anthropological films. Founded by John Marshall and Timothy Asch in 1968, DER now has over 800 titles in our collection.

Duke University Press .................................................................................. 212, 214, 216
Publisher of 120 books annually and over 40 journals, as well as offering five electronic collections.

Harvard University Press/Peabody Museum Press ........................................ 314
Founded in 1913, Harvard University Press continues to be a leading publisher of convergent works in the sciences, humanities, and social sciences.

Haymarket Books .......................................................................................... 106
Haymarket Books is an independent, progress, publisher who aims to connect activists and critical scholars with the ideas they need to change the world.

As of October 7, 2015.
Human Relations Area Files .................................................. 520
HRAF’s online collections focus on in-depth descriptive documents of ethnic cultures and archaeological traditions from around the world and are ideal for teaching and cross-cultural research.

Indiana University Press ..................................................... 406
IU Press is recognized internationally as a leading academic publisher. We produce approximately 140 new books annually, and maintain a backlist of some 2,000 titles.

Left Coast Press, Inc. ........................................................ 220
Left Coast Press, Inc. is a publisher of academic and professional materials in the humanities, social sciences, and related professional disciplines.

MSU Press ................................................................... 512
MSU Press publishes trade and scholarly works in African and African American studies, Cultural Anthropology, Caribbean & Latin American studies, Native American studies, Philosophy and more.

NYU Press ................................................................... 312
NYU Press publishes in the humanities and social sciences, with emphasis on sociology, anthropology, law, cultural and American studies, religion, American history, politics, criminology, media and film, and psychology.

Oxford University Press .................................................... 405, 504
Higher Education Publishing Group

Palgrave Macmillan ......................................................... 213
Palgrave Macmillan is a publisher of scholarly and professional books.

Penguin Random House ...................................................... 121
Penguin Random House is the world’s largest English-language general trade book publisher, includes an army of prestigious imprints and distribution lines, publishing some of the foremost writers of our time.

Princeton University Press .................................................... 310
Princeton University Press publishes innovative ethnographies, histories, and other books in cultural anthropology, anthropology of science and medicine, and in cognate fields.

Research in Germany .................................................... 407, 506
“Research in Germany” is a government-funded initiative which seeks to strengthen research collaboration between Germany and international scientists. Get Information on career and funding opportunities in Germany.

Routledge .............................................................. 415, 417
Routledge is a premier publisher in Anthropology, offering hundreds of new books and journals each year, serving scholars, instructors, and professional communities worldwide.

Rowman & Littlefield .................................................... 304, 306
Rowman & Littlefield publishes general interest and scholarly books in the social sciences and humanities, college textbooks, professional titles, journals and reference titles.

As of October 7, 2015.
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Rutgers University Press ............................................................... 211
Rutgers University Press is dedicated to the advancement and dissemination of knowledge to scholars, students, and the general reading public.

Society for Applied Anthropology ..................................................... 511
A worldwide Organization for the Applied Social Sciences.

Springer ................................................................................. 221
Visit the Springer booth and peruse our books and journals in anthropology including Human Nature and Adaptive Human Behavior and Physiology.

Stanford University Press ............................................................. 105
Stanford University Press is an academic publisher of creative and sophisticated scholarship, focusing ever more on innovating new publishing practices to better serve the scholarly community.

The University of Alabama Press ..................................................... 112
The University of Alabama Press offers an exceptional and expanding list of scholarly books in anthropology, archaeology, food studies, and Native American studies/ethnohistory.

The University of Arizona Press ..................................................... 102
The University of Arizona Press is a premier publisher of anthropology, disseminating ideas and knowledge of lasting value that enrich understanding, inspire curiosity, and enlighten readers since 1959.

University of California Press ..................................................... 412, 414
Advancing Knowledge, Driving Change.

University of Chicago Press ......................................................... 311, 313, 315
Established in 1891, as the largest American university press, we publish approximately 300 books a year, and publish leading journals in fields of humanities and physical, life, and medical sciences.

University of Hawaii Press ............................................................. 117
Academic book publisher, specializing in East and Southeast Asia, Hawaii and the Pacific, and Asian/Pacific American Studies.

University of Minnesota Press ......................................................... 113
The University of Minnesota Press is recognized internationally for its innovative, boundary-breaking editorial program in the humanities and social sciences.

University of Nebraska Press ......................................................... 514, 516
The University of Nebraska Press is a nonprofit scholarly and general interest press that publishes 170 new and reprint titles annually.

University of New Mexico Press ....................................................... 223
UNM Press publishes in the fields of anthropology, archaeology, indigenous studies, Latin American studies, American studies, Chicana/o studies, the history, literature, ecology, and cultures of the American West.

As of October 7, 2015.
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University of Oklahoma Press .................................................. 322, 324
OU Press publishes outstanding American Indian and Latin America books. We will feature NE, OU, and TX Recovering Languages & Literacies of the Americas titles.

University of Pennsylvania Press ......................................... 115
The University of Pennsylvania Press annually publishes 120 new books across the humanities and social sciences.

University of Texas Press .................................................... 210
The University of Texas Press serves knowledge seekers around the globe by publishing relevant information in books, journals, and digital media.

University of Toronto Press .................................................. 205

University of Washington Press ............................................. 111
The University of Washington Press publishes scholarly books in cultural anthropology, focusing on environmental, Asian, Indigenous, food, and gender studies.

University Press of Colorado .................................................. 510
The University Press of Colorado publishes books in Mesoamerican, Latin American, North American and Southwestern anthropology and archaeology.

Vanderbilt University Press ................................................... 416
Vanderbilt University Press is the principal publishing arm of one of the nation’s leading research universities.

VERBI Software ................................................................... 410
MAXQDA is a state-of-the-art software for qualitative and mixed methods analysis. Use MAXQDA to analyze interviews, field notes, articles, images, audio, video, tables and more.

W. W. Norton ............................................................... 207
The oldest and largest publishing house owned wholly by its employees, W. W. Norton, Inc. publishes about 400 trade, college, and professional titles each year.

Waveland Press .......................................................... 305, 404
Waveland Press, Inc. is a publisher of case studies, readers, modules, and core texts at affordable prices to students. Dozens of titles are also available as ebooks.

Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research ............. 307
The Wenner-Gren Foundation introduces SAPIENS, an innovative, editorially independent website to popularize anthropology for the public -- our newest initiative in support of anthropological research.

Wiley ................................................................. 400, 401
Wiley is a global provider of knowledge and knowledge-enabled services that improve outcomes in areas of research, professional practice, and education. Visit www.wiley.com for more information.
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ADVERTISEMENTS
The new look AnthroSource 2.0 for members and subscribers.

New features and benefits include:

- An updated visual design, for maximum usability.
- A more seamless user experience, with fewer clicks to reach content.
- Search and discoverability enhanced by the integration of AnthroSource into the Wiley Online Library platform.
- Anywhere Article, immediately available, allowing content to be easily read on mobile and tablets.
- Altmetric scores displayed for all articles in Wiley Online Library, measuring an article's impact on traditional and social media.

anthrosource.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
NEW FROM DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Come visit us at booths 212, 214, & 216!
SAVE 30% with coupon code AAA15

The Lewis Henry Morgan Lectures
Now available from
Duke University Press:

Give a Man a Fish
Reflections on the New Politics of Distribution
JAMES FERGUSON
Foreword by THOMAS GIBSON
paper, $24.95

Earth Beings
Ecologies of Practice across Andean Worlds
MARISOL DE LA CADENA
51 illustrations, paper, $26.95

How Would You Like to Pay?
How Technology Is Changing the Future of Money
BILL MAURER
51 illustrations, paper, $19.95

The Need to Help
The Domestic Arts of International Humanitarianism
LIISA H. MALIKKI
6 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Writing Culture and the Life of Anthropology
ORIN STARN, editor
5 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Freedom Time
Negritude, Decolonization, and the Future of the World
GARY WILDER
paper, $28.95

Ontopower
War, Powers, and the State of Perception
BRIAN MASSUMI
1 illustration, paper, $24.95

The Power at the End of the Economy
BRIAN MASSUMI
paper, $21.95

Loneliness and Its Opposite
Sex, Disability, and the Ethics of Engagement
DON KULICK and JENS RYDSTRÖM
8 illustrations, paper, $26.95

Cosmopolitan Conceptions
IVF Sojourns in Global Dubai
MARCIA C. INHORN
25 illustrations, paper, $27.95

Ordinary Medicine
Extraordinary Treatments, Longer Lives, and Where to Draw the Line
SHARON R. KAUFMAN
Critical Global Health
paper, $26.95

After War
The Weight of Life at Walter Reed
ZOË H. WOOL
Critical Global Health
17 illustrations, paper, $24.95

addicted.pregnant.poor
KELLY RAY KNIGHT
Critical Global Health
34 illustrations, paper, $25.95

Para-States and Medical Science
Making African Global Health
P. WENZEL GEISSLER, editor
Critical Global Health
14 illustrations, paper, $27.95

The Impotence Epidemic
Men’s Medicine and Sexual Desire in Contemporary China
EVERETT YUEHONG ZHANG
Critical Global Health
18 photographs, paper, $25.95

Gut Feminism
ELIZABETH A. WILSON
Next Wave
paper, $23.95

Postgenomics
Perspectives on Biology after the Genome
SARAH S. RICHARDSON and HALLAM STEVENS, editors
16 illustrations, paper, $25.95
Reel World
An Anthropology of Creation
ANAND PANDIAN
51 illustrations, paper, $26.95

Unsettling India
Affect, Temporality, Transnationality
PURNIMA MANKEKAR
19 illustrations, paper, $26.95

Advertising Diversity
Ad Agencies and the Creation of Asian American Consumers
SHALINI SHANKAR
42 illustrations, paper, $26.95

Shapeshifters
Black Girls and the Choreography of Citizenship
AIMEE MEREDITH COX
paper, $25.95

Rendering Life Molecular Models, Modelers, and Excitable Matter
NATASHA MYERS
Experimental Futures
55 illustrations, paper, $26.95

Emergent Ecologies
EBEN KIRKSEY
72 illustrations, paper, $25.95

Nature in Translation
Japanese Tourism Encounters the Canadian Rockies
SHIHO SATSUKA
1 illustration, paper, $24.95

Alchemy in the Rain Forest
Politics, Ecology, and Resilience in a New Guinea Mining Area
JERRY K. JACKA
New Ecologies for the Twenty-First Century
39 illustrations, paper, $25.95

Gesture and Power
Religion, Nationalism, and Everyday Performance in Congo
YOLANDA COVINGTON-WARD
Religious Cultures of African and African Diaspora People
17 illustrations, paper, $25.95

Making Freedom
Apartheid, Squatter Politics, and the Struggle for Home
ANNE-MARIA MAKHULU
16 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Who Counts?
The Mathematics of Death and Life After Genocide
DIANE M. NELSON
35 illustrations, paper, $25.95

Revolt of the Saints
Memory and Redemption in the Twilight of Brazilian Racial Democracy
JOHN F. COLLINS
57 illustrations, paper, $29.95

Bruno
Conversations with a Brazilian Drug Dealer
ROBERT GAY
20 illustrations, paper, $23.95

When Rains Became Floods
A Child Soldier's Story
LURGIO GAVILÁN SÁNCHEZ
With the collaboration of YERKO CASTRO NEIRA
Foreword by CARLOS IVÁN DEGREGORI
Introduction by ORIN STARN
Translated by MARGARET RANDALL
Latin America in Transition
15 illustrations, paper, $19.95

Unearthing Conflict
Corporate Mining, Activism, and Expertise in Peru
FABIANA LI
20 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Dilemmas of Difference
Indigenous Women and the Limits of Postcolonial Development Policy
SARAH A. RADCLIFFE
20 illustrations, paper, $27.95

Cachita's Streets
The Virgin of Charity, Race, and Revolution in Cuba
JALANE D. SCHMIDT
Religious Cultures of African and African Diaspora People
27 illustrations, paper, $26.95
Islam and Secularity
The Future of Europe’s Public Sphere
NILÜFER GÖLE
Public Planet Books
paper, $23.95

The Left Side of History
World War II and the Unfulfilled Promise of Communism in Eastern Europe
KRISTEN GHODSEE
57 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Movement and the Ordering of Freedom
On Liberal Governance of Mobility
HAGAR KOTEF
Perverse Modernities
12 illustrations, paper, $23.95

The Spectral Wound
Sexual Violence, Public Memories, and the Bangladesh War of 1971
NAYANIKA MOOKHERJEE
42 illustrations, paper, $26.95

Pipe Politics, Contested Waters
Embedded Infrastructures of Millennial Mumbai
LISA BJÖRKMAN
18 illustrations, paper, $25.95

Neutral Accent
How Language, Labor, and Life Become Global
A. ANEESH
15 illustrations, paper, $22.95

Keywords in Sound
DAVID NOVAK and MATT SAKAKEENY, editors
paper, $24.95

Sensing Sound
Singing and Listening as Vibrational Practice
NINA SUN EIDSEHIM
Sign, Storage, Transmission
26 illustrations, paper, $25.95

Lion Songs
Thomas Mapfumo and the Music That Made Zimbabwe
BANNING EYRE
62 illustrations, cloth, $34.95

Unreasonable Histories
Nativism, Multiracial Lives, and the Genealogical Imagination in British Africa
CHRISTOPHER J. LEE
Radical Perspectives
51 illustrations, paper, $26.95

Lunch with a Bigot
The Writer in the World
AMITAVA KUMAR
paper, $21.95

Race Becomes Tomorrow
North Carolina and the Shadow of Civil Rights
GERALD M. SIDER
13 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Cherry Grove, Fire Island
Sixty Years in America’s First Gay and Lesbian Town
ESTHER NEWTON
With a new preface
21 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Queer Marxism in Two Chinas
PETRUS LIU
2 illustrations, paper, $23.95
Forthcoming in 2016:

Announcing a new series:

GLOBAL INSECURITIES
Edited by Catherine Besteman and Daniel M. Goldstein

Forthcoming titles in this series are:

A Century of Violence in a Red City
Popular Struggle, Counterinsurgency, and Human Rights in Colombia
LESLEY GILL
8 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Performance
DIANA TAYLOR
74 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Metrics
What Counts in Global Health
VINCANNE ADAMS, editor
Critical Global Health
paper, $24.95

A Nervous State
Violence, Remedies, and Reverie in Colonial Congo
NANCY ROSE HUNT
41 illustrations, paper, $26.95

Tell Me Why
My Children Died
Rabies, Indigenous Knowledge, and Communicative Justice
CHARLES L. BRIGGS and CLARA MANTINI-BRIGGS
Critical Global Health
52 illustrations, paper, $25.95

Negro Soy Yo
Hip Hop and Raced Citizenship in Neoliberal Cuba
MARC D. PERRY
Refiguring American Music
14 illustrations, paper, $26.95

The Ghana Reader
History, Culture, Politics
KWASI KONADU and CLIFFORD C. CAMPBELL, editors
The World Readers
53 illustrations (incl. 12 in color), paper, $27.95

The Rio de Janeiro Reader
History, Culture, Politics
DARYLE WILLIAMS, AMY CHAZKEL and PAULO KNAUSS, editors
The Latin America Readers
72 illustrations (incl. 11 in color), paper, $25.95
Don’t miss this special issue of *GLQ*.

**Queer Inhumanisms**

A special double issue of *GLQ* (21:2–3)

Mel Y. Chen and Dana Luciano, issue editors

This issue features a group of leading theorists from multiple disciplines who decenter the human in queer theory, exploring what it means to treat “the human” as simply one of many elements in a queer critical assemblage. Contributors argue that a nonhuman critical turn in queer theory can and should refocus the field’s founding attention to social structures of dehumanization and oppression.

$148 $12.60 with conference discount

Subscribe today!

Quarterly. Subscription includes online access to current and back content.

Individuals, $40

Students, $25

Members of the Association for Queer Anthropology receive a 15% discount on subscriptions to GLQ. Use coupon code DUPAQA at checkout.

dukeupress.edu/glq

Get 30% off this issue and more at booths 212, 214, and 216!
Cutting-Edge Scholarship from Duke University Press Journals

Cultural Politics
John Armitage, Ryan Bishop, and Douglas Kellner, editors
Individuals $40 | Students $20
dukeupress.edu/cultural-politics

differences
Elizabeth Weed and Ellen Rooney, editors
Individuals $35 | Students $20
dukeupress.edu/differences

Environmental Humanities
Thom van Dooren and Elizabeth DeLoughrey, editors
Open access
Coming to Duke University Press in 2016

Public Culture
Shamus Khan, editor
Individuals $38 | Students $25
dukeupress.edu/public-culture

Our journals program is growing, and we are seeking new publishing partnerships. For more information, please contact Erich Staib at erich.staib@dukeupress.edu.
Crimes of Peace
Mediterranean Migrations at the World's Deadliest Border
Maurizio Albahari
$65.00 hardcover

Migrant Encounters
Intimate Labor, the State, and Mobility Across Asia
Edited by Sara L. Friedman and Pardis Mahdavi
$55.00 hardcover

Responding to Human Trafficking
Sex, Gender, and Culture in the Law
Alicia W. Peters
$59.95 hardcover

Medical Humanitarianism
Ethnographies of Practice
Edited by Sharon Abramowitz and Catherine Pantier-Brick.
Foreword by Peter Plot
$65.00 hardcover

Necropolitics
Mass Graves and Exhumations in the Age of Human Rights
Edited by Francisco Ferrándiz and Antonius C. G. M. Robben.
Foreword by Richard Ashby Wilson
$69.95 hardcover

Kabul Carnival
Gender Politics in Postwar Afghanistan
Julie Billaud
$55.00 hardcover

How to Accept German Reparations
Susan Slyomovics
$24.95 paperback

Culture and PTSD
Trauma in Global and Historical Perspective
Edited by Devon E. Hinton and Byron J. Good
$75.00 hardcover

State Theory and Andean Politics
New Approaches to the Study of Rule
Edited by Christopher Krupa and David Nugent
$69.95 hardcover

Rituals of Ethnicity
Thanqmi Identities Between Nepal and India
Sara Shneiderman
$75.00 hardcover

Globalization
The Crucial Phase
Edited by Brian Spooner
$69.95 hardcover

Vist us in Booth 115 and receive a 20% discount

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS www.pennpress.org
Current Anthropology

The leading source of anthropological scholarship on the human condition, past and present

Publishing the best theoretical and empirical research across all subfields of the discipline, ranging from the origins of the human species to the interpretation of the complexities of modern life.

WENNER-GREN SYMPOSIUM SERIES - Supplement 11
Politics of the Urban Poor: Aesthetics, Ethics, Volatility, Precarity

The lives of urban poor, and particularly their various forms of political involvement and activism, are shaped by a myriad of factors that go beyond basic material scarcity. The articles in this symposium cover a wide geographic range from South Asia, to Africa, to the Middle East, and to Latin America, and they demonstrate clearly that there is no single culture of poverty resulting in uniformity of life and expression.

JOURNAL of ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH

Published in the interest of general anthropology since 1945

The Journal of Anthropological Research publishes diverse, high-quality, peer-reviewed articles on anthropological research of substance and broad significance, as well as about 100 timely book reviews annually.

First issue with Chicago: Spring 2016

Visit our booth for sample copies and more information about our journals.
Fast, Easy, and In Cash
Artisan Hardship and Hope in the Global Economy
Jason Antrosio and Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld
Paper $25.00

Unsettled Belonging
Educating Palestinian American Youth after 9/11
Thea Renda Abu El-Haj
Paper $30.00

Non-Sovereign Futures
French Caribbean Politics in the Wake of Disenchantment
Yarimar Bonilla
Paper $27.50

Archives of the Insensible
Of War, Photopolitics, and Dead Memory
Allen Feldman
Paper $30.00

Legacies, Logics, Logistics
Essays in the Anthropology of the Platform Economy
Jane L. Guyer
Paper $30.00

Dreamscapes of Modernity
Sociotechnical Imaginaries and the Fabrication of Power
Edited by Sheila Jasanoff and Sang-Hyun Kim
Paper $35.00

Banking on Words
The Failure of Language in the Age of Derivative Finance
Arjun Appadurai
Paper $22.50

The Ethical Condition
Essays on Action, Person, and Value
Michael Lambek
Paper $30.00

Return to Casablanca
Jews, Muslims, and an Israeli Anthropologist
Andre Levy
Paper $27.50

Stigma and Culture
Last-Place Anxiety in Black America
J. Lorand Matory
With a Foreword by Thomas P. Gibson
Lewis Henry Morgan Lecture Series
Paper $30.00

Mixed Messages
Cultural and Genetic Inheritance in the Constitution of Human Society
Robert A. Paul
Paper $30.00

The Marvelous Clouds
Toward a Philosophy of Elemental Media
John Durham Peters
Cloth $30.00
ANTHROPOLOGY  New from CHICAGO

The Corn Wolf
Michael Taussig
Paper $22.50

The Spirits and the Law
Vodou and Power in Haiti
Kate Ramsey
Paper $30.00

Two Arabs, a Berber, and a Jew
Entangled Lives in Morocco
Lawrence Rosen
Paper $27.50

Modes of Uncertainty
Anthropological Cases
Edited by Limor Samimian-Darash and Paul Rabinow
Paper $32.50

New from HAU

The Gift
Expanded Edition
Marcel Mauss
Selected, Annotated, and Translated by Jane I. Guyer
Paper $37.00

Classic Concepts in Anthropology
Valerio Valeri
Edited and with a Foreword by Rupert Stasch and Giovanni da Col
Paper $19.99

The Anti-Witch
Jeanne Favret-Saada
Translated by Matthew Carey and with a Foreword by Veena Das
Paper $17.99

Forensics of Capital
Michael Ralph
Paper $35.00

Corporate Social Responsibility?
Human Rights in the New Global Economy
Edited by Charlotte Walker-Said and John D. Kelly
Paper $30.00

New from Zed Books Z

Can Non-Europeans Think?
Hamid Dabashi
With a Foreword by Walter Mignolo
Paper $18.95

New from PRICKLY PARADIGM PRESS

Confucius Institutes
Academic Malware
Marshall Sahlins
Paper $12.95

Data
Now Bigger and Better!
Edited by Tom Boellstorff and Bill Maurer
With Contributions by Genevieve Bell, Melissa Gregg, and Nick Seaver
Paper $12.95

Visit booth 313 for a 20% discount on these and related books.

The University of Chicago Press • www.press.uchicago.edu
Eating Soup without a Spoon
Anthropological Theory and Method in the Real World
BY JEFFREY H. COHEN
An experienced anthropologist provides real-world lessons on how to adapt anthropological theory and method to the field.
20 b&w photos | $24.95 paperback • $24.95 e-book

“This is a significant contribution to the field. I cannot think of another book quite like it.”
—Walter E. Little, Associate Professor of Anthropology and Director, Institute for Mesoamerican Studies, SUNY-Albany

The Borderlands of Race
Mexican Segregation in a South Texas Town
BY JENNIFER R. NÁJERA
$45.00 hardcover • $45.00 e-book

Queer Brown Voices
Personal Narratives of Latina/o LGBT Activism
EDITED BY URIEL QUESADA, LETITIA GO-MEZ, AND SALVADOR VIDAL-ORTIZ
$24.95 paperback • $24.95 e-book

Cuban Underground Hip Hop
Black Thoughts, Black Revolution, Black Modernity
BY TANYA L. SAUNDERS
Drawing on over a decade of interviews and research, this fascinating book examines a group of self-described antiracist, revolutionary Cuban youth who used hip hop to launch a social movement that spurred international debate and cleared the path for social change and decolonization.
43 b&w photos | $29.95 paperback • $29.95 e-book

Nurturing Masculinities
Men, Food, and Family in Contemporary Egypt
BY NEFISSA NAGUIB
$21.95 paperback • $21.95 e-book

Crescent over Another Horizon
Islam in Latin America, the Caribbean, and Latino USA
EDITED BY MARÍA DEL MAR LOGROÑO NARBONA, PAULO G. PINTO, AND JOHN TOFIK KARAM
$60.00 hardcover • $60.00 e-book

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS
www.utexaspress.com | 800.252.3206
The Color of Love
Racial Features, Stigma, and Socialization in Black Brazilian Families
BY ELIZABETH HORDGE-FREEMAN
Drawing on more than one hundred interviews and observations within ten core families, this study of intimate relationships as sites of racial socialization reveals a new facet of race-based differential treatment and its origins—and the mechanisms that perpetuate these strata across generations.
$29.95 paperback • $29.95 e-book

Rainforest Cowboys
The Rise of Ranching and Cattle Culture in Western Amazonia
BY JEFFREY HOELLE
This ambitious interdisciplinary study is the first to examine the interlinked economic uses and cultural practices and beliefs surrounding cattle in Western Amazonia, where cattle raising is at the center of debates about economic development and environmental conservation.
19 b&w photos | $45.00 hardcover • $45.00 e-book

Songs That Make the Road Dance
Courtship and Fertility Music of the Tz'utujil Maya
BY LINDA O'BRIEN-ROTHE
This major collection of courtship and fertility songs documents a nearly lost element of highland Maya ritual life, revealing significant remnants of the ancient Maya belief system in songs that date back to the early colonial era.
$24.95 paperback • $24.95 e-book

A Right to Health
Medicine, Marginality, and Health Care Reform in Northeastern Brazil
BY JESSICA SCOTT JEROME
This ethnographic study of a low-income neighborhood in the northeastern state of Ceará analyzes the complicated and compromised realities of Brazil’s universal health care system, pointing the way toward more successful planning of future reforms.
$50.00 hardcover • $50.00 e-book

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS
www.utexaspress.com | 800.252.3206
Standing in the Need
*Culture, Comfort, and Coming Home after Katrina*
BY KATHERINE E. BROWNE
This eloquent, in-depth account of an extended African American family’s grueling eight-year recovery from Katrina demonstrates how greater cultural understanding would enable disaster recovery organizations to better serve affected communities. 94 b&w photos • 4 illustrations | $24.95 paperback • $24.95 e-book

Is this America?
*Katrina as Cultural Trauma*
BY RON EVERMAN
Using cultural trauma theory, this book explores how a wide range of media and popular culture producers have challenged the meaning of Katrina, in which the massive failure of government officials to uphold the American social contract exposed the foundational racial cleavage in our society. $24.95 paperback | $24.95 e-book

Children of Katrina
BY ALICE FOTHERGILL AND LORI PEEK
Following the lives of seven representative children and teens over several years, this engrossing book offers one of the only long-term studies of how children experience disasters and the personal and structural factors that aid or hinder their recovery. 94 b&w photos • 11 illustrations | $24.95 paperback • $24.95 e-book

Left to Chance
*Hurricane Katrina and the Story of Two New Orleans Neighborhoods*
BY STEVE KROLL-SMITH, VERN BAXTER, AND PAM JENKINS
With vivid, firsthand accounts that illuminate the immediate, mid-range, and long-term effects of an unmitigated disaster, this book describes how the residents of two African American neighborhoods have experienced Katrina and the long road to recovery. 10 b&w photos • 4 maps | $24.95 paperback • $24.95 e-book

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS
www.utexaspress.com | 800.252.3206
Yutopian
Archaeology, Ambiguity, and the Production of Knowledge in Northwest Argentina
BY JOAN M. GERO
Written by a pioneer of archaeological theory, this account of an Early Formative village in Northwest Argentina offers a new model for the site report that illustrates how the fieldwork experience shapes the production of archaeological knowledge.
109 b&w photos | $27.95 paperback • $27.95 e-book

The Inka Empire
A Multidisciplinary Approach
EDITED BY IZUMI SHIMADA
Leading international scholars from many complementary disciplines present a state-of-the-art, holistic, and in-depth vision of the Inka Empire, the largest political system that ever developed in the ancient New World.
115 color and 6 b&w photos | $75.00 hardcover • $75.00 e-book

Mortuary Landscapes of the Classic Maya
Rituals of Body and Soul
BY ANDREW K. SCHERER
Through a wealth of previously unpublished primary data, Mortuary Landscapes of the Classic Maya examines Mayan death rites across sites, social classes, and kingdoms.
19 color and 115 b&w photos | $65.00 hardcover • $65.00 e-book

Social Identities in the Classic Maya
Northern Lowlands
Gender, Age, Memory and Place
BY TRACI ARDREN
This ethnographic study of a low-income neighborhood in the northeastern state of Ceará analyzes the complicated and compromised realities of Brazil’s universal health care system, pointing the way toward more successful planning of future reforms.
7 b&w photos, 12 b&w illustrations | $55.00 hardcover • $55.00 e-book
Visit Booth 406 for a 30% discount!

PUBLIC CULTURES OF THE MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA,
EDITED BY PAUL A. SILVERSTEIN, SUSAN SLYOMOVICS,
AND TED SWEDENBURG

Syria’s Democratic Years
Citizens, Experts, and Media in the 1950s
Kevin W. Martin

Pearl of Dari
Poetry and Personhood among Young Afghans in Iran
Zuzanna Olszewska

Music and the Armenian Diaspora
Searching for Home in Exile
Sylvia Angelique Alajaji

Shi’i Cosmopolitanisms in Africa
Lebanese Migration and Religious Conversion in Senegal
Mara A. Leichtman

Jaffa Shared and Shattered
Contrived Coexistence in Israel/Palestine
Daniel Monterescu

Performing al-Andalus
Music and Nostalgia across the Mediterranean
Jonathan Holt Shannon

FORTHCOMING
Politics of Suffering
Syria’s Palestinian Refugee Camps
Nell Gahlin

Learning in Morocco
Language Politics and the Abandoned Educational Dream
Charis Boutier
Visit Booth 406 for a 30% discount!

GLOBAL RESEARCH STUDIES SERIES

Global Heartland
Displaced Labor, Transnational Lives, and Local Placemaking
Faranak Miraftab

Paprika, Foie Gras, and Red Mud
The Politics of Materiality in the European Union
Zsuzsa Gille

Faked in China
Nation Branding, Counterfeit Culture, and Globalization
Fan Yang

Looking Behind the Label
Global Industries and the Conscientious Consumer
Tim Bartley, Sebastian Koos, Hiram Samel, Gustavo Setrini, and Nik Summers

Framing the Global
Entry Points for Research
Edited by Hilary E. Kahn

iupress.indiana.edu
Visit Booth 406 for a 30% discount!

THE NEW ANTHROPOLOGIES OF EUROPE SERIES,
EDITED BY MICHAEL HERZFELD AND MELISSA L. CALDWELL

Bastards of Utopia
Living Radical Politics after Socialism
Maple Razsa

Global Rome
Changing Faces of the Eternal City
Edited by Isabella Clough Marinaro and Bjørn Thomassen

Politics in Color and Concrete
Socialist Materialities and the Middle Class in Hungary
Krisztina Fehérváry

Jewish Poland Revisited
Heritage Tourism in Unquiet Places
Erica T. Lehrer

Loyal Unto Death
Trust and Terror in Revolutionary Macedonia
Keith Brown

Sharing Sacred Spaces in the Mediterranean
Christians, Muslims, and Jews at Shrines and Sanctuaries
Edited by Dionigi Albera and Maria Couroucli
ACPR: AFRICAN CONFLICT AND PEACEBUILDING REVIEW
Creative and rigorous studies of conflict and peace
Edited by Abu Bakarr Bah, Tricia Redeker Hespner, and Niklas Hultin
Published semiannually

BLACK CAMERA: AN INTERNATIONAL FILM JOURNAL
Black film studies
Edited by Michael T. Martin
Published semiannually

THE GLOBAL SOUTH
World literatures and cultures respond to globalization
Edited by Leigh Anne Duck
Published semiannually

INDIANA JOURNAL OF GLOBAL LEGAL STUDIES
Law and society in the current global era
Edited by Alfred C. Aman, Hannah L. Buxbaum, Jost Delbrück, Christiana Ochoa
Published semiannually

SPECTRUM: A JOURNAL ON BLACK MEN
Advocacy and imagination meet to investigate complex Black manhood
Edited by Judson L. Jeffries, and Terrell L. Strayhorn
Published semiannually

TRANSITION: AN INTERNATIONAL REVIEW
International review of politics, culture, and ethnicity
Edited by Alejandro de la Fuente
Published triannually
Why Haiti Needs New Narratives
A Post-Quake Chronicle
Gina Athena Ulysse

A Haitian-American anthropologist makes sense of her homeland in the wake of the 2010 earthquake. This book is trilingual in English, Kreyòl and French, and includes a foreword by award-winning author and historian Robin D.G. Kelley.

"Ulysse’s clear, powerful writing rips through the stereotypes to reveal a portrait of Haiti that will change the way you think about that nation’s culture, and your own."—Jonathan M. Katz

$27.95 paperback / $21.99 Ebook

Order from your favorite bookseller or from wesleyan.edu/wespress
Save 30% on print editions when you use discount code W301 on our web site.

Essential Anthropology Texts from

“Significant in scope and depth.”
—William L. Alexander, University of North Carolina Wilmington

“An excellent resource for students.”
—K. Jill Fleuriet, University of Texas San Antonio

Order your free exam copy at www.westviewpress.com
The Measure and Meaning of Time in Mesoamerica and the Andes
Edited by Anthony F. Aveni
$75.00

Holes in the Head
The Art and Archaeology of Trepanation in Ancient Peru
John W. Verano
Forthcoming in Spring 2016
$69.95

Dumbarton Oaks Publications
distributed by Harvard University Press

Visit booth 314 for a 20% conference discount

www.hup.harvard.edu   Tel: 1.800.405.1619
The Journey of “A Good Type”
From Artistry to Ethnography in Early Japanese Photographs

David Odo
Foreword by Elizabeth Edwards
$45.00

“Written with verve and clarity of thought.” —Luke Gartlan

Res at 35:
Special anniversary double-issue


Edited by Francesco Pellizzi
$75.00

Visit booth 314 for a 20% conference discount
## Essential reading in anthropology from berghahn

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRANSATLANTIC PARALLAXES</strong></td>
<td>Toward Reciprocal Anthropology Anne Raulin and Susan Carol Rogers [Eds.]</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WATERWORLDS</strong></td>
<td>Anthropology in Fluid Environments Kirsten Hastrup and Frida Hastrup [Eds.]</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOURISM AND INFORMAL ENCOUNTERS IN CUBA</strong></td>
<td>Valerio Simoni</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEVELOPMENTALITY</strong></td>
<td>An Ethnography of the World Bank-Uganda Partnership Jon Harald Sande Lie</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE STATE AND THE GRASSROOTS</strong></td>
<td>Immigrant Transnational Organizations in Four Continents Alejandro Portes and Patricia Fernández-Kelly [Eds.]</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ECONOMY FOR AND AGAINST DEMOCRACY</strong></td>
<td>Keith Hart [Ed.]</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PUBLIC ANTHROPOLOGY IN A BORDERLESS WORLD</strong></td>
<td>Sam Beck and Carl A. Maida [Eds.]</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEDIA, ANTHROPOLOGY AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT</strong></td>
<td>Sarah Pink and Simone Abram [Eds.]</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AGING AND THE DIGITAL LIFE COURSE</strong></td>
<td>David Prendergast and Chiara Garattini [Eds.]</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Hardback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW IN PAPERBACK</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IN THE EVENT</strong></td>
<td>Toward an Anthropology of Generic Moments Lotte Meiner and Bruce Kapferer [Eds.]</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>Paperback Original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRAPPED IN THE GAP</strong></td>
<td>Doing Good in Indigenous Australia Emma Kowal</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>Paperback Original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHAT WE NOW KNOW ABOUT RACE AND ETHNICITY</strong></td>
<td>Michael Banton</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>Paperback Original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ETHICS IN THE FIELD</strong></td>
<td>Contemporary Challenges Jeremy MacClancy and Agustin Fuentes [Eds.]</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TIME AND THE FIELD</strong></td>
<td>Steffen Dalsgaard and Morten Nielsen [Eds.]</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>Paperback Original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL</strong></td>
<td>On Peripheral Perspectives and the Production of Anthropological Knowledge Cris Shore and Susanna Trnka [Eds.]</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RECONSTRUCTING OBESITY</strong></td>
<td>The Meaning of Measures and the Measure of Meanings Megan McCullough and Jessica Hardin [Eds.]</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PREGNANCY IN PRACTICE</strong></td>
<td>Expectation and Experience in the Contemporary US Sallie Han</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visit the BB booths #215 and #217 or order online (use code AAA15) and receive a 25% discount!

www.berghahnbooks.com
New from Princeton

Sounding the Limits of Life
Essays in the Anthropology of Biology and Beyond
Stefan Helmreich
With contributions from Sophia Roosth & Michele Friedner
Princeton Studies in Culture and Technology
Paper $26.95

The Real Planet of the Apes
A New Story of Human Origins
David R. Begun
Cloth $29.95

American Zoo
A Sociological Safari
David Grazian
Cloth $29.95

Ethical Life
Its Natural and Social Histories
Webb Keane
Cloth $29.95

Religious Difference in a Secular Age
A Minority Report
Saba Mahmood
Paper $24.95

Foragers, Farmers, and Fossil Fuels
How Human Values Evolve
Ian Morris
Edited and with an introduction by Stephen Macedo
Cloth $29.95

The Political Machine
Assembling Sovereignty in the Bronze Age Caucasus
Adam T. Smith
Cloth $39.50

Young Islam
The New Politics of Religion in Morocco and the Arab World
Ari Max Spiegel
Princeton Studies in Muslim Politics
Cloth $29.95

The Mushroom at the End of the World
On the Possibility of Life in Capitalist Ruins
Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing
Cloth $29.95

New in Paper

Coming of Age in Second Life
An Anthropologist Explores the Virtually Human
Tom Boellstorff
With a new preface by the author
Paper $24.95

1177 B.C.
The Year Civilization Collapsed
Eric H. Cline
With a new afterword by the author
Turning Points in Ancient History
Paper $16.95

The Alzheimer Conundrum
Entanglements of Dementia and Aging
Margaret Lock
Paper $24.95

Making War at Fort Hood
Life and Uncertainty in a Military Community
Kenneth T. MacLeish
Paper $22.95

Booth 310
30% Conference Discount
press.princeton.edu
BLAMING THE POOR
The Long Shadow of the Moynihan Report on Cruel Images about Poverty
Susan D. Greenbaum
paper $26.95

HUMANITARIAN AFTERSHOCKS IN HAITI
Mark Schuller
paper $27.95

VALUING DEAF WORLDS IN URBAN INDIA
Michele Friedner
paper $28.95

CHILD SOLDIERS IN THE WESTERN IMAGINATION
From Patriots to Victims
David M. Rosen
paper $28.95
A volume in the Childhood Studies series

RAISING THE RACE
Black Career Women Redefine Marriage, Motherhood, and Community
Riché J. Daniel Barnes
paper $27.95
A volume in the Families in Focus series

THREE CENTURIES OF CONFLICT IN EAST TIMOR
Douglas Kammen
cloth $55.95
A volume in the Genocide, Political Violence, Human Rights series

VISIT US AT BOOTH #211

ALL TITLES AVAILABLE AS EBOOKS.

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Sign up for news and special offers.
http://rutgerspress.rutgers.edu
The Association for Asian Studies

Discover why becoming an AAS member is essential for those in the field of Asian Studies. JOIN TODAY! Visit the AAS website or call 734-665-2490 for more information.

Membership Benefits:

- Connect with approximately 8,000 scholars across all disciplines.
- Enjoy fellowship and intellectual exchange with your peers.
- Stay current on the latest Asian studies research and methodology.
- Access the member-only section of the AAS website which includes a searchable AAS Member Directory, employment listings.
- Receive complimentary annual subscriptions to the Journal of Asian Studies (4 print issues, and online access to all articles since 1941).
- Asian Studies E-Newsletter
- Receive special rates on all Cambridge University Press and AAS publications, including Education About Asia.
- Enjoy a reduced registration fee for the AAS Annual Conference - the largest Asian studies conference in North America.
- Become eligible for grant programs and book subventions.
- Gain full voting privileges to elect AAS officers and council representatives.

Attend the AAS 2016 Annual Conference

March 31-April 3, 2016  Seattle, Washington
INTRODUCING A NEW SERIES FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS: FRANZ BOAS PAPERS DOCUMENTARY EDITION SERIES

The Franz Boas Papers, Volume 1
Franz Boas as Public Intellectual—Theory, Ethnography, Activism
Edited by Regina Darnell, Michelle Hamilton, Robert L. A. Hancock, and Joshua Smith
Regina Darnell, General Editor
$75.00 • hardcover

Cora Du Bois
Anthropologist, Diplomat, Agent
Susan C. Seymour
$39.50 • hardcover

Illicit Love
Interracial Sex and Marriage in the United States and Australia
Ann McGrath
$45.00 • hardcover

This Benevolent Experiment
Indigenous Boarding Schools, Genocide, and Redress in Canada and the United States
Andrew Woolford
$90.00 • hardcover

Capitalist Family Values
Gender, Work, and Corporate Culture at Boeing
Polly Reed Myers
$50.00 • hardcover

Before Boas
The Genesis of Ethnography and Ethnology in the German Enlightenment
Han F. Vermeulen
$75.00 • hardcover

Sharing Our Knowledge
The Tingit and Their Coastal Neighbors
Edited by Sergei Kan, with Steve Henrlikson
$65.00 • hardcover

Hunting Caribou
Subsistence Hunting along the Northern Edge of the Boreal Forest
Henry S. Sharp and Karyn Sharp
$43.50 • hardcover

So, How Long Have You Been Native?
Life as an Alaska Native Tour Guide
Alexis C. Buntun
$26.95 • hardcover

Coming of Age in Chicago
The 1893 World’s Fair and the Coalescence of American Anthropology
Edited by Curtis M. Hinsley and David R. Wilcox
$65.00 • hardcover
Forthcoming February 2016

Ancestral Mounds
Vitality and Volatility of Native America
Jay Miller
Foreword by Alfred Berryhill
$55.00 • hardcover

American Antiquities
Revisiting the Origins of American Archaeology
Terry A. Barnhart
$75.00 • hardcover

Visit booths 516 and 514 or use discount code 6AAAA5 online at nebraskapress.unl.edu to save 25% on all titles. Offer expires December 31, 2015.
CHEROKEE MEDICINE, COLONIAL GERMS
An Indigenous Nation’s Fight against Smallpox, 1518–1824
By Paul Kelton
$29.95 CLOTH • 296 PAGES

THROUGH INDIAN SIGN LANGUAGE
The Fort Sill Ledgers of Hugh Lenox Scott and Iseeo, 1889–1897
Edited by William C. Meadows
$55.00 CLOTH • 520 PAGES

THE HUASTeca
Culture, History, and Interregional Exchange
Edited by Katherine A. Faust and Kim N. Richter
$55.00 CLOTH • 256 PAGES

THE CH’OL MAYA OF CHIAPAS
Edited by Karen Bassie-Sweet
$45.00 CLOTH • 288 PAGES

RECLAIMING THE HOPEWELLIAN CEREMONIAL SPHERE
200 B.C. to A.D. 500
By A. Martin Byers
$65.00 CLOTH • 440 PAGES

RETURN TO AZTLAN
Indians, Spaniards, and the Invention of Nuevo México
By Danna A. Levin Rojo
$34.95 CLOTH • 320 PAGES

VISIT OU PRESS BOOTH 322 TO BROWSE OUR NEW BOOKS AND LEARN MORE ABOUT LACAC
CULTURE, PLACE, AND NATURE

Andean Waterways  
*Resource Politics in Highland Peru*  
MATTIAS BORG RASMUSSEN  
232 pp., $30.00 pb

Conjuring Property  
*Speculation and Environmental Futures in the Brazilian Amazon*  
JEREMY M. CAMPBELL  
240 pp., $30.00 pb

Forests Are Gold  
*Trees, People, and Environmental Rule in Vietnam*  
PAMELA D. MCWEE  
April 2016  
487 pp., $30.00 pb

Puer Tea  
*Ancient Caravans and Urban Chic*  
JINGHONG ZHANG  
Winner of the International Convention of Asian Scholars Book Prize  
272 pp., $30.00 pb

The Han  
*China’s Diverse Majority*  
AGNIESZKA JONIAK-LUTHI  
STUDIES ON ETHNIC GROUPS IN CHINA  
200 pp., $50.00 hc

Frontier Livelihoods  
*Hmong in the Sino-Vietnamese Borderlands*  
SARAH TURNER, CHRISTINE BONNIN, AND JEAN MICHAUD  
234 pp., $50.00 hc

Humanizing the Sacred  
*Sisters in Islam and the Struggle for Gender Justice in Malaysia*  
AZZA BASARUDIN  
DECOLONIZING FEMINISMS  
352 pp., $30.00 pb

Daughter of Good Fortune  
*A Twentieth-Century Chinese Peasant Memoir*  
CHEN HUIQIN WITH SHEHONG CHEN  
336 pp., $30.00 pb

Symbolic Immortality  
*The Tlingit Potlatch of the Nineteenth Century*  
Second Edition  
SERGEI KAN  
426 pp., $40.00 pb

Seawomen of Iceland  
*Survival on the Edge*  
MARGARET WILLSON  
March 2016  
352 pp., $34.95 hc

GLOBAL SOUTH ASIA

A Place for Utopia  
*Urban Designs from South Asia*  
SMRITI SRINIVAS  
224 pp., $45.00 hc

Sensitive Space  
*Fragmented Territory at the India-Bangladesh Border*  
JASON CONS  
April 2016  
208 pp., $45.00 hc

BOOTH 111  FREE SHIPPING  30% DISCOUNT

Save online with promo code WST1607 at www.washington.edu/uwpress
Slaves of the State
Black Incarceration from the Chain Gang to the Penitentiary
Dennis Childs
$22.50 paper | $29.00 cloth
272 pages

The Value of Homelessness
Managing Surplus Life in the United States
Craig Willis
$27.00 paper | $44.50 cloth | 224 pages

Difference Incorporated Series

HIV Exceptionalism
Development through Disease in Sierra Leone
Adria Benton
$22.50 paper | $29.00 cloth
192 pages | A Quadrant Book

Wildlife in the Anthropocene
Conservation after Nature
Jamie Lorimer
$25.00 paper | $37.50 cloth | 296 pages

Coin-Operated Americans
Rebooting Boyhood at the Video Game Arcade
Carly A. Kocurek
$22.95 paper | $30.50 cloth | 280 pages

Tongzhi Living
Men Attracted to Men in Postsocialist China
Tiantian Zheng
$27.00 paper | $44.50 cloth
256 pages

The Beginning and End of Rape
Confronting Sexual Violence in Native America
Sarah Deer
$22.95 paper | $30.50 cloth | 232 pages

The White Possessive
Property, Power, and Indigenous Sovereignty
Aileen Moreton-Robinson
$27.00 paper | $44.50 cloth | 264 pages
Indigenous Americas Series

Security in the Bubble
Navigating Crime in Urban South Africa
Christine Heitschel
$25.00 paper | $37.50 cloth | 184 pages
Globalization and Community Series, vol. 24

Wastelanding
Legacies of Uranium Mining in Navajo Country
Traci Bryne Voyles
$25.00 paper | $37.50 cloth | 312 pages

Genetic Geographies
The Trouble with Ancestry
Catherine Nash
$25.00 paper | $37.50 cloth | 248 pages

Life Support
Biocapital and the New History of Outsourced Labor
Kalindi Vora
$22.50 paper | $34.75 cloth | 192 pages
Difference Incorporated Series

Making Suburbia
New Histories of Everyday America
John Archer, Paul J.P. Sandul, and Katherine Solomonson, editors
Afterword by Margaret Crawford
$35.00 paper | $42.50 cloth
424 pages

Aesop's Anthropology
A Multispecies Approach
John Hartigan Jr.
$7.95 paper | $4.95 ebook | 98 pages
Forerunners: Ideas First Series

Visit us at booth #113
NEW from NORTON

Please visit us in Booth 207

Essentials of Cultural Anthropology

KENNETH J. GUEST, Baruch College

The essential tools for living in a multicultural and global age

Ken Guest’s groundbreaking textbook is now available in a brief edition! Covering the essential concepts that drive the field today, Essentials of Cultural Anthropology: A Toolkit for a Global Age shows students that now, more than ever, global forces affect local culture, and that the tools of cultural anthropology are relevant to living in a globalizing world.

Also available

Cultural Anthropology Fieldwork Journal can be packaged for free with either version of the text.

“[Cultural Anthropology] assists students in coming to their own understanding of the value of an anthropological perspective, helping them make sense of the complexities of globalization and the constantly changing world around them.”

—DEBORAH ALTAMARINO, Professor of Anthropology, SUNY Plattsburgh

WWWANTHRO  YOUTUBE  NORTONANTHRO
NEW & FORTHCOMING

Living and Dying in the Contemporary World: A Compendium
Edited by Veena Das and Clara Han

The Land of Open Graves: Living and Dying on the Migrant Trail
Jason De León, photos by Michael Wells

Sensational Movies: Video, Vision, and Christianity in Ghana
Birgit Meyer

Extraordinary Conditions: Culture and Experience in Mental Illness
Janis H. Jenkins

Exceptional States: Chinese Immigrants and Taiwanese Sovereignty
Sara L. Friedman

The Para-State: An Ethnography of Colombia’s Death Squads
Aldo Clivico

All in Your Head: Making Sense of Pediatric Pain
Mara Buchbinder

A Passion for Society: How We Think about Human Suffering
Iain Wilkinson and Arthur Kleinman

Handbook of Religion and the Asian City: Aspiration and Urbanization in the Twenty-First Century
Edited by Peter van der Veer

The Killing Consensus: Police, Organized Crime, and the Regulation of Life and Death in Urban Brazil
Graham Denyer Willis

Love’s Uncertainty: The Politics and Ethics of Child Rearing in Contemporary China
Teresa Kuan

The Pandemic Perhaps: Dramatic Events in a Public Culture of Danger
Carlo Caduff

Democracy as Death: The Moral Order of Anti-Liberal Politics in South Africa
Jason Hickel

VISIT BOOTH 412-414:
SAVE 40%

www.ucpress.edu
Chaco Revisited
New Research on the Prehistory of Chaco Canyon, New Mexico
Edited by Carrie C. Heitman and Stephen Plog

Intimate Grammars
An Ethnography of Navajo Poetry
Anthony K. Webster

Practicing Materiality
Edited by Ruth M. Van Dyke

Traditional Arid Lands Agriculture
Understanding the Past for the Future
Edited by Scott E. Ingram and Robert C. Hunt

Women Who Stay Behind
Pedagogy of Survival in Rural Transmigrant Mexico
Ruth Trinidad Galván

We Are the State!
Barrio Activism in Venezuela’s Bolivarian Revolution
Cristobal Valencia

Images of Public Wealth or the Anatomy of Well-Being in Indigenous Amazonia
Edited by Fernando Santos-Granero

Moquis and Kastiilam
Hopi, Spaniards, and the Trauma of History
Edited by Thomas E. Sheridan, Stewart B. Koyiyumptewa, Anton Daughters, Dale S. Brenneman, T. J. Ferguson, Leigh Kuwanwiswma, and Lee Wayne Lomayestewa

(800) 621-2736 • 25% discount, AZAAA2015, Booth No. 102
BLOOD AND EARTH: Modern Slavery, Eccolide, and the Secret to Saving the World by Kevin Boyle Spiegel & Grau • HC • 978-0-8129-9576-3 304pp. • $27.00

BETWEEN THE WORLD AND ME by Ta-Nehisi Coates Spiegel & Grau • HC • 978-0-8129-9354-7 • 176pp. • $24.00

THE UNDERGROUND GIRLS OF KABUL In Search of a Hidden Resistance in Afghanistan by Jenny Nordberg Broadway Books • TR • 978-0-307-95250-9 • 384pp. • $15.00

ORIGINAL THINKING A Radical Revoisioning of Time, Humanity, and Nature by Glenn Agamid Parry Foreword by James O’Dea North Atlantic Books • TR • 978-1-56649-890-3 336pp. • $21.95

THE WORLD WHO WOULD BE KING Hatshepsut’s Rise to Power in Ancient Egypt by Kara Cooney Crown • HC • 978-0-307-95676-7 • 320pp. • $28.00

JUST MERCY A Story of Justice and Redemption by Bryan Stevenson Spiegel & Grau • TR • 978-0-8129-8496-5 388pp. • $16.00

INDEPENDENCE LOST Lives on the Edge of the American Revolution by Kathleen DuVal Random House • HC • 978-1-4000-6895-1 • 464pp. • $28.00

THE ANCIENT PATH Old Lessons from the Church Fathers for a New Life Today by John Michael Talbot and Mike Aquilina Foreword by Donald Waerl Image • HC • 978-0-8041-3995-3 • 208pp. • $22.00

THE LOST SISTERHOOD: A Novel by Anne Fortier Ballantine Books • TR • 978-0-345-53824-2 • 608pp. • $16.00

SILENCING THE PAST (20th anniversary edition) Power and the Production of History by Michel-Rolph Trouillot Beacon Press • TR • 978-0-8070-0853-5 • 224pp. • $19.00

THE UTOPIA OF RULES On Technology, Stupidity, and the Secret Joys of Bureaucracy by David Graeber Melville House • HC • 978-1-61219-374-8 • 272pp. • $26.95

BLACK MACHO AND THE MYTH OF THE SUPERWOMAN by Michele Wallace Foreword by Jamilah Lomieux Verso • TR • 978-1-78168-821-2 • 272pp. • $19.95

ORANGE IS THE NEW BLACK My Year in a Women’s Prison by Piper Kerman Spiegel & Grau • TR • 978-0-385-52339-4 362pp. • $16.00


GHETTOSIDE: A True Story of Murder in America by Jill Leovy Spiegel & Grau • TR • 978-0-385-52995-0 • 364pp. • $16.00

PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE • ACADEMIC MARKETING DEPARTMENT
1745 BROADWAY • NEW YORK, NY 10019 • rhacademic@penguinrandomhouse.com

www.randomhouseacademic.com /randomhouseacademic @RHAcademic
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>E-book Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women and Power in Zimbabwe</td>
<td>CAROLYN MARTIN SHAW</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promises of Feminism</td>
<td></td>
<td>E-book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becoming Beautiful</td>
<td>JOANNA BOSE</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballroom Dance in the American Heartland</td>
<td></td>
<td>E-book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Play and the Human Condition</td>
<td>THOMAS S. HENRIKCS</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tales, Tunes, and Tassa Drums</td>
<td>PETER MANUEL</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention and Invention in Indo-Caribbean Music</td>
<td></td>
<td>E-book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Study of Ethnomusicology</td>
<td>BRUNO NETTL</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thirty-Three Discussions</td>
<td></td>
<td>E-book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stunning Males and Powerful Females</td>
<td>CHRISTINA SUNARDI</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender and Tradition in East Javanese Dance</td>
<td></td>
<td>E-book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women Musicians of Uzbekistan</td>
<td>TANYA MERCHANT</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Courtyard to Conservatory</td>
<td></td>
<td>E-book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERPRETATIONS OF CULTURE IN THE NEW MILLENNIUM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victims and Warriors</td>
<td>CASEY HIGH</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violence, History, and Memory in Amazonia</td>
<td></td>
<td>E-book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embodied Protests</td>
<td>MARIA TAPIAS</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotions and Women’s Health in Bolivia</td>
<td></td>
<td>E-book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street Life under a Roof</td>
<td>EMILY MARGARETTEN</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Homelessness in South Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td>E-book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinventing Chinese Tradition</td>
<td>KA-MING WU</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Cultural Politics of Late Socialism</td>
<td></td>
<td>E-book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Verde, Let’s Go</td>
<td>DEREK PARDUE</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creole Rappers and Citizenship in Portugal</td>
<td></td>
<td>E-book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
New from University of Toronto Press

Looking Back, Moving Forward
Transformation and Ethical Practice in the Ghanaian Church of Pentecost
by Girish Daswani

Legacies of Violence
History, Society, and the State in Sardinia
by Antonio Sorge

Milanese Encounters
Public Space and Vision in Contemporary Urban Italy
by Cristina Moretti

From New Peoples to New Nations
Aspects of Metis History and Identity from the Eighteenth to Twenty-first Centuries
by Gerhard J. Ens and Joe Sawchuk

The Land of Weddings and Rain
Nation and Modernity in Post-Socialist Lithuania
by Gediminas Lankauskas

In Light of Africa
Globalizing Blackness in Northeast Brazil
by Allan Charles Dawson

For these and other great titles visit us at booth # 205 or online at utppublishing.com
Notes